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FEDERAII MARITIME COMMISSION

No 1166

IN THE MATIEROF AGREEMENT Nos 6200 7 62008 AND 6200B U S
ATLANTIC GULF AUSTRALIA NEW ZEALAND CONFERENCE

Decided A ugUJ8t 6 1965

Agreements modifying outbound conference agreement 1 to add U S Great

Lakes and St Lawrence River ports to trade from Atlantic and Gulf ports
to Australia and New Zealand with separate section to fix rates from the

Great Lakes and 2 to change voting requirement in ordinary conference

actions from unanimity to two thirds approved pursuant to section 15 of

the Shipping Act 1916

Agreement providing for veto by Atlantic and Gulf section of conference of rates

set by Great Lakes section below those from the Atlantic and Gulf dis

approved pursuant to section 15of the Shipping Act 1916
Permission to extend use of conference s approved dual rate contract to entire

trade covered by conference agreement as expanded by approved amendment
denied pursuant to section 14b of theShipping Act 1916

EVmefO Maddy Paul P McGuife and Baldvin EinafsO nfor U S
Atlantic Gulf Australia New Zealand Conference respondent

Jefome H Heakmtan RQbeft Tiefnan and Vincent D Si7nlnonB for

the Dow Chemical Company and Dow Chemical International S A

interveners
James M Hendefson Afthu f L Winn Jf SaTTllUeZ H Moerman

andJ Raymond Olade for the Port of New York Authority and North

Atlantic Ports Association interveners with Sidiney Goldstein Gen
eral Council and F A Mulhefn Attorney for the Port ofNew York

Authority
Warren A Jac n Stuaft B Bfadley and Daniel K Schlofj for

Federal Commerce and Navigation Company Limited and Federal

CommonwealthLine interveners

Robeft J Ofgensen for International Association of Great Lakes

Ports intervener and Ronald Parizek for Port of Chicago a memlber

of said association

J Scot Pfovan and Robeft J Blaak1oell Hearing Counsel
Waltef T Southwofth Hearing Examiner

9 F M C 1



2 FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION I
REPORT

By THE C01tDUSSION John Harllee Ohilirman Ashton C Barrett

James V Day Oommi8sioners

The Commission instituted this investigation to determine 1

whether three proposed amepdrn eIts to Agreement No 6200 the

organic agreement of the U S Athultic and Gulf Australia New

Zealand Conference should be approved under section 15 of the

Shipping Act 1916 and 2 whether the Conference should be per
mitted pursuant to section 14b of the Shipping Act to extend the

coverage of its dual rate contract to include Great Lakes ports
Agreement No 6200 presently covers the establishment of agreed

rates charges and practices for the carriage of cargo from Atlantic

and Gulf ports of the United States to ports in Australia New Zea

land and certain South Pacific Islands The proposed amendments

now beforeus would 1

1 Add Great Lnkes lll St IAlw1 ence River ports of the United
States to the trade covered by the conference Along with the

request to extend the scope of the agreement the conference re

quests permission to have its approved dual rate contract apply
to shipments from these ports Agreement No 6200 8 par 1

2 Establish a separa1te Great Lakes section of the conference

composed ofmember lines operating regular services from Great

Lakes ports which would establish rates and conditions appli
cable to carriage from Great Lakes ports subj ect to the consen

of two thirds of all conference members to any rate lower than

the corresponding rate from any other conference area A car

rier would be eligibl to participate in the Great Lakes section

upon demonstrating satisfactory evidence of its intent to operate
in the Great Lakes 2 Agreement No 6200 8 par 2 and

3 Change the present requirement of unanimous assent to any
action under the agreement to two thirds assent except as other

wise specifically provided and except that any modification of

the basic agreement would require unanimous consent Agree
ment No 6200 7 par 2

1 By order served December 28 1964 in this proceeding the Commission remanded the

issues raised by Agreement 6200 7 par 1 to the Examiner for further hearings Agree

ment 6200 B also SUbject t the order of investigation in this proceeding has been

withdrawn
2 As originally submitted the consent of three fourths of the conference members was

required The Examiner however while approving this provision in principle Raw no

reason for requiring a greater majority to ratify a lower rate from the Lakes than for

ordinary conference action Accordingly his recommended approval was subject to the

conference s modifying their agreement t require approval only by a two thirds majority

The conference has indicated tbeirassent to this modification

9 F M C



AGREEMENT UJS ATLANT1C GULF AUSTRALIA N ZEALAND CON 3

In his initial decision the presiding examiner recommended ap

proval of the proposed modifioations Dow Chemical Company a

large producer of chemicals with amajor plant in the Great Lakes area

at Midland Michigan and Dow Chemical International S A its

export sales subsidiary Federal Commerce and Navigation Company
limited a Montreal based corporation which proposed to operate a

service between Australia and U S Great Lakes ports through its

newly established Federal CommonwealthLine and Hearing Counsel
filed exceptions to the initial decision

Insubstance these parties contend

1 TIhat the Examiner erred in approving the establishment of a sepalate

Great Lakes section of the conference which was subject to thepower of the

conference as a whole to veto 8 rate established by the Great Lakes section

below the corresponding rate from Atlantic and Gulf ports
2 That the Examiner erred in approving the provision that membership

in the Greait Lakes section can be retained as long as a carrier produces
satisfactory evidence of its intention and ability to operate a regular serv

ice from Lakes ports
3 That the Examiner erred in approving the extension of the confer

ences dual rate contract from Atlantic and Gulf ports to the Great Lakes

area

4 That the Examiner erred in finding that the imposition by the con

ference of a 56 per ton arbitrary or differential on shipments from Great
Lakes ports over corresponding rates from Atlantic land Gulf ports was

not unlawfulS

The conference intervener Port of New York Authority and
intervener North Atlantic Ports Association replied to these

exceptions
FACTS

Inthe past Great Lakes ports of theUnited States werea relatively
unimportant shipping area because of adverse conditions inherent in

the Lakes inadequate port facilities a short navigation season and
limited common carrier service With the opening of the St Law
rence Seaway in 1959 however the Lakes become th fourth sea coast
of the United States Since the opening of the Seaway the movement
of cargo has steadily increased

At present the Great Lakes are competitive with Atlantic and Gulf
ports and many shippers move their goods from bdth areas Never
theless certain inherent disadvantages limit the ability ofLakes ports
to attract cargo Goods can move frqm Lakes ports only during a 6 1
month sailing season Consequently when the Lakes are closed to

navigation all shippers regardless of their loyalty to or preference
for Lakes ports must look to the Atlantic or Gulf for s rvice In

aOnly Dow raises this exception

9 F M C
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4 FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION
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addition transit time from Atlantic ports to Australia and New

Zealand varies depending upon the ports involved from 25 to 35 days
while transit time from Chicago to the first port in Australia is about

54 days and from Detroit it is about 43 days And the length of

voyages from the Lakes may be increased by congestion in the locks

Where speed is essential therefore shippers must rely on the Atlantic

orGulf

Despite these difficulties however Lakes ports have certain ad

vantages over the Atlantic and Gulf Shippers with plants on or near

the Lakes find that common carrier service at their doorstep saves the

cost of inland transportation to Atlantic orGulf ports a factor which

is a strong inducement to ship from the Lakes despite the lengthy
transit time and limited service

At the close of the record in this proceeding the conference had six

members Three of these A B Atlanttrafik American and Austra

lian Steamship Line Joint Service A A and Port and Associated
Lines Joint Service Port would be eligible for membership in the

proposed Great Lakes section according to the eligihility requirements
set forth in Agreement 6200 8 The individual tariffs filed by these

lines for transportation ofcargo from the Lakes to Australia and New

Zealand generally provide for a differential or arbitrary over con

ference rates applicable at Atlantic and Gulf ports of 5 00 per ton

for ports in the Detroit Toledo range and 6 00 for ports in the

Chicago Milwaukee range Ifthe conference is extended to the Lakes

the members will maintain some differential over AtlantiG and Gulf

rates to compensate for the additional steaming time and other costs

incurred inserving theLakes

Of the three conference lines who have expressed an intent to serve

the Lakes only Atlanttrafikhas actually made a sailing During 1963

it made 11 sailings out the the Great Lakes port ofDetroit Of these

8 also called at Chicago Atlanttrafik however has not attracted

sufficient cargo to fill its vessels from Lakes ports alone and it has

found it necessary to call at Montreal other St Lawrence River ports
andU S AtlanticCoast ports

A A and Port collectively propose to provide monthly service

from the Lakes through a sailing arrangement pursuant to F MC

Agreement No 79963 4 In conjunction with this proposed Lakes

service A A and Port will call at Montreal and Canadian ports east

thereof but will not call at U S Atlantic or Gulf ports A A and

Port would continue their present separate service from U S Atlantic

and Gulfports

I
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This agreement provides for A A and Port to alternate sa1l1ngs from Lakes ports
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AGREEMENT UJS ATLANTIC GULF AUSTRALIA N ZEALAND CON 5

Although A A and Port have filed tariffs covering the Great
Lakes and have solicited cargo they have not as yet secured cargo
sufficient to justify asailing from the Lakes Most oftheir solicitation

has been directed to automobile shippers who account for about 70

percent of the revenue in the GreJat Lakes trade Competition for

this cargo is keen A A actually had a booking from Chrysler a

major shipper of automobiles but Chrysler cancelled this booking
when it determined that faster service from the Atlantic was needed

The loss of this hooking forced A A to cancel its scheduled sailing
A second vessel was offered by A A to American Motors but the

cargo wasshipped viaAtlanttrafik

Port Line has solicited Ohrysler American Motors Willys and

Dow but has not beensuccessful in attracting cargo Chrysler offered

Port its entire 1964 shipm nts from the Lakes to Australia if it would

reduce its rate from 36 50 the same rate offered by the conference

from the Atlantic and Gulf to 33 50 plus 5 percent Port feeling
that such a reduction would disrupt the conference rate structuro

declined and lost the cargo
Much of the vigorous competition in the Lakes has come from

independent carriers In 1961 O S K Line took a cargo away from

Atlanttrafik hy offering a cut rate to Chrysler and in 1962 Orient

Mid East Lines did the same forcing tlanttrafik to cut its rate by
eliminating the differential over the Atlantic Coast ralte Neither

O S K nor Orient Mid East Lines has since reentered the Lakes trade

In 1964 Federal Commerce which had never been in the trade b fore

took away Atlanttrafik s principal booking for its first sailing of the

season by cutting rates on automobiles from Kenosha American

Motors As a result Atlanttrafik cancelled the sailing Apparently
Federal Commerce took the business at 33 50 per ton against At
lanttrafik s rate of 36 50 The conference considered the 33 50 rate

to be noncompensatory

DISCUSSION

The Commission has recognized in the past thllit certain administra

tive economies can be effected by permitting separate trade areas to

be brought under a single conference administration thereby per

mitting the use of one office and one staff where several might other

wise be required IS We believe that the establishment of a single ad

ministration within the U S Atlantic and Gulf Australia New
Zealand Conference to handle the Atlantic and Gulf trade and the

Great Lakes trade is justified on the basis of savings in the cost of

II The Dual Rate Oase8dated Mar 7 1964 pp 4345

9 F M C
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conferenceadministration However Agreement 62008 would go
further and allow the Atlantic and Gulf section of the conference to

exercise veto power over raJtes set by the Great Lakes section albeit

the power is a limited one and extends only to rates which are lower

than those from theftlantic and Gulf coasts

The considerations which move us to permit the establislunent of

a single conference in these two trades for administrative purposes

do not in our view justify the exercise of the proposed veto power over

Great Lakes rates by the Atlantic and Gulf carriers

It seems elemental that the carriers pest able to establish fair and

equitable rates for a given trade are those carriers which are actually
serving the trade It would seem equally clear that these carriers

should be able to fix their rates free from any veto power yested in

carriers whose primary purpose and motivation is the protection of

their carryings in a competitive trade We recognize 1Jhat the in

creased expenses involved in carrying cargo out of Great Lakes ports
would make the instance of a Lakes rate which is lower than an

Atlantic or Gulf rate a relatively rare one But if the carriers serv

ing theLakes feel that such a rate is needed they should be free to set it

The conference fears that unlimited power in the Great Lakes sec

tion to set rates below those from fthe Atlantic and Gulf would lead to

destructive rate competition between the two competing trades How

ever we believe the vesting of rate making decisions in carriers who

do not serve the area in whose rates they have a voice to be far moro

dangerous to the commerce of the United IStates then the existence of

rate competition between two competing areas Moreover we think

that seotion 15 clearly requires that the carriers iIi the Great Lakes

section be free to establish their rates independently
Section 15 provides in relevant part

No agreement shall be approved nor shall continued approval be per

mitte for any agreeQ1ent 1 between carriers not members of the same

conference or conferences of carriers serving different trades that would other

wise be naturally competitive unless inthe Cage of agreements between carriers

each carrier or in thecase of agreements between conferences each conference

retains the right of independent action o

I
I
I

e In discussing this provision the House Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries

stated
One reason for the insertion of this provision is the present situation existing in the

operation of the joint agreement between the Pacific Westbound and Far East Conference

Whereby each conference exercisesin effect a veto power over action by the other confer

ence on specific rateapplications by shippers

This joint agreement has operated to the detriment of shippers by transferring the

ultimate decision with respect to their rates from the carriers immediately serving them

to the carriers on the other coasts who have no knowledge of or necessarily any interest

in the welfare of the particular shipper I House Report 498 87th Cong 1st sess

pp 910
9 F M C
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Although it is true that section 15 does not require the right of

independent action on the part of the individual carriers within a

single conference the arrangement contemplated by Agreement 62008

is the same in practice as that which Congress sought to prohibit
The inclusion of two naturally competitive trades within the ambit

of a single conference for administrative purposes cannot carry with

it the power of carriers serving one of the trades to veto the rates of

the carriers serving the other For if it did the independent action

requirement ofsection 15 would beanullity
We turn now to the question of eligibility for membership in the

Great Lakes section Agreement No 6200 8 provides that a line is

eligible for membership in the Lakes section if it maintains regular
service from the Lakes Regular service is defined as a minimum of

two sailings during a navigation season The controversial part of the

membership requirement is as follows

If a line fails to have a minimum of two sailings during a navigation season

it shall cease to have a vote insuch Great Lakes conference section until it shall

give a satisfactory evidence of its intention and ability to operate a regular

service from United States Great Lakes ports

Inshort Agreement 62008 permits acarrier to retain its vote in the

Great Lakes section despite the fact that it has not made a sailing
during a season as long as it maintains satisfactory evidence of its

intention to serve the Lakes during the next season Satisfactory
evidence according to the conference would consist of the filing of

tariffs advertising a sailing and similar activities whi h normally
precede a sailing

Hearing Counsel and Dow call attention to the experience of A A

and Port who presented what would be considered sufficient evidence
under this standard yet failed to sail from the Lakes They fear that

these liberal requirements for admission into the Lakes section will be

used by lines who have no real intention of serving the Lakes merely
to have a finger in therate making pie
Although it is true that A A and Portmanifested their intention

to serve but wereunable to carry out this intention it appears from

the record that their attempts weremade in good faith and not merely
to influence rates from theGreat Lakes

Although atheoretical possibility exists that the liberalrequirements
for membership in the Great Lakes section couldbe abused by Atlantic
and Gulf carriers whom ay desire to vote on Great Lakes rates without

serving the Lakes we believe the greater risk is in the possible harm

to acarrier which has been unable to carry out its planned sailings and

must thereby be deprived of a voice in determining its rates for the

9 F M C
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following season although it intended in good faith to provide service
Should abuses occur it is in the interests of those carriers providing
regular service from the Lakes to bring them to our attention Our
power of continuing supervision over section 15 agreements would

permit us at that time to take appropriate action
The membership criteria ofAgreement 6200 8 for the Great Lakes

section are consistent with the Commission s General Order No 9 1

governing Admission vVithdrawal And Expulsion Provisions of

Steamship Conference Agreements The general order requires all
conference agreements to contain a provision substantially as follows

Any common carrier by water which has been regularly engaged as a common

carrier in the trade covered by this agreement or who furnishes evidence of

a bility and intention in good faith to institute and maintain such a common

carrier service between ports within the scope of this agreement and who evi

dences an ability and intention in good faith to abide by all the terms and condi

tions of this agreement may hereafter become a party to this agreement by
affixing its signature thereto

Ve therefore approve the membership clause of Agreement No
6200 8

Under the provisions of Agreement 6200 1 par 2 conference
action including the setting of rates requires the assent of two thirds
of the conference members Agreement 62008 however requires
that the members of the Great Lakes section must set their rates by a

three fourths vote of the members of that section
At the close of the record three carriers were eligible for member

ship in the Great Lakes section Thus any rate from the Lakes would

require the unanimous assent of these three carriers This voting
procedure permits one carrier to exercise a practical veto over the

ratemaking decisions of that section We cannot approve such an

arrangement By modifying Agreement 6200 8 to require the same

two thirds majority in the setting of rates as is proposed from the
Atlantic and Gulf this danger would be substantially reduced

We turn now to the issue of whether the approved dualrate contraot
system of the Atlantic and Gulf Australia New Zealand Conference
should be extended to cover Great Lakes ports Should we approve
the extension of the system to the Lakes a signatpry to the extended
dual rate contract would be obligated to ship on conference vessels
not only from Atlantic and Gulf ports but from Great Lakes ports
as well

In urging approval of this e tension the conference claims that the

prevalence of nonconference competition in the Lakes justifies the
extension of dual rates in order to combat nonconference rate competi
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tion Furthermore they contend thrut theextension of the system will

prevent signatories of the Atlantic and Gulf contract from avoiding
their contract obligations by shipping from the Lakes

vVe do not believe that the extension of the dual rate system to the

Lakes is approvable under sections 14b and 15 Since the Great
Lakes are closed to navigation during a five orsix month period it is

rare that a shipper in that area can rely upon carriers from the Lakes

for all his shipping requirements At some time during the year he

will have no choice but to ship out of the Atlantic or Gulf Therefore

a shipper in the Lakes area may elect to sign a dual rate contract from

the Atlantic and Gulf range If the shipper elects to sign a dllal
r8Jte contract from the Atlantic and Gulf he would be compelled
under the conference proposal to be a dual rate shipper from the

Lakes whether or not conference rates and service in the Lakes are

sat isfactory to him One dual rat e contract covering both the Atlantic

and Gulf as well as the Lakes would also effectively lessen the bar

gaining power of Great Lakes shippers sinc they would be forced

to accept conference rates from the Lakes or conference rates from the

Atlantic and Gulf although satisfactory service could otherwise be

obtained in the Lakes This situation is harmful not only to the

shipper but to the development of the Great Lakes as a trading area

The extension would hipdel Lakes development and would in fact

contribute to the diversion of cargo from the Lakes For example a

shipper might he required to use unsatisfactory conference service

from the Lakes or move cargo overland to the Atlantic or Gulf even

though satisfactory nonconference service might be available in the

Lakes This is discriminatory to Lakes ports
On this record we find that the extension to the Lakes of the same

dual rate contract applicable at Atlantic and Gulf ports will be detri

mental to the commerce of the United St8Jtes discriminatory against
Great Lakes ports in favor of Atlantic and Gulf ports and contrary
to the public interest in violation of sections 14b and 15 of the Act

In The Dual Rate Ocues supra we disapproved a similar provision
Consequently this provision is disapproved

We recognize that one of the fundamental purposes of the dual rate

law was to allow the steamship conference to compete effectively with

the independent carrier We think this end can be accomplished by
the institution of a separate dual rate contract for the Great Lakes

section independent of the dual rate contraot from the Atlantic and

Gulf

9 F M C
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CONCLUSIONS

For the foregoing reasons we find Agreement 62008 as submitted

by the conference to be detrimental to the comnlerce of the United
States and discriminatory as between ports in violation of sections
14b nd 15 of the Act It is disapproved The conference may
submit a revised agreement hwever not inconsistent with the terms
of this report for our cOnsideration

As to Agreement 62007 par 2 nothing appears in the record to
indicate that this agreement would be discriminatory detrimental to
the commerce of the United States cOntrary to the public interest or

otherwise contrary to the Act It is approved

Oommissioner JOHN S PATrERSON concurring and dissenting
separately

In my opinion greement No 62007 should be approved for the
reason that the agreement has not been found to be unjustly discrimi

natory or unfair as between carriers shippers exporters importers
orports or between exporters from the United States andtheir foreign
competitors or to operate to the detriment of the commerce of the
United States or to be contrary to the public interest or to be in viola

tion Of the Shipping Act 1916 as amended
Iagree that we should not approve Agreement No 62008 insofar

as it requires a tie in of the Great Lakes dual rate contract with the
Atlanticand Gulf dual rate contract
Idissent from the refusal tO approve the provisions of Agreement

NO 62008 obligating the Great Lakes section members to establish

rates and conditions by three fourths vote of such members
Iwould permit the use of a separate contract which is available

tO all consignees and shippers iri the Great Lakes area on equal terms
and conditions which provides lower rates to a shipper or consignee

whO agrees to give all or a fixed portion of his patronage to the Con
ference carriers pursuant to Sec 14b of the Act

Oommissioner GEORGE H HEARN dissenting in part
Ibelieve that the Conference proposal for a single Dual Rate Con

tract covering Great Lakes ports as well as the Atlantic and Gulf
should be approved As the majority has nOted the Lakes are closed

to navigation during a five or six month period The record also

shows that some shippers in the area of the Lakes do even during the

Lakes navigational season ship out of Atlantic or Gulf ports par

ticularly when time is of the essence This indicates that a single
9 F M C
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Dual Rate C0ntract for all three Coasts is not only desirable but in
this case enhances the purposes and policy of the Shipping Act

Unlike my colleagues Ido not find that the tie in of the Lakes

with the Atlantic and Gulf coasts in one Dual Rate Contract would

be detrimental to shippers or to the development of the Great Lakes

as a trading area On the contrary it is my view that established
lines which have for years devoted themselves to the trade and who

are now and have been pioneering the trade from the Great Lakes

area are entitled to a fair share of the cargoes offered from the Lakes

during the navigational season

Under the spirit of loyalty it should not be too much to expect
contract shippers in the Great Lakes area to use Conference vessels
offered at their own door steps particularly when the conference
carriers provide year round service to these shippers at Atlantic and l

Gulf portio
Finally Ibelieve that these Conference carriers who offer services

throughout the full range of ports should not be prejudiced with re

spect to Lakes cargo which they have helped to develop and which

they stand ready to carry twelve months a year

DOCKET NO 1166

IN THE MATTER OF AGREEMENT Nos 6200 7 62008 AND 6200 B
U S ATLANTIC GULF AuSTRALIA NEW ZEALAND CONFERENCE

ORDER OF DISCONTINUANCE

Hearing Counsel have moved to dismiss this proceeding on the

grounds that the issues remaining for decision are moot Respondents
agree

Consequently this proceeding i hereby discontinued However
the conference is notified that contrary to their assumption the Com
mission reserves the right to institute a investigation of all pending
modifications to Agreement 6200 or related section 15 agreements as

it may deem proper

By the Commission
S Signed FRANCIS C HURNEY

Special Assistant to the Secretary
9 F M C
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No 1086

STOCKTON PORT DISTRICT

V

PACIFIC WESTBOUND CoNFERENCE ET AL

Decided September 8 1965

Respondents equalization rules and practices in accordance therewith found to

be unjustly discriminatory and unfair to terminal ports of the San Francisco

Bay area which include Stockton within themeaning of section 15 of the

Shipping Act 1916 to the extent that they provide forequalization of inland

transportation against such ports on cargo loaded at Los Angeles and Long
Beach Calif

Filed equalization rules of respondents operating under approved conference

agreements and practices in accordance therewith to the extent that they

provide forequalization of inland transportation charges between San Fran

cisco Bay area ports which include Stockton found not to be in violation

of sections 15 16 first 17 or 18 b CYf theShipping Act 1916 or to be unjustly l

discriminatory or unfair detrimental to thecom erce of the United States

or contrary to the public interest within the meaning of section 15 of said

act if clarified as required found not to violate the principles and policies
of section 8 of the Merchant Marine Act 1920 and not shown to be in

violation of section205 of the Merchant Marine Act 1936

Respondent Pacific Westbound Conference and its members found not to be in

compliance with sectiqn 18 b of the Shipping Act 1916 by reason of so

called equalization on citrus fruit originating in southern California and

shipped from San Francisco which is not in accordance withor pursuant to

filed equalization rule

J Richard Townsend and Walter H Meryman for Stockton Port

District complainant
Edward D lClft8on and Gordon L Poole for Pacific Westbound

Conference and members respondents
Leonard G James Robert L Harmon and F Oonger Fawcett for

Pacific Straits Conference Pacific Indonesian Conference and their

members respondents
Stanley Mosk and Miriam E Woltf for San Francisco Port

Authority intervener

9 F M C
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William Jarrel Smitfh Jr and Robert J Blackwell for Hearing
Counsel intervener

REPORT

By THE COMMISSION John Harllee Chairmanj Ashton C Barrett
and James V Day COlrvmissioners

This proceeding arose upon the complaint of Stockton Port District

against the Pacific Westbound Conference the Pacific Straits Confer

ence and the Pacific Indonesian Conference The complaint alleges
in general that the agreements of these conferences and the conference

tariffs which permit port equalization are prejudicial to the port of

Stockton and contrary to various statutory provisions Stockton urges
the Commission to order the respondent conferences to delete the port
equalization rules from the conference tariffs and to cease and desist
from the practice ofportequalization

Port equalization under the respondent conferences tariffs permits
conference carriers to equalize inland transportation costs between
terminal ports Thus under the tariff rules a carrier may reimburse

a shipper for the difference between the shipper s inland transporta
tion costs to the nearest terminal port and the shipper s inland trans

portation costs to the terminal port of loading For example if from
the point oforigin ofthe cargo it will cost the shipper 34 cents per hun
dred poundsto ship overland by common carrier to the port ofStock
ton and 42 cents per hundred pounds to ship overland by common

carrier to the port of San Francisco the ocean carrier may take the

shipment at San Francisco and equalize the added inland cost by
reimbursing the shipper for the excess of 8 cents per hundred pounds
which it has cost him to ship via San Francisco instead of Stockton

Stockton alleges that the port equalization rule results in diversion

of volumes of cargo normally tributary to Stockton This is allegedly
contrary to the purposes and policies of section 8 Merchant Marine

Act 1920 and section 205 Merchant Marine Act 1936 Furthermore

Stockton asserts that the rule and its implementation are agreements
unapprovable under sectiQn 15 Shipping Act 1916 that the rule is

discriminatory and unreasonable in violation of sections 16 and 17 of
the Shipping Act and Stockton urges that the conferences have
violated section 18 b of the Shipping Act by departing from their
conference tariffs

FACTS

The conference and the port equalization rule

The Pacific Westbound Conference PWC organized in 1923 has

at present a membership of 28 common carriers PWC serves the
9 F M C
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trade outbound from the Pacific coast of the United States to desti

nations in the Orient principally Japan the Philippines and Hong
Kong In 1962 PWC members made 1240 sailings each representing
a v l calling at one or more Pacific coast ports and clearing fora

destinat ion in the Orient
The Pacific Straits Conference operates from Pacific coast ports to

Singapore Malaya Sarawak North Borneo and Brunei The

Pacific Indonesian Conference operates from Pacific coast ports to

Indonesia

PWC sets ocean rates which apply without reservation from ter

minal ports Terminal ports are those at which PWC memhers accept

cargo for loading at the base rates named i the PWC tariff Ter

minal ports in Oalifornia are Stockton Richmond Oakland Alameda

San Francisco Los Angeles Long Beach San Diego and Sacramento 1

The port equaliz3ition rules apply to terminal ports only and the

rules presently in effect for respondents are set forth in the attached

appendix
Whenever cargo is equalized the shipper must submit to the member

booking the cargo the transportation bill cov ring the movement from

point of origin In turn the carrier must submit the information to

the conference for certification of the basis for the equalization Al

hough the tariff requires use of an approved forrp only one of the

PWC members uses the format present the others provide the actual

source documents The documents include information sufficient to

disclose the point of origin date of shipment commodity nearest

terminal port port of loading information regarding the inland

freight rates and the inl and freight bill The conference office en

deavors to check the rates contained in the source documents This

check is particularly necessary on the constructive leg qf the equaliza
tion Le the rate from the pointoforigin to the nearest terminal port
For the actual leg of the equalization the conference uses the inland

transportation bill for theactual routing ofthecargo
The conference is familiar with the rates involved in the equaliza

tion of the more important cargoes and it checks to see if the rates and

equalization are reasonable Upon encountering a questionable item

the oonference refers to an inland freight tariff or telephones a truck

ing company or railroad The conference is aware of the trucking

company that actually carried the cargo and they use the actual trans

portation costs

1 Sacramento is not a terminal port in the Pacific Straits or Pacific Indonesian Con

ferences Service at Sacramento in these conferences is subject to a tonnage restriction

of aminimum of 500 tons from 1 Shipper

9 F M C
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For the constructive leg of the equalization the conference uses the
lowest common carrier rates to the nearest loading port Inthis con

text nearest means cheapest
The claims for equalization and the supporting documents are gen

erally submitted to the conference fairly soon after the vessel has

sailed but certain of the conference members may accumulate equal
ization claims for a week to 2 weeks There is no conference rule

regarding the time within which claims must be presented Equal
ization cannot be paid until approved by the conference

In addition to the privilege to equalize the PWC tariff permits
transshipment Under transshipment the shipper delivers the oargo
to Stockton the carner accepts the oargoand issues a negotiaJble docu
ment and thereafter for its convenience and at its Own expense the
carrier may move the cargo to San Francisco for loading onthe vessel
The cargo may be handled by truck rail orbarge however it is pre
dominantly moved via truck Generally only commercial general
cargo is transshipped from Stockton In the case of transshipment
the steamshIp carrier is dbliged to pay the inland freight as well as the
terminal charges at hoth Stockton and San Francisco Usually trans

shipment is limited to smaller tonnages particularly where there is
insufficient cargo at Stockton to justify a call or some operational
reasons make it impossible to make an intended oall There is no

cost to the shipper for transshipment
The p07tofStockton

The Stockton Port District is a public corporation formed pursuant
to the Harbors and Navigation Code of California The port district

operates terminal facilities owned by the port district or the city of
Stockton The port consists of 10 general cargo berths one of which
is open with two 30 ton gantry cranes two bulk docks and one bulk
grain dock The general cargo berths are marginal type wharves on

concrete pilings with corrugated steel transit sheds Adjoining the
transit shed area are warehouse facilities a cotton compress cotton
warehouse a bulk wine terminal and a grain elevator Stockton also
leases from the Navy two berths and one transit shed on Rough and

Ready Island In the immediate area is a basin in which vessels call

ing at Stockton turnaround after discharging or loading cargo to

proceed downst ream At the beginning of 1964 a total of 23 million
had been invested in the Stockton facilities The port of Stockton is
reached via the Stockton ship channel a journey of some 75 nautical
miles or 84 tatute miles from the Golden Gate The channel a

congressional project was approved August 26 1937 The average
transit time from San Francisco Bay to Stockton via the channel is

9 F M C
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7 to 8 hours not taking into account delays due to fog or bridge lift

ings The channel is at least 30 feet deep at mean low water Al

though there areoccasional groundings and delays due to rog the con

ditions or the channel are satisractory and not a serious factor in

preventing a vessel from calling at Stockton The largest cargo ves

sels or PWC can call at Stockton without unusual difficulty
O August 1 1957 PWC made Stockton a full terminal port and

since this time Stockton has had a phenomenal growth Equalization
did not affect Stockton until itbecame a full terminalport
Impaetof equalization onStockton

Stockton claims a loss of revenue to the port by virtue of equaliza
tion during 1962 of 232 000 The port lost revenue from its terminal

charges service and racilities charge wharfage truck unloading
dockage and prepalletization Very little additional labor would be
needed to accommodate this cargo insofar as wharfage and dockage
are concerned but the service and facilities charge has a considerable
amount of labor ost of the charge for truck unloading line han

dling and prepalletization is labor costs

Service at Stockton

During 1962 85 vessels of respondent conrerences made actual calls

at Stockton and many or these lifted general cargo In contrast ves

sels of members of the Pacific Coast European Conference made 221

oalls at Stockton in 1962 and lifted 260 000 tons or cargo Or the lines

calling at Stockton only OSK makes Stockton its last port of loading
outbound K Line made its first call at Stockton in June 1962 and

ade fairly regular calls thereafter Pacific Far East Line PFEL

operates nine vessels in the PW C trade and practically all sailings
have Stockton calls PFEL discharges cargo at Stockton on all

voyages but export cargo is ordinarily not available at the time or
the inbound call About one half of PFEL s outbound vessels call

at Stockton principally for bulk bottom cargoes in paroellots These

bulk cargoes are at least 75 percent safflower seed but from time to time

include wheat and barley They are loaded at Stockton elevators

Whenthe vessel calls ror bulk irthere is sufficient general cargo avail

able thevessel will shiftto ageneral cargo berth to load PFELmade

30 calls at Stockton in 1962 however Stockton is not the final port or

loading in the PWC trade for PFEL PFEL does consider itself to

have a regular outwardservice at Stockton
American President Lines APL had 24 calls at Stockton in 1962

5 discharged cargo only and 12 loaded bulk only In the first half or

1963 APL guaranteed shippers that vessels would call at Stockton

regardless or the amount or cargo offered but the plan proved to be

9 F M C
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uneconomical and was dropped AFL s service at Stockton definitely
depends upon the availability of bottom cargoes and Stockton is not

thelastloading port for APL vessels

NY C Line provides no regular service at Stockton Diado Line

had four calls at Stockton in 1962 and United Philippine Lines had
none States Steamship Co had four calls in 1963 which loaded bulk
rice andsome general cargo

Of the PWC members 15 made at least 1 call at Stockton during
1962 13made no calls PWC made a total of 133 calls but ofthose no

commercial general cargo
2

wasloaded on 90 calls

Vessels loading at Stockton generally can load commercial and

military cargo at the same berth but vessels loading bulk must shift

to a different facility to load other cargo The shift costs about 300

for pilot and tug

SteJJlWhip costs and operatioruil factors pertaining to calls at Stockton

As noted above it is an 8 hour trip in each direction to reach Stock
ton from the bay area Thus a carrier incurs additional expenses in

steaming to Stockton including transiting time pilotage tugs and

other incidental expenses Estimates of the total of these costs range
from 3 000 to 4 000

There may b insufficient cargo to justify a call and that carg for

operational reasons would be equalized or transshipped It depends
on the commodity as well as the volume to determine whether a

Stockton call is justifiable Amounts ranging from 250 to 750 tons

might justify a call dependent on the nature of the cargo
It is also not operationally feasible to call at every terminal port

This is particularly so of lines that have European or east coast cargo
aboard and merely top off on the west coast before proceeding to the

Orient Such lines would usually call at one terminal for relatively
small amounts of cargo There is an operational saving by consoli

dating cargo at one terminal

Equilization gives the vessel latitude in loading and scheduling and

the flexibility to avoid uneconomical calls Equalization rather than

transshipment is the better way to achieve this latitude and flexibility
Equalization which averages about 2 to 2 50 per ton is substan

tially cheaper than transshipment Transshipment is roughly three
times more expensive
Impact of equalization on camers aJrUlshippers

In spite of the operational factors encouraging equalization certain
carriers and shippers are opposed to the rule as presently practiced

In this context commercial general cargo means packaged high rated items not bagged
fertilizer and other low rated items

9 F M C
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PFEL feels the rule is detrimental to its interest since it is one of the

few PWC members calling regularly at Stockton and equalization
dilutes cargo tributary to Stockton Without equalization much of

the cargo would move through Stockton and of course PFEL would

have vessels available PFEL feels that equalization should only
e pedite vessel operations but a carrier with no intention of calling
at Stockton should not be permitted to equalize If a carrier does

not call regularly at Stockton and has no intention of serving the port
then PFEL feels it should not be able to equalize Although equali
zation is optional under the tariff carriers find that competition
compels them to equalize

Some shippers also wish to have the port ofStockton continue with

adequate service Some shippers believe that if they can ship cheaper
via Stockton then they should be permitted to do so and feel that

without equalizatiop there would likely be enough cargo to generate
sufficient service Certain shippers also feel if the steamship com

panies were not burdened with equalization expenses they might
adjust the rates At any rate shippers like to have Stockton available

for use if convenient Some shippers apparently experience some

difficulty with equalization by virtue of delay in being paid and by
additional clerical expense

Other shippers however for several reasons strongly favor port

equalization To them regularity of service is highly important as is

the intransit time of the shipment and these shippers prefer to put
their cargo aboard at the last loading port The shorter the intransit

time the quicker the shipper is paid by his customer Minimum

intransit time is also critical when the commodity is perishable s By
equalizing shippers have access to more frequent service at no addi

tional expense Of course some shippers do not care whether

Stockton is the last loading port
Service is unquestionably adequate at San Francisco However

adequacy of service at Stockton is dependent upon the needs of par
ticular shippers Some shippers consider the Stockton service

inadequate to meet overseas commitments

Transshipment from a shipper s point ofview is no substitute for

equalization because of delay and damage occasioned by rehandling
Shippers in the PWC are confronted with one reality the Japanese

are insistent upon nominating vessels upon which many consignments
are to be shipped and thus if the nom nated vessel is not calling at

Stockton then the shipment is equalized against Stockton and ex

If there were no equalizatioI4 many per1shable commodities would st1ll move through

San Franciscorather than Stockton
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ported through some other terminal port One raisin supplier indi

cated that service at Stockton was adequate and that many shipments
would move from Stockton but for the foreigp nomination of vessels

PW0fidelity to the equalization rule

The record discloses a number of departures from strict adherence

to the equalization rule However the only substantial disregard for
the rule involves equalization on citrus fruit On citrus fruit the
conference approves equalization of 0 15 per carton irrespective of
the point oforigin the nearest terminal port or the inland transporta
tion costs The 0 15 per carton equalization is the excess of the

quoted ba e price at the dock in San Francisco over the dockside price
in Los Angeles This is not in accord with the PWC tariff

Oitrus fruit originates in central and southern California Some of
the citrus originates in areas tributary to Stockton on the basis of

inland transportation costs However no citrus is equalized against
Stockton although the 0 15 payment is made on shipments originating
in an area tributary to Stockton

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Examiner Walter T Southworth concluded that equalization as

practiced by respondents against Stockton was lawful under the

ShippingAct 1916 but that respondents equalization on cargo loaded
at Long Beach and Los Angeles was unjustly discriminatory and

unfair to terminal ports in the San Fra cisco Bay area lnduding
Stockton The Examiner further found that the so called equaliza
tion on citrus fruit failed to comply with the requirements of section

18 b of the act The proceeding is before us on exceptions to the

Initial Decision

Stockton contends that insofar as the Examiner found reSpondents
equalization against the port of Stockton lawful he was in error

Exception is taken to each and every finding and conclusion upon
which this portion of the Initial Decision is based and in actuality
Stockton s exceptions on this issue constitute nothing less than a

reargument of its position before the Examiner For the reasons set

forth herein we agree with the conclusions of the Examiner and if in

stating those reasons we fail to treat any specific exception it has

neverthelessbeen considered and found not justified
The equalization here in qUf33tion is said to 1 discourage the use of

the port of Stockton in violation of the principles and policies of
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section 8 of the Merchant Marine Act 1920 4 with resultant violations

of sections 15 and 17 of the Shipping Act 5 2 result in unjust dis

crimination and undue prejudice against Stockton and grant undue

preference to the ports where cargo is loaded particularly San Fran

cisco Wilmington and Long Beach in violation of sections 15 16

and 17 of the Shipping Act In addition Stockton urges so called

other grounds ofunlawfulness These other grounds will be treated

after disposal of what we consider to be the principal issues

The Examiner concluded 1 that the ports of San Francisco and

Stockton were of the same harbor complex or geographical area and

that equalization between ports in the same geographical area was not

contrary to the principles and policies of section 8 of the 1920 act

thus no violation of sections 15 and 17 of the Shipping Aot resulted

thereform and 2 that the territory which was naturally tributary
to Stockton was also naturally tributary to San Francisco and that

under the applicable precedents the absorption of inland freight dif

ferentials is unlawful only if it destroys the rights of ports to traffic

originating in the areas naturally trihutary to them and 3 that

respondents equalization as practiced against Stockton was lawful

under the applicable precedents Stockton argues that the Examiner

waswrong on all three counts

Port equalization is not unlawful in principle Beaumont Port

Oommusion v Seatrain Lines Inc 2 U S M C 500 504 1941

Equalization may be unlawful however if it draws from ports traffic

which originates in areas naturally tributary to those ports Oity of
Mobile v Baltimore Insular Line Inc 2 U S MC 474 486487 1941

Proportional 0ommodity Rates on Oigarettes and Tobacco 6 FMB

48 55 56 1960 and if the port losing the diverted traffic can offer

adequate service to shippers diverting to the favored port Oity of
Portland v Pacific Westbound Oomference 4 FMB 664 679 1955

Equalization may also be unlawful if it is practiced between ports
located in different or separate harbors or geographic areas Beau

4 Section 8 of the 1920 act directs the Secretary of Commerce in conjunction with the

Secretary of the Army
with the object of promoting encouraging and developing ports and transportation

fadlities in connection with water commerce to investigate territories regions and

zones tributary to such ports taking into consideration the economies of transportation by

rail water and highway and the natural flow of commerce and to investigate any other

matter that may tend to promote and encourage the use by vessels of ports adequate to

carefor the freight which would naturally flow through such ports
6Stockton has apparently abandoned its contention that respondents equallzation con

stituted an unjust and unreasonable regulation and practice related to or connected with

the receiving handling storing or delivery of propertwithin the meaning of section 17

In any event as the Examiner correctly pointed out respondents equalization rules and

practices had nothing to do with the receiving handUng storing or delivering of prop

erty Beaumont Port Oommission v Seatrain Lines 3 FMB 556 19501
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mont Port Oommission v Seatrain Lines Inc 2 U S MC 699 703
1943

With these principles in mind we can now examine more closely the

Examiner s findings and conclusions

The Examiner treatedStockton as an integral part of the San Fran

cisco Bay harbor complex and thus as being within the same geo

gTaphical area which has access to the open sea through the Golden
Gate Stockton contends that the Examiner erred because Stockton

is not on the San Francisco Bay and it is 84 miles and 5 waterways
removed from San Francisco Bay Secondly the Examiner concluded

that the areas naturally tributary to Stockton were equally so to San
Francisco Stockton argues that here again the Examiner fell into

error because inland rates from the relevant area are lower to Stockton
than they are to San Francisco It is in this latter contention that
we find the essential ingredient in Stockton s attack on respondents
equalization In Stockton s view naturally tributary territory means

simply the area from which the inland transportation rates and

mileages are less to a particular port than to any other port
We agree with the Examiner s conclusion that the ports ofStockton

and San Francisco do not represent separate and distinct geographical
areas They are both bay area ports and have boon uniformly
treated as such for a variety ofpurposes Thus the California Legis
lature in a comprehensive report on the San Francisco ports issued in

1951 consistently referred to Stockton as a bay area port In setting
up the bay area protection and promotion program now contained in
Harbors and Navig3Jtion Code section 1980 et seq the San Francisco

Bay area is defined by the California Legislature as

that region served by cOIllllllercial shipping and transportation passing
through the Golden Gate including tributary areas of central and nothern

California

In seeking to bring itself within the proteotion of section 8 of the
1920 act Stockton relies on its physical separation from San Francisco

Bay proper But other factors must be considered in making deter
lninations under section 8 Thus the economies of transportation
and the natural flow ofcommerce are relevant

section 8 requires all other factors being substantt ally equal that a

given geographical area and its ports receive the benefits of or be subject to the
burdens naturally incident to its proximity or lack of proximity to another

geographical area City of Portland v Pacific Westbound 4 FMB 664

The delineation of a given geographical area will almost always
of necessity involve the inclusion ofports whose location from specified
inland points will vary in distance or mileage Thus mileage alone
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is notthe determinative factor InBeaumontPort Oommiss ion v Sea

train Lines Inc 2 U S M C 699 1943 our predecessor permitted a

carrier to equalize Texas City with Houston and Galveston but not

with Beaumont Tex where the geographical situation wasquite simi

lar to the one under considerakion in this casethe geographical rela

tion of Texas City Houston and Galveston is comparable to that

of San Francisco Stockton and other bay area ports and the

position ofLos Angeles is comparable to that of Beaumont

The geographical relationship of the ports involved together with the peculiar
characteristics of Seatrain s operation were emphasized at the further hearing
Texas City and Gavleston are situated on Galfeston Bay which is also the ap

proach to Houston Entrance to the bay from the gulf is through Galveston

Harbor which is connected by ship channels with Texas City and Houston In

a geographical sense the ithree ports may be described as Galveston Bay ports
Rail distances from Texas Oity to alveston and Houston are 14 2 and 42 2

miles respectively Rail rates on long haul export traffic are the same for the

three ports which in Rate Structure Investigation pam 3 Cotton 165 ICC 595

660 were described as one terminal district or port Beaumont is an inland

port situated on the Neches River and having access to the gulf several miles

east of the Galveston Bay ports lot isapproximately 126 miles by rail from Texas

City 2 U S M C at 701

The natural direction of the flow of traffic from the San Joaquin
Valley which Stockton seeks to have declared its exclusive preserve
is through the Golden Gate to the Pacific Ocean For almost a hun

dred years before Stockton was made accessible to oceangoing vessels

San Francisco was the principal port through which freight from the

San Joaquin Valley would and did pass Itdid not cease to be such

a port merely upon the creation of an additional port at Stockton
As we have already noted equalization while lawful in principle

may be unlawful in practice if the effect of the equalization is to

draw from ports traffic which originates in areas naturally tributary
to those ports Oity of Mobile v Baltimore Insular Lines Inc 2

U S M C 474 1941 Proportional Oommodity Rates on Oigarettes
and Tobacco 6 FMB 48 1960 The Examiner concluded that re

spondents equalization practices did not violate seotions 16 and 17 on

this ground because the territory which is naturally tributary to

Stockton is also naturally tributary to San Francisco It should be

kept in mind that the discrimination and prejudice which is pro

hibited by sections 16 and 17 is that which is unjust and unreasonable
West Indus Fruit Oompany et ale v Flota Mercante Gran colombiaJna

S A 7 FMC 66 1962

Stockton claims to have lost 232 000 in potential revenue on equal
ized cargo on the theory that all the equalized cargo would have lnoved

through Stockton and that 50 additional ships would have called at
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Stoclrton to pick up 800 tons each Stockton concedes that it would

have had additional laJbor costs but says that they would not have

eXceeded 35 000 Aotually these lost revenue figures are not valid
because as Stockton argues elsewhere not all the equalized cargo
would have gone to Stockton but for equalization and the number of

additional vessels which would have gone to Stockton is highly
speculative

On the other hand at an average additional cost of 3 600 to send

a vessel to Stockton it would have cost respondents some 180 000 to

send 50 ships to Stockton or about 67 000 more than the 113 030 it
cost them to equalize Thus there is ample economic and cost justi
fication for the discrimination against Stockton such as it is Buteven

this would not save respondents equalization under the applicable

precedents were it estaJblished that the practice drew cargo away from

territory which was exclusively and naturally tributary to Stockton
Stockton s argument for recognition of mast of central California

including the great San Joaquin Valley as its naturally tributary
territory is based entirely upon minimum trucking rates to Stockton

which in turn are based upon the constructive mileage between
points of origin and Storckton 6 Stockton contends that the Examinel
misconstrued the applicable precedents in finding that Stockton s trib

utary territary was also San Francisco s As Stockton reads the cases

tributary territory is that area from which the inland transportation
rates and mileages are less to a particular part than some ather port
But Stockton s theory is only deceptively simple and does not comport
with the principles laiddown in prior cases U ndelthis constructive

mileage theory the naturally tributary territory expands and con

tracts with every new highway innovation because canstructive mile

age changes with new bridges traffic lights and the like Under

Stockton s theory the territory is dependent upon which Yrts are

named terminal ports by the carriers practicing the eqaalization
Thus when the respondent Pacific Westbound Conference but not the

Straits ar Indonesian Canferences named Sacramento as a terminal

part Stocktan s own witness Mr Phelps stated that Stockton s tribu

tary terri tary for the Pacific Westbound Conference was thereupon
cut in half because that is the way the arithmetic carnes out

In the BeUJUmont decisian supra when it permitted Seatrain to

absorb the difference between the cast of delivering cargo to Texas City
and the cast of delivering to Houstan and Galvestan the Baard said at

page 703

tl Constructive mileage Is actual mileage weighed by such factors as the number of
traffic lights and bridges the presence or absence of mouDtalnous terraIn the condHlon
of the highways andother factors affecting truck traffic
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Our decision inthe previous report condemned practices which permit a carrier

to attract to Us line traffic which is not naturally tributary to the port it serves

thus depriving other ports of their local tributary traffic The testimony and

argument on further hearing emphasize the question which we think is decisive

in this case whether the traffic in question can be considered as tributary to

Seatrain at Texas City as well as to the break bulk lines involved Upon the

facts stated in three above we conclude that the area comprising the ports of

Galveston Houston and the surrounding territory is centrally served by

Seatrain s facilities at Texas City No reason appears therefore why that car

rier may not effectively compete for the traffic through such ports Beaumont

is not within the Galveston Bay group and the traffic through such port is not

naturally tributary to Texas City

Although Stockton urges that the Examiner s reliance on the Beau

mont decision is misplaced we think it reasonable well founded and

proper Moreover the Maritime Administration Department of

Commerce and the Corps of Engineers Department of the Army the

governmental agencies charged with administering section 8 in their

joint publication
7 covering the port of San Francisco describe San

Francisco as one of themost important ports for the vast inland terri

tory of the central and Pacific coast area and the intermountain

States under the heading tributary territory In their publica
tion covering Stockton the tributary territory designated as that of

Stockton is whOlly within the territory attributed to San Francisco

and largely within the territory attributed to Oakland Alameda in the

publication covering those ports It is obvious that these studies
dictate a rejection ofany constructive mileage theory for determin

ing naturally tributary territory
We conclude that for the purposes of this proceeding the territory

naturally tributary to Stockton should properly be considered natur

ally tributary to San Francisco and other San Francisco Bay area

ports To paraphrase the Beawmont decision supra the territory sur

rounding Stockton and the entire bay area is centrally economically
and naturally served by the conference facilities at San Francisco

Stockton further urges that respondents equalization rule is unlaw

ful because the actual amounts to be absorbed under it cannot be de

termined from respondents tariffs but requires access to an examina

tion of the overland tariffs Stockton cites several cases construing the

provisions of section 2 of the Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933 8 Sec

tion 18 b 1 expressly provides for the inclusion in tariffs filed by

The Ports of San Francisco and Redwood City Calif Port Series No 30 Rev 1951

3 Cases cited by Stockton are Intelcoastal Rates oj Nelson Steamship 00 1 US S B

326 1934 Intercoastal Investigation 1935 1 US S B 400 1935 Puerto Rican Rates

2 V S M C 117 1939 OitnJ oj Mobile v Baltimore Insular Line Inc 2 U S M C 474

1941 and Matson Navigation Oo OO7ltaincr Freight Tariffs 7 l MC 480 1963
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the Commission of rules and regulations which change or affect the

aggregate filed rate

Such tariffs shall also state separately such terminal or other charge
privilege or facility under the control of thecarriers which is granted or allowed

and any rules or regulations which in anywise change affect or determine any

part or the aggregate of such aforesaid rates orcharges

The basic philosophy behind the tariff filing requirements of hoth

the Intercoastal Act and the Shipping Act is that the shipper can

assure himself of the actual cost of transportation to not only himself

but to his competitor as well jJfatson Navigation Oo Oontainer

Freight Tariffs 7 F MC 480 1963 We do not think respondents
tariffs run counter to this proposition As the examiner stated the

present rule in practice neither adds to nor detracts from the shippers
ability to see for himself the exact price of transportation

The ocean rate is of course specified in the respondents tariffs

What the respondents tariffs do not show is the difference between the

cost of overland transportation from the shipper s point of origin to

Stockton versus San Francisco For that the shipper or his com

petitor has to go to the tariffs or inland carriers But he would have

to do so whether or not the equalization rule existed With the equal
ization rule his problem is really simplified he need only ascertain the

common carrier rate to Stockton and he is assured by the ocean car

rier s rule that he may ship via San Francisco for the same amount

with the carrier absorbing any excess Ifhe wants to get into further
refinements such as the comparative cost ofshipping by common car

rier versus his own truck or contract carrier his problem is no more

complicated than it would be if there were no equalization rule

Stockton argues that the failure to set forth the actual amounts ab
sorbed makes the equalization rule unlawful under section 18 b 1
and detrimental to commerce nd contrary to the public interest under
section 15 But consider the form respondents tariff would take if the
actual amounts absorbed were included The record does not contain

even an estimate as to the number of points of origin for which

equalization is made nor does it contain the number of commodities

covered by equalization But it is not difficult to imagine that require
ment that each and every possible absorption be published would soon

render the tariff impossibly voluminous

We are of the view that respondents equalization rules are not un

lawful under the rules and regulations portion of 18 b 1
Stockton contends that the determination ofequalization payments

under respondents rules is as a practical maUer impossible and that

therefore the rules 1 permit undue preference and prejudice between
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shippers in violation of section 16 first 2 constitute improper tariff

publication in violation of section 18 b 1 and 3 violate section

15 Of the act in that they are contrary to the public interest detri

mental to U S commerce and unjustly discriminatory between ship4
pers and exporters

The Pacific Westbound Conference equalization rule provides that

equalization shall only be paid on the basis of the lowest applicable
common carrier or contract carrier rates The rules of the Pacific

Straits and Pacific Indonesian Conferences are substantially the

same that equalization shall only be paid on the basis of the lowest

applicable rates

In practice the freight hill shOwing the amount actually paid by
the shipper to an overland carrier to transport theshipment from point
of origin to San Francisco or other port of loading is used in

determining the amount ofequalization to be paid however the bill is

checked against carriers tariffs to make sure it is the lowest rate

From this amount is deducted the constructive cost of transporta
tion of the same shipment from point of origin to Stockton or other

port equalized against determined from the same tariff The

difference is the amount of the equalization payment The result is

that the shipper pays for overland transportation a net amount equal
to the cost ofcarriage at the lowest common carrier rate from point of

origin to Stockton As noted above there are exceptions where the

shipper uses a contract carrier or his own truck If the contract car

rier s rate cannot be ascertained and in the case where a shipper uses

his own truck the lowest common carrier rate is used

Respondents submitted to complainant schedules showing details of

all shipments in 1962 on which there was equalization against Stock
ton These were examined by a tariff expert in Stockton s employ
over a period of about 9 months in which he spent an estimated 5 to 6

months in preparing exhibits based on the data According to his re

search on the PWC figures out of 1 116 shipments involving a total of

107 272 in equalization payments there were 314 instances of over

payment for a total of 8 254 and 322 instances ofunderpayment for

a total of 2 810

A substantial part of the 8 254 in alleged Overpayments arose out of

a practice discontinued during 1962 ofallowing the principal shipper
of raisins to equalize on the basis of the rate for his less than truck load

shipments to San Francisco against the rate for truckload shipments
to Stockton This was done on the theory that if the shipper had

shipped via Stockton the LTL shipments would have been consoli

dated with shipments destined for Europe to form truckload ship
ments at a substantially lower 13100 The shipper complained of the
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cessation of this palpably improper practice and testified on behalf of

complainant as thesole malcontent shipper
The Examiner concluded that

The inland rate situation was indeed shown to be complicated The inland

traniSportation industry manages to operate under it however and the confer
ences appear to have mastered its mysteries so as to operate their equalization
rule fairly as a matter of practical procedure With the single exception men

tioned abovewhich was concerned with a well defined dispute withthe confer

ence ultimately taking the proper courseno shipper testified to any

dissatisfaction with the theory or pract ice of calculating equalization under re

spondents rule There is no other evidence of any differences or possible prefer
ences in the treatment of shippers Similarly situated Had there been any such

pattern it may safely be assumed that complainant s expert inthe course of his

meticulous examination would have foundit

Stockton s exceptions to this conclusion amount to nothing more

than a reargum nt of the contentions urged before the Examiner and

we find his conclusion well founded and proper
Stockton further argues that respondents equalization practices re

sult in unjust discrimination between shippers in violation of sections

15 and 16 first of the 1916 act because varying equalization payments
under the rules result in different harges for the same ocean transpor
tation because respondents ultimately collect varying amounts for

transporting the same commodity between the same ports depending
on the inland transportation charges which determine the amount of

the equalization payment Varying charges for identical services are

prinm facie discriminatory and thus unreasonable unless justified
Proportional Oommodity Rates on Oigarettes and Tobacco 6 FMB 48
55 1960

Discrimination against a shipper is necessarily measured by what

the shipper pays not by what the carrier ultimately collects Ship
pers who receive equalization allowances pay the same amount for

through transportation whether they ship via Stockton or San Fran

cisco No shipper has complained of discrimination and there is no

evidence of any differentiation among sh ippers similarly situated
Under similar circumstances no evidence of discrimination against
shippers was found in BeaumontPort Oomm ission v Seatrain Lines 2
U S M C 693 703 where as we have already noted Houston Galves
ton and Texas City may be considered the respective equivalents of
Stockton San Francisco and Oakland Alameda and Ifavana the

equivalent of conference destinations in the Far East

Complainflnts contention that Seatrain s practice unjustly discriminates

against Galveston and Houston will notbear analysis The port to port rates to

Havana from the e ports and Texas City are the same The shdppers served by
Seatrain pay the same through tran portation charges whether they ship from

9 F M C
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Galveston Houston or Texas City There is no complaint of or evidence to

show discrimination against shippers by Seatrain

10reover any prima facie discrimination based upon ocean carriage
alone as between say a shipper located at San Francisco who receives

no equalization allowance and one located at Fresno who receives equal
ization against Stockton when he ships via San Francisco is justified
by the facts of record The recordis clear that the fewer loading ports
in the normal itinerary the better operating results the carrier will

have To eliminate equalization thereby requiring carriers either to

call at Stockton or abandon some of the cargo in that area would be

beneficial to the port of Stockton and perhaps some of the shippers in

that area But the public interest is much larger than the needs or

desires in the Stockton area The equalization under consideration

here reflects an overall economic good tangible benefit to the public at

large and an important transportation justification
1Ve conclude that no unjust discrimination bebveen shippers or un

due or unreasonable preference or advantage to any particular person
within the meaning of sections 15 and 16 first of the 1916 act may be

found in respondents equalization rules or their practices pursuant
thereto

Stockton also argues that the respondents unnecessarily dissipa te

their revenues through their equalization allowances since 1 the

Inost economical way to move cargo is to load it aboard a vessel which

is at Stockton and 2 in some cases cargo whieh is equalized against
Stockton would be shipped via San Franciseo any yay Such dissipa
tion is alleged to be contrary to the public interest and detrimental to

the commeree of the United States in violation of section 15 of the

1916 act

The record does not support Stockton s contentions The most eco

nOlnieal way to move cargo wasshown not always to be to load equal
ized cargo aboard a vessel rut Stockton which was there to load other

cargo PFEL frequently transships cargo by truck at its own ex

pense to San Francisco for loading aboard a vessel which has called

at Stockton because it is cheaper to do that than to move the vessel at

a cost of some 300 from a bulk cargo berth to another berth at Stock

ton Transshipment costs the carrier a great deal more than equaliza
tion since it not only pays the full cost of truck transportation from

Stockton to San Francisco but also pays han ling and loading charges
to both ports

Even if it is more economical for a earrier whose vessel is already at

Stockton to load there rather than equalize it does not follow that it
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will be cheaper for a competitor that does not have a ship at Stockton

and does not have bulk cargo contracts vihich make it economical to

send a ship there 9 For the carrier that actually equalizes there is no

dissipation of revenue through equalizing as against sending a ship to

Stockton In this respect equalization is self correcting If there is

sufficient cargo available to a carrier to make it more economical to call

at Stockton the carrier will normally do so rather than equalize
There is no evidence that equalization is not profitable overall to

any carrier that equalizes nor is there any evidence that the public in

terest or commerce of the United States has been adversely affected by
any dissipation of carriers revenues The evidence indicates rather

that equaJization is financially beneficial to the equalizing carrier

foreoYer it should be noted that even with equalization Stockton s

growth since 1957 has put it ahead of the ports of San Francisco Oak

land and Alameda combined in export tonnage General cargo via

conference and 11oncon ference vessels to conference destinations in

creased by over 50 percent in 1962 O er 1961 aIthough total cargo to

conference destinations declined from 308 558 to 1 108 726 tons

Thus equalization has not seriously affected Stockton s competitive
position Stockton also argues that there is a violation of section 205

ofthe Merchant Marine Act 1936 which provides
SIW 2QiJ Without limiting the power and authovIty othe wise vested in the

U S Maritime Comnllssion it shall be unlai ful for any common carrier by
water either directly or indirectly through the medium of an agreement con

ference asoociation understanding or otherwise to prevent or attempt to prevent
any other 11Lh carrier from serving any port clesigned for the accommodation of

oceangoing vessels located on any improvement project authorized by the Con

gress or through it by any other agency of the Federal Government lying within

the continental limits of the United States at the same rates which it charges at

the nearest port already regularly served by it

No functions vith respect to this section of the 1936 act were trans

felTed to the Federal M aritime Commission by Reorganization Plan

No 7 of 1961 which established the Commission IIowever com

plainant suggests that section 205 remains the law of the land and

Dlust be considered by the Commission in exercising its delegated func

tions Stockton is a port designed for the accommodation of ocean

going vessels located on an improvement authorized by the Congress
and is therefore entitled to the protection of section 205 as our pred

D Respondent PFEL the only carrIer that was critical of equnUza t1on against Stockton
frankly considers its posltIon to be more ad vantageolls than others insofar as calling
at the port of Stockton we have contracts for bulk cargoes for justification to put us

up to the port of Stockton which other lines do not have Thus PF EL feels It oil d get

the llon s share of any additional tonnage going through Stockton Still PI mL I OW

tnlnhilS calgo from Stockton by truck and also equalizes against Stockton
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ecessor said of the port of Stockton and other bay area ports in
Encinal TermilUJls v Pacific Westbound Oonference 5 FMB 316 320

1957 But section 205 is not violated by respondents equalization
rules as observed in practice i e with the elimination from the rules

or the phrase purprting to restrict its operation to cargo which

would normally move from a given point This apparent restriction

has no practical relation to the theory or operation of the rule Per

haps it was originally intended to make it clear that cargo may be

equalized even though it might normally move from another port
thus anticipating any objection on that ground The rule should be
drafted to exclude what is clearly not intended as a restriction The
rules as applied permit equalization in favor of Stockton to exactly
the same extent as against it Respondents comply literally with the
statute by serving Stockton at the same rates which they charge at the
nearest port regularly served by them since rates are the same for all

bay area termmal ports Ifequalization is considered to change the
base rates from any such port respondents are in oolnpliance with the
statute because they offer the same equalization to shippers who wish
to load at Stockton

Finally Stockton argues that equalization serves asa cloak for

malpractice In support of this proposition PFEL s representative
referred to one case of unidentified malpractice which he said had
resulted in a Commission investigation The representative further
testified that upon two occasions PFEL had been offered a shipment
if it would equalize on the basis of a trucker s bill of lading showing
a point of origin more remote frqm the loading port than the aotual

point of origin As respondents suggest it would appear that if a

shipper and carrier conspire to engage in crime they can find simpler
and safer methods than getting a third party to produce a false bill

of lading Giving full credence to PFEL s testimony ho vever it
cannot be concluded that respondents equalization rules and practices
offer such a peculiar temptation or facility for malpraotice as to make

it desirable to eradicate equalization completely There was no

evidence in the record of any malpractice affecting Stockton
Stockton also points to a practice of the PWC respondents with

respect to citrus fruit allegedly affecting Stockton For a number of

years it has been the practice of respondent PWC and its members to

allow an equalization payment of 15 cents per carton on citrus fruit

shipped from San Francisco if it originated in southern California
Southern California is defined as the territCtry south of a line drawn

east from Santa Barbara south of the area in which constructive

mileage and carrier rates are lower to Stockton than to San Fran
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cisco This 15 cent allowance is not based upon any excess overland
transportation cost as such but rather on the fact that citrus shippers
located south of the Santa Barbara line quote exporters a price
delivered to a dock in northern California particularly San Fran
iscowhich is 15 cents per carton higher than their price delivered

to dock in Los Angeles IIarbor For reasons not apparent from the
record the ocean carrier allows the exporter the shipper from the

standpoint of ocean carriage an amount equal to this difference in

the price of fruit delivered fa s San Francisco as against fa s Los

Angeles There is in practice no other equalization with respect to

citrus fruits The conference is not asked to equalize against Stockton
or otherwise on fruit originating north of the Santa Barbara line and
in practice citrus fruit is never shipped from Stockton

Thus there is an allowance against ocean freight on citrus fruit

shipped from northern California ports as against shipments from
southern California ports at the rate of 15 cents per carton based

upon an arbitrary price differential of 15 cents with respect to fruit

originating south ofthe Santa Barbara line

The PWC chairman necessarily conceded that this equalization
is not found in the PWC equalization rule but PWC argues that it

accords with the principle of equalizat ion which it contends is the

absorption by the carrier of the difference between the shipper s cost
at the nearest terminal port and the loading port But this is too
loose and inaccurate a definition As the rule itself states equaliza
tion is the absorption by the carrier of the shipper s exc s cost of

delivery to the loading port That is quite different from absorbing
a differential in the shipper s exporter s purchase price resulting
from a sovt of basing point system used by the grower seller The

exporter who is the shipper as far as the ocean carrier is concerned
and the one who bills the conference for equalization in fact has no

cost of delivery to ship s tackle he buys at a flat price fa s

The conference has reported to the Commission data with respect
to citrus fruit equalization purportedly as equalization under its
tariff rule showing point of origin as southern California and rate
of equalization at 15 cents per carton This does not validate the

practice but neither does it invalidate respondents published rule
nor contaminaote the rule so as to require its disapproval

However this so called equalization on citrus fruit is not in accord
ance with or pursuant to respondents filed tariff Thus respondents
PWC and its members have failed to comply with paragraphs 1 and

3 of section 18 h of the 1916 act in that they have not filed a rule
or regulation which affects a part or the aggregate of their filed rates
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and have charged a different compensation for transportation front

their rates and charges on file Moreover in our view the absorption
of an arbitrary amount based upon a differential in delivered price
of a commodity is unjustly discriminatory between ports within the

meaning of section 15 since the amount absorbed has no transporta
tion basis or justification It is further found however that such

practices have not diverted cargo from and do not affect the port of

Stockton
While the Examiner concluded that the rules and practices with

respect to equalization between terminal ports within the San Fran

cisco Bay area were not unlawful he found that

to the extent that they permit general equalization upon cargo loaded at

the ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach Calif based upon the excess cost of

inland transportation from point of origin to such ports over such cost to

San Francisco Stockton or any other port within the San Francisco Bay harbor

complex are unjustly discriminatory and unfair between ports within the

meaning of section 15 of the 1916 act and to such extent the said rules and

practices pursuant thereto aredisapproved

PWC excepts to this holding on the grounds that the Examiner

made no findings to support this conclusion contrary to the require
ments of section 8 a of the Administrative Procedure Act 5 U S C

1007 and that there is no evidence in the record not to say sub

stantial evidence on which this finding could be premised
We hold that the Examiner decided this issue correctly and on the

basis of adequate proof The Initial Decision correctly set forth the

legal test to be used If the absorption of inland rate differentials

destroys the right of ports to traffic originating in the areas naturally
tributary to them the absorption is unduly prejudicial to such ports
where service from the port equalized against is adequate The

Examiner noted that the number of shipments equalized against
Stockton in favor of southern California ports in 1962 was small but

of substantial tonnage The Examiner found that the Golden Gate

is 423 statute miles north of Los Angeles and that the territory tribu

tary to the southern California area is not tributary to San Francisco

Bay area ports He further found that service from bay area ports
was adequate

The record shows details of shipments equalized again t Stockton
where the cargo actually moved from Los Angeles and Long Beach

The record also shows details of inland transportation costs between

interior points and terminal ports including Los Angeles and Long
Beach and the adequacy of service at Stockton and other bay area

ports
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Therefore we agree ith the Examiner that equalization of cargo
via southern California ports destroys the right of bay area ports
to traffic originating in the area naturally tributary to them It is
obvious that this type of equalization diverts traffic away from the
natural direction of the flow of traffic This situation is as found

by the Examiner contrary to our decisions in Proportional Oommodity
Rates on Oigarettes and Tobacco 6 FMB 48 1960 and Oity of Port
land v Pacific Westbownd Oonference 4 FMB 664 and 5 FMB 118

1956

The Examiner made those findings supported by evidence which

are prerequisite to the application of the legal test of equalization
We therefor e reject this exception ofP VC

P VC contends further that the equalization against bay area ports
where C t go moyed through a southern California port is not per
tinent to the issues in this proceeding We reject this argument We
will not ignore unjust discrimination even though it was not raised
with respect to bay area ports other than Stockton in the complaint
We disposed of a similar argument in Oity of P01 tland v Pacific
Westbound Oonfe rence 5 F 1B 118 129 1956 where we stated

PF JL s view appears to require a conclusion that we are rigidly limited i

our findings and conclusions by the precise language of a complaint or order of
r mnnd r gardless of the facts which may lJe developed and argued by the

parties to the proceeding
We do not share this view of our duties under the Shipping Act 1916

the act In our view e would be remiss in our duties if assuming actual

direct sence by Java Pacific we did not acting on this record prevent continued
unlimited equalization on dynamite by PFEL As stated in Chesapeake O

Ry Co v United States 11 F Supp 588 592 1935 indiscussing an Interstate

Commerce Act provision similar to oursection 22

after a complaint is filed before the Commission it becomes the duty
of the Commission to investigate the complaint and take proper action upon

its own motion its power is not restricted by the issues rais d on the

complaint provided that the respondent had full opportunity to

make its defense

It is the duty of the Commission to look to the substance of the complaint
rather than its form and it is not limited in its action by the strict rules of

pleading and practice which gOyel ncourts of law

This Board like other administrative agencies has an affirmatiye duty tQ
investigate as well as to deeide in consonance with its position as trustee of the

public interest inmatters within its jurisdictiOil

The conference further argues that the Examiner s finding in this

respect should be qualified to tnke into consideration which of the San
Francisco Bay area ports have adequate service In fact P iTC con

tends that equalization should be proper where service at San Fran
cisco Bay area ports is unsatisfactory in any respect 1Ve reject this
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test of equalization in favor of that previously expounded that

equalization is unlawful if it destroys the right of ports to traffic

originating in the area naturally tributary to them where service from

the San Francisco Bay area is adequate And the likelihood of

inadequacy at San Francisco Bay area ports is remote indeed vVe

therefore will not qualify the Examiner s holding
We reaffirm that respondents equalization rules to tbe extent that

they permit equalization upon cargo loaded at the portsofLos Angeles
and Long Beach Calif based upon the excess costs of inland trans

portation from point of origin to such ports over the cost of inland

transportation to hay area ports are unjustly discriminatory and un

fair between ports within the meaning of section 15 Ve will dis

approve the equalization rules to this e tent

Anappropriate order will be entered

REPORT OF COMMISSIONER JOHN S P ATIERSON

The reasons for a separate report ofmy decision are that the maj01

ity in my opinion
1 Has gone beyond the Commission s functions assigned under

section 103 of Reorganization Plan No 7 of 1961 by interpreting sec

tion 8 of the Merchant Marine Act 1920 and section 205 of the

Merchant Marine Act 1936 and

2 Did not make the record show the ruling on each exception
presented

Functions relative to the authorizations in sections 8 and 205 were

not transferred to us hy the President with the approval of Con

gress pursuant to the Reorganization Act of 1949 hut were vested in

the Secretary of Commerce The Secretary of Commerce is the fed

era1 official responsihle for deciding what these sections mean under

various circumstances and we should not in my opinion prejudice
his decisions nor create the possibility ofunwarranted conflicting de

cisions among Government agencies
Section 8 b of the Administrative Procedure Act directs agencies

to make their records show the ruling upon each exception presented
prior to decisions upon agency review The subsequent decisions

must also include a statement of the reasons or basis for all conclu

sions upon all the material issues of fact law or discretion presented
on the record This report ofmy decision is believed to comply with

these mandates My colleagues report states If in stating those

reasons we fail to treat any specific exception it has nevertheless

been considered and found not justified It seems to me an ad

judicator should not relieve himself ofa responsihility to pass on com

plainant s well thought out exceptions with such general statements
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The strutements are only unsupported assertions without basis or

reason

The facts stated in the majority report are accepted for thepurposes
of this report

Complainant Stockton made eight requested findings and con

clusions with respect to seotions 15 16 17 and 18 b of the act The

findings are summarized in the next paragraph as items 1 through 8
and the conclusions of Stockton are stated vith respect to each section

as noted

Section 15 The equalization rules require disapproval as agree
ments heCause

1 The amount of the payment cannot he determined by examination

of the tariff in detriment to the commerce and contrary to the public
interest

2 The determination of the correct payment is impossible also in

volving unjust discrimination between shippers and exporters
3 Use of the port of Stockton for freight which would naturally

pass through that port is discouraged and decreased in detriment to

the commerce and in conflict with public interest

4 The rules result in discrimination and prejudice to the port of

Stockton andpreference to other California porbs
5 Different shippers are treated differently in making equalization

payments causing detriment to the commerce and contrariety with

public interest

6 Carriers revenues are unnecessarily dissipated in detriment to

the commerce and contrary to thepublic interest

7 Carriers serving Stockton are deprived of cargo against the public
interest and in detriment to the commerce

8 Improper equalization practices are concealed contrary to the
public interest and in detriment to thecommerce

Section 16 The equalization rules are unlawful because the same

acts enumerated with respect to section 15 in items 2 5 and 8 above

also permit undue preference and prejudice or unjust discrimina

tion section 16 does not use the word between shippers and in item

4 result in undue prejudice to Stockton and undue preference to other

California ports in violation of section 16 second paragraph sub

paragraph first

Section 17 The equalization rules are prohibited because the same

actions enumerated with respect to section 15 in items 1 2 3 5 6 7

and 8 above constitute unjust and nnreasonable regulations connected

with the receiving handling and storing or delivering of property
Section 18 The equ litmtiQn rules violate subsection b 1 be
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cause the same actions with respeCt to section 15 in item 1 fail to meet

the tariff filing requirements and in item 52 above constitute an im

proper tariff publication
For the reason that the Commission has no authority to administer

sections 8 and 205 these laws arenot discussed

The Examiner made a decision on each request found none of the

claims proven and rejected all of the requested findings and coliclu

sions Exceptions followed

The exceptions of A Stockton Port District and B Pacific West

bound to vhich we must address ourselves are as follows

A Stockton Port District Complainant excepts
1 To all of the Examiner s ultimate findings and conclusions con

tained in the second paragraph on page 31 of the Initial Decision

The Examiner s ultimate conclusions and findings require subdivision

for the purpose of rational discussion about the distinct provisions of

law which he finds not to be violated so the exception becomes one to

the conclusion that the equalization rules and practices pursuant
thereto

a Are not in violation ofsection 15

b Are not in violation of section 16 second paragraph subpanl
graph first

c Are not in violation ofsection 17 and

d Are not in violation of section 18 b

For the reasons noted above references to section 8 of the Ierchant

Marine Act 1920 and section 205 of the Merchant Marine Act 1936

also referred to by the Examiner are disregarded as not within our

functions

2 To statements regarding the geographical location of the ports
of Stockton and San Francisco

3 To statements regarding the geographical relationship of Texas

City Houston and Galveston Tex in comparison with San Francisco

Stockton and other bay ports and to the position of Beaumont Tex

in relation to that of Los Angeles Calif

4 To a statement regarding the territory naturally tributary to

Stockton
5 To a statemel1t that under existing de isions theeonclusions re

garding naturally tributary territory are detenninative of the question
as to whether equalization as between Stockton and other San Frall

cisco Bay portsshould be disapproved
6 To the conclusion that the filed equalization rules comply with

section 18 b 1 without fi ing any inland carrier rates
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7 To the conclusion that the record does not support a finding and
conclusion that as a practical matter the determination of payments
is impossible

8 To the statement that the rules as applied do not discourage or

decrease the aggregate use of Stockton and ather hay area ports or

divert traffic frOln its natural direction of flow
9 To the statement that Stockton does not provide adequate service

for general cargo shipments to which equalization is applicahle
10 To the statement that the rules and practices are not found to

be unjustly discriminatory or unfairbetween ports
11 To the statement that there is no unjust discrimination between

shippers or undue or unreasorrable preference or advantage to any
particular person under sections 15 and 16 first of the Act

12 To the statement that there is no evidence equalization is not

profitable to any equalizing carrier nor any evidence that the public
interest or commerce of the United States has been adversely affected

by any dissipation ofcarriers revenues

13 To the statement it can not be concluded that the rules are a

facility far m lpractice
14 To the findings and conclusions with respect to citrus fruit inso

far as they approve equalization practices with respect to such com

modity if a rule is put in thetariff

An exception as to the violation of section 205 has heen disregarded
B Pacific Westbound Conference Respondent excepts to the con

clusion that the rules to the extent that they permit general equaliza
tion upon cargo loaded at the ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach

based upon the exces8 cost Of inland transportation from point of

origin to such portsaver such cost to San Francisco Stockton orany
other portwithin theSan Francisco Bay harbor complex are unjustly
discriminatory and unfair between ports under section 15 and to such

extent the rules and practi cesare disapproved
The Ex aminer s ultimate findings and conclusions contained in

paragraph 2 on page 311 of the Initial Decision are that no provision
of the Act has been violated by respondents as a result of the facts

summarized in the eight requested findings and conclusions in com

plainant s opening brief The generalized nature of Stockton s first

exception requires going back over complainant s eight requested find

ings particularly in response to Stockton s further request that OUl

opening brief and our reply be eonsidered in connection with ourargu
ment in support ofour exceptions

My rulings would be as follows

The rules and practices are authorized by agreements filed pursuant
9 F M C
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to section 15 These agreements have heretofore been approved as a

result of the approval of agreements Nos 51 5680 and 6060 The

authorized rules andpractices are those in rule No 2 in TariffNo I X

of PacificWestbound rule No 1 b in Tariff No 6 of Pacific Straits
and rule No 1 in Tariff No 1 of Pacific Indonesia There is no issue
that the agreements relate to the subjects listed in the first paragraph
of section 15 We have held that an equalization rule is one of such

subj ectsand must be filed unless the practice set forth in the rule is

authorized by the basic conference agreements PMific ooost Port

EqualizationRule 1 FMC 623 1963 see pages 630 631 Our order

wasaffirmed and found valid in AmericanExport Isbrandtsen Lines

et al v Federal Ll aritime Oommission et al 336 F 2d 650 C A 9th

1964 The tariff rules are an implementation of the filed agreements
Nos 51 5680 and 6060 provisions forbidding payment in respect of

freight and absorption at loading ports of rail freights or other

charges except as agreed to by two thirds of the parties and there

after shown in tariffs Two thirds of the members have bound all the
members to perform the equalization absorption rules

The issues are whether i past approval should be withdrawn and

disapproval substituted as authorized by section 15 because of theeight
reasons presented ii misdmeanors should be found for viOlation of

section 16 or iii unlawful acts halted for violation of section 17 or

iv penalties imposed for violation of section 18 b
A Stockton s exceptions
1 The ultimate conclusions and findings
a Exceptions related to approval of agreements under section 15

1 The amountrto be absorbed by acarrier through payments equal
izing inland shipping costs to Stockton and San Francisco is as deter

minable as any general rule can make it in view ofthevarious situations

to be covered The amount is measured on the basis of the lowest

applicable rates must be substantiated by a copy IOf transportation
bill covering movement from point oforigin and by astatement of
applicable interior rates and or the basis of equalization These

requirements are preceded by a definition of whatequalization is such

as the definition in rule 2 appended to the Examiner s decision In

other respects pages 7 and 8 of the Examiner s decision explain
adequately how the absorption is a separate transaction after the

established ocean freight is paid and isoomputed on the basis of

tariff estalblished inland transportation costs This agency s prece
dents cited in opposition all concerned cases where the ocean freight
rate wassubject to adjustment depending on inland costs Here there

is a separate payment in response to shipper application after objec
tively establishing inland costs and a public record is kept IOf all
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payments The rule and computation of all amounts are known to

everyone No detriment to commerce nOr contrariety with public
interest has been proven

2 For the reasons given above showing the amount is ascertain

able and known the payments pursuant to the rule are equally easy to

estarblish on the basis of the lowest applicable common carrier or con

tract carrier rates or lowest applicahle rates under the Pacific In
donesia rule and may not exceed 35 percent of the ocean freight
An established trade practice was shown involving inspection of the

shipper s freight hill showing the amount actually paid to the inland
carrier From such aInount the calculated cost of shipment to Stock
ton is subtracted and the difference is paid Variations are reflected
in appropriate revisions as described by the Examiner The deter
mination of the lowest amount wasshown in some cases to be difficult
or compiicated but not impossible Complainant illustrated these cir
cumstances Qut never showed exactly how discrimination between

shippers and exporters resulted from the difficulties or complexities
and no discrimination is discerned from inspecting the record Detri
ment to commerce or contrariety with public interest are not proven
by the fact of difficulty or complexity alone

3 The freight that would naturally pass through Stockton

mostly would be freight that exporters could send to Stockton cheaper
than to any other port since ocean freight rates are the same as from
San Francisco consequently naturally is taken to be a euphemism
for more cheaply or at less cost Use of Stockton is unquestionably
discouraged or decreased if any economic advantages in using Stock
ton are canceled by paying shippers their added expenses of shipping
somewhere else If the issue were the effect ofequalization payments
on Stockton alone the case would end right here but the effect on

shippers and carriers must be considered too The record showed
that the effect of the expenses absorbed by the carriers and payments
to shippers pursuant to the rule were for their mutual economic ad

vantage Shippers benefit from access to frequent regular and re

liable service at San Francisco Many are put on competitively more

equal terms with shippers of similar products who are closer to San
Francisco Necessary services such as government inspections re

quired for export are available at San Francisco but not at Stockton

Inspections by the Department of Agriculture related to the Public
Law 480 program involving primarily bulk cargoes are undertaken
however For 1961 for example 200 357 tons of commercial hulk

cargo were loaded to or transshipped for conference ships as compared
with 51 045 tons of commercial general cargo Carriers benefit by not
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having to make the extra 75 nautical mile journey to Stockton for

amounts of cargo insufficient to support regular berth service The

trip costs from 3 200 to 5 000 a round trip The journey is to some

extent hazardous involving delays for bridge lifting at several points
fogs turns in the river impeding radar perception and there have been

through September 1961 a total of 110 groundings since the opening
of the channel of which 44 have occurred since December 1947 Ste

vedoring is more efficient atSan Francisco Stockton is principally a

bulk cargo port and ships loading parcel cargoes in some cases must

move from a bulk loading berth to a general cargo loading berth at

extra expense Note The illustration accompanying my dissent in

Docket No 1084 makes clear how SiJch ship movement is made neces

sary The Examiner correctly analyzed this evidence as establish

ing on balance between Stockton s interests and those of carriers and

shippers no detriments to commerce or conflict with public interest

4 Undue unjust or unreasonable discrimination prejudice and

preference involve choices ereating inequality of treatment of similarly
8ituated persons for no reason There are legitimate economic reasons

for the carriers rule based on the different situations at the two ports
The carriers choice of making equalization payments to avoid a trip
to Stockton and the shippers choices in sending merchandise to San

Francisco and having part of the inland transportation costs paid by
the carriers involve legitimate business advantage to each The ad

vantages and disadvantages are described in 3 above The rights
ofStockton to be used as a port do not transcend these mutual advan

tages Invalidation of the rule to advantage Stoekton would leave the

carriers three other choices i to go to Stockton and load available

eargo regardless of expense ii transship from Stockton by land or

intermediate water transportation and pay the entire cost including
terminal and handling costs or iii give up the cargo and not serve

Stockton The first two would not disadvantage the shipper but would

cause the carrier expenses which would have to be recovered in higher
rates The third choice would harm shippers who could transport
overland more cheaply to Stockton than to San Francisco The situa

tions of the parties are in no respects comparable As long as the pur

pose and effect of the rule are mutual economic advantage of the

carriers and shippers ports and localities are not unreasonably dis

advantaged Ifthe rule diverted traffic from Stockton with no ad

vantage to shippers or carriers the situation would be different from

what this record shows This record shows economiesin carrier opera

tions and more efficient service as a result of equalization Iconcur in

the Examiner s discussion ofthis evidence
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5 There was no evidence that the rule inevitably causes dIfferent

shippers to be treated differently in making equalization payments
The point is made largely by argument that variations in payments
were inevitable because of variations in the inland transportation
charges caused by variations in weight and origin of shipments It
was also shown that raisin growers do not receive payments equal to

the different costs to ports because of the application of less than
truckload rates or of regular truck tariff rates where the shipper uses

his own truck and citrus fruit is not dealt with under the rule These

facts do not invalidate the rule but may show violation of the law in
the administration of the rule Ifthere is cheating by discriminatory
administration of the rule or by disregard of the rule for favored

shippers another case is presented not capable of resolution on this

record The rule itself is not at fault in such a case but rather the

conduct of carrier officials

6 Dissipation of carrier revenues is not evidence of illegal con

duct Those carriers which spend more money to serve Stockton do

so for reasons of self interest but voluntary expenditures do not in

validate the rule merely by describing them by the pejorative dis

sipation On the whole the record showed that for most of the

carriers it was less expensive to absorb part of the inland shipper
costs than to make the trip to Stockton No detriment to commerce

or contrariety with public interest is shown by these facts

7 Carriers serving Stockton are deprived of Stockton cargo as a

result of the absorption of the excess inland freight to San Francisco

over Stockton but equally carriers serving San Francisco would be

deprived of cargo under any other arrangement and Stockton has

not established any superior right to offset the conveniences of the

shipping public and carriers No detriment to commerce or con

trariety with public interest is shown by these facts

8 Concealment of improper practices by the rule presupposes the

existence of improper practices being eoncealed but none vas proven
All that was produced were speculative possibilities and testimony of

what one witness called improper practices Opinions are not

proof There has been no adjudication of the illegality asserted by
the opinions even assuming the rule itself were proven inevitably to

cause illegal C0l1duct Ifconduct is shown to be illegal it will have

to be punished by some other means than invalidation of the rule

which will harm all carriers following the rule but leave the guilty
party unpunished

The exceptions related to section 15 shouldbe overruled

b Exceptions related to violations of section 16
9 F M C
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1 The determination of the correct amount of the equalization
payment under the rules was found as a practical matter to be pos
sible and no individual carrier s guilt in cheating on computations
was proven Complainant by inference and argument has only
sought to prove that it leaves the door open to undue preference and

prejudice between shippers and has argued that the possibility is

inevitable Complainant treats the rules themselves as the malefactor

See par XIII subparagraphs 3 and 4 Complaint Section 16 ap

plies to common carriers either alone or in conjunction with any other

person directly or indirectly and the prohibited acts in specific in

stances by named persons must be proven to establish a misdemeanor

No such acts have been linked up with any respondent on this record

If the instances involving the raisin growers or truckers using their

own trucks orcitrus fruit shippers are thought to provemisdemeanors

the testimony without documentary proof in this record is inadequate
We should have exhibits showing similar transactions and disparate
treatment deviating from what the rule purports to do

2 For the same reasons the testimony regarding different treat

ment of shippers was inadequate because not connected with any in

stances of specific wrongdoing
3 The charges that improper equalization practices are con

cealed or that the rule serves as a cloak for improper practices
are innuendoes and equally faulty as substitutes for proof of

misdemeanors

No violation of any provision ofsection 16 has been proven and the

exceptions related thereto shouldbe overruled

c Exceptions related to violations of section 17

Under the first paragraph ofsection 17 complainant after stating it

is in competition as a port and a terminal with San Francisco

Complaint par XII alleges the rule causes charging and collect

ing rates and charges that are linjustly discriminatory between

shippers and ports Complaint par XII 5

The preceding report answers first on precedent such payments
were authorized in Beaumont Port Crmvmission v Seatrain Lines 2

U S MC 699 1943 and second on definition the natural flow of

overseas traffic from the San Joaquin Valley has always been through
the Golden Gate Neither precedent nor definition however explains
why the standards of the statue are not disregarded by charging the

same ocean transportation rates from both ports and then by paying
those shippers who might otherwise choose Stockton a part of their
inland transportaiton cost as an inducement to choose San Francisco

instead There is no doubt Stockton is going to be discriminated
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against by this practice and is entitled to a reasonable explanation of

why any discrimination is or is not unjust other than that the act has
been done before in Texas or that before Stockton spent its money for
a port traffic went through the Golden Gate anyway and that traffic
is just as naturally tributary to San Francisco as to Stockton

Stockton makes the very reasonable and compelling argument that

if a port invests minions ofdollars in development largely with public
money it is entitled to all the cargo that may be sent to the port cheaper
than to any other port Certain formulas using constructive mileages
to delineate areas are used to establish inland transportation costs

The cargo that may be sent to the port easier than to any other port is
then called local tributary traffic as I understand the argument
Stockton says other ports may not take away thislocal tributary traffic
nor take away the advantages ofgetting cargo to Stockton by equaliza
tion payments to shippers My answer is Stockton has no such rights
by virtue of expenditures or the existence ofa natural flow or local
tributary traffic and absent such rights the discrimination induced by
the carriers refunds and exercised by shippers is not unjust

The justification for public investment in port construction comes

before not after the investment The investment depends on com

mercial potentialities not on future rights Once made the invest
ment does not thereafter create legal rights to a flow ofbusiness or en

title anyone to anything but only creates opportunities to exploit
The only creator of opportunity or business values now claimed by
Stockton as a matter of right or entitlement is the peculiarity of the
same ocean freight rates from Stockton as from San Francisco in spite
of longer travel time anddistances The peculiarity ofsuch rates from
Stockton was created by the carriers not by Stockton It is notunjust
that the rate equality is eliminated by the absorption ofpartial inland

transporting costs because the carriers have only eliminated what

they created in the first place Nothing is taken away that Stockton
was entitled to such as values it created The consequences to public
investment in ports are the consequences of past decisions to locate a

port where business potentialities may never be fully realized rather
than by denial of rights resulting in unjust discrimination

N 3itural flow of traffic and local tributary traffic arguments are

equally unfounded being based on a supposition of vested rights to
traffic based on mileages to ports regardless ofeconomic considerations
Such rights have no relation to commerce which as Isee it may not

exclude monetary factors Shipper choices and port and carrier bene
fits depend on savings to shippers There is no such thing as a local

tributary measure based on mileage formulas alone translated into
9 F M C
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rights to certain business regardless Qf CQst A lQcaltributary measure

must be related to transPQrtatiQn CQsts and there is nO unjustness in

offering shippers a saving in chQQsing Qne PQrt Qver anQther the

geQgraphy Qf this case being what it is as IQng as all are treated

equally
There is nO unjust discriminatiQn between shippers and PQrts and

the exceptiQn as to a viQlatiOn Qf the first paragraph Qf sectiQn 17

shQuld be Qverruled

NO cQnsequence Qf the rule Qn the absorption of part Qf inland

freight costs relates to a regulatiQn Qr practice connected with the

receiving handling stQring Qrdelivering Qf prQperty within themean

ing of the second paragraph Qf section 17 Beaumont Port Oom n v

Seatrain Lines 3 FMB 556 1951 Neither the payment to the ship
per measured by inland freight nQr a reduction in rates involves re

ceiving handling or storing of prQperty but involves transportation
The exceptiQn as to a viQlation Qf the secQnd paragraph Qf sectiQn 17

shQuld be overruled
d ExceptiQns related to viQlatiQns Qf section 18 b 1

1 The amQunt Qf the payment was fQund above to be determinable

frQm a reading Qf the rule and this is all that sectiOn 18 b 1 re

quires SectiQn 18 b 1 requires filing Qnly Qf rates and charges
for transPQrtatiQn to and frQm U S PQrts and fOreign PQrts

and between all PQints Qn its Qwn rQute

2 DeterminatiOnofpayments whiledifficult is PQssible The Qb

jective Qf the rule and the guiding measures are stated and testimQny
disclQsed precisely hQW payments were calculated in given instances

The unworkability Ofthe rule was not proven Three situatiQns were

alleged where payments may nQt have fQllQwed the rule but there was

no specific evidence As noted earlier if specific instances ofdiscrimi

natory treatment or dishQnesty in the application of the rule are

shown adjudication and punishment if guilt is found may be under

taken in separate proceedings
The exceptiQns related to sectiQn 18 b 1 shQuld be Qverruled

2 The statements regarding geographical location
The Examiner s stJatements regarding the geQgraphicallocation

Qf StQckton land San FranciscO are that we are dealing with a single

port as against another port in the same geographical areain fact in

the same harbor cQmplex and that both ports may be

described as San FranciscO Bay PQrts Stockton is up the

Sacrament9 River and a 100ng way frQm San Francisco Bay The

statement may be inaccurate but the entire statement cQncluding with

StocktQn simply does not exist as an ocean port separate frQm the

GQlden Gate serves theuseful purpQse Qf highlighting thedQminating
9 F M C
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geographical fact of this case and of recognizing the geographical
fact which prevents Stockton from having superior rights over San
Francisco The fact is that to serve Stockton once acarrier must go

through the Golden Gate and pass San Francisco at least twice If

Stockton is served so inevitably is San Francisco Both carrier and

shipper efficiency result by one stop and a shorter ocean journey The

total journey by land and sea is the same for the shipper in either
case The port in this journey at which commerce is best served on

the facts of this case is partly lat least where there is a Concentration
of services particularly if it is a large port that has to be passed in

any event Arguments about natural flow of commerce or tributary
territory prove little because success of the arguments depends on from
where you measure the flow Iunderstand the Examiner to besaying
in effect that detriments to commerce have to take this dominating fact
into consideration and the measuring point for territory naturally
tributary or the point where the natural flow ends is not Stockton
but the Golden Gate Unless carriers and shippers can avoid San
Francisco by going to Los Angeles or somewhere else on the PacIDo
coast they should be able to make the most efficient arrangements
possible to get cargo past the Golden Gate Any inaccuracy in the
statement does not negative the correctness of the essential point The
second exception should be overruled

3 The sta tements regardipg geographical relationships
The statement regarding Texas City Houston Galveston and

Beaumont Tex is appropriate because ships serving Texas City and
Houston must pass Galveston coming in or going out to sea or may
avoid Galveston by going to Beaumont north up the Gulf coast to
obtain inland shipments The comparison with San Francisco and
Galveston and Beaumont and Los Angeles is accurate The third

exception should heoverruled
4 The statement regarding naturally tributary territory
The fourth exception should be overruled for the reasons given in

2 aibove

5 The statement that existing decisions determine disapproval
The existing decisions held that Beaumont Tex not being within

the Galveston Bay group and Texas City being in such group a

carrier might compete for traffic by means of an absorption of inland

freight without violating the law because traffic through Beaumont
was not naturally tdbutary to Texas City which was served by the

absorbing carrier Beaumont Port Oommission v Seatrain Lines
Inc 2 U S M C 699 1943 The precedent is applicable and sup
ports the ruling in 3 above The fifth exception should be overruled

6 The conclusion that the rules comply without filing inland rates
9 F M C
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The conclusion that the filed equalization rules comply with section

18 b 1 without filing any inlarrd carrier rates is supported by the

reasoning that the lamount of the payment s determinable from a

reading of the rule Section 18 b 1 applies to the rates and

charges of a carrier for transportation to and from U S ports and

foreign ports Respondents fixed their ocean rates and the same

rate applies from every terminal port The equalization is another

transaction involving a payment hased on inland costs pursuant
to a prescribed formula The sixth exception should be overruled

7 The conclusion that the record does not support findings
For the foregoing reasons the record supports a finding and con

clusion that as a practical matter the determination of payments is

possible The seventh exception should be overruled

8 The statement that the rules do not discourage use of Stockton
The Examiner s statements that the application of the equalization

rules does not discourage use of Stockton or divert traffic from its

natural flow are not determinative of the issues The rules undoubt

edly discourage use of Stockton by those nearer Stockton who have

lower inland transportation costs to a port but can ship just as

cheaply from San Francisco as a result of the rule Such discourage
ment however does not establish violation of any laws giving Stock

ton any protected rights to be used instead of San Francisco

Diversion of traffic from natural flow supposes a predetermined
natural flow which does not exist The direction of traffic is deter

mined from moment to moment and operates in the future as each

shipper decides where his self interest is best served The so called

natural flow is something only seen in retrospect as the collective
results of decisions not a preordained condition that dictates rights
to have business Complainant s reliance on diversion of a natural

flow as a violation of rights apart from other malpractices is mis

placed on the facts of this case regardless of the Examiner s state

ments The eighth exception shouldbeoverruled

9 The statement that Stockton does not provide adequate service

The facts showed that at Stockton certain general cargo operations
were inconvenient and involved added expense transit and berthing
difficulties exist and government inspections required for export were

not available substantiating the statement that Stockton does not

provide adequate service for some general cargo shipments The

uneconomic nature of cargo available at Stockton is shown by the

faot that the commodities affected by equalization rules average 40

tons per shipment and in 1961 71 percent of all Trans Pacific Con

ference ships calling at Stockton loaded as little as from 0 to 50 tons

of general cargo per departure Exhibit 52 The commodities

9 F M C
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oncerned are largely condensed milk raisins instant coffee hides

and lumber Exhibit 11 vVitnesses agreed there was not enough
cargo to suppovt regular berth service

The ninth exception should be overruled
10 The statementthat the rules are not discriminatory
The statement that the rules and practices are not discriminatory

is substantiated by the reasoning in support of the conclusion there

bas been no violation of section 16 The 10th exception should be

overruled

11 The statement that there is no discrimination between shippers
The 11th exception concerning unjust discrimination should be

overruled for the reasons given in 10 preceding
12 The statements regarding the profitability of equalization
The statements regarding the profitability of equalization are not

determinative of any issues The claims regarding dissipation of

carrier revenues as having an adverse effect on commerce were not

substantiated by fact any more than the Examiner s statement

The 12th exceptionshould be overruled

13 The statement that the rules do not facilitate
malpractices

Each malpractice occurring asa result of the rules must be adjudi
cated by proof of specific acts with guilt individually assessed Any
malpractices are the results of actions by people not the rules The

Tules equally permit legitimate practices Ifthe rules facilitate mal

practices the perpetrators of the malpractice not the enactors of the

rule must be blamed The diversion of cargo part of the statement

excepted to has been discussed above and ruled not controlling
The 13th exception should be overruled
14 The findings and conclusions with respeot to citrus fruit

The Examiner s findings and conclusions with respect to citrus fruit

are that certain allowances are made at the rate of 15 cents per carton

for fruit originating in southern California and shipped from

San Francisco This allowance has nothing to do with Stockton and

is not pursuant to the rule but is simply a practice which is not in

accordance with or pursuant to the tariff The Examiner correctly
found section 18 ib of the Act was being violated but the violation

is outside the scope of the complaint Neither the Examiner s nor the

majority s report herein contains any express recognition of the pro

vision of law that whoever violates any provision of section 18 b

shall be liable to a penalty for each day a violation continues The

omission however does not mean that there is approval of the equal
ization practice with respect to such commodity even if a rule is put
in the tariff The finding of law violation is enough The issue of

9 F M C
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future validity will still have to be passed on but in the meantime

past lawbreaking is not validated The 14th exception should be
overruled

B Pacific Westbound s exception
The basis of the respondent s exception is that the Examiner made

no findings to support his conclusion as he is required to do under
section 8 b of the Administrative Procedure Act and there is no

evidence on which to base the conclusion Other than a faotual
statement that the number of shipments was small but the tonnage
substantial and that the Golden Gate is 423 miles north of Los

Angeles there are no findings These particular facts are neither

analyzed as findings nor connected by any reasoning whatever with
the abrupt conclusion that the record does not support a conclusion
the territorytributary to Los Angeles Wilmington and Long Beach

overlaps that of the San Francisco Bay area ports It does not
follow nor do the findings support the announced conclusion

Statements of fact followed by the announcement of conclusions are

not enough Reasoning is needed to connect the two Accordingly
the exception might have been sustained My colleagues however

supplied the reasoning by stating that a where the absorption
destroys the right of ports to traffic originating in naturally tributary
areas b where service at the portsequalized against is adequate and
c where the record shows the substantiating details there is an un

lawful diversion Neither this reasoning nor the factors in b and
c were in the Examiner s decision and it is not supplied by any

correct setting forth of the legal test Accordingly the defi

ciency is adequately remedied and the exception may be ruled no

longer materialto the decision

Based on the foregoing rulings Iwould conclude on the issues
1 Past approval of agreements filed by respondents should not be

withdrawn and disapproval substituted pursuant to section 15 The

agreements should remain approved
2 No misdemeanors should be found for violation of section 16

because of lack ofproof
3 No violation ofsection 17has been proven
4 No violation ofsection 18 b as charged in the complaint herein

has been proven

COMMISSIONER HEARN dissenting
I agree with the majority opinion in that the implementation of

respondents equalization rules in favor of Los Angeles and Long
Beach are unjustly discriminatory and unfair Ifind the discrnlini
nation so far as it relates to cargo which is naturally tributary to
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Stockton to be a discrimination against Stockton only which for

reasons given below can in no way be considered a San Francisco Bay
area port
Idisagree however with the results reached by the majority and am

convinced that the subject equalization rules against Stockton 10
are

violative of seotion 16 first of the Shipping Act contrary to thepublic
interest standard of section 15 and in contravention of the principles
and policies ofsection 8 of the Merchant Marine Act 1920 and section
205 oftheMerchant Marine Act 1936

I read the majority s action today as 1 frustrating the will of

Congress in developing new and modern ports and 2 turniIg over

to conference carriers the right to determine which of our ports shall

prosper and which shall suffer Fuvther the establislunent of Stock
ton as a terminal port hyall ofthe conferences in 1957 by the Pacific

Westbound Conference becomes insofar as the port of Stockton is

concerned a meaningless gesture ll The majority has recognized that

the port of Stockton has had phenomenal growth since the port of

Stockton attained terminal port status I fear that the majority
decision here will seriously impair that growth Millions of dollars

both public and private have been invested in the port 12

At least one conference carrier has provided substantial scheduled
service at theport ofStockton The majority s action today will bless

the efforts of those carriers who have no intention of giving direct

service to the port and those carriers who have traditionally bypassed
the port with the opportunity to drain its general cargo As the

Commission stated recently In the Matter of Agreement Nos 6000 7

etc Docket 1166 served June 24 1965

It seems elemental that the carriers best able to establish fair and equitable
rates fora given trade are those carriers which areactually serving the trade

we beHeve the vesting of ratemaking decisions in carriers who do not serve the

area inwhose rates they have a voice to be far more dangerous to thecommerce

of the United States than the existence of rate competition between two com

peting areas

The majority notes 3Jt page 8 reasons why shippers favor equaliza
tion regularity ofservice and shorter intransit time Itgoes without

10 The statement at page 23 of the majority opinion that the rules as applied permit
equalization in favor of Stockton to exactly the same extent as against it betrays a cer

tain naivete in coming to grips with the issue While the word permit lends authenticity

to thestatement in the nature of things the equalization must always work against Stock
ton visavis San Francisco Bay area ports

U This status was accorded as a result of EncinaZ Terminals v Pacific Weatbound

Oonference 5 FMB 316 1957

12 At the beginning of 1964 the capital outlay in the port of Stockton was 23 million

This investment inCluded 9 800 000 by the port district 3200 000 by the city of Stock
ton 3 800 000 by the Federal Government 500 000 by the State of California j and

5 700 000 by private investors
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saying Ithink that shippers universally favor superior service and
shorter transit time where these benefits can he secured without
additional cost to them 13

In my view the majority s reference that

For almost a hundred years before Stockton was made accessible to ocean

going vsselsl San FrBIlcisco was the principaJ port through which freight from
the San Joaquin Valley would and did pass It did not cease to be such a port
merely upon the creation of an additional port at Stockton

belies an unconsciousadherence to the fundamentally entitled theory
which has ceased to have any value since PacificFar East Lines Inc v

Federal Maritime Board 275 F 2d 184 1960

My dissent however need not be placed upon such broad generalities
The central point here is conference tariff rules which permit

carriers to equalize against Stockton The majority has correctly
assessed the thrust of the permissiveness of these rules car

riers find that competitionoompels them to equalize Thus a con

ference carrier is not free to serve or rrot serve Stockton as its sound

Inanagerial judgment dictates consequently the effect of the equaliza
tion rules is to restrict competition between the ports

In reaching its ultimate conclusion the majority found that 1 the

port of Stockton is a port in the San Francisco Bay area and 2

cargoes naturally tributary to Stockton are also nruturally tributary
to San Francisco Thile Ithink neither of these findings is correct

Ibelieve they skirt and confuse the central issue which is Do these
tariff rules result in an unjust discrimination to the portof Stockton
The findings moreover are not supported by the facts and have no

valid basis in law

First the port of Stockton is nota San Francisco Bay port within
the meaning of any statute administeredby this Commission and the
cited comprehensive report of the Oalifornia Legislature in 1951

referring to Stockton as a bay area port certainly is not controlling
here if indeed it has any relevance at all The incontrovertible facts
are that Stockton is some 107 constructive miles and several distinct

waterways removed from San Francisco Bay It is unthinkable that
the port of Stockton should be considered as juxtaposed to San Fran

18 A curious statement appears on page 8 If there were no equalization many perish
able commodities would still move through San Francisco rather than Stockton The
majority of course do not state why any of the overland costs to San Francisco on com

modities Shipped through San Francisco for the convenience of the cargo should be ab

sorbed by the carriers Trhis particular instance reveals the chink in the majority s

decision equalization is permitted against Stockton as an economy to the carrier where

the cargo would be shipped ex Stockton and having permitted this a rebate measured by
the dUference by the overland cost ro Stockton lLnd overland cost to San Francisco on

cargoes ordinarily and traditionally shipped ex San Francisco follows because the cargoes

Intended for the different terminal ports cannot be separated

9 F M C
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cisco Oakland Alameda 3nd RilChmond The finding that Stockton
should be treated as aSan Francisco Bay port must hang as an unwar

ranted fiction upon which no legal conclusion can be based

Secondly to say as does the majority that the natural direction

of the flow of traffic from the San Joaquin Valley is through
the GoldenGate to the Pacific Oceann begs the question The point
at issue is wheth r the natural direction of the flow of traffic from the

San Joaquin Valley through the Golden Gate is through
San Francisco or through Stockton Ihold to the belief that this

natural flow is through Stockton
and suecinctly stated but for the

equalization an admittedly artificial clevice San Joaquin exports
would nonnally flow through the Golden Gate via Stockton eXCept

where for the convenience of the cargo shippers are not only willing
to but should pay their fair share of costs Of the premium service

offeredat San Francisco

The majority places some reliance upOn 1951 Port Series 14 reports
to show that the San Joaquin cargoes are as naturally tributary to

San Francisco as they are naturally tributary to Stockton A

perusal Of the cited works fails to uneover the adverb naturally
Hence the obviousness that these studies dictate a rejection ofany
constructive mileage theory for determining naturally tributary ter

ritory is indeed wanting
The only valid test in this case for determining whether or not the

effectuation of the equalization rule and consequently for determining
whether respondents are giving any undue orunreasonable preference
or advantage to any partiICular person locality or description of traf

fic or subjecting any particular person locality or description of

traffic to any undue Or unreasonable prejudice or disadvantage in

violation of section 16 first is whether the traffic would move via San

Francisco hut for the equalization Here certainly most of it would

not and to the extent that the artificial device draws traffic from Stock
ton it is unlawiuI 15

In this vein Iam convinced that the precedents support my view

There can be no doubt here that the equalized cargoes originate in

areas naturally and geographically tributary to Stockton because

of inland transportation rates favorable to Stocl onJas well as

through closer proximity Oity of Portland v Pacific Westbound

1 The Ports of San Francisco and Redwood City C81it Port Series No 30 Rev

1951 and a simIlar study covering Stockton also in 1951 prepared by the Corps of Engl

neere and the Maritime AdmlnistratloD
15 An unforeseen consequence perhaps of the majority s decision as I read it would

permit respondents to later equalize against Oakland Alameda Richmond and Redwood

City in favor of San Francisco They are all within the same geographical area tbeif

traffic must move through the Golden Gate carrier economies would be established and

since the user shIppers do Dot pay for it directly tbeywould be satisfied
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Oonference 4 FMB 664 1955 Similarily what was said in City

of Mobile v Baltirrwre Insular Line 1M 2 U S M C 474 1941 is

appropriate here

To permit continuation of unrestricted solicitation by carriers for business

through condQnation of a pllactice whereby un avorable inland rates a re over

come would wholly ignore the right of a port to traffic which it may be entitled

by reason of its geographical looation Such right appearg fundamental under

statutes designed to establish and maintain ports
ft

Again in the Portland case 8upra our predecessors interpreted sec

tion 8 of theMerchant Marine Act 1920 as requiring
that a given geographical area and its ports should reeive the bene

ilts of or be subject to the burdens naturally incident to its proximity or lack of

proximity to anolther geographical area

Moreover the second Beaumont case at 2 U S M C 699 1943 so

heavily relied upon by the majority is inappropriate here As COII

plainant aptly pointed out the second Beaumont case turned in large
measure on the peculiar characteristics of the equalizing carrier s

operation There the carrier Seatrain required in addition to rail

road tracks on the pier a supporting yard for sorting and holding
cars and car lifting facilities for transferring cars from the pier
tracks to its vessels which were not available at the ports equalized
against Such is not the case here Stockton the record shows can

accommodate all of thevessels of respondent cOIiferences
The striking down of the instant equalization rules Iam convinced

would be in furtherance of the will of Congress expressed by the

Shipping Acts section 205 of the Merchant Marine Act 1936 and its

several enactments respecting the port of Stockton itself The ab

sence of the equalization rules moreover would leave carriers free to

serve or not serve Stockton as they desire unencumbered by artificial

devices designed to frustrate the growth of the port and calculated

to checkmatethe establishment of any carrier giving Stockton regular
scheduled service

AMENDED ORDER

This amended order is to be attached to the report in this proceeding
in lieu of the order served September 24 1965 in this proceeding

Full investigation of the matters and things involved in this pro

ceeding has been had and the Commission on September 24 1965 has

made and entered of record a report stating its conclusions and de

cisions thereon which report is hereby referred to and made a part
hereof The Commission found in said report inter alia

16 Cited favorably as recently as 1980 in Proportwnal Rates 01J Oigarettee ana Tobacco

6 FMB 48 1960
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1 That the equalization rules of the respondents Pacific West
bound Conference Pacific Straits Conference and Pacific Indonesian

Conference and the members of these conferences to the extent that

they provide for or permit equalization of inland transportation
from shipper s point of origin to any terminal port loc8lted on the
harbor of San Francisco Bay and its conneoting waters the existing
ports so designated and described being the ports of San Francisco
Oakland Alameda RichIpond Stockton Sacramento on cargo
loaded at Los Angeles orLong Beach Calif are violative ofseotion 15
of the ShippingAct 1916

2 That the equalization rules of the above conferences and their
members providing for or permitting equalization of inland transpor
tation from shipper s point of origin to any of the saidterminal ports
located in the harbor ofSan Francisco Bay and its connecting waters

on cargo loaded at any otherof said terminal ports are unclear in their
references to cargo which would normally move and

3 That Pacific Westbound Conference and its member lines have

engaged in practices with respect to payment of purported equali
zation in connection with citrus fruit not provided for in their tariff
in violation of section 1Sb of the Shipping Act 1916

Therefore itis ordered

1 That the respondents cease and desist from applying their equal
jzation rules to cargo loaded at Los Angeles or Long Beach and that
modific8ltio s of their equalization rules to exclude their application
to cargo loaded at such ports be filed within 30 days ofservice of this
order

2 That the respondents in so modifying their rules omit the charac
terization of cargo as that which would normally move from cer

tain ports and

3 That respondent Pacific Westbound Conference and its member
lines cease and desist from their present practices with respect to pay
ment of purported equalization in connection with citrus fruit in

violation oftheir tariff

By the Commission

Signed THOMAS LISI

Secretary
1 F M C



APPENDIX A

Rule No of Pacific Westbownd Oonference
The equalization rule so far as it relates particularly to the port

of Stockton is itaZwized

Subject to rules 5 7 and 9 rates are based on direct loading at con

ference terminal loading ports or docks However individual mem

ber lines may in lieu of a direct call absorb the cost of transshipment
between terminal ports or between terminal ports and nonterminaI

ports also between nonterminal ports Reference to nonterminal port
absorption applies only if the nonterminal ports have the required
minimum tonnage as specified in rule No 9 or elsewhere in this tariff
oamers may equalize between terminalports only from point oforigin
as provided and subject to the limitations set forth hereinY Equal
ization is the absorption by the carrier of the difference between ship
per s cost of delivery to ship s tackle at terminal dock at nearest con

ference terminal port and the cost of delivery to ship s tackle at
terminal dock aMport of equalizing line Oonference terminal portg
and docks are those named in rule No 5 OoJUlitions and limitations
as to equalization follow

a Equalization shall not exceed an absorption in excess of 35 per
cent of the ocean freight including handling charges Jld wharfage

b A carrier may not equalize between terminal ports and non

terminal ports or between nonterminal ports or between docks within
aport

c When the inland cost of transportation from point of origin is
lower to terlninal ports in Oregon Washington or British Columbia
than via California terminal ports equalization Inay be applied via
California terminal ports only on shipments of deciduous fruits and

dairy products see note below covering explosives and such equaliza
tion shall be permitted only so long as there is not adequate service
from the terminal port in Oregon Washington or British

Columbia
11 In the Pacific Straits Conference rule and the Pacific Indonesian Conference rule the

following appears in lieu of the foregoing 4 senten ces

Rates are based on direct loading at loading ports or docks but the individual member
line carriers may meet the competition of other member lines loading direct at terminal

ports or docks either by transshipment or by equalization from point of orifin
Otherwise the rules of the three conferences are substantially the same insofar as they

relate to the port of Stockton
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to which the cargo is tributary to meet the needs of shippers of these
commodities

NOTE Equalization on explosives is not permitted except that in
the event a shipper is Unable to obtain space for a specific shipment
of explosives by a direct sailing from a terminal through which ex

plosives would normally move at a date which reasonably will meet

the needs of such shipper or his consignee equalization shall be per
mitted on such shipment Provided that the shipper certifies to the
conference the need for space on such date and allows 48 hours after

receipt of such certification for the conference to indicate the con

ference carriers who can provide space on a direct sailing which reason

ably will meet the shipper s needs

d Equalization is permitted on shipments of fresh fruits which

would normally be shipped via California terminal ports when shipped
via terminal ports in Oregon Washington or British Columbia when
there is not adequate service from the California port to which the

cargo is tributary to meet theneeds of shippers of these commodities

e Oargo which would normally move from one terminal port
in Oregon Washington or British Ooliumbia may be shipped under

equalization through another terminal port in Oregon Washington
orBritish OolurnlJia a7Ul catrgo which wOlJld norrruilly move from one

Oalifornia terminal port may be shipped wnder equalization via an

other Oalifornia terminalport
f Equalization shall only be paid on the basis of the lowest ap

plicable common carrier or contract carrier rates

g In support of each claim for equalization the shipper must

furnish the carrier a copy of traJn8portation bill covering movement

from point of origin
h Prior to payment of equalization bills carriers must 8ubmit to

the conference on prescribed form a certified statement for confirma
tion and approval of applicable ilnterior rates and or the basis for
equalization
9 F M C
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No 1216

ACTIVlTIES TARIFF FILING PRACTICES AND CARRIER STATUS OF

CONTAINERSHIPS INC

Decided SeptembeJ 28 1965

Containerships by operating between fixed termini on a regular schedule and by

soliciting major shippers of wheeled vehicles held to be a common carrier by

water in interstate commerce subject to section 18 a of the Shipping Act

1916 and section 2 of the Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933

The Shipping Act 1916 and theIntercoastal Shipping Act 1933 shall be construed

to fulfill the remedial purposes thereof

Gerald A Malia for respondent Containerships Inc

George F Galland and Amy Scupi for American Union Transport
Inc Oarl H Wheeler for Sea Land Service Inc and Alan F

Wohlstetter and Ernest H Land for Motorships ofPuerto Rico Inc

interveners

Norman D Iline and Robert J Blackwell as Hearing Counsel

REPORT

By THE COMMISSION John Harllee OhaiJWltn John S Patterson

Vice Ohairman Ashton C Barrett James V Day and George H

Hearn Oom missioners

PROCEEDINGS

The Federal Maritime Commission instituted this investigation to

determine whether respondent Containerships Inc has operated in

violation of section 18 a of the Shipping Act 1916 46 U S C 817

and section 2 of the Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933 46 U S C 844

These statutory provisions require common carriers by water in domes

tic offshore commerce to establish reasonable rates and to file these rates

with the Commission Therefore the question to be determined in

this proceeding is whether Containerships has been operating as a

9 F M C
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common carrier by water in interstate commerce as defined in section 1
of the ShippingAct 1916 46 U S C 801 if so Containerships by not

having appropriate tariffs on file with the Commission has operated
unlawfully

In February 1965 Containerships ceased operations because its ves

sel wasplaced in thecustody of themortgagee

t

e

FACTS
1

Respondent Containerships began service utilizing its vessel the
New Y orkert in the southbound trade from the U S North Atlantic

ports to Puerto Rico in October 1963
For its southbound service Containerships filed two tariffs with the

Commission Tariff No 1 covered wheeled vehicles and Tariff No 2
covered numerous general commodities Northbound Containerships
time chartered the New Yorker to American Seatraders Inc for the

transportation of refined sugar for the account of the time charterer
from Puerto Rico to U S North Atlanticports

2

During this period the New Yorker made two to three sailings per
month from Port Newark to Puerto Rico Containerships however
carried no general cargo only wheeled vehicles s About 100 vehicles
can be carried on the main deck but with the planned installation of
racks similar to those used by over the road motor carriers of automo

biles the capacity of the main deck can be doubled to 200 vehicles
These racks would be on hinges and would swing flush to the main
deck ceiling when sugar is carried northbound

On October 29 1964 Containerships notified the Commission that it
would withdraw its tariffs and cease common carrier operations
effective October 30 1964 although the cancellation of Tariffs No 1
and 2 wasmade effective November 28 1964 Beginning with Voyage
No 32 which sailed from New York on October 30 1964 Container

ships considering itself to be a contract carrier exempt from tariff

filing requirements operated without reference to a common carrier
tariff on filewith the Commission

During the 30 day period between filing and effective date of the
tariff cancellation the New Yorker made three voyages Although a

tariff was still in effect Containerships carried tractors and other
units for International Harvester at rates other than the tariff rates

1 The New Yorker cost 4 100 000 in 1960 is a twin screwdiesel has a l knot surface

speed a crew of 24 and uses roll on roll oft loading and unloading through stern doors
to its main deck which is unobstructed by bulkheads Cargo can be handled to and from
its upper orweather deck by the lift on lift oft method

2 The northbound operations were not alleged to be in violation of law
03 T e New Yorker was designed to hand Ie containers and pallets Consequently it is

moresuitable for carrying trucks and automobiles than break bulk cargo
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However automobiles shipped on these voyages as well as on the re

maining voyages in 1964 were transported at the former tariff rates

Despite cancellation of its tariffs Containerships continued to apply
its former tariff rates on automobiles throughout the period that its

legal status waspending before the Commission so that shippers would

receive equitable treatment regardless of the change in operation
Since October 29 1964 Containerships has transported wheeled

vehicles automobiles and trucks cranes and tractors It has also

unsuccessfully solicited liquid cargo for the New Yorker s unused tank

space below themain deck4

Containerships expressed policy since October 29 has been to limit

service to three or four shippers per voyage southbound in the belief

that such a limitation constitutes contract exempt carriage In order

to preserve its image as acontract carrier Containerships has rejected
offerings ofcargo from small shippers Instead it has executed a con

tract with one major shipper and negotiated with several others who

it hopes will sign similar contracts In this connection Container

ships has solicited General Motors Chrysler American Motors and

other important automobile shippers who account for an estimated

95 percent of all new automobiles shipped to Puerto Rico in an attempt
to fill tile capacity of its vessel without serving more than three ship
pers Again this number wasselected because of its supposed relation

to contract carriage Containerships will turn to smaller shippers
only if it is unable to sign the major manufacturers Containerships
solicitation is limited primarily to wheeled vehicles and it does not

need to solicit thevast number of automobile dealers whosell Chrysler
General Motors and American Motors products in Puerto Rico 00

eause these companies maintain a single dealer who distributes to

various dealers under his distributorship Containerships has 80

licited roughly eight or nine potential customers but shippers do not

appear to be eager to sign eontracts partieulady General Motors

whieh has shown reluctance to enter into a long term commitment

As of January 5 1965 only one shipper had executed such a con

tract the Hull Dobbs Co of Puerto Rico a Ford dealer in San Juan

Pursuant to this agreement Containerships undertakes to provide 30

voyages per year and 1 million cubic feet of und r deek space on the

New Yorker for the carriage of vehicles Port of loading will be Port

Newark N J with discharge at San Juan or Ponce Puerto Rico

The shipper agrees to pay 340 000 over the 30 voyage year with pro
rata payments on completion of each voyage This actually represents
0 32 per cubic foot plus 0 02 animo port charge multiplied by
4 Below the main dec the New Yorker bas considerable tank space suitable for liquid

cargo
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1 million cubic feet which corresponds to the rate in the withdrawn
tariff 5 The shipper may utilize more than 1 million cubic feet and
the contract permits Containerships to provide less than 30 voyages
Under such circumstances the annual amount of compensation will
be adjusted upward ordownward Efforts to sign Chrysler General
Motors and International Harvester have been unsuccessful Al

though additional contracts with other Ford de lers have been drafted
efforts to execute them have ceased since these dealers are permitted to
utilizethe space provided to Hull Dobbs

Shippers other than Hull Dobbs have negotiated with Container
ships but none has finalized a long term agreement The unexecuted
contracts with these shippers are almost identical with the Hull
Dobbs agreement The International H arvester agreement provides
for 100 000 cubic feet of space on deck for 30 voyages The shipper
pays various rates per cubic foot on motor trucks station wagons am

bulances tractors etc for each voyage A contract with Boricua

Motors Corp grants the shipper 1 million cubic feet of space for 30

voyages rated at 0 32 per cubic foot for vehicles plus 0 02 arrimo
Contract with Mayaguez Motors provides 100 000 cubic feet at 0 32

per cubic foot plus 0 02 arrimo for 30 voyages A contract with
Southern Auto Sales Corp provides 200 000 cubic feet at the same rate

Asimilar contract with Caribe Motors Inc fo Jows the same form but
the amount of space and rate per cubic foot have not been inserted
All are made subject to the same 13 paragraphs of the contract of

affreightment The contracts provide 30 sailings annually for each

shipper This represents the approximate number of sailings made

by the llew Yorker during the 12 month period prior to October 30
1964 The shipper cannot exercise control over the number of sailings
and the contracts impose no penalty if the carrier provides less than
30 voyages per year The shipper likewise cannot arrange sailings
per month or week to suit his convenience

The amount of space assigned to each shipper by the contracts rep e

sents an estimate of the particular shipper s requirements based on the

previous year s experience However the contracts provide for ad

ditionaJ space should the shipper so require On the other hand the

shipper eannot control the number of automobiles to be carried on any
one voyage

Containerships attempted to provide an amount of space which
would most nearly approximate the estimated requirements of its ship
pers With respect to the automobile dealers other than lIull Dobbs

such an estimate was sometimes difficult If the estimate was wlong

This represents the appr ximate space requirements for 2 000 automobiles
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and the shipper failed to furnish the number of automobiles required
to fill his assigned space Containerships could theoretically bring
legal action hut Containerships does not really intend to insist upon
this right The carrier and shipper will operate very flexibly under

these contracts Thus if Hull Dobbs fails to use its space it can

assign the space to another Ford dealer despite the fact that paragraph
12 of the contract of affreightment incorporated into the main con

tracts forbids such assignment On the other hand Containerships
can utilize any unused portion of the shipper s space for its own

use

With respect toon deck space Containerships is perhaps even more

flexible The International Harvester contract provides for a mini

mum of 100 000 cubic feet on deck although Containerships fully ex

pects the shipper to use more space Ifso hewill be granted as much

space as he requires Containerships contracts are instruments by
which it can guarantee to shippers a long term rate in this case for

1 year Under its tariff of course the carrier could alter its rate on 30

days notice However theshipper is not bound to ship via Container

ships exclusively duripg the year

Containerships does not advertise its service nor does it publish sail

ing schedules and it has withdrawn its tariff It conducts its solicita

tion in the form of negotiation of long rm contracts with desirable

shippers
Containerships maintains a schedule of two or three sailings per

month similar to that which existed prior to October 30 1964 between

Newark and ports in Puerto Rico Containerships must expedite sail

ings of the New Yorker in order to meet its sugar commitments north

hound from Puerto Rico it has little interest in serving a large num

ber of shippers Sometimes these commitments require fast turn

around at other times the charterer of the vessel on the northbound

leg will delay the vessel due to sugar shortages in Puerto Rico Con

sequently service southbound operates without precise sailing dates

In place of bills of lading previously issued Containerships now

issues cargo receipts its most important shipping documents how

ever are contracts of affreightment between Containerships and par

ticular shippersAmong its provisions are those which subject the

carrier s liability to the Harter Act allow alterations of voyage itin

eraries grant the carrier the right to utilize the unused portions of the

shipper s space for its own use and forbid a shipper from assigning
hisspace

We will briefly compare the essential oharacteristics of Container

ships operations before and after October 1964
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The variety and type of cargo and the number and identity of ship
pers did not basically change The number of voyages and schedule
of the New Yorker remained the same The voyage itineraries are

identical Insurance is essentially unaltered The rates on automo

biles have not changed The physical structure ofthe New YO1ker is

the same as are the handling and delivering methods employed by
Containerships

Some changes did occur Containerships now calls itself a con

tract carrier and disclaims the obligations of common carriage It
has withdrawn its tariffs Itnow solicits preferred shippers andguar
antees them long tem rates pursuant to contracts instead of tariffs

It rejects shipments of small volume and announces that it will limit

the number of shippers to three or four It issues cargo receipts
instead of bills of lading and entitles itself contract carrier on these

documents

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The question to be determined by this Commission is whether Con

tainerships in light of the facts describing its operations is a common

carrier by water in interstate commerce

In his initial decision Examiner Charles E Morgan found Con

tainerships operations to be that of a common carrier Noting that

no single factor by itself is determinative of the status ofacarrier he

found several factors to be pertinent The respondent is clearly not a

private carrier nor a tramp operator It has only one executed con

tract which is with a consignee not with the shipper who pays the

freight charges Respondent s executed contract and its unexecuted
contracts generally are contracts of intent only as may be concluded

not only from the use of the word intend in most contracts but also

from respondent s own description of them as not being subject to a

legal claim There is no penalty in the contracts if the shipper uses

the services of other carriers in the trade The shipper cannot con

trol the number of vehicles to be carried or the space used on anyone

voyage
The Presiding Examiner found in general that the contracts seem

not to have changed respondent s former relationship with its shippers
Respondent s operations since October 30 1964 are little different than

before The same number of voyages the same insurance the same

regular routes the same ports served the same physical services are

characteristics of both respondent s early operations and of its recent

operations The main difference in its recent operations is that re

spondent has refused to accept a few shipments from sman volume

shippers but considering theoverall picture this is insignificant Ac
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cordingly the Examiner concludes that Containerships has been and

remains in its recent operations from October 30 1964 and since a com

mon carrier in the trade from North Atlantic ports to ports in Puerto

Rico

The Commission s jurisdiction over carriers is set forth in section 1

of the ShippingAct 1916 6 That section provides
The term common carrier by water in interstate commerce means a com

mon carrier engaged inthe transportation by Water of passengers or property on

the high seas or the Great Lakes on regular routes from port to port between

one State Territory District or possession of the United States and any other

State Territory District or possession of the United States or between places
in the same Territory District or possession

This decision hinges upon Containerships amenability to this pro
vision This definition is descriptive not categorical Part of it

describes the legal word of art common carrier transportation by
water of property on the high seas on regular routes

from port to port part of the definition describes another legal word

of art interstate commerce transportation by water between

one State of the United States and any other State territory
district or possession of the United States Since common

carrier is defined in terms of common carrier we must look elsewhere

to ascertain its meaning pertinent to Containerships operations
Thus the term common carrier in section 1 ofthe Shipping Act

means a common carrier at common law Philip R Oonsolo v

Grace Line Inc 4 F 1B 293 300 1953 Galveston Ohamber of
Oorn v Saguenay Terlni lutls et al 4 F M B 375 378 1954 Agree
ment No 76130 2 U S M C 749 752 1945 Bernhard Ulmann 00

Inc v Porto Rican Express 00 3 F MB 771 775 1952 The

Commission has examined the indicia of common carrier at common

law on numerous occasions The most frequently mentioned char

acteristic is that a common carrier by a course of conduct holds himself

out to accept goods from whomever offered to the extent ofhis ability
to carry

7
Tl an3porta tion by Southeastern Terlninals S S 00 2

U S M C 795 797 1946 In Philip R Oonsolo v Grace Line Inc

4 FJv1B 293 300 1953 the Commission cited The lVildenfels 161

Fed 864 866 1908 as follows

The essential characteristics of the common carrier at common law are

that he holds himsel out to the vorld as such that he undertakes generally
and for aII persons indifferently to carry goods forhire

Il Section 5 of the Intercoastal Act provides
The provisions of this Act are extended and shall apply to every common carrier

by water in interstate commerce as defined in section 1 of the Shipping Act 1916
1 Included in the concept of holding out are such factors as solicitation advertising

tariff filing rund contractual limitations
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Elsewhere the Commission defined a common carrier as one trans

porting goods from place to place for hire for such as see fit to employ
him Transportation U S PMifio Ooast and Ha1oaii 3 U S
1 C 190 197 1950

However the Commission has held that t is not necessary for a car

rier to hold himself out to transport all commodities for all shippers
Aline may be a common carrier of Certain con1modities as long as it is

willing to carry those commodities for all who wish to ship them
Investigation of Tariff Filing Practices 7 F M C 305 318 1962 In
addition to the holding Ollt criterion multiple other factors may
create or obviate common carrier status Thus in some instances the
common carrier may advertise sailings solicit freight and issue bills of

lading In Re Ooast S S 00 1 U S S B B 230 1931 Intercoastal

Investigation 1935 1 U S S B B 400 440 445 1935 But common

carrier status is not lost by the carrier s failure to publish sailing sched

ules or advertise Transportation U S Pacific Ooast and Hawaii

3 U S MC 190 196 1950

Certainly an important factor is the regularity of service between

ports Section 1 defines common carrier as a common carrier engaged
in transportation on regular routes from port to port vVhile the
fixed termini test is a most important one it is not absolutely con

trolling The language was also inserted to exempt from regulation
tramps which has been described by the Commission to be a free
lance with a gypsy like existence it has no regular time of sailing
and no fixed route and is ever seeking those ports where profitable
cargo is most likely to be found Rates of General Atlruntic S S

Corp 2 U S J1 C 681 683 1943 8

For that matter the Commission has held that common carrier

status can be acquired without regular calls at ports or regular sailings
and even without sailing schedules Alaskan Rates 2 U S M C 558
580 1941 Rates of General AtlantwSS Oorp 2 U S MC 681 683
684 1943 Moreover common carrier status may survive even if the
carrier chooses nat to solicit cargo Transp by Mendez 00 Inc
Between U S anrlPuerto Rico 2 U S MC 717 720 1944

The number of shippers either per voyage or otherwise is not deter
minative of status The COlnmission has indicated that two shippers
per voyage creates a presumption of common carriage Transp by
Mendez 00 Bet1oeen U S and Puerto Rico 2 U S M C 717 720

1944 D L Piazza Oompany v WestOoast Line Inc et al 3 F M B

8 As the Commission has stated
The primary purpose for the insertion in the statute of the phrase on regular

routes from port to port was to exclude from regulation traffic transported by tramp
vessels Alaskan Rates 2 U S M C 558 580 1941 Transportation U S Pacific
Ooast andHawaii 3 U S M C 190 198 1950
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608 612 1951 However other cases hold that a carrier is not com

inon though considerably more than two shippers are served New

York Marine 00 v Buffalo Barge Towing Oorp 2 U S MC 216 219

1939

The carriage of cargo pursuant to pecial contracts also is not deter

ininative Of status Every movement of cargo is subject to some con

tract or agreement of transportation Nor does a common carrier lose

that status if he uses spipping contracts other than bills of lading or

even if he attempts to disclaim liability for thecargo by express exemp
tions in the bills of lading or other contracts of affreightment
Transportatio11rU S Padfic OOMt to Hawaii 3 U S MC 190 196

1950 lri Investigation of Tariff Filing Practices 7 F M C 305 320

1962 a carrier contended that it was not offering common carrier

service since it did not advertise solicit or publish a sailing schedule
and carried cargo only after it had secured a negotiated written trans

portation agreement with the shipper The Commission rejected all

these ntentions and stated with respect to thelast

It cannot be successfully ontended at this late date that a carrier may avoid

common carrier status by insisting on a transporta ion agreement witheach ship

per All cargo carried for compensation moves on some form of transportation

agreeIIient express or impll 7 F M C atpage 321

In Generallridredses in Rates 19617 FM C 260 280 1962 the

OommiSsion stated that a special arrangement to secure the business

of a shipper did not of itself convert the arrangement into one OT con

tract carriage 9

The Commission has recognized that llllder some circumstances a

common carrier may execute contracts with particular shippers for

the carriage of large volumes of cargo This system does not abrogate
common carrier status The contracts are actually forward hooking
agreements 10

While the Commission has expressed general guidelines the question
in final analysis requires ad hoc resolution In Bernhard Uhlmann

00 lric v Puerto Rican Express 00 3 FMB 771 775 1952 the

Commission aptly stated that a carrier s status is determined by the

nature of its service offered to the public and not upon its own declara

tions A close look atits activities is necessary

II Other cases hold that contractual arrangements are not incompatible with common

arriage See D IJ Piazza 00 v West Ooast Line Inc et al
J 3 F M B 608 612 1951

l ransportationU S Pacific Ooast and liawaii 3 US M C 190 196 1950
10 In Banana Distriblttors Inc v race Line Inc 5 F M B 615 1959 affirmed 280 F

2d 790 1960 the Commis ion ordered the carrier to execute 2 ear agreements with

banana shippers which would constitute forward booking and relieve a shortage of space

for this cargo The Commission stated that forward booking is not new to common

carriage 5 F M B at page 626 ealso Philip R Oonsolo v race Line Inc 4 F M B

293 1953
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The determination ofacarrier s status cannot be made with reference
to any particular aspect of its carriage The regulatory significance
of a carrier s operation may be determined by considering a variety of
factors the variety and type of cargo carried number of shippers
type of solicitation utilized regularity of service and port coverage

responsibility of the carrier towards the cargo issuance of bills of

lading or other standardized contracts Of carriage and method of

establishing and charging rates The absence of one ormore of these
factors does not render the carrier noncommon and common carriers
may partake of some or all of these enumerated characteristics in

varying combinations A carrier may be clothed with one or more

of the characteristics mentioned and still not be classified a common

carrier It is important to consider all the factors present in each

case and to determine their combined effect

As the Commission has previously stated common c urier how

ever is not a rigid land unyielding dictionary definition but a regu
latory concept sufficiently flexible to accommodate itself to efforts to

secure the benefits of common carrier status while remaining free to

operate independent of common carriers burdens Puget Sound

Tug and Barge v Foss Launch and Tug 00 1 FM C 43 48 1962

Considering Containerships operations in teims of the foregoing
precedents we believe Containerships to be a common carrier Con

tainerships operates between fixed termini on a regular schedule

Consequently it meets the initial and most important prerequisite of

Commission jurisdiction the one explicitly set forth in section 1 on

regular routes from port to port
Furthermore we find that Containerships sufficiently meets the com

mon law notion of holding out Initially we agree as mentioned

above that a carrier may be a common calTier of one Or a few com

modities Thus the fact that Containerships solicitation of shippers
or consignees of wheeled vehicles does not oust the Commission of

jurisdiction To be sure Containerships limits itself to carriage of

one type of commodity wheeled vehicles The shippers they solicited

admittedly are small in number hut they constitute the m ajOr pro
ducers of automobiles and account for 95 percent of the new cars

shipped to Puerto Rico In other words Containerships has held

itself out as a carrier Of a type of cargo wheeled vehicles for all

who wish to ship them The facfthat they refused service to a few

small shippers is inconsequential The public does not mean every

body all the time TermiTUil Taxicab 00 v Kutz 241 U S 252

1916

In our view Containerships self assumed status as a contract car
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riel is legally meaningless Substitution of contracts of affreightment
for bills of lading parti cularly where no substantative change results

is no Inore than a transparent attempt to avoid regulation vVe ill

look beyond documentary labels It is clear that Containerships has

not altered its documentation substantially Ioreover it is the status

of the carrier common or otherwise that dictates the ingredients Of

shipping documents it is not the documentation that determines car

rier status

Neither do forward booking contracts sOlnehow convert the regu
lated carrier to the unregulated A closer look at the contracts Con

tainerships has with its shippers shows that they are merely contraots

of intent It is evident that both Containerships and the individual

shippers are willing to allow great flexibility in adherence to the terms

of the contract This being true it follows that OontainerShips is

not less a common carrier by reason of having these contracts It

is still free to solicit other customers to use the cargo space supposedly
contracted to specific shippers Consequently we hold that Con

ta inerships is and has been a common carrier by water amenable to the

proscriptions of the Shipping Act 1916 and the Intercoastal Ship
ping Act 1933

We consider now Containerships exceptions to the initial decision

It s impractical to consider the exceptions seriatim for they simply
reiterate through various facets of the same argument the claim that

Containerships operations are consistent only with contract carriage
and that to find otherwise is to overlook the faots and the applicable
case law

First ofall we consider the concept of contract carriage itself The

term contract carrier appears nowhere in the Shipping Aot which

mentions only common carriers and tramps The Intercoastal Ship
ping Act 1933 originally conferred jurisdiction over every common

and contract carrier by water engaged in the transportation for hire

of passengers or property between one State of the United States and

any other St3lte of the United States by way of the Panama CanaL
46 U S C 843

Prior to 1940 the Commission pursuant to this authority asserted

jurisdiction over intercoastal contract carriers IntercoastalOharters

2 U S MC 154 1939 Intercoastal Investigation 1915 1 D S S B B

400 458 461 468 1935

The Transportation Act of 1940 49 U S C 901 923 considerably
altered the jurisdictional scheme set forth above The 1940 Act trans

ferred to the Interstate Commerce Commission regulatory control over

rates and practices of both contract and common carriers by water in
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some but not all of the domestic trades and the jurisdiction remaining
in the Commission was limited to common carriers Consequently
contract carrier as a legal entity has no significance before the

Commission n Under the circumstances Containerships attempt to

clothe itself with the ICC concept of contract carrier is meaning
less 12 Thus Containerships is e1ther a common carrier or something
else The cases showing what mayor may not constitute contraot

carriage are ina pposjte
For that matter the cases relied upon by Containerships are dis

tinguishable Principally U S v Oontract Steel Oa11ier8 350 U S
409 1956 and H1JW Ins 00 v Riddell 252 F 2d 1 1958 are cited

as authority for the conclusion that Containerships is a contract

exempt carrier

The Oontract Steel case involved a motor carrier who held licenses
from the ICC covering contract carriage of steel articles to and from
three major cities over irregular routes The carrier secured many
new contracts with shippers as a result of active solicitation In spite
of the solicitation the Supreme Court held the carrier was a contract

carner

The case stands for the proposition that a contraot carrier licensed

by the ICC may solicit new business within the limits of its license

without changing its carrier status It does not stand or the proposi
tion th3lt solicitation is not an indication of common carrier status

Other factors that the carrier vas licensed as a contract carrier and

the fact that it operated over irregular routes outweighed the solici

tation factor in Oontract Steel In this case however these two

factors are absent and the solicitation factor becomes very weighty
with little to counterbalance it

The Riddell case involved a motor carrier in a proceeding unrelated

11 Section 320 a of the Interstate Commerce Act 49 U S C 920 part of the Trans

portation Act of 1940 states that

The Shipping Act 1916 as amended and the Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933 as

amended are hereby repealed insofar as they are inconsistent with any provision of

this part and insofar as they provide for the regulation cf or the making of agree

ments relating to transportation of persons or property by water in commerce which

is within the jurisdiction of the Commission under the provisions of this part and

any other provisions of law are hereby repealed insofar as they are inconsistent with

any provision of this part
12 Actually Containerships cannot qualify as a contract carrier as the term was previ

Ously construed by the Commission s predecessors which defined contract carrier as

follows

Although the act does not define contract carriers this term includes every car

l ier by water which under a charter contract agreement arrangement or under

standing operates an entire ship orsome principal part thereof for the specified pur

poses of the charterer during aspecified term or fora specified voyage in consideration
of a certain sum of money generally per unit of time or weight or both r for the

Whole period or adventure described In tercoastaZ Investigation 1935 1 U S S B B

400 458 1935 IntercoastaZ Oharters 2 U S M C 154 162 1939

Containerships and their contract shippers cannot meet this test
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to regulation The carrier was held to be a contract carrier on the

basis of a peculiar factual situation in which among other things
the carrier continuously negotiated rates with shippers which could
differ from day to day even with the same shipper Containerships
does not resemble this motor carrier Containerships policy was to

establish and maintain a long term rate with each shipper pursuant
to contract And the court in the Riddell case was not concerned
with regulatory problems

Containerships excepts further to the fact that the Examiner placed
reliance on the fact that the contracts did not bind shippers to use

its essel and also excepts to the fact that the Examiner indicated
that serving two large volume shippers and one or two others on

regular routes constituted common carriage
Citing Tramp by Mendez 00 Inc Between U S and Puerto

Rico 2 U S MC 717 1944 a case in which a carrier operlliting
between regular ports of call was labeled not to be a common carrier

respondent seeks to belittle the value of the fixed termini criterion

As already noted regular routes from port to port explicitly stated

in section 1 is a most important factor in deciding carrier status

We donot say itis theonly factor itmay be outweighed by other facts

Here it is not The continuing argument is made that fixed termini
are consistent with contract carriage and that Containerships other

activities are consistent only with contract carriage But Container

ships activities in whole are merely consistent with Containerships
failure to live up to its common carrier duty nothing more

The contracts are simply devices to guarantee long term rllites to

the extent selected large volume shippers may wish to use them And

the fact that Containerships transported cargo for no more than two

shippers per voyage is also not of controlling consequence for Con

tainerships actively solicited all major shippers of wheeled vehicles

Containerships contends thaJt the Examiner erred in stating that it

would turn to smaller shippers if it were un3Jble to fill its vessel from

cargo from major shippers Perhaps Containerships would not but

this decision does not rest on this finding Containerships is a com

mon arrier irrespective of whether it would atJtempt to fill out its

vessel with offerings from low volume shippers 1s

This conslusion is more easily reached larrd becomes especially im

portant if it is considered in light oftlhe purposes of the shipping
acts and the Commission s responsibility for regulation in this area

18 Respondent excepts in other respects In such cases we either have not relied upon

the material in the Examiner s decision to whiCh exception was taken or we have not

ruled because the exception was superficial Each substantive exception was directed to

the Examiner s conclusion and is discussed above
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In general those purposes are to regulate carriers by water in foreign
or domeStic offshore commerce One of the purpoSeS of the Shipping
and Interc6astal Acts was to remedy various discriminatory practices
prevalent in the shipping industry concerning establishment and
and maintenance of rates and fares The acts however limit the
Oommission s regulatory jurisdi tion in this matJter to common car

riers In order to effectuate the remedies intended by the enactment
of a regulatory statute such as these it is necessary to allow flexible
and liberal interpretation of the statute Inthis respect the court in
1 00 v A W Stickle and 00 41 F Supp 268 271 1961 a case

involving applicaJbility of the term common carrier as used in the
Interstate Commerce Act 201 227 49 U S C 301 327 stated

I n determining thetrue nature of the transportation it isnecessary to have

in mind the purpose of theAct In addition thecourt should have in mind
the fact that this legiSlation is remedial and shoulid be liberally interpreted to
effect its evident purpose and that exempti on from the operation of the act

shouldbe limited to effect the remedy intended

Consequently in additJion to commonlaw concepts this case contains
an important practical question of Commission responsibility If

Containerships is exempt from regulation by the Commission the
remedJial purposes of the Shipping and Intercoastal Acts will not be
fulfilled In the Puerto Rican trade unregulated operations of car

riers may be particularly harmful Thus the Commission may also
examine its jurisdiction in terms of its statutory responsibility to

regulate rates in the Puerto Rican trade Containership may ship
wheeled vehicles at a rate advantage agwinst othercarriers in this trade
who are subject to the Commission s rate order if Containerships is
found not to be a common carrier This would effectively stultify the
Commission s efforts to staibilize the Puerto Rican trade

To decide tlhat Containerships is not a common carrier would result
in giving it an advantage enjoyed hy none of its competitors It
would be free to monopolize the vehicle trade to Puerto Rico at what
ever price it desired to set Its competitors meanwhi e would be
bound by the minimum rate announced in tariffs on filewith the Com
mission Such a result would be totally contrary to the previ usly
mentioned purpose of the shipping acts

In asimilar case involving the InlterstateCommerce Act in which a

towing company claimed exemption from the ACt s provision on the

grounds that is was not a common carrier OornellBteamboat 00 v

United States 321 U S 634 637 1944 the Supreme Court stated

The act in which Congress has included this definition is designed not to

determine the legal status of vessels for all purposes but to provide for reg

9 F M C
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ulalion of the rates and services of competing interstate water carriers as part
of a broad plan of regulaMon for alltypes Ifcompeting interstate transportation
facilities Cornell is In aCtlve competition with other types of interstate water

carriers as well as with trucks and railroads Therefore ifCornell s particular
method of providing water tranSportation facillities forothers is not subject to

regulation under theact it would appear to present an anomalous exception to

the congressional plan for regulation of competing transportation activities

We conclude that the language of tlle act Jbrings Cornell s business within its

coveIage and that to construe the act otherwise would frustrate the purpose

of Congress
In Oalifornia v United States 320 U S 577 584 1944 this responsi
bility wasdiscussed in terms ofterminal operators The Court stated

The crucial questioll is whether the statute read in the light of the circum

stances that gave rise to its enactment and for which iot was designed applies also

to public owners of wharves and piers California and Oakland furnished

precisely the facilities subject to regulation under the Act and with so large a

portion of the nations dock facilities as Congress knew 53 Cong Rec 8276

owned or controlled by public instrumentalities it would have defeated the very

purpose for which Congress framed the scheme for regulating waterfront

terminals to exempt those operated by governmental facilities

This rationale that niceties of State ormunicipal control are not dis

qualifying to regulation is even more persuasive in light of patent
attempt of a carrier confronted with the prospect ofbeing ordered to

onform along with its competitors to a fair uniform rate on auto

mobiles As we found in Docket No 1145 1167 Reduced Rates on

Automobiles Atlantic Ooast Ports to Puerto Rico the automobile

movement makes up a sizable portion ofall shipments to Puerto Rico

We can therefore expect that a loss of automobiles by the regulated
carriers as a result of a rate advantage in favor Containerships will

have a resultant chaotic impact on theoverall Puerto Rican rate struc

ture Under these circumstances regulation of the Puerto Rican

automobile trade without the inclusion of Containerships would he

difficult not to say unfair to the other carriers in the trade Conse

quently we feel that to construe the shipping acts not to include

Containerships within the definition of common carrierwould frustrate
the purpose ofCongress

It is concluded that respondent Containerships Inc as evidenced

through its activities was both prior to revocation of its tariffs and

a tr that daU a t 0111mOn carrier in the trade from lorth Atlantic

ports to ports in Puerto Rico As a common carrier without a tariff

Qn file the respondent was in violation of section 18 a of the Shipping
Act 1916 and section 2 of the Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933

An order will he entered requiring respondent to cease and desist

hereafter from operating unlawfully and requiring it to file an ap

propria te tariff beforeresuming operations
9 F M C
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ORDER

The Federal Maritime Commission instituted this proceeding to

determine whether Containerships Inc has operated in violation of
section 18 a of the Shipping Act 1916 46 U S C 817 and section 2
of the Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933 46 U S C 844 The Com
mission has this date entered its Report stating its findings and con

clusions which Report is made aparthereof by reference and the Com
mission has found that Containerships Inc operated asa common

carrier in interstate commerce as defined in section 1 of the Shipping
Act 1916 46 U S C 801 without a tariff on filewith the Commission
in violation ofsection 18 a of the ShippingAct 1916 and section 2 of
the Intercoastal ShippingAct 1933

Therefore it i8 ordered That Containerships Inc cease and desist
hereafter from operating in violation of section 18 a of the Shipping
Act 1916 and section 2 of the Intercoastal Ship ping Act 1933 as

found herein and that Containerships Inc shall file an appropriate
tariff as required hy these provisions before resuming operations

Signed THOMAS LISI
Secretary

9 F M C
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No 1203

ApPLICATION FOR FREIGHT FORWARDING LICENSE YORK SHIPPING
CORPORATION

Decided 0ctober 5 1965

Application forfreight forwarding license denied

An employee in a firm a confirming house and a shipper in the foreign com

merce of the United States does not qualify as an independent ocean

freight forwarder as defined inPublic Law 87 254

There is no proviso in Public Law 87 254 exempting from the ban on licensing

shippercontrolled forwarders who do not forward shipments for their

shipper employers or where the control is present but not yet exercised

Arnold Kronish for applicant
J Scot Provan andRobert J BlackweZZ as Hearing Counsel

REPORT

By THE COMMISSION Jolm Harllee Ohairl1U1nj John S Patterson

Vice Ohai1lJ1Janj Ashton C Barrett James V Day and George H

Hearn 0 owmiss1uners

This proceeding is before us on exceptions of Hearing Counsel to the

initialdecision ofExaminer Edward C Johnson in which he concluded

that the applicant York Shipping Corp York should be granted a

license as an independent ocean freight forwarder 1

Hearing Counsel excepts to the Examiner s conclusion on the ground
that because of its relationship with Alnerican Foreign Trade Corp
A F York cannot qualify as an independent ocean freight

forwarder It is Hearing Counsels position thaJt there exists the

possibiHty of control over the operations of York by A F because

1 Section 1 of the Shipping Act 1916 inpart states

An independent ocean freight forwarder Is a person carrying on the business of foi

wardIng for a consideration who is not a shipper or consignee or a seller or purchaser of

shipments to foreign countries nor has any beneficial interest therein nor directly or

indirectly controls or is controlled by such shipper or consignee or by any person having
such a beneficial interest

72
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York s sole owner M H Nozik is an office manager of A F and
that this possibility of control disqualifies York as an independent
ocean freight forwarder Hearing Counsels position is grounded
on the premise that Nozick is completely dependent upon A F for

his livelihood and is therefore completly subject to the latter s control
York on the other hand contends that although its sole owner Nozick
is an employee of a shipper to foreign countries neither the existence
or the exercise of any control over York by A F has been shown

in the record York argues that the mere inference or possibility of

control does not disqualify York as an independent ocean freight
forwarder undersection 1

FACTS

A F is defined in the record as a confirming house which repre
sents importers in the trade of South Africa It pays for the orders

placed by South African importers finances the shipments and ships
the merchandise and it appears as shipper on the bills of lading and

on the import documents A F therefore is a shipper and seller

of shipments in foreign countries within the meaning of the act and

does its own freight forwarding
York was issued FMB Registration No 438 on July 13 1950 and

ever since has been located on the same premises with A F at 225

West 34th Street in Suites 1118 and 1119 New York City Mr M H

Nozick is director and officer and sole stockholder of York is a full

time salaried employee of A F as office manager and supervises the

daily activities ofA F and has been closely associated with A F

since 1946 and derives his primary source of income from A F

which in 1963 was approximately 9 000 as contrasted with some 1 500

from York in its freight forwarding activities As employee and

office manager ofA F Mr Nozick uses some of the office equipment
to conduct the business activities of York which requires about 3

hours a week of his time for the purpose of engaging in his freight
forwarding activities His wife although not aotive in the business

is president of York and Mr N ozick is the secretary treasurer York

is located in the same suite of rooms with some four other businesses

including Wall Co Inc Wall and York pays 250 per year to

Wall for the use of the space plus telephone service Herbert Wall

is president of A F and also a director of Wall Co Inc Both

York and Wall Co Inc have the same phone and the same address

although York maintains other listings naming York as a freight
forwarder and occupies the same office space York A F and

Wall Co use the same legal firm the same bankers and at the

present time and since May 1963 have not provided any forwarding
services for A F although prior to May 1963 York serviced the
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accounts of A F and handled numerous shipments for A F
York receives business from clients of A F and others and main

tains records and bank accounts separate from those of A F It
bills its clients for freight forwarding services on its own invoices

and serves a limited number of clients involving service for some 50

to 60 shipments a year York usually pays the ocean freight on the

shipments out of its own funds and is later reimbursed by its clients

York apparently has never appeared as a shipper on any bill of

lading
For the reasons set forth below we disagree with the conclusion of

the Examiner Exceptions not discussed herein nor reflected in our

findings have been considered by us and are denied as unsupported by
reliable and probative evidence or as irrelevant to this decision

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The issue before us here is whether York directly or indirectly
is controlled by A F which control could disqualify

it for a license as an independent ocean freight forwarder as defined

in section 1 by virtue of N ozick s employment as the office manager
of A F It has been established in the record that York is carry

ing on the bnsiness of forwarding and A F is a a shipper
of shipments to foreign countries as defined in section 1

The Examiner recommended granting applicant a license because

Hearing Counsel failed to show persuasively and by a preponderance
of the evidence that York is either controlled or the power to control

is exercised by someone else Hearing Counsel excepts to the Ex

aminer s conclusion primarily on the ground that it is the existence of

control and not the actual exercise thereof that is determinative of an

applicant s ability to qualify as independent freight forwnrder
re have in the past disapproved shipper forwarder connections

when it has been shown that these connections wonld have resulted

in the operations of the forwarder being subject to the actual cont rol

of a shipper thus perpetuating the existence of the type of relation

ships condemned by the Congress
In our decision in Application for Freight Forwarding License

William V Oady decided September 22 1964 we denied applicant
a license because he failed to qualify as an independent freight
forwarder

The essential facts in both the Oady case supra and the present pro

ceeding are for all praotical purposes exactly similar Both Villiam

V Cady and M H N ozick

1 Are employed full time by shippers ofgoods in the U S foreign
commerce
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2 Utilize their employers offices and equipment to eonduet their

forwarding activities

3 Perform forwarding for their employers in their capacity of

employees
4 Do not charge forwarding fees or compensation on employers

shipments
5 Are subjeot to the complete control of their employers
6 Receive forwarding business from clients of their employers
7 At one time in their capacity as freight forwarders did for

ward shipments for theiremployers
8 Are completely dependent upon their employers for their main

livelihood

9 Operate their freight forwarding activities on a part time basis

and

10 Are able to operate only through the continued generosity and

benevolence oftheiremployers
On the hasis of these facts we stated in Cady at 8 FMC 359

On its face the master and servant relationship between a shipper and

licensed forwarder is inconsistent with the purpose of the act that forwarders

eligible to receive compensation from carriers be neither shippers nor sellers

norcontrolled by either Footnote omitted

The present intentions of Cady and his employer are immaterial since

the statute makes licensing depend upon the existence of control and not upon

its exercise or nonexercise Public Law 87 254 does not allow licensing upon

condition that theforwarder refrain from collecting compensation from carriers

with respect to shipments made by the forwarder or someone controlled by or

controlling him

Faced with the same essential facts in this proeeeding we cannot

agree that Nozick was not subjeot to the eontrol of his employer
Therefore he is not qualified for a license under sect ion 1 Ve do not

read the freight forwarder definition in section 1 to mean that a

shipper must aetively exercise control over the operations of a freight
forwarder to disqualify the latter from being licensed There is no

sound distinction that would render the Cady decision inapplieable
here What was said in Cady 8upra is applicable here The present
intentions of Nozick and his employer are immaterial and

Nozick s present intention to cease forwarding for A F eannot

qualify him for a license We think it clear that our decision in the

ady ease is dispositive of this proceeding
Public Law 87 254 is aimed at preventing payment of compensa

tion in the form of brokerage in situations where it may amonnt to

rebating Thus the congressional aim was that no forwarder be

licensed who is subject to the control of a shipper in foreign commerce

an assoeiation which in the past had been conducive to rebating
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There is no proviso in Public Law 87 254 exempting from the ban on

licensing shipper controlled forwarders who do not forward ship
ments for their shipper employers or where the control is present but

not as yet exercised

CONCLUSION

Applicant as an employee in a firm a confirming house and a shipper
in the foreign trade of the United States does not qualify as an

independent ocean freight forwarder as defined in Public Law 87 254

andcannot be licensed

An appropriate order denying the application will be entered

ORDER

The Commission having fully considered the above matter and hav

ing this date made and entered of record a report containing its con

clusions and decision thereon which report is hereby referred to and

made a part hereof

It is ordered That the application for license of York Shipping
Corp is hereby denied pursuant to section 44 b Shipping Act 1916

and Rule 510 8 ofGeneral Order 4

By the Commission

Signed THOMAS LISI

Secretary
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No 1089

VOLKSWAGENWERK AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT

v

MARINE TERMINALS CoRPORATION ET AL

Decnded October 12 1965

Agreement between members of Pacific Marine Association including respondents
establishing the method of assessing and collecting contributions to pay their

obligation under an agreement with the International Longshoremen s nd

Warehousemen s Union found not subject to section 15 of the Shipping Act

1916
Respondents having included the assessment inits entirety in their rate to Volks

wagen tordischarging automobiles found not to have violated sections 16 and

17 of the Act

Stanley S Madden and Walter Herzfeld attorneys for Volkswagen
werk Aktiengesellschaft complainant

Brywnt K Zimmervrnan attorney for Marine Terminals Corporation
and Marine Terminals Corporation ofLos Angeles respondents

Edward D Ransom and Gary J Torre attorneys for PacificMarine

Association intervener
REPORT

By THE CoMMISSION John Harllee OhaiT1ilan Ashton C Barrett and

James V Day Oommissioners

This proceeding arises out of a cbmplaint filed by Volkswagenwerk
Aktiengesellschaft Volkswagen or VW involving the payment of

certain charges imposed by respondents Marine TerminalsCorporation
and Marine Terminals Corporation of Los AngeleS for services

rendered in discharging Gompl inant s automobiles at respondents
terminals in San Francisco and Los Angeles

PacifiG Marine Association PMA a corporation composed ofcar

riers marine terminal operators and stevedore contractors on the Pa

cific Coast which acted as collective bargaining unit for these groups

rM C
77
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in their negotiations with the International Longshoremen s andWare
housemen s Union ILWU intervened Respondents are Inembers
of PltlA

An Initial Decision was issued by Examiner Benjamin A Theeman

exceptions and replies thereto were filed and oral argument was heard

FACTS

Beginning in 1957 ILWU and PMA entered into a series ofnegotia
tions in an attempt to correct some of the inefficient practices that were

prevalent in stevedoring on the Pacific coast and to allow for the intro

duction by employers of labor saving devices in connection with the

work of cargo handling In return for this concession to manage
ment the workers were to share in the savings made possible by the

reduction in wage costs

On August 10 1959 PMA entered into an agreement with ILWU to

raise a 1112 million fund for the benefit of the work force The agrEe

ment did not state how the sum was to be raised but it wasaccumulated

by PMA s assessing its members on a man hour basis The fund called

Mech nization and Modernization fund hereinafter Mech fund

wassubsequently expanded to 29 million to be accumulated over a 5112
year period by an agreement entered into between ILWU and PMA

subject to ratlfication by their respective memberships on October
18

1960 The method of collecting the fund from the PMA membership
was reserved to PMA

In January 1961 a committee of PMA studied alternative methods

of assessing members for collection of the Mech fund The majority
of the committee recoInmended that all members be assessed on a

straight percentage of tonnage carried with bulk cargoes assessed at

one fifth the general cargo rate as was the practice with respect to the

assessment of a part of the PMA dueS This determination was based

upon the feeling that an assessment geared to man hours would un

fairly result in least assessing those who had profited most from new

and improved cargo handling methods A minority report recom

mended a combined man hour tonnage method of assessment as was

made with respect to PMA dues The minority reasoned that such a

formula would not unduly favor those who would save ost in man

hou Atthe same time it would notunduly penalize thosewho would

benefit most from the elimination of restrictive work practices The

majority position wasadopted by PMA

On November 15 1961 a Supplemental Agreement effective Janu

ary 1 1961 was executed by ILWU and PMA ratifying the agreement
ofOctober 18 1960

9 F M C
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The tonnage formula has remained in effect since January 16 1961

when payment to the fund began although the amounts were increased

in December 1961 from 27lj2 ton to 28lj24 ton on general cargo and

5v2 ton to 9 ton on bulk cargo An additional assessment ofmem

bers based on 15 cents per clerk man hour was made at this December

meeting and was added by respondents to their charges against VW

which bore it wrthout protest
Subsequently in July 1962 the rate ofassessment of coastwise lmn

ber was reduced to ton on the theory that such cargo was already
subjected to penalty handling rates of 100 hr straight time and

150jhr overtime

Volkswagen had persistently refused to pay respondents Mech

fund assessments which they here found necessary to pass on to it in

order to carryon their operations on a profitable basis The vast ma

jority of the carryings ofVolkswagen on the Pacific coast 75 percent
are by vessels chartered by VW and at the terminals of respondents 90

percent of all autos unloaded are those of complainant A common

carrier carrying complainant s autos Wallenius Line also protested
and refused to pay the Mech fund assessments passed on to it

Respondents and otherterminal operators sought to have the form of

assessment on automobiles modified PMA had required the auto

mobile tonnage assessment to be based upon measurement tons rather

than weight tons regardless of how manifested There is no uniform

way ofmanifesting automobiles Inthe foreign trades they are mani

fested on a unit basis on chartered ships but weight and sometimes

measurement is shown On common carriers both weight andmeasure

ment are shown Tariffs areon a unit basis but dependent upon meas

urlment Inthe coastwise trades autos are manifested and freighted
by weight General cargo is assessed as manifested This form of

assessment increased Volkswagen s cost of discharge some 25 percent
The tonnage portion of the dues of respondents on automobiles had

since 1958 been assessed on a measurement ton basis

At the PMA meetings ofJanuary 1961 respondents expressed their

opinion that it would be impossible for them to absorb the Mech fund

assessments and it appears that the stevedore members of the PMA in

general felt that they could not absorb thewhole assessment Aithough
some stevedores indicated that itmight be necessary to pass on the as

sessment in the stevedoring rate to their customers several witnesses

both for respondents and PMA testified that there was no understand

ing among the PMA members as to whether the assessment would be

passed on to the customers or absorbed by the members themselves

9 F MC
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The Funding Committee of PMA in February 1961 reaffirmed its

position with respectto automobiles and this wasadopted by the Board
ofDirectors in March of1961

Several stevedores including respondents attacked the method of

assessing automobiles as arbitrary and suggested a unit method of as

sessment The Funding Committee rejected the proposal in December
1961 and the rejection wasaffirmed by PMA in March 1962

Respondents concede that the method of assessment against auto

mobiles on a tonnage basis is unfair as stevedoring of cars has always
been an efficient and economical operation and testimony in the record
shows that there is little likelihood of mechanical improvement in the
method of unloading automobiles and auto shippers will probably re

ceive only general benefits from the fund plan such as freedom from
strikes or slowdown

Aware ofVolkswagen s dissatifaction respondents some time after

ward offered Volkswagen a lower rate whereby respondents would ab

sorb an amount equal to that if the assessment had been made on a

weight ton basis Volkswagen rejected this offer and stated it would

not pay the Meeh fund charge in the rate if it were based on a meas

urement ton basis Since Volkswagen was satisfied with respondents
discharging operations Volkswagen continued to use them

Testimony indicates that stevedore members of PMA passed on th

Mech fund assessments to common carrier members of PMA The

record also indicates that these carriers in turn absorbed the increases

as it w s stated that there was no increase in ocean freight rates due

to the passing on to the carriers of the Mech fund assessments

SoIne terminal operators may have absorbed the assessments in

whole or in part rather than pass themon to shippers when the services

were performed directly for the shippers rather than for the common

carriers There is no showing as to the level of rates for terminal

services charged by PMA members either before or after the establish

lnent of the Mech fund

PMA fil d a libel against respondents in the United States District

Court for the Northern District of California Southern Division

demanding payment of unpaid Mech fund contributions from each

respondent as a PMA member By respondents interpleader Volks

wagen was made a party to the Court action Upon Volkswagen s

request the Court stayed the proceedings therein pending submission

fthe following issues to the Commission for determination

1 Whether the assessments claimed from Volkswagen arebeing claimed pur

suant to an agreement or understanding which is required to be filed with and

approved by the Federal Maritime Commission under Section 15 of the Shipping

9 F M C
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Act 1916 as amended 46 V S C 814 1961 before it is lawful to take any action
thereunder which agreement has notbeen so filed and approved

2 Whether the assessments claimed from Volkswagen result in subjecting
the automobile cargoes of Volkswagen to undue or unreasonable prejudice or

disadvantage in violation of Section 16 of the Shipping Act 1916 as amended

46 V S C 815 1961

3 Whether the assessments claimed from Volkswagen constitute an unjust
and unreasonable practice in violation of Section 17 of the Shipping Act 1916
as amended 46 V S C 816 1961

Thereafter Volkswagen filed the complaint in this proceeding alleg
ing that respondents other PMA members and PMA had conspired
or agreed to impose an extra charge on Volkswagen for terminal serv

ices in discharging VW s in violation of sections 15 16 and 17 of

the Act

THE EXAMINER S DECISION

The Examiner found that respondents as parties to carloading con

ferences approved by the Commission and operators of terminal facili

ties were other persons subject to the Shipping Act 1916 He

further found that the Mech fund agreement which respondents
had entered into with the other members of PMA all of whom he

found to be common carriers or other persons subject to the Act was

a cooperative working arrangement He concluded however that

as the agreement contained no obligation upon the members of PMA

to pass the Mech fund assessments on to shippers the agreement was

not the type of cooperative working arrangement intended to be

included within section 15 as it did not deal with or per in to

ocean transportation and was not one of the same general class

as the six categories of agreements specifically enumerated in section

15 1 He therefore found no violation of section 15 in PMA s failure

to file its Mech fund agreement
The Examiner found no violation of section 16 as no prejudice or

disadvantage to VW was shown by the method of assessment as all

cars were assessed by the measurement formula

The Examiner found no unreasonable practice under section 17

to exist with reference to the respondents handling ofVolkswagens as

all autos were assessed on the same basis Volkswagen never objected
to the portion of the dues which was assessed on a measurement basis

and passed on to it and respondents had otfered to compromise the

matterby absorbing apartof the assessment

1 These are agreements fixing or regulating transportation rates or fares giving or

receiving special rate1 accommodations or other special privileges or advantages con

trolling regulating preventing or destroying competition pooling or apportioning earn

ings losses or traffic allotting prts or restricting or otherwise regulating the number

and cbaracter of sailings between ports limiting or regUlatIng In any way tbe volume

or character of f1reight or passenger traffic to be carried

9 F M C
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We have reviewed the exceptions of Volkswagen to the Initial Deci

sion of the Examiner Even if we assume all of the members ofPMA

are other persons within the meaning of the Shipping Act 1916

we find nothing in the greements of record in this proceeding which

brings them within thepurview ofsection 15

Although the literal language ofsection 15 is broad enough to encom

pass any cQoperative working arrang ment entered into by pelons

s bject to the Act the legislative historyis clear that the statute was

intended by Qongress to apply only to those agree ents jnvolving
pr ctices which affect that competition which in the absence of the

agreement would exist between the parties when dealing with the

shipping or traveling public or their representatives 2 D J Roach

Inc v AlbanyPort District et al 5 FMB 333 335

Thus for example while agreements of persohs subject to the Act

to pool secretarial work rs or share office space may literally be coop
erative working arrangements they are not the type of agreements
which affect competition by the parties in vying to serve outsiders and
hence are not subject to section 15 On the oth r hand agreements
relating to the method of fixing or determining the levels of rates

farescharges or commissions paid to or by shippers passengers for

warders brokers agents etc have the type of competltive relation

ship to bring them withinthe scope ofsection 15
As the courts have pointed out our statute In its general scope

and purpose as well as its terms closely parallels the Interstate

Commerce Act and we cannot escape the conclusion that Congress
intended that the two acts each in its own field should have like inter

pretation application and effect It follows that settled construction

in respect of the earlier act must be applied to the later one unless

in particular instances there be something peculiar in the questions
under consideration or disimilarity in the terms of the act relating
thereto requiring a different conclusion United States Navigation
Oompany Inc v Ounard Steamship 00 Ltd 284 U S 474

Section 5 1 of the Interstate Commerce Act 49 U S C 5 provides
for jurisdiction of the ICC over Combinations and consolidations of
carriers establishing Pooling division oftraffic service orearnings

The courts in construing this section have determined that agree
ments which affect only labor management relations do not come

2 Recommendations of the Alexander Committee Proceedings of the Committee on the

Merchant Marine and Fisheries in the Investigation of Shipping Combinations under

H Res 5871 p 415 et seq See also Hearings before the Special Subcommittee on

Steamship Conferences of the Committee on lIerch nt Marine and Fisheries on H R

4299 87th Cong 1st Sess 1961 at page 428
9 F M C
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within its scope A showing has been required before labor manage
ment agreements have been held to be subject to the jurisdiction of the

ICC that they have some impact upon the competitive relationship
of those entering into them Section 5 1 empowers the Commission
to exempt pools from the prohibitionof the statute which it determines

will not unduly restrain competition and will result in better service to

the public oreconomy in operation the broad sweep of the section does

not encompass pools whose sole concern is labor management rela

tions Kennedy v Long Island Railroad 211 F Supp 478 489

1962 affd 319 F 2d 366 2d Cir 1962

It is not contested that the membership of P fA entered into an

agreement as to the manner of assessing its own membership for the
collection of the Mech fund Such an agreement however does

not fall within the confines of sectioh 15 as standing by itself it has no

impact upon outsiders What must be demonstrated before a section

15 agreement may be said to exist is thatthere wasah additional agree
ment by the PMA membership to pass on all ora portion of its assess

ments to the carriers and shippers served by the terminal operators
The record is devoid of evidence showing the existence of such an

additional agreement The record at most shows that some stevedores

expressed the opinion that it might be necessary to pass on the assess

ment in the stevedoring rate to their customers That these opinions
were the basis for an agreement as to the mannerof assessing their cus

tomers is denied by statements of witnesses for both PMA and re

spondents Such conclusion is further vitiated by the actions of

respondent and perhaps other terminal operators who were willing to

absorb a part of the assessment
To hold that a section 15 agreement existed on this record would

require us to disregard explicit statements to the contrary as well as

actions oil the part of both the common carrier members of PMA and

respondents inconsistent with the existence of such an agreement We

would moreover be obliged to reach the anomalous result of finding
an agreement in spite ofboth testimony and conduct negating such an

agreement and then finding that such conduct was a breach of the

agreement It seems much more logical and less contrived simply to

conclude that there was no agreement on the part of PMA members

to pass on the Mech fund assessments

We conclude therefore that no violation of section 15 has been

shown

Volkswagen itself admits that all of the relevant case law requires
a showing that competitive cargo has been preferred to sustain an

allegation of a violation of section 16 It further admits that its

9 F M C
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automobiles have not been subjected to prejudice or disadvantage
as compared to other automobiles and that there is no other cargo
classification in competition with automobiles We therefore uphold
the xaminer in finding no violation ofsection 16

Complainant s allegation of a violation of section 1T is that the

passing on by respondents of the Mech fund assessment on auto

mobiles on a measurement rather than a weight basis constituted an

unreasonable practice relating to the handling of property
It does not contest the propriety of the passing on of the assessment

to it and states that the alleged discrimination would he removed if the

assessment were made on aweight or unit basis

It is true that the assessing of automobiles on a measurement basis
results in an assessment tentimesas great as would result from aweight
basis and that although other cargo is assessed as manifested auto

mobiles are always assessed on ameasurementbasis It is further true

that although the assessment on ameasurement basis for some general
cargo items exceeds the amount computed on a weight basis in no

instance is the difference as great as on automdbiles and that as there

is little likelihood of mechanical improvement in the method of

unloading automobiles auto shippers will probably receive only
general benefits from the fund plan such as freedom from strikes or

slowdown
However as complainant admits there is no statutory requirement

that all users of a facility be assessed equally As long as substantial
benefits are provided for one against whom a charge is levied we

will not normally declare the charge unlawful EVJfM Oooperage 00

Inc v Board of 00111llnissioners 6 F MC 415 The fact that the

benefits may differ to some extent in both kind and degree is not

material An exception to the above principle might arise if it could
be shown that the leviers of a charge imposed it in an unequal fashion
because of a design deliberately to burden oneof the users of its service
more than another

The assessment here however has boo levied in its present form

because it was necessary in the business judgment of respondents to do

so The reasonableness of respondents activities is attested to by the

additional facts that they have sought to change themethod of Mech

fund assessment on automobiles have offered to pass on only a part
of the assessment and have levied a part of their dues assessment

against Volkswagen for several years uponthe same measurementbasis

without protest
We agree with the Examiner that therehas been no showing that the

assessment against VQlkswag n is an unreasonable practice within

the meaning of section 17
9 F M C
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The complaint is dis issed
COMMISSIONER JOHN S PATrERSON dissenting

Based on the record before me in this proceeding my conclusions
are as follows

1 Respondents Marine Terminals have failed to file immediately
a an agreement with common carriers by water and other persons

regulating transportation rates and controlling and regulating com

petition among each other and b any memorandum ofa cooperative
working arrangement on the aforesaid subjects in violation of section

15 of the Act Findings 1 2 3 4 and 5
2 Respondents Marine Terminals in conjunction with common car

riers by water and other persons indirectly have subjected property
and persons to undue and unreasonable prejudice and disadvantage in

violation of section 16 of the Act Findings 1 2 and 6

3 Respondents Marine Terminals have failed to establish observe
and enforce just and reasonable regulations and practices relating to

or connected with the receiving handling storing or delivering of

property contrary to section 17 of the Act Findings 1 2 and 7
As regards the conclusions stated above the reasons in support of

them and my dissent are advanced as follows

INTRODUCTION

This prOceeding was initiated by a complaint by Volkswagenwerk
Aktiengesellschaft VW against Marine Terminals Corporation and
Marine Terminals Corporation ofLos Angeles both referred to as

Marine Terminals alleging that Respondents Marine Terminals
were parties to an agreement with certain persons identified as both

common carriers by water and other operators ot terminal facilities to

impose an extra charge for terminal facilities including stevedoring
and other terminal services The extra charge was for the purpose
ofcollecting an assessment imposed on Respondents by Pacific Mari

time Association ofwhich Respondents are members for contributions

pursuant to a Supplemental Agreement on Modernization and

l1echanization as hereinafter described

The agreement to collect the extra charge was claimed to be subject
to section J 5 of the Shipping Act 1916 Act providing

That every common carrier by water or other person subject to this Act shall

file immediately with the Commission a true copy or if oral a true and complete
memorandum of every agreement with another such carrier or other person sub

ject to this Act or modification orcancellation thereof to which it may be a party
or conform in whole or in part fixing or regulating transportation rates or

fares controlling regulating preventing or destroying competition or
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in any manner providing for an exclusive preferential or cooperative working
arrangement The term agreement in this section incluies understandings
conferences and other arrangements

Even after the agreement is filed pursuant to the first paragraph of

seotion 15 it is further claimed it may not be approved pursuant to

the second paragraph of section 15 because the agreement is unjustly
discriminating and unfair as between shippers and importers op
erates to the detriment of the commerce of the United States is con

trary to the public interest C mpl int VI subjects complainant
and its automobile cargoes to undue and unreasonable prejudice and

disaivantage Complaint VII and by establishing regulations
and practices which are not just and reasonable Complaint X

5 is contrary to law in violation of sections 15 16 and 17 of

the Act
The compiaint originated in response to an order of November 29

1962 by Ithe District Coutt for the Northern District of California
Southern Division No 28599 ip Admiralty granting a motion for a

Stay of Proceedings ona libel petition on conrlition that there be

a submission to the Federal Maritime Commission and final deter

mination by it or by a court of last resort upon appeal from such

Commission action of the following issues

1 Whether the assessments claimed from respondent impleaded are being
claimed pursuant to an agreemeIlt or understanding which is required to be

tiled with and approved by the Federal Maritime Commission under Section 15

of the Shipping Act 1916 as amended 46 US O 814 1961 before it is lawful

to take any action thereunder which agreement has not en so tiled and

approved
2 Whether the assessments claimed from respondent hilpleaded result in

subjecting the automobile cargoes of respondent implea1ed to undue or un

reasonable prejudice or disadvantage in violation of Section 16 of the Shipping
Act 1916 as amended 46 U S C 815 1961

3 Whether the assessments claimed from respondent impleaded constitute

an unjust and unreasonable prac ice in violation of SectiQn 17 of the Shipping
Act 1916 as amended 46 US O 816 1961

The Admiralty proceeding was initiated by the Pacific Maritime

Association as a Libelant against Marine Terminals as one of the

Respondents for refusal to pay 67 004 27 assessments of contribu

tions to a Mechanization and Modernization Fund created pursuant
to the Supplemental Modernization Agreement Marine Terminals

petitioned to implead Volkswagen stating the reason Marine

Terminals had not made the assessed contributions was that VW

contends that assessments under the Supplemental Agreement on

Modernization and Mechanization are unlawful and that neither

libelant nor respondents can lawfully collect assessments pursuant to
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said Agreement VW was impleaded and thereafter filed its com

plaint with us

Pacific Maritime Associati on PMA which describes itself as

a non profit associati on existing under the laws of the State ofCali
fornia filed a petition to intervene in oppositi on to the complaint

The petition wasgranted
The majority has dismissed the complaint and decided the Examiner

should be upheld in finding no violrution of sections 16 and 17 of the

Act

My dissent to the dismissal is set forth in the foll owing facts

findings nd discussion in supportof the findings and conclusions

FACTS

Because the content of facts as stated in the majority report are

considered to be too meager a basis far decision it is deemed essential

to expand the scope of facts by advancing from the recor d before me

the foll owing 29 adequate statements of fact upon which my findings
and ultimate conclusi ons are grounded

1 Complainant VW is a shipper of autom obiles from the Federal

Republio of Germany through United States Pacific Coast ports
Automdbiles are shipped on bath chartered ships in private carriage

and on liners which are the same as comm on carriage The num

ber of VW automobiles imparted through Pacific coast parts during
1961 and 1962 were as foll ows

Common carrier Private carrier
liners charter

1961 u u u u u u u
uu u

1962
9 363

13 672
29 III
28 296

Exh 52

2 Respondents Marine Terminals are in the business of furnishing
ship loading and unloading and storage activi ies in their terminal

facili ties located at San Francisco and Long Beach California Tr

202206 Facilities are available and furnished to bath comm on

and private carriers Tr 203 204 but about 90 percentof Respond
ents work is in connecti on with comm on carriers Tr 236 Marine

Terminals have provided facilities far VW since 1954 at both San
Francisco and Lang Beach Tr 203 204

3 a Marine Terminals furnish the foll owing to VW in connection

with bath comm on and private carrier by water shipments
1 unlashing andunchecking cars

2 removal of cars from ship to pier by means of a patent
bridle device to pick up vehicles from the hold
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3 removal from shipside to storage area by means of tractors

which push or pull using special hooks vehicles to the point of

rest in the storage area Tr 229 231

4 guard service cleaning lighting heating and maintenance

of the terminal area Tr 251 252
5 fenced in storage areas where vehicles are surveyed sorted

into dealer lots and made available for inland transportation by
trucks Tr 207 231 Exh 51

The unloading services are performed by groups of laborers called

gangs composed of ILWU members working both ahoard the ship
and on terminal property Tr 207 208 211 The men working on

the docks are called the dock gangs They haul automobiles from

the ship s side and sort the automobiles The gangs working exclu

sively aboard the ships perform what is called the function of the

ship Tr 206 207 Marine Terminals charged VW 10 45 per
vehicle for the above services regardless of model size or weight
during the period covered by the record Tr 205 207 210 214 279

b A typical work order called for the following to be covered

by charges
1 Opening and closing of hatches rigging and unrigging opening of cardeck

hatches

2 Unlashing and unchocking of cars Hercules round lashings not to be

cutbut to be collected on board for further use

3 Waiting time of 30 minutes or less whether in stevedores control or

not butbrpakdown of sMp s gear excepted
4 Travel time and transportation of longshoremen and equipment to and

from vessel

5 Supply of discharging gear in accordance with Volkswagenwerk
instructions

6 10 days tree storage
7 The stevedores will provide all necessary stevedoring labor including

winchmen hatch tenders tractor operators also foremenand such other

stev ore supervision as is needed for the proper and efficient conduct of work

8 Checking clerking and supercargo

9 PUblic lia bility and property damage insurance including third party
ris in respect of injuries arising from stevedoring operations also taxes and

Pacific Maritime Association assessments

10 For handling cars from ship s tackle to place of rest 6per car are

to be collected from consignees and credited to vessel within the disbursements

account

Remarks

Wharfage on cars at 3 per 2000 lbs for uncrated cars to be for consignees
account Exh 51

4 a Marine Terminals is a member of PMA intervenor herein an

association incorporated June 3 1949 composed of members meeting
9 F M C
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the following qualifications as shown in its Byla ws as amended to

April 1960 Exh 3 Article IV Section 1

Section 1 Any firm person association or corporation engaged inthe business

of carrying passengers or cargo by water to or from any port on thePacific Coast
of the United States except Alaskan ports or any agent of any such firm

person association or corporation and any firm person association or corpora

tion employing longshoremen or other shoreside emplyees in operations at docks

or marine terminals at any such port and any association or corporation com

posed of employers of such longshoremen or other shoreside employees shall be

eligihle formembership inthis corporation

The record shows 116 members meeting these qualifications for the

year 1961 Exh 47 Membership Roster

b Intervenor PMA includes in its membership several common car

riers by water such as American President Lines Ltd American Mail

Line Ltd Matson Navigation Company Pacific Far East Line Inc

States Steamship Company and United States Lines Company as

American flag carriers and many foreign flag common carriers by
water Exh 47

5 The corporate powers of PMA are vested in and exercised con

ductedand controlled by a Board of twenty one 21 Directors who

need not be members of the corporation Art I Among PMA s

powers is the power to levy and assess and collect dues or assess

ments not in excess of a maximum rate to be fixed at a regular
or special meeting Art III Sec 1 e

6 AMemorandum ofAgreement on Mechanization and Moderniza

tion ofOctober 18 1960 Exh l sub B between PMA and the ILWU
provided that PMA would establish a jointly trusteed Fund par
38 to include specified amounts to be accumulated par 39 The

purposes for which accumulations in the fund were to be used were

stated pars 4042 The terms of the Memorandum of Agreement
were incorporated in a superseding ILvVU PMA Supplemental
Agreement on Mechanization and IVrodernization Modernization

Agreement entered into as of the 1st day of January 1961 signed for

the Union on November 15 1961 by Harry Bridges and for the Asso
ciation by J Paul St Sure The Fund provisions are as follows

1 Amount and Rate of Accu mulation Commencing January 1 1961 and con

tinuing for a period of five and one half years ending June 30 196a Mechani

zation Fund shall be established subject to the provisions of Section a of Article

V hereof at the rate of SixMillion Five Hundred Thousand Dollars 6 500 000

during the first year Five Million Dollars 5 000 000 during each of the next

four years and Two Million Five Hundred Thousand Dollars 2 500 000 during
the next succeeding six months for a total of but not exceeding Twenty riine

Million Dollars 29 000 000 Exh I Sub 0 Art II par 1
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7 The Modernization Agreement provides with regard to contribu

tions to raise the above amounts Principals who are Member Com

panies shall be responsible therefor to the extent the Association de

termines pursuant to its by laws and in its sole discretion Id Art

II par 2 Member Companies are defined in Article Ias companies
who are members of the Association and are subject to several speci
fied collective bargaining agreements respecting employment of Em

ployees The Association referred to is PMA Id Art I pars 2

and 3 Principals are member companies who do not employ di

rectly Employees but who obtain stevedoring terminal or similar re

lated services under contracts Id Art I par 6 Contribu
tions are assessments required under arrangements adopted by the

Association pursuant to its by laws Id Art I par 8

8 For the purpose of adopting arrangements to discharge the re

sponsibility to make the assessments needed to raise the specified
contributions PMA appointed a committee consisting of a representa
tive from American President Lines Ltd APL Matson Naviga
tion Company Matson and Pacific Far East Line Inc PFEL

operators of U S registered ships as common carriers by water as

defined in the first section of the Act Holland American Line Hol

land America Union Steamship Company ofNew Zealand Union
common carriers by water and Overseas Shipping Company Over
seas status not clear in record Exh 5 The committee s report
on work improvement fund contributions procedures consisted of a

majority report subscribed to by the Chairman on behalf of APL

Union Holland America and Overseas and a dissent by Matson and

PFEL Exh 5 sub A

a The majority recommended an arrangement for dividing the

costs of the ILWU Modernization and Improvement Fund set forth

in the Memorandum ot Agreement with the ILWU of October 18

1960 whereby contributions to the fund are to be based on cargo

tonnage basis Exh 5 A p 1 with an annual review by the Associa
tion to determine the equity of the formulas as conditions change
Exh 5 Sub A p 1 The report states the committee recommends

that the contributions to the Fund be raised on a cargo tonnage
basis but the committee s deliberations centered on three

methods of contribution 1 contributions based on straight time

man hours of each employer 2 contributions ased on manifested

cargo tonnage 3 a combination of 1 and 2 In the text refer

ence is made to the saine as the present tonnageformula which is the

cargo is that manifested for loading or discharging at Pacific Coast

ports p 5 The manifesting qualification was an essential part
9 F M C
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of the committee s report which was adopted hy the membership
See also p 7 referring to the proposed charge on manifested ton

nage Whatever the manifest showed was to be the guide
Note The costs ofthe fund are those set forth in Art II par 1 of the

Modernization Agreement which incorporated with revisions the pro
visions of par 39 of the Memorandum of Agreement of October 18

1960 The former Agreement was not drafted in final form and

signed and sealed until November 15 1961 but was entered into as

of January 1 1961 The committee report was dated January 4
1961

b The minority reported th3lt the formula should be based on a

combination whereby part of the fund would be accumulated by ton

nage assessments and part by man hour assessments with 40 to 60 per
cent proportion to begin with subject to correction in the light of

experience Exh 5 Sub B 10 11
9 The Committee s majority report was considered by the Board of

Directors at a meeting on January 6 1961 and after considerable
discussion of the committee s report it wasmoved and seconded that
the collection of the Fund be based on a tonnage formula with all

tonnage being treated equally as to rate for a period of six
months The Minutes show the vote on themotion was12 yes
3 no and 3 withheld followed by the notation Motion carried
and were subscribed by J A Robertson Secretary Exh 2P

10 The Board of Directors action was considered by the member

ship at a meeting on January 10 1961 Respondents were shown as

Present represented by Messrs C R Redlich and E G Horsman

along with representatives of about 81 members not counting names

of members appearing more than once and staff personnel including
the President ofPMA The Minutes showed the three recommenda
tions which had been made as eXplained by the Chairman
It was regularly moved and seconded that the Majority recommendation of the

Oommittee appointed to propose a method for collection of theFund calling for

a tonnage formula with bulk cargoes at one fifth the general cargo rate be

adopted with the understanding that the method of collection will receive con

tinued study and be presented to the Membership again in six months

The Chairman explained the three recommendations which had been made

1 Majorit1l Report on which the motion is based

26 on general cargo

5 onbulk

2 M inorit1l Report
10 a ton

12t per manhour

3 Board 01 Directors

20t a ton
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Itwas further agreed that theBoard of Directors would examine and deter

minethedefinition of bulk cargoes

followed by the notation that a secret ballot was taken and the vote polled as

follows

246 yes
74 no

21 withheld

67 absent

MQtion carried by a majority of the total voting strength 1 of the

Association Membership The Agreement of October 18 1960 he

tween PMA and ILWU was ratified unanimously The minutes were

duly subscribed by the Secretary Exh 20 As of January 1 1961

all cargo is to be measured for assessment purposes on tonnages as

shown in ships manifests

11 The record shows no challenge orquestion as to the regularity of

the vote by either the directors or the nlemhers The Bylawsprovide
that any c ntract made by PMA on behalf of its members with a

union shaH bind the members except that any member who has not

voted or otherwise approved a commitment can relieve himself by
resignation withill seven days from the vote thereon Exh 3 Art XI

sees 1 and3 The record shows no resignations
12 The Board of Directors at a meeting on January 16 1961

adopted a motion hat unpackaged scrap metal is to be classi

fled as a bulk cargo effective as of January 16 1961 and agreed
that the tonnage declar3ltions made by companies are to be made in

exactly the same maImer as manifested and reported during the year
1959 This action had the effect of adding the during the year
1959 qualification to the as manifested qualification The minutes

were duly ubscribed by the Secretary Exh 2N

13 The Vice President and Treasurer of PMA in a circular letter

of February 3 1961 wrote members on the subject Cargo dues

onnage Automobiles after noting automobiles werebeing reported
on a weight basis Any steamship company or contracting st vedore
who has not been repqrting andpaying dues on automobiles on ameas

urement basis since January 1958 should immediately complete a re

vised tonnage declaration form Future reports on automobiles

for PMA dues and Modernization and Improvement Fund purposes
are to be made on a measurement hasis Exh 36 A February 24

1961 communicatiol1 to committee members referrilg to a Feb

ruary21 1961 meeting ofmembers stated

1 Members have different numbers of votes as prescribed in Ar t1cle VI of the Bylaws
Votes at the membrshlp meetings depnd upon a formula which gives effect to the

volume of cargo handled by each member at certain ports and to the number of personnel
employed Art VI Sec 1
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4 The Mechanization Fund assessment for autos should be on a measure

ment ton basis regardless of how manifested 8 agree none oppose Exh 44

As of February 21 1961 the qualifications as manifested and dur

ing the year 1959 disappeared and were replaced hy ameasurement
basis in regard toautorriobiles only

14 The Board of Directors at its regular quarterly meeting on

March 8 1961 approved changes a in assessments for fulland empty
Army conexes and b to provide that coastwise cargo be assessed

in the traditional manner at the rate of one half the Work Improve
ment Fund rate for offshore and intercoastal cargo that is a single
ton of coastwise cargo would pay a total of 27 ct assessment one half
at the point of loading and the other half at the point of discharge
The minutes were duly subscribed by the Secretary Exh 2M

15 As of December 18 1961 PMA reduced the tonnage assessment

on lumber logs and automobiles to 24 ct but added 4 for the VTalk

ing Bosses and Foremen s Mechanization Fund and an assessment of

15ct per man hour on all ship clerk hours Exh 56 meeting
12 13 61

16 The minutes of the annual meeting of members on Jtlarch 13

1961 show unanimous ratification of all actions of the Board of
Directors and Association Committees during the year 1960 The
minutes were duly subscrib by the Secretary Exh 2L The
minutes of the meeting of members on May 14 1962 show that the

Membership action ofMarch 14 1962 the defeat of the motion ratify
ing all action of the Board of Directors and Association Committees
during the year 1961J be and hereby is rescinded and that all ac

tions during the year 1961 be ratified The motion vas carried

and on another vote was made unanimous and the minutes were

duly subscribed by the Secretary Exh 2G
17 The minutes of the Directors Meeting on July 3 1962 show a

motion unanimously carried that the contribution rate on alllumher

moving in the coastwise trade shall be 0 05 per ton 21hct of which

is paid at the port of loading and 21j2ct at the port of discharging
The minutes were duly subscribed by the secretary Exh 2F

18 The minutes of the Directors Meeting on December 12 1962

show a motion unanimously carried that the contribution rate to

the Walking Boss Mechanization Fund he 2ct per ton effective Jan

uary 1 1963 instead of 4 per ton as before The minutes were duly
subscribed by theSecretary Exh 2D

19 At the annual meeting of the members of P A on arch 14

1963 all actions of the Board of Directors and Association Commit
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tees during the year 1962 were ratified by motion unanimously car

ried The minutes were duly subscribed by the Secretary Exh

2 A

20 The several actions resolutions and adopted motions ofmem

bers of PMA were acted on by those members providing terminal

facilities and wharfage including Respondents by charges to VW and

other users by seeking collection from shippers and by being billed

separately by Respondents Exhs 9 23 32 One member of PMA

informed aPMA officialthat the cost of the assessment on automobiles

is so much greater as compared to the stevedoring cost that it could

never be considered that the cost would be absorbed Exh 24 The

Committee considering the assessments itself knew shippers would be

asked to pay in expressing a belief the measurement did not work an

inordinate hardship on the shipper Exh 27 The entire member

ship considered a the problem of collecting funds from Volkswagen
due the Mechanization Fund at one of its meetings Exh 2H and

b a recommendation to establish an escrow account for payments
by stevedores on behalf of Volkswagenwerk Exh 2C

21 a At the meeting ofthe Board ofDirectors of PMA and Amer

iean Flag Operators July 3 1962 after noting that companies han

dling Volkswagens had made no contribution to the Mechanization

Fund p 5 a motion to approve a recommendation of the Coast

Steering Co mmittee was unanimously carried to modify a previous
action so as to provide that PMA counsel assist Marine Terminals

and other stevedoring companies handling Volkswagens only if the

action by or against Marine Terminals raises issues which jeopardizes
the Mechanization Plan or other interests of the industry
p 6 Exh 2F

b The previous action was taken at the meeting of the Board of

Directors December 13 1961 wherein it was agreed that PMA will

give such support and will participate in any legal action taken and

that the matter will be turned over to P 1A Legal Counsel The

support and action referred to the problem ofcollecting funds from

Volkswagen due the Mechanization Fund and a request by Respond
ents that they be authorized to bring suit against Volkswagen for

the monies due Exh 2 H p 4

22 The facilities used by VW were initiated by means of a Steve

doring Order which described the contents of the arriving ship and

the work to be paid for Exh 36

23 Respondents were required to prepare a tonnage declaration
form Reports of Tonnages and to send it together with a check
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for contributions to be in the Association s hands not latei thmn the

Oth of the month follU ing the month ifi which 8uch cargoe8 are

handled Exh 35 item 7 The foregoing was dated January 17

1961 A further instruction to members including Respondents
over the signature of the Vice President and Treasurer of PMA on

March 16 1961 stated We again wish to reiterate the fact that

this contribution is a contractual commitment exactly the same as

welfare pension and vacation contributions and should be paid into

the Association not later than the 20th of the month following the

month in which such tonnages were handled Exh 55 p 2

24 Respondents acting by their Vice President discussed theprob
lem of the assessment on automobiles with other companies who

handle them on the Pacific coast and none thought it was possible
for members to absorb the assessment Tr 239 The matter was

also discussed at PMA meetings Tr 240 It was the uniform

opinion of the contracting stevedores with whom the Vice President

talked that the assessment could not be absorbed by members when

on a measurement basis Tr 241 No agreement was reached as

a result of the discussions as to how assessments would be collected
it was stated Tr 247 but as a result everyone subject thereto did

the same thing by using the same measurement but not pay

ing the resulting assessments on Volkswagens brought in under con

tract carriage Tr 209 270 After VvV refused to pay the amount

of billings representing the assessment on a measurement basis the

Respondents and members of PMA refused to pay their assessments

and so did Waterman Corporation of California agents for vVal

leniusrederierna Exh 9 Respondeilts stated they are merely fol

lowing out the instructions of the Board of Directors of the Pacific

Maritime Association and therefore are considered only a collection

agency in this matter and asked for instructions as to what stand

we can take in demanding payment of this assessment Exh 9

Associated Banning Co had asked PMA officials for instructions on

how to handle refusals to pay assessment charges Exh 11 after

Vaterman Corporation of California agents for Vanenius Line

stated they would pay only on a unit basis as lnanifested in 1959 Exh

12 not on a measurement basis Respondents discussed assessments

with an official of PMA In a letter to the official Respondents Vice

President noted the official was aware ofwhat wasbehind Respond
ents not making certain payments into the plan but nevertheless you
had to protect yourseU by writing the letters referred to above Exh

13 The letters were demands for payment of assessments
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25 Autoinobiles are assessed by a measurement ton measure rather

than by a unit or weight measure Comparative measures are as

follows

Weight Measurement

Sedans u u 1 643 Ibs O S wt
ton

7 8 cubic tons
VW transporters h 2 1931bs 11 wt ton 114 cubic tons Tr 281 282

Other figures show
Sedans hh uu 1 609100 0 8 wt

ton
h 8 3 cubic tons

VW average tons approximate 2 028 Ibs 10 wt ton h 10 0 cubic tons Exh i

1 NOTE Exh 7 shows for Transporters 2 447 Ibs and 118 tons and different average Roughly the

average assessment on Volkswagen vehicles would be about 10 times as high as on ameasurement tonnage
basis than on aweight ton basis The measure applicable to Complainant s property was estimated to

be at alevel 10 to 15 times higher than the measure forassessing other general cargo Exh 7 p 2 par 6

26 The assessment applicable to automohiles was stated to increase

the cost of handling by from 33113 percent Exh 25 to 35 percent
Exh 9 Another estimate was that the increase caused by the new

measure was about 22 percent in the case of sedans and 31 percent in

the case of transporters Exh 26 Another estimate was more than

26 percent in discharge costs of Volkswagens Exh 7 These esti

mates were not refuted In contrast the estimated average increase

in the discharging costs or cargo handling expenses of packaged
general cargo resulting from the assessment was 2 2 percent Exh 7

and Exh 26 p 2 The measurement ton measure causes a 2 76 per
vehicle charge in comparison with a 28 per vehicle charge on a weight
ton measure The longshore cost is 1045 per unit Lumber is

assessed on a unit measure based on 1 000 board feet per unit at the

rate of2 per manifested ton Exh 26 p 2 Unboxed automobiles
are normally handled for charging purposes between factory and

distribution on aunit basis Exh 26 p 2

27 The man hours necessarily erilployed in handling Complainant s

property unboxed automobiles always have been less than practically
any other commodity Exh 26 The mechanized handling of pack
aged general cargo may effect savings but because of past improved
handling methods no new practical application of mechanization to

the discharge of unboxed automobiles is visualized Exh 7 Auto

mobiles will benefit less from mechanization than other cargo The

average direct labor cost without fringe benefits of discharging
Volkswagen vehicles was 49 per measurement ton as compared with

the 27 measurement ton assessment The assessment is 56 percent
of the average direct labor cost Tr 284 In 1962 281h was the

assessment or 58 percent of the average The total direct long
shoremen s labor cost of all PMA members in 1962 was 103 953 362

and total fund assessments were about 5 200 000 Tr 285 Exh 49
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or an assessment of 5 8 of the total direct labor cost wages
Tr 284

28 For Volkswagen vehicles transported in chartered ships the
manifests and bills of lading show the number of automobiles and the

weight in kilos No specific rate or total freight is shown being noted

by the endorsement freight prepaid or freight as agreed Con
tracts for freight are based on a rate per automobile unit For the
same reason unloading charges are customarily on a unit basis

Exh 7

The intercoastal freight rate structure is on a weight hasis ie not
measurement and the reporting and levying of a tonnage assessment
for automobiles is on a unit of 2 000 pounds Id and Tr 222223
288 290 313 The California State wharfage on unboxed auto
mobiles is based on a weight ton of 2 000 pounds Id Volkswagen
vehicles are manifested for purposes of common carrier liner ship
ments on aunit basis of measure Id and Exh 12 Many automdbile

manifests show weight but some show measurements also Tr
323 324

29 Any property other than automobiles would be measured for
assessment charges on a manifest basis even where the per ton charge
is less Exhs 7 44

FINDINGS

1 Complainant VVV is a shipper of property consisting of auto

mobiles on common carriers by water in foreign commerce and on

private carriers through exportation from the Federal Republic of

Germany Germany and importation into the United States and
obtains and uses the facilities of Respondents

2 Respondents are persons carrying on the business of furnishing
warehouse or other terminal facilitieg in connection with a common

carrier by water and each is an other person subjeot to this act as

defined in the first section of the Act

3 Respondents have entered into an agreement with other common

carriers by water and with other persons who are carrying on the
business of furnishing wharfage and terminal facilities in connection

with common carriers by water that they will regulate transportation
rates and control and regulate competition among each other by estab

lishing uniform charges which Complainant and others must pay for

unloading nd storage services as a part of wh rfage and terminal

facilities measured by the tonnages ofproperty handled

4 Respondents have provided for a cooperative working arrange
ment by agreeing to assess themselves in accordance with PMA direc

tives and to pay assessments into the Mechanization and Modernization
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Fund Assessments and payments are collected by charges for facilities

supplied to Complainants
5 Neither a true copy of any agreement regulating transportation

rates and controlling and regulating competition or any memo

randum of the cooperative working arrangement has been filed with

the Commission
6 Respondents in conjunction with other persons members of

PMA by measuring the assessment of the amounts they are obligated
to pay into the Mechanization and Modernization Fund using a

measurement ton regardless of how manifested for automobiles but a

revenue ton i e whatever type of tonnage used to compute freight
charges as manifested for other cargo and by adopting special rules

for certain other property indirectly subject the property automobiles

and the particular person Complainant VV to undue and unreasonable
prej udice and disadvantage

7 Respondents regulations and practices relating to and connected
with receiving handling and delivering property consisting of auto

nlobiles are unjust and unreasonable insofar as such property is re

quired to be measured differently for the purpose of Mechanization
and Modernization Fund assessments from other property with the

result that such property bears a disproportionately high share of the

cost of unloading when the assessment costs are included as part
of Respondents charges for facilities and services furnished to

Complainant
DISCUSSION

Introduotion

Respondents Answer does not deny the status of Complainants as

exporters of automobiles from Germany and as importers thereof into

the United States nor that Respondents are engaged in foreign com

merce Answer par II Respondents admit that they are in the

business of furnishing terminal services in connection with common

carriers by water but deny that terminal services were furnished Com

plainant in connection with a common carrier by water or that the

Commission has jurisdiction over them as terminal operators
Answer par III Respondents admit they have includ d as part

of their charges for services the amounts of assessments under the

Supplemental Agreement on Mechanization and Modernization

Answer par IV Respondents deny anything they have done

violates any provisions of the Act
A
nswer pars V VI VII and

VIII but admit the statements regarding the action in Admiralty
before a United States District Court and deny the Commission s

jurisdiction with respect to the matters alleged Answer pars IX

and X The facts admitted will be accepted without further dis
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cussion particularly the fact that Respondents have passed on to

Complainant in their charges and billings the agreed upon assessments
which produce the money for the Mechanization and Improvement
Fund vVherever services are rendered it is considered that such serv

ices are part of the total facilities furnished by Respondents See
cases cited below Herein the term facilities includes services

Respondents three major denials are

First they are not persons subject to the Act at least with respect
to the activities involved

Second no unfiled or unapproved agreements of the type described
in section 15 are involved

Third they have not violated any other provisions of law in sections
16 or 17 of the Act

Reasoning inSupport of Findings
Section 22 of the Act creates a right in any person to file a com

plaint setting forth a violation of the Act by a common carrier or

other person subject to this Act
The facts in items 4 5 and 9 through 19 establish that PMA mem

bers are both common carriers by water and other persons and that
their activities which are the subject of this proceeding have all been
taken after following correctly the procedures of their agreements
of association and have all been duly authorized and carried out pur
suant to such authorizations There is no question herein as to unau

thorized acts or agreements nor that Respondents are not fully aware

of and responsible for each action

1 Persons subject to the Act
There is no denial of Complainant s status as any person referred

to in section 22 but Respondents deny they are an other person under
the first section of the Act because their activities are limited to the

stevedoring of chartered ships neither wharfage warehouse or ter

minal facilities nor facilities in connection with a common carrier by
water are the subject of the proceeding and therefore the law does
not apply to them

The denial is not supported The facilities furnished to the Com
plainant and furnished to the public are far more comprehen8ive than

stevedoring services Stevedoring is combined with the furnishing
of all kinds of terminal facilities The services range from the open
ing ofhatches to towing cars to storage areas and require the furnish

ing of many kinds of equipment such as towing tractors and other

gear The fact that VW s order is titled Stevedoring Order does
not control what happens after the order is issued Complainant s

order to Respondents explicitly refers to charges covering the supply
9 F M C
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of discharging gear 10 days free storage public liability and property
insurance and wharfage on cars As part of its nonstevedoring facil

ities Respondents furnished motor driven tractors and bridling de

vices and guard service lighting and cleaning for their storage spaces

Respondents may also be considered as furnishing warehouse facilities

to the extent they furnished a parking lotpending collection of thecars

by dealers even though there was no roof over and walls surrounding
the cars as would be the case witha traditional warehouse

A PMA official testified that longshoremen employed in terminal

operations were to benefit equally with those involved in stevedoring
work Tr 106 107 Exh 5A p 7 thus admitting more extensive

operations The Commission s predecessors have held that persons

furnishing hand trucks flat top trucks lift trucks switch engines and

the labor required to operate such equipment are other persons and

the furnishing of stevedoring and terminal services constitutes a

facility Status of Oarloaders and Unloaders 2 U S MC 761

1946 and Oarloading at Southern Oalifornia Ports Agreement No

7576 2 U S M C 784 1946 Where stevedoring has been combined

with furnishing terminal facilities the Commission has assumed juris
diction and been sustained Greater Baton Rouge Port Oommn v

United States 287 F 2d 86 5th Cir 1961 cert denied 368 U S

985 1962

Respondents concededly furnished terminal facilities in connection

with other common carriers by water and about 90 percent of their

business is done for common carriers Of this business Respondents
furnished Complainants the use of their facilities in connection with

the common carriage of some of the 9 363 vehicles in 1961 and 13 672

vehicles in 1962 shipped through Pacific ports and made its facilities

available at all times to importers regardless ofhow the vehicles were

shipped
In Oalifornia v United States 320 U S 577 1944 the Supreme

Court sustained jurisdiction over terminal operators in their relations

to all carriers and shippers stating at 586

And whatever may be the limitations implied by the phrase inconnection with

a common carrier by water which modWies the juriSdiction overthose furnishing

wharfage dock warehouse and other terminal facilities there can be no doubt

that wharf storage facilities provided at shipside for cargo which has been un

loaded from water carriers are subject to regulation by the Commission

Jurisdiction depends on status Respondents status is that of an

other person subject to the Act within the meaning of the first sec

tiop because their status is fixed once the connection with a common

carrier is shown and does not shift to divest from time to time de

pending on whether or not the warehouse or terminal facilitie are
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furnished for a common carrier Respondents acts in connection
with common carriers not conformity with other sections of the Act
besides the first fix theirstatus or classification

Findings 1 and 2 are supported
2 Unfiled Agreements
The record shows first there was an agreement that the collection

of assessments for the Mechanization and Modernization Fund were

to be made from users of members services and second the subject
matter ofsuch agreements is covered by section 15 ofthe Act

First each Respondent as an other person subject to this act and
the members of PMA consisting of common carriers by water and
other persons furnishing terminal facilities adopted motions resoIu
tions and other actions presc ribing their future conduct and per
formed acts in accordance therewith The Moderzination Agreement
to which respondents as members of PMA are a party expressly pro
yides for collection of assessments under arrangements adopted pur
suant to the PMA bylaws FactNo 7 Agreements under section
15 include other arrangements and this is one of them Respond
ents were present at meetings and voted on the necessary resolutions
to implement the Modernization Agreement By these actions Re

spondents became parties to an agreement and conformed in whole
and in part with such agreements Respondents understood and ac

ceded to the directives of the Board of Directors and of the PMA
officers guided by approved committee reports all ofwhich wereduly
authorized in accordance with constitution and bylaws requirements
binding on Respondents The majority committee report wasadopted
after considerable discussion and so was well understood Section
15 explicitIy makes the term agreements include understandings
Each action involved an understanding as to what was to be done fol
lowed up by action The Respondents were parties to all the agree
ments evidenced by the minutes of meetings and written communica

tions from the directors andofficers Part of these understandings was

that collection of the assessment would be from members customers

The majority believes the agreement as to the manner of assessing
its own membership does not fall within section 15 because standing
by itself it has no impact upon outsiders It is hard to take this
assertion seriously In the first place there is no impact test to de
termine whether an agreement falls within section 15 In the second

place this state ent seems to say that assessments totaling 29 million
have no impact upon persons who will provide this amount of money
To make the agreement to assess stand by itself apart from how and

from whom it is to be collected ignores significant realities If the
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agreement to assess really stood by itself apart from any agree
ment to collect and had no impact o outsiders there would

have been no need for members including Respondents to ask for

instructions or authorizations when tpe outsiders refused to pay nor

for the refusal of Respondents othe terminal operators and steve

dores to refuse to pay the assessments If the agreement to assess

truly stood by itself each member would be honor bound to pay no

matter what happened The claimed lack ofagreement about collec

tions is contradicted by the fact that everyone behaved as though all

understood the assessment would be collected from outsiders such as

Complainant and failed to pay after seeking instructions when VW

refused to pay The correspondence shows a general understanding
that PMA members were only collection agents and when shippers

outsiders refused to pay the members need not pay Their own

concept as agents implies agreement and precludes adverse interest

The collection method was communicated to PMA officials and was

discussed at meetings attended hy most of the members in terms

which conveyed an understanding that all had arrangements to have

the amounts needed collected from users of members services The

exact method each would follow to collect the money may not have

been discussed but it wasunderstood that all would use the same meas

ure and obtain the product of its use from customers The evidence

showed other terminal operators had done the same thing after dis

cussion on the subject The fact that some may not have segregated
their charges the same as Respondents or stated them separately on a

piece of paper does not negative the evidence and eliminate the fact of

agreement to include the charges Anyone who has expenses relating
to the assessment would normally reflect his expenses by charges
creating someone else s costs without agreement but it might not be

done after deciding on the same measure as here nor after consulta

tion nor in accordance with instructions as to what to do if it didn t

work nor in agreement as to how to conduct litigation if this hecame

necessary Recognition of the understanding was shown in the letter

referring to the need to protect yourself by writing letters asking
for payment ofoverdue assessments Theletter preserved the appear
ance of rights rather than made serious demands The protection
only concerned the leed to dissemble the fact that the customers of

Respondents were being billed for the assessments in one form or an

other and payment of assessments by Respondents would not be made

unless the customers paid One of he officers of PMA stated the

intent of all members that the obligations to pay were a contractual
commitment but it was clear actual payment depended on collec
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tions There was only one practical way the commitment could be
implemented and this was well understood to be through payments
by customers of Respondents

Supplementing the evidence of an agreement to regulate rates and
competition are the actions taken to select counsel to enforce collec
tion of assessments At a meeting on May 14 1962 it was agreed
that PMA will give such support and will participate in any legal
action taken and that the matter will be turned over to PMA Legal
Counsel The agreement was in response toa request by respond
ents that PMA give support on the Volkswagen suit The suit

was referred to in a communication from the Funding Committee
covering the problem of collecting funds from Volkswagen due the
Mechanization Fund The funds werenot considered to be due from
Marine Terminals This shows clearly the understanding ofeveryone
that VW and other shippers not the members were to pay the money

due the Mechanization Fund and members were collecting agents
Inability to collect from outsiders rather than from members was

understood to be a shared problem
Later there must have heen belated recognition of the perils of this

action because it involved PMA counsel in representing both the
creditor PMA and the defaulting debtor member such as Respondent

arine Terminals who refused to pay his contract commitment as

sessment The appearance that the assessment was due from mem

hers was all that had to be preserved not the real claim Thereafter

it was provided that PMA counsel assist Marine Terminals Corpora
tion and other stevedoring companies handling Volkswagens only
if any action against arine Terminals raises issues which jeopardize
the Mechanization Plan or other interests of the industry PMA

reserved the right to institute action against members still in de

fault hy shifting to a limitation on actions
It is not apparent how the shift takes the curse off the embar

rassment involved in representing adverse interests because jeopardiz
ing issues could arise in a debt act ion The evidence underlines the

point that respondents and P A understood they were working to

gether in a nonadversary arrangement to collect money due from
outsiders rather than from members Normally even jeopardy to

the Mechanization Plan wOlild not justify such an understanding
where some one has failed to meet a eontract commitment It took
n special understanding to alter normal conduct Their initial spon
taneous actions point to common understandings and arrangements

to work together in effecting collections from shippers in spite of a

conflicting debtor creditor reiation between PMA and its memhers
9 F M C
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and only their afterthoughts point to an understanding that the ad

versity must be preserved but only where thePlan wasnot jeopardized
Both actions were preceded by agreement in any event After agree
ment ther was modified conduct in recognition of the adverse in

terests and separate counsel were retained when the admiralty action

was initiated when all other action had failed to make the outsider

V V rather thanthe members pay up without question
Section 15 is explicit that the term agreement in this section in

cludes understandings conferences andother arrangements
Respondents concede in their answer that they admit that they

have included as part of their charges for services the amounts of

the assessments and the evidence supports the finding that they
did so as the result of a common understanding agreement or work

ing arrangement
The majority disposes of this evidence by stating the record is de

void of evidence showing an additional agreement Perhaps a court

will decide the evidence is not adequare to prove the complaint con

trary to my position but absence of evidence will not be the reason for

rejecting the complaint The Administrative Procedure Act in section

8 b directs us to provide a statement of the reasons or basis for our

conclusions The direclive is not satisfied by such a succinct dis

posal of all this evidence The reasons or bases are thought to be

supplied by stevedores opinions and explicit statements to the con

trary In my opinion this evidence is overcome by other statements

and deeds showing agreement to pass on the assessments but what

ever the outcome may eventually be the majority should not pretend
the other evidence does not exist and accept such self serving state

ments without also substantia6ng the statement and overcoming the

evidence which complainants presented with reasons showing noncon

tradictory effect The characterization of the majority position as

more logical and less contrived does not supply the deficiency of

reasons or basis for the devoid ofevidence ruling
Second the subject matter of the agreements is related to the sub

jects of section 15 Section 15 requires that the subject of agreement
be related to fixing or regulating transportation rates or fares giving
or receiving special rates accommodations or special privileges or ad

va ntages controlling regulating preventing or destroying competi
tion or in any way or in any manner providing for an

exclusive
preferential or cooperative working arrangement The subject matter

of the agreements was a the measurement of the property using the

terminal facilities in accordance with the agreed guiding regulations
and b the method of collection of the charges calculated after mak
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ing the measurement Both regulated or controlled rates and com

petition
The effect of the measurement tonnage measure and assessment was

to create a new cost element in addition to preexisting rates for ter
minal facilities Respondents had to increase their charges to their
customers to recover the new costs and thereby thetotal transportation
cost of moving automobiles was increased The measurement ton
assessment on automobiles became a part of the Respondents rate

structure The facts showed further that all operators got together
and decided they could not absorb but would pass on the assessment

applicable to automobiles and PMA s members themselves agreed
to impose the charge Respondents lawyers were under no illusion
about everyone s understanding or contemplation when they wrote
with reference to the Supplemental Agreement between PMA and
ILWU effective January 1 1961

It was contemplated that these assessments as added stevedoring or terminal
costs could be added to thecharges of the stevedore or terminal companies

The agreement on the conduct oflitigation shows how important the
method of collection was on rates If it is understood Respondents
need not pay assessments unless they or PMA can collect separately
rates will be regulated at a lower level than if assessments are a cost of
business which Respondents must pay as a debt whether collected or

not Accordingly these agreements regulate rates depending on

which course of action is followed Granted there was plenty of

ambiguity in the method of collection to be fbllowecl as shown by the

shifting positions taken but the fact of change itself shows a prior
understanding that rates were to be regulated after each change The

high level of charges from the automobile measure and the large num

ber of automobiles imported caused large sums of money to be in
volved This situation created extreme pressures to prevent the con

tract commitment advic from being taken too seriously and to
devise methods of collection which would not disrupt memb rs rates
which would occur if the assessment were truly a debt of the members
The alteration of normal conquct and temporary confusion as to the
niceties of selecting counsel disclosed an understanding of how

Respondent rates would be affected depending on whether Respond
ents were debtors or PMA agents for collecting the assessment In
the former case the credit of PMA niemb rs and PMA power over

theni protected the Fund in the latter only the credit of a much

larger numberof shippers
The increase in eharges constitutes a regulatiOl of transportation

tate s and the combined activity of Respondents and other terminaD
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contractors and stevedores in agreeing to not absorb the assessment as

well as their activities as members of PMA constitutes a control and

regulation ofcompetition
Confirmation of the control of competition is supplied by general

ized business considerations Ifa group ofcompetitors agree to share

a cost element such as the rental of a pier and terminal area and then

allocate the rent after a collectively made decision to named customers

or specified types ofproperty instead ofallowing actual use to govern

the allocation they thereby distort the normal forces of the market by
their agreement to allocate which is the equivalent of control

The fact that the increased charges may have applied only to non

common carriage is not material because the common carrier test ap

plies to fixing the status of persons defined in the first section of the

Act and does not exclude activities and property from the law s

protection The fact that the combined activities resulted in an under

standing to collect by passing on assessments in the form of higher
transportation charges and to make them apply to property trans

ported in noncommon carrier service does not absolve the actor once

he is classified as an other person Validating ab olution would

make identical activity in relation to identical property have different

consequences under the law depending on the status of the ship carry

ing the property before it reaches the Respondent Under the first

section the status of Respondent is fixed by his acts before the ship
reaches the terminal facilities Legal conclusions involving sections

15 or 16 must be based on status ascertained before the actions com

plained of not on common carrier versus noncommon carrier refine

ments ascertained afterwards

The majority seeks to avoid the consequences of reasoning by refer

ring to the literal language of section 15 relative to a cooperative
working arrangement and stating the terms of section 1 5 were quali
fied by Congress by means of legislative history to apply only to those

arrang ments which affect competition The terms are also thought
to be qualified by associating them with agreements to pool secretarial
workers or to share office space and agreements which affect only labor

management relations The latter was interpreted by a court not to be

covered by a provision of the Interstate Commerce Act relating to

combinations and consolidations of land carriers

Section 15 is sufficiently explicit and need not be compared with un

related law or interpreted to limit the subject to cooperative working
arrangements and competition in disregard of other provisions in

section 15 My decision is also based on the other terms and on the

understandings and arrangements cooperative or otherwise relative
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thereto Far from finding the record devoid of evidence showing the
existence of such an additional agreement to pass on assessment ex

penses Ifindthe record amply supplied withevidence on such an agree
ment and its xelation to the subjects referred to in the first paragraph
of section 15

Finding No 3 is supported
The acts of Respondents and others following their agreements to

assess themselves in response to the adoption of the PMA resolut ions
and motions and the issue of PMA directives consisting of using the
measurement tonnage measure on automobiles and collecting the
amounts found to be due by passing on the necessary expenses equally
constitute a cooperative working arrangement Respondents and other
PMA members all worked together in doing the same thing pursuant
to their prior arrangements Contributions are referred to in the By
Iaws as being required under arrangements of PMA Everyone
contemplated doing the same thing The same reasoning applies

here to support the finding as was applied to the preceding part of
section 15

Additionally when VW refused to pay on billings including the as

sessment the Respondents and other PMA members affected thereby
refused to pay assessments Wallenius Line a common carrier but
not shown as a member also refused to pay Tr 324 This action
constitutes evidence of an understanding ald a cooperative working
arrangement a to charge persons such as Complainants for the
amount of assessments and b to relate the payment of the assessment

directly to the Respondents ability to collect the charge pursuant to
the arrangement If the amount could not be collected the assessment
would not be paid

Under almost identical cooperative working arrangement lan

guage of Section 412 of the Federal Aviation Act 1958 49 U S C
i382 the Civil Aeronautics Board held that the establishment of an

employer collective bargaining association ofcarriers wasa cooperative
working arrangement which had to be filed Airlines Negotiating
Oonference AgreeTlJents 8CAB 354 1947

FindingNo 4 is supported
The obligation to file has been established above The records ofthis

office confirm that none of the agreements found herein to exist have
been filed A finding that the agreements and memorandums of ar

rangements have not been filed is thus supported without the need for
further proof

Finding No 5 is supported
3 Other p1ovi8i0n8 of laiw have been violated
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Section 16 of the Act makes it unlawful for any other person subject
to the Act either alone or in conjunction with any other person either

directly or indirectly to give any preference or advantage to any cle

scription of traffic in any respect whatsoever or to subject any descrip
tion of traffic to any undue or unreasonable prejudice or disadvantage
in any respect whatq8ver Aviolation of section 16 is complained of

Two facts stand out in relation to preference prejudice or

disadvantage
First the charges by Respondents to meet PMA assessments where

automobiles are handled were measured by the measurement ton re

gardless of how Inanifested and no other property was measured by
such a rule Other property wasmeasured according to the way it had

been manifested in 1959 The use of the measurement ton measure re

quired a change from both earlier methods and from current practices
in regard to automobiles in comparison with measure of all other

property for assessments as freighted or manifested The measure

depended on how freight charges were determined except for auto

mobiles The Vice President before February 21 1961 when the

measurement measure for automobile assessments officially went into

effect had claimed such a measure rather than tonnage measure had

applied all along at least since January 1958 but his claims never were

adopted officially by PMA All we have before February 21 1961 is

his personal assertion of what PMA should be doing rather than what

PMA actually did Somewhat inconsistently with the claim letters

regarding declaration forn1s refer only to tonnages in January and

arch 1961

Second the effect of the change in measurement and the different

treatment was to make the traffic described as automobiles bear a sub

stantially higher assessment charge a about 10 times higher than if

measured on a weight basis as shown in many manifests and as other

cargo is measured b from 22 percent to 35 percent higher in terms of

unloading costs than other traffic described as packaged general eargo

which bore a 2 2 percent increase as a result of the assessments and c

about 10 to 15 times higher than othergeneral cargo
Vhere excep60ns were made for other descriptions of traffic the

charges wele always lower a lumber was measured on a unit basis

for assessment charges but automobiles were not even though mani

fested in some cases on a unit basis and there was a normal method of

measuring otherhandling costs on aunit basis and b Army property
and coastwise cargoes received concessions

All the concessions applied to property in domestic transportation
but the increased charges applied to automobiles imported from foreign
countries
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Unboxed automobiles were shown generally to require less man

hours handling per unit than practically any other commodity yet

automobiles still paid more

There is no explanation in the record to show why the different meas

urement method was applied to Complainant s property The method

wasshown to deviate from measurementpractices on the coast for other

purposes
The result of the measurement ton measure is that in the words of

at least two stevedoring companies it is not based on practical con

siderations and has no comparison to other commodity assessments

Exhs 24 and 25 Still another stevedore referred to the measure as

discriminatory and is contradictory to overall basis of assessing
weights or measurement as freighted ie as manifested Exh 23

Other evidence showed that ever since Volkswagens were first shipped
to the Pacific coast in 1954 they have been freighted on a unit basis

or on lumpsum FIO or time charter and not only freight but terminal

facilities have always been computed and paid at so much per unit

Exh 26 Another stevedore referred to statements that establish

the inequity of the effect of the present assessment to these vehicles on

a measurement ton basis disregarding the basis on which these

vehicles are freighted as well as the basis on which all stevedores onthe

Pacific coast handle theircontracts Exh 16 Inother words estab

lished trade measurement practices have been disregarded in this one

instance for no apparent reason and followed in the case of all other

property This action creates an unreasonable prejudice
The result of theshift to measurement tons for automobiles made the

increase applicable to property where the man hours necessarily em

ployed in their handling always have been less than practically any

other commodity This was said to accentuate the percentage dispar
ity the cost increase Others refer to the undue burden on this one

commodity e g Exh 18 Such effect creates an unreasonable

disadvantage
There was not in 959 nor at this time any uniform practice in

manifesting automobiles any more than there was in 1959 with respect
to other property except that in the coastal trade automobiles are

manifested and freighted on a weight basis and common carrier ship
ments of Volkswagens were and are most frequently manifested and

freighted on a unit basis although weights and measures may he

shown The treatment of automobiles cannot be justified on the basis

of any uniform traditional trade practice of using a measurement ton

measure This action creates a preference for other property and a

prejudice toautomobiles
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Because of the difference in the method used to measure Com

plainant s property both in relation to other services for automobiles
a d to other descriptions of traffic and the resulting high increase in
the economic effect caused by the departure from the usual measures

it is concluded that there has been preference and advantage to traffic
other than Complainant s property and disadvantage and prejudice
to Complainant s property The actions have been indirect because
the method used was to adopt the measure enforced by PMA in coop
erative arrangement with other members

Precedents of this agency have added to section 16 the requirement
of a showing that competitors have been meted out different treat

ment before undue prejudice in violation of section 16 may be proven
Afgluvn American Trading 00 v lsbrandtsen 00 3 FMB 622 1951
and Huber Mfg 00 v N V Stoomvaart Maatschappij Nederland
et al 4 FMB 343 1953 but others have held section 16 wasviolated
without any proof of disadvantage among competitors Absorption 1

Equalization on Explosives 6 FMB 138 1960 S1oift db 00 et al v

Gulf and South Atl Havana Oonf 6 FMB 215 1961 affirmed

Swift Oompany v Federal Maritime Oommission 306 F 2d 277
U S C A D C 1962 InNew York Foreign Frgt F 1B v Fed

eral Maritime Oom n 337 F 2d 289 U S C A 2d 1964 at p 299 the
Court held that the charge of widely varying amounts for no

apparent reason suffices to establish discrimination in violation of
section 16 First The Court was referring to charging shippers
disguised markups and was validating a rule which prevented a prac
tice that was alleged to violate section 16 unless prevented by rule
The Court distinguished the cases involving transportation or wharf

age charges dependent on the particular commodity involved
where the fees for shipping bananas would bear no relation to

the fees levied for heavy industrial equipment and where proof of a
I

violation would require a showing of competitive relationship The
Court continued by stating the fact that the widely varying amounts
covered substantially identical services and seems to us to be

prima facie discriminatory in a regulated industry Id This
statement means the action itself violates the law without proof of a

competitive relation to anyone else The present facts do not concern

a comparison of services and related versus unrelated charges for the
services but concern a cost of doing business in the form of an assess

ment which is like a tax Nevertheless a requirement ofa competitive
relationship is excludable as a prerequisite to proof of a violation be
cause the measure of Respondents charges is equally unrelated by ap
parent reason to whatthe charge is for just as widely varying charges
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are unrelated to services that are substantially the same The state

ments of the Court about the sufficiency of variations unsupported by
reasons and lack of need for competition as proof to establish viola

tion of section 16 First are thus pertinent and applicable A find

ing of undue prejudice ordisadvantage under section 16 should not

be made to depend on competition but may exist in relation to other

kinds of property where it is shown they should be treated alike

absent contrary reasons The existence of competitive shippers may
affect the amount of reparation due but not liability under section 16

Finding No 6 is supported
Section 17 of the Act requires every other person to observe just

and reasonable regulations and practices relating to the receiving
handling storing and delivering of property Section 17 singles out

certain acts of discrimination against property and authorizes the

Commission to prescribe just and reasonable practices Section 17

concerns practices in connection with property no matter how it is

transported whether by common carrier or otherwise

Respondents have established observed and enforced relative to

the receiving handling storing or delivering of property in the dis

charge of obligations as a PMA member the following regulations
and practices

a Adoption of a method of measuring such property to obtain
money to meet payments to the Fund

b Acceptance of the obligation to make and making monthly
payments to PMA iIi accordance with the agreed measure and

c Inclusion in their charges for terminal facilities of the

amount due by application of the agreed measure

It has been held that practices which result in the assessment of

charges against persons not directly benefited by services rendered

are an unjust and unreasonable practice within the meaning of sec

tion 17 Terminal Rate Structwre PacifW Northwest Ports 5 FMB

53 at 55 1956 In that proceeding only book entries were involved

A cost allocation accomplished by actual charges against persons not

directly benefited as where automobiles have lower handling charges
than other cargo and receive less benefit than other general cargo

on the average from the arrangement with ILWU is equally if not

more a practice than book entries Our predecessor stated in the

Terminal Rate Structure case supra at p 5u the terminals may

not recover through a service charge deficiencies in revenue attrib

utable to a totally different operation Respondents have followed

PMA directives by imposing charges resulting from the aut9ffiobiler
9 F M C
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measure to make up for deficiencies in assessments and contributions
to the Fund resulting from lower assessments on coastwide trade
lumber certain Army property and to some extent the lower assess

ment on all other property Complainant s property is made respon
sible for bearing 10 times higher charges than other property and
20 times higher than that in the coastwise trade The difference in
treatment between Complainant and all others resulting in this expen
sive result is also an unjust regula tion

The Respondents practice may not be looked at only in relation
to one item of property ie automobiles but must be viewed as part
of the complex of practices of which it is a part and comparisons
and evaluations made as to the reasonableness of the entire system
of cost measurement and allocation The majority avoids this task
of passing on reasonableness of the measure on the ground that a

there is no statutory requirement of equality and b it was neces

sary in the business judgment of respondents Neither is there

any statutory requirement of inequality and Evans Oooperage 00
1M v Board of Oommissioner s 6 FMC 415 1961 does not hold
that charges may be differentiated without reason so as to burden one

person or class of property 10 times more than others where the
record contains no basis upon which a reasonable allocation of costs
could be made In the Evans case on the contrary the charge to

complainant was exactly the same as to everyone else and it wasonly
found the benefits while somewhat different could not be measured
precisely The facts were that the ship charged dockage did not tie

up to the dock hut to the seaward side of a ship already tied up The
business judgment argument only means the measure is reasonable

because Respondents say so This is an excuse not a reason

Finally the fact that the decision was a business judgment unre

strained by normal forces of supply and demand introduces potential
unjustness in the regulation hy its unrestrained character Here
business judgment is notbeing exercised subject to competitive market
restraints of ather suppliers but is being exercised by substantially
all suppliers to regulate the market itself Judgnent is restrained
by the vote of PMA members who are virtually the entire market
for the handling of property passing through Pacific coast ports

The articles of association Obligate obedience to the voted decision

There is no other practical restraint particularly in view of eyidence
that ILWU wasputting pressure on non PMA members to contribute
the same as members Normally the function of regulating the mar

ket itself when needed in the public interest is reserved to govern
ment rather than to a private association or to the association aided
by the dominantlabor union association

9 F M C
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If the assessment charges varied in response to competitive forces

within the market a business judgment decision might not be unjust
because of the protective restraint afforded by the open market

Where the market protection is missing however there is no assur

ance of justness and it is he function of government to provide the

assurance The facts of tHis case provide a perfect example of what

happens when there is a single decision rather than an interplay of

conflicting decision by many entrepreneurs The tenfold charge
would probably be impossible under competitive conditions PMA

was able to single out various subjects of commerce and aided by
labor unions to make property subjeot to assessment to meet laibor

costs in the same way that the government measures property for tax

purposes to meet costs of government There was no practical re

straint on its choice The unrestrained choice of a measure unrelated
to labor costs needs justification to begin with but is made unjust by
the unequal application made possible by Respondents participation
in the PMA control overthe market

The majority refers to the reasonableness ofRespondents activities
attested by 1 efforts to change the Mechanization Fund assessments

2 offers to pass on only part of the assessments and 3 measure

ment levies on dues for several years without protest Presum8lbly
the statement refers to the second paragraph of section 17 requiring
other persons subject to the Act to establish reasonable regulations
and practices and to activities equated with regulations and prac

tices There is no question in this dissent as to Respondents good
intentions in seeking a change in the assessment and offering to pass

on only part of the assessment WhaJt have been questioned and found

wanting are the actual results of Respondents practices in line with

the agreed regulations The facts show the assessments have not

changed nor have claims against VW for full payment actually been

changed At most the offer to pass on only part of the assessment

was a bargaining concession not a change of conduct With regard
to several years of levy without protest of the PMA dues assessment

as distinguished from the Mechanization Fund assessment on a

measurement basis past failure rtochallenge the practice relative to

dues may not be translated into present and future reasonableness of

the disparate practices relative to the Mechanization Fund The past
in this case ust relate to before November 1961 because around that

time VW representatives made known their objections to what was

being done to themin regard to the Fund Assessments Tr 151 155

If Respondents make the intended changes another issue might be

presented
9 F M C
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FindingNo 7 issupported
4 Ob8erVations The many complex considerations in this pro

ceeding ultimately funnel themselves down to the single error ofPMA
in choosing property rather than labor in terms of man hours with
adjustments to meet disclosed inequities as a measure PMA chose
thewrong measure for its members obligation to compensate thework

jng man for displacement from mechanization improvements creating
fewer opportunities ror work Praiseworthy as these endeavors are

PMA lost sight of thebasic consideration that sections 16 and 17 of the

Act a re founded on a policy of protecting property in commerce and

protecting its competing owners and the public against unfair com

petitive practices Such policy includes protection of the public
against unfair market control Had PMA chosen to follow its
minority committee report and avoided the use of the protected
property to measure its charges on shippers and on commerce and used
instead a labor measure and property to a less extent equitably
lapplied my conclusions about these acts would very likely be the

reverse ofwhat they are With such a measure any burden would be

directly related to and attributable to labor costs and become a just
cost of business Different assessments would be based on genuinely
different situations No description of traffic and no particular person
Would00 singled out as the object ofdisadvantage The entrepreneurs
expenses would be related to the working man s production The

measure would be related to compensation for displaced production
would not be subject to unfair market control and would be just fair
reasonable and without prejudice or disadvantage

CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons the Examiner hould be reversed in

deciding there has been no violation of sections 15 or 16 and no

failure to comply with section 17 of the Act and the exceptions should
be sustained

COMMISSIONER HEARN dis8enting
Like the majority 1 conclude that the record does not establish

violations of sections 16 and 17 of the Act Complainant s automobiles
have not been disadvantaged or prejudiced to the preference or ad

vantage of any other automobile shipper and the assessment of com

plainant s automobiles on a measurement rather than a unit or weight
basis has not been shown to constitute an unreasonable practice
relating to the receiving handling storing or delivering ofproperty
Further although it is asserted that automobiles shall derive only a

general or common benefit from the fruition of the PMA ILWU com

9 F M C
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pacts there need be no precise equivalence between the services
rendered and the charges E1Jaw Oooperage 00 Inc v Board of
0Ol11J11issioners 6 FMB 415 419 1961
Idisagree with the majority solely on the reading of the record in

the light ofsection 15 As a general rule our long established national

policy frowns upon concerted action by members of all segments of
our business community Ocean shipping forwarding and terminal

operating subject to our jurisdiction have traditionally enjoyed an

exemption from this rule where the concerted action is not contrary
to our puhlic interest or detrimental to our commerce

3 and is pre
approved by the Commission Absent the foregoing such conduct is

contrary to section 15 and is unlawful under the Shipping Act
As exceptions to our national antitrust policy proposed agreements

must be scrutinized carefully
The condition upon which such authority the authority to legalize concerted

action is granted is that the agency entrUsted with the duty to protect the

public interest scrutiIiize the agreement to make sure that the conduct thus

legalized does not invade the prohibitions of the anti rnst laws any more than

necessary to serve the p rposes of the regulatory statute Isbrandtsen OOr v

United States 211 F 2d 51 57 DC Cir 1954

It is in this context that the following language of sect on 15 s

so important 4

Any agreement not approved by the Commission shall be unlawful

and agreements shall be lawful only when and as long as approved by the

Commission before approval or after disapproval it shall be unlawful to carry

out inwhole or inpart any such agreement

Thus the sole issue to which Iaddress myself is whether respond
nts persons subject to the Act entered into and carried out an

agreement understanding or arrangement within the purview of sec

tion 15 with other members of PMA many of whom are admittedly
eommon carriers by water or other persons subject to the Act 1I It is

my conviction that the members of PMA entered into and carried
out a co operative working arrangement which as I have noted

8 T he Shipping Act specifically provi s machinery for legalizing that which would
otherwise be megal under the anti trust laws Isbrandtsen Co v United States 2111

F 2d 51 57 D C Cir 19504

Unlike the Examiner I find nothing in section 15 inane Nor did the Commission
in Unapproved Sect 15 Agreements S African Trade 7 FMC 159 1962at page 100
find the phrase inane orsuperfluous

Accordingly section H5 requires as it hlllS for the 45 years since enacted the flUng
of a copy or if oral a true and mplete memorandum of every agreement covering

any of the wide range of anticompetitive activities therein mentioned or in any manner

providing for an exclusivepreferential or cooperative working agreement
5 The agreement or agreements between PMA and ILWU are clearly labor management

agreements and consequently are not within the reach of the Act While these agreements

may have triggered the arrangement by the membership Qf PM the PMA ILWU com

pacts are irrelevant to thcentral issue here

9 F MO
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required this Commission s approval as a prerequisite to its effectua

tion under the explicit language ofthestatute

Iagree with the majority s statement that the legislative history of

the Act makes it clear that section 15 was intended to apply only to

those cooperative working arrangements which affect that competi
tion which in the absence of the agreement would exist between the

parties when dealing with the shipping public but I

read this record as definitely affecting 1 the shippers of auto

mobiles ratewise and 2 the competition among P members

themselves with respect to the discharge rates that they may offer

automobile shippers While agreements to pool secretarial
workers or share office space may be cooperative working arrange
ments not within the scope of section 15 as the majority says

certainly a working agreement to raise 29 million over a 51h year

period through detailed and uniform assessments relating to cargo
handled is a different situation and is hardly akin to a secretary pool
in my opinion Furthermore it is different not only in sizehut more

importantly in character

The record illustrates that PMA knew the assessment had to be

passed on to the cargo at least toautomobiles 6 A telegram from

Brady Hamilton one of the PMA members who handled Volkswagens
states

The position of the Committee that the assessment on unboxed auto is the

responsibility of the stevedore to pay appeared to attempt to release PMA

from any responsibility to the extent that the stevedore could be entirely free

to absorb all of the assessments if he desired The cost of this assessment is so

much greater as compared to the stevedoring cost it could never be con

sidered Ex 24

Marine Terminals as well advised PMA on November 29 1961

Ex 25 There is no way that the contractor could absorb such an

increase and an interoffice PMA memo of December 13 1961

Ex 27 states

The Committee at present feels that the tonnage formula does not work an

inordinate hardship on the shipper Italics added

In a letter dated March 1 1961 Marine Terminals advised PMA of

its difficulties in collecting contributions to the Mech Fund assessed

against Volkswagens
We have informed them that we at Marine Terminals are merely following

out the instructions set forth by theBoard of Directors of thePacific Maritime

Association and therefore are considered only a collection aglmCY in this matter

8PMA also knew that assessments agalinst Army cargo were passed on PMA s records

show that lest Volkswagen get relief the Army would be next in line they are

still querulous about the propriety of such contributions Ex 22

9 F M C
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We find ourselves in a very awkward position and wish to be advised of the
committee s decisions on how automobiles willbe assessed and what stand we can

take in demanding payment of this assessment Ex 9 Italics added

The collection agency designation becomes more than a unilateral

misconception on Marine Terminals part when PMA s minutes of
December 13 1961 Ex 2H areexamined

Chairman read a communication from the Funding Committee covering the

problem of collecting fundsfrom VOlkswagen due to the Mechanization Fund
Marine Terminals requested that a letter covering this discussion be forwarded

to them and that they be au horized to bring suit against Volkswagen for the
monies due Marine Terminals also requested that PMA give both legal and

moral support on the Volkswagen suit It was agreed that PMAwill give such

support and will participate inany legal action taken and that the matter will
be turned over to PMA Legal Counsel Italics added

Again PMA s minutes of March 14 1963 Ex 2C show

On the matter of mechanization assessments Counsel recommended an escrow

account for payments by the stevedores on behalf of VOlkswagenwerk The

Board of Directors this morning took no action to modify its previous position
that the contributions be paid currently Italics added

In my view these exhihits 7 reveal a cooperative working arrange
ment by members of PMA relating to the fixing or regulating of trans

portation rates at least so far as automobiles and possibly Army cargo
are concerned It is afno mament that a farmal legally binding can

tract to assess certain taIls upon cargO has not been praduced Sec
tian 15 is not concerned with formality but with the actual effect of
the arrangement Unapproved Section 15 Agreements S Af an

Trade supra at 188 The failure of respandents anq piA to get
priar appraval for the plan from the Commission renders the effectua
tion af it unlawful As stated in Status of Oarloaders and Unloaders
2 USMC 761 1946 at page 766

When carriers or other persons under ke by agreement to fia or regulate
rates there mustbe performed a series of acts under the statute 1 They
must file the agreement with the Commission

Due to the posture of the record and the narrow question under
section US presented here I dO nat reach the issue af approvability
under section 15 af PMA s plan in furtherance of the laudable social
cnds envisioned by its arrangements with ILWU However appray
able or not the parties are not relieved of their obligation to secure

the appraval af the Cammission befare they attempt to carry it aut
In conclusian Ibelieve the majarity seriously erred in nat finding

7 The exhibits are contemporaneous r ords and as such are far more persuasive than
the ilfter the fact self serving statements of PMA witnesses to the contrary

9 F M C
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that the respondents Marine Terminals Corporation and Marine Ter
minals Corporation of Los Angeles violated section 15 by being
parties to and carrying out a cooperative working arrangement with
other members of intervener PMA without the prior approval of this

agency

No 1089

VOLKSWAGENWERK AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT
11

MARINE TERMINALS CORPORATION ET AL

ORDER

This case being at issue upon complaint and answer on file and hav

ing been duly heard and submitted by the parties and full investiga
tion of the matters and things involved having been had and the Com
mission on the date hereof having made and entered of record a report
stating its conclusions and decision thereon which report is incor

porated herein by reference therefore

It is ordered That the complaint in this proceeding be and it is

hereby dismissed

By the Commission

Signed THOMAS LISI

Secretary

9 F M C
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FIRESTONE INTERNATIONAL COMPANY A DIVISION OF THE FIRESTONE

TIRE RUBBER COMPANY
v

FAR EAST CONFERENCE ET AL

Decided October 14 1965

Respondents onduct in asserting breach of its dual rate contract ith Complain
ant and in demanding damages therefor found not to constitute coercion

and harassment in violation of section 14 l hird and section Hb of the

Shipping Act 1916

A Vernon Oarnahan and Peter J Gartland for complainant
Herman Goldman Seymor H KUgler and Sol D B i omberg for

respondents
Robert J Blackwell Harold L lVitsan1an and Thomas Ch1istensen

as Hearing Counsel
REPORT

By THE COMMISSION John Harllee Ohairman John S Patterson

Vice Ohairman Ashton C Barrett James V Day and George H

Hearn Oommissioners

This proceeding was initiated by the complaint of Firestone Inter

national Company International against the Far East Conference
Conference and its member lines Complainant as aparty to a dual

rate freight agreement with the Conference seeks of the Commission
an order requiring Respondents to cease and desist from activities

claimed to be in violation of section 14 Third 46 U S C 812 and

section 14b 46 U S C 842 of the Shipping Act 1916 the Act

with respect to certain shipments in 1962 from International to various

firms in the Philippines on nonconference vessels

In his Initial Decision Hearing Examiner Paul D Page Jr con

cluded that no cease and desist order should be issued and recoin

9 F M C 119
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mended the dismissal of the complaint The parties filed exceptions
and replies to the Initial Decision and we heard oral argument

FACTS

The following statement is based on the Examiner s findings though
in somewhat less detail

Complainant Firestone International Company is an unincorpo
rated division of the Firestone Tire Rubber Company Firestone

of Ohio an Ohio corporation International engages in exporting
Firestone of Ohio products principally finished goods such as tires

tubes and related products synthetic rubber and fabric textiles

Respondents are the Far East Conference an association of carriers

encompassing trade from Atlanticand Gulf ports of the United States
to Japan Okinawa l orea Taiwan Siberia Manchuria China lIong
J ong Republic of the Philippines Vietnam Cambodia and Laos

and its 19 member lines

In 1940 Firestone International Tire Rubber Export Company
the predecessor of the Complainant International entered into a

dual rate agreement with the Conference In 1947 Complainant was

substituted for Firestone International Tire Rubber Export Com

pany as the signatory to the contract The provisions of this contract

as amended in 1948 which are relevant to this proceeding are

1 The Shipper in consideration of the rate and other conditions stated herein

agrees to forward by vessels of the Carriers all shipments made directly or in

directly by him his agent subsidiary associated and or parent companies and

shipped from United States ports excepting however Pacific Coast ports to

ports in Japan Korea Formosa Siberia Manchuria China Indo China and

Philippine Islands

I

4 If at any time the Shipper shall make any shipment or shipments inviola

tion of any provision of this Agreement the Shipper shall pay liquidated dam

ages to the Conference in lieu of actual damages which would be difficult or im

practicable to determine Such liquidated damages shall be paid inthe amount

of freight which the Shipper would have paid had such shipment or shipments

moved via a Conference Carrier computed at thecontract rate or rates currently

in effect Failure of the Shipper to pay liquidated damages within thirty days

after the receipt of notice from the Conference that such liquidated damages are

due and payable shall be cause for the Conference to terminate the Shipper s

right to the contract rates until the Shipper pays to the Conference the amount

due In the event the Shipper violates this contract more than once in any

period of twelve months the Conference may cancel this contract by serving

written notice of such cancellation upon the Shipper and notifying the Maritime

Commission of such action If thecontract is cancelled for violation thereof as

provided herein the Conference may refuse to enter into a new contract with

the Shipper until any unpaid liquidated damages due to the Conference have

been paid in full
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In order that the Conference may determine the existence or non existence
of a violation hereof the shipper shall upon request furnish to the Conference

full and complete hlformation with respect to any shipment or shipments made

by such Shipper in the trade covered by this Agreement

l

8 Any disputes between the parties hereto arising out of this Agreement or

involving the interpretation or effect thereof shall be referred to a board of

three arbitrators one of whom shall be appointed by the Shipper the second

of whom shall be appointed by the two arbitrators appointed as aforesaid in

cluding but without limitation the amount of damages arising from the same

shall be made a rule of the Court

Beginning about October 4 1962 and continuing until about March

5 1063 wheil the complaint was filed Far East and International

engaged in a continuing controversy with respect to nine shipments
by International from United States Atlantic and Gulf ports to Phil

ippine ports on nonconference vessels The terms of sale on all nine

shipment s were FAS and all but one of these shipments were con

signed to Firestone Tire Rubber Company of the Philippines Fire
stone of the Philippines 1 International prepaid the ocean freight
prepared the documentation and appeared as shipper on the attendant

bills of lading
The first shipment was loaded aboard the nonconference steamer

EllJylochu8 at Baltimore and was discharged at Manila about June

20 1062 It was the only shipment of the nine which International

sent to someone other than Firestone of the Philippines On October
4 1962 Mr J A Dennean the Conference Chairman sent a letter to

Complainant requesting information concerning that shipment as

provided in article 4 of the dual rate contract Complainant replied
that the shipment had been purchased on a FAS Baltimore basis and

had been made on a nonconference vessel at therequest of its customer

Shenvin vVilliams Company
On March 7 1963 a further letter wassent by Chairman Dennean to

Complainant st ting that the Conference had received il1 formation

that various other shipments had been made by International on non

conference vessels Elias Lemo8 Eurymedon E rymachu8 Eurygene8
and Negba from the ports of New York Charleston Houston and

New Orleans to Manila during November and December 1962 The

Conference requested further information in order to determine

whether there was in fact a violation of the dual rate contract

On March 11 1963 Mr Marrubio Internationals traffic manager
stated in reply that International made the shipments via noncon

ference vessels in accordance vith instructions received from its cus

1 The Examiner found that Firestone of the Philippines is Complainant s 75 percent
owned subsidiary
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tomeI S abroad He attached a copy ofa letter which had been sent by
Firestone of the Philippines to Firestone of Ohio requesting that

arrangements for future shipments to 1anila be made via noncon

ference lines since it appeared that considerable savings could be

made by shipping on nonconference vessels 1r 1arrubio added that

as these shipmeruts were purchased on a FAS seaport basis Interna

tional had no alternative but to cOlnply with Internationals

customer s request
In correspondence through May 1963 the Conference asserted indi

cated contract violations by International and demanded further

detaiis regarding the shipments International denied the violations

and furnishedno further information

On June 11 1963 Chairman Dennean wrote to International point
ing out that Standard and Poor listed International as owning 75

percent of the voting power of Firestone of the Philippines He

stated that Firestone of the Philippines was a subsidiary company of

International within the meaning of the terms of the dual ralte con

tract and that shipments made by Firestone of the Philippines were

required to be made on vessels ofmembers of the Conference
The foregoing letter referred to shipments by InternaJtional to

Firestone of the Philippines on the nonconference vessels Tagya and

Navarino for which the Conference requested the payment of 6 61744

in liquidated damages The Conference stated that Complainant s

failure to pay liquidated damages within 30 days would be cause for

termination of Complainant s right to contract rates in accordance

with the dual rate contract As with similar shipments International

denied the asserted violations on the grounds that the shipments were

purchased on a FAS seaport basis and it had no alternative but to

comply with its customer s request
1r Dennean s letter of June 11 1963 was answered not by Inter

national but by Firestone ofOhio speaking through Mr R VV Vett

styne its Director of Traffic He requested that any proceedings in

regard to the dispute be held in abeyance pending the outcome of

The Dual Rate Oases before the Federal raritime Commission

On October 30 1963 counsel for the Conference requested of

1r Vettstyne payment of 36 702 28 in liquidated damages for all

shipme nts in question Firestone of Ohio was given the option of

making payment of the liquidllited damages or designating an arbitra

tor in accordance with paragraph 8 of the contract The letter

reiterated that under the terms of the contract Firestone of Ohio s

right to contract rates could be terminated

On December 11 1963 Conference Counsel again wrote Mr Wett

styne requesting payment of the liquidated damages owing to the

Conference and stated that unless these were paid arbitration pro
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ceedings would be instituted Apparently no reply was made and on

January 30 1964 the Conference through its attorney wrote Inter

national demanding arbitration pursuant to the dual rate contract and

referring specifically to the shipments made in 1962 and on the

following vessels Elias Le11w8 EurY1nedYn E l ryn achu8 Negba
EU l ytan Eurygenes and Eurylochus In this letter the Conference

designated one arbitrator and requested International to do the same

International was also giyen the option of subst1tuting the American
Arbitration Association

Shortly thereafter on farch 6 1964 International filed this com

plaint which alleged in essence thrut Respondent wasviolating section

14b and section 14 Third of the Shipping Act 1916 by asserting
breaches of their dual rate contract by demanding liquidated damages
for the asserted breaches by threatening to institute proceedings to

collect liquidated damages and by threatening termination of its rights
to contract rates In its prayer for relief InternaJtional asked that

Respondent be enjoined from continuing any of these actions

DrsCGSSrON AND CONOLUSIONS

The Examiner concluded that the dispute between International

and the Conference was one arising outof their dual rate contract and

that under the terms of that contract the parties had agreed to submit

their disputes to arbitration which International has refused to do

1oreover he found that the evidence did not justify an order to thE

Conference to cease and desist from proceeding to arbitration nor did

the evidenQe disclose any violations of the Act upon which the Com
mission could premise a cease and desist order International and

Hearing Counsel except
In its complaint International alleged that the activities of the Con

ference 1 constituted unlawful activity under the COlnmission s

regulations of March 15 1962 2 and 2 violated the provisions of

ection 14b and section 14 Third of the Act Thus upon the adverse

decision of the Examiner International excepts to the ultimate de

cision of the Examiner and in particular to the Examiner s failure

to find that the Conference s application and enforcement of the dual

rate contract was unlawful under the Shipping Act In addition

International excepts to the Examiner s finding that International is

a stockholder in Firestone of the Philippines Finally International

excepts to the failure of the Examiner to receive certain evidence and

to make certain findings propounded on brief

2This ruling was actual promulgated and published Iq the Federal Register on Mar

21 1962
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Although Hearing Counsel concur in the Examiner s ultimate con

clusion insofar as he concludes that the complaint should be dismissed

for failure of proof they object to certain grounds upon which that
decision was based They contend that the Examiner has unduly con

cerned himself with the underlying dispute between the parties and has

misconstrued the main issue for determination here to be whether the

facts in this case justified an order to the Conference that they eease

and desist from referring their dispute with International to arbi

trators Hearing Counsel assert that although issuance of the order

prayed for would necessarily preclude arbitration Complainant more

importantly seeks relief from conduct which it alleges violates the

Act Therefore Hearing Counsel advocate the dismissal of the com

plaint as recommended by the Examiner but urge the Commission
to base its decision soley upon a finding that the Complainant has

failed to support its allegations that the Conference s activities con

stituted violations of section 14b and section 14 Third of the Act

First we must consider the dispute in light of the statutory back

ground On October 3 1961 Congress enacted Public Law 87 346
which among other things added new section 14b to the Shipping
Act 1916 authorizing ocean common carriers and conferences

thereof serving the foreign commerce ofthe United States to enter into

effective and fair dual rate contracts with shippers and con

signees consistent with the standards therein established and

provided such eQntracts expressly included certain specified clauses

Section 14b 3 provided as follows

the contract covers only those goods of the contract shipper as to the

shipment of which he has the Ifgal right at the time of shioment t o select the

carrier Provided however that it shall be deemed a breach of the contract if

before the time of shipment and with the intent to avoid his obligation under

the contract the contract shipper divests himself or with the same intent per
mits himself to be diyested of the legal right to select the carrier and the ship
ment is carried by a carrier which is nota party to the contract

At the time Public Law 87 346 wasenacted the contract read in part
The shipper in consideration of the rates and other conditions stated herein

agrees to forward by vessels of the Carriers all shipments made directly or

indirectly by him his agents subsidiary associated and or parent companies
and shipped from United States ports excepting however Pacific Coast ports
to ports in the Philippine Islands

Section 14b 5

Limits damages recoverahle for breach by either part to actual damages to

be determined after breach in accordance with the principles of contract law

Provided however That the ontract may specify that inthe case of a breach by
a contract shipper the damages may be an amount not exceeding the freight
charges computed at the contract rate on the particular shipment less the cost

of handling
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The fourth clause of the Far East Conference dual rate contract at

the time of enactment of Public Law 87 346 provided that if the

shipper makes any shipment in violation of any provision of this con

tract he shall pay liquidated damages to the Conference in lieu of

actual damages This clause goes on to state that such liquidated
damages shall be paid in the amount of freight which the shipper
would have paid had such shipment moved via a Conference
Carrier computed at the contract rate or rates currently in effect

Section 3 of Public Law 87 346 provided for interim validity of

existing dual rate contracts

all existing agreements which are lawful under the Shipping Act 1916

immediately prior to enactment of this Act shall remain lawful unless dis

approved canceled or modified by the Commission pursuant to the provisions of

the Shipping Act 1916 as amended by this Act ProClded however That all sucl1

existing agreements which are rendered unlawful by the provisions of such Act

as hereby amended 11lust be amended to comply withthe pro isions of such Act

as hereby amended and if such amendments are filed for approval within six

months after the enactment of this Act April 3 1962 such agreements so

amended shall be lawful for a further period of not to exceed one year after such

filing Vithin such year the Commission shall approve disapprove cancel or

modify all such agreements and amendments in accordance with the provisions
of this Act 3

By an interpretati ve ruling issued 1arch 21 1962 the Commission
determined that

Section 3 of P L 87 346 and Section 14b of the Shipping Act 1916

prohibit a carrier or conference of earriers from dEnying contract rates for a

period of 90 days after April 2 1962 to a contract shipper who on April 2 1962

was a party to a lawful contract rate agreement and who prior to April 3

1962 advises said conference inwriting or by telegram that he agrees to be

bound by said contract rate agreement amended to the extent necessary to comply
with the provisions of section 14b of the Shipping Act 1916 Provided That the

conference has filed with the Federal Maritime Commission a proposed form

of contract pursuant to section 3 of Public Law 87 346

Furthermore on and after April 3 1962 the provisions of any contract rate

agreement which has been modified in order to comply with the proviso clause of
Section 3 of Public Law 87 346 are lawful and enforceable as between the parties
only to the extent that such provisions 1 were lawful on April 2 1962 and are

not inconsistent with the requirements of Section 14b of the Shipping Act 1916

or 2 are required to make said contract agreement comply with Section 14b of

the Shipping Act 1916 Any other provision of any such contract rate agreement
is unla vful and may notbe applied or enforced directly or indirectly until such

provision has been approved by the Commission

3 By subsequent enactment the time allowed the Commission and the period of interim
nlldity was extended to Apr 3 1964 Public Law 88 5 77 Stat 5 1963

A
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In accordance with the directives of the interpretative ruling quoted
immediately above Respondent filed with the Commission a proposed
form of conJtr ct and Complainant notified Respondent in writing of

its agreement tobe bound by the contract anlended to the extent neces

sary to comply with the provisions of section 14b of the Act There

fore during theperiod ofhreachesasserted by Respondent June 1962

January 1963 the contradt between Respondent and Complainant was

lawfuIand enforceable against it only to the extent that its provisions
were lawful on April 2 1962 and were not inconsistent with the re

quirements of section 14b

In its co plaint InterlUlJtional alleges that it was a party to a dual

rate freight agreement with the Conference and that the Conference
and its member lines have knowingly and willfully conspired to

make unwarranted assertions of breach of contract against Inter

national to demand the payment ofdamages therefor and to threaten

to cancel the dual rate contract International s position is that these

assertions of breaches were unwarranted and unlawful because they
were known to be groundless since shipments were made FAS and

International did not have the legal right to select the carrier and

were designed to harass and coerce lnternaltional into refusing to deal

with carriers who were not members of the Conference Underlying
these allegations is a basic charge that the Conference wasattempting
to enforce a dual rate contract that did not meet the requirements of

section 14b

By the terms of the first provision of the parties dual rate con

tract all shipments by International and its affiliates were to be made

on Conference vessels The shipments in question however ere

made on nonconference vessels and were consigned to Firestone of the

Philippines allegedly a subsidiary of Internatioilal and to Sherwin
Villiams Furthermore it appeaTed that International prepared the

documentation required on all nine shipments appeared as shipper on

all bills of lading and along with Interplant 4 selected the carrier

On the basis of the foregoing we are of the opinion that the Con
ference had just and reasonable cause to suspect that International had

breached its dual rate contract and any attempt by the Conference
to enforce its contract by the means made available therein was justi
fied As a matter of fact the Conference would have been delinquent
in its duty had it not attempted to police its dual rate contract because

of the obligation it owes to its shippers to see to it that the enforce

mentof rates be consistent and uniform

Vith respect to the merits of the dispute the Conference contends

that International had the legal right to select the carrier and that in

4 Interplant Is a department of Firestone of Ohio which International states has no

pollcr or decision making responsiblllty
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selecting nonconference carriers International violated the contract
International in defense of its position that Firestone of the Philip
pines had the legal right to select the carrier asserts that the ship
ments involved were sold FAS seaboard and that Firestone of the

Philippines had directed it to ship nonconference
It is not essential to this proceeding that thequestion of who had the

legal right to select the carrier be resolved All that need be said
is that under the circumstances the Conference was justified in in

vestigating possible violations of its dual rate contract asserting a

brea ch of the dual rate contract demanding liquidruted damages and

attempting to proceed to arbitration Respondents good faith pros
ecution of what it believed to be a valid claim cannot he held to con

stitute harassment and coercion
International argues that the Conference by attempting to enforce a

contract which did not and which the Conference knew did not
meet the criteria required by section 14b violated the Shipping Act
1916

As noted above the Far East Conference dual rate contract for

many years contained a provision requiring a signatory not only to

transport his shipments but the shipments of all affiliates aboard Con
ference vessels Section 14b 3 provides that a dual rate contract

must be limited to the extent that it covers only those goods of the
contract shipper as to the shipment of which he has the legal right
at the time of shipment to select the carrier Section 3 of Public
Law 87 346 provided that dual rate contracts legal before the passage
of section 14b such as the contract of the Far East Conference shall
continue to be legal to the extent authorized by section 14b Thus
contracts that were lawful prior to the passage of section 14b remained
lawful to the extent they were not inconsistent with the requirements
of that section Therefore in the context of this proceeding the dual
rate contract of the Far East Conference was amended by operation
of law to include the qualification that the contract would apply only
to shipments where the party to the dual rate contract had the legal
right to select the carrier

Similarly the liquidated damage provision of the contract was

amended y operation of law in order to preserve its legality under
the Shipping Act to incorporate the provision of section 14b 5

In our view the contract of the Conference as amended by opera
tion of law to meet the requirements of section 14b was operative at

the time of the alleged breaches Consequently the matter should be
resolved as required by that contract by reference to arbitrators to

determine if any breach occurred and whether damages should be
awarded
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This holding is consistent with our earlier view of arbitration

clauses as set forth in The Dual Rate Oases 8 FMC 16 Mar 27 1964

where we stated

Arbitration has developed as an efficient means of settling disputes under

commercial contracts generally and would appear to be an appropriate means of

disposing of routine disputes which arise under dual rate contracts We there

fore have no objection to clauses which call for the arbitration of disputes

We reaffirm what we said there

Arbitration provisions have a long history in both Commission

approved Conference agreements and dual rate contracts and they
have met with our approval In this manner the Commission has

given to the parties of those dual rate contracts the opportunity to

settle their differences between themselves Although cases do arise

where recourse to the Commission can be had notwithstanding arbi

tration provisions this is the exception rather than the rule We will

not nullify arbitration clauses without serious cause

In light of our disposal of the case in thismanner it is unnecessary

to discuss other exceptions
An order dismissing the complaint will be entered

By the Commission

No 1170

FIRESTONE INTERNATIONAL COlIPANY A DIVISION OF THE FIRESTONE

TIRE RUBBER CO IPANY

v

FAR EAST CONFERENCE ET AL

ORDER

This proceeding being at issue upon complaint having been duly
heard and full investigation having been had and the Commission

on this day having made and entered a report stating its conclusions

and decisions thereon which repo t is heFeby referred to and made a

p rt hereof Therefore
Itu ordered That the complaint in this proceeding i dismissed

By the Commission
Signed THOM S LISI

Secretary
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IMPOSITION OF SURCHARGE BYTHE FAR EAST CoNFERENCE AT SEARSPORT
MAINE

Decided November 5 1965

Agreement No 17 the organic agreement of the Far East Oonference found to

operate ina manner which is unjustly discriminatory and unfair as hetween

ports between exporters from tlie United States and their foreign com

petitors detrimental to thecommerce of the United StaJtes and contrary to

thepublic interest

Far East Conference ordered to open rates on newsprint from Searsport Maine

to Manila Republic of thePhilippines

Elkan Turk Jr for respondent Far East Conference
EdwardLanglois for Intervener Maine Port Authority

NOJ7nan D Kline and Robert J Bkwkwell for Hearing Counsel

REPORT

By THE COlfMISSION John Harllee Ohairman Ashton C Barrett and
JamesV Day 00111llnis8ioners

This proceeding is before the Commission upon an order directing
the Far East Conference to show cause why its organic agreement
FMC Agreement No 17 should not he amended to remove the Port

of Searsport from the trading range of the conference
The Commission directed this order to the Conference because it

appeared that theapplicable tariffs of the Conference result in a situa
tion which is detrimental to the commerce of the United States con

trary tothe public interest and otherwise in violation of the Shipping
Act 1916

This proceeding is the outgrowth of an earlier Commission investi

gation in Imposition of Surcharge on Oargo to Manila Republic of
the Philippines FMC Docket No 1155 Feb 3 1965 The Com
mission instituted Docket No 1155 to investigate the lawfulness of

surcharges on cargo moving from ports in the United States to Manila
9 Q 1
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Republic of the Philippines The purpose of the proceeding was to

determine whether the surcharges werecontrary to sections 15 16 17

and 18 b 5 ofthe Shipping Act 1916
As far as pertinent here the Commission named as Respondents the

Far East Conference and its membe The Far East Conference
serves Manila from United States Atlantic and Gulf ports but this

range of service does not include Canadian Atlantic ports Maersk

Line however a Far East Conference member serves Canada to

Manila as an independent
The Far East Conference on July 25 1963 filed with the Commis

sion surcharges of 10 per ton as freighted on cargoes destined for

discharge at Manila to be effective Getober 28 1963 The amount of

the surcharge has fluctuated ince but a surcharge is still in effect at

Manila and is scheduled to be increased from 5 to 10 per ton on

January 1 1966

In Docket No 1155 the Commission held that carriers operating
from the United States to Manila were justified in impos g a sur

charge on cargo unloaded at the PortofManila because of the extraor

dinary delay occasioned by labor difficulties and port congestion
Nevertheless the Commission found that Respondent Maersk Line

by imposing a surcharge on newsprint at Searsport Maine whilenot

applying a surcharge at St John New Brunswick Capada demanded

charged and collected a charge which is unju tly discriminatory iJe

tween shippers and ports and unjustly prejudicial to exporters of the

United States as compared with their foreign competitors contrary to

section 17 of the Shipping Act 1916

In conjunction with this holding the Commi on discussed the

matterin its opinion as follows

The Great Northern Paper Company lsan exporter of paper and newsprint
competing with Oanadian mills for the Philippine market It has traditionally

shipped its produots from Searsport Maine where the surcharge is applicable

Canadian competiltors shipping from Eastern Canada pay no surcharge in the

Philippine trade Newsprint is a lowrated commodity with a small margin of

profit During the first nine months of 1963 Great Northern shipped about 700
tons of newsprint a month but none was shipped in Novemb r and Dec mber

Since Great Northern can avoid the surcharge by utilizing CanadiaIl ports and

thus maintain a competitive position in the Philippines it has embarked on a

program of diverting newsprint fvom Searspovt Maine and has now begun to

export from the Canadiap port of St John This diversion to Canada is not

without some expense to Great Northern and it deplores the inability of Sears

port to haplle this cargo Great Northe s business i so competitive in the

Philippines that it has no been B ble to pass on the enti e surcharge to its cus

tomers and it lost sales totaling about 1 400 tons of paper in November and

pecember 1963 rthat were made by Eastern Oanadian mills

9 F M C
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These facts establish that Pacific Star Line and Maenk Line by assessing a

surcharge on newsprint at Searsport Maine while not atCanadian Atlantic

ports have unjustly discriminated against Great Northern and the Port of

Searsport while advantaging Canadian shippers of newsprint and the Port of
St John We find that a sufficient competitive relationship exists between the
shippers and ports concerned we find that Great Northern and the Port of
Searsport have suffered pecuniary harm by the imposition of the surcharge and

the resultant diversion of traffic and we find that the transportation conditions

are similar from St John and Searsport Pacific Star and Maersk therefore
have demanded charged and collected acharge which is unreasonable We find

this conduct to be contrary to the provisions of section 17 which provides that
no common carrier by water in foreign commerce shall demand charge or col

lect any rate fare or charge which is unjustly discriminatory between shippers
or ports or unjustly prejudicial to exporters of the United States as compared
with their foreign competitors West Indies Fruit Co v Flota Mercante 7

FMC 66 1962 Grays Harbor Pulp d Paper Co v A F Klaveness d Co A B
2 U S M C 366 369 1940 We will order these carriers to cease and desist from
this unreasonable practice bY removing the inequality of treatment between
shippers and ports by appropriate tariff amendments

To implement this result the Commission directed Maersk to end

the discrimination by some appropriate tariff action 1

After issuance of the Commission s decision and order Maersk

applied for an extension of time to comply The Commission rejected
the request by order of February 19 1965 In denying the petition
the Commission stated

There can be no doubt that Maersk must comply with the terms of theoriginal
order Certainly a request for additional time to decide whether to seek re

opening or to petition for appellate review cannot operate as an automatic stay
of ourorder requiring the elimination of a demonstrable discrimination Indeed

the filing of either does not have that result

Nor can their pleas that compliance is difficult in light of tlieir obligations as

members of the Far East Conference and as parties to Agreement No 8200 with

the Pacific Westbound Conference alter our rejection of this request for enlarge
ment Maersk Line is directed to end the discrimination set out inOur opinion
No obligation of a conference member can delay the elimination of action which

is contrary to a statute of the United States Conferences whIchexist pursuant
to oursection 15 approval must not only cooperate fully to eliminate discrimina
tion but indeed we expect them to take the lead to such end

For these reasons we deny the request

Still Maersk failed to comply Thereafter upon applieation of the

Commission to the United States District Court for the Southern Dis

trict of New York Maersk was directed to show cause why an order

should not be madeby the District Court pursuant to section 29 of the

Shipping Act to enforce obedience by Maersk to the Commission s
order ofFebruary 3 1965 In subsequently ruling upon that order to

show cause the District Court on July 13 1965 refused to enter an

1 The order provided as follows
It i8 ordered That Respondents Maersk Line and Pacific Star Line cease and desist

from assessing on newsprint moving from Sear8porl Maine to Manila RepubliC of the
Philippines a Sllrchargewhich is prejudicial and discriminatory to exporters of newsprint
from the United States and to the Port of Searsport Maine

Iti8 further ordered That Respondents Maersk Llneap d Pacific Star LIne shall notify
the Commission withlnl5 days of the date of this order the manner inwhich they shali
eliminate such prejudice and discrimination

9 F M C
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injunction against Maersk on two grounds 1 That Maersk wasnQt

serving Searsport and therefore it was not necessary that it change a

rate applicable at the port and 2 that Maersk having on three occa

sions petitioned that Far East Conference to eliminate the Searsport
surcharge in order to allow Maersk to comply with the order and was

not permitted by theConference to make thechange couldnm comply
with the order

Therefore the Commission is confronted with the problem of how

to alleviate the discrimination against Searsport and against shippers
and exporters who desire to use the Port ofSearsport To be sure the

discrimination we found in Docket No 1155 remains A surcharge is

still imposed at Searsport and no surcharge is imposed at St John

The fact that Maersk does not serve both ports does not obviate this

discrimination The significant fact is that a Far East Conference

member calling at Searsport must assess a surcharge Thus Searsport
is at a disadvantage compared to St John whether Maersk calls at

either port or not And the direct causation of the disadvantage is

the Far East Conference

Briefly it is the Conference whose refusal to amend its tariff that

compels the continuance of a situation which has been found to be a

violation of section 17 Although the actual instrumentality of dis

crimination was Maersk in serving both Searsportand St John the

underlying responsibility for the continuation of the discrimination

rests with the Conference Since the Conference refuses to amend its

tariff we will amend it forthem We hereby order the Far East Con
ference to open the rate at Searsport on newsprint destined for Manila

While the Order to Show Cause which initiated this proceeding con

templated striking Searsport from the range of the Conference we

have decided upon a less drastic course We will leave the Conference

intact at Searsport but order the Conference carriers to set rates on

newsprint independently at that port Sections 15 and 22 are our

authority for thisaction

We must find in order to invoke section 15 that an agreement be
tween common carriers subject to our jurisdiction operates in amanner

that is unjustly discriminatory or unfair as between carriers shippers
exporters importers or ports or between exporters from the United
Stat and their foreign competitors or to operate to the detriment of
the commerce of the United States or to be contrary to the public
interest or to be in violation o the Shipping Act 2 We hold that the

2 Section 15 provides
The Commission shall by order afternoUce and hearing disapprove cancel or modify

nny agreement or any modification Gr cancellation thereof whether or Dot previously
approved by it that it finds tG be unjustly dIscriminatory Gr unfair as between carriers
shippers exporters importers or ports or between exporters from the United States aJDd
their foreign competitors or to operate to the detriment of the commerce of the United
States or to be contrary to the publ1c interest or to be In violation of this Act and shall

approve all Gther agreements modifications or cancellations
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Far East Conference agreement has operated in a manner which is
unjustly discriminatory or unfair as between ports and between ex

porters from the United States and their foreign competitors In
addition we find that the agreement has operated in a mannerwhich is
detrimental to the commerce of the United States and contrary to the

public interest

Initially we take note of certain of the provisions of the organic
agreement approved by us which permits the Conference members
to act collectively The preamble to Agreement No 11 approved
November 14 1922 provides

That the parties hereby associate themselves together in a FAR EAST CON
FERENCE to promote commerce from North Atlantic South Atlantic and Gulf
ports of the UIiited States of America to JAPAN OKINAWA KOREA TAIWAN

Formosa SIBERIA MANCHURIA CHINA HONG KONG REPUBLIC OF
THE PHILIPPINES and the territory formerly known as Indo China namely
VIETNAM CAMBODIA and LAOS for the common good of shippers and
carriers by providing just and economical cooperation between the steamship
lines operating insuch trades and to theaccomplishment of that end the parties
hereby severally agree with each other as follows 3

Thus two facts are readily apparent The Conference serves United
States and not Canadian ports and the Conference was intended to

promote commerce in the United States to Orient trade for the com

mon good of shippers and carriers It is now appropriate to measure

the operation of the agreement against its own terms and purposes
as well as the terms and purposes fsection 15

First we consider the question of discrimination between ports In
Docket No 1155 we found that Maersk by imposing a surcharge on

newsprint at Searsport while not applying a surcharge at St John
had demanded charged and collected a charge which is unjustly
discriminatory between ports contrary to section 11 Let us examine
what has occurred since we entered this finding The surcharge is still

applicable at Searsport but no surcharge is applicable at St John
As we found in Docket No 1155 the two ports are competitive Sears
port has suffered pecuniary harm by the imposition of the surcharge
and transportation conditions from St John and Searsport are similar

Only one significant fact has changed Maersk no longer serves Sears
port 4 Does this fact obviate the section 11 violation We think not

aThis language is taken from Agreement No 17 31 approved Nov 7 1963 which up
dated the list of foreign countries served to reflect current geographic designations

4 By depriVing arsport of service this simply compounds the harm to this port

9 F M C
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S a prt is at the same disadvantage it was before And Se rspo
emains at a disadvantage because the Conference re ued to alleviate

the discrimination On at least three occasions Maersk requested that

the Conference permit Maersk to comply The Conference refused IS

Thus one cause of the discrimination against Searsport is the refusal
of the Conference to remedy the situation It would be possible for

carriers to establish or permit rate parity between Searsport and St

John but for the artificial restrictions of the Conference tariff For

it is the recalcitrant Conference that is primarily responsible for higher
rates being applicable at Searsport as well as for the curtailment of

service there by Maersk We therefore hold that the Far East Con

ference agreement has operated in a manner which is unJustly discrim

inatory between ports
We consider next the issue of whether the agreement operates in a

mannerwhich is unjustlydiscriminatory or unfair as between exporterS
from the United States and their foreign competitors In DocketNo

1155 we found that Maersk by assessing a surcharge on newsprint at

Searsport while not assessing 3 surcharge at Canadian Atlantic ports
demanded charged and collected a charge whjch is unjustly prejudi
cial to exporters of the United States as compared with their foreign
competitors Again nothing new has occurred subsequent to our find

ing except that Maersk has ceased providingservice at Searsport And

again what difference does this make As far as the prejudice to

Great Northern is concerned it can make no difference Great North

ern is still at a dls dV3ntage as compared with their competitors from

Canada The disadvantage in large measure is the result of the Con

ference s collective rate making This is so because of the Conferei1
taTiff requirements pursuant to which carriers cannot treat Great

IIIn Federal MaritimeOommu8ion v Maersk Lifo6 243 F Supp 561 562 S DN Y 1966

the Court found
Evidence has bein offered that at th Conferencemeitings held since the issuance

of the Commission s Order Maersk has moved for the ellmin tion of the Conference sui

charge and that the motions have been lost

The Far East ConfereDce minutes which are required to be filed with the Commission

nd which are subscribed to and certified as being a true and complete record of aU actions

provide
1 Motion was made and seconded that the ManUa surcharge applied on newsprint

paper shipped from Searsport Maine be ellminated forthwith Motion was lost

Motion was thereupon made and seconded that the ManUa surcharge be withdrawn on

shipments of newsprint paper irrespective of the pQrt of shipment Motion WIlS lost

Meeting No 1989 Feb 11 1965

2 Motion was made wd seconded that the Manila surcbarge be ellmlnated forthwith

on newsprint paper shipped from Searsport Maine Motion was lost Motion was

then made and seconded that the surcharge be ellminated on newsprint paper shipped

from all ports to ManUa P I Motion was lost Meeting No 1990 Feb 18 1965

3 Motion WIllS made and seconded subject to concurrence of Pacific Westbound Con

ference that the surcharge be ellminated with respect to newsprint paper shipped

from Searsport Maine Motion was lost Meeting No 1991 Feb 24 1965

9 F M C
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Northern fairly as Gompared with exporoors from easoorn Canada We
therefore hold that the Far East Conference agreement has operated
in a maruier which is unjustly discriminatory and unfair as between

exporters from the United States and their foreign competitors
We turn now to the issue of detriment to commerce Are the rate

making practices of the Conference or the rates themselves detri

mental to the commerce of the United States It would appear that

the action ofthe Conference which results in Maersk s refusal to serv

Searsport would be enough in itself to justify a holding that the

Conference has acted to the detriment ofour commerce This coupled
with the harm to Great Northern in its export business is the essence

of detriment to commerce The record discloses that Great Northern
in order to remain competitive has absorbed part of the surcharge
and on one occasion diverted cargo to St John to avoid the impact of

the additional charge The record further shows that Great Northern

has lost some business to competitors using Canadian Atlantic ports
Accordingly we find that the Far East Conference agreement has

operated in a manner which is detrimental to the commerce of the

United States
We are further convinced that the agreement is operating in a

mannerwhich is contrary to the public interest As we noted in our

order denying a request for an extension of time in Docket No 1155
we expect the Conference to take the lead in ending discriminatory
situations Conferences which exist pursuant to our section 15

approval must not only cooperate fully to eliminate discrimination

but indeed we expect them to take the lead to such end This sug

gestion was nut made as a passing remark To the contrary the

passage represents what we consider to be the obligation of con

ferences under the public interest criterion Here we have a classic

demonstration of indifference to the needs of the public While car

riers wish to group together in rate making conferences for private
commercial reasons in exchange for this privilege we insist that these

arrangements contribute in some manner toward public interest As

we said in Pacific Ooast European Oonference 7 FMC 27 37 1961

A Conference agreement is not some sacrosanct private arrangement but a

public contract impressed with the publicinterest and permitted to exist only so

long as it rves that interest

One would have to lookhard and long to discover what contribution
to the public interest has been made by the Conference in their arbi

trary action at Searsport
The Conference can hardly be said to have 3cled toward the common

good of shippers and carriers nor to have attempted to promote com

merce from a United StateS port the purported purpose of the agree

9 F M C
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ment The Shipping Act provides a pervasive regulatory scheme

This scheme canndt be avoided by carriers hiding behind section 15

agreements As the Supreme Court said in Federal Maritime Board
v sbrandtsen 356 U S 481 1958 Congress struck the balance by
allowing Conference arrangements passing muster under sections 15

16 and 17 Here the Conference has shown no concern for the public
interest and has actually aggravated a situation which we held to be

contrary to section 17 Conference authority to set rates on newsprint
at Searsport is themajor causeof the current discriminatory situation

Consequently we will withdraw authority to set this rate

Our remedy to open the newsprint rate from Searsport to Manila

is authorized by law Section 15 itself provides that we may dis

approve an agreement upon a finding that the agreement operates in a

manner which is unjustly discriminatory ibetween ports or unjustly
prejudicial to exporters of the United States as compared with their

foreign competitors Similarly the Commission may modify an

agreement where the agreement operates in an unlawful manner In

deed the Commission has a duty to take such action in the face of such

a finding PacificFarEMtLinev UnitedStates246F 2d711 1957

In Empire State Highway T1awp Ass n v Federal Maritime Bd

291 F 2d 336 339 1961 the Court summarized this authority as

follows

W hen a Conference has engaged in conduct violative of the fair and reason

able standards of the Act theBoard may withdraw approva l of the basic agree

ment itself or require its modification

Therefore the Commission has the power to take the action con

templated by the order to show cause that instituted this proceeding
that is the Commission may modify the Far East Conference agree
ment to eli inate Searsport from the authorized trading range of the

Conference Since we may take this action we obviously may take

lesser action we may declare the newsprint rate at Searsport open
Rather than modify the basic agreement we believe it will be more

expedient to alter the rate struCture developed under the basic agree
ment This will leave Conference jurisdiction intact at Searsport but

it will require carriers serving that port to set rates individually on

newsprint moving to Manila Since the Conference serves many des

tinations in addition to Manila we believe it desirable not to curtail

the scope of the agreement in any other respect We resort to indi

vidual rate fixing because collective action has proven to be discrimina

tory This order is authorized by section 15 and seCtion 226

8 Section 2iZ provides
The Commission upon its own motionmay in llke manner an4 except as to orders

for the payment of money with the same powers investigate any violation of this Act

9 F M C
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We reaffirm the view of our predecessors that we may aet under

section 15 not merely against the terms of section 15 agreements but

against rates fixed in conrert as well In Edmond Weil v Italian

Line 1talia 1 U S S B B 395 398 1935 our predecessors stated

An unreasonably high rate is clearly detrimental to the commerce of the United
States and upon a showing that a Conference rate in foreign commerce is un

reasonably high the Department will require its reduction to a proper level If

necessary approval of the Conference agreement willbe withdrawn

While not necessary to the ultimate decision this dictum is a proper
statement of Commission authority

InPacific Ooast River Plate BrazilRate8 2 U S M C 28 30 1938
this position was reaffirmed There the Conference allowed commodity
rates on lumber to expire and thereafter because of the failure of the

Conference to agree the cargo not otherwise specified rate was

applied The Commission citing Edmond Weil found this rate to be

an unreasonably high rate detrimental to the commerce of the United

States Thereafter the Conference agreed on the lumber rate and

the Commission stated that u nder the circumstances there now is

no reason for withdrawing approval of Conference Agreement No

200

Again in Oargo to Adriatic Black Sea and Levant Ports 2

U S M C 342 347 1940 the Commission considered the activity of

a conference in quoting rates at a fixed percentage below nonconference

competition The Commission held

A rate may be so low as to be unreasonable and as one of the purposes of the

Conference agreement is the establishment of reasonable rates this reduction

is a violation of the agreement and constitutes a condition unfavorable to shipping
in the foreign trade Inasmuch as the Conference has restored the rate to 60
centsno order with respect thereto willbeentered

These cases stand for the proposition that the Commission may
either cancel or modify the agreement or act against the offending rate

itself Indeed as the Supreme Court said in Oalifornia v United

States 320 U S 577 582 1944

Having found violations of fi 16 and 17 the Commission was charged by law

with the duty of devising appropriate means for their correction

Once before the Commission considered a problem where individual

carriers operating pursuant to a Conference tariff violated section 17

In Nickey Bros v Manila Oonference 5 FMB 467 1958 the Commis

sion s predecessor noted that while some of the Conference members

were not violating the statute beeause they did not operate in the par
ticular trade in question they were members of the Conference and

since the Conterence was ordered to establish rate parity the order
9 F M C
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was directelto all Conference mem rs whether they served the trade

or violated the Shipping Act or not Our order in this case follows

the rationale in Nickeyj it is a practical means ofeliminating th

discrimination
Thus the Commission has the power to act against Conrerence rates

We will thererore remove the artificial barrier imposed by the Con
rerence which created the discriminatory situation by opening the

Conference rate at Searsport on newsprint moving to Manila This

will remove the excuse that carriers cannot establish rates on a non

discriminatory basis at Searsport Upon opening the rate carriers may
set rates freely We will be alert to ascertain whether these inde

pendent rates are non discriminatory
The Conrerence argues that section 15 cannot confer the authority

to remove Searsport from the range or the Conrerence The argument
is premised upon the contention that section 15 makes approval of

agreements mandatory unless they are round to operate in a manner

proscribed by section 15 The Conrerence contends that there is abso

lutely no showing rather the Commission s own findings in Docket

No 1155 are to thecontrary that the Conference has violated section

15 in any respect In other words the Conrerence argues that the
only legitimate inquiry would be for the Commission to show cause why
the agreement should not enjoy continued approval

The argument however ignores the fact that theCommission earlier

round unjust discrimination against the port or Searsport and shippers
using that port an that the finding or unjust discrimination was

based on substantial evidence Since the condition which permits the
continuation or this discrimination lies with the Conference there is

a sufficient foUIidation to finqthat Conference action shouldbe modified

by the Commission to alleviate the uillawfuI Conduct
The Conference argues that as a matter of law the Conference

cannot be held to discriminate against Searsport by reason ofCanadian
rates This argument is based upon a contention that the Commis
sion s proposed remedy in this proceeding to eliminate Searsport
from the range of the Conreren n be made only if the Commis
sion finds that the Conference itselfu violated section 17 by treating
competitive exporters and competitive ports differently And of

course the Conference claims that this finding cannot be made on

this reCord

The argument runs this way No finding of discriminativn can be
made unless the same person or Confe llce 8 rv6 b9th the pre
ferred and the prejudiced port the Conferepce does not control rates

from Canadian ports therefore th Conference did not discri inate
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citing Tewa8 Pacific By 00 v United States 289 U S 627 1933 7

While we have not heretofore relied upon a holding that the Confer

ence has violated section 17 we have relied upon the equivalent
language in section 15

The impact of this argument in the instant case would be curious

indeed First of all we could not find a violation ofsection 17 by the

Conference since it as a Conference does not control rates from St
John Secondly we couhl not under section 15 scrutinize the Con
ference s conduct to deternline whether there is discrimination between

ports or between United States and foreign exporters This is too
restrictive The CommisHon is not powerless to act against a situation

which has a harmful iIillyact on our commerce one of our ports and

on one of our exporters simply because the trading range of the Far

East Conference does not include Canada Section 17 does not ex

plicitly contain a requirement that a finding thereunder be made only
against a carrier which prefers one port or exporter and prejudices
another port or exporter by serving both Certainly in this context
such a holding would eff ctively frustrate the purposes of section 17

There is discrimination because shipments from Searsport pay a sur

charge and shipments from St John do not So long as there cannot

be parity between the two ports the discrimination will continue

Consequently since the Conference does not have control over

Canadian rates and therefore cannot establish parity of rates we will

suspend their control over the newsprint rate at Searsport Since the

Conference does not control rates both from Searsport and St John

we will not let them control either Then carriers who do serve both

ports can equalize therates
The Conference argues that this proceeding is procedurally defec

tive because it denies the opportunity for cross examination which is

guaranteed by the Administrative Procedure Act It also claims that

the order fails to give them appropriate notice of the matters of fact

and law to be asserted and that this proceeding is improper hecause

it was conceived in vindictiveness and dedicated to harassment

IIowever the APA does not require a full evidentiary hearing with

full opportunity for cross examination The right of cross examina

tion shbuld be granted where it is necessary for fulldisclosure of facts

TThe Te1J8 cE Pacljlc principle has been construed to apply only where the Interltate
Commerce Commission i directing the C8Jrrlers to remove the discrimination where the
order requires the carriers to do something they are powerless to perform In New York
v Unlted Statea 331 U S 284 342 1947 the ourt commented as follows

If the hands of the Interstate Commerce Commission are tied and it is powerless to

prot t reg1 ns and tfi ritorles from discrim ation unless l rates involved in the rate

r lationship 8l1 controlled by the same carri rs theJl the 1940 amendment to 3 1 fell

far short of its goal We do not believe COngress left the Commissioll 80 impotent
The statutOt7 provision ailuded to is similar to Shippi g Act provisions therefore we

follow this principle
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Where it is not necessary then the opportunity for cross examination

is not affordedas a matter of right
The argument of the Conference shows this as 8eGtiOn 7 G merely

states

Every party shall have the right to present his case or defense by oral

or documentary evidence to subqlit rebuttal evidence and to conduct such cross

examination as may be required for a full and a true disclosure of the facts

The obvious qualification is that a party is entitled to crOss examina

tion only where it is necessary for full disclOsure of the facts

Furthermore the hearing to which Respondent is entitled dOes

not necessarily mean a full evidentiary proceeding Hearing is

defined to be any Oral proceeding befOre a tribunal It may be by
trial Or argument Davis Administrative Law Treatise section 7 01

p 407

Respondent is Of course entitled to a fair hearing But that con

cept means Only that the party must have an oPPO rtunity to moot such

facts which adversely affect its interests

A leading authority on administrative law has discussed this prob
lem at some length andcOncluded

The cardinal principle of fair hearing is neither that all facts used should

be in the record unless they are indisputable nor that all facts used should be

SUbject Ito cross examination and rebuttal evidence nor that nothing can be

treated as evidence which is not iO troducedas such butit is that parties should
have opportunity to meet in the appropriate fashion all facts that intluence the

disposition of the case Davis Administrative Law lTreatise section 1514 p 432

It is well recognized in administrative law that crOss examinatiOn is

unnecessary where nO issue Offact is raised and the party has fullOP

portunity to be heard Onthe issue Oflaw

Thus the Commission finds that the COnference has been given an

opPOrtunity to meet the facts which adversely affected its interests

And with respect to the findings made in Docket NO 1155 these facts

speak for themselves and may be used by theCOmmissiOn There is nO

further need fOr cross examinatiOn since the Conference was earlier

prOvided an opportunity to contest such facts befOre the COmmissiOn

While the APA requires notice in administrative proceedings this

requirement is flexible and is met if the nOtice amounts to a general
summary of the matters in isSue Here it is evident that respondents
have been given adequate notice since the Conference has been aware

of the problem since its inceptiOnand since the CommissiOn s orderto

show cause contains a summary of the development of the problem 8

8 See Review of Dual Rate Legislation 196164 88th Cong 2d sess where the sub
ject was discussed at 41821 and 60709 before the House f Representatives Merchant
Marine and Fisheries Committee Special Subcommittee on Mereh8lnt Marine
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In Oella v United States 208 F 2d 783 1953 the Court held that

in an administrative proceeding it is only necessary that the one pro
ceeded against be reasonably apprised of the issues in controversy and

any such noti is adequate in theabsence of a showing that a party
was misled As this Commission itself has stated in a previous case

all that is required in a pleading instituting an agency action is a

statement of the things claimed to constitute the offense charged so

that Respondent may put On his defense Pacific Ooast European
Oonference Limitation on Membership 5 FMB 39 42 1956

With respect to this argument the Commission holds that the Con
ference has been given sufficient notice of the matters involved so

that it could prepare its own position
With respect to the harassment and vindictiveness of the proceeding

the accusations are unjustified since the origin of the proceeding re

sults from refusal of the Conference to allow Maersk to comply with

a Commission order The Commission is simply and in accord with
its duty trying to alleviate a patently discriminatory situation

The Conference also contends that the proceediDg is procedurally
defective because the order to show cause imposes upon it the burden
to estabish the facts We reject this contention No matter whatmay
be the state of the law with respect to burden of proof in this pro
ceeding one fact remains The Commission in its earlier decision made
a finding of unjust discrimination and it now has evidence before it
that the Conference has prohibited Maersk from complying with the
order In effect the Commission has fulfilled its hurden since we rely
upon these indisputable facts Thus it is not now so much a question
of burden of proof as a question of whether the facts already before
the Commi ion have any legal effect Furthermore our decision rests

upon the record not on the basis of whether one side or the other has
met its burden of proof

ULTUfAlE CONCLUSION

The lar East Conference agreement and the Conference tariff by
requiring the assessment of a surcharge at Searsport Maine on news

print moving to Manila Republic of the Philippines has operated in
a manner which is unjustly discriminatory and unfair as between

ports and hetween exporters from the United States and their foreign
competitors detrimental to the commerce of the United States and

contrary to the public interest contrary to the requirements of section
15 of the Shipping Act 1916 We will order the Conference to open
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th rates on newsprint t Searsport and we wUI order carriers serving
that port to file and obsevv nondi rimU1atory rates

An appropriate order will be entered

COMMISSIONER HEARN dissenting
The majority in ordering the rates onnewsprint open at Searsport

Maine only in an effortto put thateommodity at that port on a parity
with the rates from the Port of St John New Brunswick Ifear have

missed the mark Respondent Conference s surcharge in this trade

has been approved by our decision in Docket 1155 That case es ab

lished the fact that thesurcharge is justified and is a legitimate expense
because of port conditions in Manila over which the carriers have no

control As matter of principle all cargo lifted to Manila should
bear equally its fair share of the increased costs attendant on calls at

tpat port
n imposition of Surcharge on Oargo To Manila Docket No 1155

the Commission found that one of the Conference members Maersk
Line in addition to serving the newsprint trade at Searsport under
the aegis of the Conference also lifted newsprint from the Canadian
port of St John a port not within the scope of the Conference s juris
diction Maersk did not assess a surcharge against newsprint fro
the Canadian port and we ound that its action cOnstituted an unl w

ful discrimination against newsprint emanating from Searsport To
obviate that unlawfulness we o dered Maersk to cease and desist from

assessing the surcharge on newsprint olit ofSearspOrt Subsequen ly
Maersk abandoned its Searsport service

While Maersk did not strictly comply with our earlier order neither
did it violate that order since it abandoned the Searsport trade In
effect it avoided our earlier order Currently Searsport is bei g well

served by other members of the Conference whp hav a voice in setting
Conference rates at Searsport and who wish to assess the Commission
approved surcharge based upon the earlier carefully deliberated de
cision which in my opinion they have a right to do Consequently
since the Conference does not serve St Jo hnit has nt engaged in dis
criminatory practices and has not violated he shipping statutes
Further it is apparent that in spite of long wrk stoppages this year
five Conference carriers have furnished SearSport with eight sailings
through August the

State
Port Authority Representative at oral

argument advised us that the current ConfereIice service is adequate
and most importantly that since our order in Docket No 1155 nonews

print has been diverted from Searsport to St John
nThe proceeding now before us was instituted in light of the fore

going to determine whether or not Searsport should be stricken from
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the trading rahge of the Conference Iam convinced that Searsport
does not want this result and there is no basis on this record for slich
drastic action Nor do Ibelieve that the less drastic action ordered

by the majority here i e opening of the newsprint rate at Searsport
is supported hy the record The plain facts are that we have already
determined that the existence and the level of Respondent s surcharge
is lawfill and that the Conference vessels who offer newsprint service

and levy the surcharge at Searsport do not now offer the same services

at lower rates at St John

The majority action here gives rise to grave questions respecting
the legality of surcharges assessed

1 against other commodities by Conference vessels throughout
their service range and

2 against newsprint which nay be offered by shippers at other

ports within the Conference range

The majority action here is official Commission approval ofa discrimi

nation against shippers of newsprint from any other port and of an

undue tariff burden against shippers of all commodities from all ports
within the Conference range

Finally the ordering ofthe newsprint rate open may be completely
illusory in so far as the level of the surcharge is concerned because the

carrier s cost of doing business must be considered in setting a rate

even an open rate and the cost of doing business in Manila involves

elements not found at other ports Consequently the ordering of an
c

open rate on newsprint may well leave the rates at the same level as

they are today
In my opinion no action lies against the Conference since it has

conducted its activities within the letter of the law if not within its

spirit Practices of Fabre Line and Gulf Mediterranean Oonf 4
FMB 611 1955

Therefore Iwould discontinue this proceeding
COMMISSIONER JOHN S P AITERSON dissenting
I dissent from the results reached in the majority report in this

proceeding and for reasons advanced by Commissioner George H
Hearn Iam in accord withhis dissenting opinion

My additional reasons for dissenting are

1 The Commission has no authority to order the Far East Confer
ence to revise rates nor to withdraw their authority to set this rate
in response to an order of investigation to show cause by Federal Mari
time Commission Agreement No 17 should not be amended to remove

the Port or Searsport rrom the trading range or the Conrerence Such
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an order reaches a decision not responsive to the order initiating the

adjudication
2 Alleged bad conduct does not confer authority to revise rates If

past and present conduct of thecarriers is thought to be unlawful acts

must be proven in an adjudication pursuant to the Administrative
Procedure Act and related to the Shipping Act 1916 If the Far

East Conference Agreement operates to the detdment ofthe commerce

of the United States the terms which guide the carriers conduct have

to be specified and we must show in a hearing whathas been done and

how the d triment occurs This has not been done

ORDER

The Commission instituted Docket No 6529 pursuant to sections 15
and 22 of the Shipping Act 1916 upon order direCted to Respondent
Far East Conference to show cause why Agreement No 17 should not

be amended to remove the Port of Searsport from the trading range of

the Conference because the applicable tariffs of the Conference result

in a situation which is detrimental to the commerce of the United
States contrary to the public interest and otherwise in violation of

the Shipping Act sec 17 par 1 The Commission has this date

entered its report stating its findings and conclusions which report is

made a part hereof by reference and the Commission has found that

Agreement No 17 of the Far East Conf rence has operated in a man

ner which is unjustly discriminatory and unfair as between ports and

between exporters from the United States and their foreign competi
tors detrimental to the commerce of the United States and contrary
to the public interest

Therefo1e it is o1de1ed That the Far East Conference on or before

November 22 1965 open the rate on newsprint at Searsport Maine on

shipments to Manila Republic of the Philippines Carriers wishing
to file tariffs to carry newsprint from Searsport to Manila shall file an

appropriate tariff to become effective on the same datethat the Confer
ence rate becomes open otherwise individual initial tariffs must be

filed on 30 days ndtice If the rate is not opened as ordered above

within the time specified Searsport shall be deleted from the author

ized trading range of the Conference

By the Commission

Signed THOMAS LISI

SeC1etary
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SPECIAL DOCKET Nos 269 277 279 281 283 289 291 311 and 314363
TrLTON TEXTILE CORP EJl AL

V

THAI LINES LTo l

Applications dismissed

Alan F Wohlstetter for Respondent Thai Lines Ltd and Motor

ships Inc

Richard 8 Harsh and Robert J Blackwell Hearing Counsel

INITIAL DECISION OF JOHN MARsHALL PRESIDING EXAMINER1

Thai Lines Ltd by 90 applications filed pursuant to Rule 6 b of

the Commission s Rules of Practice and Procedure seeks authority to

pay reparation for overcharges to four Complainants and to waive

the collection of undercharges from 86 Complainants
8 All of the

shipments were in foreign commerce Hong Kong to the United
Statesy Thai Lines contends that these rate disparities resulted

mainly from the failure of its General Agent in the United States
Motorships Inc to carry out instructions to file various rate changes

increases as well as decreases Being unaware of this non

compliance Thai Lines subsequently assessed shippers rates which
differed from those in its tariff then on file with the Commission

thereby violating section 18 b 3 of the Shipping Act 1916 This
section provides as follows

3 No common carrier by water in foreign commerce or conference of such

carriers shall charge or demand or collect or receive a greater or less or different

compensation for the transportation of property or for any service in connection
therewith than the rates and charges which arespecified inits tariffs on file with
the Commission and duly published and ineffect at thetime nor shall any such

1These special dockets were consolidated for hearing with Docket No 1083 Investigation
of Rates in the Hong Kong United States Atlantic and Gulf Trade

2 This decision became the decision or the Commission on Nov 12 10965 and an order
was issued denying the applications

These applications were filed in September October and December 1963

9 F M C
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carrier rebate refund or remit in any manneror by any devise any portion of the

rates or charges so specified nor extend or deny to any person any privilege or

facility except inaccordance withsuch tarUfs

The Commission s decision in Special Docket No 377 Ludwig
Mueller OQ Inc v Pe1alta Shipping Oorp served January 13 1965

is clearly dispositive of these applications In that case the Commis
sion concluded that it is without authority to grant special docket

relief permitting deviations fronforeign trade rates on file Accord

ingly waivers of collections of such undercharges cannot be granted
and authorizations to refund such overcharges are wmecessary The

law forbids the former and directs the latter

An order dismissing these applications will be entered

Signed JOHN MARSHALL

Presiding Ewaminer

September 16 1965
9 F M C
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DOCKET No 1167

REDUCED RATES ON AUTOMOBILES ATLANTIC CoAST PORTS TO

PUERTO RICO

Decided November 16 1965

The 14 differential between the rates of South Atlantic Caribbean Line Inc and
TMT Trailer Ferry Inc for carriage of automobiles from Miami Florida to

San Juan Puerto Rico removed and rates for both carriers fixed at 3lj
inclusive of all charges

Homer S Darpenter for TMT Trailer FeITY Inc C Gordon
Anderson Trustee

Jooo Mason and Edward M Shea for South Atlantic Oaribbean
Line Inc

Donald J Brunner as Hearing Counsel

REPORT ON REMAND

By THE COMMISSION John Harllee Ohairman Ashton C Barrett and

James V Day Oowmissioner8

This Commission by Report and Order served February 4 1965 set

minimum rates for all carriers involved in the carriage of automobiles

from the North Atltantic Gulf and South Atlantic coast ports to ports
in Puerto Rico Among the rates set were the rates of 36 and 35 cents

for South Atla ntic Oaribbean Line Inc SACL and TMT Trailer

Ferry Inc TMT respectively SACL petitioned the Court of

Appeals for the District of Oolumbia Circuit South Atlantic

Oaribbean Line lne v Federal Maritime Oowmission and United
States No 19 267 for review of the Commission order insofar as

this one cent differential is ooncerned

In its brief to the court of appeals SAOL cited for the first time

pertinent legisl3ltive history bearing on the authority of the Oommis
sion to set a rate differential based on quality ofservice rendered The

Commission petitioned the court of appeals to remand the proceeding
to it for the determinationof whether or not such authority exists

9 F M O
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On September 17 1965 the court of appeals granted Respondents
motion to remand retained jurisdiction of the proceedings and di

rected the Commission to file its report on remand within 60 days
Specifically we are required to answer the following question

May the Federal Maritime Commission set different minimum rates on the

carriage of automobiles between Miami Florida and San Juan Puerto Rico

which difference inrates results ina differential between two competing carriers

The Commission received briefs from TMT SACL and Hearing
Counsel and heard oral argument

The Commission in its report served February 4th prescribed a one

cent differential between SACL and TMT because of its finding that

TMT s slower time was a disadvantage in the trade and that TMT

needed the differential to protect itself from such service disability
SACL has argued in its brief on remand and in its argument that

the legislative history of section 4 of the Intercoastal Shipping Act

1933 indicates that Congress did not jntend that the Commission
have the authority to set rate differentials based solely upon differences

in the quality of service rendered In 1938 congideration wasgiven to

granting the Qommission such power but Congress rejected this

course of aotion 1 SACL does not now challenge the power of the

Commission to set differentials based upon f otors other than differ

ences in the quality of service rendered it does not for example
challenge the power of the Commission to set different rates for dif

ferent carriers operating between the same two ports based upon
differences in costs

Weare persu aded thatthe legislative history cirted by SACL reveals

a congressional intent to withhold from the Commission the power
to set rate differentials based solely on quality of service rendered

The arguments presented by TMT do not dissuade us from that view
TMT argues that the statute is plain on its face and that resort to

legislative history is unnecessary in interpreting the statute The

Commission cannot agree

1 The House version of the bill which became sec 4 HR 10315 715th Cong 3d Sess
1938 contained the following proviso

Provided That in prescribing such maximum and minimum rates fares and charges
differentials may be established based upon differences In services rendered Emphasis
added H Rept 2168 715 thCong 3d Sess 1938 at 63

The Senate version contained no such prvlsion and the conference report stated
The Huse bill authorizes the Commision in prescribing rates to establish differentials

based on differences in service rendered The Senate amendment omits this proviso
The bill as agreed to in conference sec 43 omits the proviso as to differentials
H Rept 2582 7l5th Cong 3d Sess 1938 at 2627

The Chairman of the House Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries explained
later that the prvlso was omitted due to the objection of nearly all of the Senate con

ferees 83 Congressional Recrd 8913
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Statutes must be read in the light of the legislative considerations

surrounding their enactment unless there is no ambiguity as to the

meaning of the staJtute Gmnsco Inc v Walling 327 U S 244 at

260 1945 See Alcoa Stealn8hip OompJJ1Y v Federal Maritime

Oommission 348 F 2d 756 at 758 D C Cir 1965 If the stllltute

explicitly authorized rate differentials based on quality of service

rendered we would have no problem in affirming our previous opinion
But the statute is silent and the legislative history evidences an intent
to withhold that power

We therefore hold that the Commission may not as a matter of law
set different minimum rates on the carriage of automobiles between
Miami Florida and San Juan P R which difference results in a

differential between two competing carriers if such differential is
based on differences in the quality of service rendered 2 The record
in the instant proceeding provides no factual bases on which to base a

rate differential between SACL and lMT

Weare thereFore vacating our previous order insofar as it related to

SACL and TMT and a minimum rate of 35 cents per cubic foot not

subject to additional charges will be set for both carriers An appro
priate order will beentered

COMMISSIONER HEARN dissenting
In the original Commission Report served February 4 1965 Idis

agreed wirth the majority s decision whereby rates for the carriage of
automobiles from Florida to Puerto Rico were approved at 00 35
cents for TMT and 00 36 cents for SACL Atthat time Istated

in my dissent that Ibelieved that the record supported the legality
of 00 31 cent rate for TMT and 00 32 cent rate for SACL but
that Iwould not order a one cent differential in favor ofTMT There
has been nothing added to the record now since that time which would
cause me to change my view

With respect to the question presented upon remand I am con

strained again to disagree with the majority In my opinion the

2 This holding is in accord with a decision of our predecessor the United St8Jtes Shipping
Board Bure8Ju in InterooOAltaZ In1estioation 1 U S S BB 400 In that investigation the

Bureau stated that

CIA modern efficient and economical intercoastal service is in the publtc interest and
any carrier offering it is entitled to all the protection of law If the department allows
Shepard Shepard Steamship Co or any other carrier not offering that kind of service to

set the standard of competition and permits it by means of tariff advantages such as

Shepard claims to itself to undermine carriers attempting to oirer that kind of service it

would inevitably lead to the gradual but sure destruction of such other carriers which is
inimical to thedeclared policy of the law 1 US S B B at 430431

We think it noteworthy that Shepard was the principal advocate before the Congress
in 19t37 urging that the US Maritime Commission be given the power to set rate differen
tials based on quality of service rendered See Hearings Before the Committee on Com
merce etc 75th Cong 2d Sess on S 3078 part 2 Dec 1s 1937 p 49
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Commission does have the authority to set different rates for

competing carriers regarding a particular commodity in the same

trade The authority for my view is the lianguage of section 4 of the

Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933 as amended which since it is clear

and unambiguous precludes a resort to legislative history or other

aids to statutory construction PMkard Motor Oar 00 v National

Labor Relations Board 330 U S 485 1943 In pertinent part that

section provides that when the Commission finds

any rate unjust or unreasonable it may order enforced a just and

reasonable maximum or minimum or maximum and minimum rate

Conceivably and quite probably a particular rate on a given com

modity between two geographic points could be unjust or unreasonahle
for one carrier yet just and reasonable roranother carrier The Com
mission in such a case could leave undisturbed the just and reasoRable
rate and order enforced a rate for the competing carrier which

would then be just and reasonable In such an instance the result

ing rates while different would not constitute a differential ie

a protective spread in the rate levels of the competitors Based upon

varying costs different rate levels could lawfully be ordered And
Varying oosts well may be the reflection of varying services Com

pensatoriness in my opinion is the touchstone of rate legality and

since costs are the reflection of services different services could result

in diverse levels of compensatory rates

However while Ibelieve the staJtute clothes the Commission with

authority to set differing rates in the context of this case I cannot

now as Icould not in February find that the lower rate found lawful

for TMT would not also be lawful for SACL On the contrary Ifind

now as then that while SACL s 00 32 cent rate was just and

reasonable and therefore lawful and TMT s 00 31 cent rate was

similarly lawful there is nothing in the record to preclude SACL
from initiating a 00 31 cent rate Iregret to say that the majori ty s

action today pegging the rate for both carriers at 00 35 cents creates

a 00 03 and 00 04 cent windfall for the carriers since the majority
referring to the existing rates of SACL and TMT 00 32 and 00 31

cents respectively in February found the present rakes of the

South Atlantic carriers do not appear to be noncompensatory

COMMISSIONER JOHN S PATTERSON dissenting
The majodty has decided that its decision to fix the rates of TMT

Trailer Ferry Inc TMT and South Atlantic Caribbean Line

Inc SACL for transporting automobiles to Puerto Rico from

Jacksonville and Miami FIQrida must be revised to fix the SACL
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rate 3Jt 35 cents per cubic foot which is the same rate fixed for TMT
in the earlier proceeding when it raised the rares of each from 31 and

32 cents to 35 and 36 cents respectively
The Commission s statutory authority was considered at the time of

the first Report in this Docket and was neither then nor is it now

ambiguous The authority may be exercised to adjudicate separate
raJtes for separate services of individual carriers because of the ref

erences to any rate and any carrier in section 4 of the Intercoastal

Shipping Act 1933 Such an interpretation w the basis of my
adjudication then nd continues to be the basis of this adjudic3ltion
in response to the per JUriam order of the United States Oourt of

Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit in No 19 267 filed

September 17 1965 ordering that the Commission s motion be granted
and the case remanded to the Oommission for reconsideration Our

motion was that the majority desired to reopen and reconsider its

Report and Order inasmuch as certain pertinent legisl3Jtive history
relative to the 1938 amendments to the Intercoastal Shipping Act was

not presented to nor considered by the Oommission before the Com
mission issued i ts Report and Order now under review Such con

sideration has been completed and the majority is now ready with a

new rate and new order
The newly fixed r3Jte on the other hand is justified by the reasoning

of the majority that the pefltinent legislative history bearing on the

authority of the Cormnission to seta rate differential based on the

quality ofservice rendered is not authorized because it shows section 4
of the Intercoastal Shipping Act indicates that Congress did not

intend that the Commission have authority to set r3lte differentials

between individual carriers based solely upon differences in the quality
ofservice rendered

The majority is of course by its earlier decision committed to r3Jte

fixing but must now disregard service differences because they con

sider themselves compelled to do so based on their interpretation of

the legislative history and must modify the previously fixed SACL
rate so th3Jt TMT may not charge a lower rate than SACL To me

their reasoning is not warranted or compelling on this record

There has been no new adjudication of the SACL rate and a finding
th3lt the rate is unjust or unreasonable as basis for the authority to

determine prescribe and order enforced a just and reasonable

maximum or minimum or nlaximum and minimum rate fare or

charge pursuant to section 4 but only a new rate fixed based on

a principle of equality The power to decide on the rate has been

taken from SACL and assumed by the Commission regardless of
unjustness or unreasonableness
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As regards the legislative history cited for the first time to the

majority the citing of the legislative history is not applicable to my
dissent in the first report because it was considered to be a funda

mental part of my responsibilities to interpret all matters of law

including if necessary legislative history before my dissenting report
waswritten

My dissent has already found and is reiterated here that the two

existing rUites TMT 31 cents SACL 32 cents are reasonable and

it was based on the belief that section 4 of the Intercoastal Shipping
Act authorizes a rate differential based on the circumstances applicable
to each trade

Section 4 authorizes determination and prescribing of rates only if

they are unjust or unreasonable Review of the facts at the time of

my first report showed that the existing rates did not need to be

prescribed both because of certain record deficiencies and because

Respondents had sustained their burden of proof in justifying their

rates by showing that rates were established by each Respondent s

own decisions based on existing competitive influences in a historic

free market tl ade and by claims of fully compensated operUitions
Therefore rates were concluded to be just reasonable and lawful

At least two faults in the majority s present reasoning come into

sharp focus and hence compel me not to revise my earlier opinion
They are

First the reasoning assumes service and COSlt are separable
factors in adjudicating whether differentials in rates are just and

reasonable

Second the reasoning is inconsistent in Olllitting consideraJtion

of the effect of service disability based on transit time between

New York to Puerto Rico and Jacksonville and Miami to

Puerto Rico as a justification for a rate differential

The only relevant service differential is thought to be the longer
transit time caused by TMT s tug propulsion and towed barge opera
tion rather than the longer transit time caused by geography

Service costs and revenues are inseparable factors in ship opera
tions They are equally inseparable factors in rate regulation The

experienced costs must be obtained from revenues Revenues are

obtained from transportation service for various units of property aJt

the established rates Costs per unit of property transported depend
on the amount transported and the amount transported depends on

rates in relation to the service supplied The greater the property
units transported the less the cost per unit In this case a relatively
new or at least different type of service low costs and rates priced to

attract property for transportation service available have produced
9 F M C
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competition The introduction and encouragement of competition in
a free economy assures a certain amount of consumer shipper protec
tion through market restraints obviating a need for strict regulatory
control particularly where full cost information is inadequate Rea

soning along these lines supported the earlier dissenting opinion The

earlier majority opinion at least gave shippers the protection of

market choice in two methods of service and a small rate differential
The majority has now denied shippers even this protection and has
thus assured a need for still stricter regula tion One of the carriers
has been denied the ability to attract traffic proportional to iots service

resulting in the carrier s probable elimination as a further blow to

competition Rate equality will benefit only SACL as the faster
carrier The majority stated as follows in recognizing the cost and
service differ ntjals

A differential of approximately 4 cents would thus appear adequate to pre
serve the competitive relationship which naturally exists between the North and

South Atlantic trades

A representative of Tl1T indicated that TMT s slower service made it difficult
for jot to attract cargo and auto dealers indicated that TMT s lower rates were

in part the reason why they shipped on its vessels At a time when SACL and

TMT had approximately the same rate thesecond quarter of 1963 and SAOL
carried new cars over 50 percent of the new car tonnage TMT was scheduled to

handle was divellted to SAOL
The record indicates that from February 14 1964 to March 13 1964 during

which period TMT had in effect a rate in excess of 3 cents per cubic foot lower
than SACL SACL continued to operate at substantial vessel capacity

The Examiner weighing the above considerations together with the fact that

the number of vessels of TMT might increase determined that the differential

could be somewhat smaller and still allow adequate protection to TMT

Service differentials based on transit time to Puerto Rico exist also
between carriers oper3lting out of New Yorkand carriers operating
out of Jacksonville and Miami Florida The competitive relation

ship is equally service relationship Nevertheless the majority does
not use legislative history to eliminate the New York to Puerto Rico

longer transit time differential as a relevant justific3ltion for a rate
differential A 4 cent New York differential remains Obviously
there is a difference in distance caused by geography between
New York and Puerto Rico and between Jacksonville and Miami and
Puerto Rico but these distances are reflected in transit time as a

service disability A difference in distance caused by geography is

just as much a causeof longer travel time as a difference in propulsion
methods and ship construction is a cause of longer travel time If
the majority is going to take its stand on the fact that longer transit

time is a service disadvantage in the trade referred to as slower
time but must be an irrelevant factor between TMT and SACL
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because oflegislative history consistency demandsan equivalent iITele

vance in regard to the New York carriers and geography as a cause of

longer transit time

Ifear the majority by continuing to ignore the disciplines and forces

of the free marketplace is still in pursuit of illusory objectives and

its new conclusion as far as TMT is concerned seems to be an expen

siveand drastic consequence of rhetorical hair splitting over the

application of section 4 of the Intercoastal Shipping Act alone as

qualified by legisl3ltive history insofar as it separates service and cost

and then prohibits service differentials out of Florida ports based on

travel time caused by inferior service and permits cost differentials

butsomewhat inconsistently disregards legislative history by ordering
a uniform service differential for all carriers out of North Atlantic and

Gulf ports based solely on travel time caused by longer distance

ORDER ON REMAND

The Commission having oonsidered the briefs and arguments of

respective oounsel on the question posed in its order on r mand and

on this day having made and entered of record a report stating its

conclusions and decision thereon which report is hereby referred to

and made a pari hereof and having found that it is without authority
to set rate differentials between competing carriers based on quality of

service rendered

Therefore it is ordered That paragraph 3 of the Order of the

Commission served February 4 1965 is hereby vacaited and the

following is substituted therefor The minimum rate of TMT and

SACL opernting from Florida ports shall be 35 cents This rate shall
not be subject to any additional charges for arrimo and

It is further ordered That a copy of our Report and Order on

Remand duly certified by the Secretary be forthwith transmitted to

the lTnited States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia

Circuit
By the Commission

Signed THOMAS LISI

Secretary
Vol 8 FMC Reports p 428
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No 996

PHnrpPINE MERCHANTS STEAMSHIP CO INC

v

CARGILL INCORPORATED

I

Decided December 2 1965

Determination of the landed weight of copra found to be the responsibility of
respondent cc nsignee and tpe assessment against the vessel of a clarge tqr
this service found to be an unjust and unreasonable practice relating to the

receiving and handling of cargo in violation of section 17 of the Shipping
Act 1916 Proceeding remanded to Examiner for taking of additional
evidence to determine which services and facilities are provided by Cargiii
for the benefit of the vessel or at least made available by Cargill to vessels

desiring to use them Reparations fOr any injury caused by improperly
imposed seryic charges also to be considered upon remand

Agreement between respondent and Consolidated Stevedoring Company providing
for division of netprofits found to be a cooperative working agreement fOY

the apportionment of earnings aIid required to be filed under section 15 of
theShipping Act 1916

RJbert L Harnwn for complainant
Oarter Quinby and Raymond J littruih for respondent

REPORT

By THE COMMISSION OhJirman John Harllee Oommissioners
Ash

ton C Barrett anp James V Day
This proceeding was instituted by a complaint filed by Philippine

Merchants Steamship Co Inc Complainant a common carrier in

our foreign commerce alleging violations by Cargill Incorporated
Cargill or Respondent an operatorof a terminal facillty ofvarious

sections of the Shipping Act 1916 the A t

SpecificalJy it is allegeJ that 1 Cargill has ntered into unfiled

agreements with the San Francisco Port Authority the Port and

Consolidated Stevedoring Company Consolidated in violation of
section 15 and 2 Cargill has assessed serviCe charges against C6m

plainantand engaged in certain stevedoring practices in violation of
sections 16 and 17 of the Act CompJiaihant requests reparations in

the amount of 9 180 85
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Hearings were held before Examiner lohn Marshall pursuant to

which an Initial Decision W3S issued to which both parties have filed

exceptions and replies We have heard oral argument

II
i

i

FACTS

Cargill operates a terminal facility at Pier 84 in San Francisco

under a license issued by the Port The facility is used primarily for

the unloading of Respondent s own bulk copra in conjunction with

its copra warehouse and processing plant located immediately adjacent
to the pier

Copra is discharged by means of automatic diggers electrically
powered caterpillar track mounted equipment which is placed in the

hold of the vessel and pneumatic blowers which are located on the

pier These blowers draw the copra out of the vessel through flexible

pipes and deposit it on a conveyor belt running lengthwise along the

pier From this conveyor belt the copra is automatically dropped to

a drag type conveyor belt which takes it to the scalehouse where it is

automatically weighed in hopper type containers and then auto

matically conveyed to either the warehouse or directly to the crushing
plant The usual discharge rate based upon two 8 hour shifts is

500 short tons per day Vessels are at the pier about two thirds of

th time The warehouse capacity is approximately 10 000 short tons

Some 80 percent ofRespondent s copra discharged at Pier 84 is from

itS own charters the costs of which are not of record The portion
of the remainder carried by conference carriers has been at open rates

ranging from 17 to 18 per long ton berth terms landed weight
That carried thy Complainant a nonconference carrier has ranged from

16 50 to 17 depending on the loading point
Shippers have their own methods which vary for determining the

weight of the copra placed on board vessels and bills of lading carry
the notation shipper s weight or Said to weigh The master of

the vessel for his purposes checks the weights to be taken on by
applying a rule of thumb based upon a space stowage factor Loading
costs include a service charge of 68 32 cents per long ton actually
assessed as 61 cents per short ton Bulk Philippine copra is con

ventionally shipped under ci f terms Ninety five percent of the

price is paid on first presentation of the shipping documents leaving
the consignee 5 percent with which to adjust differences in weights
a d grades
The Agreements Between 0argiZl C1Jnd the Port

Until July 1 1954 Cargill occupied Pier 84 subject to the specific
provisions of the printed form agreement utilized by the Port for all

such waterfront licenses This form though twice revised was con

9 F M C
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tmllously captioned A ignJll Jit of Spttce and provided thwt said

8 ignment constituted a license to use the space revokable at the

pleasure of the Port on 30 days notice The space was stated to be
11 470 quare feJt and themonthly renttal 137 64

ISub eqllent to July 1 1954 Cargill has continued possession under

suc sive diltiops of the printed form agreement recaptioned to read IiiLicellse To Use Space Non xclusive The noted provisions have
remained essentiallY the same ceptthat the right of vocation has
b n extended to inylud licensees Idthe IDnthlj rental payable by
Cargill ha been increased to 172 05 and then to229 40 No a

ment has contained any reience toserviee charges
The port controls a large number of wharves on the San Francisco

waterfront representing property values and capital investments of

many millions of dollars It operates none of theSe directly but in

d grants nonexclusive licenses to others who may be engaged in

some manufacturing ot trading business or may be steamship com

panies or stevedoring companies or strictly terminal companies
These licenses conform to the specific terms for wharf space licensing
set forth in the Port s tariff In theStandard printed form agreement
used there is provision for filling in the name and address of the

licensee a description of the space and the monthly license fee The
fee is the ram per square foot prescribed in the Port s tariff multiplieq
by the number of square feet licensed This tariff the provision s of

which are expressly made applicable to all licensed wharf areas pro
vides for twotypes of licenses defined as

a a PrefErential License which gives the licensee the right tq e preferen
Ual nonexclusive use of thewharf area described inthe license and

b a Temporary License which gives the licensee the right to the temporary
onexcrWlive se of thewharf area descri d iil the licenle

The rights under wharf area licenses are stated in the Port s tariff as

follows

Subject to the rates charges rules and regulations named in this and other

sections of this Tariff and subject further to any restrictions conditions limi

tations and modifications set forth in the liceDse itself wharf area license shall

incluqe only the license O r right a to moor vessels owned operalted YI repre
sented by the licensee at the area licen ed b to assemble distribute load and

unload merchandise and the cargOes of Or fOr such vessels over thrOugh or

upon the licensed wharf area and c to perform 8uch O ther related activities as

may be necessary subject further to the provision that when the licensed wharf

area Or any part thereof is not required for the use Of the licensee or is un

occupied theChief Wharfinger agent Of licensor may at his discretion assign

tenUlOurily said facility O r any part thereof to another

By separate agreement dated October 15 1956 the Port agreed to

aClAmplish certain improvements to Pier 84 desired by Cargill on

condition tth8Jt Cargill would initially pay the costs estimated at not to
9 FMC
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exceed 60 000 Itwas further provided that this expenditure would Ibe amortized by means of the Port granting Cargill a credit each
month tobe detennmed aHhe rate of45 Cents per ton for all copra or i
other oargo discharged at Pier 84 for the account of CargiU this

credit applied to wharfage charges accruing to the Port at the Tate of
50 cents per ton The presently effective license agreement dated July
1 1963 No 5829 was submitted by OargiU to this Commission for

review The Director BureauofDomestic Regulation by letJter dated

October 9 1963 advised Cargill that Upon completion of the staff s
review of the subject agreement it has boon concluded thalt It is not

subject to section 15 oftthA ShippingACt 1916

The Aoreement Betw en 0argill and0YfIJolidated

ConsolidaJted Stevedoring Company Consolidated is an inde

pendent contractor engaged in the furnishing of stevedoring services
8Jt various locations including Pier 84 On June 1 1960 Consolidated

enWred into an agreement with Cargill whereby Cargill agreed to

develop and furnish Consolidated on a nonexclusive basis equip
ment for aiboard ships diigging ofcopra for use in connection With the

bloweFS drag conveyors and other existing pier equipment all in con

sideration of 1 a rental charge of 150 later increased to 16 h
per short Iton of copra unloaded and 2 a portion of the n profits
realized by Consolidated from stevedoring operations utilizing the

equipment Maintenance 6f the blowers and conveyors as well as the

electric power for their operation is provided by Cargill The por
tion ofprofits to be paid to Ca rgillby Consolidated was based upon a

schedule which ranged downward from 92 percent on small amounts to

70 percent on large amounts Nat profits were prescribed to be the

totall1ttes charged vessels minus the Pacific MatitiIne Association s

payrolls and assessments payroll taxes payroll insurance and Work

men s Compensation charges theaforesaid 150 per ton rental charge
aIld a fee of 50 cents per ton to cover Consolidated s management

salaries insurance fixed and dther direct operating expenses

8Jttributed to each unloading The latter fee of 50 Cents aso called

management fee was later reduced to 371h cents and then eliminated
In lieu ther fC rgln guarantees a minimum income to Consolidated
of371h centsper shortton per ship
The Service Oharge

As noted Cargill asseSses a service charge against the vessel of

61 cents per short ton oil bulk copra discharged at Pier 84 There has

alwaysbeen a service charge at this terminal though not always as

much and it has always been collected by and accrued to the lessee

It is assessed against all vesels using the terminal and unde Re
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pondent s present tariff covers anyone or more of the following
services performed by the terminal

1 Arrange berth for vessel

2 Arranging terminal space for cargo
3 Chec ing cargo to or from vessel as required
4 Receiving outbound cargo from shippers and giving receipts

therefor

5 Delivering cargo to consignees and taking receipts therefor
6 Preparing manifests loading lists or tags covering cargo

loaded aboard veSsel

7 Preparing over short and damage reports
8 Ordering cars

9 Supplying shippers and consignees with information regard
ing cargo and sailing and arrival ga s of vessels

10 Lighting the terminal

11 Provision of dock facilities

12 Providing a facility to furnish fresh water
13 Order line handling gangs
14 Provide electrical power to operate shoreside and shipboard

machinery
15 Provide extra lights for the top side of the ship
16 Provide a gangway
17 Provide slings and pallets for loading ship stores

18 Provide road and dock space for making ship repairs and for

ship painting
19 Provide a telephone service

20 Provide a mail service for ships
21 Provide a fork lift truck for loading supplies and repaIr

material on board ships
NOTE Service charges do not cover or include any cargo handling operations

or labor

Until May 5 1961 this service charge as well as like ervice charges
of three other terminals operating under license agreements with the

Port was published in successive tariffs issued by the Port The

other terminals were Islais Creek Cotton Terminal Islais Creek Grain
Terminal and Elevator and Central Terminal The services which

were the same for each terminal consisted of those abov n bered 1

through 11 the charge was assessed against a vessel for the perform
ance of anyone ormore of them and accrued to and wascollected by
the licensee unless otherwise provided in the license On May 5 1961

the Port deleted these service charge provisions from itS tariff op

advice of counsel so that there would be no question at any
future time as to whether or not they belonged there

9 F M C
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On or about June 7 1961 Cargill wrote to the lines which had been Iiiregularly serving Pier 84 some 15 in number to confirm 1 the

decision of the Port to modify its tariff to delete service charges not

collected by itself and 2 the intention of Cargill to continue to

assess the then current charge of 61 cents per ton Complainant was

not one of the 15 lines to which notice was sent on June 7 1961 as it

was not then one of the regular users ofCargill s facility Some time

between September 1 and November 22 1961 Cargill issued its own

service charge tariff entitled Cargill Incorporated Tariff No 1 and

filed it with the Commission

During the summer of 1961 bulk copra wasmechanically discharged
from Complainant s vessels berthed at Pier 84 as follows

Dates VeBsel Short ton8

June 1826 1961 SS Weybridge 8 703 65

July 810 1961 SS Inchstaffa 1 820 16

July 1317 1961 SS Shau iwan 3 263 36

Aug 2 23 1961 SS ndalo 1 181 44

The service charges assessed against these four vessels and paid
totaled 9 130 85 Each of the individual invoiCes provided that the

charge was for the operation of Pier 84 while the particular vessel

discharged There were and are no other charges assessed by Re

spondent against vessels utilizing Pier 84

The Examiner s Decision

The Examiner found that the space license agreement and Pier 84

improvement agreement were the only agreements between Cargill and

the Port He further found that these agreements contained no pro
visions which required their filing under section 15 1 The license

agreement he found granted only first call privileges to use certain

described terminal space areas for fixed monthly rentals which are

neither exclusive nor preferential as these terms are used in section 15

of the Act The pier improvement agreement under which Cargill
initially paid for the improvement and wasgranted allowance against
wharfage was found by the Examiner to constitute nothing more than

partial payment of the wharfage charges due from Cargill to the Port

in advance

1 Sec 115 requires the filing of agreements 01 persons subject to the Act which involve

fixing or regulating transportation rates or fares giving or receiving special rates ac

commodations orother special privileges oradvantages controlling regulating preventing
or destroying competition pooling or apportioning earnings l06Ses or traffic allotting
ports or restricting or otherwise regulating the number and character of Sailings between

ports imiting or regulating in anoy way the volume or character of freight or passenger

traffic to be carried or in any manner providing for an exclusive preferential orcoopera

tive working arrangement
9 M C
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The Examiner treated the stevedoring agreement between Consoli
dated and Cargill as falling outside the scope of section 15 because he

found that Consolidated was not carrying on the business of furnish

ing terminal facilities and thus was not subject to the commission s

jurisdiction
2

In considering the validity of the service charge the Examiner

using the Freas formula S treated the amount charged for service as

reasonable He went on however to investigate the problem of

against whom the service charges should be levied Although the

Examiner did not find that any of the21 service charge items listed in

Respondent s tariff was unavailable to vessels he noted that some w re

seldom if ever performed and that others seemed to represent negli
gible if any costs to Cargill or appeared to be services actually per
formed by Consolidated at no expense to Cargill The Examiner

specifically found that Respondent s practice ofassessing the vessel for

weighing the copra was not a proper charge against Complainant as

the charge was for the benefit of theconsignee Cargill which had the

duty of weighing the copra under its contracts of affreightment and

sale He therefore found that the assessment of the weighing charge
against Complainant was anunjust andunreasonable practice relating
to or connected with the receiving handling storing or delivering of

property in violation of seCtion 17 of the Act He further required
that Respondent establish and observe just and reasonable regulations
and practices to assure that its service charge reflects only the rea

sonable cost and value of services and facilities which it can and does

make available and which are for the benefit of the vessel As evi

dence ofcompliance with this requirement he suggested that Respond
ent file with the Commission within 30 days of the final decision in

this proceeding a statement containing a realistic listing of the serv

ices and facilities covered by its charge and a showing that the charge
does not constitu te an unjust orunreasonable practice

The Examiner found that the failure of Respondent to have at all

times on file with the Commission a tariff covering the service charge
was not an unreasonable praotice in violation of section 17 since

ndtice of thecontinuation of theservice charge had been given through
Cargills letter to lines regularly using Pier 84

2Sec 15 extends only to those agreements to which each party is either a common

carrier by water or other person subject to the Act Sec 1 of the Act defines other

person to be anyone carrying on the buB1ness of furwarding or furnishing
wharfage dock warehouse or other te mlnal faclllties in connection with a common

carrier by water

8 This is a formula for segregating terminal costs among wharfinger services It was

approved in docket 640 Terminal Rates Structur al1fornia Ports 3 U S M C 57 Aug
24 1948 The EdwardsJHferding Formula upon which it was patterned was introduced
in 1936 SeePraclices etc of San Francisco Bay Area TermlDals 2 U S M C 588 1941
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The Agreements
Complainant alleges that the Examiner erred in failing to find that

the agreements between Cargill and the Port and the agreement
bEftween Cargill and Consolidated required filing for Commission

approval under section 15 of theAct

We feel that the Examiner was correct in his determination that the

agreements between Cargill and the Port do not fall within the ambit

of section 15 Complainant is unable to designate any particular pro
vision of the agreements which would bring them within section 15

butt it points to the following as indicative of comprehensive unfiled

section 15 agreements between Port and Cargill
1 Cargill s first call berth privilege made pursuant to provisions in Port s

taritr

2 The charging and retention of dockage and wharfage fees by thePort and
the charging and retention of theservice charge by Cargill

3 The credit allowed Cargill against wharfage as a means of amortizing the

cost of improvements made forCargill by thePort at Pier84

Ifno single part of the activities between Cargill andthe Port falls
within section 15 then of course the sum of these activities are not
within thaJt section We feel that the Examiner correctly determined
that the three activities noted above failed to indicate the presence of
section 15 agreements

The means whereby wharfage and demurrage is charged by rthe Port

and the service charge made by Cargill is not by agreement at all let

alone section 15 agreement The Port furnishes wharfage and collects

for wharfage and demurrage not through any agreement but accord

ing to its tariff which contains uniform rates for all users Cargill
imposes uniform service charges for all users of its facility over which
the Port exercises no control ofany kind

It is true thatthe first call privilege is granted to Cargill pursuant
to an agreement between Cargill and thePorta license entered into

pursuant to provisions contained in the Port s tariff This agreement
however is not one which grants to Cargill any kind of special
privilege or could otherwise be said to fall within the scope of sec

tion 15 All users of the Port s facilities are free to enter into such

licenses and to enter into them subject to the same tariff rat and

regulations These licenses differ in kind from the arrangements
involved in the recently decided dockets No 1128Terminal Lease

Agreement at Long Beach Oalifornia No 1129 Terminal Lease

Agreement at Oakland Oalifornia served June 18 1965 In those

cases agreements granting the use of terminal facilities to a carrier

were found to be subject to section 15 because those agreements unlike
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the license here invalved granted the use ofthe facilities ta the carrier
in consideratian of a flat rental in lieu of the tariff charges which

wauld otherwise have applied at the facilities

Nar does Oargill s wharfage credit in any way prefer Cargjll
over the ather users of the Part s facility Cargill is as nated abave

required ta pay the same wharfage as ather users of the fac lity
Cargill is entitled ta reimbursement far its e pendituresat Pier 84

The recard daes nat indicate that the 60 000 figure set by the Part is

an unreasanable amaunt for the expenditure The wharfage credit

merely canstitutes a canvenient way of reimbursing Cargill
We agree hawever with Camplainant s cantentian that the agree

ment between Cargill and Cansalidated is one which must be filed far

apprayal under sectian 15 The Examiner determined that the agree
ment was nat subject ta sectian 15 an the basis that Cansalidated is a

stevedare and that the business of stevedaring withaut mare has

never been held ta be within the scape of sectian 15 We need nat

here decide the braad questian of whether one wha pravides only
stevedaring services furnishes terminal facilities within the meaning
of sectian 1 of the Act It is sufficient far our purpases here ta say

only that Cansalidated daes furnish such terminal facilities

The main functian of the Cargill facility the unlaading of capra
is perfarmed thraugh the use ofautamatic diggers pneumatic blawers
and conveyor belts While these diggers are awned by CargiH they
are furnished ta the carrier and operated by Cansolidated which rents

them fram Cargill They are the Illeans whereby copra is removed
from vessel hold

As our pre ecessar agency the United States Maritime Commissian
held in Status of Oarloaders and Unloaders 2 U S M C 761 767

1946 terminal facilities means all thase arrangements mechanical

and engineering which make an easy transfer of passengers and gaads
at either end of a stage of transportation service

In that case independent cantractors wha transferred praperty
between railroad cars and place of rest on a pier were held ta be

furnishers of terminal facilities because the equipment and labar

they furnished did provide for such easy transfer

The fact that the equipment furnished by the carlaaders and un

laaders may have been awn d by them while tpat furnished by Can
salidated is awned by Cargill is irrelevant One wha aper tes an

important link in the chain of transference of gaods furnishes a

terminal facility whether or nat he awns that link As the Supreme
Court stated in U S v American Union Tra11Jport 327 U S 4a7 44

451 1946 na intent appears ta divide persans furnishing
wharfage dock warehause or ather terminal facilitie inta regulated
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and unregulated graups I fthis baard effectually reg
ulates water carriers it must alsO have supervisian af all thase

incidental facilities cannected with the main carriers

Under the agreement between Cargill and Consolidated provision is

made for the payment to Cargill by Consolidated of a portion of the
net prafits realized by the latter through the furnishing af its services

This is a coaperative warking arrangement far the appartianment
of earnings within the meaning af sectian 15

As respondent cancedes there is little recard evidence relating to

the practical effects af the Cargill Cansalidated stevedaring
arrangement While it is true that Consalidated is the anly stevedore

knawn to have served Pier 84 there is nO shawing that the Pier is

clased to athers 0 1 that any athers have eversaught 01 been denied
the oppartunity to wark it 01 that any carrier has ever requested any
other stevedare There is furthermare nO shawing that Cargill in

any way cantrals the rates that Cansalidated charges far its services 01

that these rates are unreasanable Camplainant had full appartunity
to present suoh evidence if it existed at the hearings in this proceed
ing It is therefare determined that the Cargill Cansalidated agree
ment has nat been shawn to vialate sectians 16 ar 17 Qf the Act

The Service Oharge
Complainant contends that the Examiner was correct in finding

that the impositian af the charge far weighing the copra against it

was a vialatian of sectian 17 but in additian maintains that the

Examiner erred in nat finding that the impasitian af the weight
charge alsO violated section 16 and that the levying af the service

charge as a whale against it was a vialatian af sectians 16 and 17 It

maintains that a terminal aperatar may nat impase a service charge
when it is alsO the cansignee af the cargO and even if it cauld the

service charge here shauld have been autlawed as nO part af it was

shawn to benefit Camplainant It alleges that the Examiner im

praperly applied the Freas farmula in halding the amaunt af the

service charge to be reasanable

Respandent asserts that the Examiner erred in autla wing the charge
far the weighing of the capra as a charge against the ship It argues
that the ship benefits fram the weighing as the determinatian of the

carrect weight is essential far the praper freight rate Itmaintains

mareaver that even if the charge in the last analysis shauld be barne

by the cansignee it is permissible under the ratianale af auI dacket

744 Terminal Rate Structure Pacific Northwest Ports 5 FMB 326

1957 to allow the terminal to assess it against the ship which will

then pass it an to the cansignee if it is sa required by the terms af the

can tract af affreightment
9 F M C
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We hold that the Examiner was correct in finding that Cargill had
not violated section 16 with respect to the service charge There was

no showing that competitive shippers were disadvantaged through the
imposition of the service charge 4 The record moreover shows that
certain of Respondents competitor consignees also collect identical
service charges

NOF was there a showing that the charge was used by Cargill as

consignee to obtain or by Cargill as terminal operator to allow itself
to obtain transportation by water at less than the rates which would
otherwise be applicable 5 Any charges levied by a shipper or con

signee against a carrier of its cargo could be termed counter or off

setting charges but so long as these charges are reasonably related to
the cost of service they are proper in amount and cannot violate
section 16 We hold that the Examiner properly applied the Freas
formula in finding that the service charge was proper in amount

Cargill is entitled to compensation for the legitimate expenses in
curred in performing its terminal functions Any charge levied to

recoup such expenses cannot be said to be obtaining transportation
for less than the applicable rates

Moreover an essential element for the proof ofa violation of section
16 first parliigraph or section 16 second appears to he missing the
unfair device or means fo support an allegation of a violation of

these sections it must be shown that one did something or attempted
to do something which he knew or should have known was unlawful
Thus for example in Hohenberg Brothers Oompany v Federal Mari
time Oommission 316 F 2d 381 1963 the Court ofAppea1s for the
District ofColumbia Circuit affirmed the Commission s determination
that a shipper had violated section 16 because the shipper sought a

rebate on the basis of a claim it knew or should have known was

Sec 1 first provides
That it shall be unlawful for any common carrier by water or other person subject to

this Act either alone or in conjunction with any other person directly or indirectly
T make r give any undue or unreasonable preference or advantage to any par

ticulllJr person locality or description f traffic in any respect whatsoever or te subject
any padicular person ICCal1ty or description of traffic to any undue or unreasonable
prejudice or disadvantage in any respect whatsoever

II Sec 16 first paragraph provides
That it shall be unlawful for any shipper consignor consignee forwarder broker r

other person or any officer agent or employee thereof knowingly and willfully directly
or indirectly by means of false billing false classification faise weighing false report of
weight or by any other unjust or unfair device or means to obtain or attempt to obtain
transportation by water for property at less than the rates orcharges which would

otherwise be applicable
Sec 16 secend provides that it shall be unlawful for a common carrier by water or

other peson

To allow any person to obtain transportation for property at less than the regular rates
or charges then established and enforced on the line of such carrier by means of false
bOling false classification false weighing false report of weight or by any other unjust
or unfair device ormeans

9 F M C
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false Such element of known illegality is not present here The fact

that terminal consignee competitors of Cargill assessed a similar

service charge suggests that Cargill rather than feel its oharge was

unlawful had every reason to believe it was proper
We also agree with the Examiner however that the imposition of

the weighing portion of the service charge against complainant was

improper and as such wasan unreasonable practice withinthe mean

ing of section 17

The carrier has no obligation to weigh thecopra Under the Trad

ing Rules of the National Institute ofOilseed Products the obligation
to determine the proper weight of copra and the costs ofweighing are

borne by either thebuyer or seller depending upon whether the copra
is sold on a shipping weights or landed weights basis The record

shows that the great majority of copra is sold on a landed weights
basis In such cases the obligation to pay weighing costs is placed by
the trading rules upon thehuyer consignees Although the deter

mination of the correct weight is necessary for the assessment of the

proper freight rate and thus the carrier may be said tp benefit from

the weighing service such benefit is not the kind that will justify the

imposition of theweighing charge against thecarrier
As our predecessor held in Intercoastal SS Frt A88 nv N W M T

A88 n 4 FMB 387 394 1953 the imposition ofa charge is to be made

against one who uses the service and when the vessel has no duty
to perform the serviceJ it naturally follows that Respondents

service for which the service charge is imposed is not for the use of the

vessel
The ruling in our docket 744 8upra which allowed a terminal to

assess a charge which was ultimately to be borne by the cargo against
the ship in the first instanre does not apply to a situation such as this

where the terminal operator is a party to the contracts of sale and

affreightment It is not true as Complainant maintains that a termi
nal operator may not impose a service charge when it is also the con

signee of the cargo Ifthat were the case the operator of a terminal

facility would be free to violate section 17 of the Act by engaging in

the unreasonable practice ofexcluding his cargo from the charge and

imposing it upon otherusers of its facility
However as the Examiner observed it is difficult to determine

which services and facilities for which Cargill imposes its service

charges are actually made available by it for the benefit of the ship
We are not now in a position to make a definitive statement on any

portion of the service charges other than the weighing portion the

recrd with respect tO them is not sufficiently clear Thjs proceeding
must therefore be remanded to the Examiner for the taking of addi

9 F M C
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tional eviden to determine which of these services and facilities are

provided by Cargill for the benefit of the ship or at least made avail

able by Cargill to ships desiring to use them Charges should reflect

only the reasonable cost and value ofsuchservices and facilities

Reparations

Respondent has violated section 17 and a determination on remand

must also be made of the amount of reparations due for any injury
causedby the improperly imposedcharges

An appropriate orderwill beissued

OOrnJmissioner Joltn S Patterson and Oommissioner George H Hearn

concumng and dissentilng
We concur in the conclusion of the majority but would further find

that Carg ll h s alsQ violated the introductory paragraplof section

16 of the Act by optaining or attempting to obtam transportation by
water for propeJty at l than the rates otherwise applicable know

ingly and willfully directly or indirectly by an unjust or unfair

device or m ans This record establishes that Cargill at one and the

saIpe time is bo h a consignee and a terminal opera t9r and that

Cargill has deducted from the carrier s freight the cost 9f weighing
copra which all agree is for the account of the consignee and other

service charges many of which are of very doubtful validity Car
gill knew the effect ofwhat ilt wasdoing The unwarranted deductions

constitute an unjust or unfair device or means and sin thellIl

warranted deductions have resulted in a freight rate l ss than the

rates otherwise applicable Respondent s wilJfull conduct is

unlawful under section 16 The cargo and consequently the con

signee is the beneficiary of most of the elements of the service

charge and shifting the cost of these benefits to the vessel by the

oonslgnee under its status as a termiMl operato constrt tes an unjust
orunfair device or means

9 F M C
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No 996

PHILIPPINE MERCHANTS STEAMSHIP CO INC

V

CARGILL INCORPORATED

ORDER

Full investigation of the matters and things involved in this pro

ceeding has been had and the Commission on December 2 1965 has

made and entered of record a report stating its conclusions and deci

sions thereon which report is hereby referred to and made a part
hereof The Commission found in said report inter alia

1 That Respondent Cargill Incorporated has entered into an un

filed agreement with Consolidated Stevedoring Company in violation
ofsection 15 of the ShippingAct 1916

2 The Respondent has violated section 17 of said Act by the impo
sition of a weighing charge against Complainant Philippine Mer

chants Steamship Co Inc and

3 That the record with respect to other violations of section 17 by
the Respondent is not sufficiently clear

Therefore it is ordered

1 That respondent cease and desist from imposing the weighing
charge against Complainant

2 That the proceeding be remanded to the Examiner for a the

taking of additional evidence to determine which services anjfacili

ties are provided by Cargill for the benefit of the ship or at least ffiade

available by Cargill to ships desiring to use them Charges shall

reflect only the reasonable cost andvalue of such services and facilities
and b the determination of the amount of reparations due Com

plainant for any injury caused by improperly imposed charges and

3 That Respondent cease and desist from effectuating its agree
ment with Consolidated Stevedoring Company held to be subject to

section 15 of said Act in the report in this proceeding until the agree
ment has been filedwith and approved by the Commission

By the Commission

Signed THOMAS LISI

Secretary
168



FEDE RAL MARITIME COMMISSION

SPEOIAL DOCKET No 382

THE EAST ASIATlO CO INO ApPLIOATION FOR PERMISSION TO WAIVE
COLLECTION OF UNDERCHARGES

I

0Decided Deoomber 2 1965

Application for permission to waive collection of undercharges on shipment of

used Volkswagens from St Thomas Virgin Islands to Los Angeles California

denied

t

Gordon L Poole Esq E1Jmer E Metz Esq and Robert Fremlin

Esq for Applicant

REPORT

By THE COMMISSION John Harllee Ohai1man John S Patterson
Vice OhaiTJnJJJt George H Hearn Oommissioner

This is an application pursuant to rule 6 b of the Commission s

Rules of Practice and Procedure filed by East Asiatic Co Inc Ap
plicant the Californ ia agent for the East Asiatic Co Ltd a Danish

flag line for an order authorizing it to waive the collection ofunder

charges to Europa Used Car Co in the amount of 6 567 08 in connec

tion with a shipment of used Volkswagens from St Thomas Virgin
Islands toLos Angeles California

Examiner Edward C Johnson issued an initial decision to which

exceptions were filed by East Asiatic Co Inc The proceeding was

remanded to the Examiner for further consideration after which a

supplemental initial decision was issued This proceeding is before
us on our own motion to review this supplemental initial decision

The facts alleged in the verified pplication and found by the Ex
aminer are substantially as follows

Tropical Motors Corporation Tropical a used car dealer in St
Thomas had overstocked itself with used Volkswagens and thereafter

finding that there was a market for these automobiles in Los Angeles
entered into a sales agreement with Europa a California importer of
used automobiles Just prior to May 3 1963 Europa communicated

with applicant and asked for a special rate for the carriage of the

9 F M O
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used vehicles covered by its sales agreement with Tropical Appli
cant s tariff on file with the Federal Maritime Commission Commis
sion at the time quoted a rate for Automobiles new orused

of 36 30 per ton W1M with handling charges of 90 W1M
Applicant however agreed with Europa to grant it the lower rate of

175 00 per automobile subject to filing the tariff decrease with the

Commission Accordingly Applicant sent a tariff reduction to the

Commission naming a commodity rate for Automobiles new or used

of 175 00 per unit with handling charges of 90 W1M

Applicant believing that the reduction was governed by the rules ap

plicable to the foreign commerce of the United States ie that the

reduced rate became effective upon filing with the Commission pro
ceeded to book the automobiles aboard one of its vessels Since East

Asiatic Co Ltd s service between the Virgin Islands and Los Angeles
is in the offshore domestic trade the Commission rejected the reduc I

tion for failure to afford the 30 days notice required by section 2 of E

the Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933 Pursuant to telephone con

versations with the Commission s staff and its San Francisco repre
sentative as a result of which applicant alleges that it was under the 0

impression that no problem would arise if it filed another tariff page

giving the appropriate notice applicant filed a new tariff reduction t

Because applicant had failed to provide that this tariff reduction can

celled the 36 30 W1M automobile rate already on file it was also

rejected By this time the automobiles were on their way to the

United States having been booked under a 175 00 per unit rate al

though the 36 30 per ton W M rate was the one then legally on file

This amounted to an undercharg in the sum of 6 567 08 computed
as follows

Freight undernew rate

175 00 per unit 9 100 00

Freight under old rate

17 264 cu ft @36 30 per 40 cu
fL

15 667 08

Di erencenotpaid 6 567 08

Europa contends that it owes nothing further to applicant for the

earriage of the automobiles and refuses to pay the undercharges on

the ground that it had received a booking at the lower rate

In his initial decision the Examiner denied the application of East

Asiatic Inc and determined that the Commission s decision in Special
Docket No 377 Ludwig Mueller00 Inc v Peralta Shipping Oorp
Agents of Torm Line was controlling and required denial of the

application
9 F M C
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Applicant excepted to the Examiner s recommended decision on the

grounds inter alia that the Ludung Mueller decision relied upon by
the Examiner involved tariff deviations in the foreign trade whereas

the shipment involved herein was transported in the d11Wstic offshore
trade that the Examiner s decision contained no discussion whatever
of the Commission s authority to grant special docket requests in the

noncontiguous domestic trade although the Commission has deter

mined that under certain circumstances it has such authority and
that as a result of the foregoing the Examiner had based his decision

upon grounds which werenot clearly disclosed or adequately sustained
Since it appeared that the Examiner had failed to take full cog

nizance ofour decision in LudwigMueller at least insofar as it related
to the Commission s authority to apply the special docket technique in
the domestic offshore trade and since it further appeared that the

shipment involved herein was in fact made in the so called offshore
domestic trade we remanded this proceeding to the Examiner for con

sideration under the Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933
In his supplemental initial decision the Examiner granted East

Asiatic Inc s application for permission to waive the collection of
the undercharges Since it appears however that the basis upon
which the Examiner granted relief is inconsistent with our position in

Ludwig Mueller we have determined to review this supplemental
initialdecision on our own motion

DISOUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The general principles relevant to the decision of this proceeding
have already been settled in Ludwig Mueller In view of the fact
however that the Ludwig Mueller decision did represent a departure
from our prior policy with respect to rule 6 b applications we take
this opportunity to restate and possibly clarify these principles their

scope and their purpose as they concern our authority to grant rule

6 b applications in the noncontiguous domestic trade

There is no question that the applicable rate for the shipment of

used Volkswagens involved herein was the 36 30 W1M rate on file
with this Commission during the period in question Applicant how

ever concedes that it has assessed and collected a lower rate of 175 00

per unit

Section 2 of the Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933 1933 Act

prohibits a carrier by water in intercoastal commerce from charging a

greater or less or different compensation from that contained in the
tariffon filewith the Commission

In his supplemental initial decision the Examiner found the ap
plicant to have violated the aforementioned section 2 of the 1933 Act

9 F M C
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but nevertheless concluded that theextenuating circumstances present
in this record justified the granting of the equitable relief requested
The Examiner based his conclusi ons on the consideration that an in

nocent shipper should not be made to bear the consequences of a car

rier s failure to file a particular rate which it had agreed to do and
which it intended in good faith to make applicable to the shipment in

question
After a careful examination of the record considered in the light

of our recent decision in Ludwig Mueller we are of the opinion that

the Examiner misconstrued our holding in Ludwig Mueller and erred
in permitting the waiver of 6 567 08 in undercharges The finding
that here the application of a rate other than the one legally on file
was the result of a misunderstanding or a misconception of the carrier

does not provide sufficient basis upon which to rest the granting of

relief in a special docket application
In Ludwig Mueller after determining that ourcontr olling statutes

did not permit us to authorize deviations from filed tariffs in the

foreign trade notwithstanding rule 6 b ofour Rules of Practice and

Procedure wewent on to add

It may be asked at this point what is the function of ourspecial docket pro

cedure and when may it be used It is a procedure whereby there is approved
a refund from a carrier to a Shipper of the difference between a rate that the

carrier admits and the Commission finis to be unreasonable and therefore

unlawful and a rate which the Oommission adjudges to be reasonable

Itbecomes immediately apparent therefore that only in those CfUes where the

Oommission is empowered to direct the enforcement of a reasonable rate is our

special docket technique applicable Emp asis added

The Commissi on is empowered to direct the enforcement of a reason

able rate under section 18 a of the Shipping Act 1916 and section 4

of the 1933 Act bath of which relate 80lely to the Commissi on s juris
diction over comm on carriers in the noncontiguous domestic trades

Section 18 a provides that whenever the Commission finds a rate

to be unreasonable it may determine prescribe and order enforced a

just and reasonable maximum rate The Intercoastal Act section 4

authorizes the Commissi on whenever it finds a particular rate unjust
or unreasonable to prescribe and order enforced a just and reasonable

maximum or minimwm rate

From the foreg oing it is evident that our special docket technique
requires that all considerati ons of intention error misunderstandings
and the like be discounted as irrelevant The question is not one of

inequity or injustice but rather one of fact namely the reasonable

ness or unreasonableness of the rates in question We are well

aware now as we were iIi Ludwig Mueller that this strict interpreta
9 F M C
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tion of our statutes with respect to special docket applications may
result in hardship in certain instances but the statutes enacted by
Congress and administered by this Commission are abundantly clear
and we must adhere to them In Louisville N R B 0 v lJlaxloell

237 U S 94 97 Justice IIughes speaking for the Court sb ted

The rate of the carrier duly filed is the only lawful charge Deviation from
it is not permitted upon any pretext Shippers llnd travelers are charged with

notice of it and they as well as the carrier must aiJide iJy it unless it is found

by the Commission to be unreasonable Ignorance or misquotation of rates is

notan excuse for paying or charging either less or more than the rate filed This

rule is undeniably strict and it obviously may work hardship in some cases but
it embodies the policy which has been adopted by Congress in the regl1l 1tion of

interstatecommerceinorder to prevent unjust discrimination

I

t

And as we asserted in Ludwig jlyfueller in this regard
we believe that strict construction of the statute will result in morecare

ful tariff administration and management by carriers and conferences and the
obviation of possible undue or unfair preferences or advantages and dis
criminations

In view of what we have stated in Ludwig lJtfueller and in the body
of this opinion the only proper way that we can authorize a deviation
from duly filed tariffs and grant the waiver requested in the present
application is for us to ground that waiver upon a finding that the
tariff or legally applicable rate of 36 30 W1M is unreasonable and
a concomitant finding that the rate of 175 00 per unit actually
charged is a reasonable one

The Examiner however did not find nor did the applicant allege
that the duly applicable rate was unreasonable and that the rate actu

ally charged was reasonable Indeed the record is devoid ofany facts

upon which we in the final analysis could make any such findings
Therefore on the basis of the record before us we have no alternative
but to deny East Asiatic Inc s application An appropriate order will
ue entered denying theapplication
COMMISSIONERS JAMES V DAY AND ASHTON C BARRETT dissenting

Consonant with our dissenting opinion in Special Docket No 377

Ludwig Mueller 00 Inc v Peralta Shipping Oorp Agents of Tcnm
Line we would grant therelief requested

9 F M C
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FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

SPECIAL DOOKET No 382

THE EAST ASIATIC CO INC ApPLICATION FOR PERMISSION To WAIVE
COLLECTION OF UNDERCHARGES

ORDER

The Commission has this day made and entered a report stating its

findings and conclusions herein which report is made a part hereof

by reference Accordingly
It is ordered That the application of East Asiatic Co Inc for per

mission to waive the collection of undercharges is hereby denied

By the Commission
Signed THOMAS LIBI

SeC1etary
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No 1159

IN THE MATlER OF AGREEMENT No 1419 AND CLAUSE 11 OFAGREEMENT

No 141 As AMENDED AND CLAUSE 10 OF AGREEMENT 1420 ThANS
PACIFIO FREIGHT CONFERENCE HONG KONG

Decided December 1965

Article 10 of Agreement 1420 between the member lines of the Trans Paci1lc

Freight Conference Hong Kong providing for the exclusive services of

shipping agents not being found unjustly discriminatory or unfair as be
tween carriers shippers exporters importers or ports or between exporters
from the United States and their foreign competitors or to operate to the

detriment of the commerce of the United States or to be contrary to the

pUblic interest or to be in violation of the Shipping Act 1916 is approved
pursuant to section 15 of the Shipping Act 1916

Oharles F Wa11en and John P Meade for Respondents
Robert J Blackwell J Scot Pro1Jan and Tlwmas Ohristensen as

Hearing Counsel
REPORT

By THE CoMMISSION John Harllee Ohairman John S Patterson

Vice Ohairman Ashton C Barrett James V Day and George H

Hearn 0O17lIlllIissioners

This is an investigation into certain proposed exclusive agency ar

rangements between the member lines of the Trans Pacific Freight
Conference hereinafter TPFC and their agents 1 In its now pro
posed form the agreement would forbid the agents or their sub
sidiaries and or associated and or affiliated and or related companies
to represent a nonconference carrier in the trade

Oceanic Lloyd Ltd an agent for independent carriers operating
in the trade intervened in the proceeding hut later withdrew Hear
ing Counsel remains as a party to the proceeding Hearings have

1 The original order of investigation covered Agreement No 1419 The Conference
subsequently proposed Arreement No 1420 to supersede No 1419 Accordingly the
Commlssion br supplemental order expanded the proceeding t include No 1420

9 ll M C
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been held and Examiner Paul D Page Jr issued an Initial Decision

approving the agreement to which exceptions and replies have been

filed Oral argument has been heard

FACTS

The TPFC is an association of 24 steamship lines operating liner

service from Hong Kong Taiwan and Bangkok to United States
Pacific ports Its membership includes seven American flag lines six

Japanese four Norwegian three Philippine one British one Danish

one Dutch and one Yugoslav
As approved in January 1963 article 11 of the basic agreement

contains TPFC s presently effective exclusive agency arrangements
which merely prohibit the agent and or its subsidiaries from repre

senting nonconference lines The present proposed amendment would

further extend the prohibition to the Conference member or its

subsidiaries or its agent s subsidiaries and or associated and or af

filiated and or related companies or concerns either of itself or of its

agents
Almost all the lines both Conference and nonconference serving

this trade are represented by agents The most important duties of

the agent are to solicit process and book cargo provide cargo docu
mentation and in general build up his principals carriage in the

trade Agents also service claims clear vessels operate and organize
stevedoring buy fuel and engage in other general husbanding of the
vessels

The agent in effect becomes part of the line it represents and if the

carrier isa Conference member the agent sometimes represents the

carrier at Conference meetings The Conference lines view the re

lationship between themselves and the agent as one which is fiduciary
in nature and because of this there is usually an exclusive agency con

tract between the two stating that the agent shall not represent an

other carrier in the same trade without permission of th c rrier In

the TPFC some members have executed this generally accepted ex

clusive agency contract with their agents others have not Some
members of the Conference utilize the same agents but only where

the members do not compete for the same cargo movement or do not
have competitive sailings

The Conference bases the necessity ofexclusive agency contracts o

the conditions prevailing in the Hong Kong U S A liner trades

Historically service in this trade was provided by TPFC carriers
and the leading independent Isbrandtsen now American

ExportIsbrandtsen During the period 195461 Hong Kong exports to the

9 F M C
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United Statesincreased by approximately 900 percent In 1962 there
was an infhix ofnonconference lines in the trade from Hong Kong to

the United States at which time a rate war began and there were

thought to be violations of the Shipping Act 1916 as well as of the
Conference agreement and dual ra contract This influx was al

legedly induced by the fact that in April 1962 the Conferences were

required by Congress to place into effect a weakened contract rate sys
tem Public Law 87 346 which resulted in a depression of the charter
market As a result of the entry of the independents intense com

petition arose among the nonconference lines and between them and
the Conference lines Raites fluctuated andthe trade became unstable

During such periods exporters in the trade were under heavy pres
sure from stateside consignees to utilize nonconference carriers at
lower rates than those offered by the Conference even if this involved
concealed violation of the exclusive patronage clause of the dual rate

contracts

TPFC feels that since its lines are represented at Conference meet

jngs by their agents and since the Conference lines have no secrets
from these agents it is necessary that exclusive agency agreements be
enforced to eliminate the situation in which a dual agent is in a

position to obtain information and transfer it to a competing line

thereby enabling the competitor to plan his destructive competition
The Conference claims such exclusive agency is necessary to insure

adequate policing of dual rate contracts

Though most of the TPFC members presently favor and practice
the exclusive agency principle the Conference feels it is necessary to
have a clearly defined Conference rule on the matter to guarantee its
uniform continuance since if a single Conference member disregards
this principle it would open a pipeline carrying confidential informa
tion to the nonconference operators in the trade
It is the use of a section 15 approved modification to the Conference

agreement to accomplish this end not the use of individual exclusive

agency contracts to which Hearing Counsel objects
Hearing Counsel opposed the approval of this agreement on the

ground that its adoption by the Conference would prevent the estab
lishment of independent service in this trade because the agreement
would preclude thenonconference operator from securing a good agent
to represent him

An executive of American Export Isbrandtsen which operates
United States flag vessels nonconference in this trade testified in
favor of the agreement stating that it represents sound and pra tical

sensible and good Conference operation The same executive further
9 F M C
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testified that in hisopinion the exclu iveagency contracts do not ham

per the trance of independent lines into the tant trade

THE INITIAL DEcISION

The Examiner would approve the agreement in question on the

ground that there is no showing that the agreement is 1 unjustly
discriminatory or unfair as between carriers 2 that it operates to the

detriment of the commerce of the United States 3 that it is con

trary to the public interest or 4 is in violation of the Act

The Examiner concluded that the rule before the Commission is

properly useful to Conference carriers in competition will safeguard
and promote rate

stability
and is therefore arule which will further

the purposes and policy of the Shipping Act

DIsCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We agree with the Examiner s ultimate conclusion that the agree
ment should be approved Hearing Counsels exceptions are primar
ily directed to the Examiner s reliance on and construction of the

Courts deGision in Aktiebolaget 8venska Amerika Linien et al v

Fede1al Maritime Oommusion District of Columbia Circuit Court of

Appeals No 18 554 decided June 10 1965 We think it Unneces

sary to deal with what may be aproper interpretation ofthe 8venska
case because regardless of the construction or applicability of that

case the record here compels us to reach the same conclusion as the

Examiner regarding the approvability ofthis agreement
Hearing Counsels contention that approval of the agreement would

prevent the establishment of independent service in the trade because

the nonconfereIice operator would be precluded frQm securing com

petent agents to represent him is unsupported by the record in this

proceeding The ExaIniner correctly found that there is no evidence

that any independent was handicapped in entering the trade by in

ability to secure a competent agent as a result of the existence of the

exclusive agency rule

The only evidence in the record to support Hearing Counsels con

tention is the testimony of Mr Keith David president of Sabre Ship
ping Corporation which formerly operated foreign flag vessels in

this trade Mr David expressed his belief that the existence of this

agency rule would tend toprevent the establishment of independent
service in the trade The record contains no further evidence in sup

portof this contention
The Examiner correctly found that independent competition to the

Conference exista Rnd that competent agents in Hong Kong are avail

9 F M O
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able and eager to represent nonconference carriers who may desi e to
enter the trade 2 Hearing Colinsel himself in oral argument stated

that he believed the Examiner was correct on this point
On the basis of the facts in this case it is concluded that this agree

ment has not heen shown to cause agents to be unavailable to non

conference lines and has not been shown to prevent the entrance of

independents into the trade Accordingly the agreement will be
neither detrimental to the commerce of the United States nor contrary
to the public interest or in any way violate the standards of section 15
Of course should our continuing surveillance over actual operations
under the agreement reveal that the circumstances in this trade hava

altered so as to restrict the entrance of independents into the trade

we shall reconsider whether our approval granted here should be

withdrawn The agreement will be approved
By the Commission

2Among them are W R Loxley Co Ltd established in the Far East trade since 1870
which has represented Nippon Yusen Kaisha and the Ben Line Barrette Shipping Hong
Kong Ltd which was established in the Far East trade in 1954 and has represented
Mitsubishi Line Hno Lines Shlnnihon Line Nissen Line Marchessini Line and T S K
Line and Elder Deacon Co Ltd active in Far East trade for 125 year9 which has

acted as agent tor Peninsula Orient Lines Briti9h India Steam Navigation Co Ltd

E8J8tern Australian Co Ltd SlIver Line Prince Line Burns Ph1llp Line Salem Line and

othere

No 1159

IN THE MAiTER OF AGREEMENTN o 1 19AND CLAUSE 11 OFAGREEMENT
No 1 1 As AMENDED AND CLAUSE 10 OFAGREEMENT 1420 ThANS
PACIFIO FREIGHT CONFERENCE HONG KONG

ORDER

This proceeding having been initiated by the Federal Maritime
Commission and the Commission having fully considered the matter
and having this date made and entered of record a Report containing
its findings and conclusion thereon which Report is hereby referred
to and made apart hereof
It is ordered That clause 10 of Agreement No 1420 be and it is

hereby approved
By the Commission

Signed TROKAS Lw
S eOl etOllJl
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No 1114

IRON AND STEEL RATES EXPORT IMPORT

Decided December 2 1965

Respondents rates on iron and steel between United States North Atlantic and

Gulf ports and ports in theFrench AtlanticHamburg range between United
States North Atlantic and Gulf ports and ports inthe United Kingdom be

tween United States Atlantic Gulf and Pacific ports and ports in Japan
between United States Pacific coast ports and ports in Australia and from

United States Atlantic Gulf and Pacific ports to ports intheRepublic of the

Philippi es found not to be contrary to sections 15 17 or 18 b 5 of the

Shipping Act 1916
When a rate disparity in reciprocal trades in similar commodities appears and

when movement of goods under the higher rates has been impaired the

carrier quoting the rates must demonstrate that the disparate rates are

reasonable

Elkan Turk Jr for Far East Conference Burton H White and

Elliott B Nixon for North Atlantic Continental Freight Conference
N ort Atlantic French Atlantic Freight Conference North Atlantic

United Kingdom Freight Conference Orient Overseas Line and

Scandinavian American Line Edward D Ransom Robert Fremlin

and R FrederW Fisher for Pacific Westbound Conference and Pacific

Coast Australasian Tariff Bureau George F Galland and William

J Lippman for States Marine Lines Ronald A Oapone and Robert

H Binder for Cunard Steam Ship Company Limited and China
Merchants Steam Navigation Co Ltd Robert L Harmon for Knut

sen Line and Holland America Line Edward S Bagley for Gulf
United Kingdom Conference and Gulf French Atlantic Hamburg
Range Freight Conference Richard W Ku11U8 and James N Jacobi

for American Export Isbrandtsen Lines Inc Thomas K Roche

Sanford O Miller Oharles S Haight Jr and William F Faison for
Meyer Line Edward F Platow for China Union Lines Ltd and

Morton Zuckerman for Scindia Steamships Ltd some of the

respondents
John A Kennedy Jr and Nelson A Stitt for Japan Iron Steel

Exporters Association Alan D Hutchison for Florida Wire Products
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Corp General Steel Wire Co Inc Ivy Steel Wire Company
National Wire Products Corp Southeast Steel Wire Corp South
west Wire Products Corp and Wire Sales Company ames M
Henderson and Jacob P Billig for The Port ofNew York Authority
Thomas P Brennan and John A Kocur for Crucible Steel Company
of America D Franklin KelZ for Textile Waste Association Ohas

R Seal for Virginia State Ports Authority and o H Gou rley for
Traffic Board North Atlantic Ports Association Interveners

Robert J Blackwell and Roger A McShea III Hearing Counsel

REPORT

Chairman Harllee and Commissioners Hearn Barrett and Day all

agree that under section 18 b 5 when a rate disparity in reciprocal
trades on similar commodities appears and when movement ofgoods
under the higher rates h s been impaired the carrier quoting the rates

must demonstrate thatthe disparate rates are reasQnable
By THE CO MI8SION John Harllee Ohairman Ashton C Barrett and

James V Day OOllllJ1Jusioners

The Commission instituted this investigation to determine 1

whether the outward atld the inward freight rates on iron and steel
items published by Respondent Conferences and common carriers by
water operating between United States N rth Atlantic and Gulf ports
and pprts in the French AtlanticHa burg range between United
State North Ltlantic and Gulf ports and ports in the 0nited Klng
om and between United States Atlantic Gulf and Pacific ports an

ports in Japan are so unreasonably high or low as to be detrimental

to the commerce of theUnited States and 2 whether the discrepancy
lletween such outward and inward rates results in unjust prejudice to

e porters Qf the Uni ted States compared with their foreign competi
tors Subsequently the Commfssion expanded the investigation to

inciude the tr de between United States Pacific coast ports and ports
in A str lia and the trades from United States Atlantic Gulf and
P cific ports to ports in the R public of the Philippines

EXaminer C W Robinson issued an initialdecision which weelected

to review In ddition Hearing Counsel filed technical exceptions
and we heard oral argument

FACTS

At the end of World War II a large part of the world s steelpro

ducing potential had been deStroyed and this vacuum was filled by
exports from the Unired States until the second halrof the 195o s
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when new and more modern foreign millsbegan to come into produc
tion Eventually the output of the foreign mills which are better

geared for exporting than are American mills exceeded their domestic

requirements causing the mills to seek business abroad
In 1955 the United States was a net importer of pipe reinforcing

bars wire rods and structural steel but was a net exporter of most

other steel products paJticularly sheets plates and tin plate In

1963 total imports from the world market were about 51h milljon
tons andexports wereabout2million tons

One of the greatest strides in steel production has been made by
Japan which now is the third largest producer in the world The

quality of Japanese steel is equal and in some instances superior to

American steel After Japan the largest producers of the free world

ate Belgium Luxembourg West Germany France and the United

Kingdoin in that order The primary foreign competitor on the

Pacific coast is Japan in the Gulf the Benelux countries and Japan
and on theAtlantic coast western Europe

Generally the large American steel manufacturer is not too inter
ested in exporting and concentrates on its domestic busi ess The

larger mills however would be more interested in exporting wereover

all conditions favorable to them A very large amount of money has

been and is being invested to modernize the domestic steel industry
to put it on a more competitive basis both at home and abroad but full

results from this program probably will not be felt for perhaps 10

years Americanexporters at presentsell certain steel products abrmtd
because of service quality delivery specifications and in some cases

the desire of the customer to maint in a source in the United States
at least on a partial basis

When the large integrated mills are conSidering the prospect of

exporting primary attention is given totheir own basic costs custoins

duties and sales taxes in the foreign countries other foreign charges
and competitive prices these factors usually ma e it extremely diffi
cult if not impossible for them to export to mpst of the here

concerned in the absence of peculiar situatiops such as the need for

specialty items strikes disaster or other nonrecurring Conditions
As far as the American exporter is concerned the greatest disparity

is in the price itself and the ocean freight is not the vital factor in

fact it usually is one of the last factors to he considered Inthe case

of Japan and Europe the disparity in price sometimes exceeds the
entire freight rate In addition some JPopanese and an mills
do not charge for incorporating better feat res in their ptoducta con

trary to the general American pJ8Ctice The foreign miI1 talso make
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considerable effort to describe their commodities more fully to pack
more substantially and to ship more quickly These 1ittle extras put
the American exporter at a further disadvantage in his effort to find
markets abroad but the American mills are improving in that respect

The mere fact that the imported commodity is cheaper than the
domestic commodity does not necessarily mean that the former will
be used by the domestic consumer Such things as quality delays
deliveries and the possibility of damage most of which are greater
in the case of imports must be considered and the advantage of the

imported product over the domestic product usually must he consider
able before a determination can be made to purchase the imported
material Patriotism is another thought in the minds of some con

sumers Although one witness for a large integrated mill agrees
that there is some margin beyond which a consumer will not go to

continue to buy imported steel he is of the opinion that no one knows
what the margin is or to what extent it varies by product or transac

tion or drcumstance On the other hand other witnesses gave ap
proximate dollar estimates as to what domestic customers will pay as

a premium to purchase domestic steel namely between 7 and 10 a

ton they will pay less if it is a case of switching to domestic from
foreign purchases

Some of the fully integrated mills have increased their exports in
the past few years The closer the mill to shipside the more aggres
sive it is apt to be in attempting to export lower costs for imported
ores and no inland freight Although one large mill which uses

independent liner services complained of ocean freight classification

problems which its witness contends is a hindrance in exporting it
nonetheless has increased its exports to Europe principally to Italy
which does not come withinthe geographical area of the investigation
Much of the movement of sheets abroad is the result of specia prices
induced by excess stocks or excess semifinished stocks which are then
finished within the limitation of the material overruns changes in
sheet sizes at the end of an automobile produotion year and rejects
usable for otherpurposes

The costs ofproduction ofstandard carbon steel in all the countries
within thescope of this investigation are considerably lower than those
of the United States That of Japan is lower than that of hoth the
United Kingdom and the Continent In 1962 steel wages in the
United States weresix times as high per man as those in Japan and
the latter s cost for the manufacture of a pound of steel was only 71
cents as compared with 3 17 in the United States Over the past 5

years American steel wages have been three times those of the United
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Kingdom and the Continent Fringe benefits for the American steel

worker are much greater than in Japan American productivity per

man is about 30 percent greater than inJapan Located adj acent t

ports Japanese mills have no inland freight furthermore having
few natural resources the millscan shop worldwide tor raw materials
11he low Japanese production costis recognizedby American exporters
as an almost insurmountable barrier to sales in Japan except under

unusual circumstances

The Pacific coast has been the area most affected by steel imports
principally those from Japan All purchases of Japanese steel are

made through trading companies which in turn purchase from the

mills The trading companies recently have secured warehouse fa

cilities on the Pacific coast which enable them to effect more prompt
delivery and offset to agreat extent the ability of domestic suppliers
to deliver quickly where necessary In some instances domestic mills

on the Pacific coast have withdrawn their published prices and also

reduced their prices which may have accounted for the decrease in the

importation of some steel commodities in early 1964 as compared with

1963
The total steel market in seven Far Western Sta tes is about 61

million tons a year In 1961 the foreign steel sold in those StateS
was about 8 percent of the total in 1963 about 17 percent and in the

first quarter of 1964 about 18 percent Virtually all Japanese hot

rolled sheets into the Pacific coast area move on tramps as do more

than half of all steel imports kbout 80 percent of hot rolled sheets

imported into the area are for the accounts of large importing
processors

The United States has never been competitive in Japan in a wide

range of steel commodities Tin plates scrap and rerolling material

comprise the largest items from America to Japan
1 Scrap usually

moves in shipload lots in chartered vessels and constitutes more than

99 percent of steel exports On the other hand rerolling material an

item very akin to scrap ordinarily moves on liners Only seven items

app ar to move in both directions to any real degree and there is

quite a difference in values per ton Except for scrap and tin plate
United States domestic prices re higher than those ofJapan There

has been an increasing although relatively unimportant trend in the

percentage of Japanese imports of steel from the United States At

the same time Japan is increasing its share of steel exports to the

United States at a phenomenal rate Not only are the steel items

1 The volume of rero1l1ng materlalls decreasing
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exported from the United States different from those imported irom

Japan but there also is a difference in products of the same nature

The variety of Japanese steel products has increased in recent years
In most instances the rates on steel from the United States to Japan
have no influence on the inability of American shippers to export
large Japanese home capacity and lower production costs are the main
deterrents

Between five and seven times more cargo hy weight is exported
from the Pacific coast to the entire Far East than is imported from

the entire Far East to the Pacific coast Westbound bulk carriers are

so numerous that on return voyages they offer very low rates on steel
to avoid paying for ballast Some vessels go out as tramps and r

turn on berth Other reasons for low inbound rates are the rate wars

that occurred in the 1950 s and theabsence of dual rate contracts

binding shippers and or importers to the Conference lines

Although the Philippines formerly was a good market for Amer

ican steel a drastic drop of steel exports from the United States to

the Philippines resulted during the postwar period b ause of re

birth of the Japanese steel industry closeness to Japan imports from

Japan and Australia about 60 percent of the total imports of steel
are from Japan gradual elimination of a tariff situation favorable

to the United States establishment ofa tin plating mill in the islands
the ocean freight differential between United States Atlantic and
Pacific ports and ports in the United Kingdom and on the Continent
and discontinuanceofAID shipments in 1962 2

European and Australian mills have lostbusiness in the Philippines
to the Japanese in about the same volume as the United States
Some tinplate still is exported from the United States to the Philip
pines as well as copper clad steel rods in coils and copper clad steel

rods or bars as to which there is no European competitiop One large
western mill continues to ship grinding balls of extra quality and

higher value tQ a customer of long standing since its efficiency has

improved to such anextent that it uses less grinding media

Recently private interests in the Philippines completed negotiations
with the Export Import Bank for the construction of an integrated
steel mill which will produce a wide range of commodities including
tinplate In all likelihood this will further reduce imports from the

United States with some possibility of the eventual entry of the new

mill into the American market On the other hand as in the case

of J1apan there may be a resultant demand for American scrap

2 AID shipments are those financed by the U S Government and handled through the

Agency for International Development State Department
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Australia has become a steel producing country and has been able

to invade the Philippine market because of its lower production costs

its nearness vis a vis the United States and its lower ocean freight
rates As already seen the investigation limits the Australian in

quiry to Pacific coast ports the record contains little if any facts on

the movement of steel in either direction in that area Most of the

rates on steel from the Pacific coast to Australia are lower than the

corresponding inbound rates

The volume of steel imported into the Gulf is large has increased

in the past 5 years and constitutes about 23 percent of the total steel

used in the area Some full shiploads come from Japan which ac

counts for the low inbound rates The area is second to the Pacific

coast in theavailahility of tramps from Japan Imported steel can

be barged into the hinterland the distance depending upon the cost

and some of it is warehoused as on the Pacific coast permitting quick
delivery The Gulf is a particularly good area for tubular products
used in oil exploration and drilling There has been a drop in the

sale of imported wire rods and reinforcing bars following recent

reductions of domestic prices
Steel sheetsplain and stainlessshapes and tinplate continue tq

move to the Continent from the Atlantic coast on berth liners but in

small volume Very little steel moves from the Atlantic coast to the

United Kingdom occasionally steel sheets but under unusual circum

stances only The principal imports from the Continent and the

United Kingdom are sheets galvanized sheets and tinplate even

though there has been a decrease in domestic demand for tinplate
Inbound liner carryings have decreased because of more tramp ton

nage whose rat fluctuate in accordance with supply and demand

Tramps carry bulk comm ities to the Continent and ordinarily would

return empty but for the volume of steel available to them There

are no independent berth operators from the United Kingdom to the

Atlantic coast and there is not much nonconference competition in

the reverse direction On theother hand there is much nonconference

liner competition to and from the Continent The rates on certain

steel items are lower outbound than inbound between Atlantic coast

ports and ports in the United Kingdom and certain of the continental

ports covered hy the investigation Importers in England and Scot

land are fully aware that they can buy steel cheaper in other parts of

the world than in the United States and they have no prdblem with

export rates from the United States
The movement of bulk cargo from the Atlantic coast to the Far

East is greater than inbound and tramps carry most of the inbolUld
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steel movement There is not much tramp competition from the

Atlantic coast to Japan The existence of the dual rate system from

the Atlantic and Gulf coasts to the Far East has tended to keep rates

higher than in the reverse direction where there is no such system

DISCUSSION

The Presiding Examiner has decided in summary that inbound and

outbound rates on iron and steel products in the trades involved here

are not contrary to sections 15 17 and 18 b 5 of the Shipping Act

i1916 No party excepts to this final result We sustain the initial

decision in its ultimate conclusion and take this opportunity to com

ment upon some of the problems which arise in the area of rate

disparities
The making of ocean freight rates is an art and not a science many

factors can be considered in the fixing of rates Likewise ocean trans

portation is subject to a high incidence of instability particularly
because of its international nature Furthermore the presence of so

many unregulated carriers on the sealanes makes dependable liner

services a somewhat hazardous venture at times Itis argued that this

uncertainty and unbridled competition ccount in large measure for

what may seem at first glance to be abnormal or unjustified rate

structures

Conference rates on iron and steel are set by rate committees or by
the Conference as a whole Each Conference arrives at its rates after

consideration of the particular facts in the particular trade The final

tiudgment on the rate level is designed to maximize revenue without

hurting the trade and the weight to be given the individual factors

underlying a rate varies from time to time and place to place On this

record Conferences or independent liner operators have not been

shown to have deliberately taken any rate action which would decrease

the volume or entirely eliminate the movement of traffic

Shippers of iron and steel products making applications for rate

reductions ordinarily are tendered a form to be filled out for considera

tion by the Conference or the request is made over the telephone
Throughout the United States representatives of the individual

member lines ofConferences are constantly in touch with shippers and

their needs and they duly report this information to the Conferences
The Conferences in turn communicate with shippers and elicit the
kind of information which should enable the Conferences to give
proper consideration to requests for rate adjustments

Some fabricators of steel articles made from domestic material or

purchasers of domestic steel for resale want the import rates on
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certain types of steel raised in order to make their businesses more

competitive and they believe that such increases in the long run will

have some downward effect on Japan s total sales particularly on

the Pacific coast The Conferences maintain however that any in

crease in the rates from Japan would stimulate nonconference com

petition and if raised beyond a certain point particularly if the
inbound rates are raised to the level of the outbound rates it would

mean the complete loss for them of the steel business in favor of

nonconference operators of one kind or another Increasing the rates

they add would not raise the landed prices materially on the con

trary it would penalize the importer and not help the exporter They
ifurther point out that the recent raising of the Conference rates on

wire rods from Japan to the Pacific coast has not reduced the volume

of imports but that the commodity is not as readily available to the

Conference lines

In contrast to those who want the inbound rates increased other

importers urge very strongly that the inbound rates should not be

raised in fact they assert that the present rates are too high The

livelihood of these companies depends upon their ability to import
such materials as wire rods to be converted to various uses for resale

domestically since these materials are not always available in the
domestic market or are too costly As the spread between the price
of rods and finished product is very thin any increase to such con

cerns in the cost of the imported article would lessen their ability to

compete The level of the inbound liner rates on wire rods has neces

sitated the use of vessels by large consumers on a charter basis but

many small importers cannot use charters as it is not economically
feasible to import fullshiploads Small volume importers prefer liner

service which permits greater flexibility and usually results in delivery
of the rods in better condition

While volume is a factor in the setting of rates it wasnot shown in
this proceeding that it has been determinative of the level of any of

the rates on steel It is the overall volume which concerns the Con
ference and not just the volume of a particular shipper The history
of one Conference is that most rate requests are for the purpose of

developing business rather than complaining of lower foreign rates

Requests for lower rates on steel are not often granted because the

Conferences consider them already too low In rare instances a spe
cial rate may be established for a short period to meet a passing com

petitive situation but generally speaking Conferences are chary of

emergency rate requests In evaluating a request for a reduction
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competitive foreign to foreign rates are taken into account only where

the reduction would make a movement possible which otherwise would
not be possible

Vessel expenses exclusive of cargo handling costs are substantially
the same outbound and inbound but loading and discharging costs

are higher in the United States than in the foreign areas under con

sideration

In some of the involved trades tariff rates on certain steel items

are simply paper rates rates under which cargo seldom if ever

moves but most shippers know that if there is a bona fide possibility
ofmovement they and the carrier or the Conference as the case may
be would probably be able to negotiate a practical rate permitting
the movement To some degree such rates are high enough to be a

bargaining factor Paper rates usually are increased the same as

other rates whenever there is a general tariff increase This type of

rate exists in nearly all forms of transportation Again a particular
steel item might be subject to the Cargo Not Otherwise Specified
rate which is usually higher than a specific commodity rate

The outbound rates on steel have no effect on domestic competition
with imports and it is generally agreed by witnesses representing their

respective interests that American steel exports are not affected by
inbound rates since they do not influence in any way the exporter s

ability to sell In other words there is no relationship between the

two sets of rates If the outbound rates were eq alized with the in

bound rates the general result would be lower carrier revenue with

little increase in exports
As already noted the cost of production of steel in the United

States is so much higher than the cost in the foreign countries here
involved that American exporters barring some peculiar circum

stances are simply estopped from participating in exports In many
cases even if the steel were carried free the basic American cost still

would be higher than the corresponding foreign cost Inthe opposite
direction tne mere fact that importers find it difficult to pay the com

mon carrier rates on steel does not by itself mean that those rates are

unla win

Section 18 b 5 was added to the Shipping Act by Public Law
87 346 in 1961 It has not been thoroughly construed and has not
been specifically applied to many ratemaking situations particularly
in the area of inboundoutbound rate disparities While we find no

violation of section 18 b 5 we believe certain comments are appro
priate
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Section 18 b 5 provides as follows

The Commission shall disapprove any rate or charge filed by a common carrier

by water in the foreign commerce of the United States or conference of carriers

which after hearing it finds to be so unreasonably high or low as to be detri

mental to the commerce of the United States

The Examiner found that the burden rests upon the Commission

to prove the unlawfulness of the rates here under scrutiny pointing
out there is nothing in the Act which specifically declares that dis

parities in export import rates are unlawful per se The Examiner

also relied upon the established fact that shippers and consignees ex

pressed little if any concern over the disparity between outbound and

irrbound rates on steel

In Edmond Weil v Italian Line Italia 1 D S S B B 395 399

cited by the Examiner it was said

The mere fact that the rate inthe reverse direction is substantially lower does

not justify a finding that therate under attack is unreasonable or in any other

way detrimental to our commerce

The Weil case was referred to with approval on various occasions

during the debates on the proposed amendments to the Aot As

finally enacted Public Law 87 346 section 18 b 5 according to

the Examiner codified the interpretation enunciated in Weil

Hearing Counsel contend that the existence of a rate disparity along
with a showing that tonnage will not move because a rate is so high
where the rate on the same or a similar item in the reciprocal trade is

lower should constitute the former rate as prilJUl facie unreasonably
high and absent successful rebuttal by the carrier of the presumpti n

created the rate should be declared unlawful and subject to correction
Thus Hearing Counsel contend that Congress contemplated un

favorable inbound outbound disparities and that such disparities are

therefore to be considered in determining whether rates are unlaw

fully high or unlawfully low They believe it has not been the intent

of Congress to strike down such disparities as per se unlawful rather

they believe that the congressional awareness ofunfavorable inbound

outbound disparities requires the imposition of a prima facie stand

ard ie wherever disparities are shown to exist to the detriment of

our foreign commerce the carrier must come forth with a rational

justification based upon the attendant transportation circumstances

The carriers and Conferences contend that disparities are neither

pel se nor prima facie unlawful In general they argue that this is
so because Congress has not explicitly created such a presumption
Furthermore they contend that the facts in this case show that such

a determination ignores ratemaking faotors which differ widely in
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the inbound situation from the outbound and that the factors such

as comp tition volume stowage and loading costs vary widely be

tween inbound and outbound Therefore a comparison of the rates

alone is meaningless
The question of presumptions that may arise when disparities are

found to exist is more of academic than practical importance More

important than questions of burden of proof shifting the burden

rebutting presumptions and the like are questions of how a poten
tially detrimental rate situation can be resolved most feasibly

Out of the infinite variety of rate situations we find that certain

common facts keep recurring For instance one common recurring
relationship between rates is the one of importance here a rate dis

parity i e a situation in which the rate in one direction is signifi
cantly higher than the rate in the reciprocal trade on the same or

similar commodity Our experience shows that the existence of a rate

disparity in and of itself has no conclusive legal significance This
is so because only with reference to other facts can we determine
whether either rate is harmful The language of section 18 b 5

unreasonably high must be given some meaning It does not refer
to the level ofprofit earned by a carrier since the Commission has not
been charged with fixing a reasonable rate of return for carriers in
our foreign commerce Under section 18 b 5 as in any rate pro
ceeding rate comparisons including comparison of rates in reciprocal
trades are proper and in a rate disparity situation necessary

It seems to us that Congress intended the Commission in making
judgments under section 18 b 5 to compare among others an out

bound rate with the reciprocal inbound rate vVhen that comparison
is made we may find that the outbound rate is high in relation to the
inbound rate

When a rate disparity in reciprocal trades on similar commodities

appears and when movement of goods under the higher rates has been

impaired the carrier quoting the rates must demonstrate that the

disparate rates are reasonable An facts pertaining to the reason

bleness of the rates are uniquely in the possession of the carriers
Unless so interpreted section 18 b 5 becomes a nullity and we will
not impute to the Congress the enactment of a meaningless statute
The mere existence of a disparity does not necessarily mean that the

higher rate is detrimental to the commerce of the United States
The Commission would still have the burden of proving that the rate
has had a detrimental effect on commerce eg that tonnage is handi

capped in moving because the rate is too high The carrier would
be required to justify the level of the rate by showing that the at
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tendant transportation circumstances require that the rate be set at

the level Subjects of justification may include myriad ratemaking
factors which might differ between the inbound and outbound rates

These include competition volume of the movement stowage steve

doring costs and others

Although there were a few isolated instances where shippers stated

they lost sales because of their inability to secure a rate reduction
from Conferences the record lacks evidence from which it can conclude

that the rates are unlawful

Another matter of concern in this investigation is our authority
under section 15 to question rates

Section 15 states

The Commission shall by order after notice and hearing disapprove cancel

ormodify any agreement or any modification or cancellation thereof whether or

notpreviously approved by it that it finds to be unjustly discriminatory or unfair
as between carriers shippers exporters importers or ports or between exporters
from the United States and their foreign competitors or to operate to the detri

ment of thecommerce of theUnited States or to becontrary to the public interest

or to be in violation of this Act and shall approve all other agreements
modifications or cancellations

A long standing view in Commission precedents is that the Com
mission may disapprove a Conference under circumstances where a

Conference rate is so unreasonably high or low as to be detrimental
to the commerce of the United States While the Examiner appears
to recognize this as being sound he notes that the present record
would not justify a finding that the agreements of the Respondent
Conferences should be disapproved cancelled or modified for it has

not been shown that the agreements themselves have been the direct

instrumentality of or used for the violation of either section 11 or

section 38 h 5 or that there has not been a showing that the Confer
ence rates on steel are violative of either of those sections We agree
However the question of whether we could have taken action under

section 15 remains

Hearing Counsel argue that the Commission may disapprove an

agreement where rates are so unreasonably high or low as to be

detrimental to the commerce of the United States Thus in Edmwnd
Weil v Italian Line Italia 1 U S S B B 395 398 1935 the

Commission stated that an unreasonably high rate was detrimental to

American commerce as follows

An unreasonably high rate is clearly detrimental to thecommerce of theUnited
States and upon a showing that a Conference rate in foreign commerce is un

reasonably high the Department will require its reduction to a proper level

If necessary approval of the Conference agreement will be withdrawn
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We agree that this is still a proper statement of our power under
section 15 we may disapprove or modify a Conference agreement
under section 15 if the rates set by that Conference are so unreason

ably high or low as to be detrimental to the commerce of the United
States 8

ULTIMATE CONCLUSIONS

Respondents rates on iron and steel between United States North
Atlantic and Gulf ports and ports in the French Atlantic H amburg
range between United States North Atlanticand Gulfports and ports
in the United Kingdom between United States Atlantic Gulf and

Pacific ports and ports in Japan between United States Pacific coast

ports and ports in Australia and from United States Atlantic Gulf
and Pacific ports to ports in the Republic of the Philippines not

shown to be in violation of section 17 of the Shipping Act 1916 or in

contravention of either section 15 or section 18 b 5 of the Act

Additional views of COMMISSIONER JAMES V DAY

While Iagree with Chairman Harllee and Commissioner Barrett in

the views expressed above I feel it necessary to add the following
comments

So called paper rates listed in carrier tariffs but under which

it is said cargo does not moveshould receive particular attention in

our inquiries in connection with rate disparities
One other aspect of this proceeding prompts me to further expres

sion I feel that the effect of import steel on the domestic steel

market may be considered by us under sections 15 and 18 h 5 of

the Act 1916
The existence of the tariff duty laws does not preclude corrective

action under the ShippingAct of 1916
Furthermore I have observed no express requirement that the

phrase detrimental to the commerce of the United States means

detrimental to the foreign commerce of theUnited States Itwould

seem that the statutory scheme of the 1916 Act and the 1961 amend

ments thereto encompass all of the commerce of the Unted States
I note that under section 1 of the 1916 Act the Congress was con

cerned with both foreign and domestic carriers and carefully defined
each Again though subsections 18 b 1 2 and 3 contain the

words foreign commerce of the United States 18 b 5 contains
those words only when describing the carriers covered and the word

8 See Pacific Coa8tRiver Plate Brazil Rate8 2 U S M C 28 30 1938 Oargo to

A clriatic Black Sea and Levant Port8 2 U S M C 342 347 1940 and Empite State

Highway Tran8P AR8n v Federal Maritime Bel 291 F 2d 336 DC Clr 1961
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foreign is omitted in the phrase detrimental to the commerce of

the United States Likewise section 15 should not be read to limit

the phrase detrimental to the commerce of the United States to

detrimental to the foreign commerce of the United States In

deed agreements between carriers in the domestic trade have been
approved in connection with this section

Thus it would seem that in a proper case evidence should be ad
missible on the question of whether an import rate was adversely
affectjng a domestic steel producer who might potentially be a source

of supply of goods moving in the commerce of the United States
The Shipping Act would not only envision protection to a shipper

port or carrier but to any person e g section 22 of the Act

I would also nate that the effect of an import rate on a domestic
steel producer could well be material not only to competitive rela

tionships as well as damages under the Shipping Act but also could

well bear on the public interest standard ofsection 15

COMMISSIONER HEARN concurring
Based on the record in this case Iagree with Examiner Robinson

in that there are no violations of the Shipping Act

However Icannot in good conscience dismiss this long and volumi

nous case without an attempt to extract something therefrom which

may help us to establish guidelines for the protection of the public
interest particularly since in my mind there is no douQt that dispari
tiescontinue to existunabated

Ibelieve 1 that hoth sections 15 and 18 b 5 are hroad enough
to permit the Commission to protect the wholly domestic commerce

of the United States in effect all of the commerce of the United
States particularly when that commerce is jeopardized by inbound

dumping rates 2 that when a rate disparity in reciprocal trades

on similar commodities appears and when movement of goods under
the higher rates has been impaired that the carrier quoting the rates

must demonstrate that the disparate rates are reasonable 3 that
under section 43 the Commission should set forth rules respecting
rate disparities as they relate to sections 15 and 18 h 5 of the

Shipping Act and 4 that under section 212 e of the Merchant

Marine Act 1936 this record warrants certain recommendations to
the Congress

This record reflects that iron and steel imports particularly to our

Pacific coast from Japan enjoy far lower rates than do our exports
from the Pacific coast to Japan The record also establishes that

while Qur outbound rates from the United States were increasing sub
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stantially our exports were dwindling Conversely while inbound

rates from Japan were stabilized much lower than the outbound rates

from the United States Japanese offerings increased For example
wire rods from Japan to all United States ports in 1955 totaled only
a little over 6 000 tons and moved to the United States at negotiated
r open rates by 1962 the inhound wire rod movement totaled almost

300 000 tons accounted for better th n 25 percent of Japan s total iron

and steel market in thiscountry and wascarried at a 19 00 rate while

the outbound rate for wire rods to Japan ranged from a low of

2165 in 1957 to a Q igh of 35 35 per ton in 1964 with about seven

fiuctu tions in this rate in these years although a total of only 21

tons moved outbound in the tradehetween 1958 and 1962 1 A similar
story is told as t tQer commodities in these reciprocal trades For

example outbound rates on steel plates from the west coast to Japan
rose from a low of 2165 per ton in 1957 to a high of 35 35 in 1964

altp ough our eXipOrts plUlIjIleted from 275 269 tons in 1957 to less

than 2 500 tons ill 1962 Imports from Japan of steel plates to all
United States ports hurgeoned from slightly over 1 000 tons in 1955
to over 200 000 tons in i962 although the rates from Japan to the
Pacific coast edged from 15 50 t9 only 19 00 per ton in 1964 2

The record also shows that the importation of wire rods has had

a most detrimental effect upon our domestic nail manufacturers on

the Pacific coast Ibelieve that if this harm to them was caused by
unreasonably low inbound rates then they are entitled to the protec
tion which sections 18 b 5 and 15 afford to the commerce of the

Umted States It is irrelevant Ithink that other agencies of this
Government pro t our commerce against dumping Ifour com

merce
3 has been harmed by an unreasonable rate whether high or

low it is the duty or this Commission to declare that rate unlawful

Unfortunately this recrd does not show the costs of carrying rods

01 the costs of loading or discharging them and the existence of the

1Over S ooo tons were shipped to japan In 191il6 and 1957
J The disparate rate situation favoring Japanese wire rod and plates to Pacific coast

ports Is mirrored on the eut coast and Gulf coast The out und rates of the Far East
Conference on the rods rose from a low of 22 00 to a high of 3995 In 1964 and on

plates from 2400 to 3275 whereas in the reciprocal trade the Inbound conference rates

moved only from 17 00 to 210 00 per ton on each of these commodities
8I read the word commerce In sections 15 and 18 b 5 to be broader than do my

colleagues If Congress Intended to llmlt that commerce in those sections to our

foreign commerce It could easllyas It has In other sections of the same statutehave
used that phrase relgn cOmmerce The election of the Congress to omit that limiting
word foreign In my op1nlon evinced an Intention to use the phrase In Its normal full
sense A situation could arise where ail lribotind rate on a commOdIty could be 80 low
that actually a vessel would be emtof pocket slmpiy by Calrrylng It Upon Importation
that commodltY 9 sale well cOuld be detrlmental to the domestiC Commercewhich Is

part o our eommerceand I believe no oDe would doubt that in 8uch a situation an In

jured party would have a causebfactlOJfurid rthe Shlpplng Act
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disparity alone is not sufficient to make the judgment that the rates

are contrary to section 15 or 18 b 5

In all of these trades the record with relatively few and insignifi
cant exceptions demonstrates that substantial disparities in favor of
inbound iron and steel products are the rule We are told on the one

hand that the inherent high cost ofAmerican manufacturer i is a most
serious impediment to the maintenance of foreign markets that big
steel producers are hedging against this barrier by establishing
manufacturing or finishing plants abroad that severe tariff barrierS

also must be taken account of and that our competitors are now reap

ing the benefits of their postwar manufacturing programs Subtlety
implied in these contentions is the belief that Ameican mills are not

particularly interested in foreign markets in light of these barriers
On the contrary this record details the efforts of one large mIll Cruci
ble Steel Company which is aggressively engaged in exporting In

terestingly Crucible is especialy concerned with the costs of ocean

transportation and has often found that a small difference in ocean

freight rates determines whether or not a sale can be made On the

shipping side we are told that the absence of an inbound dual rate

system in some trades e plains the disparity that the cargo imbal
ance of reciprocal trades is another contributing factor as is the fact

that there is heavy tramp competition inbound Whatever validity
these arguments may have it nevertheless remains obvious that our

steel exports are declining 15 that our steel imports are increasing 6 and

that disparities continue unaibated Inthis regard it should be noted

that while the United States accounted for more than 50 percent of the
world ingot production in the 1920 s our production has declined from
about 45 percentin 1950 to about 25 percent in 1961
Ibelieve that it is fair to assume that a carrier will not carry steel

or any other product if the carriage involves a net loss to the ship
And Ithink it fair to assume that the actual cost of moving cargo in

one direction should be substantially the same as it cost in the other
direction Of course loading and unloading costs vary and the best

judgment that can be made on this record is that loading and unloading
costs are higher at United States ports than they are at foreign ports
and generally loading costs for iron and steel commodities universally
exceed unloading costs The precise difference cannot be gleaned from

the record However all things considered a reasonable disparity
4 While it is true that the cost for the production of one pound of steel in Japan is 71

cents as compared to 3 17 in the Undted States that disparity is mitigated somewhat by
t e fact that per hour productivity here is greater 8lt least by SO percent

I From over4 million short tons In 1 to less than 8 million short tons in 1962 De
plorably our 1962 exports Include over2 m1lllon tons of scrap

eFrom less than 900 000 short tons In 19 5 to almost rs mlllion short tons In 1900
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in the ideal casewould be that disparity which reflects the difference
in cargo handling costs alone Iamaware that this judgment appears
doctrinaire but Iam aware also that except for broad generalities by
way of explanation the disparities stand legally unexplained Iam

convinced that the existence of a substantial rate disparity is strong
evidence that either or both of the reciprocal rates are unreason

ahle If there can be added to this evidence that our commerce has
been harmed as a result of either or both of these rates the carriers
should be called upon to justify the rates And by justification I
refer to transportation justification

While this record may not suffice to support findings of unlawful

ness Ithink it unfortunate to let thematter rest here This investiga
tion has thrown much light on reciprocal disparities and Ibelieve it
affords the Commission the opportunity under sections 43 15 and

18 b 5 of the Act to propose rules respecting the obligations of
carriers to justify their rates The Commission should consider the

feasibility of promulgatingrules to cope with disparate rate problems
For example the Commission might consider such rules as 1 with

the existence of adisparity of a fixed percentage between similar prod
ucts in reciprocal trades coupled with evidence that the outbound

movements of the commodity is deterred requires tJ1 carrier to justify
the difference under pain of having the rate disapproved and 2
where an inbound rate appears to affect adversely our own commerce

that the carrier be required to show that the rate exceeds the cost of

loading and discharging the cargo Failure to establish this should

result in its disapproval
Finally Ibelieve that if the Commission determines that it cannot

successfully come to grips with this situation under our general rule

making grant pursuant to section 212 e of the Merchant Marine
Act 1936 the Commission should seek the help of Congress in solving
this most vexing problem ofdisparities
CoMMISSIONER JOHN S PATrERSON concurring separately

The order initiating this proceeding announced as its pilrpose
1 to determine whether the freight rates on iron and steel itemB

set orth in the tariffs ofabout 103 common carriers by water

as defined in the first section of the Shipping Act 1916 Act
violate sections 15 and 17 of the Act or should be disapproved
under authority of section 17 or section 18 b 5 of the Act

and

2 to determine whether certain agreements among carriers asso

ciated in Conferences heretofore approved should be disap
proved as authorized in section 15
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Because the evidence is inadequate for any ofthe foregoing purposes
Iagree

1 that no section of theAct has been violated

2 that no rates should be disapproved and

3 that no agreement should be disapproved
The evidence consisted of testimony and exhibits The testimony in

4 009 pages of the transcript explained how and why rates were estab

lished and the meaning of theexhibits

There were 247 exhibits Of these 165 items were correspondence
dealing principally with rates requests or inquiries None involved
a comparison of rates one way versus the return journey on the same

product to show relationships Eleven items were memorandums or

statements by steel companies or their officials describing the role of
ocean freight rates in their businesses None provided inbound out

bound comparisons but indicated that other factors than freight rates

affected their export business The remaining items were a miscellany
of documents such as application forms for rate adjustments reports
to stockholders a price history ofseveral products in theSan Francisco
area data on grinding balls shipped to the Philippin an information

bulletin a statement of handicaps to trade by foreign governments
longshore wage rates in New York a weekly reportof charter fixtures

in July 1963 by United States Steel Corporation a reproduction of

advertisements newspaper articles a cover sheet for a statistical analy
sis etc

In regard to tariffs there were21 abstracts from various conference
tariffs showing dates two Meyer Line tariffs one Meyer Line rate

statement one statement of export import rates from Gulf to Europe
1963 64 and twoZim Israel tariffs on selected steel items

There were at least nine statistical presentations showing diverse

information relative to trade with Japan between 1953 and 1962 and

two dealing with the Far East trade generally between 1958 and 1962
There were six statements on Lykes carryings between Gulf ofMexico

ports and European ports in 1963 and 1964 and Lykes cargo handling
costs Other figures on tonnages carried weresupplied Itwas impos
sible to analyze this information rationally

The basic difficulty with the evidence is that the opinions in the

transcript the unrelated rates the noncomparable commodities the

dissimilar shipping conditions the uncorrelated time periods and the

statistics of rate history were too indefinite to be used as a basis of an

adjudication with the assigned objectives of this proceeding The

evidence offered seemed to be onlv for the purpose of proving precon
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ceived theories or something generally against all respondents not

against carriers whose rates appeared in any specific exhibit For

me it is impossible to decide that any Respondenthas violated any law

by particular acts at particular times using such evidence

Not one detrimental situation was proven Among all the corre

spondence asking for favorable rate action none indicated that any
adverse decision would impede the flow of commerce Some of the

requests were 6 years old at the time of hearing and have nothing to

do with commerce in the world today Any detriment thought to exist

was entirely in terms of what might have happened if rates had been

more equal and detriment is inferred from such a hypothesis lndi
vidual law violation may not be based on such premises

No doubt this proceeding proved the hard facts that it costs ex

porters substantially more to send goods abroad than it costs im

porters to move goods to the United States As an abstract matter
this difference is hard to defend on grounds of fairness or logic Most

people would agree with the commonsense observation that it ought
to est about th same to carry the same article back and forth be

tween the same ports making allowance for the allegations that it costs

more to load a steel product than it costs tounload the same product
and loading and unloading costs are higher in the United States As

vietims American exporters at least have the right to know why this

situation exists Possibly the Commission has the duty to examine
into the reasons for this phenomenon and ought to find out if the

commonsense abstractions have no basis in reality It does not follow
that the right way to go about the inquiry is to prosecute a whole seg
ment of an industry Neither does it justify in the absence of facts
the conclusion that anyone who fails to fit his conduct neatly into

this commonsense idea is prima facie a lawbreaker who ought to he
made to come in and defend himself before a Federal inquisitor
Marketplace behavior is too complex for such eaSy procedures

One might agree with the abstract proposition advanced by my col

leagues that the appearance of a rate disparity when move

ment of goods has been impaired requires a demon
stration of reasonableness assuming a ready way of determining im

pairment but such aproposition is not supported by this record In
the absence of facts in this record to support a policy statement a

rule or case law whichever it is as stated by my associate Commis
sioners providing as it will future guidance I believe under the
circ tances and in the interest of keeping the subject open for dis
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cussion a proposed rulemaking proceeding may be desirable to estab

lish the propositio if such a rule is thought to be required
Insummary my conclusions are

I concur in the Examiners ultimate finding that no violation of
the Shipping Act 1916 has been proven
I conclude that the record in this proceeding proved that it costs

exporters substantially more to send goods abroad than it costs im

porters to move goods to the United States
I conclude that the available evidence in this proceeding is not

suited to the objective of the adjudication which was to determine
whether rates are so unreasonably high or so unreasonably low as to

bea detriment to commerce or whether disparities inbound and out

bound are discriminatory and thereby prove Respondents have vio

lated the Act Th deficiencies of the evidence are brought into sharp
focus by the Examiner s generalized discussion of ratemaking as the

reason or basis for conclusions

Iconclude there is no information in the exhibits permitting acom

parison between inbound and outbound rates of any commodity of

any carrier

Iconclude the Administrative Procedure Act requires the gathering
ofevidence and the empirical use of such evidence to reach awell rea

soned conclusion concerning an alleged statutory violation Also

Iconsider it to be arxiomatic that in making judgments under section

18 b 5 the Congress expects this Commission to compare among
others an outbound rate with the reciprocal inbound rate Such a

comparisoD on this record reveals that the inbound rate is substantially
lower as related to the outbound rate

While not derivable from the facts on this record although con

sistent with congressional intent Ibelieve that in the interest of eva

uating the issue of fairness and reasonableness of freight r8Jtes com

mon sense lone d ctates that it is incumbent upon this Commission
in making judgments Ullder section 18 b 5 to consider that wh re

a rate for transporting in one direction is high in relation to a corre

sponding rate in the opposite direction it establishes a recognizable
out of balance condition which warrants that the rates be justified
by the carrier l1 king thelll and the justification must be to the satisf

faction ofthe Federal Maritime Oommission Such justification need
not ncessarily be fufnished as part of any claim of law violation but

as an aid in staff studies designed to assist the Cmmisison in
per

forming its functiops
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In order toget the answer to the question of why there is asubstan

tial difference in shipping costs of exporting United States products
versus importer s costs Ihold it is the duty of this Commission to ask

the ratemakers lto come forward and explain the basis on which the

export rate is substantially higher Depending upon what we find

the Commission may thereafter take appropriate action underthe laws

it administers
The proceeding is discontinued

Signed THOMAS LISI

Seqretary
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No 65 9

AGREEMENT No T 1768TERMINAL LEASE AGREEMENT

Decided January 10 1966

Agreement No T 1768 a Preferential Assignment Agreement of marine terminal

property from the Oity of Oakland to Sea Land providing for the payment
of an annual minimum and maximum compensation based upon the Port of
Oakland Tariff is subject to section 15 of the Act As such it has not been

shown to be unjustly discriminatory or unfair or otherwise violative of sec

tion 15 if modified as ordered by the Oommission Agreement No T 1768
is approved and Agreement No T 5 covering part of the area covered by

Agreement N9 T 1768 iscancelled

J Kerwin Rooney attorney for the City of Oakland acting by
and through its Board of Port Commissioners O H Wheeler and

Stelling Stoudenmire Jr attorneys for Sea Land of California Inc

Respondents
Miriam E Wolff and Thomas O Lynch attorneys for San Fran

cisco Port Authority Arthwr W Nordstrom and Walter O Foster

attorneys for City of Los Angeles Edward D Ransom and Robert
Fremlin attorneys for EncinalTerminals Leslie E Sffill Jr attorney
for City ofLong Beach Interveners

Donald J Brwnner Hearing Counsel

REPORT

By THE COMMISSION John Harllee Ohairman John S Patterson
Vice Ohairman Oommissioners Ashton C Barrett James V Day
George H Hearn

By order of investigation served April 9 1965 the Commission
instituted these proceedings to determine whether Agreement No

T 1768 between the City of Oakland Oakland and Sea Land of

California Inc Sea Land should be approved disapproved or mod
ified pursuant to section 15 of the Shipping Act 1916 the Act

Oakland and Sea Land appeared as Respondents favoring approval
The San Francisco Port Authority San Francisco City of Los
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Angeles LoAngeles and Encinal Terminals Encinal intervened

in opposition to approval The City of Long Beach Long Beach

intervened in favor ofapproval Ahearing and oral argument in lieu
ofbriefs wereheld An Initial Decision was issued by Examiner Ben

jamin A Theeman to which exceptions and replies have been filed

We have heard argument on these exceptions and replies

THE BACKGROUND OF THIS PROCEEDING

On June 18 1965 the Commission issued its Report and Order in

its Docket Nos 1128 Agreement No T 4 Terminal Lease Agreement
at Long Beach Oaliforniaj 1129 Agreement No T5 Lease Agree
ment at Oakland Oalifornia In those cases the Commission held that

agreements between Long Beach and Sea Land and Oakland and Sea

Land were subject to section 15 of the Act The agreements there

under consideration granted to Sea Land exclusive use of piers and

adjacent areas at yearly rentals of 147 000 in lieu of otherwise appli
cable tariff charges As such they were considered as granting to

Sea Land special rates and unlawful unless approved under seotion
15 The Commission approved the agreements over the exceptions
of Encinal Los Angeles and San Francisco that the agreements were

unjustly discriminatory becLuse based qn other than tariff rates

and noncompensatory rentals and contrary to the public in rest

and detrimental to the commerce of the United States because their

implementation would disrupt the traditional Pacific coast system
of assessment of terminal charges in accord with published tariffs
The Commission found that the agreements were not unjustly dis

criminatory as the rentals prescribed therein provided adequate re

turns on theports investments andno adv rse effects of the agreements
were shown upon other carriers other ports or other terminals the

record failing to show the requisite competition between other ter

minals within the ports of Oakland and Long Beach Furthermore

the Commission was unable to find that approval of the agreerrients
was likely to cause disruption of the traditional uniformity of terminal

charges on thePacific coast

THE PRESENT AGREEMENT

The agreement which is the subject of this proceeding No T 1768

covers not only the area covered by Agreement T 5 which was the

subject of Docket No 1129 namely berth 9 and the adjacent marshal

ing and storage yards but also another berth berth 8 and some addi
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tional storage area 1 The term is 20 years Oakland reserves sec

ondary rights to the use of the premises Sea Land agrees that if it
should publish a tariff of terminal charges it shall be identical to

Oakland s tariff for like services 2 Use of the facility by Sea Land

is to be at tariff charges but minimum and maximum yearly figures
are fixed at 450 000 apd 550 000 respectively subject to adjustment
because of cost of improvements including the installation of two

cranes to be made by Oakland which was estimated at 2 238 000 3

Paragraph 6 of Agreement No T 1768 provides that in the event

Agreement No T 5 is approved the area covered by it should be
withdrawn from Agreement No T 1768 and the maximum and mini
mum yearly compensation reduced by 147 000

THE INITIAL DECISION

The examiner in his Initial Decision approved Agreement No
T 1768 He found the rental to be fair and reasonable inasmuch as

Oakland would more than recover its investment even under the mini
mum rental of 450 000 He further found that the agreement was

not unjustly discriminatory or unfair as between carriers none of
which protested it shippers who testified in favor of Sea Land s

service or ports which were not able to show injury because of the

agreement or tlutt similar agreements would not be available to them
1Ie finally found no likelihood of the destruction of the Pacific coast

terminal system and thus did not find the agreement detrimental to

the commerce of the lTnited States or contrary to the public interest
The Examiner recommended however that paragraph 6 should be

clarified He stated Sea Land could conceivably avoid paying more

than the minimum amount of compensation to the port if it exclusively
uses berth 9 after the volume of business passes the 450 000 mark

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The vast majority of the issues raised by way of exceptions to the
Initial Decision in this proceeding by San Francisco Encinal and Los

Angeles were also raised by these parties in excepting to the Initial
Decision in Docket No 1129 and wereexplicitly rejected by us Spe

1 Oakland grants a use in common by Sea Land and Encinal of the apron area running
parallel to berth 8 between the extreme westerly boundary line of the assigned premises
and berth 7

2 Hearing Counsel suggested and Oakland and Sea Land agreed to modify this provision
to include tariffs published by any business entity affiliated as to ownership or control
with Sea Land

8 Hearing Counsel suggested and Oakland and Sea Land agreed to modify the words of
this provision which originally read twelve month period to read year
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cifically San Francisco and EnCinal argue that agreements for com

pensation in lieu of tariff charges are unjustly discriminatory or

unfair As we have stated in our report in Docket No 1129 and in

Agreement No 8905 Port of Seattle and Alaska S S 00 7 FMC
792 800 1964

An agreement for the use of public terminal facilities at a rental which deviates

from the terminals regular tariff provisions may run afoul of the Shipping
Act s proscriptions and is deserving of our scrutiny for any illegal discrimina

tion or prejudice that may result Such an agreement however is notunlawful
or unreasonable merely because it does not follow the terminal s tariff charges

There is nothing in the record in this proceeding to indicate opera
tions under the agreement will take place in an unlawful manner

The record discloses no unlawful discrimination or prejudice against
any carrier shipper port or terminal No carrier testified against
approval of the agreement and the port ofOakland in fact has openly
stated its willingness to assign other terminal properties in the same

mannerand under the same conditions offered to Sea Land

Shipper witnesses without exception testified in favor of Sea Land s

operationsThere is no showing that terminals or ports will be in anyway
injured by approval of T 1768 The record is barren of proof that

any cargo will be diverted from any port or terminal or that any
carrier aside from Sea Land will shift his operations to a different

port or terminal

San Francisco Encinal and Los Angeles all contend that the

method utilized for determining the reasonableness and fairness of

the compensation is not proper This method is designed to assign all

costs and expenses of the specific terminal property here involved

including allocations of all general terminal expensesto the specific
area covered by T 1768 This method has been utilized by us in both

Docket No 1129 and Agreement No 89J5 Port of Seattle and Alaska

S S 00 supra Ve adopt it here as the proper method of determin

ing the reasonableness and fairness of the compensation to Oakland
for the use of its facility by Sea Land

San Francisco Encinal and Los Angeles in addition reiterate the

allegations made in Docket 1129 that agreements for compensation
in lieu of tariff charges are contrary to the public interest and detri

mental to the commerce of theUnited States Many dire consequences
are foreseen by interveners if T 1768 is approved including the dis

integration of the tariff method of compensation for provision of

terminal facilities and the collapse of the stability of Pacific coast
term nal operations There is no evidence in the record that such will

take place As we said in Docket No 1129 p 15 of mimeographed
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decision we will not disapprove the agreements on the basis of

speculation alone

The contention that Agreement T 1768 in fact gives an exclusive

rather than the preferential use provided for by its terms is without

merit The record shows that Sea Land s sailing schedule and the
short in port time of Sea Land s vessels will allow for a secondary
berthing and Oakland officials have stated that every endeavor will

be made to use the secondary berthing rights
San Francisco and Encinal reraised the arguments made in 1129

that Oakland may act in an unlawful manner under the agreement
and that the Commission should not wait to disapprove aA subject agree
ment but should do so on presently available information We once

again reject these arguments There is no showing on the record in

this proceeding that Oakland will act in other than a lawful manner

nor will we disapprove the agreement on the basis ofspeculation alone
T 1768 has much to recommend it Oakland has acted to develop
and improve its port and Sea Land as well as members of theshipping
public wi l benefit from T 1768

Interveners argue that approval of Agreement T 1768 would be

contrary to our holding in Docket 1084 Investigation of Wharfage
Oharges on Bulk Grain at Pacific Ooast Ports served August 18 1965
This contention is without merit In Docket 1084 we merely held
that the Department ofAgriculture was required to pay wharfage for
its cargo which was transported over Respondents wharves because
such cargo used the wharves The level of the wharfage charge was

not in issue and in fact the wharfage charged on the bulk grain 45
to 50 cents was different from that assessed other cargo 80 cents

There is nothing inconsistent with that holding in our position here
In fact in Docket 1084 the Commission explicitly noted that grain
terminals are special facilities costs of such operations should be sep

arately determine and a like course should be followed in connection
with the handling of any other commodity that moves in large quan
tities under circumstances which are unique This is the sit
uation present at the facility covered by Agreement T 1768 contain
erized cargo moves in large quantities over special facilities under

unique circumstances Sea Land does pay all charges including
wharfage up to the minimum and as we have stated in Dockets 1128
1129 supra there is no requirement in the absence of a showing of

illegality that all users must pay wh rfage computed upon the same

basis The minimum maximum rental method of paying wharfage
has been approved in Agreement No 8905 Port of Seattle Alaska

S S 00 7 F MC 792 1964 as well as in Dockets 1128 and 1129 and
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we see nothing present in this proceeding to show why it cannot law

fully be applied here

Interveners allege that the Examiner erred in holding that injury
need be shown for a violation of sections 16 or 17 of the Act It is

true that no injury in the sense of monetary loss must be shown

for a violation of these sections as is necessary when reparations are

sought for such violation However since compensation for the use

of terminal facilities in a minimum maximum rather than straight
tariff form is not in itself unlawful there must be some showing of an

unreasonable disadvantage among the users of the facilities on these

different bases before a minimum maximum compensation can be

declared contrary to section 17 and 16 itself requires a showing of
such unreasonable disadvantage Injury as used by the Examiner
is to be considered as synonymous with adverse effect

There are ony two issues in this proceding not considered in Docket

No 1129 1 the reasonableness and fairness of the compensation
for the larger area here involved and 2 the proper method of relat

ing T 5 to T 1768 ie by modification of the latter andlor cancella

tion of the former

The Examiner found the compensation for the area covered by
T 1768 to be fair and reasonable upon the basis approved by the Com

mission in Docket No 1129 The cost and expenses of the specific
terminal property here involved including allocations of all general
terminal expenses to the areas covered by T 1768 were considered

It was shown that under the 450 000 minimum compensation Oak
land would more than recover its investment and would receive a rate

of return of about 4 6 percent on the value of the land and improve
ments The maximum figure 550 000 wasshown to yield Oakland
a 7 percent return on the value of the land and on the depreciated
reconstruction cost of the terminal facility and a 6 percent capital
recovery on the cranes during the 20 year period 4 Both minimum

and maximum compensations are fair and reasonable As we observed
in Agreement N 8905 supra at 802 this is not a rate case where

we have a direct interest in the level of the Port s return on its ter

minal facilities Beyond this the Port of course is a public body
experienced in terminal management We have no grounds for dis

puting its judgment
Although T 1768 does not appear to be in anyway unlawful because

it covers in part the same area which is the subject ofT 5 it is possible
for the parties to operate under T 1768 in a manner inconsistent with

The cranes were considered differently being movable equipment with a salvage value
the end of the 20 year period
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their express intent to conduct their operations at berths 8 and 9 as

if the premises constitutedone indivisible unit

Agreement T 1768 provides for both a minimum and a maximum

level of compensation However as intervener protestants observe

it is possible for the parties to operate under T 1768 so that only the
minimum level of compensation will be paid Paragraph 6 ofT 1768
states that if T 5 is approved the area covered by it i e berth 9
will be removed frOlu the scope of T 1768 and will be subject to the
flat annual rental of 147 000 Thus Sea Land could use the area as

n whol until the 450 000 minimum had been reached thereafter

restricting its activities to berth 9 where the flat rental there applica
ble would protect Sea Land from paying any more for the use of the

facility
There is no indication that the parties to T 1768 will operate in this

manner However because they realize that such a possibility exists

they have agreed to cancel T 5 and modify T 1768 by deleting para
graph 6 We feel that this cancellation andmodification must be made
because the failure to make them would leave on file with the Com
mission agreements which do not truly embody the intent of the

parties 5

An appropriate order will be entered approving Agreement T 1768
with the deletion of paragraph 6 and the inclusion of the modifica

tions agreed to by the parties noted above and cancelling Agreement
1 5

By the Commission
SEAL Signed THOMAS LISI

Secretary
IS Section 15 requires inter alia that a true copy orIf oral a true and complete memo

randum of every agreement subject to It be filed with the COmmlssion
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No 65 9

AGREEMENT NO T 1768TERMINAL LEASE AGREEMENT

ORDER

The Cammissian has this date entered its Repart in this praceeding
which is hereby made a part hereaf by reference and has faund inter
alia that Agreement Na 1768 between the City Of Oakland and Sea
Land Of Califarnia Inc as madified by the parties is nat unjustly
discriminat ary Or unfair as between carriers shippers exparters im

parters parts Or between expOrters fram the United States and their

foreign campetitars nar detrimental ta the cOmmerce Of the United
States cantrary ta the public nterest Or vialative Of the Shipping
Act 1916 if madified by the deletian Of paragraph 6 and that sectian

15 requires the cancellatian Of Agreement Na T 5 between the same

parties
ThM efore it i ordered That
1 Agreement T 1768 is approved with the fallawing madificatians

a On page 5 paragraph 4 a in the 9th line fram the battam

Of the page eliminatian Of the ards twelve manth periad
and substitutian Of the wOrd year therefar

b On page 6 paragraph 4 d insertian between the ward it

and the ward shauld the fallawing Or any business entity
affiliated as ta Ownership Or cantral with assignee

c Deletian Of paragraph 6

By the Cammissian

Amended order of Jan 26 1966 follows

9 F M C 200
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No 659

AGREEMENT No T 1768ThRMINAL LEASE AGREEMENT

AMENDED ORDER

JANUARY 26 1966

The Commission issued its Report and Order in the captioned pro

ceeding on January 10 1966 approving Agreement No T 1768 be

tween the City of Oakland and Sea Land of California Inc as

modified and canceling Agreement T 5 covering a part of the same

terminal area

Itnow appears that Agreement T 1768 may not become operative
because of the problem involved in the purchase erection and instal
lation of a crane until April 1966 Because of this situation the

parties could be left witho t an approved agreement under which they
can operate

Therefore it is ordered That ordering paragraphs 2 and 3 of the

orderofJanuary 10 1966 are deleted

It is further ordered That the orderofJanuary 10 1966 is amended

to read as follows

2 Agreement T 5 shall remain in effect until the commencement
ofAgreement T 1768 and

3 The parties shall submit to the Commission on or before the ef

fective date ofAgreement T 1768 a modification ofAgreement T 1768

complying with this order and a cancellation of Agreement T 5

By the Commission
SEAL Signed THOMAS LIBI

Secretary
9 F M C210



FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

No 1185

OCEAN FREIGHT CONSULTANTS INC

I
V

THE BANK LINE LIMITED

Decided January 11 1966

The Bank Line Limited a common carrier by water violated section 18 b 3

of the Shipping Act 1916 by charging a higher rate for a shipment in

foreign commerce than the rate on file in its tariff properly applicable
at the time

Pursuant to section 22 of the Act Ocean Freight Consultants Inc an assignee
and holder of legal title to the claim is entitled to payment of reparation
in the amount of 140

Henry Wegner for Ocean Freight Consultants Inc

Paul F McGuire and John M Linsenmeyer of Kirlin Campbell
Keating for respondent The Bank Line Limited

REPORT

By THE CoMMISSION
Ohairman lIARLLEE Oommissioner BARRETT and OO11lR11JissWner DAY

concluded that on this record The Bank Line Limited Bank Line

inust pay to Ocean Freight Consultants Inc OFC the sum of 140

Their respective views are set forth below

John Harllee Ohair11UJn

This proceeding arises out of a complaint filed by OFC as assignee
of Mead Johnson International a division of Mead Johnson Com

pany Mead Johnson alleging that Bank Line violated section

18 b 3 of the Shipping Act 1916 the Act in assessing and re

ceiving payment from Mead Johnson of a higher freight rate on

certain exported commodities n foreign commerce than the rate

9 F MC
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properly applicable at the time and seeking reparation in the amount

of 140 pursuant to section 22 of the Act

OFC is aNew York corporation engaged in the business ofauditing
ocean freight charges Where the audit shows overpayments OFC

attempts to collect the same on behalf of the shipper which may in
clude proceedings before this Commission Services are performed
on a percentage of collection basis In the agreement between Mead

Johnson and OFC in evidence herein it is provided that each claim

must be submitted to Mead Johnson for approval before any action on

the claim is taken

On May 20 1965 OFC filed its complaint on behalf of Mead John

son the shipper herein setting forth three causes of action based on

overcharges 1 In addition to Bank Line Strachan Shipping Com
pany and U S Atlantic and Gulf Australia New Zealand Conference
were named as respondents On June 10 1964 respondents moved to

dismiss alleging among other grounds 2 that OFC had no legal
capacity to sue absent an assignment from Mead Johnson By letter

dated June 12 19 4 received by the Commission on June 15 1964
Mead Johnson assigned the claims to OFC for collection of repara
tion on our behalf The Commission denied this part of

respondent s motion following the practice established by the Inter

state Commerce Commission The Interstate Commerce Commission
has long allowed the assignment of claims for reparation for viola
tions of the statute it administers The Supreme Court has held
that an assignment may vest legal title in the assignee without passing
to him beneficial or equitable title and such assignee may recover

damages in an action brought in his own name but for the benefit of

equitable owners of the claims The Court further held that claims
for reparation are an assignable property right in the absence of

express legislative mandate to the contrary Finding no such lan

guage in the Interstate Commerce Act the Court allowed the action

by an assignee of the legal tide but not the beneficial interest in a

reparation claim before the IC C 3 In its order dated December 22
1964 the Commission stated

In ccordance with the stated purpose of our Rules of Practice and Proce
dure to secure the just speedy and inexpensive determination of every pro

1 The two other claims in the amounts of 103 66 and 38 87 respectively were dis
missed by the Commission prior to hearing by order served June 8 1965 because they
were barred by the 2 year llmltation contained in section 22

s The motion also asked that the complaint be dismissed as against Strachan and the

Conference for fillling to state a cause of action against either This part of themotlon

wJlSgra tedby order served December 22 10964
s See Spiller v Atchison Topeka and Santa Fe Railway 00 2503 U S 117 133135
1920
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ceeding this assignment will be accepted as the filing of a new or

supplemental complaint as of June 15 1964
4

On January 7 1965 respondents moved for reconsideration of the
above denial alleging among other things a the Commission s order

was based on an assignment to OFC of a claim which is in violation

of New York State penal law and therefore illegal and b the com

plainant being a corporation may not bring an action on behalf of

others under the Commission s rules By order dated February 19
1965 the Commission denied respondent s motion stating

The validity of an assignment under the New York State penal law may well

affect the conduct of the complainant s business in that State but cannot be

determinative of our practice We are required by sectipn 22 of the Shipping
Act 1916 to permit the filing of claims for reparations by any person who may
have suffered because of an alleged violation of the act or his successor in

interest The practice before the Commission by firms and corporations on

behalf of others prohibited by Rule 12 g sic of our Rules of Practice and

Procedure does not affect the ability of complainant to bring this action Prac

tice in this context refers to the gamut of activities performed by lawyers on

behalf of others it does notqualify thestatutory right of any entity corporate
or otherwise to seek redress to some legal grievance under section 22 of the Act

Hearings wereheld before and briefs submitted to Examiner Benja
min A Theeman The examiner issued an initial decision in which
he found a violation of section 18 b 3 and awarded reparation

No exceptions to the initial decision were filed We have reviewed
the initial decision on our own initiative

FACTS

1 At all times herein mentioned Bank Line published maintained
and had on file with the Commission Freight Tariff No 9 U S
Atlantic and GulflAustralia New Zealand Conference F MC No 1

containing item 450 reading as follows

Description Beuia Rate

Canned goods N O S foods including beverages non

alcoholic and canned shrimp W M 50 00

2 The details concerning the shipment are as follows
a The shipment was transported by Bank Line on the

MV Nessbank pursuant to Bill of Lading No 77 dated at New

Orleans November 20 1962
b The shipper was Mead Johnson The consignee was

Charles McDonald Mead Johnson PTY Ltd the Australian
branch of Mead Johnson

The I C C also treats assignments made subsequent to the flUng of a complaint as the
flUng of a new or supplemental cOlJplalnt See Carolina Cotton Woolen Mill 00 v

Southern Railway 195 I C C 654 659
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c There were three items 1 300 cartons ofcanned infants

food known as Sobee powder 24 one pound cans per carton

measuring 350 cu ft 2 5 cartons of tube feeding sets measur

ing 25 cu ft and 3 1 carton of literature measuring 1 cu ft

All three items measured 376 cu ft

d Freight for the 376 cu ft was charged at the rate of 66

per 40 cu ft and totalled 62040

e The sales by Mead Johnson to its branch were on a CIF
basis However full freight was prepaid by Mead Johnson

3 OFC on behalf of Mead Johnson advised Bank Line that the

rate of 66 per 40 cu ft for the 300 cartons of canned food was im

proper that the proper applicable rate was 50 per 40 cu ft as set
forth in item 450 and that an overpayment of 140 had been made

OFC demanded a refund of the 140 which Bank Line refused to

make This proceeding resulted 5

4 The record contains no evidence to show how or from where
the rate of 66 per 40 cu ft for the 300 cartons was obtained Bank
Line does not contend nor did it offer any evidence to show that item

450 of Tariff No 9 does not apply to the 300 cartons as contended

by OFC Evidence was introduced to show that on May 3 1962 a

similar shipment of 100 cartons of Sobee powder and 3 cartons of
tube feeding were shipped via Bank Line at a rate of 50 per 40 cu

ft for the powder and 66 per cu ft for the tube sets

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

As early as 1915 the Supreme Court in Louisville 3N R R 00 v

Maxwell 237 U S 94 was called upon to interpret section 6 of the
Interstate Commerce Actnot unlike our section 18 b 3 which
then read in part

Nor shall any carrier charge or demand or collect or receive a greater or less

or different compensation for such transportation of passengers or property or

for any service n connection therewith except such as are specified in

such tariffs e

Justice Hughes speaking for the majority wrote

Ignorance or misquotation of rates is not an exCuse for paying or charging
either less or more than the rate filed This rule is undeniably strict and it

obviously may work hardship in some cases but it embodies the policy which

II OFC s claim is limited to the freight for the SOO cartons of So bee powder
6 ctlon 18 b 3 in pertinent part reads as follows

No common carrier by water in foreign commerce or conference of such carriers
shall charge or demand or collect orreceive a greater orless or different compensation
for the transportation of property or for any service in connection therewith than
the rates and charges which are specified in its tariffs on file with the Commission
and duly published and in effect at the time

9 F M C
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has been adopted by Congress inthe regulation of interstate commerce in order

to prevent unjust discrimination

The Maxwell pronouncement has been followed recently in Silent

Sioux Oorp v Ohicago North Western Ry 00 262 F 2d 414
1959

I
the principle is firmly established that the rate of the carrier as duly

filed is the only lawful charge

and in Johnson Machine Works Inc v Ohicago B Q R 00 297 F

2d 793 1962

It is well established when the shipper designates the routing the rate set

out in the published tariff covering such route is the only lawful charge that

can be properly made

While it is true that the Mamwell Silent Siouw and Johnson cases

and the many that follow them relate to the Interstate Commerce

Act provision requiring the exaction by carriers of the filed tariff rate

section 18 b 3 is similar to that provision and should be similarly
construed U S Nav 00 v Ounard SS 00 284 U S 474 1932

It is clear that the collection by Bank Line of the rate of 66 per
cu ft for the 300 cartons is not in accord with the tariff on file with

the Commission Thus this action in the light of the above consti

tutes a violation of section 18 b 3 of the Act

Section 22 of the Act provides for the payment of Full reparation to

the complainant for the injuries caused by said violation In this
instance full reparation represents the difference between the rate that

Mead Johnson should have paid on the 300 cartons and the rate it

actually paid or the sum of 140 It is SO found
Bank Line contends that OFC is not entitled to reparation because

the freight charges were not paid by OFC nor were they ulti

mately paid by Mead Johnson the shipper and OFC s assignor
that the freight charges will ultimately be paid by the consignee in
Australia Thus neither OFC nor Mead Johnson as OFC s sole

assignor will have suffered any damage from the alleged overcharge
There is no merit to this contention Similar contentions have been
made to the predecessor to this Commission and the ICC and have
been rejected Oakland Motor Oar 00 v Great Lakes Transit Oorp
1 U S S B 308 311 1934 The problem of reparation in overcharge
cases before the ICC was finally adjudicated by the Supreme Court
in Southern PMifW Oompany et al v Darnell Taenzer Lumber Oom

pany et al 245 U S 531 1918 Justice Holmes on page 533534
stated

The only question before us is that at which we have hinted Whether the

fact that the plaintitIs were able to pass on the damage that they sustained

9 F M C
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in the first instance by paying the unreasonable charge and to collect that

amount from the purchaser prevents their recovering the overpayment from the

carriers The answer is not difficult The plaintiffs suffered losses to the

amount of theverdict when they paid Their claim accrued at once in the theory
of thelaw and it dOes notinquire into later events

Respondent repeatson brief to the examinerthe contention formerly
made in its motion tor reconsideration that OFC should be barred

from the collection of this claim because the nature of its business

violates the criminal code of the State of New York wherein it was

incorporated As shown above the Commission rejected this con

tention in its order of February 19 1965 There is nothing in the

record that constitutes new facts or a new question of law that war

rants altering the Commission s decision The Act establishes the

Commission as the agency entrusted with the duty to protect the pub
lic interest in connection with ocean transportation There is no

showing in this reCord that the holding of this proceeding is detri
mental to the public interest nor that consequences contrary to the

public interest are anticipated
On the record as a whole it is found and concluded

a The applicable rate in the tariff on file with the Commis
sion affecting the shipment of300 cartons of Sobee powder is 50

per 40 cu ft

b BankLine violated section 18 b 3 of the Act by charg
ing a rate of 66 per 40 cu ft for the shipment

c OFC as assignee of Mead Johnson has legal title to the
claim herein arising out of the overcharge and is entitled to file

prosecute and receive payment of reparation thereunder
An appropriate order will be entered directing Bank Line to pay

to OFC the sum of 140 representing the difference between the rate

charged and the applicable tariff rate

Oommissioners Ja1lU3s V Day and Ashton O Barrett

Itwas not contended that any other rate than that on file with the
Commission should be applied and evidence was absent to show how
or from where the rate of 66 per 40 cu ft for the shipment of 300
cartons was obtained We hold on this record that BankLine must

pay to OFC the su of 140 representing the difference between the
rate charged and the applicable tariff r te

Oommissioner Hearn Dissenting
An important question is presented in this proceeding and in my

view that question transcends both the merits and statutory obliga
tions in the premises That question which the majority answered
in the affirmative is whether the Federal Maritime Commission as

9 F M C
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a quasi judicial agency is going to countenance and entertain this type
of champertous practice

A simple perusal of the record reveals a shocking example of

champerty Ocean Freight Consultants OFC has been permitted
to sue in its own name to recover reparation for harm which it never

sustained grounded on a shipping transaction to which it was never

a party The actual shipper Mead Johnson which obviously had a

legitimate claim against respondentt elected rather than pursue that

claim in its own name pro se or through an attorney or practitioner
approved by the Commission to enter into an agreement with OFC

whereby proceeds realized through OFC s efforts would be divided
between Mead Johnson and OFC

When OFC s legal competence to bring this suit first was raised
Mead Johnson executed what has been accepted by the majority as an

assignment of its claim to OFC Evidence of this assigIlllient
is contained in Exhibit 8 A mere reading of the so called assign
ment readily establishes that it is nothing more than an agency

agreement between Mead Johnson and OFC whereby the agent OFC
is authorized to pursue the collection of theprincipals claim Exhibit

8 reads

In matters before the Federal Maritime Commission Docket 1185 Ocean

Freight Consultants Inc versus the Bank Line Ltd Strachan Shipping Com

pany and U S Atlantic and Gulf Australia New Zealand Conference we hereby
assign claims 453 455 and 460 to Ocean Freight Consultants Inc for collection

of reparation sought by Ocean Freight Consultants Inc on our behalf under

section 22 of the Shipping Act of 1916 Italics added

Quite obviously nothing was assigned to OFC hy M ad Johnson
except the right to represent it in litigation and consequently OFC
had no claim properly to pursue before the Commission For the

majority to read Exhibit 8 as an assignment sufficient to support a

suit for reparation renders a long standing and recently repromul
gated rule a nullity That rule Rule 2 h provides
Practice before the Commission by firms or corporations on behalf of others

shall notbe permitted 46 CFR 502 28

If Rule 2 h has any merit then quite apart from the laws of the

State of New York which absolutely prohibit OFC s suits in that

State and a traditional public policy decrying the type of suit here
in issue our own rules bar this proceeding

2

1 I agree that reparation in this record could have been awarded to a proper complainant
II During the pendency of this litigation our own Rules of Practice and Procedure were

under review In accordance with law the proposed Rules were pUbllshelin the Federal
Register and otherwise made avallable to interested parties Comments were invited and

received Rule 2 h was included Neither OFC nor any other person complained of
Rule 2 h
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In this regard Iwould like to note that the horrendous po ture of

the record bears out the Commission s wisdom in adopting Rule 2 g
of our Rules of Practice and Procedure which provides that a person

not an attorney at law shall be permitted to practice befo the Com
mission upon s ific admission after demonstrating that he

possesses the necessary legal technical or other qualitlcattons to e ble him to

render valuable service before the C mi8sion and is otherwjse competent to

advise and aB8pJt iD t4 presentation of matte rs before the Co ission 46

CFR li02 27

In support of its decision t e majority has placed nwarranted
reliance on Spiller v Atc ison T S F Ry 00 253 U S 117

1920 But while Spiller does countenance assi ents o freight
claims that case must be construed in light of its peculiar facts and

those facts make all th difference There the real parties in inte

were members of a Cattle Raisers Association and the assignee was

Secretary of that association In fact the Cattle Raisers Associa

ti9n was prosecuting the claims for the owners thereof 253 U S 117
at 133 and they were represented by counsel at the he ring 253
U S 117 at 125 Here the claim was prosecuted by a complete
stranger to the transaction and it may be said fairly prosecuting the
claim in the hope of reward for itself

Cert iply all in government particularly an Independ nt Regula
tory Agencyattempt to provide a forum wherein procedures are sim

plified in order to allow an aggrieved party an opportu ity to present
his case and if successful to be made whole That is the spirit of the
Administrative Procedure Act and in my opinion the way this agency
attempts to act in the public interest However allowing this type
of claim would in my mind encourage bounty hunting which would
have an injurious effect on the entire industry

Therefore I would not permit as our Rules do not permit this

type of practice before the Federal Maritime Commission

Oommissioner John S Patterson Dissenting
An examination of the record discloses that complainants were

retained by a shipper to audit and review copies of bills of lading for
the purpose of discovering erroneous freight charges For purposes
of the present claims complainants are shown by the record to be

agents not assignees They are Rot in fact appearing in person
Complainants are appearing in a representative capacity Rule 2 g
ofour Rules of Practice and Procedure General Order 16 prohibits
such appearance before the Commission 46 CFR 502 27 F R Oc
tober 26 1965 Vol 30 No 207
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No 1185

OCEAN FREIGHT CONSULTANTS INC

V

THE BANK LINE LIMITED

ORDER OF REPARATION

The Commission on this date made and entered a report in this pro

ceeding which is hereby incorporated herein by reference in which

it found inter alia that respondent The Bank Line Limited had

violated section 18 b 3 of the Shipping Act 1916 in assessing and

receiving payment from Mead Johnson International the assignor of

complaint Oc n Freight Consultants Inc of a higher freight rate

than the rate properly applicable and that complainant is entitled

to reparation for such violation

Therefore it is ordered That respondent The Bank Line Limited

pay to complainant Ocean Freight Consultants Inc 140

By the Commission

SEAL

9 F M C

Signed THOMAS LISI

Secretary
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No 1066

ALcoA STEAMSHIP CO INC GENERAL INCREASE IN RATES IN THE

ATLANTIO GULF PuERTo RICO T1wE

Decided January 13 1966

Proposed general iIicreases in rates of respondent Alcoa inthe regulated Atlantic

and Gulf to Puerto Rico trade found to be unjust and unreasonable to the

extent t eyprovide a rate of return exceeding 10 percent on the rate base of

1 293 936 computed utilizing ton mile method of allocation of vessel expenses
and depreciation Alcoa ordered to adjust its rates accordingly

Elimer o Maddy and Russel T Weil for respondent Alcoa St am

ship Co I c

J000 T Rigby and Seymour IBerdon for p rty complainant the

CommonwealthofPuerto Rico
Donald J Brunner N1JlULn D Kline and Robert J Blackwell as

H ring Counsel
REPORT

By THE COMMISSION John Harllee 0hairmanj Oorrvrnissioners Ashton

C Barrett James V Day andGeorge H Hearn

The Commission ordered this investigation concerning the lawful

ness under the Shipping Act 1916 and the Intercoastal Shipping Act

1933 of the rates fares charges rules classifications regulations and

practices contained in respondent Alooa Steamship Co Inc s tariff

schedules in Outward Freight Tariff No 3 FMCF No 4 naming
numerous increases in commodity rates from Atlantic and Gulf ports
in the continental United States to ports in the Commonwealth of
Puerto Rico The Commission s order of investigation suspended
these schedules to and including Novemoor 25 1962 The rates be
came effective on Novemoor 26 1962

The Commonwealth or Puerto Rico by virtue of its protest to the
increases became a party complainant under rules 3 a and 5 h of

9 F IC
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our Rules of Practice and Procedure Hearings were held before

Examiner C E Morgan who issued an Initial Decision to which ex

ceptions and replies have been filed We have heard oral argument
Alcoa published increases in r8ltes in vary ing amounts on about 1 400

of the 1 500 commodities in its tariff R8Ites werenot increased on self

propelled vehicles vehicle accessories bulk commodities or explosives
The individual rates generally were increased about 20 percent with a

resulting overall increase of about 19 percent This was the first gen
eral increase in rates by Alcoa since 1958 in spite of substantially
increased costs since then

There was some doubt whether Alcoa would experience as much as a

19 percent increase in its freight revenues in view of its competition
and other factors but a 19 percent increase in revenues for the pro
jected year was accepted by the parities as abasis of their computations
ofnet profits or net losses

The leading commodities carried by Alcoa in the Puerto Rican trade

in revenue tons for the year and for the half year listed below were

1961 1st half
of 1962

Canned Goods Groceries 00

Dry Goods
Electrical Materials Equipmentm n

n n

Grain Products Bagged
Iron Steel Products n

Machines Machinery n n 00

Packing House Productsn 00

Vehides

Totalrevenue tons n
u h

15 125
9 669

16 097
24 784
18 065

3 943
15 518
67 118

170 319

6 085
3 692
4 102

10 785
10 289

4 782
5 280

34 103

79 118

The total revenue tons carried from U S ports to Puerto Rico by Alcoa
in 1961 were 343 378 Of this 1961 total tonnage vehicles constituted
about 19 5 percent and the rates on self propelled vehicles were not

increased
Before briefs were filed Alcoa reduced its rate on canned goods and

groceries and adding the 1961 tonnage for these commodities to the
vehicle tonnage makes a total of 24 percent for cargoes on which
there were no increases or on which the increases later were dropped

1The Co monweaUh of Puerto JU o by letter asked the Commission to accept its brief
before the Examiner in lieu of exceptions Such a letter does not comport with the re

quirements of Rul 13 of tlie Co mi8Sion s Rul s of Practice and Procedure which
requires that exceptions shall indicate with particularity alleged errors and is accord
ingly rejected as an exception to the Initial Decision The position of Puerto Rico as

expressed in its brief before the Examiner has however been considered by us in thr
determina tion of this proceeding
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In the first half of 1962 Alcoa carried a total of 238 510 revenue

tons from U s ports to Puerl9 Rico The rates as held down Qr later

reduced on vehicles 34 103 tons canned gQods and groceries 6 085

tons as well as all iron and steel products 10 289 tons amount to

a percentage of only 21 percent ofthe total tonnage carried by Alcoa

in the United States Puerto Rican trade Moreover inclusion of all

iron and steel products tonnage overstates the above percentage since

of these products only the rate on iron and steel plates one of many
items under the generic heading was held down or later reduced

The rate on dry goods was increased from 54 cents to 65 cents a cubic

foot and this rate was not held down Other increases in the rates

on the above listed commodities were 69 cents to 83 cents a cubic foot

on electrical materials and equipment 90 cents to 108 cents per 100

pounds on wheat in bags 93 cents to 112 cents per 100 pounds on iron

and steel billets 60 cents to 72 cents a cubic foot on household washing
machines and 104 c nts to 125 cents per 100 pounds on packinghouse
products As seen these particular increases amount to 20 percent
each

No increase was proposed by Alcoa on certain liquids such as lubri
eating oil in bulk in vessels tanks and on certain acids These rates

were held down to develop the business and because Alcoa had added

deck tanks to its vessels and was using its deep tanks Also there

wasan absence of increased cargo handling costs for these commodities

The rate on merchandise variety store in carrier s containers also

was held down but here again Alcoa s cargo handling expenses were

much less than in the case of ordinary package freight received in

numerous small packages
In a general revenue case such as this one we are concerned with

revenues and expenses in general but not with any analyses of costs

for specific individual commodities
Alcoa a wholly owned subsidiary of the Aluminum Company of

America has operated a common carrier service since 1951 southbound
from United States Atlantic and Gulf ports to ports in Puerto Rico

the Virgin Islands West Indies Venezuela and the Guianas It

began a northbound common carrier service from ports in Pue oRico

to New York Philadelphia and Baltimore in August 1962 Alcoa

also is a contract carrier and proprietary carrier northbound of conl

modities such as bauxite sugar and phosphate Bauxite transported
mainly for its parent company is the principal northbound cargo of
Alcoa
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In its southbound trade to Puerto Rico Alcoa used seven vessels

Four of these were OIs which were approximately 20 years old and
three were02 s about 18 years old Generally the OI s were used

in and out of the Atlantic ports and the02 s in and out ofGulf ports
but occasionally there were variations Alcoa owned a total of 13

vessels and chartered others for use in the other trades

In 1961 Alcoa offered a weekly service to Puerto Rico from New

York and a weekly service from Baltimore generally via New York

From the Gulf in 1961 it provided a weekly service out ofMobile and

New Orleans No northbound common carrier service from Puerto

Rico to the United States was provided in 1961 or in the first haIt
of 1962

Since August 1962 Alcoa has offered a weekly service from Balti

more and Philadelphia and fortnightly service out of New York via

Philadelphia and Baltimore and has continued its weekly Gulf service

from Mobjle and New Orleans The change in scheduling out of

the Atlantic ports reduced Alcoa s transit time from Baltimore to

Puerto Rico by three to four days One of the reasons leading to the

change in service of Alcoa out of Baltimore was the withdrawal

of the Bull Lines from the Puerto Rican service Alcoa presently
faces the competition of Sea Land Service Inc American Union

Transport and Motorships Inc and other carriers out of the port
of New York Out of Baltimore Sea Land provides direct sailings
to Puerto Rico The competitive picture is quite flexible since carriers

may enter and leave this trade at will There is no conference in the

trade and Alcoa s competition would restrain it somewhat from ex

cessive increases in its rates

In September 1962 Alcoa commenced weekly northbound service to

Baltimore and Philadelphia and a fortnightly service to New York

Alcoa also provided a weekly service northbound to Mobile and New

Orleans The northbound common carrier service of Alcoa has been

very insignificant tonnagewise compared with its southbound service

Operating southbound from Atlantic and Gulf ports Alcoa gen
erally also oper8lted as acommon carrier to the Virgin Islands with the

same vessels on the same voyages as were used to serve Puerto Rico
Alcoa has provided oommon or contract carrier service toor from the
Atlantic ports of Searsport Maine New York N Y Philadelphia
Pa Wilmington Del Baltimore Md Norfolk Va and Charleston
S C and toor from the Gulf ports ofGalveston Tex Baton Rouge
New Orleans and Braithwaite La Gulfport Miss Mobile Ala
and Pensacola Panama City Jacksonville and Tampa Fla To a
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relatively minor extent Alcoa in some instances with the same vessel

as used to serve Puerto Rico and on a same voyage has served other

foreign portsand has provided way to way service

Operating as a contract carrier northbound Alcoa has transported
1 bauxite from Trinidad to Mobile 2 sugar from ports in Puerto

Rico to New yo k Philadelphia Wilmington Baltimore Norfolk
Jacksonville Tampa New Orleans and Galveston and 3 phosphate
coastwise from Tampa to Baltimore Norfolk and Searsport using the

same vessels used in the southbound common carrier service to Puerto
Rico on the same individual round trip voyages The bulk commodi
ties transported in the contract trade besides loading more heavily
were more quickly handled required less port time and encountered
less delay than thegeneral cargo

For the entire year 1961 for its Puerto Rican service Alcoa had a

small net profit before Federal income taxes of 69 919 or anet income
after such taxes of 39 061 both as calculated by Hearing Counsel or

a net loss before Federal income taxes of 1 128 217 or 1 308 873 or

1 501 951 as calculated undervariousmethods by Alcoa
For the entire year of 1962 for its Puerto Rican service Alcoa had

a net loss before Federal income taxes of 72 243 as calculated by Hear

ing Counsel and which loss was 908 690 or 1 081 122 or 1 435 599
as calculatedunder various methodsby Alcoa

On the basis ofAlcoa s small profit or its loss in 1961 and its loss in
1962 regardless of which figures of record are selected as the most

accurate for that year it is clear that Alcoa is entitled to some general
increase over its prior rates which were in existence in 1961 and for
about 11 months in 1962 Alcoa is entitled to such an increase because
it should not be compelled to op rate at a loss as it did in 1962 or at a

minimum profit or loss as it did in 1961
Forthe projected year based upon the proposed increased rates both

Alcoa and Hearing Counsel offered projected income figures The

respondent showed a net loss before Federal income taxes under its
various calculations of 227 242 or 338 376 or 654 848 whereas

Hearing Counsel showed a net profit before Federal income taxes of
771 393 and a net income after such taxesof 375 769
The largest differences between Alco apd Headng Counsel were in

their calculations of vessel expeIlses 2 which differ because of their

2Vessel expenses herein are intended to include wages payroll taxes contributions
welfare plans subsistence stores SUpplies equipment fuel repairs performei do
mestic insurancehull and machinery insuranc P L insuranceother and other
vessel expense Vessel expenses herein are intended to exclude port and cargo expenses
otherwise sometimes called voyage expenses The total of all expenses hown by th
parties exciusive of overhead depreciation and Us income tax w11l referred to as

vessel operRiting expenses
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different methods ot allocating Alcoa s overall vessel expenses to its

Puerto Rican service Other differences were in the calculations ot

overhead and of depreciation as well as differences in the valuation of

Alcoa s assets as allocated to the Puerto Rican service

Since the overhead figure for the projected year used by Hearing
Counsel and the overhead figures for that year used by Alcoa under

two of the three results shown by it are based upon total vessel and

voyage expense ratios the calculation of vessel expenses becomes

doubly important
Alcoa and Hearing Oounsel substantially 1Lgree in their calculations

of revenues and ofport and cargo expense and other voyage expenses

Since the expenses of Alcoa s Puerto Rican common carri r service

are commingled with the expenses of Alcoa s contract carrier services

and its Virgin Island and foreign service a principal problem in this

proceeding is the determination of a just and reasonable allocation

of vessel expenses to the Puerto Rican common carrier service of

Alcoa

In general the respondent has allocated vessel expenses as between

its southbound common carrier service on the one hand and on the

other hand its northbound contract carrier service on the basis ofdays

operated in each service whereas Hearing Counsel supports aton mile

allocation fter the initial daily basis allocation above by respond
ent it initially made a further allocation of southbound expenses be

tween Puerto Rico the Virgin Islands and other foreign ports on the

basis ofa rervenue prorate While Alcoasupports this revenue prorate
as reasonaJble ithowever does not oppose a ton mile prorate as between

Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands after its initialbreakdown of ex

penses on a daily basis as between southbound common carrier service

and northbound contract carrier service The ton mile method of

allocating vessel expenses adds together the costs Qf all voyages for a

year s time including in ballast costs and idle and strike time costs

and then allocates the total costs of the year to the various common

carrier and contract carrier services on the basis of tonnage times dis

tance carried in each service

In fact on brief Alcoa makes a computation based upon such a

ton mile prorate Alcoa allocates total southbound vessel expenses
on the daily basis but separate southbound Puerto Rico expenses

from Virgin Island southbound expenses on a ton mile basis The

total for the Puerto Rican and Virgin Island tonnage for 1961 is 573

106 000 tOImiles The Puerto Rican ton miles of 504 988 000 are 88 1
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percent and Alcoa takes 88 1 percent of total southbound vessel ex

penses which it calculates at 2 958 987 to obtain the revised Puerto

Ricanvessel expenses for 1961 of 2 606 868

For the year 1961 Hearing Counsel calculate vessel expenses to be

1 305 994 as compared with Alcoa s calculations of 2 434 999 daily
basis between southbound and northbound then revenue prorate on

southbound between Puerto Rico and Virgin Islands and 2 606 868

daily basis between southbound and northbound then ton mile pro
rate between Puerto Rico and Virgin Islands Hearing Counsel cal

culated for 1961 a ton mile ratio for theAtlantic of 27 927 percent and

applied this to Alcoa vessel expenses and fuel of 2 724 780 to obtain
Puerto Rican Atlantic vessel expenses and fuel of 760 949 The same

process for the Gulf used figures of23 778 percent and 2 292 223 with

resulting Puerto Rican Gulf vessel expenses and fuel of 545 045 or

atotal for theAtlan ic and Gulfof 1 305 994

Hearjng Connsel for 1961 used the figure of 5 515 913 as atoml

of port expenses cargo expense and other Voyage expense making a

total of vessel and voyage expenses of 6 821 907 or of 6 487 074 if

net passenger and mail revenue of 334 833 is deducted Alcoa s figure
of 5 534 856 for the total of port expense cargo expenses and other

voyage expenses is not much different from Hearing Counsels figure
of 5 515 913 and the relatively small difference is explainable from

the handlings of passenger expense mainly and from changes in

figures resulting from adjustments of the number of voyages and

voyage days from 98 to 96 voyages and from 1221 to 1 208 days
Throughout their calculations Alcoa and Hearing Counsel generally
agree to the allocations of port cargo and other vOY1age eXPenses in

asmuch as both allocate these expenses directly where possible or on a

ton basis Alcoa thus obtains its total of vessel and voyage expenses
for 1961 of 7 969 855 using the dailyIrevenue prorate of vessel ex

penses or asimilar total of 8 141 724 using the dailyloon mile prorate
Qf vessel expenses

Hearing Counsel used the total Puerto Rican vessel and voyag ex

pense figure above of 6 821 907 and a company wide Alcoa vessel and

voyage expense for 1961 of 39 483 207 to obtain a ratio of 17 27799

percent applicable to Atlantic and Gulf This percent times 5 184

587 the Alooa net overhead company wide results in an overhead for

1961 for the Puerto Rican service ofAlcoa of 895 792

Surprisingly AlGoa first calculated alesser overhead than did Hear

ing Counsel The overhead for 1961 as calculated first by Alcoa is
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802 824 on the revenue prorate basis On brief Alcoa states it will

accept Hearing Counsel s method of calculating overhead and using
its own figures of vessel and voyage expenses Alooa obtains by the
vessel and voyage expense ratio method an overhead figure for 1961 of

983 480 Additionally Alcoa calculates a third figure for 1961 for

overhead of 1 004 689 using its still higher vessel and voyage expenses
based on the dailyjton mile prorate instead of the daily revenue

prorate
Alcoa s depreciation for 1961 is computed by it as 234 085 and by

Hearing Counsel as 142 442 adifference of about 92 000 The dif

ference results from the methods of allocating depreciation on vessels

equipment structures and spare parts to the Puerto Rican trade
The principal difference of the parties in computing depreciation

was in the allocation of depreciation to the 02 vessels one using a

daily or time basis and the other a ton mile basis On 02 vessels

Alcoa allocates depreciation of about 126 400 and Hearing Counsel
about 55 400 a difference of about 71 000 On the total deprecia
tion on four 02 vessels of 233 223 in 1961 Alcoa takes 54 2 percent
for the Gulf Puerto Rican trade which percent is determined from a

ratio based on 593 days in the Gulf Puerto Ricantradeof these vessels

compared with 1 095 optimum days of these vessels in all trades Hear

ing Counsel rtJake 23 778 percent of the 233223 depreci8tion figure de

termining this percentage from a ton mile ratio of 263 642 000 ton

miles in the Gulf Puerto Rican trade compared with 1 108 756 000 ton

miles in all trades in which these vessels were used This difference is
another illustration of the fact that the daily basis used by Alcoa in

allocating expenses to the Puerto Rican trade produces a higher
expense thandoes the ton mileprorate ofHearing Counsel

On 1961 depreciation of 14 116 on the 01 vessels Alcoa using a

daily ratio of 615 days over 1 460 days or a42 1 percentage obtains an

alloc8ltion ofdepreciation to the Atlantic Puerto Rican trade of about
5 900 compared with Hearing Counsels allocation of about 3 900

which is based on a ton mile prorate of 27 927 percent for the Atlantic
Puerto Rican trade

For 1961 depreciation on struotures in Puerto Rico both Hearing
Counsel and Alcoa allocate the same 100 percent or about 53 500
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and for depreciation on equipment in Puerto Rico bath allocate the

same 100 percent or about 14 400

Of total depreciation on spare parts of 9 378 Alcoa allocates 1 208

days in the Puerto Rican service over 4 745 optimum days or 25 5 per
cent orabout 2 400 depreciation to the Puerto Rican trade Hearing
Counsel use vessel and voyage expense ratios of 948932 percent for the
Atlantic and 7 78867 percent for theGulf to obtain a total depreciation
on spare parts for the Puerto Rican service of 1 620 Hearing Coun
sels percentages are derived from Atlantic vessel and voyage expenses
of 3 746 690 a corresponding figure for the Gulf of 3 075 217 and a

total for all trades in which the vessels were used of 39 483 207

Hearing Counsel use the same vessel and voyage expense ratio per
centages as above in computing depreciation allocable to the Puerto
Ric n trade on structures outside of Puerto Rico and on equipment
outside Puerto Rico Out of total depreciation on structures outside
of Puerto Rico of 27 527 and out of total depreciation on equipment
outside of Puerto Rico of 50 797 Hearing Counsel obtain deprecia
tions for the Puerto Rican service respectively of about 4 800 and

about 8 800 Alcoa obtains corr sponding depreciation figures on

structuresand equipment outside ofPuertoRico allocable to thePuerto
Rico trade of about 10 800 and about 21 200 Alcoa for these figures
uses 418 percent which is the prorate ofthe revenue on Puerto Rican

cargo of 7 586 785 overthe revenues ofall general cargo of 18 150 850
For the projected year both Alcoa and Hearing Counsel project

freight revenues in the Puerto Rican trade of 12 395 842 and pas
senger and mail revenues in the trade of 261 437 Both also make
allowances for passenger and mail expenses of44 616 as part of ather

voyage expenses Besides the difference in theprojections ofdeprecia
tion for that year the other differences in the income account are in
the projections for overhead andfor vessel expenses

The EwaminA3r 8 decision

The Examiner found that the general increases in rates proposed by
Alcoa are just and reasonable and will not result in an unlawful rate
of return but rather in a small net loss

The following table illustrates the differences in the parties projec
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tions of Alcoa s income account for its Puerto Rican service and in

cludes anotherprojeotion by the Examiner

TABLE I Alcoa income account PuertoRican service projected year

Alcoa s Hearing Examiners

estimate Counsel s estimate

estimate

Revenues

Freight revenues u 12 395 842 12 395 842 12 395 842

Passenger and mail revenue 1 261 437 1261 437

TotaL 12 657 279 12 395 842 12 657 279

Expenses
Vessel expense 2 3 487 546 2 342 202 32 914 874

Less passenger and mail
revenues

1 261 437

Gross profit after vessel expense but before voyage

expense 9 169 733 10 315 077 9 742 405

Port cargo and other voyageexpenses including passenger
and mail expensesn n

4 8 275 108 4 8 275 108 48 275 108

Gross profit from vessel operations
6 894 625 6 2 039 969 61 467 297

Overhead n

e I 315 065 e 1 097 966 e 1 251 040

Depreciation 7 234 442 7 170 610 7 234 442

Total overhead and depreciation I 549 507 1 268 576 1 485 482

Net profit or loss before Federal income taxes 8 654 882 8771 393 8 18 185

Federal incometax 395 624
Net profit after taxes 375 769

1 All revenues arc the same except thatin one projection passenger and mail revenues are deducted from

vessel expenses whereas in the other projections they are added to revenues

2 TheAlcoa vessel expense figure in this table isbased on the daily allocation of southbound and north
bound expenses first and thena ton mile allocation between Puerto Rico and Virgin Islands

8 TheExaminer s vessel expense figure isthe arithmetical average of the above figures of Alcoa and Hear

ing Counsel
4 There isno dispute as to the allocation of voyage expenses
a The differences in gross profit from vessel operations result from the different allocations of vessel ex

pensps Alcoa allocated vessel expenses largely upon daily basis Hearing Counsel on a ton mile basis and

the Examiner on an average of these two bases
e TlJe overhead figures herein are allocated on substantially the same methods but are related to the

three different totals of vessel and voyage expenses The Examiner took his vessel expense above of

2 914 874 plus agreed voyageIlxpenses of SS 275 108 or atotal of 11 189 982 times 11 18 percent to obtain his

overhead figure of 1 251 040 The 1118 percent is the 1962 ratio of Alcoa s net overhead to its total vessel
and voyage expenses for all of its operations or4 734 178 over42 360 117

7 Depreciation differences are composed largely of depreciation on 0 2 vessels The Examiner accepted
thetime basis here rather than the ton mile basis

8 Alcoa shows asubstantial net loss before taxes Hearing Counsel anet profit and the Examiner anet

loss of 18 185

Because ofhis determination that the proposed rates would be non

compensatory it was unnecessary for the Examiner to find the rate

base on which a rate of return should be allowed or what such rate of

return should be He did however make a finding as to the proper
rate base The table below shows the rate base as determined by
Alcoa Hearing Counsel andtheExaminer

Column Iis Alcoa s computation including the listing of its vessels

at market value other assets at book value prudent investment stand

ard and the computation of working capital on the basis of a buffer

fund of 1 month s average expenses plus the difference between

average monthly expense and average collections on current bills
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Alco s tariff provides for an extension of credit privileges up to 15

days Working capital in column Iis computed by taking the total

vessel andvoyages expenses for the first 6 months of 1962 of 5 334 217

plus overhead of 496 356 making a total of 5 830 573 not including
depreciation One sixth or this total is 971 762 or 1 month s average

expenses and average monthly collections were 815 800 The differ

ence between the last two figures is 155 962 and this added to the

971 762 makes the work g capital figure below 1 127 724 In

column II of the table below is Alcoa s computation of its rate base

using both vessels and other assets at book value prudent investment

standard and working capital of an amount equal to one round voy

age expense for each ship in the service In column III in the table

below are the computations of Hearing Counsel which also utilize

prudent investment and working capital of an amount equal to one

round voyage expense for each ship in the service The differences

between columns IIand III are the result of the differing methods of

allocating values to the Puerto Rican service as well as or allocating
vessel expenses which result in the different computations of the com

ponents ofworking capital Alcoa allocates the book value of vessels

to the Puerto Rican trade based upon the number ofdays spent in that

trade whereas Hearing Counsel allocates vessels on a ton mile prorate
Structures and equipment located in Puerto Rico were directly as

signed by both parties Those located elsewhere were allocated on a

revenue basis by Alcoa and on the vessel operating expense ratio by
Hearjng Counsel Spare parts were allocated on a day basis by Alcoa

while Hearing Counsel used the vessel operating expense ratio

Column IV in the table below is theExaminer s conclusion as to a fair

and reasonable rate base

TABLE II AZcoa rate blUe

I II III IV

Alcoa Alcoa Hearing Examiner

Counsel

Vessels n
1 551 250 280 983 206 450 243 717

Other property and equipmentm 315 128 315 128 253 769 284 449

Working capitaL n
1 127 724 861 200 833 717 847 459

TotaL n
2 994 102 1 457 311 1 293 936 1 375 625

Cols Iand II are as of June 30 1962 co1 III isas of Dec 31 1961

In general the Emminer rejected IDarket value as the means of

evaluating vesseJl assets and rejected the buffer fund hasis of working
capital in favor of the amoUIlJt about equal to the proper share al

located to the Puerto Rican service of one round voyage expense for
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each ship used in that service He then gave weight to both the daily
and the ton mile methods of allocating to the Puerto Rican service
the expenses of working capital and value of vessels and other assets

by averaging the different figures in columns II and III above

DISOUSSION AND CONOLUSIONS

Allocation of vessel operating eropenses vessel depreciation and

overhead

As will be seen from the above a finding as to whether or not

Alcoa will make a profit at its proposed increased rates depends upon
what method is used to determine the amount ofexpenses which should

be allocated to the Puerto Rican service It is not surprising there

fore that the principal isslie upon exceptions in this proceeding is

whether the Commission should adopt the vessel day method of al

locating vessel expense and vessel depreciation which Alcoa advocates

or the ton mile method advocated by Hearing Counsel Neither party
is willing to accept the Examiner s use of an average of the figures
derived by the two methods each maintaining that its position is more

accurate
It is axiomatic in proceedings to determine the reasonableness of

rates that the concomitant cost finding is not an exact science and

that all that is required is thatthe results obtained represent a reason

ably close approximation of the assignable cost s Increased Rates on

Sugar 196 7 F M C 404 411 1962

Having considered all the arguments in favor of the alternative

methods it is our opinjon that the ton mile method more nearly
approximates the assign8Jble oosts of Alcoa to its regul8Jted Puerto

Rico service
The v66l day basis although superficially appealing suffers from

many built in faults

The benefit derived from a transportation service is that cargo

tonnage is transported over distance miles to its receiver As

struted in a recent and definitive study The product which the trans

portation industry sells is the ton mille in freight service and the

passenger mile orpassenger journey in passenger service Study
Of Cost Structures And Cost Finding Procedures In The Regulated
Transportation Industries R L Banks Associates Prepared for

U S Department of Commerce dated November 1959 at page 218

6 While this study does criticize the ton mile method for certain deficiencies It does
not even mention the vessel day theory fIo the same effect see Explanation of The
Development Of Motor Carrier Costs With Statement As To Their Meaning And Signif
icance IC C Bureau of Accounts Cost Finding and Valuation Prepared by Cost FtndlnfSection Statement No 459 dated Aug 1959 at pages 1213 Tons and ton mUes oil

are thegenerally accepted sales unit In transportation service
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This has often been recognized by this Commission and its predeces
sors As we noted in AtlanticGulf Puerto Rico General Increase

7 F M C 87 98 1962 The basic factors contributing to vessel

operating expenses are the tonnage and the distance carried

The nature of ocean transportat ion is furthermore such that these

costs of operating vessels between points are nlainly joint costs or

costs which should be borneproportionately by the users of theservices

in both directions Although the joint cost concept may be less ac

curate when applied to an operation like that of Alcoa where th

two services differ as to types of cargo port time and vessel utilization

it is still true that if Alcoa did not operate its common carrier service

to Puerto Rico its vessels would not be available there to haul its

contract cargo back to the mainland The burdens of expenses such

as strikes and idle days should in the absence of a showing that they
should be otherwise borne be allocated on the basis of tonnages times

miles carried i e the basic components of the service for which the

users pay The same is true of dry dock and repair days particularly
in light of the fact that testimony of record indicates that the contract

bauxite is cargo which necessitates maintenance of vessels because of

the manner in which it is loaded

Ballast leg and positioning leg days also should be allocated on the

ton mile basis An attempt to allocate such days on i1 vessel day basis

shows another basic flaw in that method the great possibility for

arbitrariness an inconsistent posit ions Alcoa originally allocated

nearly all of these costs to the regulated trade arguing that unem

ployed legs should be charged against the cargo to be loaded at the

end of such movements However in many cases if not all such

movements are the result of having diverted the vessel from a direct

return for the purpose of carrying contract cargo The argument
could well be made that costs of ballast and positioning legs should

be charged against the cargo which caused the diversion in the first

place rather than against the cargo to be loaded after the diversion

from the direct route of return had taken place The fact that Alcoa

later revised its allocations to eliminate some ballast expenses origi
nally allocated to the regulated trade merely serves to underscore the

danger inherent in the vessel day method Inthe light of the possibil
ity of arbitrary and inconsistent allocation and the strong argument
that such expenses should always be allocated to the use which has

caused the diversion we cannot accept the vessel day method The

ton mile method is proper not only because it avoids the difficulties
noted but because we believe it fairly allocates expenses which like
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those discussed above shouldbeborne by users in proportion to amount

oftheir tonnage carried

VOyage expenses have been alloc3lted by Alcaa either direotly Or by
cargo tonnage by ports The allocations by Alcoa ot these items has
been accepted by all participants

All parties agree that overhead administrative and general ex

pense is appropriately allocated in the relatianship the vessel operat
ing expense of the service bears to that of the company as a whole

The differences in results are caused by the different methods of al

locating vessel expense Having adopted the ton mile method for
the vessel e pense partian Of vessel oper3lting expense we accordingly
also apply it ta overhead

All parties agree that in this proceeding depreci ation shauld fallow
vessel expense and be alloo3Jted in the sameproportions

Depreciation is an accounting means Of reflecting the wearing out

Of the fixed assets employed and therefore wherever possible should

be spread over the units produced or in the case of water transporta
tion the ton miles produced The reasonableness of allocating these
casts on a ton mile basis is manifest These costs are truly joint
ships depreci3lte all the time nOt Only during the days when ships are

nsed in aparticular segment ofthe trade 4

Alcoa asserts that the vessel day allocation method more nearly
approximates assignable costs than the ton mile method because 1
same of its expenses primarily seamen s wages insurance and fuel

vary directly with time and not ton miles 2 the ton mile method
fails to distinguish between port days and sea days and allocate their

expenses to theProper services 3 the ton mile metho9 has overstated
the expense of the contract northbound leg which requires less port
time than the common carriage due to the fact that general cargo re

quires more time in loading than bulk proprietary cargo and 4 the
ton mile method destroys the venture theory of accounting

We cannat agree that these criticisms Of the application Of the ton
mile method of allocating costs to the common carrier operation of
Alcoa are sufficient to justify the use of the vessel day method with all
of its inequities as pointed outherein

Although it is true that expenses like seamen s wages do vary with
time it is nat necessarily true that allocatian should be made whally
on a time basis The difficulties with such a methad have been noted
above Itis sufficient here to note that the mile portion of the ton

Although originally computing overhead and depreciation on a revenue prorate Alcoa
now accepts an expense prorate method of computing these expenses admitting this
latter method Isproper
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mile formula does take cognizance of the fact that there are time

related expenses and gives weight to them for the simple reason that

distance is traveledin time

While it is recognized that there is some difference in vessel expense
at sea and in port due primarily to the reduced fuel consumption in

port an accurate allocation ofport time to cargo carried is practically
impossible due to the presence in port ofa considerable amount of in

active time which as noted supra lends itself to arbitrary and incon

sistent allocation The various vessel expenses in port are such as

shouldbe borne in relation to tonnage carried

In this proceeding the justness of such an approach is highlighted
by the fact that as noted above repair time is something obviously
necessitated by the contract bauxite and thus is directly related to the

type oftonnage carried

As the general overhead expenses affect all users of a service all of

the time they should be apportione4 on the basis of directly incurred

costs in relationship to vessel operating expenses

Finally far from destroying ttilie venture theory ofaooounting the

ton mile method gives it full effect it is r3lther the vessel day method

which destroys this theory The venture theory of accounting at

tempts to reflect the fact that many costs of steamship operations are

joint costs borne for thebenefit ofusers of the transportation in both

directions and which should thus be allocated to apply to both direc

tions As has been observed by an experienced steamship operator
It is axiomatic in steamship operations that the entire voyage is the

yenture This concept stems from the days of the Phoenicians and is

equally true today Voyages are scheduled and services extended or

contracted on thebasis of theresults of the round voyage To separate
the results by voyage legs produces misleading results II

The ton mile formula and formulae similar to it are supported by
considerable precedent both of other transportation agencies and the

courts 6

IIStatement of Frank A Nemee Executive Vice President of Lykes Brothers Steamship
Co Inc on behalll of the Committee of ADlerican Steamship Lines before the Joint
Economic Committee of the 88th Cong 1st sess Hearings o Nov 19 1963 p 23

e C A B American AirUnes Inc et al Domestic Trunk IAnes Ser1JiceMail Rates
21 C A B 8 7 19515 Amerkan Air IAnes Inc Mail Rates 14 C A B 5158 570 571

5721 195l1
I C C Western Passenger Fares 87 I C C 1 22 1915 New York S W RR 00

Reorganization 236 I C C 425 432 1939
CourtOentral 01 Georgia R 00 v Railroad OommissWn oj Alabama 2Q9 Fed 75

79 M P Ala 1Q18 Boyl6v St Louis S F R 00 222 Fed 539 541 En Ark 1915

affirmed 244 U S 100 1917
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Although as Alcoa points out consistency in allocation methods

applied should not be maintained if its result is inequitable in the

absence of a showing of unfair treatment it is indeed a goal to be
sought The application of the ton mile method is therefore proper
here where we have shown it to be the fairer of the methods con

sidered Indeed the Commissionhas adopted the ton mile method for

use by the carriers in the domestic offshore trades and these carriers

including Alcoa have submitted reports purporting to use it1

Although the ton mile method has not always been used in proceed
ings before this Commission and its predecessors it has never been

rejected and has been used more often than any other allocation
method s The only case in which the vessel day method was used
for vessel operating and related expenses was Pacific Ooast Puerto
Rico Rate Increase 7 F M C 525 529 1963 It is significant to note

the language employed by the Commission in adopting that method
which wasemployed by Waterman Steamship Corporation No party
to the proceeding objected to the allocation methodslitilized by Water
man and they are found to be reasonable for the purposes of this

proceeding In other words the vessel day method was accepted
because no one attempted to show there was anything wrong with it
That is hardly the case here where many flaws of this method have
been indicated

We therefore adopt as proper in this proceeding the ton mile method
of computing vessel expenses and vessel depreciation

The rate base

Having determined unlike the Examiner that the ton mile method
should be employed for allocating expenses we find that Alcoa will
earn a net profit after taxes at its increased rates of approximately

375
769 See Table I Hearing Counsels Estimate page 12

It therefore becomes necessary for us to determine the rate base

upon which such earnings are predicated Specifically we must find
the proper amounts to be assigned for the value of vessels and other
assets and the amount to be allotted to working capital

Alcoa maintains that vessels should be valued at market value while

Hearing Qounsel maintain that book va ue prudent investment
standard should be used We agree with Hearing Counsel As de

TSee F M C GerieralOrder H Fed Reg June 7 19G
8 See e g A lJ tlc a l1P ertR o fje eral Ratti InQrealfe8 6 F M B 1 26 1

PamftoAtlaidk Guam Increaaes In Rates 7 F M C 428 1 2
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fined by our decisions prudent investment means amounts which

have been invested prudently as of the time they are first de

voted to the particular trade plus amounts prudently invested in bet

terments all depreciated to the period for which the rates are being
tested Atlantic Gulf Puerto Rico General IncreMe 7
F M C 87 107 1962 Such a standard prevents an undue inflation

of the rate base predicated upon monies which Alcoa has not spent
Valuations based upon market value moreover are subject to the

opinion and predictions upon which such value is based which may be

totally unrelated to the utilization of the property involved the basis

upon which assets must be valued The evil of the use of a market

value standard is brought forcibly home when it is realized that logi
cally these non utilization related factors would learl to an increase or

decrease in rates as market values rise or fall thus placing the general
public at the mercy of these unpredictable fluctuations This cannot
be allowed to happen

The prudent investment standard has been used by this agency

consistently since the above quoted case and is the traditional rate base

approach for all Federal regulatory agencies It has moreover been

approved by the courts as the standard offering the needed protection
to consumers from exorbitant rates which should be followed unless

justification appears for inflating the rate base None appears here 9

We adopt the prudent investment method of assigning asset values

As noted above Hearing Counsel maintain that the amount allo

cated to working capital should be equal to one round voyage expense
for each ship in the service while Alcoaargues that its amounts should

be equal to a buffer fund of 1 month s average expense plus the dif

ference between average monthly expense and average collections on

current bills The Commission has consistently followed the round

voyage expense measure ofworking capitalIo believing that it is suffi

cient for meeting current operating costs the purpose of working
capital Itwas in fact the measure used in Atlantic Gulf Puerto

Rico General InareMe supra the last Puerto Rican case involVing a

general rate increase In that case the Commission s predecessor ex

plicitly disapproved working capital based on a buffer fund theory

9 lhe fad that some of Alcoa s vessels have been fully depreciated does not justify the

use of market vaiue The choice of using these vessels is Alcoa s it should certainly not
be rewarded because it ha11 refused to replace 20yearold vessels

10 See Atlantic Gulf Puerto Rico General Increase supra at 109 General Increases
In Rates 1961 7 F M C 260 289 1962 General Increases In Alaskan Rates and

Oharges 7 F M G 56 582 1963docket 969 Alaska Steams ip Opmpanll Ge erGZ

Increase in Rates in the PeninsuZa an Bering Sea Areas 01 AZaska decided Mar 5 1964
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Alcoa attempts to distinguish this case from the earlier one by
noting that in the prior case freight wasprepaid under the tariff while
a 15 day credit is allowed in this case We think this distinction is
without validity Though the tariff allows 15 day s credit there is no

showing here that payments are actually deferred for that length of
time Even if they are it is not unlikely that Alcoa is receiving credit
on the expense side The most persuasive answer however is that in
the earlier case the Board did consider the possibility of lag between

expenses and revenues and held To the extent that there is any such

lag the working capital all wed by the Board an amount approxi
mately equal to one round voyage expense of each vessel in the serv

i is ample to take care of the carriers needs at Page 109 No
reason has been shown to depart from the measure which our experi
encehas shown to be proper for working capital and we adopt it here

Alcoa s computations of working capital and valuation of assets
made under the round voyage and prudent investment Standard see

column IIof table II are also faulty They are made on the basis of
vessel days and fail to reflect the proper nature of the expenses which
are their components We accordingly adopt Hearing Counsels rate
base computations embodied in column IIIof table IIwhich properly
computeasset values and w rkingcapital
The rate of retwrn

We must now determine the proper rate of return on the above rate
base 1 293 936

Alcoa asserts that it should be 15 percent after rederal income tax
and in any event should be sufficient to provide and maintain a prudent
operating ratio ratio of expenses to gross revenues of from 88 to 90
percent after taxes

Hearing Counsel maintain that such a high rate of return js not

justified and that the operating ratio theory of rate of return should
be rej ected

At theoutset we reject the operating ratio theory of rate of return
for use in this proceeding Its application here as supported by
Alcoa s witness would result in a return to the carrier of 800 000 or

some 62 percent of its rate base of 1 293 936
There are in addition other factors militating against the use of

the operating ratio formula here It fails to take into consideration
the fact that th real test of adequacy of investment is the return on

capital commitment in light of all risks The operating ratio ap
proach conrerning its lf sole y with revenues and expenses gjyes no
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clue to the supply price ofcapital Because of its failure to consider

the investment factor operating ratio encourages constant rate in

creases There is no incentive to hold down expenses when their very
increase would justify increased revenues

Alcoa argues that other regulatory agencies have applied operating
ratio where the rate base wassmall as in the instant case ll This may
well be true but it should not be applied where as here the low rate

base is due to the carrier s choice of continuing to use its vessels with

out replacement To apply operating ratio in such a case might have

the deleterious effect of discouraging carriers from replacing aged
assets

12

Consistent with all of our precedents we adopt as the measure of a

reasonable rate of return that amount which is required to meet all

allowruble expenses ofproviding service including the cost of acquiring
or retaining the capital needed to provide service The level ofearn

ings needed to pay interest on respondent s notes and to pay dividends
adequate to give stockholders a return comparable with other

investments having a comparable risk should be allowed

In the light of this measure Alcoa s requested 15 percent rate of

return seems unreasonably high The Commission has never approved
such a high rate of return and there appears to be no reason for ap

proving it here Alcoa s argument in support of this rate of return is

based upon the testimony of its witness Mr Erdahl who in turn based

his opinion as to its necessity in part upon the operating ratio theory
we have rejected Even to the extent Mr Erduhl s opinion is based

upon factors other thanoperating ratio we feel that it will not support
t15 percent rate of return An attempt was made to justify this per

centage by showing that it was in line with the returns of thre sub

sidized American flag lines American Export Moore McCormack
and United States Lines However the collective average rate of

return for the three carriers over the 15 year period chosen by Alcoa

1947 1961 is considerably below 15 percent on net book value of

assets 8 26 percent and somewhat below on a market value basis

14 2 percent Moreover rates of return for the period are not of

persuasive force because the period includes several periods following
the war in which profits were unusually high because of shortages
crises and special programs eg Truman Dootrine Marshall Plan
Berlin Blockade and Korean War

U Operating ratio has never been used by this agency See eg AtkJntic Gull Puerto

Rico General IncreGBe 8upra at 1J04lS
ul At least 1 regulatory agency has expUcltly rejected operating ratio cause ot this

deleterious effect Re Bait Lake Oity Line8 30 P U R a19 Utah Public Service Com

mission 9
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We feel that considering all of the circumstances a rate of return

not in excess of10 percent is reasonable on this record and rates allow

ing for a greater return are unreasonable A rate of return is to be

based in large partupon the type ofrisk attendant to an enterprise It

therefore appears reasonable to approve a rate of return for Alcoa no

higher than those we have approved for other carriers in other trades

withsimilar risks Is

It is true that the risks of the carriers in these trades are not identical
to those of Alcoa The number of recent cases involving instability
in the Puerto Eican trade convinces us that the rate of return for Alcoa

shouldbe somewhathigher than in the Guam trade where a more stable

situation exists and consequently risks of operation are lowerY

The risks attendant to the Puerto Rico trade seem more akin to those

of the Hawaii and Alaska trades Although it could be argued that

Alcoa should be granted a greater rate of return than the carriers in

the Alaska and Hawaii trades because the greater number of carriers

in the Puerto Rican trade may increase Alcoa s risk in comparison with

the risks borne by carriers in the Hawaii and Alaska trades at the time

of our decisions relating to those trades cited Alcoa s risk is reduced

because of its ability to carry its own cargo inbound
An order will be entered requiring Alcoa to file tariffs adjusting its

rates to allow it a rate of return for its regulated Puerto Rican service

not to exceed 10 percent ofa 1 293 935 rate base

CoMMISSIONER JOHN S PATrERSON CoNCURRING AND DISSENTING

Iagree with most of what my fellow Commissioners have said about

the standards to be applied in adjudicating reasonableness and lawful

ness of respondent s rates for the period following N ovember 26 1962

excepting the rate of return discussion

The facts as Ihave evaluated them in this record even though they
are considered meager in some respects do in my opinion tip the scales

between reasonableness and unreasonableness in favor of the former

Therefore Iconclude that a 15 percent rate is reasonable and hence

allowable Without discussing detailed factors Iconsider the record

showing the competitive conditions in the Puerto Rico and Virgin

18 We have approved the following rates of return for carriers In other domestic offshore
trades

1 Pacific Coast HawaU 8 82 and 10 59 percent General Increases in Rates 1961
7 F M C 260 1962

2 Paclfic AtlanUc Guam642 percent Paoiftc Atlantic Guam IncretJ8es in Rate8
7 F M C 423 1002

3 Pacific Coast Alaska 9 07 percent General Increases in Alaskan Rates and

Oharge8 7 F M C 563 1963
U Respondents APL and PFEL are the only common carriers providing service bftween

the United States and Guam Pacific Atlantic Guam InCt etJ8e8 In Rates 7 F lIC

UB 424 1962
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Islands trade and the capital attraction and retention needs of Alcoa

Steamship Company fully justifies a rate of return in excess of that

allowed by the Commission s order herein if this company under

present conditions is to have the ability to command capital Cer

tainly such capital will come from investors only if a fair and satis

factory return on their money is realized

In my opinion rate of return decisions should not be based on

comparisons with other carriers results at other times and places I

believe that such comparisons are not entirely irrelevant but that gen

erally financial needs are only accidentally similar To me a pre

requisite for decisions in this category is that decisions should be based

primarily on a review of each carrier s financial requirements in the

context of the historic forces ofa free market place for capital as close

as possible to thetime ofdecision

ORDER

No 1066

ALCOA STEAMSHIP Co INC GENERAL INCREASES

IN RATES IN THE ATLANTIC GULF PUERTO RICO TRADE

The Commission having on this date issued a report in the cap
tioned proceeding which report is herein incorporated by reference
which found interalia

1 That the rate base of respondent Alcoa Steamship Co Inc for

its operation in the regulated Puerto Rican service should he 1293
936 computed by utilization of the methods approved herein and

2 That its rates in such service should he adjusted to allow it a

rate of returnnot toexceed 10 percentofsuch rate base

THEREFORE IT IS ORDERED That respondent file with the Commission
within 30 days of the service of this order revised tariffs for its regu
lated Puerto Rican service adjusting its rates for such service as to

allow it a rate of return not to exceed 10 percent of its 1 293 936 rate

base as related to revenuesand expensesofthe projected year
By the CommiSsion

Sl1AL Signed THOMAS 14s1
SeC1etmry
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No 6528

AnMISSION TO CONFERENCE MEMBERSHIPPACIFIC COAST
EUROPEAN CONFERENCE

Decided January 11 1966

Agreement No 5200 found not to comply with requirements of section 15 of the

Shipping Act 1916 and General Order No 9 Pacific Coast European
Conference and its member lines ordered to amend Agreement No 5200 to so

comply otherwise the Commission will withdraw approval of their basic
conference agreement

General Order NQ 9 is a reasonable and valid promulgation of rules pursuant to
sections 15 and 43 of the Shipping Act 1916 and the Commission is author

ized to disapprove Agreement No 5200 for noncompliance therewith

Leonard G James and F Oonger Fawcett for Pacific Coast Euro

pean Conference respondent
Richard S Harsh and Donald J Brunner Hearing Counsel

REPORT

By THE CoMMISSION John Harllee Ohail1nanj Ashton C Barrett
James V Day and George H Hearn Oommissioners

PROCEEDINGS

By order served August 9 1965 we directed the Pacific Coast Euro

pean Conference C mference and its member lines to show cause why
their agreement FMC No 5200 should not be disapproved pursuant
to section 15 of the Shipping Act 1916 the Act because of the Con
ference s failure to comply with the requirements of thaJt section and
of our General Order No 9 General Order The respondents have
filed their opening memorandum Hearing Counsel have answered
and respondents ha e replied thereto We heard oral argument

FACTS

The Pacific Coast European Conference is an association of common

carriers by water operating from ports on the Pacific Coast of the

Denial of petition to reopen decided March22 1966
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United States to ports in Europe Iceland North Africa the Atlantic

islands of the Azores Madeira Canary and Cape Verde and by trans

shipment at the aforementioned ports to ports in West South and

East Africa The operations and actiyities of the Conference are

conducted pursuant to its basic conference agreement No 52001 which

was originally approved under section 5 of the Act in 1937

Section 2 of Public Law 87 346 amended section 15 of the Act to

provide that no conference agreement shall be approved nor shall

continued approvaloe peIlUitted for any conference agreement which

fails to provide reasonable and equal terms and conditions for admis

sion and readmission to conference membership of other qualified
carriers in the trade orfails to provide that any member may with

draw from membership upon reasonable notice without penalty for

such withdraw l

General Order No 9 46 C F R 523 et seq was adopted in imple
mentatio of section 15 and contains the Commjssion s guidelines
concerning admissionstto and withdrawalsand expulsions from confer

ence membership 2 Conferences subject to the Commission s jurisdic
tion were given until July 20 1964 to file any amendments to their

agreements which were made necessary by General Order No 9

On November 5 1964 the Commission wrote the Conference chair
man Mr David Lindstedt advising him that as yet no amendments to

Agreement No 5200 pursuant to General Order No 9 had been re

ceived and further advising him of the requirement of section 523 10

a of General Order No 9 that all existing conference agreements be

modified to comply with the General Order and filed with the

Commission by July 20 1964 The letter requested thechairman s clar

ification ofthe Conference s position regarding its agreement and Gen
eral Order No 9 In his response dated November 16 1964 Mr Lind

stedt advised that he had studied the conference agreement in the

light of General Order No 9 and helieve d that every substantive

provision of the General Order was fully set forth in the conference

agreement He further stated that if in the Commission s opinion
the conference agreement did not fully comply with the General Order
and he was advised in what respect this is so the matter could be pre
sented to the members of the Conference for appropriate action

By letter of April 30 1965 the Bureau of Foreign Regulation ad

vised that Clauses 4 10 and 15 of the conference agreement did not

comply with the requirements ofsubsections 523 2 a b c d

e and i of the General Order The Bureau s letters con

1 Agreement No 5200 provides inter aHa for the establishment regulation and mainte

nance of agreed rates charges and practices on cargo moving in the trade covered by thefagreemen

t2
For the complete textof General Order No 9 see Appendixo
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tained detailed discussion of the specific changes which would be

necessary to effect compliance with theGeneral Order
The Conference made no attempt to amend Agreement No 5200

to comply with the changes recommended by the Commission s staff
Instead Mr Lindstedt by letter dated May 20 1965 informed the
Commission in relevant partas follows

The five different reporting requirements appear to us to be indirect

efforts of the Commission to demand reports from t e members of theConference
that arenotauthorized by any provision of theShipping Act In ouropinion the
Commission is attempting to obtain reports from the Conference that it cannot
lawfully obtain otherwise and is attempting to do this by forcing us to agree to
furnish the reports Section 15 of the Shipping Act does not require steamship
lines to agree on any thing Lt only requires thesteamship lines to file whatever

agreements they may roluntarily enter into
Ifyou can show us anything in section 15 of the Shipping Act which requires

that the lines shall adopt agreements that are preseribed in a General Order
then of course we will reconsider Otherwise the members of this Conference
believe that their present Agreement is lawful in every respect and that it con

tinues lawful unless and until it can tbe disapproved upon proper specific findings
as set forth insection 15 of theShipping Act

Following receipt of this explanation of the Conference s position
the Commission served the Order to Show Cause The order stated
that it appeared that Agreement No 5200 did not comport with the

provisions of General Order No 9 in the following respects
a There is no provision for furnishing a detailed statement of the reasons

forexpulsion to theparty expelled section523 2 i

b There is no provision that applications for membership shall be acted

upon promptly section 523 2 b

c Just and reasonable cause for denial of admission to membership does
not comply with the requirements of General Order No 9 section 523 2 a

d There is no provision for prompt notific8tion to the Commission of the
admission of new members section 523 2 d

e There is no provision for advice to the Commission of the conference
denial of membemhip to any line section 523 2 e

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Respondents contend that while their agreement comports with
General Order No 9 and section 15 ofthe Act General Order No 9 is
invalid administrative legislation 3 which is completely without

statutory support and as such cannot provide the basis for disapproval
of respondents agreement They argue that General Order No 9
by prescribing mandatory preconditions for approval or continued
approval of conference agreements effectively reverses the pre

8 In the words of the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals IlRulemaklng is legislation on the
administrative level Willapoint Oysters v Ewing 174 F 2d 676 693 cert denied 338
U 8 49
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sumption in favor of conference agreements found in the Shipping
Act and is thereby in direct conflict with the statutory scheme and

is as a consequence void a mere nullity In short respondents
contend that we may make no rules implementing explaining inter

preting of clarifying the statutory requirement that conference

agreements provide reasonable and equal terms and conditions of
admission and readmission to conference memhership of other quali
fied carriers in the trade and that any member may withdraw from

membership upon reasonable notice without penalty for such

withdrawal 4

A short review of the body of case law regarding conference admis
sions in existence when section 15 was amended to include the reason

able and equal provision will demonstrate that General Order No 9

was indeed necessary to carry out the provisions of the Act and was

intended toeffectively insure that the Congressional intent behind the

reaso able and equal provision was realized While an early deci
sion of the U S Maritime Commission approved the rejection of an

applicant for admission on the ground that at the time of the request
for membership it did not have an established operation in the trade

Hind Rolph 1 00 v Oompagnu Generale Transatlantique 2

U S MC 138 1939 somewhat later the U S Maritime Commission

rejected denial based on an agreement which permitted admission only
of an applicant engaged in operating vessels regularly in the trade

Black Diamond S S Oorp v Oompagnie Mariti7l1te Belge 2 U S MC

755 1946 The Commission said in the Blaek Dia11Wnd case

a proper clause would be somewhat as follows

ADy common carrier by water as defined in section 1 of the Shipping Act 1916

as amended who has been regularly engaged as suchcommon carrier inthe trade

covered by theagreement or who furnishes evidence of ability and intention in

good faith to institute and maintain a regular service between ports within the

scope of this agreement may hereafter become a party to this agreement

Thus in 1962 the Antitrust Subcommittee of the House Committee

on the Judiciary in its Report Monopoly Practices in the Ocean

Freight Industry said

Since 1940 the Commission FMC and its predecessors have committed them

selves to an affirmative policy of assuring relatively easy access to conference

membership fornewcomers It is safe to generalize by saying that today as

a matter of law a line must be admitted to any steamship conference provided
it has the ability to maintain and has the good faith intention of instituting a

regular service within theambit of the conference agreement Such membership
of course must be granted upon equal terms with existing participants inthe

conference eo converso a carrier willing to paxticipate in any given conference

Our authority to promUlgate such rules and regulations as may be necessary to carry

out the provisions of the Act is found in section 43

9 F M C
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must be willing to abide by the terms and conditions of the conference agreement
Footnotes omitted II

Since the declaration of this open door policy conferences have

sought to deny admission on many grounds and to impose a variety of

conditions upon admission to conference membership some of which

our predecessors found were in fact exclusionary and designed to pro
hibit or at least deter admissions The cases on admissions are many
and the repetitious citation here would accomplish little 6 It is suffi

cient to say however that securing free and open admission to con

ferences has in the past proved aconstant problem Nor has it ceased

to be a problem today for when the Antitrust Subcommittee issued its

report in 1962 it said at page99 thereof

Various reasons have been ffered over the course of years for excluding appli
o

cants from conferences Since it is by now recognized by conferences that few

if any of these alleged justifications would be considered valid today in view of

the Board s open door policy with respect to membership current efforts to

exclude new members from steamship conferences have had to assume more

subtle guises These have taken theform of a tempting to persuade applicants
to remain outside the trade because of the thinness of traffic delay and pro
crastination inthe processing Qf applications foradmission or exacting as condi

tions of membership agreement with respect to rate practices in areas beyond the

scope of the conference Footnotes omitted

It was against this background that section 15 was amended to

include the reasonable and equal provision 7 We think it clear that

Congress in so a ending section 15 was in fact but statutorily formal

izing what had already been the declared policy for over two decades
and that the reasonable and equal language was merely convenient

legislative shorthand for the moroe particularized requirements found
in the many decisions ofour predecessors under section 15

Experience under section 15 demonstrated that the problem pre
sented by conference admissions to membership was twofold On the

6 Report of the Antitrust Subcommittee of the House Committee on the Judiciary on

Monopoly Problems in the Ocean Freight Industry March 1 1962 pages 96 98
6 For example however the fOllowing bases for dental or conditions on admission were

found unlawful trade already adequately t onnaged 8igfried Olsen v Blue 8tar Line
lMnited U S M C 529 532 requirement that applicant join additional conference
Gosmopolitan Line v BZack Diamond Lines Inc 2 U S M C 321 329 admission would
bring about unnecessary and excessive competition Waterman 88 Gorp v Arnold

Bernstein Line 2 US M C 238 24344 possib1l1ty of appllcant ceasing operation in future
8prague 8 8 Agency Inc v A 8 Ivaran8 Redm 2 U S M C 72 76 agreement to impose
condition on admission to members41p that applicant withdraw from litigation before
the Federal Maritime Board in which applicant s position was adverse to conference s

Pacifio Goad European OonferencLimitation on Member8hip 5 F M B 247
7 Although the Antitrust Subcommittee s Report was not issued until after H R 6775

the bill which ultimately became P L 87 346 was passed by the House the Merchant
Marine and Fisheries Committee which reported the bill bad the benefit of the Antitrust
Subcommittee s find lngs and conclusions since the blll itself was the product of careful
and harmonious work between the two standing committees of the House Bearings
BeforC3 the Merchant Marine Subcommittee of the Senate Committee on Commerce June 16
l art page 7

9 E M C
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one hand it concerned the validity of the various substantive criteria
established by conferences for the determination ofwhether an appli
cant was qualified for membership and on the other hand it con

OOrned the more subtle guises of attempted exclusion such as persua
sion procrastination and the exaction of conditions Thus General
Order No 9 itself seeks to achieve a twofold purpose It seeks to in

sure that invalid substantive criteria established by conferences do

not work to exclude qualified carriers from membership
s It further

seeks to insure that conferences do not practice the more subtle
methods of exclusion by requiring that all applications be acted upon
promptly section 523 2 b and by requiring that all conditions of

membership be specified in the agreement and approved by the Com
mission Note to section 523 2 a Yet other provisions are designed
to insure that all actions taken with regard to admissions withdrawals

and expulsions are promptly reported to the Commission so that we

may insure that the requirements ofsection 15 are met the reporting
requirements ofsections 523 2 d g i

Notwithstanding all this itis apparently respondents view that each

Conference action must be reviewed on an ad hoc basis because they
variously state that congress clearly intended that each case be deter

mined on its own merits with reference to the statutory standard
and that we cannot categorize in advance across the board terms

for automatic termination or disapproval and that to the extent

that General Order No 9 requires disapproval of Agreement 5200

for nonconformance to its terms it is inconsistent with the statutory
scheme and is therefore necessarily invalid and of no legal
force Respondents offer many citations in support of their conten

tions most ofwhich deal with regulations found by thecourts to exceed

the statutory grant of power upon which the regulations were based

We find these cases inapposite The reduction of almost 30 years of

agency case law to a rule of future application is merely the substitu
tion of administrative legislation for administrative staTe decisis

and can hardlybeconsidered in excess ofour statutoryauthority par

ticularly in view of the fact that thevastly predominant portion ofthe

agency case law was made prior to the statutory amendment giving
recognition to the policy established in that case law Moreover to

take each conference action on an ad hoc basis would through time

consuming litigation result in just that delay in theadmission ofquali

8Thus section 523 2 a requires that all conference agreemen ts contain a provision
substantially as follows

Any common carrier by water which has been regularly engaged as a common carrier

in the trade covered by this agreement orwho furnishes evidence of ability and intention

in good faith to institute and maintain such a common carrier service between ports
within the scope of this agreement and who evidences an ability and intention in good
faith to abide by all the terms and conditions of this agreement may hereafter become a

party to this agreement by affixing his signature thereto

l 1 LC
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tied applicants that the General Order seeks to prevent Respond
ents content themselves with repeated assertions that General Order
No 9 is in direct conflict with section 15 but they do not state how
this is so

9 Wethink the foregoing clearly demonstrates thatfar from

being in conflict with section 15 General Order No 9 is in complete
harmony therewith and simply seeks to realizethe Congressional intent
behind that section

Respondents in addition to arguing in invalidity of General Order
No 9 also contend that their agreement comports with the General
Order anyway The relevant provisions of respondents agreement
dealing with admissions withdrawals and expulsions are Article 4

dealing with maintenance of service as a prerequisite to common car

rier status and readmission fee Article 8 prescribing the majority
necessary to admit new members Article 10 setting forth thequalifica
tions necessary for admission Article 11 providing for the admission
fee Article 12 providing for withdrawal from membership on 30 days
notice and Article 13 providing that a resigning member shall be

bound to the terms of the agreement for the 30 day notice period but

will not be entitled to vote We shall deal with the alleged instances

of noncompliance in slightly different order than they appear in the

show cause order instituting this proceeding
As approved to date Article 10 ofAgreement 5200 which establishes

the basic criteria for admission tothe conferenceprovides
10 Membership Any person firm or corporation regularly operating or giv

ing substantialand reliahle evidence of intention to operate regularly as a com

mon carrier by water in the trade covered by this agreement may become a

member of the Conference upon the agreement of the parties as provided in

Article 8 and by affixing his their or its signature hereto or to a counterpart
hereof No eligible applicant shall be denied membership except for just and

reasonable cause and no membership shall become effective until notice thereof

has been sent to the government agency charged with the administration of Sec
tion 15 of the U S Shipping Act 1916 as amended

This provision fails to comply with General Order No 9 in two

respects On one hand it fails to provide that all applications shall be
acted upon promptly as required by section 523 2 b and the inclusion
of the proviso that no application shall be denied except for just and

reasonable cause is in conflict with section 523 2 c which provides
that no carrier which has complied with the condition in paragraph

a of this section shall be denied membership 10 As to the former

respondents state that if the word prompt is the difference between

9 Unless the assertion that an agreement may not be disapproved for noncompliance
with General Order No 9 but only for noncompliance with section 15 is intended to

illustrate this conflict If this be the case the clear answer Is that the agreement is or

would be disapproved for failure to meet the standards of section 15 as explained and

clarified in General Order No 9
10 See 8upra footnote 8
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compliance and noncompliance then the word substantially is with

out meaning l1 Respondents misconceive th issue here While

Article 10 provides that no membership shall become effective until

notice thereof has been sent to the Commission the article is devoid
of any statement requiring prompt conference action upon an appli
cation As we have already noted procrastination in acting upon

applications for admission is one of the ways in which conferences

may seek to discourage new members So long as the basic agree
ment contains no requirement that prompt action be taken and so long
as that agreement continues to enjoy our approval conferences may
at least argue that no such requirement is applicable To avoid any
such misunderstanding as to the obligations under the agreement we

shall insist on the inclusion of a clause which specifically requires
prompt action on all applications for membership This is not as

respondent implies an attempt to achieve a definitive Platonically
essential conference document Rather it is an effort to avoid the

recurrence of the same sort of problem that has plagued regulatory
efforts under the Shipping Act almost from the instant of its enact

ment that of conflicting interpretations of conference agreements
The majority ofproceedings under the Shipping Act concerned in one

way or another the meaning of provisions of section 15 agreements
and the authority duties and responsibilities ofparties to them Re

spondents themselves have been involved in several such proceedings
over the years

12 In promulgating General Order No 9 we sought
nothing more than the prevention of futurecontroversy over the mem

bership practices of conferences in our foreign commerce by the estab

lishment of uniform guidelines As we have already noted so long
as respondents agreement fails to contain the obligation to act

pro ptly on applications for membership they are free to argue that

by continuing our approval of the agreement we have somehow waived

the requirement as to them But respondents argue that substantial

compliance cannot hinge upon anything so minute as the absence of

the word prompt thus their agreement is in substantial compliance
with the General Order

We think our authority clearly extends to the prescribing of uni

form admission withdrawal and expulsion clauses which must be

included verbatim in all conference agreements and we could have

adopted this course However our experience has been that confer

ences operating in our foreign commerce have experienced some diffi

uSection 523 1 requires that all conference agreements contain provisions substan

tially as set f rth in the General Order
12 See for example Pacific Ooast European OonferencerPayment of Brokerage 5 F M B

225 1967 Pacific Ooast European OonferencerLimitation on Membership 5 F M n 247

1957 In Re Pacific Ooast European Oonference 7 FM C 27 1961 and Pacific Ooas

European Oon fWence Port Equalization RuZ 7 F M C 623 1963

o F l1C
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culty in translating uniform clauses into the languages of the various
countries operating vessels in our commerce Thus where consistent
with the purpose of the Act and our responsibilities under it we allow

individuals to use their own language so long as the required result

is achieved Respondents agreement does not of course achieve the

required result and unless amended to do so it will be disapproved
The second issue raised by Article 10 of respondents agreement is

concerned with that portion of the Article which states that Noeligi
ble applicant shall be denied membership except for just and reason

ableca The inclusion of just and reasonable cause as aground
for denying membership runs directly counter to section 523 2 b

which states that no carrier which has complied with therequirements
of paragraph a of section 523 2 shall be denied membership 13

Respondents Article 10 is otherwise in compliance with section
523 2 a and carriers meeting the requirements of 523 2 a should be

admitted to membership without more But respondents have added

a further condition or proviso upon which admission can be denied
that of just and reasonable cause

14 We will recognize no such fur

ther conditions Respondents must delete the objectionable language
Section 523 2 d provides

Prompt notice of admission to membership shall be furnished to the Federal
Maritime Commission and no admission shall be effective prior to thepostmark
date of such notice

Article 10 of Respondents agreement provides in relevant part
no membership shall be effective until notice thereof has been sent to the

governmental agency charged with the administration of section 15 of the u s

Shippipg Act 1916 as amended

H r agai there is no requirement of prompt action and sin the

effectiveness of any admission is contingent on the dispatch of the

required notice the reason for requiring prompt notice is obvious
Procrastination in sending the required notice is just as harmful to

the prospective member as delay in action upon hisapplication For

the reasons ted 8upra we will require that the provision be amended

to require prompt notice

Section 523 2 e provides
Advice of any denial of admission to membership together with a statement

of the reasons therefor shall be furnilhed promptly to the Federal Maritime

Commission

18 See footnote 8 8upra

l For an instance in which respondents sought to use the proviso as a means of forcing
an appllcant for membership to withdraw from litigation before the Federal Maritime

BOard as the price of admission to the conference see Paclfto Ootist 1i1twOPema Oonferenc
L4mitatlOn on Member8Mpj IS F M B 2471 195c7
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Although respondents concede that there is no express provision in

its agreement which explicitly provides that advice of any denial of

admission to membership shall be furnished to this Commission they
argue that denial ofmembership to any line would appear in the con

ference minutes which must be filed with the Commission pursuant
to Article 16 of their agreement

15 Respondents argue that this pro
vision is perfectly adequate and that minutes are the logical vehicle
for the conveyance ofadvice to the Commission

Minutes may be one vehicle for submitting advice to the Commission
but their possible use as a means ofcommunication in no way commits
or directs anyone to provide anything Our experience has been that
minutes generally contain no more than a simple statement of the
action taken and contain no explanation of the reasons underlying the
action Moreover nothing in respondents agreement requires that
the advice of denial be furnished promptly As we have already
stated the matter of conference membership was deemed of sufficient

importance to warrant a specific statutory amendment and we con

sider it sufficiently important to require a separate report on all actions
taken by conferences regarding admissions to and withdrawals and

expulsions from conference membership Respondents agreement is

not in substantial compliance with section 523 2 e and must be

modified

Section 523 2 i provides
No expulsion shall become effective until a detailed statement setting forth the

reason or reasons therefor has been furnished the expelled member and a copy

of such notification submitted to the Federal Maritime Commission

Article 15 of respondents agreement provides in pertinent part that

No expulsion shall become effective until and unless notice thereof with a

detailed statement of the reason or reasons therefor and the record vote of the

member lines thereon shall have been mailed to the governmental agency charged
with the administration of section 15 of the United States Shipping Act 1916
as amended

The Conference admits that Article 15 does not expressly provide
that an expelled member will be furnished astatement setting forth the

reasons for expulsion Respondents contend however that Article 4
which stipulates in part that

Any member failing to make a sailing for a period of eighteen 18 con

secutive months after July 1 1961 shall be deemed to have abandoned common

carrier status in the trade covered by this Agreement and shall forthwith cease

to bea member of this Conference

15Article 16 provides

Copies of Minutes of all Meetings rates charges classifications rules and or regula
tions and additions and amendments thereto and changes therein adopted pursuant to
the provisions of this agreement shall be sent to the United States Maritime Commission

Washington Dc
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contains the single most important reason for expulsion and also

contains within itself its own detailed statement of the reason s

therefor

Respondents very assertion that Article 4 contains the most im

portant reason for expulsion impl ies that theremay be other gro1lds

for which expulsion would be justified These other grounds may not

be found in the conference agreement Neither does the agreement
provide that a statement of the reasons for eXpulsion whatever they
might be shall be furnished to the expelled member The furnishing
of such a statement is required by section 523 2 i ahd the effective

date of expulsion is conditioned thereupon In the absence of 3 pro
vision requiring that a statement of the reasons for expulsion shall be

given to the expelled member there can be no compliance with sec

tion 523 2 i
There remains one final argument of respondents which is not di

rected to the merits but to the show cause procedure itself First re

spondents object to the show cause procedure if it is construed as

shifting the ultimate hurden of proof to respondents The simple
answer to this is that theCommission may nothy choice of aparticular
form of proceeding shift the burden of proof to one upon whom the

law does not place it The hurden ofproof in a show cause proceed
ing the same as in any other proceeding before us is upon the propo

nent of the order Administrative ProcedurAct 7 c 5 U S C

1006 Secondly respondents seriously question whether this show

cause procedure is proper without consent of the parties Re

spondents argument is that 1 under our rules of Practice and Pro

cedure shortened procedure under Rule 1116 may not be had without

consent of the parties 2 this proceeding is a shortened procedure
and 3 respondents have not consented to the proceduretherefore

the proceeding is invalid
We had thought the procedural validity of show cause proceedings

was laid to rest in American Ewport Isbrandtsen Lines Inc v Fed

eral Mmritime Ollf1lni8sion 334 F 2d 185 9th Cir 1964 Inthat case

these same respondents attacked the procedure on grounds such as

1 failure to furnish the reSpondents with a copy of a complaint
2 the Commission acted as both prosecutor and j dge by allowing

its own counsel to appear in the case 3 the Commission permitted
intervention in violation of its own rules and the Administrative Pro

cedure Act 4 failure to hold an evidentiary hearing in violation

of the Commission s own rules and the Admi istrative Procedure

Act 5 failure to afford adequate notice of all matters of fact and

1e All references to Rules of Practice and Procedure are to the 1953 Revision which was

in effect at the time of thisproceeding
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law asserted in violation of the Administrative Procedure Act and

6 failure to make findings required by the Adrriinistrative P ocedure

Act In each instance the Court sustained the show cause procedure
and stated

We are not impressed by the criticiSms multiplicitous as they are made by
petitioners respondents here to the procedures adopted by the Commission
in this case From our review CYf the record we are satisfied that no substantial
right of due process was denied to them and no prejudice was sufferetl by
them j 334 F 2d191

Respondentsdo not here allege that the show cause procedure denies

them due process or works any prejudice They merely assert that we

needed their consent to the procedure and that such consent wasnever

given Respondents reliance upon Rule 11 is misplaced It reads in
relevantpart

a By consent of the parties and with approval of the Commission by
nQtice a complaint proceedilngmay be conducted under shortened notice

Emphasis ours

Thus from a simple reading of the first paragraph of Rule 11 it
is patently clear that so called shortened procedure is restricted to

complaint proceedings and is in no way applicable to proceedings in
stituted on the Commission s own motion be it by order of investiga
tion or by order to show cause As was made clear in the American

Ewp01t Isbranatsen case supra show caUse proceedings are gov
ernedby Rule 5 g whichprovides

The Board may institute a proceeding against a person subject to its jurisdic
tion by order to show cause The order shall be served upon all persons named
therein shall include the information specified in rule 10 c may require the

person named therein to answer and shall require such person to appear 8Jt a

specified time and place and present evidence upon the matters specified

Clearly no consent of respondents is contemplated or required 1y
Rule 5 g

On the basis ofall the foregoing we find and conclude that the con

ference agreement does not contain provisions literally or substantially
in conformance with the five specific provisions of General Order
No 9 set forth in the Show Cause Order An appropriate order will

beentered

Commissioner JOHN S PATrERBON concurring separately
For the purposes of this adjudication General Order No 9 46

CFR Part 523 is valid and must be obeyed by the regulated plihiic
rAccordingly Iconcur in theconclusions herein

The rules in General Order No 9 may not be collaterally challenged
in a proceeding to determine whether an gre ment ought to be dis

approved for noncompliance therewith Considering myfellow Com
9 F M C
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missioners have elected to reply to the cpallenge Ideem it necessary
to disassociate myself from the reply and to call attention to my dis

sent in the statement accompanying adoption of General Order No 9

served May 4 1964 Briefly I believe the regulations are not au

thorized by law and in my opinion constitute overregulation The

variance from law is that section 15 of the Act authorizes more than

one way of providing reasonable and equal terms and conditions for

admission and readmission to conference membership ofotherqualified
carriers in the trade hut the rules allow only one way to conform

namely by the use ofall nine provisions which must be substantially
as written in the rules To the extent other ways are forbidde the

rule is not authorized and the carrierS by policy are regulated more

than is necessary

9 F M C



APPENDIX GENERAL ORDER 9REPRINT FROM FEDERAL REGISTER Issue of May 11964 29FR5797 TrrLE 46SHIPPING Chapter IVFederal Maritime Commission SUBCHAPTER BREGULATlONS AFFECTING MARITIME CARRIERS AND RELATED ACTIVITIES General Order 9PART 523 ADMISSION WITHDRAWAL AND EXPULSION PROVISIONS OF STEAMSHIP CONFERENCE AGREEMENTS On March 211962 the Commission published inthe Federal Regis ter 27FR2646 anotice of proposed rule making Docket No 981 with respect torules governing procedures for admission toand with drawal and expulsion from conferences and invited comments thereon After consideration of the comments received the Commission revised certain of the proposed rules republished the revised proposed rules inthe Federal Register Dmber 101963 28FR13369 13370 received comments and heard oral argument thereon The Commission has carefully considered the comments submitted and arguments onthe proposed revised rules and inlight thereof here with adopts and promulgates itsfinal rules Comments and argu ments not discussed or reflected herein have been considered and found not justified or not material Many conferences object to523 2awhich sets forth the basic cri teria for conference membership These objecti nscalled for either greaJter generality or more specificity inspelling out the criteria for admission into aconference Some conferences seek the right todeny admission for just and reasonable cause thus allowing hroad dis cretion over the essential elements required for admission Other conferences want included ihthe rules clear well defined standards of what constitutes evidence of aJbility tomaintain common carriage Particularly these conferences would require that the coinmon carrier 2M



ADMISSION TOCONFERENCE MEMBERSHIP 255 IIIwould have togive the conference precise data onitsfinancial sound nessand the types and speeds of itsvessels The rule asdrafted isneither extremely general nor overly specific but rather itattempts tostrike abalance giving the conferences some discretion insubmitting for approval other conditions onadmission tomembership Itisalso contended that the requirements for readmission should not bethe same asthose for admission Although there may besome distinction between the applicant which isapplying for membership inaconference for the first time and anapplicant which isapplying for readmission tothe conference we are of the opinion that the rule covering initial admission toconference membership issufficiently broad toallow conferences the necessary degree of discretion insub mitting for approval specific proposals dealing with readmission tomembership aswell aswhen acting onapplications for readmission Some conferences object tothe provision making admission tocon ference membership effective asof the postmark date of notice tousof the admission 523 2dThey contend that acarrier sstatus should not beindefinite pending postmarking of anotice and that the risks of oversight or delay inthe conference office or postal service may result inpostponing the effectiveness of itsadmission toconference membership Historically the postmark form of notice has been used and isthe minimum necessary toinsure usof prompt apprisal or all actions with respect toadmissions toconference mem bership Objection ismade toour requirement that we befurnished with anadvice or any denial of admission tomembership together with astatement of the reasons therefor 523 2cThe conrerences urge that asapractical matter itisurmecessary torequire the advice because anapplicant which has been denied admission would probably com plain tothe Commission The requirements of this section are almost self explanatory Itisbynomeans acertainty that the denied appli cant would complain tothe Commission and inorder tosee that the conferences are operating under their agreements and inaccordance with the Shipping Act 1916 itisnecessary that we bekept informed of conference actions asthey relate toadmission tomembershi pWe must bepprised oiany discrimination real or potential regardless or whether the aggrieved party desires or isinaposition tocomplain tousSeve ral attacks have been leveled at 523 2fregulating with dra wals from conferences Some conferences object toallowing aparty towithdraw without apenalty They contend that apenalty provision for withdrawal from aconference may bejust and reasonable The contention iswithout 9lMC



256 FEDERAL MA RlTIME COMMISSION meritand directly contrary tothe explicit words of testatute which requires that conference agreements provide that any member may withdraw from members ipupon resse nahle notice without penalty for such withdrawal Further objections wereiaised toaprovision requiring aminimUm period of 60days written notice of anintention towithdraw from 000ferences employing dual rate systems Section 523 2fhaS boon modified torequire Qnly a30day notice period for withdrawalrirom aHconferences Several conferences obj eted toour provision in523 2hmaking expulsion from aconference contingent upon ashowing of Hcon tinued failure toabide bythe terms of the oonfe rence agreement Certain single breaches of aconference agreement are said tojustify expulsion We have removed the continued failure provision toallow conferences tosophrase their agreements topoyide fOI expulsion for single offens of certain provisions of tl1e baSic agree ment and will determine the reaso ableness oi these expulsion criteria wbe nthe modified agreementfi are submitted tousfor approval Several conferences object edtolur tequireIilent conditi onin geffectiveness of epulsioJ upon our approv aLWe have eliminated this requirement substituting therefor provi ioI 523 2iwhi chcon ditionsthe effectiyene Sof expulsion upon ipthy P4expell rnem her anq the CommissiQl Qf astatement setting forth t4area sQt l41reasons or expulsion Tomake the tfeytiveness of epulsiQl1 Cltingent upon oUr approval would perb aPunfaidy allow the expen dmem er tooll pete saconfereJ lcql ember while at pting topostpone our approval of his explll ionslQng 4tS posf ible WEdohot however byremoving approvpJ asaconqition preqepep tfor expulsion inndtoimpJy assome poQfere Iesbave suggested tha twe have noautl10rity over expul onWe haveapdwill xercise the authority todisapprove every agreem nt submitted tolJSFh chdoes not contain reasonable expulsion pro isions sweU asetsonabJecon ditions fQr admi sion Lnd withdraw tlThe C9 J111Q ission sportoprescdbe the conditions unde rwhich xpulsion way beperrni sEibeisiIl lplic tinthe statutory ltI1guage governing issiQn and with drawal The Commission srules governing a4mi ton designed toimplement the statutory rpadate of PbHq Law e73f6 eQuId qeepdered completely void byconference expulsion procedures ifthe rqlirentent for reasonable and equala ission conditiol sisnot interpreted toinclude reasonable expulsion provisiol1S Tohold ot Jler wise would enable any conference toftdmit acarrier pllrsU1 ntothe rules and sho rtlythereafter expel that mel llbonthe slightest provocation 9FMC



ADMISSION TOCONFERENCE MEMBERSHIP 257 Some conferences allege th3Jt itisunnecessary for ustobesupplied with detailed explanations for expulsion of acarrier The reasons behind the requirement that the Commission beinformed of the reasons for any denial of admission tomembership apply with equal force here Therefore pursuant tosections 15and 43of the Shipping Act 1916 75Stat 763 4and 766 46CFR ishereby amended byinserting anew Part Part 523 reading asset forth below following Commissioner Patterson sdissent 1SUBPART ACONFERENCE AGREEMENT PROVISIONS ADMISSIONS WITHDRAWALS EXPULSION See 523 1Statement of policy 523 2Provisions of conference agreements SUBPART BCUBBENT CONFERENCE AGREEMENTS 523 10Resubmission of current agreements 523 11Notice of filing SUBPART CPROPOSED NEW CONFERENCE AGREEMENTS 523 20Agreement provisions AUTHORITY The provisions of this Part 523 issued under sees 15and 43of the Shipping Act 1916 75Stat 763 4and 766 SUBPART ACONFERENCE AGREEMENT PROVISIONS ADMISSION WlTH DRAW ALEXPULSION 523 1Statement of policy aSection 2of Public Law 87346 effective onOctober 31961 amends section 15of the Shipping Act 1916 toprovide that nocon ference agreement shall beapproved nor shall continued approval bepermitted for any agreement which fails toprovide reasonable and equal terms and conditions for admission and readmission toconfer ence membership of other qualified carriers inthe trade or fails topro vide that any member may withdraw from membership upon reason able notice without penalty for such withd rawal bItisthe responsibility of the Federal Maritime Commission under the Shipping Act 1916 todetermine that all conference agree ments contain reasonable and equal terms and conditions for admis sion and readmission toconference membership of qualified carriers according tothe requirements set forth inparagraph aof this section 523 2Provisions of conference agreements Ineffectuation of the policy set forth in523 1conference agree ments whether ineffect onOctober 31961 or initiated after thll tdate shall contain provisions substantially asfollows 1Filed 88part of original document II



258 FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION aAny common carrier bywater which has been regularly engaged asacommon carrier inthe trade covered bythis agreement or who furnishes evidence of ability and intention ingood faith tointitute and maintain such acommon carrier service between ports within the scope of this agreement and who evidences anability and intention ingood faith toabide byall the terms and conditions of this agreement may hereafter become aparty tothis agreement byaffixing itssignature thereto NOTE The above Provision will not preclude the conference from imposing legitimate conditions onmembership including but not necessarily limited tothe payment of anadmission fee payment of any outstanding financial obligations rising from prior membership or the posting of asecurity bond or deposit iAllsuch conditions mlUst bemade expressed terms of the conference agreement filed with and approved bythe Commission pursuant tosection 15of the Shipping Act 1916 bEvery application for membership shall beacted upon promptly cNo carrier which has complied with the conditions set forth inparagraph aof this section shall bedenied admission or readmission tomembership dProm pt notice of admission tomembership shall befurnished totheFederal Maritime Commission and noadmission shall beeffective prior tothe postmark date of such notice eAdvice of any denial of admission tomembership together with astatement of the reasons therefor shall befurnished promptly tothe Federal Maritime Commission fAny party may withdraw from the conference without penalty bygiving at least 30days written notice of intention towithdraw tothe conference Provided however That action taken bythe confer ence tocompel the payment of outstanding financial obligations bythe resigning member shall not beconstrued asapenalty for withdrawal gNotice of withdrawal of any party shall befurnished promptly tothe Federal Maritime Commission hNo party may beexpelled aga inst itswill frothis conference except for failure tomaintain acommon carrier service tween the ports within the scope of this agreement said failure tobedetermined according tothe minimum sailing requirements set forth inthis agree ment or for failure toabide byall the terms and conditions of this agreement iNo expulsion shall become effective until adetailed statement setting forth the reason or reasons therefor has been furnished the expelled member and acopy of such notification submitted tothe Federal Maritime Commission 9FMC



ADMISSION TOCONFERENCE MEMBERSHIP 259 SUBPART BcuRRENT CONFERENCE AGREEMElffS 523 10Re81ibmission of current agreements aAll conference agreements which are lawful onthe effective date of these rules and which are amended tocomply with these rules and filed with the Commission within 60days after aqoption of these rules bythe Commission shall remain lawful unless disapproved cancelled or modified bythe Commission bFiling under this section may beaccomplished bymailing tothe Secretary Federal Maritime Commission Washington DC20573 asigned original and fifteen 15copies of the agreed modifica tion together with anoriginal and fifteen 15copies of aletter of transmittal and request for approval of the matter submitted 523 11Notwe of filing All modipcations of conference agreements filed with the Commis sion pursuant tothese rules shall beavailable for inspection at the offices of the Commission Anotice of such fil ing shall bepublished inthe Federal Register assoon aspracticable and interested persons may within twenty 20days after such publication lecomments relating tosuch modification Comments shall include astatement of position with respect toapproval disapproval cancellation or modi fication together with reasons therefor SUBPART CPROPOSED NEW CONF ENCE AGREEMENTS 523 20Agreement provisions All new conference agreements entered into subsequent tothe date of adoption of these rules shall contain provisions insubstantially the form set forth in523 2before approval bythe Commission under section 15of the Shipping Act 1916 By the Commission April 211964 THOMAS Lrsr Secretary FRDoc 644258 Filed Apr 301964 849amBy amendment dated June 261964 the time for compliance with General Order 9was extended toJuly 201964 9Fl10



FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

No 6528

ADMISSION TO CONFERENCE MEMBERSHIP PACIFIC COAST
EUROPEAN CONFERENCE

ORDER

This proceeding having been initiated by an Order to Show Cause
issued by the Federal Maritime Commission upon its own motion and
the Commission having fully considered the matter and having this

day made and entered of record a Report containing its findings and
conclusions which Report is hereby referred to and made a part
hereof
Itis ordered That pursuant to section 15 of the Shipping Act 1916

Agreement No 5200 be disapproved effective 60 days from the date

of this Order unless within that time the Pacific Coast European
Conference and its member lines shall have amended their conference

agreement to comply with the requirements of section 15 of the

ShippingAct 1916 and the requirements of the Commission s General
OrderNo 9 in the following respects

a to provide for furnishing a detailed statement of thereasons for

expulsion tothe party expelled 523 2 i
b to provide that applications for membership shall be acted upon

promptly 523 2 e

c by deleting the phrase just and reasonable cause in the sixth

line in Article 10 of the agreement and substituting the phrase failure

to meet the above requirements therefor i 523 2 c

d to provide for prompt notification to the Commission of the

dmission ofnew members 523 2 d and

e to provide for prompt advice to the Commission of the Confer
ence s denial ofmembership to any line 523 2 e

By the Commission
SEAL S THOMAS LISI

Secretary
9 F M C260



FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

No 6528

06tnMISSION TO CONFERENCE MEMBERSHIPPACIFIO COAST EUROPEAN

CONFERENCE

DENIAL OF PETlIION FOR REOPENING

Respondents Pacific Coast European Conference and its member

lines have petitioned to reopen this proceeding for rehearing re

argument and reconsideration The sole basis for the petition is

respondents contention that The final report does not at any point
hold that Agreement 5200 contravenes any of the statutory proscrip
tions of Section 15 of the Shipping Act Respondents quote from

the opinion of the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia
Circuit in Aktiebolaget Svenska Arnerika L v Federal Maritime

Oom n 351 F 2d 756 1965 at page761

The statutor language authorizes disapproval only when the Commission finds

as a fact that the agreement operates in one of the four ways set out in the

section 15 by Congress

The particular portion of section 15 referred above by the Court

provides that we shall after notice and hearing disapprove any

agreement which we find to be unjustly discriminatory or unfair as

between carriers shippers exporters importers or ports or between

exporters from the United States and their foreign competitors or

to operate Jo the detriment of the commerce of the United States
or to be contrary to the public interest or to be in violation of this Act

Citing our failure to find that their agreement operated in one of

the above four ways respondents take us to task because we ap

parently overlooked the lesson learned from the Svenska case supra
and that Svenska should not as it has been simply be ignored
Additionally respondents renew their objection to the validity of our

9 F M C 261
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General Order No 9 and urge that it too necessarily comes into

conflict with Svenska 1

Our failure to deal with Svenska was based on simple ground that

the decision in that case has no bearing whatsoever on the issues at

hand Indeed less attention to Svensk a and more careful scrutiny of
the full text ofsection 15 would it seems to us have rendered readily
apparent the inapplicability of the limited portion of section 15 at

issue in Svenska and upon which respondents place their sole reliance

now For in the sentence immediately succeeding the portion of

section 15 now relied upon by respondents the precise provision

controlling the issues here appears That respondents had no mis

givings concerning the precise portion of section 15 is clear from

the following statement appearing in their Opening Memorandum

in this proceeding
The relevant cl8use of Section 15 of the Shipping Act from which the General

Order is said to derive was added to the statute in the 1961 amendments and

states as follows

No conference agreement shall be approved nor shall continued approval be

permitted fOT any agreement which jails Ito provide reasonable and equal
terms and conditions for admission and readmission to conference membership
of other qualified carriers in the trade or fails to provide thatl8l1Y member may

withdraw from membership upon reasonable notice without penalty for such

wjlthdrawal

Notwithstanding rtihe Show Oause Order s conclusionary recital of the Con
ference s failure toO comply with the requirements of Section 15 it must be

abundiBntly apPiflrent that Section 15 has nothing whatever to do withit Indeed

Uhe charging allegllltions of the Order make specific reference solely to various

provisions of Geneval Order No 9none of which can be found in the relevant

portion of Section 15

In our report we went to great lengths to clearly show that General
Order NO 9 was necessary to carry out the provisions of the Ship
ping Act and wasintended to effectively insure thatthe Congressional
intent behind the reasonable and equal provision Of section 15 was

realized No more need here be said about the validity of General
Order No 9 In our report and Order On this proceeding we found
that resPOndents agreement failed tO meet the requirements of General
Order No 9 Therefore since General Order No 9 was as we took
care to point Out in explanation and effectuation of the reasonable
and equal provision ofsection 15 we found that the agreement failed
to meet the requirements Of sectiOn 15 Nothing more was

required
1 In this regard respondents are but restating their Objection to a prior motion of

Hearing Counsel to strike those portions of respondents memoranda attacking the va

lidity of General Order 9 In an order dated October 26 1965 we served notice that llny
ruling on the motion would be withheld pending conclusion of oral argument thereby
allowing the parties an opportunity to argue the motion The discussion contained in our

report of the issue of the validity of General Order 9 should have disposed of any doubt
as to our disposition of the motion However it is hereby expressly denied

9 F l1C
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certainly not a further finding of detriment to commerce or one of the
other alternative grounds for disapproval of aconference agreement
Section 15 could not be morespecific when it states nor shall continued
approval be permitted for any agreement which fails to provide
reasonable and equal terms and conditions for admission and readmis
sion to conference membership We found that respondents
agreement did not so provide This disposes of the issues presented

Respondents motion to reopen the proceeding is hereby denied
March 22 1966

THOMAS LISI

Searetary

9 F M C
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No 1212

MEDITERRANEAN POOLS INVESTIGATION

Decided JanuOlrY 19 1966

i The ItalyjU K North Atlantic Freiglit Pool Agreement No 8680 as amended

to date and if further modified not found to be unjustly discriminatory or

unfair as between carriers shippers exporters importers or ports or

between exporters from the United States and their foreign competitors
detrimental to the commerce of the United States or contrary to thepublic
interest or otherwise in violation Qf tle Shipping Act 1916

2 The Medchi Freight Pool Agreement o 9020 as amended to date and if

further modified not found to be unjustly discriminatory or unfair as

between carriers shippers xporter importers or ports or between ex

porters from the United States and their foreign comPetitors detrimental

to thecommerce of theUnited States or contrary to the public interest or

otherwise inviolation of the Shipping Act 1916

The Adriatic North Atlantic Range Freight Pool AgreemeIt No 9060 as

amended to date and if further modified not found to be u njustly discrimi

natory or unfair as between carriers shippers exporters importers or

ports or between exporters from the United States and their foreign com

petitors detrimental to the commerce of theUnited States or contrary to

the public interest or otherwise in violation of the Shipping Act 1916
4 The Israel U S A U S A Israel Freight Pool Agreement No 9233 as

amended toodate and if further modified not found to be unjustly discrimina

tory or unfair as between carriers shippers exporters importers or ports
or between exporters from the United States and their foreign competitors
detrimental to the commerce of the United States or contrary to the public
interest or otherwise in violation of the Shipping Act 1916

5 The Marseilles North Atlantic U S A Freight Pool Agreement No 9361

as amended to date and if further modified not found to be unjustly dis

criminatory or unfair as between carriers shippers e porters importers or

ports or between exporters from the United States and th ir foreign com

petitors detrimental to the commerce of the United States or contrary to

the public interest or otherwise inviolation of the Shipping Act 1916

Warner W Gardner Richard W KI1rrUs James N Jacobi Ben

jamin W Boley Edwin Longcope and David I Gilchrist Tor re

spondents
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Stamey Sherfor Constellation Lines

C Brooke Armat for the Department ofJustice intervenor

Robert J Blaclcwell Howard A Levy and J Scot Provan as Hear

ing Counsel
REPORT

By THE COMMISSION John Harllee Ohairman Ashton C Barrett and

JamesV Day Oommissioners

This proceeding was instituted on our own motion and is now be

fore us upon the exceptions ofHearihK Counsel to the Initial Decision

of Examiner Paul D Page Jr The investigation is concerne with

the initial or continued approval under section 5 of five separat
tgreements providing for the pooling or apportionIng of earnings
within the meaning of that section The Examiner would approve
the agreements 1 Hearing Counsel takes exception to the initial De

cision on four broad grounds
1 The Examiner erred in approving the agreements and amend

ments thereto on the grounds that there was no evidence

weighing against pproval
2 The Examiner erred in rejecting every proposed finding of

fact offered by Hearing Counsel on the grounds that said

facts were irrelevant or unsupported or unnecessary
3 The Examiner erred in failing to require that the agreements

and amendments thereto be modified as urged by Hearing
Counsel

4 The Examiner erred in approving the heretofore unapproved
Isra l and Marseilles 2 agreements retroactively The Exam
Iner further erred in approving various new amendments to

the previously approved WINAC Adriatic aI1d Medchi II

agreements retroactively

THE AGREEME T8

The agreements under consideration here are substantially similar
in their operative provisons Among the obvious differences are those

1 Unless the context requires otherwise agreements as used herein iilciudes the various

amendments or modifications to the basic pooling agreements which are in issue Also
approval means both initial approval In the case of agreements not yet ap proved under

section 15 Rnd contlnued approval in the case of those agreements already approved
2 Israel and Marseilles are respectively the short form designations for the

Israel U S A U S A Israel Freight Pool and the Marseilles North Atlantic U S A Freight
Pool

3 WINAC Adriatic and Medchi are respectively the short form designations for

the ItalyIU S Nortb Atlantic Freight Pool the Adriatic North Athintlc Range Freight
Pool andthe Medcbi Freight Pool
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of geographical area covered 4 percentage shares of revenue allotted
the various participating lines and the memberships of the various

agreementsWith the exception of the Malseilles pool which is a

gross revenue pool each of the agreement s has as its purpoSe the pool
ing of net freight revenue in accordance with certain percentage
shares allotted each member line 6 Net freight is arrived at by deduct

ing a specified amount of carrying money Generally speaking
memhership in the pool is conditioned upon membership in the con

ference covering the trade in which the pool operates Each agree
ment provides for the admission of new lines and upon specified
notice the withdrawal ofmembers The members of each pool under
take to maintain specified minimum sailing requirements and in some

specified port calls penalties are provided for overcarriage and under

carriage and for failure to live up to theterms of the agreements The

pools are administered by secretariats to whom the lines submit mani
fests for accounting purposes The secretary prepares provisional
and final statements of the carryingg of the members and the revenue

accruing to them Revenue is divided on the basis of these state

ments Each agreement provides for bank guarantees and a system of

penalties for breaches of the agreement as well as for overcarriage
and undercarriage Each agreement provides for a governing or

pool committee composed of representatives of the members These
committees are the governing bodies of the pools and upon stated

majorities can among other thingg change theprovisions of the agree
ments admit new members and extend the life of the pool During
the hearing an amendment to each agreement was proposed which
would allow certain interstitial amendments to the agreements to

be made effective without securing Commission approval Under
these proposed amendments changes in such things as carrying money
bank guarantees and memberships would be effected by resolution of
the members without prior Commission approval although a copy of

every such resolution would be promptly filed with the Commission
for its information and records Further details of the particular
agreements are discussed below where necessary and pertinent

4 Thus WINAC pool covers cargo destined for U S Atlantic ports north of Hatteras
from ports on the West Coast of Italy between Ventimiglia and Reggio Calabria both

inCluded Medchi covers cargo to U S Great Lakes ports on the West Coast of Italy
between Ventimiglia and Santa Maria di Leuca all Sic1l1an and Sardinian ports and

Marseilles Barcelona Valencia Seville Lisbon and Leixoes the Adriatic pool covers cargo
from Venice to U S North Atlantic ports the Israeli pool covers cargo moving between

U S ports north of Hatteras and Israeli ports and the Marseilles pool covers cargo moving
from Marseilles to U S North Atlantic ports

5 For a listing of the various memberships and the short form designations used in this
opinion see appendix

6Various Ingredients went into the formula for determining indivld ual shares such as

past performance future potential etc
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Before setting forth the findings uponwhich webase our conclusions
in this proceeding it is necessary to dispose of a threshold exception
of Hearing Counsel The second exception of Hearing Counsel is
that the Examiner erred in rejecting every proposed finding of fact

offered by Hearing Counsel on the grounds that said facts were irrele

vant or unsupported or unnecessary The objection appears not so

much directed to the rejection of Iany specific proposed finding as it is

to the rejection of all proposed findings with only what Hearing
Counsel calls boilerplate language Hearing Counsel contends that

the AdministrativeProcedure Act AP A requires more

We presume that Hearing Counsel refers to section 8 b of the

AP A which requires that the record decision shall show the ruling
on each proposed finding and conclusion submittedby theparties with

reasons in support thereof Inthepresent proceeding the tespondents
proposed 152 numbered findings and Hearing Counsel accepted some

as proposed others if revised and rejected still others 7 As already
noted Hearing Counsel then proposed his additional findings The

Examiner rejected these and other proposed revisions of Hearing
Counsel stating To the extent that they are not substantially included

herein all proposed findings and conclusions are rejected as irrelevant

not supported by substantial evidence or not required for fullconsider

ation and complete disposition of the case The courts have made it

clear that section 8 b does not require that a separate finding need

be made on each exc ption to the Examiner s decision where the

agency s decision unmistakably informs respondent of its rulings on all

exceptions NLRB v State Oenter Warehouse Oold Storage 00

193 F 2d 156 9th Cir 1951 By the same token an Examiner need

not make a separate finding on each proposed finding submitted by a

party See NLRB v Sharpless Ohemwals Inc 209 F 2d 645 6th

Cir 1954

We have set forth below our findings They are based upon a care

ful analysis of all the proposals of the parties and the Examiner s

findings We do not comment seriatim on each proposed finding sub

mitted by the parties or made by the Examiner which we have altered

or rejected for in our opinion to do so might well make it more difficult

to ascertain the basic findings and the reasons underlying our con

clusions See The Oommonwealth Southern Oorp Holding Act of
1935 Securities Exchange Commission Release No 7357 1947

T In doing this Hearing Counsel adopted the same method employed by the Examiner

Thus Hearing Counsel merely states that Proposed facts not adopted aJ eobjected to as

conclusionary argumentative not supported by substantial evidence or too broad

9 F MC
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The WINAO Tr7ule
c

The WINAC trade is the cornerstone of Mediterranean U S com

merce Of all the Mediterrane8Jn areas Italy generates themost liner

traffic to the United States Using the range of ports covered by
Trade Route 108 the westbound liner cargo from Italy represented 40

percent ofthe total westbound cargo in theMediterranean U S trades
for the years 1960 63 The next largest loading areas are Spain and

Yugoslavia each averaging about 11 percent of the Mediterranean
total This dominance of the Italian trade is even greater in terms of
value than in terms of tonnage In addition the trade is heavily
unbalanced in that the liner cargo movement on Trade Route 10 is

predominantly outbound by a ratio of approximately 2 to 1
The result of this imbalance is that westbound free space is high

In the first 10months of 1963 only 35 percentof the space offered by the
conference vessels in the WINAC trade was occupied and heavy west

bound free space is fairly typical
All of the witnesses were iin general agreement that the westbound

WINAC trade was heavily overtonnaged About 15 lines have in
the postwar period entered the trade only to leave it because of insuf
ficient cargo Conference vessels have averaged about 750 L T of
westbound cargo on each voyage

The carriers in the WINAC trade are in some degree differently
situate in their dependence upon the Italian loadings Thus the

conference members may be divided between

Linea serving onlllltalian
ports

Linea servinq other Mediterranean ports
besidea Italianports

AEIL passenger
Fabre
Fassio
Concordia Mediterranean
Hellenic

Jugolinija
Prudential
Torm
Zim

The difference in each line s dependence on Italian cargo is however
rather less than might be supposed from the above tabulation Italy
is much the most important loading area in the Mediterranean For
example APL one of the transit services has on the average about

550 000 cu ft of space available in its Mariners after discharging in

AEIL

Cota
Italia

Linea serving Mediterranean poru
after pasagefrom the Far ElJ8t

AEIL T R 18
APL
Concordia PG
Hansa

Maersk

8Trade Route 10 covers inter alia Mediterranean ports in France Spain Gibraltar
Malta Italy Trieste Yugoslavia Greece Turkey Cyprus Syria Lebanon Israel Morocco
Algeria Tunisia and Egypt
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the Mediterranean or about the equivalent of a full ship s space for

smaller vessels

The WINAC trade gradually increased from a volume of 293 000

LIT in 1952 to one of386 000 LIT in 1960 followed by a 3 year decline

to 343 OQO L T in 1963

The Italian forwarder has played a most significant role in the his

tory of the WINAC trade In Italy the forwarder is known as a

caricatore which literally translated means loader Although
sometimes the word is translated as shipper and the actual shipper
or owner of the cargo is designated as the exporter Congested
facilities at Italian ports require that considerable care be exercised

in scheduling cargo for loading into vessels Goods are transported
from inland points by such various means as rail truck and even

horse cart and itis imperative that their arrival be coordinated prop

erly with vessel schedules For these reasons the Italian exporter
relies almost completely on the forwarder to expedite shipment ofhis

merchandise The forwarder performs a variety of services including
reserving space aboard ship arranging for transportation from ship
per s warehouse to vessel arranging custom clearance preparing
shipping documents and providing weighing and marking Shippers
customarily make single lump sum payments to forwarders known as

forfait which include payment for the above services as well as

ocean freight The forwarder generally assumes responsibility for

thehandling of the goods from point oforigin to ultimate destination
and usually selects the carrier This authority to select the carrier

of course places the forwarder in an advantageous bargaining posi
tion vis avis the carrier with respeot to exaction of brokerage and

rebates

Competition among the forwarders in Italy is intense The number

of forwarders servicing the WINAC trade is greatly in excess of the

needs of the market Several hundred of them service the Italian

export trade In 1952 the WINAC Conference listed 152 forwarders

for the ports of Genoa Leghorn and Naples Approximately 10 per
cent of these accounted for about 50 percent of the business At in

dividual ports a small minority of forwarders handle the bulk of

the business forcing many small firms to compete intensively for the

residue This intense competition induces forwarders to seek re

ductions and concessions from carriers on the ground that such meas

ures are necessary in order to stay in business There is evidence that

forwarders have played lines off against each other by alleging fic

titious concessions which has in turn fomented unrest and suspicion
among the lines
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The West Coastof Italy Sicilian andAdriatic Ports North Atlantic

Range Conference wasestablished pursuant to Agreement 2846 which

was approved by a Commission predecessor on March 23 1934

Originally there werenine member lines Membership has
fluctuated

however ranging from a low of five members before World War II
to 24 in 1960 The headquarters of the conference is and has been

located in Genoa except during the war when it was transferred to

New York After 1952 a slight increase in traffic already noted in

duced additional carriers to join the conference At the present time

the conference consists of the 11 respondent pool members and in

addition Hellenic Prudential and Constellation There is no signifi
cant nonconference competition now that Admiralty Line has been

admitted to the conference The conference employs a dual rate sys
tem but in the opinion of Dr Piacentini director of liner activity
for Costa Line it has been easily evaded by forwar ders using a differ

ent name

The trade has in recent years proved unattractive to a number of

lines The 24 conference members in 1960 have been reduced to 14

in 1965 About 15 lines have since the war entered the trade and the

conference only to withdraw Since 1962 Mitsui O S K Line Fresco

Line Kulukundis Line Waterman and Torm Line have left the trade

and the conference

The WINAC trade has a long tradition of special concessions to the

shipper Prior to World War II a standard 4 percent brokerage was

paid to Italian freight forwarders by conference members also addi
tional special commissions werepaid by the lines to certain forwarders
However the percentage amounts varied and not all forwarders re

ceived these special commissions In addition to these commissions a

deferred rebate system was in operation
Since World War II rebates and special concessions have in the

opinion of the witnesses been perpetuated by the seriously overton

naged state of the WINAC trade 9 With every line seriously short of
sufficient cargo to fill the available space the pressures toward rebates

and other concessions were formidable These pressures toward mal

practice weremade almost irresistibleby the power of the Italian for

warder who through his control over the booking ofcargo sought and

often obtained rate concessions from the carriers in his efforts to re

main competitive with other forwarders An added impetus toward

malpractice was the la k of confidence among the lines The witnesses

9In addition to Dr Piacentini Dr Alto Mordlglia attorney for the WINAC pool and
conference and Mr A Theodore DeSmedt preSident of AEIL also test11led on the WINACnpooling
agreement9
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testified that when a forwarder undertook to play one line off against
another his statement of concessions offered would ordinarily be ac

cepted as substantially true

The economic pressures to malpractices are not inhibited in Italy
by any legal proscription Special discounts and rebates are both

customarily and lawful in Italy Art 1739 par 3 of the Italian

Civil Code In addition the forwarders and many of the lines are

active in trades other than those to the United States Despite the fact
that the WINAC Conference agreement forbids discounts paymentsor

returns to shippers without unanimous consent of all parties and pro
vides that tariffs shall be strictly observed concessions and rebates of

one type or anotherhave consistently plagued theWINAC trade Ef
fective curtailment of such practices in the WINAC trade is hindered
because of their existence elsewhere since forwarders can be rewarded
for WINAC cargo by large rebates concessions and commissions in
Italian trades other than those involving the United States

The WINAC Conference has undertaken a Vari13ty of efforts to
eliminate malpractices These have ranged from the appointment of

a controller of cargo to investigate malpractices at Italian ports to a

neutral body system of self policing All of the various attempts
failed either because they failed to win the necessary support of the

conference membership or because the task proved too large for the

particular device employed
One such device rather clearly demonstrated the actual existence

ofmalpractices The AtlanticCargo Inspection Corporation ACrC
engaged by the conference to conduct spot checks on weights meas

urements and classifications reported that 325 misdeclarations out of

923 spot checks wereuncovered The ACIO also discovered instances
of mismeasuremnt at Italian ports of loading although the conference
had supposedly engaged sworn measurers at Leghorn and Genoa

The most ambitious effort of the conference was represented by the
neutral body program On October 20 1960 the conference ap
pointed the accounting firm of Price Waterhouse Co as a neutral

body to police and enforce its regulations The neutral body system
did not work as well as expected and in fact proved ineffective This
was not due to the deficiencies of Price Waterhouse Co which was

considerably thebest and most qualified appointee available but rather
to the impossibility of obtaining actual evidence of the malpractices
which everyone knew to be prevalent All witnesses testified that

every conference effort to control malpractices prior to 1961 was a

complete failure

By the fall of 1960 conditions in the WINAC trade had become
so bad that AEIL APL and Concordia gave notice of their resigna
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tion from the conference five additional lines shortly followed suit

They withdrew their notice only upon the assurance that rates would

be opened on the principal commodities It was the opinion of Dr

Piacentini that the conference could not have survived these

resignations
In December 1960 rates were opened on about 40 of the principal

commodities moving in the WINAC trade This action greatly
minimized theincentiveto offer rebates and special concessions in order

to obtain cargo Itwas however disastrous to the financial position
of the carriers Rates fell to half or less of their prior level and

Dr Piacentini testified that they were shortly hovering just above

the level of out of pocket cargo handling charges Open rates made

it extremely difficult for shippers to predict future rates for purposes
of advance sales Both Mordiglia and Piacentini stated that there is

an inevitable tendency during an open rate period to favor the large
shippers

Rates remained open throughout 1961 It was the opinion of the
witnesses that had the open rate period continued much longer there
would most probably have been a heavy migration from the trade
failure of some of thecompanies anddissolution of the conferen In

May 1961 the conference voted to extend the open rates until a pool
should be formed among carriers in the trade

The primary purpose of the lines in forming the WINAC pool was

to bring the malpractices in the trade under control All concerned

were agreed that this could be done in no other way A secondary
purpose was to open at least the possibility of some rationalization of
service by reducing the largely excessive number of loading calls at
theItalian ports

There were pool agreements operating in at least 10 other export
trades from Italy to destinations other than the United States In
the opinion of the witnesses they had worked well and were a natural
road for WINAC to follow when all their other attempts to restrain

malpractices had failed The WINAC trade itself had operated under

approved pooling agreements during part of the prewar life of the
conference eg agreement 6220 filed on June 10 1938 and approved
on July 14 1938

Almost the entire year of 1961 was devoted to negotiations over the

formation of a pool in the WINAC trade A drafting committee on

which the witnesses Piacentini and Dr Amund Svendsen Director of

Mediterranean Operations for Concoldia served prepared drafts of

the agreement The major negotiating problem was the fixing of per

centage participation for each line
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A great many factors including past services vessel types ship
capacity and vessel speeds were considered but each line s historical

participation in the trade was considered the most important Itwas

recognized by the parties thatthe larger carriers such as AEIL APL

Costa and Fassio would have to yield some of their share as indicated

by historical carriage in order to gain the adherence of the smaller

carriers by increasing their minimal share Agreement was finally
reached by the device of having each line schedule the share to which

others than itself wereentitled averaging the results and scaling down

to 100 percent
Hellenic Torm Maersk and Zim though in favor of the pool were

dissatisfied with the share offered and did not join Torm Maersk
and Zim were quite small carriers in the trade and their failure to

join the pool at the outset wasnot ofmajor importance Hellenic on

the other hand was a significant carrier with about 4 percent of the

total and its failure to participate wasof concern to the pool members

the pool can however operate with substantial success without

Hellenic It could not if a major carrier had refused to join Torm

Maersk and Zim subsequently joined the pool though Torm has

recently left the trade and resigned from the pool and the conference

The conference members except for Hellenic Torm Maersk and

Zim finally reached agreement upon a pool on December 19 1961

and as a result thereof the conference rates were closed effective

December 23 1961 The agreement was approved by the Commission
on March 6 1962

The agreement carried an effective date of January 1 1962 and

was approved to be effective from that date Dr Piacentini testified

that the January 1 effective date was probably indispensable to for

mation of the pool as at least one member and probably others would

not have agreed if their agreement were to be effective only from an

uncertain date in the future This was because the condition of the

trade and the position of the carriers at that upknown date could

not have been foretold by thesignatories in December and because the

malpractices would otherwise have continued unab9 tedfor the indefi
nite period awaiting approval Pending approval the lines sent their

manifests to the Secretary and statistics were maintained and Dr
Piacentini testified that no other action was taken and no payments
were made Even with the comparatively short interval of 21h
months awaiting approval some of the lines became restive and wished
to reexamine their pool participation
It is advantageous for a line to remain outside a pool which can

function effectively without its participation By doing so it gets
9 F M Q
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the benefit of a stabilized trade without contributing and without any
restriction upon its service or its carriage

The pool when formed consisted of 12 of the 16 WINAC Confer
ence lines Since then Torm Maersk Hansa and Zim have joined the

pool while Fresco Mitsui and recently Torm have withdrawn from
the trade Hellenic has always been outside the pool Prudential re

signed from the pool on June 30 1964 Constellation has entered the
trade and joined the conference but not the pool In consequence 11
of the 14conference members are now members of the pool The mem

bers of the pool would be very glad to see the three nonmembers join
since in their view some pool objectives ofstability of rates and serv

ice and of mutual confidence of all lines in the trade may not be fully
attained without the membership ofall

Hellenic s share of the trade has increased since the formation
of the pool as has that of the nonpoollines generally In 1962 they
carried 17 percent of the Range Icargo and 21 percent of thaJt from

Range II Constellation for its part has no objection to the pool
and remained outside only because ofa difference overits proper share
Even Admiralty Line while complaining ofnonadmission to the con

ference did not object to the pool
Prudential by letter of April 6 1964 explained to the Commission

its reasons for resignation from the pool It said We know of no

conditions which would adversely affect the general desirability of

continuing the pool in this trade It nevertheless eXplained its res

ignation on the ground that We consider it essential for Prudential
as a small operator to mak every effort possible to improve its carry
ings and provide better service to shippers The restrictions of the

pool would hamper us in accomplishing these goals Pru
dentials pool history shows

a Prudential overcarried in one range and undercarried in the
other in 1962 it undercarried in hoth ranges in 1963 and in both

ranges in the first half of 1964
b In 1962 it carried only 254 FIT to Boston in 1963 none and

in one half of 1964 only 19 tons Its pool payments for undercarry
ing to Boston in these periods aggregated 14 000 as compared to its
1962 overcarriage penalty of4 540

c In 1963 and one half of 1964 its Italian sailings and American
calls were all at or about the minimum requirements of the pool
agreement

d Even with its payments for not serving Boston Prudential in
the three periods received because ofundercarriage in the netbalance
ofpool accounts some 50 624more than it paid
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Anticipation of the pools approval by the Commission in the

view of the witnesses curtailed malpractices and it will continue to

operate to this end by the simple mechanism of self interest Ifa line

pays a rebate to obtain cargo it loses money because the net freight
must be paid into the common fund out of which the line derives a

previously fixed percentage
The effect was apparent from January 1 1962 onward because the

possibility of gaining nothing by malpractice if the pool were eventu

ally approved wasa sanction against improper concessions
The witnesses could not speak as to thelines which were not members

of the pools They recognized that agents might out of their commis

sions make allowances which they would keep secret from their prin
cipals or that shippers might on their own cheat as to description or

measures of cargo But insofar as the pool lines themselves are con

cerned It is the judgment of all the witnesses testifying that malprac
tices have by virtue of the pool been reduced almost to the vanishing
point Witnesses for two nonpool lines agreed Itwas further the

judgment of the pool members that the beneficial results achieved were

possible only through the operation of the pool and if the pool were

disapproved they felt that the full tide of malpractice would at once

recur

In the opinion of the witnesses the WINAC trade is heavily over

tonnaged and its nearly 500 westbound sailings a year in 1961 were

a great deal too many for the volume of cargo One objective of the

pool was to permit some reduction of duplicating calls by pool mem

bers with a consequent effort to rationalize the service offered and to

reduce the costs of operation
The objective has been realized in varying degrees by the pool mem

bers The differences arise out of the nature of their services The

results for the lines the representatives of which testified in these pro

ceedings have been

a The quantity ofCosta s service confined to the Italy U S North

Atlantic trade is fixed by the heavier eastbound carriage As an

Italian line it feels obliged to serve each of the three major ports on

each voyage In result it has achieved no reduction in service because

of the pool
b Concordia on the otherh nd has by virtue o the pool been able

to reduce the number of Italian calls made by its vessels It schedules

only one or two calls for each of its two westbound services going
through the Mediterranean instead of the three which woutd be

required without the pool
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c APL is more nearly in the position of Costa Its round the
world vessels move on aSTegular a fortnightly schedule as possible and

its interport carriage ordinarily requires calls at all three of the major
ports It has however been 3Jble to reduce the time spent at Naples
where by virtue of its subsequent itinerary its service is the least
attractive

d AEIL like Concordia has by virtue of the pool been able to
make a substantial reduction ofabout 20 percent in the number of its
Italian port calls

Overall there has been a significant reduction in calls by conference
members at the three major WINAC ports so that the 1963 calls were

about 20 percent less than in 1961
It is the opinion of the witnesses that the reduction in calls has not

impaired the adequacy of the service offered the shippers There are

about six sailings a week out of Genoa and Naples and four a week out

of Leghorn which it is contended is much more than ample for the
trade

Insofar as the lines serving the trade are concerned there is no port
of consequence to the Italy United States trade on the mainland West
Coast of Italy other than Genoa Leghorn and Naples The small

port of Marina de Carrara can only accommodate vessels of shallow
draft and short length

The witnesses stated that they did ildt think that the pool has elimi
nated all competition among its members Intheir view every line is
anxious to maintain and improve its position in the trade to retain its

present customers and to attract new ones this is because none can

expect a pool to last forever and there is in any case need for a strong
bargaining position in view of the yearly opportunity for renegotia
tion Costa as one example referred to has only recently moved at
considerable expense to a new pier in New York in order to offer better
service to its consignees There is no evidence that the operation of the

pool would discourage the entry into the trade ofnonpool competition
The pool by curtailing rebates has largely been responsible for a

much more stabilized and in the opinion of the witnesses nondiscrim

inatory level of freight rates As compared to 1960 the last year
before the rates were opened the WINAC tariff rate l vel has by 1965
increased by only about 10 percent some have not yet regained their
1960 level The rates on the commodities selected for study in these
2 vears have been
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1960 1965 Increase

Percent
48 00 10

55 00 57
24 00 31
55 00 57
57 75 5
28 00 6

28 00 6
63 00 12

Marble blocks 43 50

Cotton textiles 35 00

Silk textiles n n 35 00

Wine n 55 00
Tomato sauce n

n
26 50

Tomatoes 26 50
Pistachio nuts 57 00

Testimony in the record indicates that steamship costs in general have

increased over the 5 year period a great deal more than 10 percent
There have to the knowledge of the witnesses been no complaints

at the formation or the operation of the pool by shippers or ports

The Medchi Trade

This trade covers rgo moving either directly or by transshipment
to the U S Great Lakes from West Coast of Italy ports between Ven

timiglia and Santa Maria di Leuca Sicily and Sardinia Marseilles

Barcelona Valencia and Seville and Lisbon and Leixoes

The Medchi trade is seasonal because of the closure of the St Law

rence Seaway during the winter monthsofDecember through approxi
mately mid April when ice conditions on the seaway prevent its use by
ocean going vessels The seaway was opened on May 1 1959 and it

has since been opened for navigation ach season beginning April 8

to 15 and closing officially on November 30 with navigation by ocean

going vessels continuing for a few additional days depending on the

weather conditions

The westbound trade from Mediterranean ports to U S Great Lakes

ports is in a sense a byproduct of the eastbound trade which is con

siderably larger and also of the trade from Mediterranean ports to

Canadian ports All pool members operating in the Medchi trade

necessarily operate via Canadian ports and most of them were doing
so before the St Lawrence Seaway was opened In terms of tonnage
and revenue the westbound trade from Mediterranean ports to Cana
dian ports Med Can trade is about twice as large as the Medchi
trade A pooling agreement presently exists in the Mad Can trade

Approximately 51 percent of the tonnage carried by the pool mem

bers in the Meqchi trade originates at Italian ports and the Italian
cargo represents approximately 62 percent of the total pool revenue

Total cargo moving from pool ports for the years 196264 was as

follows
Metric tons

1962 5 200
1963 45 12
1964 57 010
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There are approximately 90 sailings during each shipping season by
pool members The trade is overtonnaged with free space on the in

bound sailings averaging something in the magnitude of 50 percent
or more

The members of the ledchi pooling agreement are members of the

Medchi Conference
The Medchi trade covers a broad range of Mediterranean ports

10

and the seven pool members are of relatively equal size Several of

the members operate ships specially designed and constructed for this

trade and all the members operate both inbound and outbound These

features tend to distinguish the Medchi pool from the WINAC agree
ment Thus WINAC covers primarily three major loading ports and

a relativelysmall selection ofdischarging ports and theWINAC mem

bership varies from some small lines to some e tremely large lines with

a resulting divergence of views The relative equality in size of the
Medchi Pool members creates a tendency toward unanimity of agree
ment in dealing with pool problems and this in the view ofthe witnesses

i the major factor in the success of the pool It is also the stated
reason for allotting each member one vote on pool matters as opposed
to the weighted vote in WINAC

At the present time there are no nonconference operators in the
trade although in previous shipping seasons there has been competi
tion from nonpool operators particular the Yugoslav Line which is
now a member of the pool The Medchi lines however face competi
tion both with respect to rates and with respect to the solicitation of

cargo from lines operating from the Mediterranean to the U S North
Atlantic from the Mediterranean to the U S Gulf and from operators
offering services from Continental European ports to the North
Atlantic andto the Great Lakes

The Medchi pooling agreement was approved by the Federal Mari
time Commission on July 1 1963 and became effective for the 1963

shipping season which began in mid April 1963 There were origi
nally six members of the pooling agreement AEIL Fabre Concordia
Montship Watts Watts and Zim Watts Watts subsequently left the
trade and withdrew from thepOOling agreement Oanada Orient Line

entered the pooling agreement effective with the 1963 shipping season

10 The Mediterranean American Great Lakes Westbound Freight Conference Agreement
8260 covers all ports served on the Mediterranean Sea from Gibraltar to Port Said
inCluding MarmarllJ Black Sea and Adriatic ports and from Iberian Peninsula ports
North African ports including Morocco all inclusive to U S Great Lakes ports In the

opinion of the witnesses it would be impractical for the pool to cover all conference ports
because it would be impossible to fix sailing obligations of the members Thus the pool
only covers 10 of the major Mediteranean ports Prior to the pooling agreement almost
every swillDg of each lineincluded calls at each of these ports
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pursuant to an amendment filed with the Federal Maritime Commis
sion on April 20 1964 Neither the amendment to the podliilg agree
ment reflecting the withdrawal ofWatts Watts Line nor the amend

ment setting forth the new membership of Canada Orient Lines has

yet been approved by the Commission

Although there is a substantial difference between the WINAC trade

and the Medchi trade the witnesses consider stability in the WINAC
trade as of vital importan e to stability in the Medchi trade This

casual interrelation is accounted for by the fact that the heart of the

Medchi trade is the trade from Italy and the major commodity move

ment in the Medchi trade is controlled by the same people who ship in

the WINAC trade mostly Italian forwarders Add itionally the wit

nesses testified that if the Medchi Conference s effective rates on any

specific commodity are too much above the rate to North Atlanticports
or to U S Gulf ports the cargo will be lost to carriers in these other

trades

The witnesses testified that each of the factors relating to rate insta

bility and suspicion of rebates and malpractices existing in the trade

from Italy apply equally to Italian cargo moving in the Medchi trade

The reasons underlying the formation of the Medchi pooling agree
ment were explained by Mr Amund B Svendsen the director of Con

cordia Line in charge of all of its Mediterranean operations and Mr

Jacques Penaud the manager of MontshipjCapo Lines combined

operations These men drafted the Medchi pooling agreement and

were knowledgeable and informed as to all of the factors underlying
the negotiations and drafting ofthe agreement

The Medchli pool was formed in order to avoid the deterioration Of

the trade as had occurred in WINNC There was at the time negotia
tions on the agreement began considerable fear and apprehension that

factors which had disrupted the WINAC trade would also cause insta

bility in the Medchi trade Furthermore when the St Lawrence Sea

way opened in 1959 a new group of reliable lines entered the trade

viz Concordia AEIL and Zim To those already in the trade these

lines appeared determined to remain in the trade each had substantial

investments in the services whichthey wereoperating and each offered

services comparable to those of the existing operators The pool was

therefore a response of the parties thereto to the economic and com

petitive faotors which existed in the tpade and was thought necessary
to avoid a useless and destructive rate war and a situation of ra1te

instability which in their opinion would benefit neither carriers nor

shippers Although the condition of the Medchi trade prior to the

pool was never as serious as in WINAC the lines were most anxious
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to prevent this happening and no one wanted to take the chance of

awaiting developments At the time when negotiations began for

the formation of the Medchi poolin agreement durinlg 1962 the situa

tion in the Medchi trade was tending toward instabUity although there

was no opening ofrates
The witnesses testified that the pool has assisted in reduction of

port calls by the indiyidual lines and consequently a more direct

service from particular Mediterranean ports to U S Great Lakes

ports than would have been achieved without the pooling agreement
Mr Svendsen explained that without the pooling agreement his

vessels would have to spend more time in port seeking cargo and

would have to call at more Mediterranean ports on each sailing For

example without the pool Concordia would have to serve 12 or 15

Mediterranean ports whereas under the pool it can eliminate at least

4 ports poer voyage As a result Concordia has been able to operate
its service in the Medchi trade with 5 vessels instead of the previous
6 by cutting out uneconomic and unjustified port calls since it has

the assurance that all ports will be more than adequately served by
all of the pool members collectively Similarly Mr Penaud testified

that Montship Capo has also been ahle to reduce for thesame reason

its fleet from 6 vessels to 5 and at the s me time has been able to pro
vide a more direct and better service If each line were to call at

each Mediterranean port on every sailing schedules would be difficult

to maintain and the transit time from the first port of call to the first

port of disc arge would be inordinately long Furthermore vessels

would at tim be compelled to wait in port several days in order to

obtain sufficient cargo These undesirable circumstances are mini

mized under the pooling agreement For example with the pooling
agreement cooperation among the lines in makiIJ g port calls and in

arranging sailing schedules results in a more efficient service and eco

nomic operation Inthe opinion ofwitness Svendsen such cooperation
would be impossible without a pooling agreement Witness Penaud

testified that under the pooling agreement by providing service to

fewer ports on each sailting his oompany has been ahle to shorten

transit time by 4or 5days
Under article 16 of the agreement the administration of the pool

is primarily the task of the secretary Rationalization of sailings is

accomplished through the secretariat which acts as a clearing house

for the dissemination of information supplied to him by the pool
members The members of the pooling agreement furnish to the

pool secretary a 2 month schedule corrected weekly The secretary
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can then determine if a particular port requires additional service

and suggest in his advisory capacity th tan undercarrying line should

provide it The same type of suggestion is made by the secretary in

the case where two lines might provide service to the same port at the

same time

Tariff rates have risen only slightly since the Medchi pooling agree
ment became effective in the 1963 shipping season which slight in

crease has been a partial reflection of increased operating costs Even

though there has been a slight increase in home rates in the Medchi

trade Mr Penaud testified that the average rate for cargo moving
in the trade has actually decreased In this respect the average rate

per set ton of 1 000 kilos in 1963 was 4930 and after 1 year ofpool
operations it became 491 20

The witnesses testified that the Medchi pool secretary maintains a

close check on the cargo movement at the various pool pOlts and as

an example Messina shippers requests for reefer space which the
lines have not always been able to grant are now being taken care of

by the agreement of Concordia to call with reefer facilities at Messina

six times during the shipping season

Carriage under the agreement displays considerable fluctuation in

the position of the lines Only AEIL s position of moderate over

carriage remained constant Fabre went from a slight overcarrier to

a substantial undercarrier Capo nearly doubled its undercarriage
Concordia went from modest undercarriage to substantial overcar

riage and Zim reduced its moderate overcarriage to slight under

carnage

The Adriatw Trade

The Adriatic Pool covers cargo moving either direotly or by trans

shipment from the Port of Venice to U S North Atlantic ports
Venice is served by AEIL and Jugolinija which constitute the mem

bership of the pool They operate roughly equivalent services each

making approximately 22 sailings a year although AEIL s vessels

are of a much larger capacity The remoteness of the major Adriatic

ports Venice Trieste and Rijeka renders the trade generally un

attractive to shipping
Cargo originating in the industrialized interior of northern Italy

Milan and Turin and normally shipped out ofGenoa may be routed
via Venice Inland transportation to Venice is excellent and while

the land haul to Venice may be more expensive than to Genoa cargo
would be diverted when higher inland costs are offset by lower ocean

freight rates

The Adriatic Pool was instituted at the request of the members of
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the VINAC Pool to prevent diversion of WINAC pool cargo to

Venice which port is not within the scope of the WINAC poolll

The WINAC membership is fully informed of the movement under

the Adriatic pool through the use of a common secretary The terms

and provisions of the Adriatic agreement are most similar to those
of WINAC

Prior to the negotiation of the Adriatic pool AEIL held about 45

percent of the Venice traffic and Jugolinija 55 percent Under the

original agreement AEIL achieved a 55 percent share due to its demon

stration that while its prepool cargo originated in Venice and its

natural hinterland a portion of Jugolinija s cargo was being attracted

from the Vest Coast of Italy Experience under the agreement how

ever demonstrated that not as nluch of Jugolinija s traffic originated
outside the Venice area as was originally thought and the pool shares

were adjusted giving 52 5 percent to AEIL and 47 5 percent to

Jugolinija Operations under the pool show that both lines are ex

ceeding their minimum sailing requirements and there has been no

substantial overcarriage or undercarriage
The Israeli Trade

The service between U S Atlantic ports and Israel is peculiar in

that for various reasons the only regularly scheduled service is pro
vided by the twb national flag lines AEIL and Zim each of which

has approximately the same involvement in the trade AEIL s total

capacity is slightly greater however because of the larger size of its

vessels

Due to the political problem that exists between Israel and the Arab

States ships serving the Eastern Mediterranean have the election

of serving either Israel or the Arab countries but not both on the same

voyage AEIL is able to operate a service between U S North At

lantic ports and Israel because its operations to the Mediterranean are

extensive thereby enabling it to offer a separate Israeli service A

vessel serving Israel cannot serve Syria Lebanon North Africa

Egypt Tunisia Algeria or Libya nor can it transit the Suez Canal

Cargo from the Arab States to the United States is from I1h to 2 times

greater than that from Israel to the United States not counting the

citrus fruit movements

The proposed pool covers U S North Atlantic traffic moving to

Israel U S exports andtraffic moving from Israel U S imports to

U S North Atlantic ports
11 Venice is within the scope of the WINAC Conference but it was excluded from the

WINAC pool because in the view of the WINAC members its inclusion would render

accounting problems unwieldy and difficult
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The pool trade is covered by two separate conferences one outbound

and one inbound Zim and AEIL are the only members of these

conferences

Zim and AEIL each enjoy substantial national flag preference by
shippers although initially early 1950 s there was a strong shipper
sentiment in favor of Zim

Revenue earned by Zim and AEIL in the trade from Israel to the

United States westbound is only 10 percent of revenue earned in

the tradeto Israel from the United States eastbound although the

number ofsailings in each trade is substantially identical

To some extent but not substantially the traffic disparity between

the eastbound and westbound Israeli trades is mitigated by thebroader

scope of other trades served on westbound voyages This leads to the

conclusion that the westbound Israeli trade is overtonnaged relative

to t e eastbound Israeli trade posing a threat to stability of rates nd

serVIce

The threat to the stability in the Israeli trades became imminent

during the period 196263 when Zim determined to increase its par

ticipation and AEIL determined to maintain its position Unlike

the WINAC trade which was beset by rebates and malpractices
Zim enjoyed a better position than AEIL in the Israeli trades because

of its ability to grant favors to Israeli merchants who also used Zim

in trades not in U S foreign commerce

At least as early as October 1962 AEIL and Zim believed that a

pool would be desirable in order to prevent the outbreak of destructive

competition between them AEIL and Zim met in Rome on January
29 1963 to lay thegroundwork for negotiating apool

AEIL believed that based on future capability the shares should

be 6040 in favor ofAEIL eastbound and 6040 in favor ofZim west

bound However AEIL proposed a 5545 division Zim felt that

past performance last 3 years should be the major factor in deter

mining pool shares During the negotiations AEIL urged that the

pool be on a 5050 basis but receded to a 47 50 percent share eastbound

and a 42 50 percent share westbound Eventually AEIL finally
greed to that westbound share and a 45 percent eastbound share

Subsequent to April 5 1963 Zim and AEIL worked out and agreed
to further revisions in thepool draft and filed the final agreement with

the Federal Maritime Commission for approval on August 2 1963
to beeffective August 1 1963

Full acounting records of the pool have been kept since August 1
1963 but no financial settlements have been made
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It would have very little practical effect in the Israeli trades if

the Federal Maritime Commission approved the pool effective as from

the date ofapproval and not as ofAugust 1 1963

Zim contends that the pool is not and has not been in operation
since August 1 1963

There have been no serious problems between Zim and AEIL in

the pool trades since August 1 1963

Agreement 9233 provides for 17 minimum sailings annually by
both Zim and AEIL in each direction art 8 However the present
service of each line exceeds the minimum 24 AEIL sailings 21 or

22 Zim sailings and AEIL has no present plans to reduce its calls

The service of AEIL and Zim in terms of number of sailings
shows no significant change between such service prior to the negotia
tionofthe pool andsubsequent thereto

The pool is expected to have the effect of improving service by
inducing Zim and AEIL to schedule sailings so that their respective
arrivals and departures do not coincide thereby providing more

comprehensive coverageoftheberth

There is nothing in the record to indicate that the successful negotia
tion of this pool in 1963 has led to increases in rates However that

negotiation did have the effect ofpreventing rate decreases a possible
rate war andthe breakup ofthe conferences

The Marseilles Trade

There are nearly 200 sailings a year from Marseilles to U S North

Atlanticports The liner cargo in thistrade has been
LIT

1960 49 686

1961 55 685

1962 57 132

1963 54 977

Average 54 370

The average loading is thus about 275 LIT per sailing In conse

quencethe trade is largely overtonnaged
The trade is served by eight conference members AEIL APL

Fresco Fabre Fassio Hansa Zim and since 1964 Constellation
It is also served by Concordia which because ofmalpractices resigned
from theconference in 1962 Concordia carries perhaps 10 12 percent
of the cargo Additional nonconference competition is provided by
a Norwegian tanker bulk service which operates at least monthly on

a round the world schedule taking parcel lots of bulk liquids APL

and AEIL are the largest carriers in the trade followed by Fresco

The conference in this trade was established in 1937 It covers the

trade from Marseilles to the U S Atlantic coast Marseilles is the
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only port of consequence in southern France Very little cargo moves

to the South Atlantic ports All of the lines in the trade serve Mar

seilles in conjunction with other trades A dual rate system has not

been employed but an agreement to that end is now pending Commis
sion approval

The forwarder is important in the Marseilles trade but to a much

lesser degree than in the VINAC trade Cargo is delivered to the

terminal rather than to ship s tackle and delivery is accomplished by
the exporter himself The forfait system is not employed

On cargo of local origin the shipper pays the cost of loading cargo
On that from areas to the north which might otherwise be diverted

to North Europe ports the handling costs are paid by the carrier

Since about 1960 or 1961 malpractices have been a severe problem
in the Marseilles trade They did not reach the level of the WINAC
trade prior to the pool but were a matter of major concern The

allegations wereof rebates impropermeasurements and absorption by
the carrier ofhandling costs on local cargo

The conference has no neutral body nor any self policing system
more elaborate than an inspection of the manifests Experience in

other trades has not led the members to believe that results would be

commensurate with the cost especially for a small trade Some form

of cargo inspection service preferably at discharge was considered

desirable even if the pool be approved to guard against shipper
misdeclarations

Because of malpractices rates were opened on some commodities

in 1962 The open rates were applied to aluminum rubber tires tan

ning extracts dried cherries and ferromanganese These commodi

ties were thought most subject to malpractice and made up about 60

percent of thetrade Except for wines they covered all of the heavy
moving commodities

Concordia resigned from the conference in 1962 owing to its im

patiencewith malpractices
The Marseilles lines by 1962 had the example of the success of the

WINAC pool in curbing malpractices In addition there was the

example of at least 4 pools in dther trades outbound from Marseilles

Efforts to conclude a pooling agreement were made in 1962 in

December 1963 and in the spring of 1964 The first two efforts broke

down over the usually divisive issue of percentage shares Concordia
did not participate in the negotiations but Contellation did Constel
lation did not join the pool because of its dissatisfaction with the share
offered

The pool agreement was reached because of the independent need
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of thetrade to curb malpractices andnot in response to any suggestion
from WINAC It would be theoretically possible to divert WINAC
cargo to Marseilles but this was not in the view of the lines a very
realpractical possibility

The Marseilles pool calls for division ofgross revenue not net reve

pue after carrying money There are unlike WINAC no regular
calls of passenger ships at Marseilles so itis not considered inequitable
to pool gross revenues Again there are no loading costs to the carrier
on most of the Marseilles cargo The cargo loading that is paid by
the carrier with respect to the traffic subject to diversion to North

Europe is a variant that would have made a net revenue pool very
complicated

As filed the agreement is to be effective from July 1 1964 to Decem
ber 31 1966 and thereafter to be extended for 1 year at a time sub

ject to 3 mooths notice of resignation This permits after the initial

period yearly renegotiation of shares
The minimum sailings and calls provided in article 10 are substan

tially below those usually made by the lines and represent in the

aggregate only about half of those now being made
Since July 1 1964 the lines have considered that the pool would

probably be approved This just as in the interim period pending the
WINAC approval has sharply reduced the malpractices in the trade

By paying a rebate the line would risk in the event of the pool s ap
proval loss ofthe rebate in order to contributethe tariff rate of freight
to the common fund Svendsen said that Concordia operating out
side the conference and the pool had noted a marked improvement in
the trade

In response to this improved situation and in the expectation that
the pool would be approved the conference in December 1964 closed the
rates that had been opened in 1962

The pool members have since July 1 1964 been submitting their
statistics to the secretary whohas been compiling the necessary records
No actual paymentshave however been made andthebank guarantees
are conditioned upon approval of the pool

Even though Concordia with iO 12 percent of the trade and Con
stellation with about 7 percent of the trade remain outside the pool
the witnesses were of the opinion it could probably operate though it
could more surely achieve its objectives if they were members The

pool could not function however if a major carrier such as APL or

AEIL or probably Fresco remained outside Concordia is consid

ering re entry into the conference and perhaps into the pool in view of
the probable curtailment of malpractices
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In the opinion of the witnesses the pool should be about as effective

as that of WINAC in eliminating malpractices and promoting confi

dence among the carriers but on the other hand if the pool were dis

approved the trade would deteriorate very rapidly malpractices would

immediately resume and APL at least would want to revert to open

rates

The lines feel that the formation of the pool may serve to reduce the

excessive and costly service from Marseilles Zim has already made a

marked reduction in its calls APL upon approval of the pool would

seek somewhat to rationalize its service perhaps on some voyages

calling only to discharge interport cargo
The pool could lead to a moderate increase in the rates in the Mar

seilles trade which are severely depressed for example owing to the

effect ofmalpractices upon the tariff the rates on aluminum sheets and

dried cherries are now lower than they were in 1960

Concordia though it had resigned from the conference and refused

to participate in the pool negotiations had no complaint and thought
the pool a necessary step to preserve the trade from collapse
Constellation was of a similar opinion

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Section 15 requires that every common carrier by water shall

file immediately with the Commission a true copy of every agree

ment with another such carrier or modification thereof

pooling or apportioning earnings lo es or traffic Once such

an agreement is filed section 15 further provides that

Tbe Commission shall by order after notice and hearing disapprove cancel or

modify any agreement or any modification or cancellation thereof whether or

pot previously approved by it that it finds to be unjustly discriminatory or unfair

as between carriers shippers exporters importers or ports or between exporters
from theUnited States and their foreign competitors or to operate to the detri

ment of the commerce of the United States or tobe contrary to thepublic interest

or to be inviolation of this Act and shall approve all other s

In approving the agreements in issue the Examiner found that all

the evidence of re ord supported approval and that there was a com

plete lack ofan iota of evidence controverting approval of the pools
Consequently no finding could be made that the agreements in fact

operated in one ofthe four ways set out in section 15 In so concluding
the Examiner relied upon the recent decision of the Court of Appeals
for the District ofColumbia Circuit in Aktiebolaget Svewka Amerika

Linien Swedish AmerWan Line et al v F M O No 18 554 decided

June 10 1965 wherein the court stated that The statutory language
or section 15 authorizesdisapproval only when theCommission finds
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as a fact that the agreement operates in one of the four ways set out
in the section by Congress

The first of Hearing Counsel s three remaining exceptions is that

the Examiner erred in approving the agreements and amendments

thereto on the grounds that there was no evidence weighing against
approval This excepnion contains two separable contentions First

Hearing Counsel argues that the record is replete with evidence that
thepools will permit less service and higher rates than would otherwise

prevail And secondly Hearing Counsel argues that the Examiner s

ground for approval is based upon an erroneous interpretation of
section 15 for in Hearing Counsels view the Examiner s failure to

recognize the existence ofany adverse facts at all results in his holding
that no derogation of section 15 standards is in anyway involved here

Hearing Counsel would have the Commission clearly announce that

pooling agreements which enable carriers to prevent rate and service

competition are prima fade detrimental to the commerce of the United
States and contrary to the public interest and may only be approved
upon the basis of a compelling demonstration that the detriments of
reduced service amd increased rates will be offset by clear and substan
tial economic benefits

Respondents find nothing in section 15 which gives rise to any prima
facie unlawfulness of pooling agreements and insofar as Hearing
Counsels contention seeks to shift the burden of proof to respond
ents they contend that the law is clear that the burden rests with the
Commission or anyone else seeking disapproval of the agreements
They urge that the Examiner was correct in restricting his decision to
the simple finding that no derogation of section 15 standards is in
volved and contend that because the evidence of record demonstrates
that the pools will establish stability of rates and effect a reduction
of excessive and duplicating calls in overtonnaged trades the agree
ments are in the public interest and not contrary to it

Itis readily apparent tthat the area ofdisagreement here is relativeJly
narrow and wereits resolution not ofsignificant importance for future
consideration of agreements under section 15 we would not be inclined
to deal with itat all in any great detail However the arguments l1ere
and those in some cases reveal a very real need for a clear statement of
the ground rules so to speak which apply to our consideration of

agreements filed for approval under section 15
Of prime importance at the outset is the clear recognition that sec

tion 15 represents a departure from our national policy the promotion
of competition and the fostering of market rivalry as a means of in

suring eoonomic freedom See port of the Attorney Generals Na

tional Committee to Study the Antitrust Laws March 31 1955 chap
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ter 1 The policy is one against undue limitations on competitive
conditions Standard Oil 00 of New Jersey v United States221 U S
1 1911 andis embodied in the Antitrust Laws 15 U S C sections 1

et seq Agreements approved under section 15 of the Shipping Act

are exempted from the provisions of the antitrust laws This exemp
tion was Igranted by Congress with clear recognition of the public
interest in the promotion of free and open competition and it was

granted only after an intensive investigation by a congressional com

mittee revealed that anticompetitive combination in the steamship
industry was a lesser evil than the destructive rate wars which seem

inevitably to result absent some anticompetitive agreement between

the contending lines Report on Steamship Agreements and Affilia

tions in the American Foreign and Domestic Trade House Merchant
Marine and Fisheries Committee 63d Congress 1914 pages 415

421 12 The investigation made it clear that in the steamship industry
there was no happy medium between war and peace when several

lines engage in the same trade However in the view of the com

mittee to terminate existing agreements would necessarily bring
about one of two results the lines would either engage in rate wars

which would mean the elimination of the weak and the survival of

the strong or to avoid a costly struggle they would consolidate through
common ownership In the opinion of the committee neither result

could be prevented by legislation and either would mean a monopoly
fully as effective and it is believed more so than can exist by
agreement

Thus Congress legalized agreements otherwise in violation of the

antitrust laws primarily because it thought even stronger monopolies
would result weresuch agreements completely prohibited but in doing
so it accepted the committee s condition that the anticompetitive com

binations be subjected to effedtive government control with power in

the agency administering the law to disapprove or cancel agreements
which are detrimental to commerce of the United States or contrary
to the public interest We think it now beyond dispute that the

public interest within the meaning of section 15 includes the national

policy embodied in the antitrust laws For as the court said in Is
brandtsen 00 Inc v United States 211 F 2d 51 D C Gir 1954
cert denied b nom Japan Atkuntic Gulf OYl1f v U S 347 U S
990 1954

T he Shipping Act specifically provides machinery for legalizing that whiCh

would otherwise be illegal under antitrust laws The condition upon which

such authority is granted is that the agency entrusted with the duty to pro
tect the public interest scrutinize the agreement to make sure he conduct

12 Also knowllJ as the Alexander Report
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thus legalized does not invade the prohibitions of the antitrust laws any more

than is necessary to serve the purposes of the regulatory s tatute

Thus the question of approval under section 15 requires 1 con

sideration of the public interest in the preservation of the competi
tive philosophy embodied in the antitrust laws insofar as consistent
with the regulatory purpose of the Shipping Act and 2 a considera

tion of the circumstances and conditions existing in the particular
trade involved which the anticompetitive agreement seeks to remedy or

prevent The weighing of these two factors determines whether the

agreement is to be approved The essential ingredient in this process
is of course information or data for without it no intelligent judg
ment as to the probable future impact of the particular agreement
upon our commerce would be possible Almost uniformly the kind

of information necessary to this judgment is in the hands of those

seeking approval of the agreement and the resultant exemption of the

proposed antioompetitive comhinaJtion from the operation of the

antitrust laws and it is incumbent upon those in possession of such

information to come forward with it Thus in this sense it can be

said that pooling agreements are prima facie contrary to the public
interest and if this is the intent of Hearing Counsels proposition we

agree For presumptively all anticompetitive combinations run

counter to the public interest in free and open competition and it is

incumbent upon those who seek exemption of anticompetitive com

binations under section 15 to demonstrate that the combination seeks

to eliminate or remedy conditions which preclude or hinder the

aehievement of the regulatory purposes of the Shipping Act This

is but a restatement of what has already been said most recently in

our decision Oalif01nia Stevedore Ballast 00 v Stockton Port Dis

triet 7 F M C 75 1962 where we denounced a monopolistic prac
tice notwithstanding the lack of actual proof that the anticompeti
tive evils alluded to actuaJlly existed because healthy competition
for business which is the best insurance against such evils has been

destroyed We wenton to say

Respondents failed to advance evidence of economic or other advantages flow

ing from monopolistic arrangements sufficient 10 justify them notwithstanding
the evils and detriment to thepublic interest inherent inmonopoly Our national

policy makes free competition the rule and monopoly the exception Which must

be justified and here respondents have failed to justify the desired monopoly

This construction of section 15 is not novel with the Commission
The Civil Aeronautics Board the agency dealing with transportation
problems most closely akin to our own has said 13

13 Section 412 of the Federal Aviation Act under which antlcompetitive agreements
between air carrIers are filed was modeled after sec 15 See McManus v O A B 286
F 2d 414 2d Cir 1961
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Where an agreement has among its significant aspects elements which are

plainly repugnant to esta blished antitrust principles approval shoUld not be

granted unless there is a clear showing that the agreement is required by a

serious transportation need or in order to secure important publie benefits

LocalOartage Agreement Oase 15 CA B 850 852 1952

And again in disapproving a traffic routing provision of a mutual aid

pact between air carriers in cases of labor strike the Board said in Six

OarrierMutual Aid Pact 29 C A B 168 at 175

In weighing the objections to the traffic routing provisions of the agreement
we must recognize that our order of approval would grant immunity from the

antitrust laws We have therefore scrutinized the agreement to insure that the

conduct thus legalized does nat inhibit competition to any significant extent or

if it does that the restraint is necessary to serve the pUlOse of the regulatory
statute Local Oartage Agreement 15 C A B 815 1952 North Atlantic

Tourist Oommission Oase 15 C A B 225 1952

Since the record fails to show any sound public justification for the restrictive

provision we eannot let it stand

Respondents reject Hearing Counsels contention of prima facie
unlawfulness but they do so only upon the basis of the record in this

proceeding Respondents contend that the record here does not sup

port the conclusion that pools lead to reduced service and higher rates

To the contrary assert respondents all the evidence demonstrates that

the pools have led and will lead to the elimination of malpractices
as well as to a reduction in excessive and duplicating loading calls in

painfully overtonnaged trades This is but another way of saying
that competition will be restricted Itmatters not at this stage of the

approval process that such competition takes the form of malprac
ices or duplicating loading calls in painfully overtonnaged trades

The fact that the competition restricted is wasteful destructive or even

constitutes a breach of conference obligllitions is precisely that counter

balancing factor which would outweigh the public interest in competi
tion which is free open and above board as envisioned by the antitrust

laws But we think it paJtently clear that agreements within the pur
view of section 15 are specificaIly intended by the parties to eliminate

competition and in fact do so And the evidence in the record beforeus

unequivocally demonstrates that this is the case with the pools here

under consideration

Virtually all of the evidence in the record was voluntarily supplied
by the respondents in an effort to justify approval of the agreements
and in our opinion they have succeeded in th ir attempt For by
demonstrating that conditions in the trades involved have deteriorated

to the point where malpractices flourish rate instability exists andcom

petition is wasteful and destructive they have also demonstrated that

enpproval ot the agreements will among other things achieve the
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regulatory 6bjectives of restoring rate stability and eliminating mal

practices Moreover while rationalization of sailings with a con

sequent diminution in service is one of the admitted goals of the pools
it does not appear that the shipper will be harmed through service

being reduced to apoint of inadequacy On the basis of the foregoing
we concluded that conditions in the Mediterranean trades as demon
strated by respondents are such that approval of the agreements under

consideration here if modified as set out below will be consonant with
the public interest in thatwhilethey run counter to that interestin the

preservation and fostering of competition they are in furtherance of
the regulatory purposes of the ShippingAct in that the competition to
be eliminated by the agreements is destructive and wasteful and in

itself tends to work hardship on shippers through discriminatory re

bates and the creation of rate instability Moreover that the circum

stances in the trades are inimical to the best interests of the carriers

operating in them is clear from the record Thus we think respond
ents have clearly justified approval of the agreements by their demon
stration that they are necessary to produce important public benefits
and are based on aserious transportation need

Aword ofcaution seems appropriate however espondents admit
that most if not all of the competitive activity which the pools are

designed to curtail constitutes a breach of the respective conference

obligations This is particularly true of the WINAC trade where it
is also admitted that all efforts by the WINAC Conference at self

policing have proved inadequate Section 15 requires that the Com
mission disapprove any agreement which after notice and hearing on

a findingof inadequate policing of the obligationsunder it We view
this as a requirement which cannot be permanently satisfied by the
substitution of further competitive restrictions in the form of pooling
revenue for an adequate system of self policing of conference obliga
tions We fully expect respondents to continue their efforts to estab
lish an effective system ofself policing Inexercising our TeSponsibil
ity of continuing surveillance over section 15 agreements we shall

keep this in mind

Hearing Counsel also contends that the Examiner erred in failing
to require that the agreements and amendments thereto be modified as

urged by Hearing Counsel

Hearing Counsel proposed a considerable number of amendments
which the Examiner rejected apparently because he could not find

upon their faces that without them the agreements would be unlaw
ful under section 15 Respondents of course urge that the Examiner
was correct in rejecting all of the modifications for the reason that he
did Again there seems to be some misunderstanding as to the Com
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mission s responsibilities under section 15 The Examiner seems to

imply that unless an agreement on its face is contrary to section 15 the
Commission is without power to require modification of the agreement
as a condition to its approval Hefurther states

There is sound reason for the rule First the law authorizes disapproval or

modification only where theagreement is found to operate Le that it really
will operate to thedetriment of commerce not thwt itmay thefuture pOJJaib ly
so operate or where tit isfound that theagreement is contrary to thepublic inter

st notwhere some aot that couU possibly occur inthefuture might make ttso

Second the Commission has a ready remedy if under an approved agreement
the parties engage in activities the Commission did notexpect when it approved
and willnotsanction

As we understand the Examiner he concludes that unless we can find

as a fact that an agreement willopeIiate rin away which is detrimental
to the commerce of theUnited States etc we cannot order itmodified

Again this confusion seems to stem from the court s decision in the
Swedish American Line case supra particularly the statement that
section 15 authorizes disapproval or modification only if the Com
mission finds as a fact that the agreement operates in one of the four

ways set out in the section by Congress The Examiner found that
some of the proposed amendments were grounded on fears foolish on

their faces and others required respondents to do that which the

statute already required of them He concluded that the latter were

better suited to the general rule rather than on the basis of agreement
by agreement modification He then concluded that it was unneces

sary to set out in haec verba the proposed amenmnents or to discuss

their merits or demerits

Aword about theSwedish Al1U3riomn Line case supra is appropriate
here The court s conclusion that before the Commission could dis

approve a portion of the agreement before it it must find as a fact that
the agreement operates in one of the four ways set out by Congress in
section 15 must be considered in the light ofcircumstancesof that case

Signifi antly theagreement underconsideration had been approved by
a predecessor of the Commission and operations had been conducted

under it for a good many years Thus the particular language of the
court whatever its validity as an abstract proposition becomes mean

ingful when it is applied to an already approved agroement of long
standing Thus in theSwedish American LiIne case it could be found

as a fact that the agreement either had operated to the detriment of
the commerce of the United States etc or ithad not But this cannot

mean that in passing on future agreements we must find as a fact
that the agreement really will operate to the detriment of our com

merce or really will be contrary to the public interest SucR a find
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ing is without the realm of the possible The most that can be done

in such cases is to draw upon past experience and expertise and make a

reasoned judgment or perhaps pred iction is a betterword as to the

probable future impact of the agreement This is far from findIng as

a fact that an agreement really will operate to the detriment of our

eommerce or be contrary to the public interest After a careful

analysis of the proposed modifications we find that we disagree with

the Examiner s disposition of certain of them and for the reasons set

forth below our approval herein is conditioned upon the filing of

appropriate modifications

The modifications urged fall into two general categories 1 those

which Hearing Counsel urges are necessary to clear up ambiguities in

the language of and inconsistencies within the agreements and 2

those which Hearing Counsel urges are necessary to prevent operations
underthepool from being detrimental to ourcommerce etc As to the

former these are termed drafting amendments by the respondents
They contend that draftmanship is their responsibility and even though
they admit to many instances of ambiguity or inconsistency they con

tend that the Commission is powerless to require a modification to

remove them An example of this kind of modification is the one

which would replace the term Neutral Body which appears in article

13 of the WINAC agreement with the term Control Committee
Hearing Counsel points out that the VINAC Conference agreement no

longer provides for a neutral body but the WINAC pool does provide
for a Control Committee Respondents concede the error in draft

manship and take the position that section 15 cannot be directed to

this sort of minutia and further that different agreements even though
filed by the same parties in the same trade etc need not be consistent

with each other We disagree
On several occasions our predecessors have pointed out that All

agreements should be eomplete and the language used should be so clear

as to eliminate all necessity for interpretation as to the intent of the

parties In thelllatter of Agreement No 6510 1 U S MC 775 778

2 U S M C 22 see also Beaum ornt Port Oommission v Seatrain Lines
Inc 3 F MB 556 581 Moreover To sanction two agreements under
section 15 in conflict with one another would be contr ry to the public
interest Application of Red Star Line for Oonference Membership
1 U S S B B 504 The modifications upon which we eondition our

approval and a brief discussion of our reasons for requiring them are

set out below Proposed modifications of Hearing Counsel which are

not required or otherwise specifically discussed are rejected as being
unnecessary to the approvability of the agreements under section 15
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Article 2 of the WINAC Pool and article 9 of the Marseilles Pool

provide in part
it being understood that the Line whose carryings are in excess of its

share is boundto regulate its carryings as near as possible to its share so that the

amount to be paid or to be received from the pool shall be as small as possible
In He ring Counsels view this provision is contrary to thepublic inter

est and detrimental to commerce because it binds carriers to adhere to

the negotiated share thereby deterring the growth and expansion of the

better services while perpetuating the poorer and it is completely
unnecessary to carry out the proper objectives of the pool Respond
ents simply take the position that while there may be no need for the

provision there is equally noneed for its elimination Ve will require
the deletion of these provisions They are inconsistent with respond
ent s contention that service competition is not completely eliminated

by the pools because each line is free to overcarry and pay the penalty
therefor in order to be in a better bargaining position and increase its

percentage when thepool shares are renegotiated at the end of the pool
year Our approval here is conditioned upon the removal of the objec
tionable language not upon a restatement of the intent of the parties
for the purported preservation of this modicum of competition was

considered in reaching our decision to approve the agreements Should
the parties to these two agrements now state that they intend the lines

to regulate carryings so as not to exceed their allotted shares thus

eliminaingthis vestige of competition we would have to reconsider our

decision to approve

Hearing Counsel would amend the title and the first sentence of

article 4 of the WINAC pool to reflect the fact that the article not

only excludes certain commodities from the coverage of the agree
ment but certain charges as well Respondents contend that this is
trivia and again that the Commission lacks authority to improve
drafting Ve have already answered the latter and as to the former
it is from just such trivia that future disputes over the coverage of

agreements and the parties authority thereunderarise Itis of course

in the public interest to insofar as possible prevent such future dis

putes The modification will be required 14

Article 13 of the WINAC pool eroneously refers to a Neutral

Body rather than a Controlling Committee We have already
discussed this modification and it will be required

Article 15 of the WINAC pool and article 17 of the Marseilles

pool refer to the term as per previous paragraph However the

14 Hearing Counsel would aJ so add to each agreement a provision which provides f r

the filing of all modifications to the agreements for approva under section 15 Since
the statute itself already requires this we see no need for an explicit statement of the

requirement in the agreements Respondents are presumed to know the law
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term indicated is not in the previous paragraph but the immediate

one These modifications will be required for the sake of clarity and

ease of future handling of the agreements
Article 15 of the WINAC pool article 17 of the Marseilles pool

and article 19 of the Adriatic pool all require that resolutions effect

ing changes in the membership of the respective pools shall be filed

for approval under section 15 of the Shipping Act However in each

of these agreements other articles provide that such resolutions shall

be filed with the Commission only for the information and records

of the agency It is not difficult to imagine the dispute which would

arise if this inconsistency were allowed to stand Respondents were

clear in their desire to secure our approval of amendments to all the

pools which would allow them to make so called interstitial ad

justments or changes in their agreements without the need for secur

ing prior approval under section 15 Among the interstitial changes
respondents would make without thenecessity of approval are changes
in membership Yet they were unwilling to agree to Hearing Coun
sels modification which was designed to remove an inconsistency
which could possibly defeat the very purpose they sought to achieve

Such an unyielding stand for whatever reason taken does not square
with respondents later assertionofawil lingness to cooperate in volun

tarily modifying their agreements should we informally request them
to do so which of course is the only way respondents think the modi

fications may be accomplished Here again respondents apparently
misconceive section 15 and the nature of agreements approved there
under As we have previously stated a section 15 agreement is not a

sacrosanct private arrangement with which only the parties thereto
have rights It is rather a public contract impressed with the public
interest and permitted to exist only so long as it serves that interest

Pacific Ooast European Oonfere7We 7 F MC 27 1961 The so

alled interstitial amendments are more fully discussed below and
the modifications here under discussion will be required

Hearing Counsel would modify article 12 of the Adriatic pool arti
cle 10 of the Israel pool and article 12 of the Medchi pool to provide
for the filing of the provisional accounting statements drawn up by the

secretary as well as the final statements 15 These modifications will be

required to insure the filing of the statements in aid of our responsi
bility of continuing surveillance of operations under the agreements

5 These modifications are unl1ke those proposed by Hearing Counsel to WINAC amd
Marsellles for in those agreements the requirement that the provisional statements be

filed is al ready provided for in another article therein and to adopt Hearing Counsel s

proposals would be to redundantly state the requirement twice
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Hearing Counsel would modify all five agreements so as to exclude
from their coverage all pool cargo on which open rates apply
Hearing Counsel Giting the statement of one vit ss tha pooling of
revenue on open rated cargo would be impossible says that it was

not the parties intent to include such cargo within the scope of the

agreements Respondents however state that the testimony was

purely speculative since there are at this time no open rates in effect
and that they should be allowed todeal with the problem of open rates
if and when it arises

There is nothing in the record which would preclude respondents
from pooling open rated cargo if the means for doing so could be
found However our failure to require the proposed modifications
is in no way to be construed by respondents as any form of implied
authority to fix rates under the pooling agreement when theconference
has declared them open Respondents themselves agreed to the de
letion during the hearing ofa provision which would have authorized
them to fix rates under the pooling agreements in the event of the
dissolution of the respective conferences The modification will not
be required 16

In a similar vein Hearing Counsel would modify the agreements
to provide for the automatic termination ofthe pool concurrently with
the termination of the conference within the scope of which the par
ticular pool operates Hearing Counsel states that this merely makes
it clear that the pool terminates when the rate fixing authority of the
conference ends We will not require these modifications because if
the pool members desire to apply for rate fixing authority under
their pooling agreements if and when the conference governing the
trade dissolves they should in our opinion be allowed to do so

Other proposed amendments ofHearing Counsel fall into the oper
ational category Thus Hearing Counsel would alter the mini
mum tonnage and range of ports provisions of the WINAC and
Medchi pools the minimum contribution provisions of the WINAC
Adriatic and Israel pools and the credit for calls provision of
Marseilles All of these modifications are necessary in Hearing
Counsels view to prevent operations under the agreements from

being detrimental to commerce and contrary to the public interest
We are of the opinion that Hearing Counsel has failed to muster
enough record evidence to support his proposals No detriment past
or future has been shown We will not require the modifications

18 Of a somewhat similar thrust Is Hearing Counsel s proposed deletion of references to

the Inspection Service In article 8 of the Marseilles pool Hearing Counsel points out
that the pool does not yet have an inspection service Respondents however point out
that it is in the prOCess of establishing one We will allow them to provide for this con

tingency In the agreement
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Paragraph 2 of article 17 of the Marseilles pool provides
Members who want to resign from the Pool before December 31 1966 shall

be allowed to do so giving three months notice subject however that such

Member undertakes not to take any part whatsoever in the traffic covered by

the Pool before December 31 1966

Hearing Counsel would delete thiprovision on the ground that it

unnecessarily stifles competition by conditioning withdrawal upon
cessation of all participation in the trade Respondents on the other

hand explained the provision as necessary to prevent disruption of

the trade and the pool by reaping the benefits of the trade without any

of the restrictions i posed by the pool The purpose of the provi
sion is to prevent resignations for quick profit reaped from a

trade built up by pool members In respondents view there are

only two reasons for withdrawing from the pool either the line is

withdrawing from the trade completely or it thinks it can make

more money outside the pool It is the latter which respondents seek

to prevent The Marseilles pool is due to expire on December 31

1966

The question here is whether the restriction is a reasonable exaction

from a line desiring to reap the benefits Of the pool There is no

evidence that the provision has harmed shippers or ports In this

instance we think the restriction is reasonable However should

respondents seek approval of an extension of the pool we shall have

to reconsider the impact of this provision The modification will not

be required at this time

Hearing Counsel would modify article 2 of the Israeli pool which

conditions membership in the pool upon membership in both the in

bound and outbound conferences in the trade Hearing Counsel would

condition pool membership only upon membership in the conference

governing the particular trade be it inbound or outbound There are

at present no one way operators in the trade and in our opinion the

record does not justify adoption of the modification at this time

Should such an operator enter the trade and desire to pool we will of

course examine the condition afresh

Hearing Counsel would amend article 17 of the Israeli pool and

article 19 of the Medchi pool to make it clear that resolutions extend

ing the duration of the agreements must be approved by the Commis
sion before they become effective Then dealing with other provisions
of VINAC Marseilles and Medchi respondents themselves agree that

extensions of the duration of the agreements require approyal under

section 15 before taking effect However they refused to agree to these

modifications It is clear that extensions do require approval thus

the modifications will be required
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During the course o the hearing respondents proposed to amend
each agreement by the addition of n article w4ich would allow the

parties by resolution to make so called interstitialamendments to the

pooling agreements without securing prior approval under section 15

although copies of the resolutions would be filed with the Commission
for its information and records Article 16 of vVINAC which is

typical provides
The Governing Committee acting under Article 11 hereof is authorized by res

olution carried by unanimous vote of all member lines to admit new members

to this Pool Agreement to change the percentage division of net freight among
the members as provided inArticle 2 to change the minfmum number of sailings
and calls provided in Article 3 to add to or subtract from the list of commodities

excluded from this Agreement by Article 4 to change theamount of the carrying
money or theexceptions provided by Article 5 and to change the amount of the

bank guarantee provided by Article14 It is authorized by three quarters of the

voting power present at a meeting wIth a quorum to change thenumber of days
or the amount of the fine or penalty specified in Article 8 Article 9 and in the

6thand 7thparagraphs of Article 11 The text of any resolution adopted under

this Article 16 shall promptly be filed with the Federal Maritime Commission

or any agency succeeding to its function under the Shipping Act 1916 for the

information and records of such agency

Certain of the amendments placed in issue by the order of investigation
in this proceeding provide for such things as changes in membership
changes in thecarrying money etc These have not yet been approved
and as a result certain lines have withtrawn from thepools and others

have entered them in theoretical violation opsection 15

Behind these proposed amendments is the dispute between Hearing
counsel and respondents over our authority to approve section 15

agreements retroactively or as respondents and the Examiner would

have it agreements be ring earlier effective dates Whatever no

menclature is employed Hearing Counsel the respondents and the

Examiner are all talking about the same thing the authority of the

Commission to approve an agreement for a period prior to the effec

tivedate of that approval Hearing Counsel contends that section 15
forbids such an approval 17 while respondents and the Examiner find

nothing in section 15 which prohibits it For the sake of convenience
nd to avoid all possibility of an incorrect paraphrasing we set forth

in wtenso the Examiner s resolution of this issue

There remains for consideration the qu stion as to whether the Commission
would approve theIsrael agreement filed August 2 1963 effective date August
1 1963 or the Marseilles agreement filed July 23 1964 effective July 1 1964

and a number of amendments without requiring modification so as to provide
effective dates notearlier than thedate the Commission approves them Hearing

11 This i8 Hearing Counsel s fourth Mld final exception to the Initial Decision
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Counsel contend 1 that as a matter of law tJhe Commission CQlnnot approve

these agreements as they standand 2 that as a matter of discretion the Com

mission should not approve them as they stand In both contentions Hearing

Counsel isincorrect

The Commission s authority and all limitation thereon must be found in section

15 of the Act Section 15 does notexpressly or by implication forbid the Com
mission to approve an agreement use it bears a past effective date Such

an agreement may be disapproved by theCommission if but only if the Commis
sion finds that it violates one of thestandardsset out in section 15 either because

it bears a past effective date or because of something else Section 15 by saying
that the Commission shall disapprove agreements found to violate its

standards
but shall approve all other agreements instructs the Commission to approve

such other agreements regardless of what effective dates they bear

Itmay be stressed again that section 15 is unambiguous Even if it could be

considered ambiguous the Commission and its predecessor theFederal Maritime

Board have for more than ten years considered that it authorized approval of

agreements bearing effective dates prior to approval dates and hl1ve approved
such agreements This consistent administrative construction of section 15

is well known in the trade and respondents had a right to rely uPon it Such
long continued administrative construction of a statute is given great weight

by reviewing courts and has almost theeffect of law 18 Nevertheless the Com
mission if convinced that it had in this particular been violating the law since

the Commission was created would not hesitate to reverse its predecessor
and itself Itis not so convinced

Section 15 contains no prohibition against retroactive approval and even

if such prohibition existed elsewhere as it does not that Would not bar ap

proval in this case because approval of agreements bearing effective dates prior

to their approval dates is not retroactive It d6es not purport to authorize

legalize validate or exempt from the operation of the antitrust laws in the

past any agreement or action for this it cannot do in the face of the specifiC
provisi ons of section 15 that any agreement not approved shall be unlaw

ful that before approval it shall be unlawful to carry out such an

agreement and that only agreements lawful under this section shall be ex

cepted from the provisions of theantitrust laws As authorized it does all these

things for the future and qnly for the future Hearing Counsel s contenti on

that by approving such antedated agreements in the past the Commission ap

proved unlawful conduct after it transpired and thereby nullified violati ons

of theAct and the antitrust laws and Would again do these things by approving
here is unsupportable

Hearing Counsel concedes that the economic consequences of the Marseilles

Pool have already occurred and all that remains to be done is the settle

ment of accounts Those consequences may neither be done or undone by Com

mission approval disapproval or modification of the agreement emphasis sup

plied The same may be said of the Israel agreement It follows that all
that would be accomplished by refusing to approve except upon conditi on that

the effective dates be changed to the approval date Would be frustration of

18 Less than 100 days ago it was pointed out in Aktiebolaget quoted above that

Where the disapproval follows a history of prior approvals as here we think
that the findfng should be scrutinizedJby a reviewing court with greater care slip
opinion p 5 footnote 5
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equitable division of pool revenues a pointless punishment in favor of which
nothinghas been or can be said

No more has been or can be said against approval of the antedated amend
ments see exhibits 7 11 12 13 than has been said against approval of Mar
seilles and IsraeZ and this is stated on page 65 of Hearing Counsels brief to
be that section 15 tlatly precludes such approval As this contention which
disclaims any argument that these amendments violate any of the four section
15 standards and there exists no evidence to support a finding that either the
agreements or any of theamendments do in fact violate any of these standards
is incorrect as a matter of law the amendments as well as the IsraeZ and Mar
seiZZes pooling agreements should and will be approved AktieboZaget and pages
34 8Upra

Situations may conceivably arise in which the approval of an agreement
bearing an effective date in the past is shown to result in damage to some

body This has not been shown here because it could not be shown The one

thing Hearing Counsel seeks to preventdistribution of pool revenuewill

damage nobody and indeed it would be inequitable to prevent it under the cir
cumstances of this case The pooling agreements cannot be held contrary to

the pUblic interest because 8Ubjeat to theOommi88ioner 8 approvaZ they author
ize distribution to be effected after BUCh approvaZ Not even the act to be per
formed by theconference as distinguiShed from theCommission s act in approv

ing ie the division of pool revenue based on sailings made in the past can

be considered objectionably retroactive for the measurement of present pay
ments by past events as in tax statutes has many times come before the

courts and been approved
The mOst there is to be said for Hearing Counsel s position is that it sug

gests that a rule with respect to the dates of pooling agreements might be de
sirable as a matter of poZicy and could be considered ina rulemaking proceeding
in which all interested parties could thrashout thepros and cons Cf Haamam

Ba0t 8upra page 13

We disagree with this resolution of the issue

Section 15 actually renders unapproved agreements unlawful in two
situations First section 15 requires that agreements when reached
must be immediately filed with the Commission Thus an agree
ment which is made butnot filed for approval is unlawful even though
no action is taken by the parties under it Vnapp1lOVed Section 16

Agreement8 NorthAtlantic Spani8h Trade 7 F MC 337 Secondly
section 15 makes it unlawful to carry out in whole or in part directly
or indirectly an unapproved gree ent Thus where as here an

agreement has been filed and is pending approval it is only unlawful
for the parties to carry out the agreement the agreement itself is not
unlawful All the parties and the Examiner agree that the Commis
sion may not approve an agreement in such a way as to render lawfuI
that which the statute explicitly declares unlawfQl and therefore the
Commission may not approve an agreement so as to validate conduct
underthe agreement prior to its approval But while respondents and
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the Examiner agree to this they disclaim this effect as a result of the

approval of the agreements here Th basic contention is that approval
of the agreements with their present earlier effective dates is not offen

sively retroactive because it simply allows the parties to the pool to

measure their future conduct distribution of pool revenues by past
events the percentages previously agreed upon But if respondents
are correct there is no need whatsoever for approval back to the earlier

effective date For hy their own reasoning they have done nothing in

the past which requires our approval and theonly carrying out to be

approved the distribution of revenue willtake place in the future and

subsequent to our approval Respondents never successfully resolve

this dilemma nor in our opinion can they The settling ofaccounts or

the distribution of revenue under the pool is but theculmination or final

act in the total carrying out of a pooling agreement Prior to this the

parties agree to percentages minimum sailings and port call require
ments fix bank guarantees and amounts of penalties and carrying
money and agree to various other features of the pool A pool secre

tary is appointed the lines submit their manifeststo him and he draws

up pool statements and issues debits and credits and presumably the

parties meet and discuss pool matters It defies credibility to then

assume thatafter establishing thiselaborate plan for thecurtailment of

competition that the individual lines continue their operations in the

precise manner they were conducted prior to agreement particularly
when as here operations wereconducted underthe assumption that our

approval will allow them to distribute revenue on the basis of opera
tions begun immediately The record in this proceeding is filled with

evidence that this is not in fact the case Inevery trade here involved

the witnesses noted improvement due either to approval already
granted or more importantly to approval assumed to be forthcoming
The improvement cited is the return of rates upward from their previ
ously depressed levels and the reduction of port calls andturnaround

time But it is contended that this improvement consisted of the

elimination of malpractices and thus could not be found detrimental

to commerce or contrary to the public interest under section 15 and

thus under the Sweduh American Line case supra it is not grounds
for disapproval

Section 15 does not distinguish in anyway between conduct under an

agreement which is beneficial to commerce and conduct which is detri
mental to commerceit prohibits all conduct prior to approval of an

agreement The reason for this is eminently sound For to adopt the

ther philosophy would place the Commission in the impossible posi
tion of disapproving conduct which has already occurred and which
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may have worked irreparableharm to shippers other carriers or ports
Respondents themSelves seem to admit that retroactive approval of
rate fixing agreements would not be lawful under the statute hQwever
the reasonable and consistent result of their argument dictates that

they could be approved if it could later be shown that the agreement
was beneficial to ourcommerce We think it clear that Congress never

envisioned such a result The granting ofan exemption from the anti

trust laws on condition that the anticompetitive combinations be

brought under government contrql could not contemplate an erJJ post
facto control which from the standpoint of effectiveness is no control
at all On thebasis ofthe foregoing weconclude that section 15 clearly
prohibits approval of an agrement or any modification or extension
thereof which bears an effective date earlier than the date of our

approval
Respondents however offer a series of practical difficulties which

they contend will flow from a construction of section 15 which pre
cludes retroactive approval of pools It will they contend be well

nigh impossible to form an effective pool if its operative effect is tobe

from some indeterminate date in the distant future because the incen
tive to malpractice continues until approval Additionally respond
ents point out that certain lines have withdrawn from and others

have joined the various pools and that the amendments effecting these

changes have not yet received approval thus these lines are operating
in technical violation ofthe Act As to the former our own experi
ence has been that at least part ofthe delay has been attributable to the
failure of parties to section 15 agreements to accompany their filings
with any information or data eXplaining the purpose of the agreement
and the circumstances existing in the particular trade which warrant

its approval And in some instances when this information is infor

mally requested it is refused thus necessitating resort to formal process
As to the problem ofgetting quick approval for changes in member

ship and other interstitial amendments that has been rendered mootby
our action below on the proposed amendments dealing with intersti
tialchanges

We consider these propooed amendments lawful under section 15
It has long been recognized that very agreement within the literal

meaning ofsection 15 is not of necessity required to be filed for Com
mission approval and that some actions may be viewed as routine
Section 15 Inquiry 1 D S S B 121 125 1927 It is not necessary
here to set out seriatim those matters which have been found routine
and those which have not The relevant test is whether or not the

agreement as filed sets out in adequate detail the procedures to be
9 F M C
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followed under it Joint Agree11U3nt Between Member Lines of the

Far East Oonference and Member Lines of the Pacific Westbound

oonferenee Docket 872 decided July 28 1965 The matters covered

by the proposed amendments do not result in new anticom

petitive procedures or devices The filing requirement coupled
with our responsibility for continued scrutiny of operations
under the agreement should afford adequate protection against excesses

or abuses The modifications will be approved
There remain only a number of modifications urged by Hearing

Counsel as necessary to prevent approval of the agreements under

consideration retroactively While Hearing Counsel contends that we

are without power to approve these agreements so long as they bear

their present earlier effective dates he recognizes that this construction
of section 15 overrules at least a decade of consistent administrative

interpretation the other way It is evident that respondents relied on

this interpretation in filing their agreements The question is whether

it would be equitable to hold respondents liable for activity done in

reliance upon this prior construction of section 15 We think not

Nor would withholding our approval in this instance serve any regu

latory purpose under the Shipping Act The situation we find our

selves in here is somewhat akin to that of the National Labor Relations

Board when it reversed its long standing refusal to assert jurisdiction
over the building and construction industry When the assertion of

jurisdiction was made retroactively the court said

The inequity of such an impact of retroactive policy making upon a respondent
innocent of any conscious violation of the act and who was unable to know

when it acted that itwas guilty of any conduct of which theBoard would take

cognizance is manifest Itis thesort of thing the law abhors NLRB v Guy F

Atkinson 00 195 F 2d 141 9thCir 1952

Because of the circumstances present here we will approve the agree
ments bearing their earlier effective dates but we wish to stress that

future agreements filed with the Commission will not receive such

approval This action renders oot all but two of Hearing Counsels

proposed modifications dealing with retroactivity ie the deletion of

the phrase effective in the manner and on the date agreed by such

unanimous consent from article 15 of theWINAC pool and article 19

of the Adriatic pool which articles deal inter alia with extensions of

the duration of the pools We will require these amendments lest t

there be some confusion in the future over respondents right under

the language in question to extend a pool with a retroactive effective

date

The agreements as they were considered and approved by the Ex

aminer were t ose appearing in exhibit 93 of the record in this pro
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ceeding During the hearing a succession of amendments wereagreed
to by the parties and approved by the Examiner However due to an

oversight these amendments were not included in the agreements as

they appeared in exhibit 93 Respondents submitted revised pages to
the agreements incorporating the amendments The revised pages
have been inserted in exhibit 93 and are now part of the record The
Examiner s approval of these amendments with which we agree is set
forth below

1 Paragraph 1 of article 6 of theWINAC agreement to be amended by deleting
language which respondents concede would set up an improvised rate

making conference without some of theterms required by section 15 of the

Act and without having all of thenecessary terms of that agreement spelled
out Hearing Oounsels Brief 8 Respondents Answering Brief
3536

2 Article 10 of the WINAC agreement to be amended so as to require that

minutes and pool statements shall be filed promptly Hearing Counsel s

Brief page 92 Respondents AnsweringBrief page 37
3 The last paragraph of article 13 of the Medchi agreement to be deleted and

thefollowing substituted

The secretary shall submit immediately to the Federal Maritime Com

mission full and complete reports including all material facts relating
thereto of all complaints disputes and matter presented to and aU

actions taken by the parties andor thearbitrators
AWl records of th pool and that of the allbitrators with respect to the

provisions on theabove requirements shall be available for inspection by
the Commission or its representatives Nothing contained inthis agree
ment shall interfere with the rights of the parties hereto under theShip
ping Act 1916 as amended or the jurisdiction of the Federal Maritime

Commission undersaid Act
Thelast paragraph of article 13 presently provides

At the termination of each pool periol a report glvmg a general
description of every complaint or other matter dispOSed of during such

pool periol by thearbitrators pursuant to this article shall be promptly
furnished the governmental agency charged with theadministration of
section 15of theShipping Act 1916

The substitute language is taken from article 13 of the WlNiAC agreement
and as Hearing Counsel demonstrates it is obviously preferable from a

regulatory angle Hearing Counsel s Brief pages 100101 Respondents
Answering Brief page 40

4 Article 13 of the Adriatic agreement to be amended identically with the
amendment to article 13 of theMedchi agreement see 3 above and for

the same reasons Hearing Counsel s Brief pages 104105 Respondents
Answering Brief page 41

5 Paragraph 3 of article 2 of theIsrael agreement to be eliminated Hearing
Counsel s Brief pages 107 108 Respondents Answering Brief page 42

6 Article 11 of the Israel agreement to be amended identically withtheamend
mente to article 13 of theWINAC agreement and article 13 of the Adriatic
agreement see 3 and 4 above and for the same reason Hearing
Counsel s Brief page 112 Respondents Answering Brief page 43
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7 The last two sentences of paragraph 1 article 8 of the Marseilles agreement
to be deleted This is inline with the agreed amendment to article 6 of the

WINAC agreement indicated in 1 ab9ve Hearing Counsel s Brief pages

117 89 Respondents Answering Brief pages 46 3536

8 Articles 11 and 12 of the Marseilles agreement to be amended in line with

article 10 of theWINAC agreement see 2 above and for thesame reason

Hearing Counsel s Brief pages 120 92 Respondents Answering Brief

pages46 37
9 Article 15 of theMarseilles agreement to be amended inline with article 13

of theMedchi agreement and article 13 of the WINAC agreement see 3

above and for the same reasons Hearing counsel s Brief pages 121 100

Respondents Answering Brief pages46 40

For the foregoing reasons and if they are modified to conform with

our decision herein wewill approve the agreements An appropriate
order specifying the required modifications and conditioning our

approval thereon willbe issued

COMMISSIONER JOHN S P ATlERSON concurring and dissenting
I concur that Agreements Nos 8680 9020 9060 9233 and 9361

together with amendments or modificaJtions by respondents of Agree
ments Nos 86803 86804 86805 90202 9020 3 90204 90205

and 90601 referred to in our Orders served December 16 1964

March 11 1965 April 2 1965 and May 28 1965 in Docket No 1212

titled Mediterranean Pools Investigation Discontinuance of Dock

ets 1169 and 1178 should be approved but dissent from requiring
modifications by the Commission as a condition of approval and from

the decision that the aforesaid agreements may be approved as lawful

from their effective dates instead of from the date of our approval
A As the preceding report has noted we have before us exceptions

to an Examiner s initial decision approving pursuant to section 15 of

the Shipping Act 1916 as amended Act pooling agreements filed

by respondent common carriers by water in foreign commerce as de

fined in the first section of the Act as follofs
1 Thirteen common carriers in trade between the West Coast

of Italy Sicily and Adriatic ports and United States North Atlantic

ports westbound service Agreement No 8680 and amendments 1

through 6 exhibit No 11

2 Eight common carriers in the trade between Mediterranean

and U S Great Lakes ports westbound service Agreement No 9020

and amendments 1 through 7 exhibit No 12

3 Two common carriers in the trade between Adriatic and U S
North American ports westbound service Agreement No 9060 and

amendments Ithrough 3 exhibit No 13
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4 Two common carriers in the trade between Israel and U S

ports both westbound and eastbound service Agreement No 9233

no amendments exhibit No 14

5 Seven common carriers in thetrade between Marseilles France

and U S North Atlantic ports westbound service Agreement No

9361 no amendments exhibit No 15 Each agreement and its

amendments are herein referred to as an agreement
B Based on the record before me in this proceeding my conclu

sions are as follows

1 Each of the five agreements listed above should be approved
without requiring modifications not heretofore accepted by the

resp mdents

2 The Commission s approval should apply from the date of

the order of approval and should not relate to obligations or acts be

fore thedate ofour order

3 The Commission should expressly rule on all exceptions
presented

C lly conclusions in 1 and 2 above result from the following
proposed rulings on the four exceptions made herein

1 The exception that the Examiner erred in approving the sub

ject pooling agreements on the grounds that there was no evidence

weighing against such approval should be sustained

2 The exception that the Examiner erred in rejecting every pro

posed finding of fact offered by Hearing Counsel on the grounds that

the facts were irrelevant or unsupported should be sustained

3 The exception that the Examiner erred in failing to require
that all the agreements be modified as urged by Hearing Counsel

should be overruled
4 The exceptions that the Examiner erred in approving Agree

ment No 9233 and Agreement No 9361 items A4 and A 5 retro

actively and erred in approving various new amendments to the pre

viously approved Agreement No 8680 Agreement No 9020 and

Agreement No 9060 retroactively items A 1 A 2 andA 3 shouldbe

sustained

As regards my con lusions and proposed rulings the reasons in sup

port of them and of my decision are adv lnced as follows

1 A majority of the Commissioners reasons that the pools here

under consideration eliminate competition and are prima facie con

trary to the public interest in the sense that the burden of proving
otherwise is on respondents but these agreements are also in further

ance of the regulatory purposes of the Shipping Act in that the com

petition to be eliminated by the agreements is destructive and wasteful
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and in itself tends to work hardship on shippers through discrimina

tory rebates and the creation of rate instability These statements

are preceded by a description of prior agency decisions on these

subjects and of conditions thought to exist

My reasoning begins from another starting point namely that the

record proved after inspection ofevidence that the agreements either

have caused or will provide an incentive to make fewer calls at fewer

ports i e provide less service at higher freight rates than prevailed
beforethe agreements existed 19 As a matter of fact these consequences

were partof the acknowledged purposesof the agreements Itwasnot

proven however that service diminished and rates increased in two of

the five trading areas covered by the agreements but the evidence of

such conditions in three of the five areas coupled with expert opinion
regarding possibilities elsewhere and the agreement provisions au

thorizing service changes permits the conclusion that the conditions

may be realized Such evidence contradicts what theExaminer stated

and there is plenty of evidence warranting consideration against ap

proval The evidence supporting disapproval was responsive to the

initiating order therefore the evidence was relevant and required for

a rational determination of the issues created by the order For these

reasons the first exception should be sustained
2 Higher rates and less service without more are detrimental to

commerce and contrary to the public interest because increased costs

and diminished profitability to shippers tend to occur and inhibit the

maximum international exchange of goods in foreign commerce If

we stop at this point disapproval would be required The record

proved a great deal more however

Itwasproven
a The diminished service has not gone below the needs of shippers

and American consignees The diminished service provides more

efficient service for shippers and is less wasteful for carriers

b The agreements ended a threat of competition so severe as to

imperil the ability of competing carriers to provide any service from

the Italian and Marseilles areas to the United States

19 WINAC service exhibits 6 11 rates exhibit 45 Medchi service exhibits 12 25

39 rates no exhibits Adr1atic service exhibits 1 3 40 87 tonnage in relation t

calls shows good service rates no exhibits See West Coast of Italy North America

Conference tariff in FMC files Israel service exhibit 88 schedule B Tr 784 The

only two carriers are each subsidized or financed by governments and service is governed
by political geographical and economic factors not related to competition No change
of service before anell after pool Rates record refers to threatened ability t start a rate

Wlllr Exhibit 88 schedule A telex 3 2 63 rewison to DeSmedt Tr 7516 781 782 8115
No record agreement led to increases See exhibit 46 Marseilles service no exhibits
rates exhibit 47 wine and ahntlinum only
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c The tariff rates were not the effective rates because of actual

or threatened mralpraotices until the agreements came into effect

Thereafter the incentives for malpractices were removed and shippers
could trust the integrity ofposted rates The rates were made and the

practices existed in foreign countries not otherwise controllable from
the United States

d The agreements remove the incentives for service competition in

xcess of needs of ports causing the carriers wasteful costs in com

mercewith theUnited States
e There is an excess of carrier capacity over shipper demand west

bound compared to eastbound A lesser demand for capacity causes

an incentive to lower rates below economic levels to capture west

bound cargoes The agreements provide an incentive to maintain
fixed rate levels

All the 31bove factors were not proven as to all five areas nor any
factor as to any area to the same degree but were shown to exist to

some extent or potentially
The above factors offset and outweigh the detriment to commerce

and contrariety with public interest established by other evidence not

by presumption Increased costs and diminished profitability are

restraints on private commerce which have to be considered in a con

text ofmany other economic factors The result of the equation using
detrimental or contrary factors offset by substantiated economic bene
fits is an evaluation requiring approval of the agreements under
section 15

All the above factors on both sides were developed from the record
evidence and were summarized in proposed findings offered by Hear

ing CounseL They were substantiated by similar proposed findings
by respondents The findings were supported by evidence necessary
to the validity of arguments as to offsetting economic factors and
relevant to the Order of Investigatiun The Examiner was mistaken
in rejecting the proposed findings therefore the second exception
shouldbe sustained

3 Hearing Counsel asked that 19 subjects be covered by modifi
cations before approval of the agreements Some modifications of

agreements Yere agreed to by respondents and adopted by the Ex
aminer Ihave no disagreement as to approval of agreed to modifi
cations The third exception asserts the E aminer failed to rule

properly on the remaining modifications J would overrule the third

exception and approve the respondents agreements without requested
modifications dealing with the following subjects covered by the

designated agreements
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1 Objection is made to an obligation to limit carryings The

carrier whose carryings are in excess of its share is bound to regu

late its carryings as near as possible to its share No 8680

art 2 and No 9361 art 9 This obligation deters growth and

expansion of better services and perpetuates poor service To the
extent of a need to restrict overcarriage the penalties provide the

remedy A carrier should however be allowed to pay the penalties
if there is an advantage to do so and to expand service The un

modified agreement would normally be held a detriment to commerce

In oral argument it was stated the agreement had been translated
from Italian into English and in briefs the legal term bound was

said to have limited application or to be qualified to as near as

possibleand consistently with a carrier s own purpose and plans
Iassume we are dealing with honorable people and when they amplify
these terms to state the true meaning to be in effect that each carrier

will not be precluded from improving service taking more shipments
and paying penalties this interpretation and action will be put into

effect No breach ofcontract in addition to penalties will be asserted

The implications of the inconsistent penalty and other provisions will

be honored and there is no need to modify the language to eliminate

the obligation If we should ever find out such an interpretation is

1l0t being observed a far more serious situation will be presented
but there is no need to assume such actions

2 Objection is ma4e to a minimum tonnage provision at ports

Departures from other than specified ports are credited to designated
ports provided a minimum of 300 tons of weight cargo has been

loaded at the designated ports in the case of one agreement Other

specified places and minimums apply to the other agreement No

8680 art 3 and No 9020 art 9 The purpose of such customarily
used restrictions is to prevent competition from forcing uneconomic

calls on carriers Inmost cases the minor ports are located near major
ports and carrier service is provided to the area in any event The

limit alsopromotes regular service Modification is not required
3 Aprovision would be added to allow carriers to obtain credit

for outport departures from ports other than Naples No 8680 art 3

and No 9020 art 9 Testimony showed no port other than Naples
loaded cargo in the specified trade range We ought not to rewrite

agreements to develop unproven trade possibilities in foreign coun

tries nor should we compel once the principle of a pooling agreement
is accepted the uneconomic diversification of service A pooling
agreement purports to provide minimum adequate and regular service

to achieve greater efficiency There is no doubt there may be less
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service under a pooling agreement and the public at eliminated ports
loses direct service but this is thought to be necessary to achieve the
dominant consideration ofgreater economy and efficiency of ship oper
ation without sacrificing service to an entire area

4 Objection is made to a reference to exclusion of certain

charges in a section title and in an introductory sentence The text
of the obligating provision covers the subject adequately and the

proposed references merely serve to improve the drafting No 8680
art 4

5 A provision would be added to cover the subject of open
rated commodities i e commodities on which freight rates are fixed

by each carrier rather than by the conference Open rated cargo does
not have to be expressly excluded from the agreements obligations

Nos 8680 9020 9060 9233 and 9361 The difficulties ofadminister

ing agreement provisions in such an eventuality are speculative and
do not now exist Ifcarriers use the absence of any obligation on the

subject together with existing provisions to distribute losses during
a rate war or to operate collectively as a fighting ship forbidden by
section 14 of the Act other facts and issues not now foreseeable will
arise which may be dealt with later

6 Objection is made to an obligation to make a minimum pool
contribution measured per 1 000 kilos carried regardless of rate basis
The purpose of the minimum contribution is to ensure that no member
carries cargo without pool accounting because the rate is less than the

handling charge and to avoid any effort by low cost lines to force a rate
down to the average handling costs or below The required minimum
contribution provides a cushion over 1961 handling costs to discourage
noncompensatory rates The purpose is legitimate and no modifica
tion should be required No 8680 art 5 No 9060 art 5 No 9233
art 5

7 A provision would be added to terminate the agreements
when conference rate fixing authority ends There is no doubt there
can be no rate fixing authority without express approval under section
15 but it does not follow that failure expressly to provide for termina
tion of the agreements when they become unworkable for lack of con

ference rates violates the tests of section 15 Agreements Nos 8680
9020 9060 9233 and 9361

8 Aprovision would be added to compel submission to theCom
mission of quarterly statements in addition to annual statements If
the Commission requires information it may be requested pursuant to
section 21 of the Act or required by rules applicable to all equally but
not compulsorily by creating obligations intruded into private con
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tracts The absence of the quarterly information obligation from the

agreements violates no section 15 standard No 8680 art 9 and No

9361 art 11

9 Objection is made to the reference to Neutral Body instead

of Controlling Committee because there is no Neutral Body pro
vision in the related conference agreement Respondents have con

ceded the error but challenged the authority to require modification

under section 15 Agreements should tell the truth and variances

creating false information ought to be eliminated regardless of au

thority to compel accuracy although public interest would be served

by greater accuracy Nevertheless respondents statement that the

parties can be trusted to modify clear up the agreement without

Commission action is acceptable No 8680 art 13 and No 9361

10 Objection is made to an erroneous reference to a term as per

previous paragraph instead of the immediate one Here too inac

curacy may be contrary to the public interest but the commitment to

correct is acceptable No 8680 art 15 No 9361 art 17

11 Modification would be required to reflect the consensus that

advance properly provided for changes ill membership obligations
require no further approval under section 1 Respondents agree but

challenge authority to compel the modification Respondents as

sumption of responsibility which is taken to be an honorable assump
tion of 11 duty to modify is acceptable No 8680 art 15 No 9060 art

19 and No 9361 art 17 In my opinion withdrawal and addition
of signatories to an agreement is not routine or interstitial and a duty
to file existsby virtue of section 15 regardless of any contract obliga
tion to the contrary

12 Objection is made to certain terms covering effective periods
of agreement In addition to the issue of whether agreements may be

performed before Commission approval the issue is made that agree
ments to ibe performed in the future may include phrases which make
the agreement effective in the manner and on the date agreed by such
unanimous consent No 8680 art 15 No 9060 art 15 or valid for

the period August 1 1963 through a specified date No 9233 art

17 or effective as from a specified prior time to a specified date

No 9361 art 17 all meaning that agreements may be performed
before approval dates The conclusions herein as to the invalidity of

any retroactive effect of Commission approval eliminate a need to re

quire modification because the provisions may not legallybeperformed
by the carriers no matter what terms are used The proposed lan

guag may not confer authority to disregard the law A retroactive

amendment of the annual extension provision by any vote would
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equally violate the prohibitions of section 15 I would agree that
amendment of the duration provision of agreements requires express
Commission approval but no modification of these agreements is
required

13 A provision would be added compelling modifications to

be filed with the Commission All agreements described in section
15 including modifications are required by law to be filed The com

pulsion of section 15 of the Act is all that is needed Compelling an

additional contract dbligation to do what the law requires is an un

authorized intrusion into carriers private contracting rights no

opinion is expressed here to what may be interstitial or routine as

distinguished from modifications requiring filing Nos 8680 9020
9060 9233 and 9361

14 Objection is made to provisions for setting aside money to

pay for an inspection service if one is established by the conference
No 9361 art 8 Questions are raised as to the wisdom or policy

of the provisions but detriments to commerce and the offense to the
other tests of section 15 are not shown The facts as to the inspection
service have not materialized to a point where any showing can Ibe
made The details have yet to be embodied in contract obligations
When the administering provisions are negotiated and subscribed to

there will be time enough to review the future filed agreement
15 Objection is made to a provision authorizing a committee to

gi ve credit i e waive penalties for a discharging call at ultimate port
of destination on request in special circumstances not described No
9361 art 10 It is not shown how the lack of standards for waiving
penalties or possible conflict with another article art 18 are dis

criminatory detrimental to commerce or otherwise in violation of
section 15 standards

16 Objection is made to a provision obligating a resigning car

rier not to take any part in the traffic covered hy the pool before
December 31 1966 but if the pool is disbanded before then prior re

signing lines shall not be precluded from serving No 9361 art 17
The object is to prohibit carriers from receiving thehenefits ofa stabi
lized trade without contributing to the condition and without accepting
any of the restraints The provision unquestionably stifles competi
tion but is one of the sacrifices for other benefits and therefore is not
an undue restraint of otherwise contrary to section 15 tests There
i not enough testimony to establish whether the penalty on the re

SIgner IS excesSIve

17 Carriers should be compelled to file with the Commission

provisional statements and divisions of accounts in addition to annual
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statements No 9020 art 12 No 9060 art 12 No 9233 art 10 For

the reasons given above under item 8 the agreement need not be

modified

18 Objection is made to the provision which denies carriers

freedom to enter into a pooling arrangement eastbound if they do not

desire to have one westbound or vice versa No 9233 art 2 and any
member of the eastbound orwestbound conferences in this trade should

have the right to become obligat d with respect to operations in one

direction only At the moment there are only two parties to this

agreement each to some extent government supported by the nations

at either end of the trading route the United States and Israel There

has been no other operator for the last 5 years and no new operations
appear contemplated as far as this record shows The present agree
ment has the unanimous support this type agreement requires for

success If any new carrier later chooses to become a party on the
terms of a one way participation and shows on facts developed at that
time that refusal to allow one way participation would violate the Act
the issue of one way versus two way participation rights may be ad

judicated The agreement before us on the present facts should not

be disapproved for lack of obligations dependent on abstract or

presently nonexisting factors

19 Modification of the termination or extension provisions by
requiring that new agreements on such subjects be filed with the Com

mission is requested No 9020 art 19 No 9233 art 17 For the
reasons given in items 7 and 13 above the modification is not

necessary to approval
For the reasons given in items 1 through 19 modifications

should not be required and the third exception that the Examiner

erred in failing to require all the modifications as urged by Hearing
Counsel should be overruled

4 One of the issues ordered in this proceeding is whether any
provisions of the agreements may be approved for any period of time

prior to such approval or can be made applicable to any period of time

prior to such approval pp 89 item 15 Order served December 16
1964 The Examiner decided after stating his reasons in favor of

pproval of antedated agreements the amendments of

Agreements Nos 8680 9020 9060 as well as the Israel Agreement
No 9233 and Marseilles Agreement No 9361 pooling agreements
should and will be approved The Examiner made retroactive ap
proval contingent on factual findings supporting or not supporting
detriments to commerce discrimination etc under section 15 My
colleagues by a majority say they disagree with this resolution of
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the issue and decide a where an agreement is pending
approval the agreement itself is not unlawrul but may not be

approved so as to validate conduct prior to its approval and

b to approve the agreements bearing their earlier effective dates

The results between a and h above conflict If the agreement is

approved the conduct is validated The distinction made between the

agreement itself and conduct under the agreement is conceptual
and has no practical basis When parties create obligations to do
certain things and to change power relations between them by agree
ment as or a certain date they do not engage in frivolous activity but

undertake serious responsibilities having practical effects It is im

possible to approve agreements bearing earlier effective dates without

also approving the parties conduct ror the period between the effective

date and the date of approval We are dealing with realities not

abstractions For the purpose ofmy reasoning there is no difference

between the words or agreement and the obligation to alter conduct

immediately after the effective date Agreements may be entered into

and be dated any time the parties choose but the effective date or

obligations to alter conduct may not be until the moment or the

Commission s order or approval and language does not change the

situation

Having concluded that my colleagues reasoning is on shirting sands

the next question is to decide why the date or the Commission s order

establishes the beginning or lawrulness ror all or the agreements berore

us The resolution or this question applies to hoth the amendments

and the agreements to be approved ror the first time It is decided

both law and policy require the above conclusion and section 15 may
not be qualified by equitable considerations

The other Commissioners hold that an interpretation or section 15

which overrules at least a decade or consistent administrative inter

pretation the other way would not be equitable and they say that

because or the circumstances present here we will approve the agree
ments bearing their earlier effective dates The reSult accom

plished must be that it is lawrul to carry out the agreements between

the effective date stated in the agreements and the date or the approv

ing order The effective date or the agreemenlts may be before the date

or the order Isee at least two objections to reasoning in support of

this result First the statute forbids the result by its terms and

second there is nothing equitable about the result

The applicable language ofsection 15 is as follows

Any agreement and any modification or cancellation or any agree
ment not approved or disapproved by the Commission shall beunlaw
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ful and agreements modifications and cancellakions shall be lawfuI

only when and as long as approved by the Commission before ap
proval or after disapproval it shall be unlawful to carry out in whole or

in part directly or indirectly any such agreement modification or

cancellation there follows nonapplicable provisions relative to
tariffs covered by section 18 b

The statute makes unlawful agreements not approved and makes

agreements lawful only when and as long as approved The when
and as long as language marks out the beginning and duration of
lawfulness ofall agreements whether filedor not that might otherwise
be unlawful because in violation of the Act of July 2 1890 An Act

to protect trade and commerce against unlawful restraints and monop
olies as amended and sections 73 through 77 of the Act approved
August 27 1894 as amended 15 U S C 1 11 and excepts the agree
ments frora the provisions of these laws generally regarded as the

granting of an exemption from the antitrust laws as the preceding
report states Unapproved agreemeruts are not only unlawful but
before approval it is unlawful to carry out i e perform any agree
ment in whole Or in part directly or indirectly Therefore before

the date of the Commission s order of approval and right up to the

moment of approval both theagreements and the performance thereof
are unlawful no matter what date or dates may he in the agree ents

The sole and only significant date is the date on our order which con

cludes adjudication under section 15 This interpretation is consistent
with the policy of the law which is to protect the public from the con

sequences of potentially anticompetitive activity until after the Com
mission has reviewed theprovisions of filed agreements andon the basis

of its analysis has concluded that the activity will not result in dis

crimination or detriments to commerce and will meet the tests of sec

tion 15 in spite of any anticompetitive effect There is no need to

assume anyone is going to be prosecuted for an unlawful agreement
between the date of filing and the date of approval and speculations
about a gap in the law ought to remain theoretical as long as no one

performs the agreement during this period As far as this reasoning is

concerned it does not matter whether respondents take out any effec

tive date language or not because the requirements of law are going
to be the same with or without the offending language The reasoning
ofmy colleagues report seems to agree when they state section 15 pro
hibits all conduct prior to approval of an agreement and Congress
never intended retroactive approval but the full meaning is

extracted only by examining the consequences to which the rhetoric

leads in action or by considering its full effect When they stat
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further after saying it would notbe equitable Because of the circum
stances here we will approve the agreements bearing their earlier

effective dates Ican only conclude that both the agreement and per
formance thereof before the date of our order is approved and the
consequences and effect of their decision are identical with the Exam
iner s resolution of the issue that the agreement and the actions
before the date of our order are lawful and section 15 has not been

violated The inconsistency is not removed by stressing that future

agreements filed with the Commission will not receive such approval
On the contrary the error becomes conviction by the prejudgment of

future adjudications or the announcement of a rule of future conduct
without going through rulemaking procedures prescribed by section 4
of the Administrative Procedure Act whichever is intended by the
decision

Idissent from reasoning which reaches one result by a correct in

terpretation of the law and the conclusion that puts the opposite
result into effect and that provides one decision for these respondents
and anotherfor everyone else

My reasoning on the equitable issue is that that 1 a balancing
of interests between respondents and the public will show there is

no equity in favor of respondents and 2 equity is served by making
respondents assume the consequences of their own interpretation of

the law

The quality ofbeing equitable is discovered after balancing oppos

ing advantages and disadvantages My colleagues refer only to the

disadvantages of holding respondents liable for activity done in

reliance on a prior construction of section 15 as though only dis

advantage to respondents is involved We should balance against
holding respondents liable the consequences to the public of not hold

ing respondents liable By not holding respondents liable the public
is deprived of protection from otherwise prohibited activities during
the period before approval From the effective date of agreements
obligations are created and actions follow For example 1 the
commodities moving in foreign commerce which are subject of the

agreement and thus affected by the tendency to higher rates are desig
nated 2 accounting and other pertinent information of the other
wise competing pool members is made available to the pool
administrator for the purpose of making decisions as to how much
each has earned is to he divided among them in accordance with the

percentages agreed upon 3 the minimum number of cargo loading
and discharging calls at assigned ports is specified affecting competi
tive service at such POrts 4 percentages of undercarriage and
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overcarriage are agreed upon for the purpose of measuring payments
among lines and tonnage limitations are observed 5 faithful per
formance guarantee money administrative expense money is fixed

and deposited subject to disbursement by the pool administrator 6

amounts allowed carriers as carrying money before credits to acom

mon fund i e percentages of gross manifested freight charges to

cover certain fixed expenses and 7 the carriers in the trade who

are to be included and excluded from the agreement are selected by
negotiation In short pool carriers operate in many respects as one

carrier with the concentrated competive power such an aggregation
would have The allocation by percentages ofmoney required by the

acts performed even though not finally distributed the service

required by the agreement and the acts controlling the allocations
were all accomplished without review of their effect on the section

15 standards of discrimination unfairness the public interest or detri

ments to foreign commerce before the date of an order adjudicating
the disapprovability of the agreement The public s interest in the
determination of whether statutory tests are met before anything
happens outweighs any possible equity in prot cting the applicants
for approval ofpooling agreements

Nevetherless it seems to be reasoned we will not allow retroactive

approval in the future for others thus protecting the public in the

future This reasoning is reflected in the statement that we will

require amendments deleting the phrase effective in the manner

and on the date agreed by such unanimous consent art 15 of Agree
ment 8680 and art 19 of Agreement 9060 lest there be some confu

sion in th future over respondents right under the language in

question to extend a pool with a retroactive effective date The rea

soning reflects the fallacious distinction between rhetoric and action

The decision applies only to this case because it overrules at least

a decade of consistent administrative interpretation the other way
It is not believed the consistent administrative interpretation exists

in the form of an express agency interpretation of the law one way
or the other The administrative interpretation exists only by infer

ence from the fact ofmany approved agreements having earlier dates

than the approval date but without any discussion of the real issue

of approving acts and obligations before a certain date nor of the

significance of the date and without any proven statement of agency

position on retroactive approval Applicants for approval may have

acted as though they interpret d approval to relate back to the dates

they chose and the agency may have failed to demur but this action

and failure is not an administrative interpretation This conduct is
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only risktaking by past applicants and silence and inaction by the

agency Silence and inaction ought not to be translated into consistent

administrative adoption of misinterpretation See H Kempner v
FMO 313 F 2d 586 1963 certi01aria denied October 14 1963 Ap
proval under section 15 of an exclusive patronage contract dual rate

system by silence was held unauthorized The discriminatory rates
here involved were not approved by the regulatory agency merely
because it wassilent concerning them

Assuming Iam mistaken about the meaning of past actions equity
is not served by departing from the rule that an interpretation of the
law by an adjudicating agency merely states what the law has always
been an speaks for the future only with regard to the same facts

Agencies are always free to change decisions even if to do so may
injure those taking action in reliance on earlier interpretations
Equity is not abused by adjudicated decisions changing earlier in

terpretations assuming my colleagues are changing their views A

great many court decisions invalidate past actions I have never

known misplaced reliance on legal interpretation to be a problem
either for these respondents or anyone else The man who trusts the
decision of an inferior court or trusts his own interpretation of

precedent takes a chance ofmiscalculation as one of life s risks His

misplaced trust is no different from any other misconception of duties
There is no reason for treating these respondents more favorably in

the name of equitable results We are always subject to suffering
for lack of ability to prophesy accurately The respondents no less
than anyone else are entitled to no insurance against being losers

See Commissioner Patterson s dissent in The Dual Rate Oases 8

FMC 16 and Merrill Circuit Judge decision in Pacific Ooast Euro

pean Oonference et al v Federal Maritime Oommission and United
States of America 350 F 2d 197 9th Cir 1965 My colleagues
willingness to add an equitable exception to section 15 to ease whait I

interpret as their rationalizing problem is not acceptable If prec
edent is needed to sustain these observations see 0entral L 0om

pany V Laidley 159 U S 103 1894 erroneous decision of a state
court construing a statute less favorably to validity of a deed than
earlier decisions does not involve a taking of property without due

process Helvering V Hallock 309 U S 106 1940 administrative

decisions may change to cause loss of former advantage
Equitable considerations aside it is believed the need for consistency

implied in a need to apply 10 years administrative interpretation
by silent consent to this case is far outweighed by a policy ofmaintain

ing correct legal principles by not adopting misinterpretation
9 F M O
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For reasons of either law equity or policy the fourth exception
regarding retroactive approval of agreements should be sustained

D Summary
For the reasons advanced above my ultimate conclusion requires

my concurrence in the other Commissioners decision in regard to ap
proval of Agreements Nos 8680 9020 9060 9233 and 9361 and their

amendments in Nos 86803 86804 86805 90202 90203 90204

90205 and 90601 and my dissent in regard to 1 requiring as a

condition ofapproval modifications not acceptable to the respondents
2 failing to decide the date of any initial approval must be the

date of the Commission s order herein and 3 failing to rule ex

pressly on Hearing Counsels exceptions
The initiating order did not notify the respondents of any charge

they were carrying out agreements before approval consequently
no findings are made on this subj ect

The initiating order referred to 15 topics for determination of

issues To the extent these topics have not been expressly dealt with

herein they are no longer relevant or have been covered by the rea

soning or the conclusions required to be decided under the Act There

is a fully adequate response to these issues in the Reply Brief of Hear

ing Counsel pp 411

COMMISSIONER HEARN concurring and dissenting
Inmy opinion on this record the five separate agreements which are

the subject of this proceeding as amended to date and if further modi
fied in accordance with the majority s opinion are not contrary to

the Shipping Act 1916 and are approvable except that I disagree
with the majority and hold that the Israel and Marseilles pools or

any other agreements subject to section 15 of the Shipping Act may
not be approved nuncpro tunc My judgment in this regard is based

on the clear meaning of that section

Any agreement shall be lawful only when and as long as approved by
the Commission before approval or after disapproval it shall be unlawful to

carry out inwhole or inpart any such agreement

The contention that the agreements will not be carried out until

after Commission approval because the accounts of pool members
will be settled only then is a patently defective argument It is an

argument nevertheless which has mesmerizing qualities The central

point of this argument is that since accounts will not be settled until

after approval and in the event that approval is denied money or

credits will not be transferred among the parties then no agreement
within the purview of section 15 has been carried out But the settle

ment of accounts is only the final step in the total scheme and that
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step is the one with which the Commission is least concerned The

anticompetitive activities adopted by theparties are the principal con

cern of the Commission And in passing upon agreements tendered
for approval ours is the obligation to determine whether such re

strictions render the proposed conduct of the parties lawful or un

lawful under the Shipping Act before they are carried out

It is beyond doubt that the carrying out of an unfiled agreement is

a violation of section 15 And it is likewise well settled th3Jt the

failure promptly to file an agreement or present it for approval con

stitutes a violation of that section Unapproved Sect 15 Agree
ments S African Trade 7 F M O 159 1962 Unapproved Sect

15 Agt Ooal to Japan Korea 7F M O 95 1962
The authority of the Commission to approve anticompetirtive con

duct in futuro only is pointed to in Oranje Line et 01 V Anchor Line

Ltd et al 6 F MC 199 1961 where our predecessor stated

The purpose of Sec 15 was to place in Board custody information and proofs
which the Board could review and analyze and make up its mind about whether

the requirements of the second paragraph of Sec 15 public interest etc were

being followed

Clearly if the requirements of the second paragraph of section 15

unjustly discriminatory detrimental to the commerce of the

United States contrary to the public interest or in violation of the

Act being followed were to be determined after the agreement was

completely executed save inter carrier bookkeeping the Commis
sion would be without any meaningful power to protect the public
interest It is impossible to do this except in futuro and that to at

tempt it retroactively subjects the Cmmission to one more 1dded

pressure to approve an agreement Our obligations to measure pro

spective section 15 agreements against the standards enunciated in

that section are indeed grave Nwnc pro tunc cases by the very nature
of things are virtually impossible to overturn In such cases the only
alternatives are legitimization of otherwise unlawful conduct or a

declaration of unlawfulness with consequent jeopardy for penalties
Unfortunately neither alternative provides for the protection of the

public interest which is the principal concern of the Commission
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APPENDIX

rhe pools the respondents and their short form designations are

WINAC Italy U S North AtlanticFreight Pool Agree
ment No 8680

AEIL American Export Isbrandtsen Lines Inc

APL American PresidentLines Ltd

Concordia Concordia LineA S
Costa Giacomo Costa fuAndrea
Fabre Compagnie FabreSociete Generale de Trans

ports Maritime

Fassio Villain Fassio E Compagnia ternazional di

Genova
Ransa Deutsche Dempschifffahrts Gesellschaft Ransa
Italia Italia Societa per Azione di N avigazione
Jugolinija Jugoslavenska Linijska Plovidba

Maersk A P Moller MaerskLine

Zim Zim Israel Navigation Co Ltd
Medchi Medichi Freight Pool Agreement No 9020 AEIL

Concordia Niagara Concordia Line Great Lakes Serv
ice and Niagara Line Oranje Lijn N V Fabre

Jadranska Jadranska Slobodna Plovidba

Montship Capo Gestione Esercizio Novic G E N

Montship Lines Limited

Canada Orient United Arab Maritime Co
Zim

Adriatic Adriatic North Atlantic Range Freight Pool Agree
ment No 9060

AEIL

Jugolinija
lsrael Israel U S A U S A Israel Freight Agreement No

9233

AEIL
Zim

Marseilles Marseilles North Atlantic U S A Freight Pool

AgreementNo 9361
AEIL

APL

Favre
Fassio
Fresco Stockholms Rederiaktiebolag Svea and Redereck

tienolag Frederika
Ransa
Zim
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DoCKETNo 1212

MEDITERRANEAN POOLS INVESTIGATION

ORDER

This proceeding having been instituted by the Federal Maritime

Commission and the Commission having fully considered the matter

and having this date made and entered of record a Report containing
its findings and conclusions thereon which Report is hereby referred
to andmade aparthereof
It is ordered That Agreements 8680 9361 9060 9233 and 9020 as

they appear in exhibit 93 be modified as herein set forth

1 Agreement 8680

a Article 2 Delete the following language from the last

paragraph
it being understood that the Line whose carryings are in excess of its

share is bound to regulate its carryings as near as possible to its share so that

the amount to be paid or to be received from the pool shall be as small as pos

sible Emphasis supplied

b Artiele 4 Amend thetitleof thearticle to read

Commodities and Charges Excluded From ThisAgreement

and amend the first sentenceofarticle 4to read

The following commodities and charges are excluded from this agreement

c Article 9 Modify the final sentence of paragraph 3 to read

Copies of quarterly provisional and final yearly statements shall be promptly
filed withtheFederal Maritime Commission

d Article 13 Delete in the first sentence of the first paragraph
the term Neutral Body and the reference to article 12 and sub
stitute in lieu thereof and respeetively the term Controlling Com
mittee and thereference article 17

e Article 15 Modify the last clause of the last sentence of para

graph 2 to read as follows
9 F M C
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4 if one or more other Members have meanwhile given due notice of with

drawal on or before March 31 1966 on March 31 of any subsequent year

f Article 15 Delete the phrase or change in Membership on

line 4 of paragraph 5 and insert the word or between the words

termination and extension

g Article 15 Delete the phrase effective in the mariner and on

the date agreed by such unanimous consent from paragraph 5 at

lines 2 and 3

2 Agreement 9361

a Article 9 Delete the provision immediately following the

enumeration of pool percentages which states

it being understood that the Line whose carryings are in excess of its
share is bound to regulate its carrying as near as possible to its share so that the

amount to be paid or to be received from thePool shall be as small as possible

b Article 17 Modify the final sentence of paragraph 4 to read as

follows

Irrespective of this term of notice any Member may present valid notice of

withdrawal within ten days prior to the date of expirationof the pool if one or

IDore other Members have meanwhile given due notice of withdrawal on or

before September 30th 1966 Or September 30th of any ubsequent year

c Article 17 Delete the phrase r change in membership on the

third line of paragraph 7 and insert the word or between the words

termination and extension

3 Agreernent 9060

a Article 12 Restate the final paragraph as follows

Copies of annual pool statements of settlements as between the parties under

this Agreement Division of Accounts and ovisional statements as provided
for by Article 10 shall be filed promptly with the Governmental agency charged
with the administration of section 15 of the Shipping Act 1916

b Article 19 Delete the phrases or change in Membership and
effective in the manner and on the date agreed by such unanimous

consent from the last paragraph at lines 3 4 and 5

4 Agreement 9233

a Article 10 Amend the final paragraph to include between the
words all and Pool on the first line the following

Provisional statemepts and

b Article 17 Modify the present final paragraph by inserting the
words as prescribed in the preced ing paragraph between the words

agre ment and shall on line 2 and add the fQllowing sentence to

theend of the paragraph
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This Freight Pool Agreement may however be terminated at an earlier date or

extended beyond the periods foreseen above by unanimous consent and notice of

such termination or extension shall be furnished promptlY to the aforementioned

ugency for approval

5 Agreement 9020

a Article 1 On the first line of the final paragr ph insert be

tween the words all and annual the following
provisional statements and

b Article 19 Delete the phrase unless otherwise resolved by
unanimous decision of all Members from the first sentence of the first

paragraph and modify the final paragraph to read as follows

This Freight Pool Agreement may however be terminated at an earlier date or

extended beyond the periods foreseen above by unanimous consent and notice of

such termination or extension shall be furnished promptly to the Federal Mari

time Commission for approval

It is further ordMed That Agreements 8680 9361 9060 9233 and

9020 as modified herein ar hereby approved provided however that

if respondents fail to submit the required modifications within 60 days
from the date ofservice ofthis order the approval granted herein shall

be null and void

By the Commission

SEAL Signed THOMAS LISI

S eJl etary
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No 1186

INVESTIGATION OF INCREASED SUGAR RATE IN THE ATLANTIC GULF
PuERTo RIco ThAnE

Decided January 1966

Increased rate on re1lned bagged sugar from ports inPuerto Rico to ports inthe

United States mainly on the Gulf of Mexico found not to be unjust or un

reasonable Proceeding discontinued

William N Ruqua Edward M Shea and John Mason for Associ
ation ofSugar Producers ofPuerto Rico Central Aguirre Sugar Co
Central Roig Refining Co Puerto Rican American Sugar Refinery
Inc and Western Sugar Refining Co interveners

Mark P Schlefer and T 8 L Perlman for Lykes Bros Steamship
Co Inc respondent

Robert J Blackwell and NOlman D Kline as Hearing Counsel

REPORT

BY THE COMMISSION John Harllee Ohai11lULn John S Patter
son Vice Ohairmanj OOJ1llfnusiO 1le18Ashton C Barrett James V

Day George H Hearn

This is an 41vestigation to determine the lawfulness under the

ShippingAct 1916 the act and the Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933
the 1933 act of the increased rate of 85 cents on sugar refined or

turbinated in bags refined sugar from ports in Puerto Rico to

ports in the U S mainly on the Gulf oflJ ico of respondent Lykes
Bros Steamship Co Inc Lykes

The Association of Sugar Producers of Pu rto Rico and four of
the member refiners in rvened in opposition to theizcreased rate

Hearings were held before Examiner Charles E Morgan who is
sued an initial decision to which exceptions and replies have been filed

The prior rate of Lykes was 75 cents Respondent Lykes 85 cent

rate was protested by the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico but was not

9 F M O
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suspended and it became effective on August 10 1963 1 Two of the

four refiner interveners do not ship to Gulf ports
Generally 1962 cost figures were accepted in the record as pertinent

to the issues because they had been available for detailed study
In 1962 and 1964 no bagged refined sugar was carried by Lykes

from Puerto Rico to U S Gulf ports In 1963 Lykes carried a total

of 2 445 long tons of this ugar on three voyages all at the 75 cent

rate

Respondent s rate previously was increased from 59 cents to 75

cents effective January 4 1963 The rate of Waterman Steamship
Corp ofPuerto Rico on refined sugar from Puerto Rico to U S Gulf
ports is 75 cents It became effective on April 14 1964 and also was

an increase from a rate of 59 cents American Union Transport and
Alcoa Steamship Co Inc two carriers providing service from Puerto
Rico to U S N ortlAtlantic ports both provide rates on refined sugar
of 75 cents in lots of less than 500 tons and 65 cents in lotsof 500 tons

or more

Lykes calls 8It Puerto Rico as part of its Line A service Its vessels
in this service also call at ports in the West Indies the Canal Zone
the Dominican Republic Haiti Colombia and Venezuela Two C 2
vessels have been used in the recent Line A service and the duration

of a round voyage is roughly 4 weeks
In 1962 Lykes made 26 sailings in this combined domestic foreign

service carrying 61 739 payable tons of foreign cargo Also in 1962
in addition to the above 26 sailings Lykes made 2 sailings which
served only foreign ports carrying 8 576 payable tons The total in

the foreign segment of the service was 70 315 payable tons for 28 sail

ings oran average of2 51125 revenue tons per sailing
The domestic Puerto Rican cargo on the 26 sailings in the com

bined domestic foreign service in 1962 totaled 156 280 payable tons

oranaverage of6 010 73 tons per sailing
These 26 sailings made 169 direct port calls at ports outside of the

continental United States of which 91 calls or almost 54 percent
were in the foreign trade and 78 calls or 46 percent were at ports in
Puerto Rico

A computation by interveners of straight line mileages to foreign
ports and to Puerto Rican ports times the number of calls at the

ports shows 54 2 percent of the mileage so computed to be to the for

eign ports and 45 8 percent to the Puerto Rican ports
Lykes prepared a statement of its vessel operating results for 1962

in the Puerto Rico trade in accordance with the Commission s General

1 The Commonwealth did not participate in the hearing and did not tile a brief
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Order No 11 promulgated June 2 1964 Total vessel operating reve

nue of 3 506 63147 was exceeded by total vessel operating expense
of 3 585 876 22 leaving a direct loss on vessel operations of 79 235 75

After allowances for depreciation inactive vessel expense and losses

from other shipping operations and related companies the total loss

for 1962 was 542 44175 in the Puerto Rico trade

The details of the perating results for 1962 shown by Lykes are

Total vessel operating revenue 3 506 631 47

Total vessel expense

Agency fees and commissions

VVharfage and dockage
Other port expense

Stevedoring and other cargo expense

Other voyage expense

1 282 291 41

123 178 80

119 907 68
123 069 02

1 895 200 95

42 219 36

Total vessel operating expense 3 585 867 22

Direct 10ss from vessel operation
Overhead

Deprecia tion

Net loss from vessel operations
Inactive vessel expense
Loss from other shipping operations
Loss of related companies

79 235 75

322 100 00

79 664 00

480 999 75

485 00

9 240 00

51 717 00

Total new 10ss 542 441 7

The cost of moving a long ton 2240 pounds of sugar in the

Puerto Rico trade by Lykes in 1962 was computed by the respondent
to be 26 69 includes the following items

Vessel expense 9 28

Agency fees 89
VVharfage and dockage 87

Other port expense 89

Stevedoring and other cargo expense

Loading
Iischarging

Other voyage expense

Overhead

Depreciation

5 23
6 31

31

2 33

58

Total 26 69

No cost elements are included above for inactive vessel expense or

losses on other shipping operations or related companies
Lykes long ton vessel expense other voyage expense overhead and

depreciation computations are based on the ton mile method of allo
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cating expenses to the Puerto Rico trade Lykes total of 156 280

revenue tons in the Puerto Rico trade in 1962 amounted to 138 205

long tons Dividing this tonnage into the total vessel expense of
1 282 29141 produced the figure above of 9 28 vessel expense per

long ton The other expenses per long ton above were computed simi

larly except that stevedoring and other cargo costs were based upon
actual costs on two voyages on which sugar was carried in 1963 being
voyage No 65 Gibbs Lykes and voyage No 77 William Lykes These

actual costs were 5 23 per long ton for loading and 6 31 per long
ton for discharging sugar

In contrast to the above total cost for sugar of 26 69 per long ton

the revenue at the 85 cent rate amounts to only 19 04 a long ton or a

loss of 7 65 a long ton

While interveners did not offer any specific figures or results in

accordance with their criticism of the figures of Lykes the latter made

such a calculation in the rough per long ton

Vessel expense 7 32
Agency fees 89

VVharfage and dockage 87
Other port expense 89

Stevedoring and other cargo expense

Loading 5 23

ischarging 6 31

Other voyage expense 24

Overhead 1 82

epreciation 45

Total 24 02

Vessel expense as recomputed by Lykes using methods designed to

meet interveners criticism totals 1 011 274 26 or about 78 percent of
the 1 282 29141 of vessel expense as computed under respondent s

revenue tonmile prorate Lykes took the difference of 271 017 15
and divided it by 138 205 long tons to obtain a reduction of 196 a long
ton from 9 28 to obtain the recomputed vessel expense per long ton

of 7 32 shown above The other voyage expense of 31 per long ton

overhead of 2 33 per long ton and depreciation of 58 per long ton

were each reduced to 78 percent to obtain the respecttve figures ahove
of 0 24 182 and 0 45 The agency fees wharfage and dockage
other port expense and loading and discharging figures were not

changed As seen above the revised total cost per long ton of 24 02
still exceeds the revenue of 19 04
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THE INITIAL DECISION

The Examiner found in his initial decision that Lykes 85 cent rate

was not unlawful In so finding he placed some reliance upon a ton

lnile method or allocating expenses although he also maintaiIed that
the finding that the contested rate was not unlawful would have been

sustained under any allocation method of record in the proceeding

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We believe that interveners exceptions are without merit and that

the 85 cent rate ofLykes is lawful

Basically interveners except to the Examiner s use of the ton mile

formula in allocating certain costs of Lykes total vessel expense
other voyage expense overhead and depreciation to its domestic
service They contend that these costs are directly assignable and

that the ton mile method of allocation is further deficient in failing
to segregate vessel expense at sea and vesselexpense in port

As we have often said in proceedings to determine the reasonable

ness of rates cost finding is not an exact science See eg Docket
1066 AlcoaSteamship Oo General Increases inRates in the Atlantic

Gulf Puerto Rico Trade mimeo p 15 Increased Rates on Sugar 7
F MC 404 411 1962

We believe that the use of the ton mile formula for the allocation
of the above mentioned costs to Lykes domestic service is proper in
this proceeding The relative merits and faults of the ton mile for
mula were discussed at length in Docket 1066 supra in which that
formula wasapplied in the allocation of vessel expenses overhead and

depreciation The observations made in that case are applicable here
All voyages of Lykes are inseparably in both services and the costs

mentioned above are not directly assignable As Ly es operates
vessels would not be proceeding to or stopping at Puerto Rico unless

they were also carrying cargo in the foreign trade nor would they
move to or call at foreign ports unless they were carrying Puerto

Eican cargo Furthermore vessel depreciation and overhead occur

at all times not only during those periods in which vessels are used
in one pa icular service

The ton mile formula does in fact consider steaming expense and

port expense Steaming expense is closely correlated to distance How
ever for a very sound reason the ton mile formula limits the steam

ing miles used to those representing the shortest navigable distance
between the port of lift and the port of discharge Through this de
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vice excess steaming expenses due to circuitous routes storms at sea

ballast legs etc and all vessel expenses incurred while in port re

allocated on the basis of the most efficient transportation ie shortest
route possible for each specific ton of cargo

Although interveners challenged the use of the ton mile formula

in this proceeding they did not propose an alternative method of al

location It moreover appears that studies to determine expense at

sea and vessel expense in port would be economically prohibitive in
this case

Lykes in fact attempted to answer the objections of interveners

by recomputing the nondirectly assignable expenses along lines sug

gested by interveners The difference between Lykes directly as

signed costs 14 19 per ton and the revenue allowed at the 85 cent
rate 19 04 per ton is 4 85 It is not possible that the allocated

costs for total voyage expense other voyage expense overhead and

depreciation could be less than 4 85 under any reasonable allocation
method Interveners are not bound by Lykes recomputation purport
ing to show that the 85 cent rate is noncompensatory However even

if corrections of the ton mile formula suggested by interveners are

used a rough calculation shows that the 85 cent rate would be non

compensatory This would be true even if the costs assigned by Lykes
to the domestic trade were reduced by as much as 612 percent

Interveners also maintain that the initialdecision 1 was unfavor

ably influenced against them because of the small amount of the com

modity at issue which moves by respondent s service 2 holds er

roneously and irrelevently that interveners are not damaged by the

challenger rate and 3 fails to make proper expense and revenue al
locations for costs relating to vessel repair time time in preparation for
vessel redelivery to the Maritime Administration and passenger
revenue

The ton mile formula appears adequate for this proceeding for the
reasons stated above and no other formulas would have produced
substantially different results as far as the compensatoriness ofLykes
rate wasconcerned Itwould be highly unfair to require Lykes which
carries very little of the commodity involved to be put to the expense
of developing the detailed information for the use of alternative for
mulas resulting in the same conclusion A finding as to whether or

not interveners will not be damaged by the challenged rate in unnec

essary in the light of the fact that the 85 cent rate is noncompensatory
and there is no evidence showing it is unreasonably high or otherwise
unlawful
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Costs relating to vessel repair time time in preparation for vessel

redelivery to the Maritime Administration and passenger revenue are

insignificant Moreover the repair and redelivery expenses are offset

by similar expenses assigned to other services of respondent when

vessels were not operating in the ALine trades and passenger revenue

is offset by increased stevedoring expenses not considered in respond
ent s computations
It is concluded that the increased rate of respondent Lykes here

under investigation is not unjust or unreasonable An order dis

continuing the proceeding will be entered

No 1136

INVESTIGATION OF INCREASED SUGAR RATE IN THE ATLANTIC GULF
PUERTO RICO TRADE

ORDER

Full investigation of the matters and things involved in these pro
ceedings having been had and the Commission on this date having
made and entered of record a report stating its conclusions and deci
sion thereon which report is hereby referred to and made a part
hereof in which it found that the increased rate of respondent Lykes
Bros Steamship Co Inc here under investigation is not unjust or

unreasonable
It is ordered That this proceeding is discontinued
By the Commission

SEAL THOMAS LISI

Secretary
9 F M C
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DOCKET No 6542

AGREEMENT 8765

ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE

Decided February 7 1966

Where circumstances warranting approval of agreement under section 15 cease

to exist the agreement willbe cancelled Agreement 8765 disapproved

Donald J Brunner and Richard L Abbott as Hearing Counsel

REPORT

By THE COMMISSION
John Harllee Ohai111UJnj John S Patterson Vice OhailJ1UlnjOom

mrissioners Ashton C Barrett James V Day George H Hearn

This is a show cause proceeding 1 to determine whether we should

continue our approval ofAgreement 8765 or whether we should cancel

it As originally approved in Agreement 8765 01111 M editeflJflte Jffl

Trade 7 F MC 495 1963 the agreement was between five U S flag
carriers respondents all members of the Gulf Mediterranean Ports

Conference 2 and Kulukundis MaritilIle Industries Inc Levant Line

Joint Service and T J Stevenson Co Inc the U S flag carriers

operating in the Gulf Mediterranean trade as independents Under
the agreement the independents were obligated to adhere to the uni

form rates charges rules and regulations established in the conference

tariff on nine designated commodities s The three independent lines

1 The proceeding was instituted pursuant to Rule 5g of the 1953 revision of the Com

mission s Rules of Practice and Procedure General Order 16 46 FR 113604 effective

December 1 1191615 superseded the 11953revision
2The Conference llnes were and remain Central Gulf S S Corp Isthmian Lines Inc

Lykes Bros S S Co Inc States Marine Lines Inc Global Bulk Transport Inc as one

party and Waterman S S Co
8 These commodities were Cornmeal in Bags Cornmeal in Barrels Boxes or Cases

Wheat in Bags Flour Wheat in Bags Flour Wheat in Barrels Boxes or Cases Milk

Powdered Skimmed For Charitable Purposes OnlyNot for Resale Shollten1ng Rice

Clean in Bags Rice Clean in Bales orCartons
S3S
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have advised the Commission of their withdrawal from the agreement 4

There are presently no independent carri rs parties to the agreement
Subsequent to the withdrawal of the last of the independents T J

Stevenson Mr L M Paine Jr Secretary of the Conference was

requested to advise the Commission of the reasons for continuing the
agreement Mr Paine s reply stated simply that

The members of Agreement 8765 inview of the amount of time consumed and

money spent in e1fecting this agreement as well as the fact that it is quite possi
ble that the conditions responsible for this agreement could change definitely
desire and ask that this agreement be allowed to continue in full force If the

agreement is allowed to remain in force and should the condition s which war

ranted approval of the agreement return itwould enable themembers to readily
have the protection the agreement presently alIords without having to spend
additional time and expense in having another such agreement approved

Under the terms of the order to show cause respondents were directed
to show cause why their agreement remained subject to section 15 and

why the Commission should not order it cancelled Because there ap
peared to be no disputed issue of fact involved the proceeding was

limited to the filing of affidavits of fact and memoranda of law and
oral argument before the Commission Hearing Counsel filed a

memorandum of law and appeared for oral argument Respondents
neither filed an affidavit and memorandum nor appeared at oral argu
ment Mr Paine however did by letter dated December 15 1965
advise the Commission s Secretary Mr Thomas Lisi that respond
ents found nothing in sections 15 or 22 of the Shipping Act outlin

ing the requirement of showing the cause requested and remind
the Commission that Agreement 8765 is a duly approved agreement
continues to meet the requirements of law is not discriminatory and
is not detrimental to the commerce of the United States Mr Paine
then requested that the Commission inform respondents

under what section of theShipping Act 1916 as amended the members are

required to incur theaddttional expense that would be resultant as a result of
its request for thepurpose of jUstifying thecontinuance of this section 15 agree
IQent and also on what provision of the law the Commission feels it can arbi

trarily cancel this agreement

By letter dated December 22 1965 the Commission informed Mr
Paine that his letter of December 15 1965 did not meet the require
ments of the order to show cause nor did it conform to the Commis
sion s rules of Practice and Procedure and therefore it was not ac

cepted as a pleading in response to the show cause order Mr Paine
4 Advice of the resignation of Kulukundis was first received by the Commission on

November 24 11964 and repeated on May 14 1965 Advice of the resignation of Levant
Line and T J Stevenson was recelyed on November 8 L968 and July 16 1900
respeetively
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was further advised that the proceeding would be consummated in

accordance with the terms of the order to show cause

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Hearing Counsel urge disapproval of Agreement 8765 on two

grounds 1 that respondents have failed to make the showing re

quired in the Order to Show Cause instituting this proceeding and

2 section 15 requires the cancellation of any agreement no longer
operative

While on this record summary disapproval of the agreement for

failure to comply with our Order to Show Cause would not result

in a denial of due process and thus would be within our authority
under the Shipping Act our first duty not only to these respondents
but to the entire regulated industry is to wherever possible afford

guidelines for future conduct IS Therefore we shall set forth our

reasons for cancelling Agreement 8765 in the hope that we may fore

stall future disputes in similar cases

It is possible toview Agreement 8765 in two ways 1 as an agree
mentbetween two groups of carriers the conference lines and the inde

pendents and 2 as an agreement between the conference lines only to

offer in juflluro to enter into an agreement with unspecified carriers

entering the trade When viewed as the former it has ceased to exist

as an agreement and it may no longer enjoy approval under section

15 since that section only extends to agreements A somewhat dif

ferent problem is posed however if it is viewed as an agreement
between respondents As such it would be approvahle under section

15 since it is an agreement if it meets the standards of section 15

We think it clear that it cannot

Both initial and continued approval ofany agreement under section

15 are dependent upon a determination that the agreement approved
is not unjustly discriminatory as between carriers shippers exporters
importers or ports or between exporters from the United States and
their foreign competitors or contrary to thepublic interest or otherwise
in violation of the Act and that it does not operate to the detriment

of the commerce of the United States Thus one prerequisite for

approval of an agreement is the actual existence or immediate

probability of transportation circumstances in the trade covered by
S That the show cause procedure Is valid is now beyond dispute Section 22 empowers

the Commission within the limits of due process to conduct whatever type of proceeding
is best suited to the discharge of its responsibllltles under the Shipping Act Rule 5 g
now Rule 5 f of the Commission s Rules of Practice and Procedure clearly outline the
requirements of the show cause procedure For the most recent Court decision upholc1ng
the show cause procedure see Americtm Ji orl 18brandtBen L v Federal MariUme

Com n 884 F Zcl1M 9tbctr 1964
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the agreement which warrant approval Mediterranean Pools

Investigation Docket 1212 served January 19 1966
When we approved Agreement 8765 we did so because we found that

a serious rate cutting situation existed in the trade and concluded
that the conference lines respondents here were justified in at

tempting within the ambit of section 15 of the Act to find a satisfac
tory solution with the carriers concerned the independentsOur
approval was granted because we concluded that the agreement was

a reasonable solution under the circumstances Agreement 8765

Gulf Mediterramean Trade 7 F MC 495 at pages 498 499 But with
the withdrawal ofthe independents these circumstances have ceased to
exist There can be no rate cutting since respondents as members of
the conference are bound to adhere to conference rates and there are

no U S flag independents presently in the trade Vhen the circum
stances warranting approval cease to exist so should the agreement
grounded upon them Respondents however urge that the circum
stances may recur and that they should not be forced to seek approval
of a new agreement in that event But who is to judge when they do
Respondents would have themselves be the judge for continued ap
proval if the agreement would permit respondents to invite each inde

pendent to become a signatory as it entered the trade without the

necessity of securing our approval Ve think it clear that the statute
will not permit this Continued approval of Agreement 8765 would
constitute nothing but a delegation of authority in derogation of our

responsibility under the Shipping Act to protect the public interest
by fostering competition insofar as conlpatible with the regulatory
purposes of that Act Isbrandtsen 00 Inc v United States 211 F 2d
51 D C Cir 1954 cert denied sub nom Japam Atlantic Gulf Oonf
v U S 347 U S 990 1954 The agreement will be canceHed
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ed
at

This proceeding having been instituted by the Federal Maritime
Commission and the Commission having fully considered the matter
and having this date made and entered of record a Report contain
ing its findings and conclusions thereon which Report is hereby re
ferred to and made a part hereof

It is ordered That Agreement 8765 is hereby cancelled
BY THE COMMISSION

SEAL Signed THOMAS LIs
Secretary
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FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

No 1205

SEA LAND SERVICES INC

V

SOUTH ATLANTIC CARIBBEAN LINE INC

Decided February 7 1966

Tbe use of split bills of lading dock receipts and terminal stops at

Jacksonville Fla where respondent has a terminal but never calls

and the further practice of absorbing freight charges between Jackson

ville and Miami Fla where respondent s vessel loads or discharges all

cargo carried in its Puerto Rican service implementing a substituted

service rule in its tarift is unjustified as it diverts from a port provid
ing adequate directeall service traffic which is naturally tributary to it

and which would normally move through it unduly preferring the port
of Miami and unduly prejudicing the port of Jacksonville in violation

of section 16 First of the Shipping Act 1916 as amended

O H Wheeler H H Shull Jr substituted after hearing for

Sea Land Service Inc complainant
John Mason for South Atlantic Caribbean Line Inc respondent
Edward T Oornell and John O Bradley for TMT Trailer Ferry

Inc intervener

F O Hillyer for Jacksonville Port Authority
Robert J Blackwell Donald J Brunner and Tlwrnas Ohristensen

as Hearing Counsel
REPORT

By THE COMMISSION John Harllee Ohairman John S Patterson
Vice Ohairman Oommissioners Ashton C Barrett James V Day
This proceeding was instituted by the complaint of Sea Land Serv

ice Inc complainant a common carrier by water in the domestic
offshore trade alleging that South Atlantic Caribbean Line Inc

respondent another common carrier by water in the domestic off
shore trade is engaged in port equalization rebating and absorp
tion of inland freight charges in violation of sections 14 16 and 17
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of the Shipping Act 1916 the Act and contrary to section 8 of the

Merchant Marine Act 1920 the 1920 Act

Specifically it is alleged that respondent has provided in its tariff

for substituted service whereby respondent ships cargo by railor truck

from Jacksonville Fla where it has a terminal but never calls ves

sels to Miami Fla where all oargo is loaded or discharged in its

Puerto Rican service This complainant says is not true substi

tuted service but rather an lllllawful diversion of traffic naturally
tributary to the port of Jacksonville As a result traffic from com

plainant s own service has been diverted to respondent and com

plainant seeks an order directing respondent to cease and desist from

such practice Reparation is not sought
Interveners were TMT Trailer Ferry Inc C Gordon Anderson

trustee TMT a common carrier by water in the domestic offshore

trade providing a regular service by towed seagoing barge between

Jacksonville and Puerto Rico Jacksonville Port Authority a State

agency whose principal objective is promotion of world commerce

through the port of Jacksonville and which also operates certain

facilities in the port and Rearing Counsel

Hearings were held in Washington and Jacksonville before Exam

iner Walter T Southworth who found in his Initial Decision that

respondent s substituted rvice practices were in violation of section

16 First of the Act Respondent and Hearing Counsel except
Oral Argument was heard and the proceeding is now before us for

decision
FACTS

Respondent commenced operations in the South Atlantic Puerto

Rico trade in early 1962 with two vessels on a triangular service be

tween Miami Savannah and San Juan The Savannah service was

unprofitable and was abandoned late in 1962 when one of the ves

sels began to call at Jacksonville Thereafter direct weekly service

was maintained between Miami and San Juan and between Jackson

ville and San Juan by alternating the two vessels Losses continued

and in July 1963 one of the vessels was taken out of service

and returned to its owners For a short time thereafter respondent
attempted to maintain weekly service from both Jacksonville and

Miami with the remaining vessel but was unable to do so and direct

calls at the port of Jacksonville were discontinued in August 1963
While no direct call has been made at Jacksonville since that time

respondent continued to show Jacksonville Miami and San Juan

as its terminal ports with ocean freight rates between Jacksonville
and San Juan identical with those between Miami and San Juan

9 F M C
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although wharfage and handling charges remained slightly lower at

Jacksonville tQ anat Miami Respondent s single remaining vessel

now operates between Miami and San Juan only service from Jack

sonville is maintained by rail and truck between Jacksonville and

Miami purportedly in accordance with the substituted service provi
sion in respondent s tariff This provision designated Rule No 8 A is

as follows

VARGO DISOHARGED OR LOADED AT A PORT OTHER

THAN THE PORT NAMED IN THE BILL OF LADING

When the Carrier elects for reasons within his control to load or discharge
cargo at a port or terminal other than that named in the Qill of lading such

cargo shall be transported at the risk and expense of the Carrier to or from

the bill of lading port or terminal cargo to be received or delivered only at the

regular terJlinals used by the Carrier at the bill of lading port or terminal

except in accordance with applicable Tariff provisions

Respondent s service has been a roll on roll off container service

using truck trailers as containers Refrigerated cargo is carried in

reefer trailers equipped with self contained refrigerating units Re

spondent s tariff provides that it will spot trailers within the city
limits at port of loading or discharge for loading or unloading by
the shipper and return the loaded or empty traiier to the carrier s

terminal Less than trailer load LTL cargo may be d livered for

loading to carrier s terminal or at carrier s option to carrier s pallets
sheds containers or vans at theterminal subject to additional charges

Eagle Inc is the agent for respondent in Jacksonville and Miami

As such Eagle performs various functions including solicitation of

freight preparation of ocean bills of ladings manifests and export
declarations collections and disbursements and in certain instances

receiving and delivering freight Eagle s activities in respondent s

behalf will be treated as respondent s whether done in respondent s

or Eagle s name

Respondent s Jacksonville terminal is located on waterside prop

ertyof Southern Railway and it occupies the premises pursuant to an

oral agreement with the railroad subj ect to short notice to vacate

Respondents facility consists of an office in a house trailer adjacent
to a siding which could be used only for cargo arriving viaSouthern
A portable ramp which had been used to load the vessels remained

on the premises Respondent also maintains dry cargo trailers on

the premises for LTL cargo and overflow shipments
Eagle has only two regular employees at Jacksonville One em

ployee is available at any hour or the day or night to receive cargo
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and to issue dock receipts on cargo passing through Jacksonville

which is not actually unloaded at the terminal Temporary help is

used when required to load or unload trailers and boxcars

Except for nonperishable LTL shipments freight will not be booked

at Jacksonville without prior confirmation from Miami Respond
ent s procedures with respect to the handling of Jacksonville cargo

differ according to the nature and source of the cargo Dry cargo

shipped by rail to respondent at Jacksonville is unloaded from the

railroad cars into trailers at the Southern siding at respondent s

terminal orat the public team track the loaded trailer is then hauled

by a common carrier s tractor to Florida East Coast Railway s piggy
back ramp for trailer on flat car TOFC movement to Miami

Thus when the delivering rail carrier is other than Southern Rail

way the shipment does not physically pass through respondent s

Jacksonville terminal however arrangements for lOCal handling and

forwarding to Miami are made by respondent s Jacksonville manager

If the shipment originates at Jacksonville respondent s trailer is

spotted at the shipper s plant for loading pursuant to its tariff and

is hauled directly to the Jacksonville TOFC ramp of the Florida

East Coast Railway LTL cargo however may be assembled and
loaded into a trailer at respondent s Jacksonville terminal and then

taken to the TOFC ramp At Miami trailers are hauled by com

mon carrier from the TOFC ramp to respondent s Miami terminal

for loading aboard ship
Refrigerated or frozen cargo which has consisted only of eggs and

frozen poultry is received in reefer trailers which are loaded at the

shipper s place of business and hauled over the road to Miami via

Jacksonville by common or contract motor carrier At Miami the

refrigerated cargo is transferred to a reefer trailer of respondent
which is put aboard the vessel These reefer trailers are never for

warded from Jacksonville by rail because the gasoline fueled refriger
ating engines may require attention which is not feasible in TOFC
movement Moreover shipping by unregulated motor carrier per
mits some latitude in negotiation of rates Shipments of frozen
poultry from Canton Ga and Boaz Ala are hauled straight through
by an over the road motor carrier from point of origin to Miami
WIth a token stop at Jacksonville terminal under an arrangement by
which the shipper pays 50i per 100 lbs for the haul to Jacksonville
and respondent pays 25i per 100 lbs for the Jacksonville Miami part
of the run For a time respondent made this payment to the ship
per who in turn paid the motor carrier but respondent now pays the

carrier against his invoice
9 F M O
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It does not appear that any shipper ever retained any part of such

payments made by respondent The motor carrier s rate of 75tfrom

Canton Ga and Boaz Ala to Miami including the allocation of 25

thereof to the Jacksonville Miami portion of the haul was negotiated
by the shipper with respondent s approval as to its part or the rate

The agreed allocation did not give the shipper a lower rate than it

gtherwise would have obtained for shipment to Jacksonville The

saIne shipper has paid the same motor carrier a flat rate of 204 per
trailer when shipping frozen poultry to Jacksonville for carriage to

Puerto Rico by complainant At 50tper 100 lbs the amount paid by
the shipper for the movement to Jacksonville for transshipment by
respondent out of Miami has been less than 204 per trailer in some

instances but more than 204 in others depending of course on the

weight of the particular shipment It is 360 miles by road from

Jacksonville to Miami and about the same distance from Canton Ga
to Jacksonville

In the poultry operation the shipper prepares two bills of lading
one showing itself as a shipper from Canton Ga or Boaz Ala

deiivery to be made to respondent at its Jacksonville terminal the
other shows respondent as shipper from Jacksonville to itself at

Miami Both show the Puerto Rican customer as consignee The

truck driver stops at respondent s Jacksonville terminal where he is
given a dock receipt and instructed to deliver to respondent s Miami
terminal the driver then proceeds to iami where he delivers the
trailer load to respondent and receives another dock receipt On at

least one occasion the driver failed to check in at the Jacksonville
terminal An ocean bill of lading covering the shipment showing
the port of loading as Jacksonville and the port of discharge as San
Juan is made up at Miami after the shipment arrives there This is
the procedure with respect to all southbound substituted service

shipments
Another variation of respondent s substituted service is that ofmilk

trucks shipped by drive away from the plant ofMurphy Body Works
at Wilson N C The drivers are hired by Murphy and paid on a

mileage basis for the Wilson to Jacksonville haul Respondent pays
the drivers for the Jacksonville to Miami haul at the same rate of

Gompensation they received from Murphy They pay their own re

turn expenses At first respondent reimbursed Murphy for the
driver s mileage from Jacksonville to Miami now however respond
ent reimburses the driver by check to his order at Murphy s plant
When thedrivers leaveWilson they are instructed to go to respondent s

Jacksonville terminal and proceed from there to Miami At Jackson
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ville the driver is given a dock receipt and a form letter stating that

the cargo is to be delivered to respondent s Miami terminal On
one or two occasions drivers went through to Miami in error without

stopping at Jacksonville Murphy considers that it tenders the

vehicles to respondent at Jacksonville and that any damage there

after would be for respondent s account

Occasionally through clerical error shippers have been charged
wharfage and handling charges at the Miami rate on Jacksonville

cargo Miami rates area little higher than the Jacksonville rates

Since respondent stopped calling its vessel at Jacksonville it has

not generally solicited Jacksonville traffic Respondents substituted

service traffic is ttractive to it as long as it utilizes vessel space that

would not otherwise be used but it would result in an operating
loss if too much cargo were handled that way rather than by sending
a vessel to Jacksonville

Respondent s operations are now profitable Atthe time ofhearing
respondent was planning to close a contract for the construction of a

vessel for which designs had been developed to the tank testing stage
Respondent then expected thevessel to enter service within ten months

after which resumption of direct call service at Jacksonville was in

tended The completion ofthe vessel wasexpected to be in April 1966

Subsequently at oral argument the date was extended to July of that

year

OOmplainant s Service

Complainant inaugurated common carrier serv ce in the Puerto

Rican trade in 1958 In 1959 complainant began oarrying Jackson

ville to Puerto Rico cargo Until 1962 this was an indirect service

with transshipment to another vessel of complainant at the port of

New York In April 1963 complainant started a weekly service

direct from acksonville to San Juan but reverted to the weekly
service with transshipment at New York in July 1963 Direct weekly
service was resumed May 2 1964 and has since been continued Com

plainant s service has been a lift on lift off container service

Complainant carries eggs frozen poultry and general cargo between

Jacksonville and Puerto Rico Its rates on general cargo are higher
than respondent s by about 100 per trailer Complainant s rate on

eggs is identical with that of respondent s In the case of frozen

poultry complainant maintains a rate which is identical to respond
nt s subject however to a minimumof40 000 lbs

TMT s Service

Intervener TMT offers an ocean going barge service from Jackson

ville w Puerto Rico TMT uses non self propelled LST s which
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carry 60 trailers each It has operated its service since prior to 1963

TMT s transit time is greater than that of the vessels operated by

respondent andcomphl inant

The tariffs of both complainant and TMT contain substituted serv

ice rules similar to respondent s Rule 8A Complainant has shipped
overland between San Juan and Mayagliez or Ponce Puerto Rico

when emergency conditions required its vessel to bypass aport but no

other use ofthe rule wasshown

g

DLSCUSSION

The Examiner in his Initial Decision found that respondent
SACAL s substituted service at Jacksonville is violative of section 16

First of the Act The Examiner found that substituted service as a

species ofport equalization could not meet the conditions that section

16 First imposes upon portequalization
Section 16 provides in relevantpart

That it shall be unlawful for any common carrier by water or other perso

sUlbject tothis 4ct either alone or in Conjunction withany other person directly

or indirectly
irst To make or give any undue or unreasonable preference or advantage

to any partic ar person locality or descr ption of traffic in any respect what

soever or to subject any particular person locality or description of traffic to

any undue or unreasonable prejudice or disadvantage in any respect whatsoever

SACAL s substituted service rule provides that SACAL may ship
or absorb the costofshipping cargoby rail or truck from Jacksonville

where SACAL has a tenpinalblit never calls a vessel to Miami where

a vessel loads cargo for Juerto Rico We agree with the Examin

that this is port equalization in the general sense and that it is there

fore appropriate to measure the substituted service rule under section

16 First in accord with standards previously announced regarding
port equalization

Port equalization means the allowance or absorption by the ocean

carrier of such amount as will make the shipper s cost of overland

transportation identical or substantially so from his inland point of

origin to anyone of two or more ports Its purpose is to nable the

ocean carrier to compete for cargo without calling at the port closest

to or enjoying the lowest inland transportation costs from the point
where the cargo originates The most recent decisions of the Com

mission hold that port equalization violate section 16 of the Act where

it 1 diverts traffic from a port to which the area oforigin is naturally
tributary to a port to which the area is not naturally tributary and

2 is not justified in the shipper s interest by lack of adequate serv

ice out of the port from which traffic is so diverted Oity of Mobue v
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Baltimore Insular Line Inc 2 U S MC 474 1941 Beal mont

Port Commusion v Seatrain Lines Inc 2 U S l1C 500 1941 and
2 U S MC 699 1943 Oity of Portland v Pacific Westbound Oon

ference 4 F MB 664 1955 and 5 F M B 118 1956 Proportiorw l

Ool11ll1Uidity Rat s on Oigarettes and Tobacco 6 F M B 48 1960

Stockton Port District v Pacific Westbound Oonference Docket No

1086 Sept 24 1965

Port equalization is accomplished in various ways In its simplest
form sometimes called equalization in contradistinction to pro

portional rates or transshipment the carrier pays to the shipper
or sometimes to the inland carrier directly the amount by which the

cost to the shipper of overland transportation to the port of loading
exceeds the cost of overland transportation from the same point of

origin to the nearest port Oity of Portland cases supra S ockton

Port District v Pacific Westbound Oonference supra A more com

plicated method involves proportional rates accomplished through
the deduction of specified differentials from ocean tariffs where ship
ments originate at certain points defined in the tariff Oity of Mobile

supra A similar method although relatively limited in scope was

proposed in Proportional Commodity Rates on Oigarettes and To

bacco supra There the basic commodity rates on certain tobacco

products from New York to Puerto Rico were to be subject to deduc

tion of specified differentials according to the location of the Virginia
or North Carolina manufacturing plant at which the shipment
originated In each case the differential specified in the tariff would

have been equivalent to the exact amount by which the motor carrier

rate from point of origin to New York exceeded the motor carrier rate

from the same point to Baltimore By means of these so caned pro

portional rates the carrier would achieve precise equalization against
theport ofBaltimoreon the commodities

Port equalization may also be effected through transshipment 1

As used here transsshipment refers to the movement of cargo usually
by land carrier in the water carrier s name and at its expense from

a dock or terminal at the port where it is originally delivered by the

shipper to the water carrier to the dock or terminal at another port
where it is loaded aboard a vessel of the water carrier Although
sometimes employed when the water carrier for operating or other

reasons does not make a scheduled call at the port where the cargo
IS delivered transshipment is also recognized along with equaliza
tion as a method of meeting the competition of carriers who call

1 This is not to be confused with the ordinary transfer of cargo from one vessel to

another for on shipment beyond the limite of a ca rier s service or division thereof
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directly at a port where the equalizing or transshipping carrier does

not call Oity of Portland 4F M B 8It 665 footnote 1 Stockton Port

District 8UfYlaj Oity of Portland 5 F MB at 133 and footnote 3

In the latter Oity of Portland case the Commission s predecessor
warned that its condemnation of unjustified equalization could not be
thwarted by transshipment Thus diversion of cargo from a port
through which it would normally move would be unjustly discrimina

tory and unfair between ports if accomplished by transshipment to

the same extent as if accomplished by equalization 5 F MB at 134

It is evident that respondent s practice of receiving general cargo at

Jacksonville and shipping it by land carrier at its own expense to

its loading terminal at Miami is exactly the same in every material

detail as the transshipment practice described above Respondent s

practice with respect to poultry and eggs and milk trucks is more like

equalization as described in the Oity of Portland case and in Stock

ton Port District particularly where the driver fails to check in at

respondent s Jacksonville terminal to pick up his dock receipt before

proceeding to Miami Whether respondent converts such equalization
into transshipment by meticulously observing its prescribed ritual

of terminal calls dock receipts and split bills of lading is not impor
tant in view of the rationale of the port equalization cases in general
and particularly the warning of the Commission s predecessor in

the second Oity of Portland case
2

The record shows that the traffic accorded substituted service

originated in areas which geography and normal inland transit routes

make tributary to the port of Jacksonville and not tributary to the

port of Miami The record reveals with regard to the diversion of

traffic from Jacksonville that the refrigerated egg and poultry move

ment from Canton Ga and Boaz Ala and the milk truck trade

from Wilson N C to Puerto Rico are attracted by considerations of

time distance and cost factors to the port ofJacksonville From the

poultry shipping area ofCanton Ga which is near Atlanta to Jack

sonville is 360 miles From Jacksonville to Miami is 360 miles All

told from origin to distination under the respondent s substituted
service the distance is some 700 miles and time and cost necessarily
depend on distance This applies with equal force to the orginating
areas of Boaz Ala and Wilson N C The fact that the movement

2That admonition was While the record does not entirely bear out Public Counsels

statement that the Board s condemnation of unjustified equalization is presently being

thwarted by transshipment we teel that since this situation mllY arise it is advisable

to point out that the diversion of cargo from a port through which it would normally

move would be unjustly discriminatory and unfair between ports within the meaning of

section 15 of the Act if accomplished by transshipment to the same extent as if

accomplished by equalization 5 F M B at 134
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notwithstanding goes to Miami in pite of these logical inducements

to ship to Jacksonville attests to the diversion of traffic which would

otherwise move to Jacksonville

Consequently we hold that the record is adequate to support com

plainant s allegation of diversion of traffic from a naturally tributary
area This is because respondent s rates although lower in some in

stances arenot so when the cost of the Jacksonville Miami segment of

the haul is added Assuming arguendo there were savings to be

realized on the Canton Jacksonville portion of the haul under re

spondent s substituted service the additional cost of on carriage from

Jacksonville to Miami would more than cancel any savings and the

net result would be a higher rate notwithstanding for the overall

Canton Miami run We conclude that but for the free inland trans

portation provided by respondent under its substituted service the

refrigerated freight would not have moved via J1iami However

SACAL would probably have handled the milk truck traffic in any
event because Sea Land never solicited thebusiness and because TMT s

transit time was longer and its service exposed the trucks to a greater
risk ofwater damage Nevertheless we find that SACAL s substituted

service rule has permitted SACAL to lift substantial tonnage at Miami

which otherwise would have moved through the port of Jacksonyille
Finally regarding adequacy of service from J cksonville the evi

dence shows complainant has had ample capacity to transport addi

tional cargo from Jacksonville to Puerto Rico Sea Land s availahle

space per vessel ranges from 196 to 226 trailers The lift per sailing
from Jacksonville has varied from 49 to 150 containers While Sea

Land carried other loaded trailers on the voyage of record it does not

appear that they were a significant consideration insofar as extra

capacity at Jacksonville was concerned TMT also had additional

space for Jacksonville cargo
The application by respondent of Rule No 8A to service from

Jacksonville diverts from the port of Jacksonville traffic which is

naturally tributary to Jacksonville and not tributary to the port of

Miami and which would normally flow through the port ofJackson

ville The diversion of this traffic is not justified by inadequacy of

direct call service at the port of Jacksonville or by emergency or

exigent conditions affecting respondent s operations as a common

carrier by water Thus the diversion of traffic unduly prefers the

port of Miami and is unjustly prejudicial to the port of Jacksonville

in violation ofsection 16 First of the Shipping Act 1916

SACAL contends that the Examiner erred in considering this to be

a question of equalization In arguing that this is not an equalization
9 F M C
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case SACAL relies heavily upon Puget Sound Tug Barge 00 v

Alaska Freight Lines 7 F MC 550 1963 In this proceeding the

Commission found lawful under the Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933

a tariff rule which provided for the s bstitution of an overland haul

for a portion of water transportation offered but not presently served
by the watercarrier

The Examiner distinguished Puget Sownd because in that case the

question of the propriety of substit ted servic under section 16

simply was not an issue before the Oommission SACAL argues that

the issue was indeed before the COrnniission because it feU withiJl
the broad language of the order of investigation because the issue was

raised and argued by the complainant and because the issue was the

subject of questioning from the bench at oral argument But the

ritical question remains did the Commission deCide whether the sub

3titutecJ service rule diverted traffic unlawfully The Commission
neither diScussed nor decided the matter PugetBownd holds only that

such a rate could be filed under section 2 This does not include the

question of legality of the practice in operation under section 16

Consequently the port equalization decisions previously alluded to

are not overruled by Puget Sownd pOl are they made inapplicable to

questions ofsuhstituted service

Next
SAG
Largues that the Examiner erred in not finding that

Jacksonville is a point on SACAL s route However this finding is

appropriate to the controversy considered in the Puget Sound case

filing of rates under section 2 of the 1933 Act it is not controlling
here No matter whether Jacksonville isa point on SACAL s route

we find that substituted service in this case results in an unwarranted
diversion oftraffic Whether Jacksonville is apoint on SACAL s route

is immaterial to this finding We therefore overrule this exception
SACL would further distinguish the port equalization cases because

the c re and custody of the cargo under substituted service varies

greatly from equalization generally However we are concerned here

with unlawful diversion of traffic not niceties of documentation care

or custody We overrule theexception as immaterial

SACAL contends that the substituted service rule does not divert

revenue from Jacksonville because SACAL maintains an adequate
marine terminal there and pays wharfage and handling on cargo mov

ing under substituted service These facts may limit the impact upon
the port of Jacksonville of the diversion of cargo hut they do not

completely obviate this impact The port and the carriers that serve

the port have lost traffic which would have generated income to the

multiple services and labor at Jacksonville Certainly actually han

dling add tional cargo would contribute far more to the port ecolomy

9 F M C
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than handling and wharfage alone Furthermore there is an absolute

loss to the c rriers who provide service at Jacksonville InBeaumont

Port Oommission v Seatrain Lines Inc 2 U S MC at 505 we held

that a port and its transportation services are indissolubly linked

together are interdependent and a practice harmful to one injures
the other Thus here there is harm to Jacksonville obviously not re

couped by the charges paid by cargo moving under substituted servi e

SACAL argues that the record does not support the Examiner s

finding that service at Jacksonville excluding SACAL s substituted

service is adequate The fact remains however as we discussed

above that two carriers Sea Land and TMT offer regular service at

Jacksonville with ample capacity to carry additional cargo We find
this service to be adequate in general for shippers who use or may wish

to use Jacksonville This is so even though Sea Land s rates may be

higher generally than SACAL s or TMT s or TMT s service may be

less suited to the needs of some shippers The service is sufficiently
adequate so that the traffic naturally tributary to Jacksonville should

not be artificially diverted elsewhere Certainly Jacksonville could

handle some significant portion of the diverted traffic It should bo

given the opportunity to do so

SACAL argues that the service is inadequate at Jacksonville since

milk trucks in no event would move through Jacksonville However

we are here speaking ofadequacy ofservice generally The fact that a

particular shipper must or wishes to use a certain port does not justify
an across the board absorption practice for the rationale of our de
cision is that cargo should movein the direction determined by the

myriad costs and requirements facing shippers not by artificial tariff

concessIOns

According to SACAL the Examiner erred in finding that Sea
Land had ample capacity to carry additional cargo from Jackson
ville Again the record shows that there is space available at Jackson
ville The record does not show that Sea Land would be forced to

shut out cargo at other ports by booking more cargo at Jacksonville
The point is t at Jacksonville has adequate service and cargo that

normally would be induced to move there should not be diverted We
do not hold that cargo tributary to Jacksonville must move to this

port nor do we say that service must be adequate to accept all cargo
We hold simply that a carrier cannot utilize a suhstltuted serviee
rule to siphon off cargo some of which would otherwise move through
Jacksonville InStockton Port District v Pacific Westbound Oonfer
ence supra at 27 the carriers contended that equalization was proper
where service wa unsatisfactory in any respect vVe rejected this

9 F M C
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qualification in favor of our previous legal test of equalization if

the equalization destroys the right of a port to traffic naturally tribu

tary to the port the equalization is unduly prejudicial to the port
where service from the port is adequate We will not require more

SACAL argues that the Examiner failed to make the findings neces

sary for a violation of section 16 We have set forth above in some

detail the legal test to be applied to port equalization Our findings
have been made in accord with that legal test Consequently we

overrule this exception
The remainder of the execptions of SACAL are immaterial to the

result we reachhere

Hearing Counsels exceptions to the Initial Decision urge that Sea
Land has wholly failed to prove its case Hearing counsel argue
that it is necessary that complainant a carrier prove that a locality
Jacksonville has been unlawfully deprived of traffic to which it is

entitled Hearing Counsel urge that Sea Land has failed to meet

the necessary standards of proof in this respect in particular that

SACAL s substituted service has diverted cargo from Jacksonville

to Miami that would have moved through Jacksonville but for the

substituted service of SACAL And they argue that this finding
cannot be sustained 3

We have previously endorsed the Examiner s test to be applied in

qualization cases under section 16 First Hearing Counsel would

lefine diversion of traffic to mean traffic that would have moved

tllfough Jacksonvill instead of Miami but for the substituted service

rule They cite Phila Ocean TraffiC Bureau v Ewport SS Oorp
1 vS S B B 538 541 1936

We reject the hut for testadvocated by Hearing Counsel In

Phila Ocean Traffic Bureau our predecessor formulated an extreme

requirement for a finding of violation of section 16 First To the
extent that this language relates to port equalization or qualifies our

expression of the applicable standards for port equalization cases

Phila Ocean Tratfie Bureau is overruled

As we said in answer to SACAL s exceptions we do not hold that

cargo tribJItary to Jacksonville must move to this port nor do we say
that service must be adequate to accommodate all tributary cargo
Furthermore we have discussed above at pages 346347 the evidence
establishing that cargo moving in substituted service was naturally
tributary to Jacksonville notMiami substantial tonnage wasdiverted

3Hearing Counsel also claim the record Is defective since It does not show the excess

of revenue derived from direct call service over present expenditures at Jacksonville in

connection with 8ubstltutei service We disposed of this argument above at page 349 tn

dealing with SACALs exceptions

9 F M C
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and that this diversion is not justified by inadequacy of direct call

service at Jacksonville It is unnecessary to reiterate this discussion

For the reasons stated above we overrule Hearing Counsels excep

tion that Sea Land has failed to meet the necessary standards of

proof
We therefore hold that SACAL s Rllle No 8 A operates in a man

ner which is in violation of section 16 First of the Shipping Act 1916

Anappropriate cease anddesist order will be entered

oommissioner Hearn s concurring opinion
Iconcur in this decision for the reasons stated by the majority as

well as those stared in my dissent Stockton Port District v Pacific
Westbound Oonference Docket 1086 served September 24 1965 I

find these cases legally indistinguishable

ORDER

Full investigation of the matters and things involved in this pro

ceeding has been had and the Commission on February 17 1966 has

made and entered of record a report stating its conclusions and deci

sion thereon which report is hereby referred to and made a part
hereof The Commission found in said report inter cilia

The application by respondent South Atlantic Caribbean Line

Inc ofRule 8 Aof its tariff which provides for substituted service at

the port of Jacksonville diverts from the port of Jacksonville to the

port ofMiami traffic which is naturally tributary to Jacksonville and

not tributary to Miami This diversion of traffic is not justified by
inadequacy of direct call service at the port of Jacksonville or by
emergency or exigent conditions affecting respondent s operations as

a common carrier by water Therefore Rule 8 A of respondent s

tariff unduly prejudices the port of Jacksonville and unduly prefers
the port ofMiami in violation of section 16 First of the Shipping Act

1916 46 U S C 815

Therefore it is ordered That the respondent cease and desist from

the application of its Rule No 8 A to traffic between Jacksonville
Florida and Miami Florida within 30 days after the date of this

order

By the Commission

Signed THOMAS LISI

Secretary
Stay of order page 352
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No 1205

STAY OF ORDER

Decided jJfarch 17 1966

The effective date of the Commission s order of February 17 1966
that respondent cease and desist from the application of its Rule 8A
to traffic between Jacksonville Florida and Miami Florida is hereby
stayed pending action by the Commission on Respondent s Petition to

Reopen for Reconsideration

By the Commission

Signed THOMAS LISI

Secretary
Further order of stay granted to April 25 1966

Note The text changes referenced in the footnote on pages 347 and 349
is as follows

The sentence at page 347 reading
TMT also had additional space for Jacksonville argo is deleted

The sentence at page 349 reading
The fact remains however as we discussed above that two carriers Sea

Land and TMT offer regular service at Jacksonville with ample capacity to

carry additional cargo

is changed toread

The fact remains however as we discussed above that Sea Land offers

regular service at Jacksonville with ample capacity to carry additional

cargo

The above changes are contained in the Denial ofPetition for Reopen
ing decided by the Commission March 29 1966
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No 6538

ISRAEL U S NORTH ATLANTIC PORTS WESTBOUNP FREIGHT CONFER
ENCE EXCLUSIVE PATRONAGE DUAL RATE SYSTEM AND CONTRACT

Permission granted repsondents under the authority of section 14b of the Ship
ping Act 1916 to institute an exclusive patronage dual rate system

Edwin Longcope for respondent Zim Israel Navigation Company
Ltd

James N Jacobi for respondent American Export Isbrandtsen
Lines Inc

Howard A Levy and Richard L Abbott Hearing Counsel

INITIAL DECISION OF JOHN MARSHALL PRESIDING
EXAMINER 1

This proceeding was initiated hy the Commission pursuant to sec
tions 14b and 22 of the Shipping Act 1916 as amended the Act
to determine whether

1 the proposed system and the form of the exclusive patronage dual rate
contract meet thE requirements of section 14b or will be detrimental to the
commerce of the United States contrary to the public interest or unjUstly dis

criminatory 01 unfair as between shippers exporters importers or ports or

between exporters from the United States and their foreign competitors and 2
the application for permission to institute the proposed contract noncontract

system and the use of the proposed form of exclusive patronage dual rate con

tract should be permitted pursuant to the requirements of section 14b of the

Shipping Act 1916

The conference is composed of American Export Isbrandtsen Lines
Inc an American national line and Zim Israel Navigation Co Ltd
an Israeli national line Both are engaged in the foreign commerce

of the United States and therefore are subject to the provisions of the
act Operating under F MC Approved Agreement No 8420 they
serve the trade moving from Mediterranean ports of Israel to U S
North Atlantic ports Hampton Roads Portland Maine range

The member lines have learned from experience in the trade that
a substantial amount of cargo which would normally be expected to
move via the conference lines moves through indirect and unnatural

1This dedsion became the decision of the Commission on March 9 1966 and it was

ordered thatthis proceeding be discontinued
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routings For the most part these routings have been through Euro

pean countriEs p incipally Turkey Greece and the Northern Euro

pean ports of Antwerp Rotterdam and Hamburg Such routings
result in an instability in the rate structure in the trade between Israel

and the United States and an uncertainty of service provided shippers
and U S importers Vhile no central control exists from which the

inember lines can estimate the tonnage diverted to these indirect rout

irigs traffic solicitati6ns disclose this diversion to be substantial It

has brought about al diminution of the service they provide and a

consequent loss of revenue

The proposed duall rate system is conceived as a means of relieving
this situation and ptoviding conference vessels with that nucleus of

cargo required to sustain the provision of regular and efficient service

The conference line believe that in the particular circumstances of

this trade the desire1 result can only be achieved by ut ilizing the full

15 percent spread a thorized by the act

Hearing COlinsel contend that the introduction of an effective and

fair dual rate systetrl in this trade will serve to foster efficient modern

a d econo lcal ocean transportation thereby promoting commerce

between Israel and the United States in the interest of both nations

that the r cord in this proceeding is full and adequate and that the

proposed dual rate contract form Exhibit 1 which was extensively
modified following the issuance of and in accordance with the Com
mission s order of investigation 1 meets the requirements ofsection

14b of the a t and 2 incorporates the uniform provisions prescribed
by the Commission s decision in The Dual Rate Oases 8 F MC 16

CONCLUSIONS

Itis found and concluded that the proposed dual rate contract form

conforms to the general standards enumerated in section 14b the ex

press requirements ofsection 14b 1 through 9 of the act and the

criteria established by the Commission in its decision in The Dual

Rate Oases supra There is no evidence that the institution of a dual
rate contract system by the conference will be detrimental to the com

merce of the United States or contrary to the public interest or un

justly discriminatory or unfair as between shippers exporters im

porters or ports or between exporters from the United States and

their foreign competitors
The application for permission to institute the proposed dual rate

system and employ the proposed form of dual rate contract is ap
proved and the proceeding is discontinued

FEBRUARY 25 1966 Signed JOHN MARSHALL

Presiding Examiner

9 F M C
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DOCKET No 1095

AGREEMENT No 15021 TRANS PACIFIC FREIGHT CONFERENCE OF

JAPAN AND AGREEMENT No 310317 JAPAN ATLANTIC AND GULF
FREIGHT CONFERENCE

Decided March 24 1966

Agreement No 15021 as modified by No 15029 and Agreement No 310317 as

modified by No 310326 approved pursuant to section 15 Shipping Act

1916

Section 15 does not require that modifications to conference basic agreements be

adopted by unanimous vote of the parties

Gemge F Gilland and Amy Saupi for protestants States Marine

Lines

Oharles F Warren andJonnP Meade for respondents
Robert J Blackwell and Roger A McShea IIIas Hearing Counsel

REPORT

By THE CoMMISSION John Harllee Ohairman Ashton C Barrett

James V Day 0Ol1l17lissioners

This proceeding which is before us upon exceptions to the Initial

Decision of Examiner John Marshall is concerned with the validity
of the self policing systems of respondents the Trans Pacific Freight
Conference of Japan and the Japan Atlantic Gulf Freight Con
ference 1

The proceeding wasoriginally instituted as a show cause proceeding
and on Octdber 30 1963 we issued a report and order upholding the

validity of respondents then proposed neutral body system States
Marine then appealed our decision to the Court of Appeals for the

District of Columbia Circuit States Marine Lines Inc v Federal

Maritime OOl1l17lission No 18 227 In its brief to that Court States

lThe self policing systems of both respondents are identical and are embodied In arts
10 12 and 25 of the ba ic agreements Art 10 covers Breach of Agreement art 12
caUs for Faithful Performance and art 25 establishes the Neutral Body and its procedures
l or the full text of these provIsions as presently approved see app A

9 F M C
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Marine relied heavily on a recent Supreme Court decision in Silver v

New Yark Stock Exchange 373 U S 341 May 20 1963 a case

decided subsequent to oral argument in the original proceeding and

not cited to us by StatesMarine We nevertheless petitioned the Court

to remand the case to us in order that we might reconsider our decision
in the light ofSilver

In requesting the Court to remand the case to us we indicated our

intention to vacate the existing report and order and to reopen the

proceeding to afford the parties fullopportunity to offer evidence and

argument in the reopened proceeding
The order reopening the proceeding placed in issue the approvability

of proposed modifications to the respondents basic agreements
2 By

subsequent order we granted a motion of States Marine to specifically
include in the investigation the issue of the validity of articles 10 12

and 25 as they now stand approved in both agreements We further

amended the order reopening the proceeding to include the question of

whether unanimous vote of the parties was required for modifications

to agreements approved under section 15 notwithstanding that the

agreement might provide for modifications by vote of a lesser majority
Just before the close of the he1 rings conference counsel sought to

introduce further modifications to articles 10 and 25 which he urged
were responsive to a number of the objections made by States Marine

to the then proposed modifications These modifications adopted by
the conferences over the objection of States Marine had been filed

earlier and designated Agreement No 15029 and Agreement No

3103 26 States Marine opposed their inclusion in the proceeding
The Examiner ruled that the new agreements went beyond the scope
of the order of investigation insofar as the question of their approv

ability was concerned but admitted them solely for the purpose of

showing States Marine motivation in protesting approval of the

agreements The Examiner closed the record and respondents there

after moved the Commission to amend the order of investigation to

include the new agreements We denied the motion stating in our

order ofMarch 31 1965

Of course there is nothing to preclude counsel for the conference from setting
forth in their briefs any proposals formodification of thecontested clauses which

alleviate the dispute between the parties

Our decision in Docket 1095 willresolve the issues between States Marine and

the conferences as to what the conferences self policing provisions may and

should include and all proposals by counsel for the parties will be considered

II The Trans Pacific Conference operates pursuant to Agreement No 1510 The proposed

modification No 15o1 would amend art 10 12 and 25 The Japan Atlantic Gulf

Conference operates pursuant to Agreement No 31Q3 The proposed modfficatlon No

3103 17 would also amend art m 12 and 2 of the agreement
9 F M C
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The Examiner quite correctly interpreted the above to constitute

assurance to respondent conferences that any proposals for modifica

tion of contested provisions which alleviate the disputes between the

parties will be considered The Examiner accordingly considered the

proposed modifications inhis initial decision

FACTS

This proceeding is the outcome of several years of controversy be

tween protestant States Marine and the two respondent conferences

Trans Pacific Freight Conference of Japan Trans Pacific and J

pan Atlantic Gulf Freight Conference JAG States M rine is

a member ofboth conferences one of which serves Pacific Coast ports
and the other of which serves Atlantic and Gulf Coast ports of North

America inbound from Japan
3

It is helpful to review the events which led to the present proceeding
In the early 1950 s extreme competition in these trades resulted in a

rash of malpractices and caused instability in the trade To combat

this Trans Pacific in 1958 held a meeting in Hakone Japan to ini

tiate a neutral body self policing system to investigate complaints
alleging malpractices by member lines and to assess fines therefor

Article 25 of the conference s agreement was the result

Th3 international accounting firm of Lowe Bingham Thomsons

Lowe was retained to sefve as the original Neutral Body States
Marine subscribed to the conference s agreement with Lowe Lowe

was chosen because it possessed desired qualifications such as inter

national connections accounting expertise and professional character 4

Lowe in performance of its duties as Neutral Body sought in 1959

to investigate a complaint against States Marine The complaint
alleged that States Marine had granted Japanese mandarin orange

shippers free passage from San Francisco to Japan In January of

1959 Lowe representatives visited States Marine s Tokyo office to

investigate the complaint Evidence of a request for free passage
was found but there wasno indication that it had in fact been honored

Subsequently on three occasions in the course of its attempt to

investigate the complaint Lowe tried to obtain records from the

New York office of States Marine or its subsidiary Isthmian Lines

Inc Each time the party seeking the documents was Price Water
house and Co Price acting under the direction of Lowe Price

S The TransPacific conference with 20 members serves the trade from Japan Korea and

Okinawa to Untted States and Canadian Pacific Coast port s The Japan Atlantic and

Gulf conference with 15 members serves the trade llrom Japan Korea and Okinawa to

Atlantic and Gulf ports of North America
JAG also retained Lowe under an identical Neutral Body system

9 F M C
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is the New York correspondent of Lowe Later developments dis
closed that Price is alsothe regular auditor of United States Lines Co
which is a member ofTrans Pacific and a competitor ofStates Marine

and Isthmian in that trade
When Price first sought access to States Marine s records States

Marine proposed that its own regular auditors make the investigation
under the directions of Price Price rejected this offer and States
Marine thereupon refused to allow Price access to the records The
Neutral Body levied a fine of 10 000 maximum fine for first offense
on States Marine for refusing access a breach of the neutral body
agreement

States Marine objected to the fine and alleged that Lowe was not
qualified to serve under the Neutral Body agreement because of the
affiliation of its correspondent Price with United States Lines a

conference member States Marine filed a complaint with the Com
mission Docket 920

While the proceeding in Docket 920 was pending Price again
sought access to States Marine s records States Marine again refused
and was fined an additional 15 000 maximum fine for second offense

States arine again objected and filed a second complaint with the

Commission Docket 9201
Price made a thirdattempt to gain information ahout the mandarin

orange shipment this time seeking to investigate the records of
Isthmian a wholly owned subsidiary of States Marine Isthmian

refused and was fined 10 000 upon which it filed a complaint with
the Commission

The Commission in its Report and Order in Docket 920 and 9201
found Lowe s appointment as Neutral Body to violate the neutrality
requirements of the Neutral Body agreement insofar as the original
agreement had not provided for a Neutral Body which could be
affiliated with another conference line Although Trans Pacific sub

sequent to Lowe s appointment had deleted certain neutrality
requirements the Commission found such deletion illegal as a modi

fication of the agreement which was never approved by the Com
mission The fines were ordered cancelled States MariJne Lines Inc

v Trq nspac Freight Oonf 7F M C 204 1962

On appeal by Trans Pacific the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals
upheld the Commission TrallUJ Pacijic Frgt Oonf of Japan v Fed
eral Maritime Oom n 314 F 2d 928 9th Cir 1963 Neither the

Commission nor the Court dealt with the question whether a Neutral

Body could be lawfully affiliated with a conference member Both

merely held that Trans Pacific had neither in its original Neutral

Body system nor hy approved modification provided for a Neutral

9 F M C
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Body which could be so affiliated and therefore the appointment of
Lowe was in contravention of the agreement as approved and thus

in violation of section 15 of the act

Before the Commission issued its decision in Docket 920 Trans
Pacific and JAG respectively filed presently pending modifications

Nos 150 21 and 310 17 which provided that a Neutral Body must

disclose any professional or financial affiliation which it has with

any member line Such affiliation however will not disqualify the

Neutral Body from serving unless the affiliation is with an accused
line In such a case the Neutral Body must appoint an unaffiliated

agent to conduct the investigation

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The Examiner would approve respondents self policing system
as it is set forth in Agreement No 15021 as modified by No 15029
and Agreement No 3103 17 as modified by No 3103 26 States Marine

took 18 numbered exceptions to the Examiner s decision many ofwhich
are but restatements of others and all of which can be reduced to
the following alleged errors of the Examiner insofar as he

1 Failed to properly apply the Supreme Court s decision in
Silver supra and concluded that respondents agreements are

unlawfuI thereunder specifically with respect to right ofappeal
from decisions of the Neutral Body

2 Failed to adopt States Marine s proposals regarding notice
confrontation ofwitnesses weight ofevidence hearing and notice
ofdecision

3 Failed to require the establishment of criteria for the
assessment of fines

4 Concluded that an accounting firm may senre as a Neutral

Body when it serves as the regular auditor for a conference

member

5 Failed to conclude that modifications adopted by less than
unanimous vote are contrary to the public interest and detrimental
to the commerce of the United States in violation of section 15 of

the ShippingAct 1916
6 Approved the present signature of the conference used in

submitting proposed modifications and failed to require that
conference minutes show by name the members opposed to any
proposed modification

7 Approved Agreement Nos 15029 and 310326 11

II Hearing Counsel also filed exceptions to the initial decision which will be discussed
where appropriate in our treatment of the exceptions of States Marine

9 F ld O
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We shall deal first with the alleged error in considering the modi

fications embodied in Agreement Nos 150 29 and 3103 26

The proposed modifications which were included in respondents
brief in accordance with our action on respondents motion to amend

the order of investigation were designed to narrow the issues for final

decision by meeting certain ofStates Marine s objections to the Neutral

Body system as it appeared in Agreement Nos 15021 and 3103 17

For example a 2 year period of limitation was placed on investiga
tions in answer to States Marine s objection that the Neutral Body
was free to investigate any alleged violation no matter how stale

it has become through the passage of time States Marine s argu
ment against considering these modifications is simply that they
were not in evidence and not at issue All further discussion of the

amendments merely shows that as far as States Marine is concerned

the amendments do not go far enough in satisfying its objections to

the system hut this is no ground for excluding them from our

consideration

Exclusion of the proposed amendments would achieve nothing more

than a delay in their ultimate consideration They have been filed

with us for our approval They raise no new issues and they cannot

prejudice States Marine since they seek to remedy defects in the sys
tem alleged by States M rine itself Moreover our authority under

section 15 of the act is not simply the sterile power to accept or reject
that which parties to agreements file with us Section 15 expressly
grants us the power to modify agreements filed with us

6 Thus even

if respondents had not expressed their willingness to meet certain of
States Marine s objections to the system by voluntarily amending their

agreements we could order them to do so as a condition precedent to

our approval of the system The only difference between the two

courses of action is that the latter takes more time because we cannot

force parties to accept a particular agreement they always have the

option of no agreement at all Our situation here is much the same

as that of the Federal Power Commission in Florida Economw Advw
Ooun v Federal Power Oom n 251 F 2d 643 D C Cir 1957 when

it granted a certificate of public convenience subject to certain cura

tiveconditions imposed after close ofhearings The petitioner claimed

he would be adversely affected if not heard on these conditions In

6 Sec Hiprovides in relevantpart

The Commission sball by order after notice and bearing disapprove cancel or modify

any agreement or any modification or cancellation thereof whether or not previously
approved by it tbat it finds t be unjustly discriminatory orunfair as between carriers

sbippers exporters importers orports or between exporters from the United States and

their foreign competitors or to operate to tbe detriment of the commerce of the United
States or to be contrary to the public interest or to be in violation of this act and sball

approve all other agreements modifications or cancellations
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denying the petition the Court stated the conditions only resolved

issues raised argued and briefed in the hearing They involved no

surprises except insofar as they may have gone further or not so far as

petitioner would have wished This contention is plainly without
merit andis rejected

States Marine next excepts to the Examiner s application of the

Silmer case

SillVer involved a suit by a securities dealer against the New York

Stock Exchange under the antitrust laws for the concerted refusal of

the Exchange s members to continue private teletype and stock ticker

service to the plaintiff a nonmember of the Exchange The Exchange
had discontinued these s rvices and refused to tell the plaintiff the

reason in spite of numerous requests by plaintiff The Court found

that notwithstanding Silver s prompt and repeated requests he was

not informed of the charges underlying the decision to invoke the

Exchange rules and was not afforded an appropriate opportunity to

explain or refute the charges The Court stated that

Congress ineffecting a scheme of self regulation designed to insure fair dealing
cannot be thought to have sanctioned and protected self regulative activity when

carried outina fundamentally unfairmanner 373 U S 364

N o justification can be offered for self regulation conducted without provi
sion for some method of telling a protesting nonmember why a rule is being
invoked so as to harm him and allowing him to reply in explanation of his posi
tion No policy reflected inthe Securities Exchange Act is to begin with served

by denial of notice and anopportunity forhearin 373 U S 36l

The Examiner distinguished Silver on several factual and legal
grounds Hepointed out that

Silver was an antitrust case this is not States Marine is a member of both
conferences Silver was nota member of the Exchange the Shipping Act specifi
cally exempts agreements approved thereunder from the antitrust laws the

Securities Exchange Act does not the problems and considerations having to do

with stock exchange self regulation differ materially from those having to do

with steamship conference self regulations notice and hearing the only two

specific safeguards in issue in Silver are expressly provided for under the con

ferences proposed system and States arine chose to join the conferences

thereby surrendering some sovereignty
1

Notwithstanding the legal and factual distinctions quoted above and

noting that the term due process is nowhere to be found in the body
of the majority opinion the Examiner found the Silver case persua

7The Extllminer noted that a practical caveat was present in any consideration of States
Marine s true freedom of choice to operate outside the conference when and if the
respondents dual rate systems are approved and go into effect Nonconference lines
would then be largely preclubd from carrying cargo of shippers Signing dual rate

contrats
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sive insofar as it clearly supports a requirement for fundamental
fairness in industrial self policing systems but not for the so called

defensive safeguards and techniques historically identified with con

stitutional due process oflaw

We agree with the Examiner s treatment of Silver and think it

eminently sound The real thrust of States Marine s argument re

garding Silver is that the Neutral Body system is required to assure

a conference member accused of a breach of the conference agreement
virtually all the safeguards the criminal law affords aperson charged
with a crime Silver clearly will not support such a proposition and

to adopt anything like it here would in our view rend r any self

policing system totally ineffectual and thus defeat an express statutory
purpose of Congress s Moreover the only indication in Silver as to

what type of notice and hearing should be afforded in a self policing
system is contained in footnote 17 at page 364 of the Court s opinion

The basic nature of the rights which we hold to be required under the anti

trust laws in the circumstances of today s decision is indicated by thefact that

pUblic agencies labor unions clubs and other associations have under various

legal principles aU been required to afford notice a hearing and an opportunity
to answercharges to one who is about to be denied a valuable right

Thus the Court makes it clear that the kind of notice hearing and

opportunity to answer charges which should be afforded is that found

in public agencies labor unions clubs and other associations The

procedur l safeguards accorded in these institutions are not the same

as those accorded a criminally accused The association type enter

prise traditionally follows less rigid standards which as long as they
comport to the necessarily indefinite standard Of fundaIlental fair
ness can be almost anything to which the members agree to be bound

We think respondents self policing system as ultimately proposed
by them meets this standard of fundamental fairness 9

States Marine however takes specific exception to the Examiner s

conclusion regarding notice confrontation of witnesses weight ofevi

dence necessary to find a violation hearing and notice of decision

Right to Notwe The conference s latest proposal regarding notice
to a line accused of a violation provides in substance that upon receipt
of a complaint the Neutral Body would have authority to call upon
the members named in the complaint and without prior notice inspect
records correspondence documents and other materials deemed by
the Neutral Body in its sole discretion to be relevant to the complaint

8 Public Lww So7 34J6 amended sec W 80 as to empower U9 to disapprove aconference

agreement upon a finding of inadequate policing of the obligations of the members under it

The legislative history of this amendment Is replete with Ill8ta nces of total disregard of

conference obligatioDs by member lines and malpractices resulting from the disregard
eFor the full text of art 10 12 and 25 as proposed In Ag ents Nos 15021 as

modified by 10029 and s110317 as modified by 81os26 see app B
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After investigation the accused will be advised as to whether or not
there are reason ble grounds to believe that aviolation occurred If

so he will be informed of the nature of any alleged violation and of
the evidence concerning it which can be revealed without jeopardizing
theconfidentiality of the Neutral Body s source of information The

accused is then affordedahearing art 25 b 3
The Examiner found that since the proposal provides for notice and

hearing before final decision it is clearly in keeping with thestandards
of fairness prescribed by Silver since Silver imposed no requirement
of notice before investigation As the conference witnesses testified
notice prior to even the investigation would facilitate the concealment
of incriminating records and thus effectively frustrate the investiga
tion The primary purpose of notice is to inform the accused of the

charges against him and to afford him an opportunity to defend him

self This should not include the opportunity to hide or conceal evi
dence ofa malpractice The Neutral Body upon receipt ofa complaint
must find evidence to support the charges contained therein if such
evidence exists The only real possible source of such evidence is the

records of the accused Ifthere is to be any kind ofworkable Neutral

Body system the Neutral Body cannot be deprived access to its only
source of information Itcould be so deprived however ifthe Neutral

Body were required to give notice to an accused prior to investigation
Under the proposed provisions regarding notice an accused would

be afforded an adequate opportunity to defend itself not by concealing
incriminating evidence but in the more conventional manner ofoffer

ing rebutting evidence to known charges
The proposal on notice does provide the accused with information

concerning the nature ofthe alleged breach and theevidence concern

g it This is sufficient to inform theaccused of why a rule is being
invoked to harm him and allowing him to reply in explanation of his

position This satisfies the fundamental fairness requirements of
Silver

States Marine also obj ects to that portion of the notice provision
stating that evidence will not be disclosed if such disclosure will result
in the identifiation of the accuser We will deal with this infra in

conjunction with theissue ofconfrontation
Oonfrontation Article 25 e 1 as last proposed by the confer

ences reads The Neutral Body will under no circumstances disclose
the name of the complainant to the respondent unless specifi
cally authorized to do so by the complainant

Article 25 f 3 states In so advising the respondent ofthe nature

of the breach the Neutral Body shall disclose the actual evidence
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which it has at its disposal unless for reasons compelling to it such dis

closure would tend to reveal the identity of the complainant orother

wise jeopardize the confidentiality of the Neutral Body s sources of

information
On these points the Examiner found that fair play requires and

article 25 f 3 anticipates that the accused will be informed of the

factual basis of the Neutral Body s conclusions and will be afforded
an adequate opportunity to reply or explain He further found that

a requirement necessitating the disclsure of the identity of the com

plainant would seriously cripple the Neutral Body since few com
plaints would then be filed

States Marine relies on Silver and several other cases in excepting
to these findings of the Examiner The language of Silver quoted
by States Marine in support of its position that confrontation and

cross examinationof the accuser are required reads as follows

In addition to the general impetus to refrain from making unsupportable
accusations that is present when it is required that the basis of charges be laid

bare theexplanation orrebuttal offered by thenonmember willinmany instances

dissipate the force of the ea parte information upon which an exchange proposes

to act 373 U S 362

We do not understand this statement as requiring confrontation
and cross examination of the accuser Quite the contrary the Court

simply states thatby laying bare the basis of the charges and affording
the accused an apportunity of rebutting them the force of theew parte
information upon which the charge is made may be dissipated not

that the charge may not properly be made on the basis of ew pLrte
information Silver does not support States Marine s contention

The several other cases cited by States Marine involved either crim
inal rights or government action against an accused and are not appli
cable to thistype ofprivate voluntary association lO

States Marine s desire to know the identity of the accuser must be

balanced against the unwillingness of the member lines to file com

plaints if they are to be identified as the accuser Their very real
concern is that almost invariably the complaint will alienate a pre

ferred shipper should the identity of the complainant be known In

our view such a requirement would render the Neutral Body system
unworkable

Butboth States Marine and Hearing Counsel argue that an accused

will not be guaranteed that he will be confronted with all the evidence

against him in view of the discretion given the Neutral Body in reveal

10 States Marine relies primarily on G1e v McEZroy 360 U S 474 195 which in

volved security clearance revocation by the Department of Defense and Greene v U 8

where the same plaintUf sought damages for revocation of his security clearance
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ing confidential information The Examiner correctly observed that
in those instances where evidence relied upon f9r decision should not be

shown to the accused in its original form because of undesired disclo
sures it would certainly be within the basic precepts of fair play for
the Neutral Body to go as far as it reasonably can without disclosing
the identity of complainants or sources of confidential information tOl
inform the accused of thesubstaQce thereof as material to an adequate
understanding of the charges and findings The substance of the evi
dence relied upon in reaching a finding that a breach has been com
mitted must be disclosed to the accused in sufficient detail to giye him

an opportunity to show that it is untrue otherwise the elements of
fundamental fairness are missing

Investigation and Hearing The Examiner concluded that the con
ference proposals on these matters satisfied the requirements of SilVer

The proposals regarding investigation provide the Neutral Body
with authority to investigate written complaints and in doing so to
inspect and copy correspondence records documents signed written
statements or oral information and or other materials at the offices
of the member lines art 25 d

States Marine would have the investigation made by an accused line s

regular auditors under the Neutral Body s direction States Marine
seeks this as a matter of convenience and to avoid exposing its confi
dential business affairs Inherent in this position is the unstated and in
our view unwarranted assumption that the Neutral Body will make
unwarranted and unauthorized disclosures of States Marine s bllsiness
affairs We have difficulty imagining such conduct on the part of

accounting firms such as Price Waterhouse or Lowe There is no

basis here for predicting such conduct no matter who is ultimately
selected as the Neutral Body

The conference proposals regarding hearing which were approved
by the Examiner provide for notice and disclosure of evidence and
within fifteen 15 days or within such reasonable time thereafter

if the respondent so requests it may meet with the Neutral

Body with or without its own a countant and or attorney and offer
to the Neutral Body such explanation and or rebutting evidence as it

may deem proper and desirable At such hearing the Neutral Body
shall consider all of the av ailable evidence Art 25 f 3

In making its decision the Neutral Body will not be restricted by
legal rules of evidence or the burden of proof required to establish

criminality or even acivil claim Instead itwill employ rules ofcom

mon sense and the only standard required is that the informa
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tion developed is persuasive to the Neutral Body itself that the breach

occurred Art 25 f 2

States Marine s objections here are but a repeat of its objections to

the provisions for disclosure of evidence Again States Marine urges

that there can beno fair hearing oropportunity to explain when there

is no guarantee that an accused will be adequately informed of the

charges or of theevidence supporting such charges and again it is our

view if the accused is not sufficiently informed of the charges against
him and the evidence in support thereof so as to prepare his rebuttal

the elements of fundamental fairness are missing
Mitigating Oi1OlMn8tances The latest proposed modifications to

the agreements provide Notwithstanding the diffic lty in assessing
such damages precisely in determining the amount of liquidated dam

ages to beassessed the Neutral Body shall consider such mitigatingcir

cumstances as it may deem relevant Art 25 f 4 The Ex

aminer approved this language
States Marine argues that such a standard is inadequate that due

process requires specific criteria such as whether the violation was

purposely committ whether it is a first offense whether it is also a

violation of law etc to be followed in determining the nature of the

fine Hearing Counsel feel that the agreement should be amended to

provide a graduation of fines hased on gravity of offense The Exami

ner correctly concluded that there is no evident basis for anticipating
that the Neutral Body will not exercise fundamental fairness in deter

mining and considering such mitigating circumstances as may be

reasonably determinable and relevant in each case But as evidence

that theNautral Body does not exercise fairness in such matters States
Marine offers the fines assessed against it and subsequently invalidated

in Docket 920 In each instance the maximum fine was assessed To

begin with the fines were invalidated not because the amounts were

unreasonable but because the appointment of the Neutral Body itself

was not in conformity with the conference s basic agreement More

over we cannot saythat themaximum penalty allowed is unwarranted

for a refusal to allow the Neutral Body access to company records

We do not find the instances of other fines by other Neutral Bodies in

other conferences persuasive here

Neutlality Under the presently approved system the conferences

appoint a Neutral Body from responsible accountants or other per

sons The appointee may not be employed by nor financially inter

ested in any party to the basic agreement The conference s latest pro

posed system provides for the appointment of an impartial independ
ent person firm or organization subject to disclosure to the confer
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ence 6f y professional business or financial interest it may have then

or later with any member line In the event of a complaint against
a member with which it has any such interest the Neutral Body would
have to disqualify itself and appoint a substitute agent having no such
interest Any financial interest in any member line however will
defeat appointment and if acquired after appointment will be disqual
ifying art 25 a The Examiner approved the latest proposal
thereby authorizing the Neutral Body to be professionally affiliated
with any conference member including the complaining line other

than the accused

States Marine excepts to this finding It feels a Neutral Body which

has an affiliation with any member line espeCially with the complain
ing line cannot be neutral so as to be able to sit and judge objectively
and without bias States Marine urges the time honored proposition
that any person or body sitting in judgment be it called judge arhi
trator or referee etc must be free from all bias or interest in the out

come of the case Hearing Counsel feel that to be consistent any inter

est in eit er the accused or the complainant should be disqualifying
Be that as it may we do not agree that being under contract to per
form professional auditing services ofa member line of the conference

other than the accused gives the Neutral Body an interest such as

would disqualify it

Mr Ralph S Johns Chairman of the Ethics Committee of the
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants testified that pro
posed article 25 wasnot inconsistent or incompatible with the Code of

Ethics of the Institute and that amember s affiliation with a complain
ant would not impair its independence Johns pointed out by way of

emphasis that It is a common situation among the larger accounting
firms to serve two ormore competing enterprises and in my own per
sonal experience in Chicago not only do we as the same firm serve the

two largest farm implements corporations hut we serve them rightout

of the same office and we have done so for over 50 years We think

the Examiner was correct when after a summary of the testimony he

stated

In view of the fact that the Neutral Body functions are fact finding rather

than judicial that the conclusive facts are usually if not always obtained from

the books of account and records of the accused that accounting firms are

nniquely qualified both professionally and by pr ural and ethical standards

to perform this work that fees are paid on the basis of time devoted to a case

and without regard to whether the complaint of malpractice is sustained or dis

missed that there is no evidence of actual bias or nonneutrality relating to any
of the firms heretofore used and that the application of unduly broad exclusions
will disqualify or bring about the disinterest of most if not all of the otherwise

eligible firms thereby destroying this self policing system contrary to the public
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interest and to the detriDlent of COIDDlerce it is found that a Neutral Body
should not be disqualified leeause of a disclosed business relationship Le

independent contractor for professional or business services with a conference

member line other than theaccused

States Marine offers nothing on exceptions which would affect the
Examiner s findings with which we agree

Right to Appeal Neither the presently approved nor the latest

proposed modifications to the agreements contain any provision for

appeal from the Neutral Body s decision The latest proposal states

that the members agree to accept the decisions of the Neutral Body
as valid conclusive and unimpeachable art 25g

The Examiner found that provision for the right to appeal to

arbitration would not be necessary for approval of the self policing
systems

States Marine in exceptions contends that the Silver doctrine of

due process fairness requires provision for appeal from the Neutral

Body s decision to an arbitration panel the fees and expenses of the
arbitrators being paid by the conference They believe appeal is

necessary to prevent runaway decisions by a neutral body
Hearing Counsel consider the right to arbitration to be desirwble as

a double check on arbitrary action

An appeal is of course not required by law Where a federal

statute denied an appeal ofTax Court determination in renegotiation
cases the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals in French v War0ontracts

PriceAdjustment Board 182 F 2d 560 at 565 1950 rejected a con

tention of unconstitutionality concluding that there is no

constitutional right ofappeal is well phrased inLuckenbach Steamship
00 v United States 1926 272 U S 533 at 536 the well settled

rule applies that an appellate review is not essential to due process

of law but is a matter of grace
The testimony of record demonstrates why appeal would render the

self policing system ineffective Itwould cause delays and is unneces

sary since the Neutral Body is better qualified to decide than a panel
of arbitrators Disclosure of the identity of the complaining line

would result from resort to arbitration Some of the candidates

for the Neutral Body position indicated they would not serve if their

decisions were to be subject to appeal
Since the law does not require appeal and since other reasons exist

for not requiring appeal we find that it is unnecessary to have such

a provision in this Neutral Body agreement
Knowledge of Acquittal States Marine opposed the original pro

posals because they contained no provision for notice of acquittal
to an accused The conferences latest proposal provides for notice
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in the event ofeither acquittal or conviction The Examiner approved
this latest proposal States Marine does not object to the substance

of the provision but has doubts as to whether it was properly hefore
the Examiner for consideration We have found that the Examiner s

consideration of these proposals was proper We also found the Ex

aminer s approval of the provision for notice of acquittal as well as

conviction was well founded and proper and it is upheld
Vnanimity The present voting requirements of the respondent

conferences are set forth in articles 18 and 19 of the basic agreements
They provide that four fifths of all parties entitled to vote constitute

a quorum when changes in the basic agreement are being considered
Once a four fifths quorum is present all parties agree to be bound

by changes made with the consent of two thirds of all parties entitled

to vote

Throughout this proceeding States Marine has contended that sec

tion 15 requires that such modifications to the conference agreement
can only be approved upon unanimous adoption by all members of

the conference Accordingly they contend that the Neutral Body
proposals in question here cannot be approved since States Marine

has not endorsed them

The Examiner found that a unanimous vote is not required and

States Marine takes exceptions thereto The contention is that a

nonunanimous amendment rule has been contraryto the public interest

and has operated to the detriment of the commerce of the United
States in violation of section 15 States Marine in support of this

contention maintains that the present rule has caused a high co

efficient of friction in the conferences that it makes it impossible
for States Marine to retain control over its own business and corporate
affairs and that it pledges the company to adhere to contracts never

formulated by its management
In our previous report we said

States Marine contends that notwithstanding the language of articles 18 and

19 a modification of the basic agreement without unanimous consent of the

parties alters thecontractual relations of the dissentient parties coptrary to the

principles of contr ct law and is thus invalid States Marine argues in an

attempt to avoid its obligations under articles 18 and 19 that because it was

not among the original organizers of the respective conferences and had no

part in the formulation of their basic agreements it remains free to attack

those portions of the agreements which it considers improper For States

Marine to prevail some provision of section 15 must render the voting require
ments of articles 18 and 19 invalid for if they are valid States Marine as a sub
scriber to the agreement is bownd thereby

In attempting to show that the voting requirements are invalid States Marine

attempts to draw analogies from the field of private contract law We think
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these analogies fiiiiroper Private contracts normally between two parties
cannot easonably be equated with agreements approved under section 15 An

agreement providing for the organizatjon of a conference to operate in our

foreign commerce is of necessity an agreemenf which attempts to reconcile a

number of divergent interests insofar as is consistent with Congressional policy
and the public interest in the free flow of our foreign commerce Such an

agreement must provide for thecontinuing commercial operations of a relatively
large number of conference members with as little friction and obstruction as

possible The very heart of such an agreement is that each individual line

relinquishes some of its freedom of action in exchange for thebenefits resulting
from participation inthe conference arrangement 2

This concept of majority rule is not uncommon in the ocean freight Industry
A good many agreements on file with theCommission provide for themodification

thereof by a stated majority We do not consider it unreasonable for a confer

ence to make such a provision in its basic agreement provided it is not applied
so as to contravene the standards of section 15 We find nothing in the concept
of majority rule as applied to the proposed modifications here under consideration

which renders it discriminatory as between carriers or shippers detrimental to

the commerce of the United States contrary to the public interest or otherwise

contrary to the requirements of section 15 States Marine inaccepting member

ship inthe respondent conferences has bounditself to the terms of the basic agree

ment and so long as it chooses to remain a member it must conform to all modifi

cations th reto which are regularly made and duly approved by the Commission

States Marine has offered nothing which causes us to change our

views as expressed above We would only add that in our view unan

imity could well work to increase rather tha decrease friction among
the members of the conferences The record here clearly demonstrates

that if the respondent conferences each had the unanimity rule there
would be no Neutral Body system presently before us for approval
Therefore the respondents attempts to satisfy their statutory obliga
tions to adequately police their obligations under the respective agree
ments would be frustrate Such a result would ofcourse be contrary
to public interest and detrimental to commerce within the meaning of

section 15
There remains States Marine s objection to the way in which modifi

cations to the agreements are sub cribed to by the conference chairman

The conference chairman executes a st ndard form of subscription in

submitting proposal agreement modifications to the Commission for

approval This form provides
2This is by no means a novel relationship Analogous situations pervade our political

economic 8nd social structure Just one eXllJmple in the economic sphere is found in

rporate organizations A corporation can make fundamental changes In its charter
changing the very nature of the corporate business and most States require only that

the consent of twothirdis or threefourths of the stockholders be given to this change
The dissenting stockholder must either bow to the will of the majority or sell his stock
The latter alternative is in effect resignation from the corporation
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF the conference the members of which are all

hereinafter listed has authorized the foregoing amendmentsby resolution passed

at its regular conference meeting held 19 in Tokyo Japan

There follows a typed list of the membership and the signature of the

conference chair an as such States Marine contends that this creates

a record which on its face is misleading a half truth and may be

utterly false in that the signature of the conference chairman on be

half ofthe entire membership implies that the modification wascarried

unanimously
We agree with the Examiner s finding that this contention is without

merit

Re stated

Conference chairmen are merely accomplishing the ministerial function of

filing duly adopted modifications on behalf of the copference and in so doing
are listing the lines currently holding memberships all of whom are bound by

the modifications Such listing has nothing whatever to do with a vote tally or

representation of unanimity Both the Commission and the individual member

lines areon direct notice that under theprovisions of articles 18 and 19 8upra

resolltions referred to in thestandard form require theaffirmative vote of only
two thirds majOrity On this record it cannot be found that the form is actually
misleading or otherwise inviolation of theact

Since States Marine s objections to the proposed Neutral Body
systems here under scrutiny are based almost exclusively upon the

Supreme Court s decision in the Silmer Oase our discussion of them has

been primarily concerned with theapplicability of theSiJJver standards
to the systems What we have said makes it clear that the proposed
systems are fully in accord with thestandards ofSilmer insofar as they
can be said to be applicable to industry s self policing agreements
under the Shipping Act More importantly we think it equally clear

that the proposed systems are fully in accord with th standards and

requirements of section 15 and should enable respondent conferences
to satisfy their responsibility to police adequately their obligations
under their respective agreements There is nothing in this record

o show that the systems will in any way operate in a manner which

would he unjustly discriminatory or unfair as between carriers ship
pers exporters importers or ports or between exporters from the

United States and their foreign counterparts or detrimental to the

commerce of the United States or contrary to the public interest or

in violation of the ShippingAct

VICE CHAIRMAN JOHN 8 PATrERSON dissenting
This case is before the Commission for the second time because the

United States Circuit Court ofAppeals for the District of Columbia
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g antea our petition to remand our first report andorder ofOctober 30

1963 shortly after the intervenors herein had appealed our order as

authorized by the Review Act of 1950 but before a final adjudication
by the Courtof Appeals Our petition acknowledged that our decision

was made without considering a recent Supreme Court precedent in

Silver v New York Stock Ewchange 373 U S 341 1963 herein

referred to as Silver and we expressed a desire to reopen and

reconsider this case in the light of Silver The Silver case held the

New York Stock Exchange did not have the power to deny private
teletype and stock quotation ticker service to a nonmember broker

without first according fair procedures pursuant to self regulation
rules of the Stock Exchange authorized under the Securities Exchange
Act

After the remand ordered March 16 1964 we vacated our first

report and order Additional hearings before an Examiner were

ordered and completed followed by a decision by an Examiner con

cluding that the agreements should be approved Exceptions were

filed

The purpose of the entire proceedings is to adjudicate whether the

two agreements which contain similar provisions should be disap
proved in response to the protests of the intervenors The protested
provisions relate to procedures for policing the obligations under the

agreements The purpose of this particular phase of the proceeding is

to rule on the exceptions and then to decide whether or not the Exami

ner was in error in approving the agreements
Dissent is made to the preceding decision and to its rulings on the

exceptions for thereasons

First there has been a failure to decide in conformity with

changed conditions in law requiring modified actions as we repre
sented to the court of appeals in our petition The agreements
shouldbe disapproved

Second the agreements considered by the Examiner and sub

ject of the rulings are not part of the record herein and are not

subjects ofthis proceeding
A Ve have before us 18 exceptions by intervenors and 2 exceptions

by Hearing Counsel to the Examiner s initial decision approving pur

suant to section 15 of the Shipping Act 1916 Act Agreements Nos

15029 and 3103 26 instead of Nos 15021 and 3103 17 which were

before the court of appeals and which were approved in our first re

port Agreements Nos 15029 and 3103 26 were the subject of our

order titled Denial of Motion to Amend Order Reopening Proceed
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ing denying on March 31 1965 a motion to amend the order reopen

ing the proceeding after the record had been closed and the hearings
concluded on March 3 1965 The denIed motion was for the purpose
of making these revised self policing provisions in Agreements
Nos 150 29 and 3103 26 a part of the record Therefore my rulings
on the excEptions are confined to the question of approval or disap
proval for adequacy of self policing provisions of Agreements Nos

150 21 and 3103 17 which arepart of the record

B Based on the record before me in this proceeding my conclusions

are that Agreements Nos 15021 and 3103 17 should be disapproved
because after notice and hearing it is found Agreements Nos 15021

and 3103 17 contain inadequate policing under the obligations of the

previously approved Agreem nts Nos 150 and 3103 contrary to the

requirements of the third paragraph ofsection 15 of the act

C My conclusions result from the following proposed rulings
These rulings apply to the numbered exceptions of each party as stated

by them and set forth in appendix C hereto Intervenors exceptions
1 through 7 and 12 through 17 should be sustained Intervenors

exceptions 8 through 11 and 18 and both of Hearing Counsel s excep
tions should be rejected

D As regards my conclusions and proposed rulings the reasons in

support of them and for my decision are advanced in the following
discussion

The facts consist entirely of the agreements subject to the applica
tions for approval in the first hearing and affidavits and memoranda

replies thereto and oral argument pursuant to the terms of our order

served March 14 1963 and in the second hearing t stimony and ex

hibits pursuant to the terms of our order served April 3 1964 as

amended to expand the issues to be resolved Agreements Nos 15029

and 310326 were never subject either to hearing or to cross

examination

The two agreements subject of this proceeding are between common

carriers by water in foreign commerce associated as the conferences

identified above and respondents herein The purpose of the agree
ments is to establish a procedure for policing the obligations under the

agreements The procedures for policing the obligations were in

amendments of the agreements Agreements Nos 15021 and 310317

whioh we are required to approve or disapprove pursuant to the direc

tive in the third paragraph ofsection 15 of the act pertinent portions
ofwhich have been underscored
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The Commission shall disapprove any such agreement after notice and hear

ing on a finding f inadequate policing of the obligations under it or failure

or refusal to adopt and maintain reasonable procedures for promptly and fairly

hearing and considering shippers requests and complaints

The issue underlying all others is the adequacy or inadequacy of the
provisions for policing of the obligations under the agreements pro
posed by the respondents Before this issue may be decided we have

to know which two out of the four agreements presented to the Com
mission one way or another are to be reviewed for adequacy The

Examiner considered he had Agreements Nos 15029 and 3103 26
before him for revi w On the other hand Iconsider Ihave Agree
ments Nos 15021 and 310317 before me The latter agreements
are located in exhibits 1 and 2 and consist of identical provisions in

article 10 titled Breach of Agreement article 12 titled Faithful

Performance and article 25 titled Neutral Body which amend

or modify the first approved agreements of respondent conferences

Only the provisions of article 25 are questioned or challenged as to

adequacy
Exclusion of the proposed a endments i e Agreements Nos 150

29 and 310326 it is stated would achieve nothing more than a delay
in their ultimate consideration and there is no ground for excluding
them the undeleted provisions of appendix B containing the provi
sions of Nos 15029 and 3103 26 from our consideration There

are to the contrary both reasons for delay and grounds for exclusion

The reasons for delay are that intervenors will be given their presently
denied opportun ty because the agreements were submitted after the

record wasclosed to furnish evidence crossexamine andargue against
adequacy and approval Such opportunity founded on rights to be

heard may not be denied for reasons of expediency The grounds
for exclusion are that we have already excluded Agreements Nos 150

29 and 310326 by our order served on March 31 1965 We have not

issued any order opening the record for their admission The latter

agreements may not at the same time be excluded by order and included

by considering and approving them anyway If adequacy is found

the agreements must have been reviewed and considered and to re

view the agreements must have bee l read We may only read and

pass on what is in the record The Examiner has obviously read and

passed on theexcluded nonrecord evidence No matter how justifiable
such reading may seem to avoid delay orhow unfair disregard of im

provements or compromises may seem on second t40ught we may only
make decisions upon material issues of fact presented on the record

if we are to obey section 8 of the Administrative Procedure Act I

elec to obey this section
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Perhaps exclusion of the proposed amendments may be thought to

be precluded because we invited respondents to set forth in their
briefs any proposals for modifications of the contested clauses which
alleviate the disputes between the parties These agreements with

higher numbers however are being approved as new agreements in
the record not as modifications proposed and imposed by the Com
mission Any such invitation would a1so misconceive our objective
when we adjudicate approvability of agreements We are approving
and disapproving agreements and we are not alleviating disputes
Agreements come into the record because they are admitted by an

Examiner as evidence subject to cross examination and argument be
fore disapproval rather than as proposals to alleviate disputes
Neither are agreements automatically in the record by filing with the
staff The Commission is finding adequacy or inadequacy and there
after adjudicating approval or disapproval Any other objective de

prives intervenors of serious rights and we should delay as long as

necessary to accord them their rights
It should be clear that both the subject the Examiner and I are

reviewing and the objective the Examiner and Iare trying to accom

plish are entirely different For these reasons the first exception to

Examiner s approval of Agreements Nos 150 29 and 3103 26 when
the modifications therein were not in evidence as a result of a Com
mission denial of a motion to reopen the record to consider them
should be sustained

The next step is to find out whether the agreements in the record
have adequate or inadequate self policing provisions We must com

pare the standards for self regulation in the Silver case as we said we

would do in our representations to the court ofappeals in our remand

petition Our petition referred to our Rules of Practice and Proce
dure Rule 16 a stating the Commission might reopen and recon

sider and may modify a report or order if such action is found to be

required by changed conditions in fact or law The expression
self regulation in the Silver case applied to Stock Exchange regula

tions is the same as policing the obligations in section 15 of the act

applied to conference agreement provisions As a result changed con

ditions in law have been shown requiring a change iil my earlier con

clusions

The agreements herein have been approved in spite of the disclosure
that the Silver case changed conditions in law applicable to self regu
lation of the Stock Exchange which must now be applied as an inter

pretation of the act before a conclusion ofadequacy or inadequacy of

the policing provisions may be reached In discussion of later excep
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tions Ifind the agreements violate two of these new standards which

are now law in addition to the existing findings supporting lack of

fundamental fairness as stated in my dissent to the Commission s Re

port in this docket served October 30 1963 7 FMC 653 beginning
p 659 For these reasons the agreements are found to violate the new

laws for industry self regulation and the second exception should be

sustained

Correct consideration of this case in the light of the new standards

in the Silmel case requires more than a comparison and a finding of

nonapplicability based on distinctions and arguments alone

The Examiner s treatment of Silmel is thought to be eminently
sound My difficulty with the soundness of the treatment is that the

distinctions and arguments all existed at the time the earlier remanded

report was being reviewed by the court of appeals All the distinc

tions and arguments might have been presented to the judges at that

time without asking for the remand A representation serious enough
to induce a court to remand a case to us for more expensive and time

consuming adjudication ought to involve some new discoveries and a

shiftofposition rather than the preappeal decision reached once again
by now finding that the law of th precedent either does not apply or

to the extent the new law applies the respondents self policing system
meets the standard of fundamental fairness and is presumably ade

quate The reasons assigned to justify the remand for better or for

worse completely changed the comparisons to be made and it is too

late to act as though our representations about changed conditions in

law in Silmel do not change anything else The Commission is com

mitted to considering the changes seriously We could not foresee

what was to come nor prejudge but at the time Ibelieved we had the

serious purpose of applying the precedent Iam attempting to give
such consideration and application as I indicate herein because we

chose not to take up the opportunities to argue when we were subject
to the Court s judgment and elected to use the opportunities only when

we got the case back subject to our judgment One must now get on

with this assignment Accordingly it is believed Imust not only
disagree with the treatment of the Silmel case but must reconsider my

own position in my previous dissent

Section 15 as amended by Public Law 87 346 in 1961 to add the

third paragraph establishes as a principle that self policing is a gov

ernmentally recognized method of enforcing conference agreements
Given such aprinciple the consequences to government policing must

be that shortof displacing government enforcement of laws some dis

placement of Commission concern with enforcement of conference
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agreement obligations affecting conformity with the act is inevitable

Loss of protection to the public caused by any displacement may be

restored hy assurance of fair procedures in administering a self polic
ing plan Tome this is the lesson ofor the light cast hy the Silive1

precedent Stated in otherwords equally applicable to thethird para

graph ofsection 15 the Supreme Court wrote

Congress in effecting a scheme of self regulation designed to insure fair

dealing cannot be thought to have sanctioned and protected self regulative

activity when carried out in a fundamentally unfair manner 373 U S 341

1963 at p 364

Vhatever may have existed before a fundamentally unfair manner

is now equivalent to inadequacy We protect the public when we

assure adequate procedures
Ido not believe however that what is fundamentally fair for the

N ew York Stock Exchange operating in conformity with the Securi
ties Exchange Act for the purpose of protecting licensees and promot
ing fair dealings among Exchange members within the United States
is to be regarded as an imperative for ocean freight rate fixing con

ferences operating in conformity with the Shipping Act for the pur

pose of protecting shippers and carriers under the traditions of

international shipping Nevertheless some concessions to public pro
tection are necessary to achieve fundamental fairness For the reason

that the Examiner made no concession to public protection beyond
what existed before there has been a failure to apply standards and

the failure amounts to an incorrect consideration of this case in the

light ofSilver in hne with our petition and the third exception should

be sustained

Procedural safeguards established under Agreements Nos 15021

and 310317 for shipping conferences may differ from those for secu

ritiesexchanges and be less sophisticated and exacting because carriers

are dealing with each other Also procedural requirements derived

from our own jurisprudence need not guide impositions on conference

members most of whom are nationals of countries where traditions

are not the same as ours The jurisprudence of which official notice

may be taken in many conference member nations is inquisitorial
rather than adversary in nature and adequacy of self policing proce
dures may take this factor into account The possibility of interna

tional retaliatory regulation not present in national securities

exchange regulation also argues for restraint in imposing our tradi

tions The differing subjects of regulation the less sophisticated con

ference procedures differing traditions of jurisprudence among those

to be regulated and other international considerations dictating
F M C
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restraint are all factors which justify minimum procedural require
ments to achieve fundamental fairness as qualification of adequacy It

is concluded that to restore assurance of public protection and avoid

inadequacy at least some but not all of the argued for procedural
safeguards ofSilver are required For these reasons the fourth excep
tion to the Examiner s conclusion that Agreements Nos 150 21 and
3103 17 establish a fundamentally fairsystem of industry self regula
tion within the meaning of SlZver when Done of the procedural safe

guards specifically named are provided should be sustained
Without findings of fact and only with arguments the Examiner

approved agreements without procedures for giving an accused car

rier 1 notice of complaint 2 opportunity to confront 3 the
evidence used to reach decisions 4 a hearing including if essen

tialcross examination beforea decision and 5 notice of thedecision

including a specification of the charges found proved and those found

unproved as urged by the intervenors The agreements approved
were not in the record If the above five standards do not apply to

the record agreements we ought to know what facts or other argued
considerations cause the standards not to be applicable Intervenors

supplied quite a few facts which they argued showed inadequacy
detriments to commerce and absence of public interest if all the
standards were not found applicable Parties are ent itled to a refuta
tion based on factual findings If the findings are absent the conclu
sions may not be made The fifth exception as to conclusions despite
lack of findings of fact on the agreements in issue should be sustained

The sixth exception together with my ruling on the fourth excep
tion leads to a question of what standards must be applied to agree
ments as tests of adequacy It has already been decided above that
some but not all of the proposed procedural safeguards must be

applied and that it is error to apply none of them vVhich particular

ones apply depend on practicalities and circumstances of international

ocean shipping traditions

The essential basis for fundamentally fair procedures is to encourage
discovery of as mueh of the truth about a commercial transaction as

is possible so that a truly neutral judge may know most of what is

relevant for deciding who is right and who is wrong a fter a com

plaint ofmalpractiees Fair procedure is not a ritual for the benefit

of disputants nor an assurance of personal rights but is a practical
means for helping out a truly neutral adjudicator The ne V tests

need not have anything to do with due process observed by courts

nor with distinctions between criminal and civil jurisprudence If

they are simply practical aids to truth finding they are adequate for
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policing the obligations A system providing only for a power
referee would be inadequate Almost any procedures vaTying from

conference to conference that facilitate disclosure should meet the
Silrver standards of fairness as tests of adequacy

Applied to the five proposed tests these considerations lead to

choosing notice of complaint disclosure of evidence used to reach a

decision and a hearing of some sort before decision Neither con

frontation nor notice of decision are necessary although the latter
would seem to be reasonable and not be a controversial point Dis

closure of evidence and hearing yith cross examination might all

be at the same time Rnd place after preparation and might occur in
the presence of the adjudicator The notice and hearing including
disclosure of evidence are essential to provide an opportunity to

answer charges by one who is about to be c1fprived of valuable com

mercial privileges or fined

In the subject agreements article 25 contRins eight subarticles a

through h Of these none provides for notice and the closest they
get to notification is a power given the neutral body to call upon
a member or its agents at any of their offices during office hours and

inspect etc Subarticle f refers to a hearing for the re

spondent in the title but this phase occurs if it can be ca lled a

hearing on concluding its investigation and after the body decides

in its absolute discretion whether the facts c6nstitute a breach
but the promise of the title is barely kept because the respond

ent is allowed after arrival at a tentative decision if requested by
respondent to meet with the Neutral Body and offer explanations
The privileges offered are too late and too little The Neutral Body
is in effect the adjttdicator The purpose of a notice is to give the

accused the opportunity to bring in all the proof he has to support
whatever he has done or to refute what is claimed he did Obviously
the accused will be motivated by a desire to defend himself and will

I at least produce some fact s in his favor which would be useful to the

adjudicator It is equally to be assumed the complainer will already
have porduced what supports his case A hearing procedure will

assure that the adversaries will provide the adjudicator with a large
number of facts Notice is an essential practical move at least to start
the fact assembling process and the notice should be at the earliest

possible time to be useful and certainly before any decision is made

To the extent the agreements before us for approval contain no notice

provision or any agreement delays notice until after a decision they
should be disapproved as inadequate if the lessons of the Silver case

are to be taken seriously
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Confrontation does not seem essential because commercial trans

actions of the type involved in malpractices are largely documented
involve payments and measurements and tend to be imp rsonal

Secret unsupportable accusations and wrongs of a civil or criminal
nature where various states of mind are material are less apt to occur

in commercial transactions and malice vindictiveness intolerance

prejudice or jealousy are less apt to be present The fact that con

ference agreements are formulated by carriers of many nationalities
from a diversity of legal systems does not preclude application of
the lessons of the Silmer case even under a policy of restraint and
minimal standards The truth is discoverable without confronta
tion or even disclosure of the id ntity of the complainer consistently
with adequacy

Investigation and hearing are essential from the adjudicator s

point of view for the purposec of adding to or explaining the facts

previously supplied by the complainer and the accused During this

stage both sides may reply with other facts and the adjudicator as

an auditor or accountant may go out and asseInble business records
A procedure such as that in article 25 which does lot make explicit
where the evidence must come from in this regard is inadequate
The adjudicator may consistently with a hearing procedure as I
envision it simply meet with the parties to allow them to offer explana
tions or further answe g evidence which the adJudicator should
then consider and thereafter decide on whether it proves a malpractice
or not

A combination of adversary and inquisitorial procedures having
in rudimentary form and simple terms at least the above two elements
would satisfy adequacy requirements ofsection 15 of the Act qualified
by theSilmer decision

To the extent my dissent in the earlier proceeding approved use of

procedures without he elements of notice and hearing it has been
reconsidered and revised by the foregoing in response to what is

thought to be the Commission s commitment to the court ofappeals
To the extent the Examiner fails to find policing of the obligations

inadequate under the standards of the Silmer precedent as related to

notice and hearing the sixth exception should be sustained and to

the extent the Examiner fails to adopt proposals for modification to

include the n wstandards of adequacy in the subject agreements the
seventh exception should he sustained No need is found for passing on

that part of exception 6 questioning whether the self policing systems
operate to the detriment of the commerce or are contrary to the public
interest
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Exceptions 8 9 10 and 11 deal with failures to find consider or

recommend agreement provisions relating to criteria for assessment

of fines and appeal and review of neutral body decisions The facts
all deal with past abuses and oppressions by respondents such as the
imposition of maximum or disproportionate fines for refusal to reveal

company files to a suspected hostile auditor and situations potentially
resulting in virtual bankruptcy of defendants by excessive fines with

outappellate review The facts as to intervenors alone do not establish

the necessity of an appeal as a condition to adequacy modified by fun
damental fairness lessons Past histqry on the facts of this case

indicates some appellate restraint on a Neutral Body might be advis
able in these particular agreements but offsetting proposed procedural
safeguards shouldsupply the restraint Apart from procedures appel
late need is eliminated when added to the court supported principle
that appellate review is not an essential to due process but is a matter

of grace and to the consideration that appeal does not improve the

finding of truth but rather improves the application of law Absence
of a right to appeal or restraint on fines does not result in inadequacy
The 8th 9th 10th and 11th exceptions dealing with these subjects may
be rej ected

The 12th and 13th exceptions are to the Examiner s conclusions that

an accounting firm employed as an auditor by a conference member line

may serve as a Neutral Body and may consider a complaint of the
member which employs it as auditor subarticle a item 2 2d para

graph The issue in both exceptions is whether it is fundamentally
fair to use such a person as a neutral in any controversy and whether

procedures authorizing such use are inadequate The reasons for find

ing provisions of an agreement containing such procedures are inade

quate are stated in my dissent in this proceeding in our first report
referred to above Such provisions do not provide a system of true

neutrality In spite of the now reasserted reasons advanced at that
time there still seems to be a misconception of the issue when the

Examiner refers to professional accounting firms as being uniquely
qualified both professionally and by ethical standards to perform this

work There is no question that this finding or opinion is correct and

nothing stated earlier or here questions qualifications or ethical stand

ards The issue at least as I see it is not individual professional
ethics qualifications or conduct but the effect of an existing business

relationship on the purity of the system itself to assure true neutrality
and dangers to public interest without such assurance Any appear
ance ofbias or favoritism must be avoided Our concern ought to be

with the tendency to corruption of decision and with the consequent
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erosion of public confidence Suspicion about all decisions is the by
product of existing provisions and the respond nts no less than inter

venors have much to gain by strict adherence to assured neutrality
Whatever may be said about professional behavior the provisions
allow the policing agency to have a special or closer relation to one and
not to the other of two adversaries if he is the auditor of the com

plainer The relation with one sid unavoidably destroys assurance

of siding with neither of two adversaries an essential ingredient of

thetrue neutrality referred to in theearlier dissent

By missing the two points ofa need for provisions assuring 1 the

integrity ofthe system used and 2 the true neutrality of the policing
body the Examiner has not approved a fundamentally fair system of

policing the obligations For these reasons the 12th and 13th excep
tions to the Examiner s conclusions that an accounting firm may
serve as a Neutral Body even though it is the regular auditor of a

member line and may consider a complaint and render a decision on an

accused when serving as auditor of the complainant accuser ought to be
sustained

The l th through the 17th exceptions are to the failure of the Exam
iner to find facts related to the issue of approving agreements by less

than all conference members and that the facts create agreements
detrimental to commerce and to the conclusion of the Examiner that

such agreements may be approved when submitted in the name of all

members including those who oppose the agreement The exceptions
raise an issue as to what is an agreement within the meaning of

section 15 ofthe Act Such an issue ought to be resolved before getting
to any other issue as to inadequacy ofprovisions

The Examiner held in effect that agreements submitted to the Com
mission under section 15 may be accepted for filing and approved even

though they are not signed hy all of the parties to be obligated He

holds that if an earlier agreement provides that later agreements modi

fying the earlier one may be amended by less than unanimous consent
all ofthe parties are nevertheless obligated by the later modification

The error of his position is in assuming that a change of an agree
ment is within the scope of the agreement A change or amendment

is inevitably outside the scope but is nevertheless an agreement under

section 15 if properly accepted The Examiner fails to distinguish
between actions within the scope of an agreement accomplished after
vote and changesof the agreement itself which are to enlarge or restrict

the scope The latter require either unanimous consent or obligate at

the most only those who accept the terms offered and evidence their

acceptance by authorized ignatures The issue here is not one of
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inadequacy but whether there is any agreement at all as described in
section 15 The issue is legal involving the law of contracts and the

best advice available convinces that a reservation by some parties to a

contract of an unconditional future right to determine the nature of
I

performance by changing the scope of the agreement makes the prom
ise too indefinite to be enforced andthe contract is not complete Wil
liston Oontrcwts 3d ed sec 37 Ifagreements may be changed for
all parties by less than all parties they have no ascertainable meaning
for all the parties at the time they are entered into because a later

nonagreeing party has no way of knowing what his obligations are at

any time during the life of the contract The dissenter may be obli

gated in ways never assented to There is no meeting of minds no

accepted offer at the moment ofagreement about what is to happen if
less than all parties may change later the scope of performance I
would hold that a later agreement not accepted at the time of later

change by all the parties to be obligated is an agreement only of those
who accept and does not obligate those who do not accept notwith

standing any earlier agreements to be bound by votes ofother parties
because the earlier agreements create an indefinite and unenforceable

contract
The foregoing is based on legal advice and may not be subject to

final adjudication before this agency forum Agreements under sec

tion 15 may not be equated with contracts known to law but up to

now it has never been necessary to resolve this issue Accepting the

premise that the courts may prove my efforts at legal opinions poorly
advised Iwould nevertheless hold that agreements under section 15
must show unanimous consent before they may be approved We are

not dealing with any abstract concept ofmajority rule either as known
to political science or the management of internal association affairs
We are dealing with agreements first which only after approval are

lawful and wheillawful are excepted by the fifth paragraph ofsection
15 from the provisions of specified laws commonly known as the anti
trust laws and second which both enlarge and restrict commercial

relationships of all member carriers The first creates valuable priv
ileges to make pricing decisions free from competitive restraint and
the second substantially affects opportunities for profit by foregoing
comp titive opportunities The less than unanimity imposition ofob

ligations outside the scope of the initial conference agreement enables
less than all the associated carriers to force acarrier against managerial
judgment to engage in noncompetitive activity or to be exempt from
the otherwise applicable laws when a carrier s management wants to

resort to competition It is a paradoxical interpretation of section
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15 to say we must accept for filing and thereafter approve an agree
ment compelling rather thaI permitting noncompetitive activity
Considered abstractly I wholeheartedly endorse conference associa

tion but it should not be compelled in this manner The less than

unanimity rule affects opportunities as shown by testimony that inter

yenor s management because of its past difficulties was not going to

join orcontinue in a conference unless we absolutely as amatter

of staying in the trade have to do it Tr 414 Vhat this means is
the company found it impossible to retain control over its business and

corporate affairs by committing it to contracts not formulated by
management but formulated by its conlpetitors Conflict among busi

ness associates likewise may affect profits The unsupplied facts and

findings by the Examiner would have shown a long history of disputa
tion and resultant indecision Tr 355 412 with the less than unani

mous rule inducing nonreconciliation The rule has provoked friction

on this record

The generalized considerations of this discussion alone may not be

persuasive reasoning to support detriments to commerce and lack of

public initerest dictating disapproval even if a fileable agreement is

proven Combined with the facts of a long history of dissension a

conclusioin of disapproval is warranted If less than all parties may
not amend an agreementa statement at the end of an agreement that
all of the members of the conference have authorized the foregoing
amendments including in a list the names of carriers voting against
the amendment cannot be an entirely true statement 1isleading or

false statements are not in the public interest and agreements contain

ing them should be disapproved Amending agreements are the same

as an initial agreement under section 15 and ought to bear the signa
tures or otherwise evidence approval by all the parties to be obligated
and not be signed by the secretary or some other conference official

For these reasons exceptions 14 15 16 and 17 dealing with failure

of findings of fact relating t the issue of approval by less than unani

mous votes failure to find amendments adopted over a member s dis

sent operate to the detriment of the commerce and are contrary to

public interest the conclusion that amendments are approvable when

adopted by a less than unanimous vote and approval of a form of

agreement submitted in the name of all members should be sustained

The 18th exception to the Examiner s failure to find the minutes

of conference meetings should show by name which member lines voted

against the adoption of an amendment is rejected as not necessary to

a final decision in view of the prior rulings A ruling is not required
for a reasonable decision as to adequacy of policing of obligations
under the agreements nor to approvability of the agreements
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Hearing Counsel excepts 1 to the failure to find the agreements
should contain certain proposed provisions and 2 to the Examiner s

interpretation of a court precedent It is not considered we are pro

posing desirable agreements but are only disposing of applications
for approval of agreements that have been contested Absent any

showing of inadequacy or precedents compelling disapproval of what

we have before us the proposals are irrelevant to anything we are

doing Iagree with Hearing Counsel that the finding that the Exam
iner ought to make is related to adequacy of obligations but our order

of investigation raised the issue of whether the agreements before us

should be approved disapproved or modified on the premise that

we must disapprove inadequate agreements therefore the Exam
iner s choice of rhetoric was correct whatever he may have said about

court precedents FQr these reasons Hearing Counsels two excep
tions should be rejected

To sum 1tp
1 This report unlike thedecision of the Examiner

a reviews and disapproves the agreements in the record rather

than agreements as modified by agreements excluded from the

record and

b adjudicates approvability of agreements rather than at

tempts to reconcile disputes between respondents and intervenors

by accepting nonrecordmodifications

2 The agreements reviewed are inadequate and must be disapproved
because in the light of the changed conditions in law introduced by
the Silver case the provisions for policing obligations do not provide
for

a notice of complaints or

b a hearing including the production of evidence and oppor
tunity to argue and explain or

c fundamentally fair procedures th ough true neutrality
3 Changes in the scope of the agreements must be made by all of

the parties to the agreements i e by unanimous consent

a in order to be legallybinding agreements or

b to be approvable under section 15of the Act

4 The foregoing permit rulings as follows
a sustaining intervenors exceptions 1 through 7 and 12

through 17

b rejection of intervenors exceptions 8 through 11 and 18
and

c rejection ofHearing Counsels two exceptions
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To conclude

After notice and hearing herein Agreements Nos 15021 and 3103
17 for which respondents have applied for approval under section 15

of the Act should be disapproved on a finding of inadequate policing
of the obligations under the aforesaid contracts and a finding of non

unanimous consent thereto

COMMISSIONER GEORGE H HEARN duseJnting inpart
Ido not subscribeto the majority view in toto

A steamship conference of course is a voluntary association a

cooper tive venture and it must be grounded upon the good faith of
its members not only for the furtherance of the public good and the

protection of the shipper but for the efficient reasonahle practical
and harmonious day to day business and commercial betterment of its
members No one will deny that procedural safeguards are granted
to persons and corporate entities under the constitution or that many
fundamental rights are protected by the great body of common law
nevertheless when a steamship line elects through the exercise of its

managerial judgment to become a member of a conference for the

benefits inuring therefrom it may contract away some of its rights
and privileges for what it considers to be business expedience but it

cannot agree to an abrogation of obligations cast upon the group by
law Itis my opinion that certain rights and privileges which are not

essential to the public interest need not be observed on the other hand

some fundamentals which do not impair the reasonable and practical
day to day functions of the business need not be obviated Here an

erosion of fundamental rights while neither enhancing the self

policing duties nor perfecting the better flow of business of the con

ference may well set a precedent for future agreements wherein

important necessary and fundamental rights as well as practices are

omitted Therefore I would modify the proposed self policing
agreeinent in several respects

My proposed modifications however are not dictated by the deci
sion in the SilmeT 1

case which is clearly distinguishable from the

instant case the principal point being that Silver involved a nonmem

ber of the New York Stock Exchange while States Marine is a member

of theconferenceherein

First the Neutral Body should be neutral in all respects Iam not

convinced that the duties oftheNeutral Body could not be undertaken

by account nts attorneys or men schooled in the steamship business

Ido not subscribe to the theory that the calling to conference policing
is so specialized that there are only a handful of qualified men able to

1 Silver v New York Stock ll r chal1lge 3173 U S 341 1963
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perform the functions of a Neutral Body Moreover the access to the

private business operations of competitors requires in my mind that

the Neutral Body conducting the investigation of alleged wrongs have

no relationship with or interest in aITlIJof the activities of the members

of the conference To the extent therefore that the proposed amend

ments to these agreements permit the slightest affiliation between the

conference s Neutral Body and any of the members of the conference

for any reason whatsoever Iwould not approve them

Second Iwould not approve the agreements to the extent that they
permit a Neutral Body to investigate on its own motion the business

affairs of a conference member The better view I believe is to

permit investigation by the self policing organization only upon

receipt of a written complaint which asserts with some specificity
a breach of any of the obligations of the conference agreement by
one of the members A Neutral Body should be discouraged from

going on fishing expeditions thereby establishing the necessity for

its self perpetuation and possibly satisfying the majority of the con

ference members at the expense of one member Since one of the

reasons for a conference is the betterment businesswise of each

individual member as well as all of the members thereof it is pr
sumed in theory that they will each conduct themselves toward each

other in the highest ethical tradi tions of the business and commerciai
world

Third Ibelieve that reasonable notice of the gravaman of the com

plaint but not the identity of accuser should be given the accused

before the complaint is investigated at least before the Neutral

Body undertakes a visitation through the accused s papers books

files records etc for the alleged violation This restraint in my
view would limit odious harassments initiated by an unknown and

disgruntled accuser

Fourth while I agree that the investigation should be conducted

by the conference s Neutral Body the agreements should make it

clear that the accused has the right to have its own accountant attor

ney or other representative present during the visitation at whieh

time the accused members hooks documents files etc are reviewed
for thespecified breach ofviolation

Fifth the Neutral Body s investigation should be limited by the

gravaman of the complaint Fishing expeditions especially those

where the searcher stands to be financially rewarded should not be

encouraged Under the proposal of the conference concerning this

item if 1he accused is found guilty by the Neutral Body the cost of

the entire investigation is assessed against the accused In my view
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the conference as the employer of the Neutral Body should under

write all of its expenses Ifear this could at least be an involuntary
instruction to the Neutral Body to have its investigation result in

finding a violation or a breach based upon any minor technicality
In my opinion the cost of the investigation should be borne by the

conference since it is incumbent upon all members to see to it that

their particular conference at all times is acting in the public interest

An order approving the agreements will be issued By the

Commission

No 1095

AGREEMENT No 150 21 TRANS PACIFIC FREIGHT OONFERENCE OF JAPAN

AND AGREEMENT No 3103 17 JAPAN Al LANTIC AND GULF FREIGHT

CONFERENCE

ORDER

This proceeding having been initiated by the Federal Maritime

Commission and the Commission having fully considered the matter

and having this date made and entered of record a Report containing
its findings and conclusions thereon which Report is hereby referred

to and made apart hereof

ftu ordered That Agreement No 15021 as modified by No 150 29

and Agreement No 310317 as modified by No 3103 26 are hereby
approved

By the Commission

Signed THOMAS LISI

Secretary
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APPENDIX A

10 Breach of Agreement a In the event of any violation of this agree

ment by any of theparties hereto andor their respective agents except as pro
vided in articles 25 and 30 hereof and as otherwise agreed upon for specific
violation covered by conference resolution passed in conformity with the pro
visions of the basic agreement such party or parties shall be subject to the

payment of damages for each and every violation which shall be decided and

assessed to the satisfaction of all parties hereto except the party or parties
charged with the violation but if the party and or parties hereto committing
thealleged violation of this agreement aredissatisfied with thedecision come to

such party andor parties shall have the right to appeal in which event

the question of breach of agreement and damages shall be left to the determi

nation of three arbitrators to be nominated within 30 days from the day on

which the appeal of the party and or parties charged with the violation will

be received at the conference office

One of the arbitrators will be nominated by two thirds of the parties hereto

except the party or parties charged with the violation one by the party or

parties charged thethird shall be appointed in agreement of thetwo arbitrators

so nominated The arbitrators shall make their award friendly and the decision

of two or more of the arbitrators shall be final and binding on the partites
hereto There shall be no appeal against theaward of the arbitrators

Any fine assessed by the Neutral Body under this agreement shall be paid

to the conference AH conference members agree that the existing twenty five

thousand dollars 25 000 U S A currency faithful performance bond already
posted with the conference shaH also serve as a guarantee of the faithful per

formance of the foregoing and of prompt payment of any fine which may accrue

against any party for its acts or the acts of its agents subagents subsidiary
andor associate companies under this agreement Fines collected under this

agreement shall be used toward defraying the expenses of the Neutral Body
and other expenses which may be incurred in connection therewith The maxi

mum fines shall be

a First offense ten thousand dollars 10 000 U S A currency or

equivalent in yen at the official mean rate of exchange
b Second offense fifteen thousand dollars 15 000 U S A currency

or equivalent in yen at the official mean rate of exchange
c Third offense twenty thousand dollars 20 000 U S A currency

or equivalent in yen at the official mean rate of exchange
d Fourth offense and subsequent offenses thirty thousand dollars

30 000 U S A currency or equivalent in y n at the official ean rate of

exchange
b In addition to thepayment of damages the offending party at the option

of the conference shall be liable to expulsion from the conference or suspension
of voting rights forsuch period of time as the coDference may determine Deter

mination in the first instance as above as to a violation of this agreement andor
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of any rules regulations or tariff provisions of the conference and whether the

penalty shall be expulsion suspension of voting rights andor the payment of

damages and if the latter the amount thereof shall be made in accordance with

article 19
c In no case shall the party complained against have any vote in the deter

mination of any of the foregoing matters The party cOPlplained against shall

have the right to be heard and to offer a defense against the accusation even

though such party may notbe afforded the right to vote on his guilt or nnocence

d No expulsion shall become effective until and unless notice thereof with a

detailed statement of the reason or reasons therefor shall have been airmailed or

cabled to the governmental agency charged with the administration of section 15

of the United States Shipping Act 1916 as amended Notice of suspension of

voting rights pursuant to this art cle shall be furnished promptly by airmail or

cable to the aforementioned governmental agency

12 FaithfuZ performance a As a guarantee of faithful performance here

under and of prompt payment of any liquidated damages which may accrue

against them or of any award or judgment which maybe rendered against them

hereunder the parties hereto agree to deposit with the conference the sum of

twenty five thousand dollars 25 000 in United States Government bonds or

inthe United States currency or security bond of like amount sa tisfactory to the

conference which shall be deposited or invested as may be agreed by the parties
pursuant to article 19 Any interest accruing thereon shall be for the account

of the party making such deposit and shall be remitted promptly to such party
if received by theconference Each of theparties further agrees to deposit addi

tional cash or security upon demand so as at all times to maintain cash or securi

ties or any combination of both of a total mallket value equivalent inUnited S tates

currency to the amount hereinabove specified Such deposits or the proceedf3
thereof shall be applied to the payment of any damages imposed in accordance

with article 10 or elsewhere in this agreement unless otperwise fully paid or

previously satisfied

b In the event of the termination of this agreement or the termination of

membership or withdrawal of any of the parties hereto the deposits Inade by the

parties concerned shall be returned to them together with any accrued interest

in the possession of the conference butonly after any indebtedness to the confer

ence has been fully satisfied
25 Neutral Bodll There shall be a Neutral Body selected and appointed by

the conference from responsible accountants or other person or persons not a

partyto nor employed by or financially interested in any party to the agreement
upon such terms as are agreed between the conference and the Neutral Body
The Neutral Body shall have the fOllowing powers duties and responsibilities

1 To receive complaints in writing from members of the conference

pursuant to their obligations hereunder to reportmalpractices
2 To investigate said complaints and receive evidence thereon from

members of the conference or from the conference offices or otherwise

3 To engage agents lawyers or other experts inconnection with its inves

tigation and consideration of complaints and to pay on behalf of the confer

ence all costs incidental to engagement and use of such agents lawyers and

other experts
4 To have absolute discretion to decide whether or notan infringement has

taken place and theconference shall have no right to questions such decision

subject to the maximum fines set forth below
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The maxim ftnes assessed by theNeutr l Body shall be

a First offense upto a maximum of US 10jOOO
b Second oifense up to a maximum of U g 15 000
c Third offense up toamaximum of 0

8
20 000

d Fourth oifense and subsequent oifenses up to a maximum of

U S 30 000
5 To report to the extent appropriate the result of its investigation to

Ethics Committee but without disclosing the names of complainants The

Ethics Committee shall notify the member lines through the conference
Chairman

6 To give directions as to payment of fines after assessment and notifica

tion to the Ethics Committee
7 The undersigned lines promise to report immediately to the Neutral

Body directly any apparent or alleged deviation from the conference agree
ment of its rules and regulations of correct and ethical practices thereunder

which cometo their attention or knowledge
All lines agree to accept the decision s and any assessment s of fines

thereofby the Neutral Body as tinal and binding
8 To enable complaints to be investigated theconference shall make avail

able to theNeutral Body all records correspondence anq qocuments of every
kind wherever located and give all assistance and informat on whatsoever

verbal or otherwise which may be requir d by the Neutral Body at their

absolute discretion All the records of the freight conference at the secre

tary s office willalso beavailable to the Neutral Body
9 The conference members jointly and severally shall indemnify the Neu

tral Body against any liability to third parties including employees under any
libel or other action which might be brought against the Neutral Body
arising from the performances of its duties under this agreement The con

ference members jointly and severally shall hflve no right to claim against
theNeutral Body or their agents inany such libel o other action

10 The retainer fee and other compensation for services of the Neutral
Body shall be as agreed between the member lines and the Neutral Body

APPENDIX B

The original version is agreement 15021 Modifications proposed
by agreement 15029 are indicated by crossing out delete and under

lining add

Article10 Breach of Agreement
W ftS pre hied Ht tMtd 3G ftefeef tMtd ft5 etherVo ise gPee6

fflp ereaeaesevePeti eeBfereRee resehitieR Ht eeRfermit
wHfttfte 13re isieRs eftfte 9ftSte agreemeRt tfte ef ef tftie
agreemeRt fll Hlemeer He etteft memeer eftftH be t

J3a meRt ef damages fflp eflleft fllfltl eYePy etteft Jfte determiRatieR ef fll

tMtdtfte ef aamages therefer eftftH be EIeeitiee fllfltl assessed
1fflte ef hePeef J3re ided as e ler

memeer eftMge6 ehfllH IMwe fll
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a In the event of any breach of the terms of this a e entby a member
and or its agentst such member hall 8Ubj to the payment of damages for
each and every such breach The eterminatioi1 of a breach and the amount of

damages payable therefor shall be decided and assessed by vote of the confer
ence under article 19 hereof provided however that themember charged with a

breach shall nothav a vote and provided further that breaches of the terms
of articles 25 and 30 and breaches involving malpracti as defined under
a11ic e shall notbe det inedher under

If th ember cODllIittiJlg the Illeged breach of this agreement is di atisfied
with the decision such member aha l have the right to appeal in which event
the queStions of breach of the agreement and damages shall be left to the deter

Iq na n f tqr arbitrators to be IloJlinat d within thirty 30 day from the

date of receipt of said member s appeal at the confe n office
On e ar itrator shall be orp nated by twotpirds of the members excluding

the ember charged with breach one by the member charged and the third

fiJhall be appointed by agreement of the two arbitrators so nominated The
arbitrators shall make their award by decision of two or more of them and the
ward shall be finl aIld bind ng on all members There shali be no appeal

against the award of the arbitrators Nothing contained in this agreement shall
interfere withtherights of any member line under the provisions of the Shipping

ct 1916 a aDlended or the jurisdiction of the Federal Mari tine Commission
under aid Act or any other pertinent Federal laws

b I lie of or inaddition to the payment of damages the offending member
at theoptiop of the conference shall be subject to expl1lsion from the conference
or suspension of voting and other rights for such periOd of time as the Confer
e ce may determine The determination of breach and assessment of the penalty
of xpulsion or suspension and if suspension the duration thereof shall be in

accordance withparagraph a above

c In no case shall the member complained against have any vote in the
determination of any of the foregoing matters The member complained against
shall have the right to be heard and to 01ler a defense against the allegations
even though such member shall notbe afforded the right to vote on thematter

d No expulsion shall become effective until and unless notice thereof with
a detailed statement of the reason or reasons therefor shall have been fur
nished the expelled member and a copy airmailed or cabled to the governmental
agency charged wIth the administration of section 15 of the United States Ship
ping Act 1916 as amended Notice of suspension of voting rights pursuant It
this article shall be furnished promptly by air mail orcable to the aforementioned
governmental agency

Article 1 Faithful Performance
a As a guarantee of faithfulperformance hereunder and of prompt payment

of any liquidated damages which may accrue against them or any award of the
Neutral Body or any other award of judgment which may be rendered against
them hereunder themembers agree to post and maintain with the conference the
sum of twenty llve thousand dollars 25 000 in United States currency or

United States Government bonds which shall be deposited or invested as may be

agreed by thepartiespursuant to article 19

b In lieu of United States currency or United States Government bonds pro
vided for in thepreceding paragraph a member may post and maintain with the
conference one or more irrevocable letters of credit inthetotal sum of twenty five
thousand dollars 25 000 provided that those letters of credit create an abso
lute obligation for the bank to pay against drafts drawn by the conference chair
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man or the Neutral Body accompanied b a debit note bearing a date not later

than thirty 30 days prior to said nodce and in the case of a Neutral Body
assessment a copy of the Neutral BodyIreport and further provided that no

other conditions forpayment may be insetted in such letters of credit that they
are at all times maintained in the totaiJ sum of twenty five thousand dollars

25 000 and that they are inall other Irespects satisfactory 00 the conference

c The deposits and lette rsof credit provided for inparagraphs a and b

and the proceeds thereof if any shalllbe a plied to the payment of any dues dam

ages or Neutral Body assessments payablk under articles 10 and 25 or elSewhere
in the agreement unless fully paid or p eviouSlY satisfied before they become

I

delinquent in accordance with article 28 hereof In the event a letter of credit

is posted in lieu of United States currendy or United States Government bonds
theNeutral Body will have theauthority lo draw drafts under thecredit accom

panied by a copy of its report finding a breach and assessing damages and also

a copy of the delinquent debit note arid to receive payment of the amount

assessedfrom thebank on behalf of thecorlference
d In the event of the termination bf this agreement or termination of a

membership or withdrawal of any of th members the deposits made by the

members concerned shall be returned to tliem together withany accrued interest

in the possession of the coilference or inI the case of letters of credit they will

be revoked but only after any indebtedness to the conference has been fully
satisfied and three 3 months bave elabsed from the date of termination or

withdrawal or until a decision is made inalny Neutral Body cases pendingagainst
such member on the effective date of terzhination or withdrawal or in any case

filed within said subsequent 3 month periodl
Artwle 25 Neutral Body I
a Appointment and Qualifications of theNeutral Body

1 The conference shall SJppoint Jpon ternu to be fixed by separate con

tract an impartial independent person firm or organization to be designated
the Neutral Body which shall be authorized to receive written complaints
reporting pos8ible breaches of the donference agreement tariff rates or

rules and regulations involving malptaCtice and to investigate and decide

upon such alleged breaches and if suJh breaches are found to assess dam

ages and in addition to collect dama es assessed after payment thereof be

comes delinquent
2 Appointment of the Neutral Body hereafter will be by vote of the

conference membership under article 19 of the conference agreement The

appointment will be made from amongst candidates which are qualified and

willing to serve

Prior to such appointment a candidate will be required to divulge to the
conference any material professional or business relationships or financial
interests eP eeRRee eSBtraeta hereafter in this article simply ifnterests
which it may have with any of the members their employees agents
subagents or their subsidiaries or affiliates hereafter in this article simply

agents The candidate will also be required to agree in the event of

appointment to divulge any future proposals it might receive to create such

interests and promise to obtain conference approval thereof before accepting
any such proposal Such interests so divulged if any exclusive of financial
interests will notaffect the qualification of the Neutral Body when appointed
by the conference with knowledge thereof and the members will not raise an
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objection based on such grounds to an investigation or decision made or

damages assessedbythe Neutral Body or its agents provided however that
the Neutral Body will be required before appointment to agree to disqualify
itself in the event of a complaint against a member with which it may have
such an interest After disqualifying itself the Neutral Body is authorized
to appoint an agent without such interest in the respondent to conduct the
particular investigation and handle the complaint on behalf of the Neutral
Body and such appointee shall have all of the authority and duties of the
Neutral Body for that particular matter up through the date when the
appointee reports its decision to the Ethics Committee under this article
25 f 4

3 The Neutral Body will have the authority and responsibility to engage
agents lawyers and or experts including shipping experts who cap assist
with its investigation and consideration of complaints and to pay on bepalf
of the conference all costs incidental thereto Such agents or experts
appointed by the Neutral Body must not have any interest in the particular
member named in the particular complaint although they will not be
disqualified because they may have an interest exclusive of a financial
interest withany other member or its agents

4 For purposes of this paragraph a the words financial interests
do not include professional or business relationships whereby the Neutral
Body or its agents or experts are engaged as independent contractors for

professional or business services

b Jurisdiction of theNeutral Body
1 The Neutral Body shall have jurisdiction to handle inaccordance with

the procedures of this article all written complaints submitted to the Neutral
Body by the conference Chairman or a member alleging breach of the con

ference agreement tariff rates or rules and regulations involving malpractice
or on its own motion any breaches of the terms of this article 251 Fe iaea

fteteift ee aftftll eftBge tfte fllBetiefts eE tfte MisFatiBg
Cemmittee

2 Malpractice as used in this article shall mean any direct orindirect
favor benefit or rebate granted by a member orIts agents to a shipper con

signee buyer or other cargo interests or any of their agents or any other

act or practice resulting inunfair competitive advantage overother members

3 The Neutral Body shall have no authority to investigate any breach

involving a malpractice which occurred more than two years before the

filing of a written complaint pursuant to article 25 b 1 or more than

two years before thediscovery thereof under article 25 f 1

c Member Lines Responsibility to Report Breaches and Assist Investiga
tions

1 The members and or the conference Chnirman shall report promptly
to the Neutral Body in a written complaint any and all information ot
whatsoever kind or nature coming to their knowledge which in their opinion
indicates a breach of theconference agreement tariff rates or rules and regu
lations involving malpractice or any breach of this article 25 by a member

or its agents and failure to report such information by any member will be
a breach of this article

d Investigation
9 F M C
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1 The Neutral Body and or its agents shall have thepower authority
and responsibility to investigate written complaints and in investigating said

complaints to call upon a member or its agents at any of their offices during
office hours and inspect copy and or obtain correspondence records docu
ments signedwritten statements or oral informationand orother materials

hereinafter in this article materials which materials aredeemed by the

Neutral Body in its sole discretion to be relevant to the complaint Upon

making such a call the Neutral Body shall have the right to see and copy

such materials immediately and without prior screening by the member or

its agents
2 Correspondingly each of the members shall have theduty and respon

sibility to supply such materials and to cooperate in interviews promptly
upon demand made inperson by theNeutral Body or its agents and without

prior screening whether said materials or personnel are located inthe mem

bers own offices or inits agents offices Failure of a member or its agents
to supply the materials required by the Neutral Body or its agents promptly
will constitute a breach of this agreement by the member and the member

undertakes to thoroughly informits agents of themembers liability fortheir

conduct and obtain their commitment to comply with the conference agree

ment tariff rates or rules and regulations In addition themembers under

take an affirmative duty to cooperate and assist the Neutral Body in ob

taining other required information whenever possible
3 The records of theconfer nce will be made available to the Neutral

Body on request and the conference Chairman and staff will render all

assistance possible to theNeutral Body during investigations
e Confidential Information

1 The Neutral Body will under no circumstances disclose the name of

the complainant to the respondent or anyone else inCluding the Neutral

Body s agents unless specifically authorized to do so by the complainant
2 The Neutral Body will treat all information received during inves

tigations regardless of the sources as confidential and will not divulge
any such information to anyone except in reporting breaches found and

damages assessed to the Ethics Committee and then only to the extent

that the Neutral Body itself deems appropriate
f Hearing for the Respondent Neutral Body Decisions and Announcement

Thereof
1 On conCluding its investigation the neutral Body will consider the

information obtained and decide in its absolute discretion whether the facts

have been sufficiently esta1blished to constitute a breach of the agreement
tariff rates or rules and regulations involving a malpractice and if a

breach involving a malpractice is found which was not covered by the
complaint such breach may also be reported and damages may be assessed
thereon against any member liable

2 In deciding whether a breach exists based on theresults of its inves

tigation the Neutral Body will not be restricted by legal rules of evidence

or the burden of proof required to establish criminality or even a civil
claim Instead it will emplOY rules of commonsense indetermining breaches
and assessing damages and theonly standard required isthat the information

developed is persuasive to the Neutral Body itself that the breach occurred
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tat p the ftes eem letea tte iR eatigatieR BEl fIPiyeEl
ttet8Bt ti e aeeisieB tftepe w8 9Peeft gefre aBRellRejRg the
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3 After the Neutral Body has completed its investigation it shall

advise the respondent either that a breach has not been found or that there

are reasonable grounds to believe that a breach occurred In the latter

event the respondent will be informed at this time of the nature of the

aJleged breach and the evidence concerning it which the Neutral Body in

its absolute discretion is able to disclose In 80 advising the respondent
the Neutral Body shall disclose tl1e actual evidence which it has at its

disposal unless for reasons compelling to it such disclosure would tend to

reveal the identity of the complainant or otherwise jeopardize the con

fidentiality of the Neutral Body s sources of information In all cases

however the Neutral Body will inform the respondent of the nature of

the alleged breach bearing in mind basic precepts of fairplay Within

fifteen 15 days or within such reasonable time thereafter as the Neutral

Body may in its sole discretion grant if the respondent so requests it may

meet with the Neutral Body with or without its own accountant andor

attorney aJld offer to the Neutral Body such explanations and or rebutting
evidence as it may deem proper and desirable At such hearing the Neutral

Body shall consider all of the available evidence and make its decision in

accordance with the standards set forth under article 25 f 2 hereof

4 wtiItfteft mMe aeeiaieR M EHaehPge
the re8 eBaeftt P ftSeeee liEil1iaatea aamages ftHB On the basis of
its decision the respondent shall either be advised that a breach has not

been found or should a breach be determined to have been committed
assessed liquidated damages In assessing said damages the members

recognize that breaches of theconference agreement tariff rates or rules and

regulations cause substantial damages not only in lost freight but in conse

quent instability of the conference rate structure The members further

recognize that the damages caused are cumulativ with the number of

breaches but the members further recognize that it is difficult to assess such

damages precisely Therefore the Neutral Body is authorized to assess

liquidated damages in accordance with the following schedule
a First breach maximum of ten thousand dollars 10 000 U S A

currency or equivalent in yen at the telegraphic transfer selling rate

of exchange of exchange banks on the date of payment
b Second breach maximum of fifteen thousand dollars 15 000

U S A currency or equivalent in yen at the telegraphic transfer selling
rate of exchange of exchange banks on the date of payment
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c Third breach maximum of twenty thousand dollars 20 000
U S A currency or equivalent in yen at the telegraphic transfer selling
rate of exchange of exchange banks on the date of payment

d Fourth breach and subsequent breaches maximum of thirty
thousand dollars 30 000 U S A currency or equivalent in yen at the

telegraphic transfer selling rate of exchange of exchange banks on the
dateof payment

Notwithstanding the difficulty in assessing such damages precisely in

determining the amount of liquidated damages to be assessed the Neutral

Body shall consider such mitigating circumstances as it may deem relevant

After its decision the Neutral Body will then report to the Ethics Com
mittee the decision and theamount of thedamage assessed if any In addi

tion theNeutral Body may report evidence or information discovered during
its investigation but the extent of such further reporting if any shall be

subject to absolute discretion of the Neutral Body and in no event will the
Neutral Body report thename of the complainant without consent or report
confidential information

5 The Ethics Committee willnotify the members through the Chairman
of the decision and damages if any and will also at the same time instruct
the Chairman to notify the respondent of the decision httt H ft Mefteft
is ftftd ffi eeee and in case of a breach the respondent will be
furnished with the Neutral Body report and a conference debit note covering
the liquidated damages assessed

g Unquestioned Recognition Of Decisions of the Neutral Body
1 The members agree to accept the decisionof the Neutral Body as

valid conclusive and unimpeachable but it is understood between the mem

bers that decisions of the Neutral Body are not admissions of proof or guilt
orliability underlaw

2 The members further agree that neither jointly or severally will they
bring any action whatsoever against the Neutral Body or its agents for

damages allegedly arising outof its acts omissions and or decisions as the

Neutral Body In addition each member agrees to hold theother members of

the conference and the Neutral Body and its agents harmless from any

claims which may be brought by its agents or employees against another

member the ronference or the Neutral Body or its agents for damages

allegedly arising out of the Neutral Body s acts or functions

h Paymentof Damages
1 The members will pay all damages duly assessed by the Neutral

Body upon receipt of a debit note from the Chairman and if not paid within

thirty 30 days of receipt of thedebit note thedamages will become delin

quent under article 28of the conference agreement
2 The Neutral Body willhave thepower and responsiblity immediately

without notice to or further authority from the conference to collect as

agent for the conference and by any measures recommended by legal counsel

any damages duly assessed as soon as they become delinquent from the

deposit or substitute security submitted and maintained by the members

under article 12 of this agreement The Neutral Body will pay over to the

conference immediately all damages collected
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APPENDIX 0

NUMBERED EXCEPTIONS OF STATES MARINE LINES INC

1 Approves Mo illcation 1 to Agreeplent 15021 and Modification 310326
to eemellt 10317 when these modifications were not in evidence and the
Co ssion denied a motion to reopen therecord to consider them

2 Approves Agreements 15021 asmodifted and 310017 as modified when these

agreements With or without the modifications violate the standards for industry
self regulation set forth by the Supreme Court inSilver v New York Stock Ea

change 3J3 U S 841 1963
8 Fails correctly to co ider this case in light of SiZver v New York Stock

liJt1Jchange although the Commission requested the court of appeals to remand the

proceeding to the Oomm ssion in order to reconsider it in the light of that case

4 Concludes that Agreements 1Q021 and 310317 establ sh a fundamentally
fair system of indUstry selfregulation within the meaning of SiZver when none of

the procedural safeguards specifically named in Silver are provided in such
agreements

5 Concludes despite the lack of findings of fact on the agreements in issue

that conferences m y establish a system of self regulation which authorizes the

assessment of fines upon a finding of breach of the conference obligations without
giving anaccused

a Notice of a complaint
b Opportunity to confront and cross examine adverse witnesses
c The evidence upon which the determination of guilt or innocence

will rest

d A hearing prior to a determination of guilt and

e Notice of the decision rendered including specifications of whicb
charges werefound proved and whichunproved

6 Fails to find that a system described in paragraph 5 above a is illegal
under Silver v New York Stock E1change and other applicable precedents b

operat s to tlle detriment of the commerce of the United States and c is

contrary to the public interest
7 Fails to recommend adoption of the States Marine proposals concerning

nQtice confrontation investigation hearing and posthearing procedure
8 Fails to find that the conference agreements should include criteria for the

assessment of fines inorder to prevent assessment by the Neutral Body of exces

sive unreasonable fines which in thepast have operated to thedetriment of the

commerce of the United States and have been contrary to the public interest

9 Fails to make any finding of fact on the necessity of allowing an appeal
from theNeutral Body s decision

10 Fails to consider and rejects the applicability of Silver v New York Stock

liJt1Joho4rge insofar as Silver held that there should be a review of industry
imposed selfdisci plinaryprocedures and penalties

11 Fai s to recommend approval of the States Marine proposal for ap al

of theNeutral Body s decision to arbitration
12 Concludes that an accounting firm may serve as Neutral Body even though

it is the regular auditor of a member line of the conference

13 Concludes that such an accounting firm serving as Neutral Body may
consider a complaint and render judgment on an accused when theNeutral Body
serves as the regular auditor tor the complainant accuser
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14 Fails to make any findings of fact with respect to the evidence adduced at

the hearing relating to the issue of whether amendments to conference agree

ments may be approved when adopted by a lessthan unanimous vote of the

conference members
15 Fails to find that amendatory agreements adopted over thedissent of any

conference member operate to the detriment of the commerce of the United

States and arecontrary to the public interest

16 Concludes that amendments to agreements are approvableunder section

15 of the Shipping Act 46 V S C sec 814 when adopted by a lesthan unani
mous vote of all parties to theagreement

17 Approves the form of submission of amendments to conference agree

ments which is submitted in the name of all member lines of the conference
including members who opposed the adoption of the amendment

18 Fails to find that theminutes of conferencemeetings should show by name

which member lines voted against the adoption of an amendment

NOTE The respondent did not ftle exceptions and the exceptions of Hearing
Counsel are not susceptible of framing in summary statement form
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No 65 27

MARsEILLEs NoRTH ATLANTIC U S A FREIGHT CoNFERENCE EXCLUSIVE

PATRONAGE DUAL RATE SYSTEM AND CONTRACT

Decided March 31 1966

PWpu tddlIal ratesystem andrluai rate Conltractform of the Marsei tlestNorth
Atlantic U S A Jrr igbt ConferenG modifiedin accordan e with this deci

sion meet the requirements of seetion 14bof the Shipping Act 1916 and

arepermitted pursuant to that section

Benjamin W Boley and Warner W Gardner for respondent
Howard A Levy and Donald J Brwn r as Hearing Counsel

REPORT

By THE COMMISSION John Ifarlloo OhailJ1UJnJohn So Fa son

Vice OhairmanAshton C Barrett James V Day George H
Hearn Oommissioners

This is a proceeding under section 14b of the Shipping Act 1916
for the approval of an exclusive patronage dual rate contract to

be used by respondent conference In his initial decision Examiner

Edward C Johnson approved the proposed dual rate system and the

dual rate contract form No exceptions to the Examiner s decision

have been filed The proceeding is before us upon our own motion

to review

After careful consideration of the record we are of the opinion
that the Examiner s findings and conclusions were proper and well

founded except insofar as he approved the use of the phrase or via

in article 1 a of respondent s contract
In The Dual Rate Oases 8 F M C 16 at page 33 we approved for

all dual rate contracts then before us the following clause

The Merchant undertakes to ship or cause to be shipped all of its ocean ship
ments moving in the trade on vessels of the Carriers unless otherwise provided
in this agreement
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Amicle 1 a Qf resPQndent s prQPQsed dual rate CQntract cQmplies
generally with the prQvisiQns Qf the abQve required clause It reads

as fQllQws

The Merchant undertakes to ship or cause to be shipped all of its ocean ship
ments for which contts ct and noncoltract rates are offered moving in the

trade from o vW the pOrt of Marseilles France to ports on the Atlantic Coast

of lthe United States in the range from Hampton Roads to Portland Maine on

vessels of the Carriers unless otherwise prvided in this agreement

After cQnceding that the inclusiQn Qf the phrase Qr via was a

deviatiQn the fQUQwing was Qffered by way Qf explanatiQn
The effect o f this language is to expr lY provide that cargo traIlSShipped at

Marseilles on a separate bill ofl8ding as distinguished from transShipped on a

through bill is subject to the contract This provision is notObjectionable and

merely expresses the implied intent of previously approved contracts

The explanation is insufficient and serves to raise mQre questiQns than

it resQlves In the first place the term Qr via does not accomplish
the distinction between through bills and separa biHs which is the

prime reason fr th deviatiQn frQm the tpprovei fQrm Qf Qther con

tracts We h ve indicat d before that we illallow departures from
the normally approv d a guage where circumstances peculi r tp the

trade warrant them Nothing of this SOrt h8been Offered her Ac
cQr glyand in order th t re POndent may utilize its dual rate Qn

tract in the interim we will permit the u e of the prOPOsed fQrm of

exclusive patrOnage cOntract subject to the deletiOn O the phra Qr

via in article 1 a

rhis pern1issipI l is withOut PI j udiqe to re POndent filing a future
m ific tiO to art cle 1 aJ O accorpplish the avowed purpose of th

phras or via acyompanied by state ent of he circnmst ces of

he rade w rranting the mOdificatiOn

An appropriate order win be issood by the Commission
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No 6527

MARSElLLESjNORTH ATLANTIC U S A FREIGHT CONFERENCE EXCLU

SIVE PATRONAGE DuAL RATE SYSTEM AND CONTRACT

ORDER

This proceeding having been instituted by the Federal Maritime

Commission and the Commission having fully considered the mat

ter and having this day made and entered of record a Report con

taining its findings and conclusions which Report is hereby referred

to and made apart hereof
It is ordered That the Marseilles North Atlantic U S A Freight

Conference exclusive patronage dual rate contract be modified as

herein set forth

Delete the words or via on line 3 of article 1 a

It is further ordered That the Marseilles North Atlantic U S A

Freight Conference exclusivepatronage dual rate contract as modi
fied herein is hereby approved provided however that if respondent
fails to submit the required modification within 60 days from the
date of service of this order the approval granted herein filiall be null
and void

By the Commission

Signed THOMAS LISI

Secretary
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No 65 6

PACIFIC WESTBOUND CoNFERENCE
AMENDMENT To DuAL RATE CONTRACT

Decided April 4 1966

Petition of Pacific Westbound Conference to amend the charter exclusion clause

inits dual rate contract so as to exclude proprietary cargo not raised grown

manufactured orproduced by themerchant denied

Edward D Ransom and Gordon L Poole for respondents
Jerome H Heckman and Robert R Tiernan for Dow Chemioal Com

pany and Dow Chemical International S A DonA Boyd andFrancis

P Desmond for E IduPont de Nemours and Company Edwin long
cope for Mitsubishi International Corporation and Elkan Turk Jr

for Far East Conference intervenors

Thomas Ohristensen Donald J Brunner and Robert J Blackwell

Hearing Counsel

REPORT

BY THE COMMISSION John Harllee Ohairman Ashton C
Barrett James V Day Oomnnissioners

This proceeding arises out of a petition filed by the Pacific West

bound Conference Conference requesting permission to amend the

charter exclusion clause of its dual rate contract Protests to the

proposed amendment were filed and we instituted this investigation to

determine whether the proposed revision meets the requirements of
section 14b of the Shipping Act 1916 the Act and should be per
mitted or modified pursuant to that section

The Far East qonference E Idu Pont de N emours and Company
Dupont Dow Chemical Company and DowChemical International

S A Dow and Dow S A and Mitsubishi International Corp
Mitsubishi intervened in this proceeding Mitsubishi withd w

after the prehearmg conference Examiner C W Rdbinson issued

an Initial Decision denying the Conference petition to which excep

tions and ren1 ies have been fiIed
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FINDINGS OF FACT

1 The Pacific Westbound Conferenee is composed of nineteen com

mon carriers by water who serve the trade from United States and

Canadian Pacific Coast ports to ports in Japan and other Far East

countries

2 Cotton is one of the principal commodities moving in the trade
In the past the Conference has carried ahout 99 percent of all cotton

moving from Pacific Coast ports to Japan In 1960 cotton accounted
for 30 6 percent of the total revenue tons handled by Conference lines
to Japan The corresponding figures in 1963 and 1964 were 27 9 per
cent and 13 8 percent respectively through March 1965 cotton ac

counted for 15 7 percent of the total revenue tons Revenue from
cotton moving to Japan amounted to roughly 6 2 million in 1960 In
1963 this was approximately 4 3 million dropping to 3 6 million in
1964 and to 2 2million for the first four months of 1965

3 Cottonexport markets including Japan have dwindled in recent

years apparently due p imarily to the Federal Government s cotton

pricing and subsidy programs Despite this decline cotton remains
an important source of revenue to Conference carriers

4 The movement of cotton in the trade is seasonal moving most

heavily from October or November through May Shipments vary
between 100 and 500 bales and average about 4 bales to the short ton

5 Cotton shipped through Pacific Coast ports to Japancomes prin
cipally from California Arizona and New Mexico The raw baled
cotton is purchased by U S traders from growers grower cooperatives
or cotton ginners for sale to counterpart traders in Japan The Japa
nese traders in turn sell the raw cotton to spinners Thus cotton
traders neither grow nor gin cotton neither do they spin it nor manu

facture cotton products Vessel bookings are controlled and made

hy buyers in Osaka Japan the main cotton center
6 The Conference has been granted permission to utilize a dual rate

contract system in the trade pursuant to the Commission s Order in
The Dual Rate Oases 8 F M C 16 1004 As required by that Order
the Conference dual rgte contract contains the following exclusion for

shipments made on owned or chartered vessels

ARTICLE l d 2 This agreement shall not include any shipments by Mer

chant when carried in vessels Owned by IMercl1ant Or in vessels fully chartered
by Merchant for the exclusive use of the Merchant for a period of not less than
six months 1

7 M tsubishi a Conference dual rate contract signatory is an Amer
ican Rubsidiary ofMitsubishi S qji Kaisha Itvery l rge and diversified

1The agreement defines the term merchant as an exporter and or Importer of
merchandise
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Japanese trading company It procures in this country all the prod
ucts needed by the Nlitsubishi firms in Japan On October 21 1964

l1itsubishi relying on its right to charter under the terms of Article

l d 2 quoted above time chartered the Liberian vessel SS ON

SHUN for a period of seven to nine months The first sailing there

under was from San Diego Calif on December 24 1964 with a full

load of cotton 20 000 bales On orabout February 21 1965 Mitsu

bishi again employed the ONSHUN in the Conference trade for the

movement ofa partial shipload of cotton combined with other

commodities
8 Shortly after the ONSHUN sailed the first time Toyomenka

Ltd another large Japanese concern engaged in trading cotton and

numerous other commodities chartered the vessel MEllO MARU

for the movement of a full shipload of cotton approximately 16 000

bales to Japan Three other charter sailings carrying either full or

partial loads of cotton were made by that company in the Conference

trade between January 25 1965 and April 15 1965
2

9 Toyomenka has its head office in Osaka Japan It operates in

this country through an office in San Francisco and through the Toyo
Cotton Company of Dallas Upon inquiry the Conference learned

that the San Francisco office didn thave anything to do with cotton

they didn t ship cotton and that apparently only the San Francisco

office rather than the parent in Osaka or the Dallas subsidiary was

bound by the Conference contract Therefore although it is not clear

from the record it is quite possible that some of the shipments made

by Toyomenka may not have been made under the charter exclusion

clause 3

10 As a result of the six charter movements made by Toyomenka
and Mitsubishi the Conference lines estimate their losses as 16 847 net

tons 64 795 bales totaling 661 244 75 in revenue

2 The four charter sailings of Toyomenka were described in the record as follows
1 MElKO MARU sailing 1 20 65 full load of cotton

2 ROBERT KABELAC 1 26 5 cotton and other cargo

3 MElKO MARU 4 15 65 full load of cotton

4 BAYMASTER 41115 65 cotton and other cargo

8With reference to whether the Toyomenka s shipments were made under the charter

exclusion clause Mr William C Galloway Conference Chairman testified as follows

Q They Toyomenka were not contract signers at the time

A That s the
questionWe thought they were Our problem in the contract

isn t limited to the charter exclusion clause We had such a narrow definition of who

the merchant signed is and whose entity is covered We had apparently the U S or

San Francisco Company and not the parent company In Osaka

Q This saHing may not have been exclusively under the exemption for charter
vessels it may have been made partly under some other arrangement

A That is entirely possible
None of the chartered vessels involved are owned by member lines of the Conference

9 F M C
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11 After ascertaining the facts with respect to these sailings the

Conference concluded that such charters were technically not in breach

of the provisions of the existing charter exclusion dause of their dual

rate contract However in order to forestall occurrences similar to

those just described and to conform the language and the use of the
charter exclusion to the purpose and intention as expressed by the
Commission the Conference filed a petition requesting amendment
of its charter exclusion clause In its petition the Conference asserted
that the proposed revision wasnecessary as a means of furnishing ade
quate protection against spot raiding of its cargoes by nonproprietary
traders The proposed revision which is the subject of this proceed
ing reads as follows the additions are italicized

ARTICLE l d 2 This Agreement shall not include any shipment by Mer
chant of Merchant s proprietary cargo when carried in vessels owned ly Merchant
or invessels fully time or bareboat chaltered by Merchant for the exclusive use of
the Merchant fora period of nm less than six months As 1lsed herein proprie
tary cargo mean3 cargo which has been raised grown manufactured or pro
duced by Merchant and is marketed by Merchant in its name as its own lJroduct
Itdoes not incl1lde goods p1lrchased by Merchamt for resale or b01lght ana sold

by M erptant on behalf of others It eJJcluAles all goods of agents traders or

commission merchants

12 Whereas there are perhaps 10 traders in Japan as well as other
traders in the Far East generally who deal in a variety of products
andare potential charterers only a few American cotton traders are

large enough to charter a ship for full loads for any period of time

Probably the largest shipper is California Cotton Co operative Oal
cot a corporation which acts as agent or trader for cotton growers in
California The growers as members andstockholders in the corpora
tion consign their cotton and its title to the corporation which then
sells it Dividends are paid to the growers at the end of the year if
there has been a profit The proposed amendment would prevent
Calcot from taking advantage of the clause as the corporation is not a

manufacturer raiser or grower of cotton Some of the 66 trader
members of Western Cotton Shippers Association are large enough to
charter and most of the members ship regularly in the trade all of
them that ship to Japan are signatories to conference contracts

13 Two small cotton traders Conference contract signatories testi
fied that they supported the Conference s proposed amendment
Neither trader could say however that the charter movements had
prevented him from having a good year in exporting cotton to Japan

14 Although neither theConference nor the two cotton traders who
testified know of other cotton charters either in the past or contem

plated they are concerned lest the idea of chartering spread to other
commodities ora combination of commodities
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15 The record does not show that the freight cost to Mitsubishi or

Toyomenka when using chartered vessels wasany less than the cost of

transporting cotton to Japan by Conference carriers nor is there evi

dence of any recent history of instability in the Conference rates on

cotton as a result of the charters

16 Intervener Du Pont requests that the petition be denied Inter

vener Dow requests denial of the petition in its broad terms but does

not oppose limited relief if relief is deemed appropriate In that

connection Dow suggests that the existing Conference charter exclu
sion clause remain intact but that the following exception be added

Provided however That this right of exclusion shall not be available

for shipments of raw baled cotton

DISCUSSION AND CoNCLUSION

Inhis initialdecision the Examiner recommendeddenial of respond
ent s petition on the grounds that the proposed amendment wasnot in

conformity with the charter exclusion clause prescribed by the Com
mission in The Dual Rate Oases supra and that the Conference had
failed to make a showing sufficient to warrant a Commission approved
departure from the prescribed clause Except to the extent modified

herein we find the examiner s findings and conclusions to be proper
and well founded

The entire subject of dual rate contracts was extensively treated in

our report in The Dual Rate Oases supra In that single proceeding
we gave fin d approval to the dual rate contracts of some 60 steamship
conferences and one independent carrier In our report in The Dual

Rate Oases we took cognizance of the desire of Congress that insofar

as was possible dual rate contracts should be standard or uniform in

order to simplify the problem of shippers regarding the meaning and

application of contract provisions 5 The present form of charter

exclusion contained in the Conference s dual rate contract is that pre
scribed in The Dual Rate Oases Respondent would now have us

approve a different charter exclusion clause on the grounds that this

proposed amendment is dictated by ia change of circumstances in the

Ii The vaUdity of the procedures used by the Commission in cOllsolidating hearings upon

issues and of flUng a consolidated report was upheld except as to certain matters not

relevant herein which were remanded to the Commission b the United States Court of
Appeals Ninth Circuit in Pacific Ooast European Oonference v U1lIited States 3510 F 2d
197 1965 cert denied 382 U S 958 1965 The Circuit Court stated

In our judgment the terms and conditions under which dual rates might be charged
were the subject of rule making In this area the Commission was acting in imple
mentation of f 14 b its action was legiSlative rather than judicial in character It
was a prospective determination of the standards under which the conferences were

to be permitted to act in the future rather than an adjudication as to whether those

standards in a particular case had been met 350 F 2d at 205
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trade and by the facts of record in this proceeding Ve do not agree
For reasons stated below we find that the Examiner was entirely cor

rect when he concluded that the petition of the conference to amend

the charter exclusion clause in its dual rate contract has not been shown

to be justified and thatthe petition should therefore be denied
Section 14h requires that we permit dual rate agreements unless we

find that the contract or amendment will be detrimental to

the commerce oftheUnited Sta tes or contrary to the public interest or

unjustly discriminatory or unfair as between shippers exporters im

porters or ports orbetween exporters from the United Statesandtheir

foreign competitors and provided that the agreements meet the eight
specific requirements of section 14b 1 through 14b 8 In addition
section 14b 9 gives us lauthority to require or permit such other pro
visions as are not inconsistent with section 14b
It was under the other provisions section 14b 9 that we re

quired the charter exclusion clause to be included in all dual rate

contracts
The legisla ive history of section 14h demonstrates that a limited

exemption for merchant owned or chartered vessels was one of the
matters which Congress clearly intended that the Commission should
deal with in its approval ofdual rate systems Thus in its report on

the bill which ultimately became Public Law 87 346 the Senate Com
mittee on Commerce stated

A second matter which the Commission should resolve by rule or regulation
involves the extent to which if at all dual l ate contrads should exclude full

cargoes which move inshippers private or chartered vessels Obviously unless

this question 1s carefully considered it is quite possible that one of two things
might result First large shippers would be able to gain suboStantial competitive
advantage over their smaller competitors or second contract shippers could not
make fair and legi timate use under certain circumstances of their own or char
tered vessels S Rept No 860 87th Oong 1st sess 1961 p 15

Thus in The Dual Rate Oases supra we stated

Exclusion frJI1 contract coverage of a merchant s goods moving on the mer

chant s owned or chartered vesselswould primarily benefit largershippers How

ever neither the economic philooophy of the United States nor section 141b of the

Shipping Act require that a merchant be deprived of all normal economies which

go along with largeness An important purpose Of the Shipping Act is to facili

tate the flow of commerce and while it recognizes that a proper conference system
can contribute to this end it does notundertake to give theconferenceprior claim
on all cargoes nor a 1Iqrd the conferences protection from all possi1ble competi
tion We therefore are requiring that all contracts whether or not they pre

viOUSly did so shall permit merchants to transportcargoes on theirOwned vessels
or on vessels chartered by the merchant provided the term of the charter is 6

months or more By limiting this to charters for periods of some dUll8 tion the

conferences are accorded reasonable protection from spot raiding of cargoes and

mercllantsaccorded the right to engage in bona fide 1roplietary carriage under

reasonable conditions 8 F M C 16 alt 4243
09 F M C
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The clause as finally formulated by the Commission strikes what we

believe to be a fair balance between carrier and merchant interests

and to be in the best interest of the parties concerned the public and

the commerce of the United States It is now incumbent upon the

Conference to come forward withsuch facts and circumstances peculiar
to its trade as would warrant departure from the uniform clause As

we pointed out in The DLtal Rate Oases supra at page 21 departures
from the clauses prescribed therein will be allowed to suit the reason

able commercial needs of a particular trade 6

upon a showing by sub

stantial evidence that such a change is needed or warranted 7 Thus

the Examiner was correct when he found that the Conference must

justify any departure from its present clause and we find the Confer
ence s first four exceptions all ofwhich deal in one way or anotherwith

the requirement that it justify its proposed amendment not well
taken

But respondent further contends that tlie evidence in this proceed
ing is sufficient to support the approval of the proposed amendment

and that no barrier to approval thereof is posed by section 14 b of
the Shipping Act 1916 On this record we are compelled to find
to the contrary

As previously seen the only charters known to have been executed

in the Conference trade are those of Mitsubishi and Toyomenka In
its exceptions the Conference characterizes the alleged revenue loss
incurred as a result of these charter movements as sizeable and seri

8 Cf Per8ian Outward Freight OonferenceEaJclu8ive Patronage Dual Rate Oontract
Docket No 1079 served August 31 1964 Japan Atlantic Gulf OonferenceEaJclu8ive

Patronage Dual Rate Oontract Docket No 110781080 served October 30 1964
7The Conference argues that its proposed amendment does not work a departure from

the prescribed clause but rather it makes explicit the true Intent of the Commission in

The Dual Rate Oa8es In this regard it is respondent s pOSition that in our decision in

The Dual Rate Oa8es contemplated approval of an owned chartered vessel exclusion clause
which would be limited to cargoes raised produced orgrown by the merchant and marketed
In its own name as its own product In our view respondent is suffering from a miscon

ception of the intent and purpose of the owned chartered exclusion clause prescribed by us

in The Dual Rate Oa8e8
In drafting the clause at issue herein it was not our intention to exclude from the opera

tion of the contract such of the merchant s cargo as he merely 01011 8 as distinct from what

he grows manufactures or produces We did not directly or indirectly put a restriction
on the type of nonbulk cargo which the merchant might carry so long as it was of a pro

prietary nature And absent an agreement or statutory expression to the contrary owner

ship of or other appropriate legal interest in cargo is the basic test of what is proprietary
That there is no implied requirement that the cargo be raised grown manufactured or

produced by the merchant has been decided by us on at least one other occasion In
The Per8ian Gulf Outward Freight Oonference EJClU8ive Patronage Dual Rate Oontract

Docket No 11079 served August 3il 194 a case that involved Commission approval of a

proposed form of dual rate contract westated

In conformance with our Order on Reconsideration in North Atlantic We8tbound
Freight AS80ciationEa clu8ive Patronage Dual Rate Contract Docket No 1519

served August 3 1964 the exclusion has been worded so as to make it clear that
chartered vessels are limited to the carriage of the merchant s owned cargo Italic
supplied
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ous When the total volume of the three fulland three Partial char

ters is considered however it is found that such volume was only
approximately sixteen percent of the total cotton tonnage handled hy
the Conference in 1964 Expressed another way the alleged loss of

16 847 tons ofcotton because of the charter movements represents only
slightly over two percent of the total revenue tons carried by the Con
ference ofall commodities for 1964 Even these percentages are prob
ably less since it appears that some of the charter movements made hy
Toyomenka were not made under the Conference s owned chartered

vessel exclusion clause Be that as it may however we are of the

opinion that such a limited adverse effect on the interests of theConfer
ence carriers does not justify the sweeping change proposed by
respondent

Fears have been voiced by Conference representatives that other

commodities or combinations thereof are somehow likely to move on

chartered vessels in precisely the same manner as has cotton These

fears however are entirely unfounded on the hasis of the present rec

ord In sum whether or not therewill be further charter movements

in the Conference trade cannot be determined from the record and la

finding one way or the other would be the product of unallayed specu
lation This Commission has said that the mere possibility that a

conference agreement may result in a violation ofthe Act is insufficient

reason to disapprove the agreement Agreement 849 Alaskan

Trade 7 F MC 511 519 1963 Agreement 134 4 Gulf Mediter

ranean Ports Oonference Docket No 1158 served March 15 1965

Likewise the mere possibility that large traders may utilize the
charter exclusion clause would not justify the granting of the present
petition

Shipper and Conference witnesses agree that rate instahility has not

developed in the trade as a result of the charters but the Conference

expresses a fear that cotton traders win put a squeeze on its members
for a lower rate This fear is somewhat neutralized by the fact that
the Conference effective August 16 1965 instituted a general rate

increase of 1 per revenue ton although this increase occurred subse

quent to the hearing the Examiner took official notice thereof as do

we The Conference is also worried lest the continued use of char
tered vessels especially for commodities otherthan cotton weaken the

Conference and make it necessary for some of the member lines to con

sider withdrawing from the trade This record is also devoid ofany
evidence which would support this course of action Thus the Con
ference s exception to the Examiner s conclusion that departures
from the required clause cannot he made until serious adverse effects

are incurred by the conference is not well taken We do not
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read the Examiner s decision that way He simply found as do we

that the record here does not justify such departure Ifslightly over

two percent of all revenue tons carried is dbjectionable then pre

sumably the Conference would have a charter exclusion clause which

would in fact exclude nothing
On the other hand to tighten the charter exclusion clause in the

broad manner here sought would adversely affect the rights of omany

shippers whom the Conference admits have caused it no problem It

would effectively preclude merchant shippers such as Dow and Du

Pont from utilizing chartered vessels to transport those goods which

they own but which they have not grown produced or manufactured

Thus the restrictive clause proposed by the Conference would place
the merchant shippers who do not make or grow the product that they
sell at an obvious commercial disadvantage vis a vis those merchant

shippers who do The evidence in this record does not jU stify this

result Consequently we find that the imposition of a limitation on

the right of all shippers to utilize proprietary carriage is unjustly
discriminatory and unfair as between shippers in violation of the

standards set down in section 14b of the Shipping Act 1916

In the light of all the foregoing considerations we conclude that

the Conference has advanced neither facts nor arguments of sufficient

weight to establish that its proposed departure from the Commission

prescribed charter exclusion clause is justified or lawful The Con

ference s petition to amend is therefore denied
Finally respondent excepts to the Examiner s failure o consider

the more limited amendment proposed by Dow i e a clause which

would provide that the charter exclusion right shall not be a vailable

for shipments of raw baled cotton Inhis initial decision the Exam

iner determined that it was unnecessary to discuss the amendment

offered by Dow since it appeared that the Conference was unwilling
to consider alternatives to its proposed amendment We believe that

the Examiner has correctly interpreted the record and was perfectly
justified in questioning the willingness of respondent to accept an

alternative to its proposed clause Consequently respondent s excep
tion in this regard is not well taken The record demonstrates clearly
that at the hearing in this proceeding respondent was adverse to any

change or modification of the proposed amendment In light of the

Conf rences present posture in regards to Dow s proposed amend
ment however it remains for us to determine on the merits whether
Dow s proposal applicable to cotton only is supported by the factsand

arguments in this proceeding In this regard we find that the present
record no more supports the Dow proposal than it did the Conference s

and that our rationale denying approval to the Conference proposal
9 F M C
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applies with equal force here Respondent s exception to the contrary
is found to be without merit

Vice Ohairman JOHN S PATTERSON concurring

Consistency with the Commission s decision in The Dual Rate a8e8

8 F MC 16 1964 requires that the Commission overrule the excep
tions and sustain the Examiner s Initial Decision Ido not necessarily
agree with the reasoning used in the preceding report to reach this
conclusion lut would confine myself to finding that there has not been

a sufficient showing of special circumstances to warrant a departure
from a precedent

An appropriate order will be entered

No 65 6
PACIFIC WESTBOUND CONFERENCE

AMENDMENT To DuAL RATE CoNTRACT

ORDER

This proceeding having been initiated by the Federal Maritime Com
mission and the Commission having fully considered the matter and

having this date made and entered of record a Report containing its

findings and conclusion thereon which report is hereby referred to and

made a part hereof

It is ordered That the petition of the PacificWestbound Conference
to amend the owned chartered vessel exclusion clause in its exclusive

patronage dual rate contract so as to exclude proprietary cargo not

raised grown manufactured or produced by the merchant be and

hereby is denied

By the Commission 8

SEAL Signed THOMAS LISI

8 Commissioner Hearn did not participate
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SPECIAL DOCKET No 398

HARAS Co INC

V

BorsE GRIFFIN STEAMSHIP CO INC

Under section 18 b 3 tariff rates covering foreign commerce cannot be modi

fied retroactively Application denied

INITIAL DECISION OF JOHN MARSHALL PRESIDING EXAMINER 1

Complainant is a foreign freight forwarder On behalf ofArcher

Daniels Midland Company Minneapolis Minnesota Shipper it
booked with respondent a shipment of 34 310 pounds of Petroleum
Ink Oil in drums from Chicago to Genoa Italy via vessel scheduled

to sail July 9 1963 A copy of the bill of lading thereafter received
revealed that the ocean freight charges had been computed on thebasis
of the carriers N O S rate or 932 cubic feet at 7150 per 40 cubic feet
The total was thus 1 665 95 In September 1962 less than a year
earlier complainant had booked a shipment of the same commodity
from the same shipper to the same consignee The freight charges
were then computed at the rate of 4475 per 2 240 pounds Had this
rate been applied to the later shipment here in question the freight
charges would have been some 59 lower

Upon investigation complainant found that this apparent discrep
ancy was attributable to the fact that the American Great Lakes
Mediterranean Eastbound Freight Conference of which the above

captioned line is a member issues a completely new tariff at the start of
each annual season The 1962 tariff contained a commodity rate cover

ing Oil Ink but the 1963 tariff did not Effective August 22 1963
six weeks after the shipment was moved the conference restored an

Oil Ink commodity rate increased to 50 75 per 2 240 pounds
1 This decision became the decision of the Commission on April 15 1966 and an Order

was issued den ing the application COl1t1nissioners Barrett und Du woulu grant the
application
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Thereafter the consignee by whom the disputed freight charge had

been paid deducted the sum of 998 85 from a balance due Shipper and

Shipper debited complainant s account accordingly By application
filed November 18 1965 pursuant to Rule 6 b of the Commission s

Rules of Practice and Procedure complainant seeks reparation and
offers to accept 777 34 as fullsettlement of the claim 2

CONCLUSIONS

Section 18 b 3 of the Shipping Act 1916 provides as follows

3 No common carrier by water in foreign commerce or conference on such

carriers shall charge or demand or collect or receive a greater l less or different

compensation for the transportation of property or forany service in connection

therewith than the rates and charges which areSlpecified inits tariffs on file with
the Commission and duly published and ineffect at the time nor shall any such

carrier rebate refund or remit in any manner or by any device any portion of

the rates or charges so specified nor extend or deny to any person any privilege
or facility except in accordance with such tariffs

In Special Docket No 377 Ludwig Mueller 00 Inc v Peralta

Shipping Oorp Vol 8 FM C 361 the Commission concluded
that it is without authority to grant special docket relief permitting
deviations from foreign trade rates on file At the time of the 1963

shipment concern the applicable tariff on file with the Commission
and duly published and in effect contained no commodity rate for this

commodity The only lawful rate was therefore the N O S rate Tho

finality of the statutory mandate against deviations cannot be avoided

by presuming to give retroactive effect to a subsequent tariff change
An order denying this application will be entered

JOHN J1ARSHALL

Presiding Ewaminer

vVASHINGTON D C

February 24 1966

2Although specific finding is unnecessary to decision in bil case it appears that the

application may be time barred by the two year statutory period prescribed by section
22 of the Shipping Act 1916 and referred to in Rule 6 b
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No 1100 SUB 1

AGREEMENT No 9218 BETWEEN THE MEMBER LINES OF THE NORTH

ATLANTIC CONTINENTAL FREIGHT CONFERENCE AND THE CONTINEN

TAL NORTH ATLANTIC WESTBOUND FREIGHT CONFERENCE

Decided April 18 1966

Agreement No 9218 which provides that where a member line of one conference

operates within t e range of the other conference the line must be a member

of both conferences ig contrary to theprovisions of eotion 15

BurtonH White and EUiott B Nixon for respondents
Robert J Blackwell Donald J Brunner and H award A Levy

Hearing Counsel

REPORT ON RECONSIDERATION

By THE COMMISSION John Harllee Ohai nj Ashton C Barrett
Oowmissioner

THE PROCEEDINGS

The Commission instituted this proceeding on July 26 1963 to deter

mine whether Agreement No 9218 should be approved disapproved or

modified After moving through the usual procedlralsteps the Com
mission on June 30 1964 approved the agreement pursuant to section

15 of the Shipping Act 1916 46 U S C 814 1 However Hearing
Counsel who had advocated disapproval of the agreement petitioned
the Commission to reopen the record to take further evidence and to

reconsider the decision The Commission granted IIearing Counsels

petition hut Agreement No 9218 remained approved On March 5
1965 counsel for respondents notified the Commission of respondents
decision to cancel the agreement The Commission however elected

1 See the Commmission s Report and Order in In the Matter of Agreemtmt No 9218

Between the Member Lines of the North Atlantic Continental Ji reight Conference and the

Continental North Atlantic Westbound Freight Conference Docket No 1100 Sub 1

June 30 1004 8 FM C l70 1194
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not todiscontinue the proceeding Examiner Herbert K Greer issued

an initial decision in which he found that Agreement No 9218 contra

vened the standards of section 15 Hearing Counsel while agreeing
with the examiner s ultimate conclusion excepted

In our previous report We considered the approvability 01 Agree
ment No 9218 However since the agreement in controversy has been
canceled the Commission must now decide a variation of that issue
At thi juncture we must decide not whether we should approve dis

approve or modify Agreement No 9218 but whether our former re
cision was legally correct This is so because this decision as do all
formal Commission pronouncements should serve as a regulatory
guideline for the industries we regulate Consequently itis important
that each decision or guideline correctly sets forth the prevailing in

terpretation of the Commission Thus it is not so important here to

rule on the approvability ofa specific agreement rather it is most im

pOItant to enunciate the Commission s views in the critical area of the

rights ofcarriers to join or resign from conferences Inthis light the
fact that Agreement No 9218 is inoperative is of no practical
consequence

The overall issue therefore is whether that former decision was

legally correct 2 We hold that it wasnot

THE FACTS

On July 3 1963 the North AtlanticContinental Freight Conference
eastbound conference and the Continental North Atlantic West

bound Freight Conference westbound conference jointly filed Agree
ment No 9218 for approval under section 15 The agreement provides
as follows

Itis hereby agreed by and between theundersigned Conferences that they will

impose as a condition of admission to or forcontinuance of membership in their

Conferences the requirement that any line offering services within the jurisdic
tionofboth Conferences and seeking admission or desiring continuance of mem

bership on one b a member of the other Conference
The undersigned Conferences further agree to take all steps necessary orap

propriate to effectuate this agreement
This agreement shall be effective only upon approval by the Federal Maritime

Ammission of theUnited States of America

The eastbound conference covers the trade from United States ports
in the Portland Maine Hampton Roads Va range to ports in Ger
nlany Holland and Belgium The westbound conference covers the

same trade in the opposite direction While the conferences have many

2 Sections 23 and 25 of the Act empower the Commission to reconsider former decisions
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memhers in common the conferences have remained separate primar
ily because of considerations dealing with the setting of rates

Agreement No 9218 does not apply to carriers that operate in one

direction only It does require a member to resign from conference

membership if he operates within the trading area of both conferences

and refuses to becomea member ofhoth conferences However neither

the two organic agreements nor Agreement No 9218 guarantees to a

member of one conference automatic membership in the other

Since thetime Agreement No 9218 wasapproved membership in the

eastbound conference and the westbound conference has been common

with the exception of French Line which does not operate westbound
In addition American Export Isbrandtsen Lines once a member of

both conferences resigned from the eastbound conference in 1964 and
North German Lloyd and Hamburg America Line resigned from the
westbound conference effective April 5 1965 Finnlines was a mem

ber of the eastbound conference and operated as an independent west

bound but on March 31 1963 Finnlines resigned from the eastbound

conference because of its objection to Agreement No 9218

THE FORMER DECISION

The Commission s decision of June 30 1964 approved Agreement
No 9218 That decision interpreted section 15 to mean thatconference

membership is not unequivocally open rather prerequisites may beim

posed so long as such conditions are reasonable and equal Thus
the Commissionstated

The determination that a particular condition of membership is reasonable or

unreasonable is necessarily a factual one and on the record before us we find that

Agreement No 9218 shouldIbe approved
It has been demonstI8Jted by the respondents that although they have chosen

foradministrative reasons to exi st as sepaTate conferences the trades of each are

so interrelated and interdependent they must be considered for reasons of prac
ticality as a single trade Membership inthe conference is common with the

exceptions indicated aoove the trades covered by each of the conferences con

stitute a round voyage the vessel owners operating in each of the trades are

identical the same vessels areused both eastbound and westbound accounts are

kept on a round voyage basis and the rates charged both eastbound and west
bound are based on profit and loss figures computed on the basis of a round

voyage
With such compelling circumstances as these it would be excessive deference

to formality to say that what is acceptable conduct for a single two way confer
ene Le a trade Ibecomes unreasonable and detrimental to the commerce of

the United States when practiced by two conferences under the circumstaIlces
and conditions existing in this trade In our view the resolution of such ques
tions as the existence of detriment to the commerce of the United States must be

based upon more substantial distinctions than these

9 F M C
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The decision goes an to paint aut that aane way member wauld have

a decided advantage aver carriers who are canference members in hoth
directians in saliciting cargo from persans who are both importers as

well as exporters Thus the decision finds

We do not think it unreasonable for theconferences to protect themselves from

this possibility through n agreement providing for joint membership Nor do

we consider it unreasonable for them 00 protect themselves Tom one way in

dependent having a voice and a vote in conference decisions which affect both the

eastbound and thewestbound trades

The decision further points aut that the agreement is not likely to

drive nanconference cOlnpetitian from the trade since nonconference

lines have always been a strang factar in these trades Moreover the
decision states that the trade is overtonnaged and there appears to he

little likelihood that theagreement will restrict the movement ofgoods
The decision also observed that an identity of membership in the two

conferences will have a meritorious effect on disparities between east

bound and westbaund rates an similar products Accordingly the

Cammission faund the requirements for membership in both confer

ences were reasanable and equal and appraved the agreement 3

THE INITIAL DECISION UPON FURTHER HEARING

Inhis initial decision on further hearing the examiner held that sec

tion 15 required that the agreement be disapproved The examiner

stated the primary issue to be whether a conference may impose a con

dition for membership relating to a trade not served by that confer

ence or in other words whether membership in a conference may be

conditioned upan adoption of the rate practices of another conference

in a different trade Section 15 laccordingto the examiner does not

permit such a qualification on membership The examiner based the

decision upon the legislative history af the pertinent language in sec

tian 15 the Commissian s interpretation of this language in FMC Gen
eral Order No 9 and the Commission s traditional open door mem

bership palicy
DISCUSSION

We must decide whether an agreement between two separate confer

ences which requires that membership in one conference shall be can

8In a dissent two Commissioners argue that the reeord would not permit the findings

upon which the majOl ity report was based The dissentErs concluded that any further

inroads on the open door membership policy beyond the requirement that the applicant
be operating or show intent or abUity to operate in the trade or meet other routine con

ditions would be contrary to the essential and welId8fined administrative policy govern
Ing conference membership and are unreasonable unjustly dtscr1minatory as between

carriers contrary to the public Interest and detrimental to the commerce of the United

States
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tingent uponmembership in another conference covering the reciprocal
trade is approvable under section 15 Section 15 provides

No such agreement shaH be approved norshall continued approval bepermitted
in respect to any conference agreement which fails to provide reasonable

and equal terms and conditions foradmission and readmission to conference mem

bership of other qualified carriers inthetrade orfails to provide that any mem

ber may withdraw from membership upon reason8ible notice without penalty for

such withdrawal

Furthermore section 15 provides that the Commission shall disap
prove any agreement

that it finds to he unjustly discriminatory or unfair as between carriers

shippers exporters importers or ports or between exporters from the United

States and their foreign competitors or to operate to the detriment of the com

merce of the United St8Jtes or to be contrary to the public interest

Agreement No 9218 would allow each conference to impose upon its
members and applicants a condition for membership affecting partici
pation in a trade not included within the trade covered by the confer

ence Thus the westbound conference could prevent its members from

operating as independents in the eastbound trade Similarly the

eastbound conference could control participation of its members in the
westbound trade

Restrictions on freedom to join or resign from conferences are not

novel in the Commission s experience In fact the synthesis of our

former decisions establishes an emerging open door policy regarding
conference membership

In early cases dealing with admissions conferences were permitted
to bar applicants to membership under certain circumstances These
exclusions were permited because an applicant demanded a rate ad

vantage over other members because an applicant was a subsidiary of
an existing conference member because an applicant demanded par

ticiPation in an approved sailing agreement because the trade was

overtonnaged and unprofitable hecausean applicant had outstanding
forward bookings at nonconference rates and because an applicant was

4 The memberShip clause was added to section 11lJ by Public Law 873461 715 Stat 7613
October 3 1961

6The Antitrust Subcommittee of the Committee on the Judiciary has observed that
Since 119410 the Commission or its predecessors have committed themselves to an

affirmative pol1cy oil assuring relatively easy access to conference membership for new

comers Support for this position can be found at least indirectly in the Sthipping Act

itself It is safe to general1ze by saying that today llS a matter of law a line must be

admitted to any steamship conf rence provided it has the abtlity to maintain and has the
good faith intention of instituting a regular service in the trade included within the ambit

of tile conference agreement Report of the Antitrust Subcommittee of the House Com
mittee on the Judiciary H Rept No 141 9 87th Cong 2d sess p 97 1962
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notserving the trade and admission wasnotnecessary to meet theneeds

ofthe trade
6

Later the Conlmission began to examine restrictions on member3hip
more critically The Commission refused to accept as justification
claims of conferences that the trade wasovertonnaged that applicanfs
vessels were chartered that applicant was not a regular carrier in the

trade that there was possibility of applicant ceasing operations and

that applicant refused to divulge financial data 7

Indeed the type of limitation on membership presented here has

been considered previously In Oosmopolitan Line v Black Diamond

Lines Inc 2 U S M C 321 1940 the Commission considered an at

tempt of a conference to deny membership in an eastbound conference

because of failure to join the reciprocal westbound conference The

Commission held

The approved conference agreements refer to the trade covered by this agree

ment and the conferences are to be governed by rules and regulations yithin

the purpose and scope of theapproved agreements Requirements foradmission

have been herein noted Although it is defendants conferences position thut

because the same ships generally areused to tvansport eastbound and westbound

caTgo there is but a single trade and that uniform rates rules regulations and

praclic in each direction should be observed the agreements do not so provide
and no rule or regulation has been promulgated which requires an applicant for

eastbound conference admission to become a member of conferences operating
westbound 2 U S M C at 329

The Commission directed the conferences to admit the applicant to full

and equal membership
InSigllied Olsen v Blue Sta1 Line Limited 2 U S M C 529 1941

the Commission considered a comparable problem
There is testimony by complainant applicant that southbound he has

charged rates above below and the same as those of a different conference in

the southbound trade The Charging of the lower rates soutbbound is advanced

by defendants as ground for debarring complainant from the northbound con

ference despite the fact that complainant has been denied membership in the

southbound conference as well as in the northbound conference Defendants

conference even contend that complainant should be excluded from the north

bound conference unless he again make application for southbound conference

membership Such a position is unreasonable No proviSion oif thenorthbound

6 See respectively Wessel Duval 00 V Oolo l1tbian S S 00 et al 1 U S S B B 390
H1I35 Application Red Star Line FOt Oon Membership 1 Uo S S B B 504 19351

Seas Shipping 00 v American South A rican Line Inc et at 1 U S S B B 68 1936

Application of G B Thorden fOl Oonference Membership 2 U S M C 77 1 39 Hind

Ralph 00 Inc v French Line 2 U S M C m8 1939
7 Phelps Bros 00 Inc v Oosulich Socteta etc 1 US M C 684 1987 Sprague S S

Agency Inc v A S Ivaran Rederi 2 US M C 72 1939 Wate1 manS S OOrp V Arnola
Bernstein Line 2 U S M C 238 1939 Oosmopolitan Line v Black Diamond Lines Ino

2 U S M C 321 1940 Sigfriea Olsen v Blue Star Line Limitea 2 U S M C 529 L941
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conference agreement requires any party thereto or applicant for membership to

make even one application to the southbound conference 2 U S M C at 533

The conference was directed to admit the applicant to membership
Finally in Black DiXLmond S S Oorp v Oie lU tme Belge Lloyd

E S A 2 U S M C 755 1946 the Commission not only ordered the
conference to admit an applicant but it also promulgated criteria re

quiring the admission of any common carrier in the trade who furnishes
evidence of ability and intention in good faith to institute and main

taina regular service 9

The legality of restrictions on conference membership was further
refined in Pacific Ooast European Oant Limitation on Membership 5
F MB 247 1957 There the conference agreement provided that
carriers giving substantial and reliable evidence of operating regu
larly in the trade could qualify for membership except for just and
reasonable cause

10 In this case the conferenceconditioned member

ship upon abandonment by the applicant of certain formal complaints
against the conference which were pending before the Comnlission at

that time Basically this was a question of whether the condition of
membership was a new agreement or modification requiring agency
approval or was an exclusion for just and reasonable cause Our
predecessor held that concerted refusal of the conference to admit the

applicant was an entirely new scheme controlling membership and its
effectuation without approval wasaviolation of section 15

All in all the previous decisions dealing with admissions show that
the Commission must look closely at attempts to prevent bona fide
carriers from entering a conference And the rationale of these cases

webelieve supports our reversal ofour previous decision ll

With these precedents in mind we nowturn to theamendment to sec

tion 15 contained in Public Law 87 346 which requires conferences to

provide reasonable and equal terms and conditions for admission and
readmission to conference membership ofother qualified carriers in the
trade The Provision in application to this proceeding requires a de
termination of what is meant hy reasonable and equal terms and con

ditions The legislative history of this provision in effect demon

8Both Oosmopolitan and Olsen depend heavily upon the finding that the membership
requirement that an applicant belong to a conference in the reciprocal trade was not ex

plicitly stated in the organic agreement However there is every indication that the
Commission considered the restriction on membership to be unreasonable as well

eAccord The East Asiatic 00 Ltd v Swedish American lAne 3 U S M C 1 1947
10 The conference VOluntarily added these conditions of membership during the pendency

of Pacific OOGst European Oonjerence 3 U S M C H 11948
11 An exhaustive treatment of these and other cases dealing with admission to con

ference member ship is contained i n McGee Ocean Freight Rate OonJerences in the EC9
omic Value oj the United States Mcrchamt Marine 396404 1961 and McGee Ocean

J1 rmght Rate Oonference ana the American Merchamt Marine 27 U Chi L Rev 191 243
1960
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strates that Congress intended to ratify and oodify the Commission s

open door policy This is so because legislation was written in cogni
zance of the denunciation of restrictions on membership voiced by the

Antitrust Subcommittee of the House Committee on the Judiciary
12

And while the House andSenate reports accompanying the legislation
do not elaborate extensively upon the admissions language various

passages of the floor debates indioate that conference membership was

to be available to any common carrier in the trade subj ect to normal

administrative requirements For ins tnce the manager of the bill

in the enate Senator Engle stated

The bill specifically provides that theconference may be set up when approved
by theMaritime Commissionwithcertain restrictions and that any com

monearrier who wishes in can get inon equal terms 107 Congressional Record

19308 1961

In the same debates Senator Butler added

I urge all Senators to bear inmind that we arethe only Il8 ltin whichTeQuires

steamship eonferenees to keep their membership doors open to all eommon ear

riers making a reasonable showing of Willingness and aobility to serve the trade

regularly Our conferences aTe thus open shop affairs every applicant must be

admitted on thesame reasonaoble and equal terms and conditions available tQ all

other members 107 Congressional Record 19310 1961

We therefore conclude thatthe legislatiove history supports our view

that reasonable and equal terms and conditions means that member

ship must be completely open subject only to routine conditions

The amendment to section 15 contained in Public Larw 87346 also

had asa purpose the outlawing of conditions for membership which

involved rate practices in areas beyond the scope of the conference in

which memhership is sought to be attained or retained This is clear

from the language of the statute The phrase in the trade can only
mean the trade covered by the conference 13 We therefore conclude

that Congress placed upon the Commission the duty of enforcing an

open door membership policy strictly
By apprqving Agreement No 9218 however the Commission sanc

tioned an agreement which would allow each conference to impose upon
applicants a oondition for membership neither reasonable nor equal
and affecting participation in a trade not included within the scope of

the respective conference agreements Thus the westboundconfer

ence could prevent its members and prospective members from operat
JThe denunciations are reOected in the Committee Report H Rept No 141 87th

Congo 2d sess pp 97 98 1 62 The recognition by Congress of this report in enacting

the pertinent statutory language appears at H Rept No 8 87th Cong 1st sess pp 3
7 1J961 S Rept No 860 87th Cong 1st sess p 10 1961
13 We do not here determine questions of membership in a single conference operating in

both directions
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ing as independent carriers in the eastbound trade from the United
States to Continental Europe in our view a different trade entirely In

a similar manner the eastbound conference could influence the partici
pation of its members in the westbound trade

Respondents point to the unique competitive position of the one

way operator as a demonstration of the reasonableness of the imposi
tion of the membership condition here at issue The entire testimony
on this count is prospective only and js continually characterized by
such prefatory phrases as It is conceivable Itmay well be

or It is possible 14 Such conjecture is a thin thread

by which to suspend a condition to membership particularly in the

face of the announced policies of the Congress thisCommission andits

predecessors 15

A line s status as an independent has been a valuable opening wedge
in the trades served by the two conferences When in the exercise of
a line s business judgment it felt that it Was sufficiently established in

the trade to he able to get the advantage ofconference membership and
still hold its customers it would apply for conference membership
The record further shows that while some shippers ship in both direc

tions this was generally not the case It is only natural therefore

that a carriers fortunes eastbound and westbound did not develop at

precisely the same rate and there might be a considerable period of

time when his husiness judgment would dictate that it operate confer

ence in one direction and nonconference in the other Thus underthe

subject agreement in order to share the advantagesofconference mem

bership in one direction a carrier might be forced to assume a dis

astrous lossof business in the other

Consequently Agreement No 9218 imposes a condition of member

ship which is neither reasonable nor equal
As pointed outby theexaminer the respondents have chosen to main

tain their separate existence notwithstanding their contention that the
two trades are in reality hut oneapparently to satisfy the in the
trade requirement of section 15 The only reasons proffered for the
retention of their separate existence of the eastbound and westbound

conferences are some rather vague references to administrative rea

H Finnl1nes was formerly amember of tbe eastbound conference and operated westbound
as an independent but the record nowbere discloses any injurious e1lect on tbe eastbound
conference s operations by virtue of Finnlines unique position

15 Tbere are no exbibits or testimony in tbe record wbich provide any basis for a rea8Qn
able determination as to tbe number of dual capacity shippers i e tbe person who both
exports and imports in tbese trades or tbe amount of cargo tbey ship Thus tbere Is

no way of determining tbe degree of probab1l1ty tbat the fears of tbe respondents would be
realized witbout tbe proposed conditions
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sons
16 Respondents take the position that thetTades ofthe two con

ferences are so interrelated and interdependent that they may under

the statute be considered as one trade Our former report adopted
this contention and found interdependence and interrelationship had

boon demonstrated by evidence that 1 membership in the conferences
is common except for French Line a one way operator andthat Amer
ican Export Isbrandtsen acarrier operating over bothroutes although
a member of only one conference had indicated its consent to the

agreement 2 the trades covered hy both conferences constitute a

round voyage and vessel owners operating in each trade are identical

3 the same vessels are used both eastbound and westbound 4 ac

counts are kept on a round voyage basis and 5 the rates charged both

eastbound and westbound are computed on the basis of the round

voyage
A review of these facts in the light of the evidence adduced at the

further hearing causes them to lose much of the meaning ascribed to

them Membership in the twoconferences has changed French Line
American E rt Isbrandtsen Hamburg Amerika Linie and Nord

deutscher Lloyd are not members of botp conferences All save

FrenchLine operate in both directions

The fact that the two way operators keep their accounts on a round

voyagebasis is not unique to these trades andhas little persuasive value
as to interrelationship of these or any other trades Nor is it unique
insofar as the record discloses that in these trades the same vessels are

used on both legs of the round voyage Moreover the record now dis

doses that another fact previously considered persuasive of interrela

tionship has lost its stature The rates charged eastbound and west

bound are not to any significant extent interrelated The additional

testimony emphasizes that each leg of the voyage stands on its own

ratewise
The record does not permit the conclusion that thetwo trades are so

interrelated and interdependent that they must be considered as one

Conferences primarily are ratemaking bodies In performing their

primary function the conferences consider the two trades unrelated to

the extent each must have its rates separately determined It is not
onsistent to treat the trades as one for the purpose ofenforcing com

monmembership hut as distinct trades for the purpose of ratemaking
In any event interrelationships between the two trades could not over

come the statutory requirement that membership conditions must be

18 Respondents point to the fact that different representatives attend the meetings of the
respective conferences However the testimony on this point seems to indicate merely
that the two conferences are not prepared to consider forming a single conference at

the moment
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limited to the trade covered hy theronference in which membership is

sought to be attained or retained Congress intended to prevent subtle

guises to avoid the open door policy Respondents interoonference

agreement amounts to an attempt to accomplish by a joint agreement
the imposition ofa condition which a con erence acting independently
could not accomplish

Thecomlnissionhas previously espoused this view for in implement

ing the specific membership requirement added to section 15 hy Public

Law 87 346 it published General Order No 9 requiring a conference

agreement to contain subst81ntially the followingclause

a Any COmmon carrier by water wbich has been reguiarly engaged as a com

mon carrier in the trade covered by thiB agreement or who furnishes evidence of

ability and intention in good faith to institute an maintain such a common

carrier service between ports within the scope of this agreement and who evi

dences an ability I8lld intention ingood faith to abide by all the terms and condi

tions of this agreement may hereafter become a party to this agreement by

a1llxing its signa ture thereto Italic supplied

In OUT view any further inroads on the open door membership
policy beyond therequirement that the applicant be operating or show

intent or ability to operate in the trade and other routine conditions

are contrary to the essential and well defined administrative policy
governing conference membership and areunreasonable unjustly dis

eriminatory as between earners contrary to the public interest and

detrimental to the commerce of the United States contrary to section

15 We therefore uphold the examiner and overrule our former

decision

0owm lJJsioner H N concurring
Iconcur in the majority opinion since Iamnot swayed by the argu

ment that circumstances have rendered this decision mootand inopera
tive One ofthe prime functions ofanadministrative agency is ad hOG

rulemaking In my opinion to allow the decision of June 30 1964

which Idid not participate in to stand as a guide to the regulated in

dustry is not in thepublic interest and section 25 of the Shipping Act

which permits the Commission to reverse suspend or modify upon

such notice and in such manneras it deems proper any order made by
it is ample authority for our actionherein

Vwe Ohairman JOHN S P AITERSON dissenting
After the respondents decided to cancel the agreement subject of this

proceeding the issues as to the approvability no longer existed or as

the parties have pleaded the issue has been mooted by thecancellation

of Agreement No 9218 There is no rontroversy and there are no

parties before us to be ordered Our function has ended
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The decision and final order in our earlier report in the same docket

8 FMC 170 1964 applied to the agreement and facts in the record

before me at that time and to nothing else The decision is held to be

legally correct The present proceeding does not fit into either our ad

judicating rulemaking or licensing functions in the absence of a con

troversy or of an application for approval on a record and parties be

fore us at the time ofdecision Accordingly the regulatory guideline
commands no action from anyone and has no more status than the

interpretive rule discussed in American PresidentLines Ltd v Federal

Maritime Oo m n 316 F 2d 419 1963

All properly made decisions of the Commission should serve as regu

latory guid lines for the industries we regulate Iendorse and would
wish to be identified with theuse of such guidelines or ad hoc rules for

public use butwhen We go beyond our functions by making a decision

when there is no agreement to be approved nor any claim of law viola

tion we are providing neither specific guidelines nor ad hoc rules but

arevoicing wbstract opinions
The pursuit of a decision in a proceeding beyond our assigned func

tions disturbs mesomewhat because of its effect on public confidence in

theprocesses by which we reach decisions

A regulatory agency decision after adjudication is publicly respected
not only lbecause it is authorized and followed hy an order of the Fed

eral Government but because it is considered fair in its ow right
Contributing to fairness is the knowledge that the decision was reached

through procedures assuring 1 a real controversy not old issues per

petuated for reevaluation purposes 2 the review of evide e 3 an

opportunity for argument by interested parties and 4 a reasoned
decision settling the rights of the parties based on the meaning of the

evidence and arguments in the proceeding
Only when these procedures are followed is the regulated industry

the legal Profession and thePublic provided with a compelling prece

dent as a guideline Therefore in my opinion failure to follow

these procedures erodes public confidence in the fairness ofthe decision

In this case Hearing Counsels advice to limit the issue to whether

the Commission should approve cancellation is not being taken The

initiative ofcontinuing the approvability issue is ours alone Ifwe ini

tiate review of uncontroverted issues when no rights are to be ch9 nged
and there is no argument the public is confronted with grave doubts

and may rightly wonder if not suspect what the aim is when the re

view is not related to thebasic settlement of rights
Surely an agency should not reconsider issues for such insubstantial

objectives as self satisfaction orof insuring abstract rightness 1Vhen
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ever it elects because of such objectives to reconsider Iam certain that
the element of fairness becomes clouded with doubt wonderment and

subject to a justified challenge hence not in the interest of public
good

It is my belief on the record before me that the only perceivable aim
here is a second chance to decide an issue followed by an announcement
of a rule foc everyone without obeying section 4 of the Administrative

Procedure Act Iwant to obey the Administrative Procedure Act

The majority s aim as Isee it is contrary to public good Ihold that
the effect of the aim as I interpret it can only be intimid ation and
hence the decision is not fair in its own right ifnot unauthorized

For these reasonsIdissent from thereport of the majority
oO1nmissioner JAMES V DAY dissenting

Areview of the record including the evidence addured at the further

hearing leads to the conclusion inter cilia that the two trades involved
are so interrelated as to be considered substantially one and the dual

membership requirement is both reasonable and equal More par
ticularily the record onremand contains additional testimony showing
membership in both conferences is substantially common the keeping
of accounts on a round voyage basis and the interrelationship of east

bound and westbound rates generally The evidence stands that the
trades covered by each of the conferences constitute a round voyage
and vessel owners operating in each trade are substantially identical
All these factors support the one trade concept The remanded record
also contains more testimony citing examples of the power of the
two way operator who is a member ofonly one conference to adversely
aff this conference members This evidence supports the reasonable
lless of the dual memb rship requirement There remains sufficient
evidence see our former opinion to show that the requirement is

equal Iam of the opinion that our former decision was correct and
Iwould uphold that decision now

Signed THOMAS LISI

Secretary
9 F M C
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Special Docket No 400

Wl TERMAN STEAMSHIP CORPORATION

v

CHRYSLER INTERNATIONAL S A

Application pursuant to Rule 6 b to refund overcharges allegedly created by
inadvertent failure of carriers in foreign commerce to file change intari1f

denied in accord with the authority exercised by the Commission under

Section 18 b 3

O G Qoyle Traffic Manager for WatermanSteamship Corporation

INITIAL DECISION OF BENJAMIN A THEEMAN PRESIDING EXAMINER 1

This application under Rule 6 b signed by the steamship company
and concurred in by theshipper seeks approval for the voluntary pay
ment by Waterman Steamship Corporation to Chrysler International

S A of 7 373 31 as alleged overcharges for 4 shipments ofboxed and

unboxed sedans andtrucks from Detroitto Aqaba
On November 12 1965 Waterman booked the above shipments and

stated to Chrysler that it would establish a rate of 35 00 WIIV for

unboxed vehicles and 32 00 W1M for boxed vehicles Based on this

statement andin good faith Chrysler made the shipment
Pursuant to a B L dated November 19 1965 the shipments moved

on the Waterman SS Hoegh Oliff and were delivered on January 15

1966 The charges werepaid on December 14 1965

The applicable and exi ting tariff rate for this shipment was 53 50

W1M for unboxed vehicles and 44 50 W1M for boxed vehicles

Waterman through error failed to establish the lower rates and in

lieu applied thehigherexisting rate

The freight collected totalled 22 086 11 the freight sought to be

applied would total 14 712 80 The difference of 7 373 31 equals
the amount sought to be refunded here

1This decision became the decision of the Commission on April 21 1966 and an order

was Issued denying the application Commissioners Barrett and Day would grant the

application
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Insupport of their request the parties state that

the shipper has been injured and carrier desires to relieve this injury by
refunding to the carrier the difference between the rates actually charged and
the rates agreed upon with the shipperat the time of thebooking

The contract of affreightment was entered into in good faith and both parties
inthis proceeding had reason to believe that the reduction had been made legally
effective prior to shipment Applicant had inadvertently failed to place on file

with the Commission the reduction in the Tariff quoted rate covering the ship
ments involved Unless the relief sought is granted a hardship results which

is neither equitable norsought or desired by any litigant

They state further

While no violation of the act is admitted or denied with respect to the actual
rate collected as stated in Lykes Bros SteamShip 00 Inc Application to Re

fund 7 F M C 602 it is not necessary that the rate be shown to be unjust un

reasonable or otherwise unlawful it is sufficient that the relief sought will re

lieve an innocent shipper from the consequences of the carrier s failure to file
a proper rate See Special DocketNo 366 II

DISCUSSION

Applicants ask the Commission to perform an act that the Commis
sion declared it has no authority to perform in Special Docket No 377

Ludwig Mueller 00 Inc v Peralta Shippin fl Corp served January
13 1965 s In that case the Commission stated that it is controlled by
the clear obligation imposed by section 18 b 3 which reads

No common carrier by water in foreign commerce shall charge or demand
or collect or receive a greater or less or different compenlation for the trans

portation of property than the rates and charges which are specified in its
tariffs on file with the Commission and duly published and in effect at the time

Emphasis added

In effect the Commission concluded it is without authority to grant
special docket relief under the Shipping Act 1916 permitting
deviations from foreign trade rates on file or to give effect to an unfiled
andunpublished tariff

The Commission has since consistently adhered to the principle laid
down in Special Docket No 377 in relation to foreign commerce

Accordingly it is concluded that the decision in Special Docket No
377 is dispositive oftheapplication herein

II Applicant neither contends nor admits evidence to show that the filed rate is un

reasonably high within the meaning of Section 18 b 5
3 Special Docket Nos U6 367 and 371 cited by Applicant have been overruled by SpecialDocket No 377 In further support of its position Appllcant no doubt inadvertently quotes

from the Hearing Examiner s decision in Special Docket No 380 as a statement by the
Commission There the Hearing Examiner granted the relief requested which the Com
misi ion in its decision dated June 30 1965 denied rElying on Special Docket No 377

9 F M C
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Anorder denying this application will be entered

Signed Benjamin A Theeman

Presiding Examiner

MARCH 30 1966

9 F M C



FEDERAL 11ARITIME COMMISSION

No 663

CONTRACT BETWEEN THE NORTH ATLANTIC MEDITERRANEAN FREIGHT

CONFERENCE AND THE UNITED ARAB COMPANY FOR MARITIME TRANS

PORT MARTRANS

Decided 111OIl 966

The agreement of the carriers to enter into a Requirements Contract with the

United Arab Company for Maritime Transport is not an interstitial or rou

tine operation under Conference Agreement 7980 and requires Commission

approval
Proceeding referred to Chief Examiner for assignment for hearing on the re

maining issues inthe Order to Show Cause

Burton H White and Elliot B Nixon for respondent North Atlantic

Mediterranean Freight Conference
Mohamed Mansour and Mohamed 18lJUZil for United Arab Company

for Maritime Transport
Edward S Bagley for Gulf Mediterranean Ports

Howard A Levy and Donald J Brunner as Hearing Counsel

REPORT

By THE CoMMISSION John Harllee Ohai1fiUln John S Patterson

Vice Ohairman Ashton C Barrett James V Day and George H

Hearn Oom1nissioners

The North Atlantic Mediterranean Freight Conference Confer

ence has filed with us an agreement l designated Requirements Con
tract which it had entered into with the United Arab Company for

Maritime Transport Martrans an agency of the United Arab Re

public UAR by which Martrans agreed to ship on Conference lines

all cargo of whatever kind and nature moving by sea from United

States ports in the Hampton Roads Virginia Eastport aine range
to UAR lediterranean ports

2 The Conference agreed that it would

1The contract was submitted to us in the alternative for lnformatjonal purposes if it

did not require Commission approval or as filed for approval if it did
2Notice of the filing of the contract was published in the Federal Register on Oct 10

l00 and no written statements comments protests or requests for hearing in response

thereto were received

431
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charge Martrans approximately 10 percent below the contract rates

established in the conference tariff the contract would also allow a

further 5 percent deduction in the rates at destination

In our order served on January 24 1966 we directed the Conference
inter alia to show cause

3

1 Why the parties to the Conference in agreeing to and entering
into thesubject contract have not exceeded the authority granted theln

pursuant to Agreement No 7980 their organic conference agreenlent 4

2 Why the contract does not require approval under the Shipping
Act 1916 as amended

3 Why the contract if found to be subject t the requirements of

sections 14b and 15 should not be disapproved thereunder

Respondent has filed its Memorandum of Law to which Hearing
Counsel has replied Martrans and the Gulf Mediterranean Ports

Conference have intervened in this proceeding lVIartrans filed a

memorandum supporting the Conference but the Gulf Mediterranean
Ports Conference filed neither memorandum nor affidavit

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The first issue presented is whether the Conference c3Irriers in agree
ing to and entering into the Requirements Contract have exceeded
their authority under Agreement No 7980 Respondent takes the po
sition that there is clear and specific authority for the actiontaken ip
the language of its conference agreement 5 and that even if its section

8The Show Cause Order read in relevant part
The contract is anti competitive on its face because aU inbound cargo to the

UAR from U S North Atlantic ports is to be given to Conference at rates which are

approximately 30percent below the non contract rates as provided in the Conference
tariffs The contract has the purpose of a dual rate contract as governedl by section

14b of the Shipping Act 1916 as amended without the statutorily prescribed safe
guards which were converted into uniform language in The Dual Rate Oases to wit

the contract lacks the following prompt release prOVision as per section 14b l legal
rfght to select carrier provision as per section 14b 3 natural routing provision as

per section 14b 4 damages recoverable for breach provision as per section 14b 5 a

provision restricting the spread between contract rates and non contract rates to no

more than 15 as per section 14b 7 since the contract permits a spread of 3
and provision excluding liquid bulk petrOleum in less than full shiploads lots as

required by the Commission in The Dual Rate Oases pursuant to section 14b 8
The Conference agreement as amended provides for the promotion of commerce from

North Atlantic ports of the United States in the Hampton Roads Eastport Maine range
either direct or via transshipment to all ports served on the Mediterranean Sea except
Spanish and Israeli ports on the Sea of Marmara and the Black Sea and on the Atlantic
Coast of Morocco

5 Clause 1 of AgreEment No 7980 reads in part
This Agreement covers the establishment and maintenance of just and reasonable

rates charges and practices for or In connection with the transportation of all cargo
in vpssels owned controlled chartered oroperated by the Members in the trade covered
by this Agreement

Clause 3 of that agreement provides in part

9 F M C
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15 agreement were not so specific the action taken is merely in imple
mentation of the general rate making authority provided in the agree
ment We disagree with respondent On the contrary we find that

the agreement of the Conference Carriers to enter into the Require
ments Contract with Mrurtrans presents a new scheme of control of

competition not covered by the basic agreement
Insupport of its position that its basic agreement Provides cover of

authority for this Requirements Contract respondent relies heavily
on the decision of our predecessor the United Stakes Shipping Board
in Section 15 Inquiry 1 U S S B 121 1927 The Board there deter
mined that not every agreement within the literal meaning of sec

tion 15 requires Commission approva16 In so limiting the language of
section 15 the Board at page 125 eXplained that

a too literal interpretation of the word every to include routine oper
ations relating t current rMe changes and other day to day transactions between

the carriers under conference agreements would result in delays and inconven

ience to both carriers and shippers

We find this principle inapplicable here Indeed Section 15 In

quiry itself precludes characterization of the present arrangement be
tween the Conference carriers with regards tothe Requirements Con
tract as a routine operation The matters which the Board in
Section 15 Inquiry excepted from the requirements of section 15 were

copies of minutes and of circulars and tariffs which
contain references only to 1 outine arrangements for thecarriers record
and guidance Underscoring added 7 Here the agreement
to enter into the Requirements Contract is in respondent s own

word a particular and very special relationship created to deal with
a matter which the Conference itSelf labels as a unique politico eco

nomic situation Moreover respondent admitsthat the circumstances

giving rise to the contract are not comparable to ordinary rate nego

The Conference may provide speCific contract and noncontract rates in an effort to

stabilize rates and permit of forw I trading for the common good of the members and

exporters and the permanent Chairman and or Secretary is hereby empowered to

negotiate and execute such contracts as may be authorized by the Conference
eSec 1J5 reads in pertinent part

Sec La That every common carrier by water orother person subject to this Act
shall file immediately with the Board a true copy or if oral a true and complete
memorandum of every agreement with another such carrier or other person subject
to this Act or modification or cancellation thereof to which it may be a party or

conform in whole or in part fixing or regulating rates or fares giving or receiving
special rates accommodations or other special privileges or advantages controlling
regulating preventing or destroying compet t1on pooling or apportioning earnings
losses or traffic allotting ports or restricting or otherwise regulating the number and
character of sa1l1ngs between ports limiting or regulating in any way the volume of
character of freight or passenger traffic to be carried or in any manner providing
for an exclusive preferential or cooperative working arrangement Emphasis
ours

1Sec 15 Inquiry 8upra p 125

D F M C
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tiations between carriers and shippers As such it certainly cannot

be seriously contended to be analogous to an agreement providing for

a conventional rate change or some such routine arrangement
A judicial standard for determining agreements which require ap

proval as distinguished from routine day to day activities flowing
from approved agreements was laid down in Isbrandtsen 00 Inc v

United States et al 211 F 2d 51 D C Cir 1954 cert denied sub

nom Japan Atlantic and Gulf Oonference v United States 347 U S

990 1954 In holding that a dual rate system was not a routine

activity under the basic agreement the Court declared at page 56

Agreements referred to in the Shipping Act as defined to include under

standings conferences and other arrangements Clearly a scheme of dual

rates like that involved here is an agreement in this sense Itcan hardly be

classified as an interstitial sort of adjustment since it introduces an entirely

new scheme or rate combination and discrimination not embodied in the basic

agreement

and in Empire State Highway Transp Ass n v F MB 291 F 2d 336

D C Cir 1961 the Court emphasized that a conferenCe agreement
is not a canopy under which to inaugurate without prior Board ap

proval a dual rate contract system of charges and rates 8

In American Union Transport v River Plate Brazil Oonference
257 F 2d 607 C A D C 1958 cert denied 358 U S 828 1958 the

Court affirmed the conclusion ofthe Federal Maritime Board that not

withstanding a provision in the basic agreement authorizing the con

ference to consider and passupon any matter involving
brokerage the onference action prohibiting payment on specified
shipments of a particular shipper required approval under section 15

See AUT v River Plate Brazil Oonference 5 F M B 216 1957
See also PaaifW Ooast European Oonf Payment of Brokerage 4

F MB 696 1955 and Mitsui Steamship Oompany v Anglo Oana

dian Shipping 00 5 F MB 74 1956

Recently we ruled in PacifW Ooast European Oonfere1UJe Port

Equalization Rule 7 F M C 623 1963 thatthe routine or interstitial

agreements between conference carriers that did not require additional

approval were those which were limited to the pure regulation of
intraconference competition In that case we held that the confer
ence port equalization rule did not constitute conventional or routine

I
8Empire State is cited by respondent in further support of its contention that their

agreement to contract is merely in implementation of the general rate making authority

provided in the basicl agreement Respondent s position is untenable Empire State

merely conflrms the principle laid down in Section 15 Inquiry Therefore the rationale

in the Empire State decision is only applicable to the extent that the rationale in Seotion

15 Inquiry is applicable We have already determined that the agreement of the Con

ference carriers to contract with Martrans is not a routine arrangement within the

meaning of the rule announced in Section 15 Inquiry

B 9F
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rate making among carriers Rather it introduced a new arrange
ment for the regulation and control of competition not embodied in

the basic agreement See also Agreement and Practwes Pertaining to

B l okerage Pacific Ooast European Oonference Agreement No
5200 4 F MC 696 1955

Under the standards laid down in the foregoing cases we think it

apparent that the agreement among the member linesof theConference

to contract with Martrans cannot be considered a routine arrange
ment within the cover of authority ofthe approved basic agreement
It is not an interstitial sort of adjustment and it clearly establishes
a new anticompetitive rate system not embodied in the original agree
ment introducing a new scheme of regulation and control of

competition
The foregoing also disposes of the question of whether the con

tract requires approval under the Shipping Act 1916 The contract
is not within the ambit of the approved Conference agreement and it

clearly covers anticompetitive activity for which respondent must

secure our approval But whether this approval should be under sec

tion 14b or section 15 of the Act is a different question
It would appear that the Requirements Contract is a dual rate

contract within the meaning of section 14b since it provides a lower
rate than the applicable rate 9to a shipper Martrans who agrees
to give all of his patronage to such conference of car

riers respondent
Respondent however argues that its contract with Martrans is not

subject to seotion 14b contending that the contract is not available to
all shippers and consignees on equal terms and that moreover thecon

tract does not provide for dual rates but only for a single rate avail
able on cargo shipped to a single consignee 10 Respondent likens its
contract rate to projoot rates relying heavily on Fact Finding In

vestigation No 8 where it is disclosed that a project rate situation

prevails in the trade to India Respondent contends thllit the require
ments of section 14b are inappropriate and inapplicruble to such a type
of special rate situation Hearing Counsel reply that the contract
is subjeot to section 14b and that it should not be permitted pursuant
to that section for failure to comply with the mandatory requirements

9The Requirements Contract defines applicable rate as a commodity rate shown in
a current freight tariff on file with the Federallfaritime Commission

10 Sec 14b reads in pertinent part
the Federal Maritime Commission hereinafter Commission shall after

notice and hearing by order permit the use by any common carrier or conference of
such carriers In foreign commerce of any contract amendment ormodification thereof
which is available to all Shippers and consignees on equal terms and conditions which
provides lower rates to a shipper or consignee who agrees to give all or any fixed
portion of his patronage to such carrier or conference of carriers

9 F lfC
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of section 14b 1 8 and the rules promulgated by the Commission

pursuant to 14b 9 They arguethat there are many ractual and legal
distinctions between project rate agreements and the contract be

tween Martrans and the Conference
Moreover even assuming for the sake of argument the contract is

not found subject to section 14b the agreement between the carriers is

clearly subject to section 15 On iits faCe the Requirements Con
tract provides an exclusive preferential or cooperative working ar

rangement within the meaning ofsection 15 hy which theConference
intends to fix or regulate transportation rates control reguiate or pre
vent competition give special rates accommodations or other special
privileges to Uartrans

Respondent has advanced the contention that the contract is not

one within the scope of section 15 This argument is predicated upon
the proposition that since Martrans is not a common carrier or other

person subject to this Act within the meaning of section 1 of the

Shipping Act 1916 the contract is not between such a carrier or

other person with another such carrier or other person within the

lileaning ofsection 15 11 We had imagined this issue laid to rest long
ago In Anglo Oanadian Shippilng 00 v United States 264 F 2d 405

1958 the Court of Appeals expressly rejected the contention that

section 15 does not require the filing or approval of contracts between

common carriers and shippers The Court there stated at page 410

We think petitioners poSition on this matter is not well taken It is plain
that such agreements as these between carriers and shippers are necessarily an

integral part of any arrangement for an exclusive patronage contractjnon
contract dual rate system It is an agreement regulating transportation rates or

fares or for receiving special rates privileges or advantages within the plain

language of 15 ul

The ra ionale of these cases is that an agreement between a confer

ence and a shipper involves concerted action between the carriers them

selves covering a subject specified in section 15 and Jt therefore

IISec 1 provides in part
The term other person subject to this act means any person not included in the

term common carrier by water carrying on the business of forwarding or furniShing

wharfage dock warehouse or other terminal facilities in connection with a common

carrier by water

12 See also U S Navigation 00 v Ounard S S 00 284 US 474 1002 Far East

Oonference v U S 342 U S 570 1 52 Isbrandtsen 00 v U S supra River Plate
Brazil Oonference v Pressed Steel Oar 00 227 F 2d 60 2d Cir 19505 Pacific Westbound

Oonference v Leval 00 2101 Ore 390 26 P 2d 541 For agency precedents see Pacific
Ooast European Oonference Agreemnt 5200 Etc 3 U S M C 11 194 Oontract Rates
N At t Oont l Frt Oonf 4 F M B 355 1954 Oontract RatesJapan AtZ Gulf Frt Oonf
4 FMB 7006 1955 Oontract Rates Trans Pacific Frt Oonf 4 F M B 744 195151 Sect

Agriculture v N At l Oont l Frt Oonf 5IF M B 20 19516 and Mitsuiv Anglo Oanadian

supra

4 F M C
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becomes amenable to that section In none or these cases was the ap

plicability or section 15 based upon a prior finding that the shipper
or consignee was another person within the Shipping Act To

adopt respondent s position would effectively rrustrate the Commis
sion s duty and authority under section 15 to ensure that the conduct

thus legalized by section 15 does not invade the prohibitions of the
antitrust laws any more than is necessary to serve the purposes or the

regulatory statute 18brandtsen Oo Inc v United States supra

p 57

Thus it is clear that the Requirements Contract requires approval
under the Shipping Act Inasmuch as the determination to approve
in this instance should be made only arter a rull evidentiary hearing
we are not disposed to determine under which section approval must
be secured in this show cause proceeding and by doing so deny re

spondents and Hearing Counsel the right to offer and the examiner
the right to find and apply such facts as they think have a bearing on

the ultimate determination It is clear rrom the record that the Re

quirements Contract does not meet the requirements or section 14h

and could not be approved thereunder in its present rorm Moreover
there is not sufficient inrormation in the present record or conditions
and circumstances in the trade upon which to determine the con

tracts approvability under the standards or section 15 assuming it is

not round subject to section 14b Accordingly we will rerer the pro
ceeding to the Chier Examiner to be assigned to a Hearing Examiner
ror the taking or evidence and initial decision on the remaining issues
raised in t e Order to Show Cause

There remains the issue raised by the Suggestion or Lack or Juris
diction By Reason or Sovereign Immunity filed by the Ambassador
of the United Arab Republic to the United States Doctor Moustara
J amel Ambassador Kamel suggests that the Commission lacks

jurisdiction over thesubject matter and over the United Arab Republic
and its agency the United Arab Company ror Maritime Transport
and requests that in its deliberations the Federal Maritime
Commission not make any order or ruling affecting the sovereign
rights or the United Arab Republic
iThatever may be the validity or the assertion or sovereign im

munity by the United Arab Republic under the doctrine or sovereign
irrununity adopted in this country See National Oity Bank v Re

lJublw of Ohina 348 U S 356 1955 our action here in no way in

fringes upon that immunity Thus rar we have asserted only our

jurisdiction over an agreement between common carriers by vater in

foreign commerce all clearly made subject to the Shipping Act by sec

4 F M C
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tion 1 thereof Our approval or disapproval of the Requirements
Contract is in no way dependent upon subjecting the United Arab

Republic or its agent Martrans to our jurisdiction
An appropriate order will beentered



FEDERAL MARITIME COMMISSION

No 663

CONTRACT BETWEEN THE NORTH ATLANTIC MEDITERRANEAN FREIGHT
CoNFERENCE AND THE UNITED ARAB COMPANY FOR MARITIME

TRANSPORT MARTRANS

ORDER

This proceeding having been initiatedhy theFederal Maritime Com
mission and the Commission having fully considered the matter and

having this date made and entered of record a Report containing its

findings and conclusion thereon which report is he by referred Wand

made a part hereof and having further concluded that the record
before us s insufficient for the resolution ofall of the issues raised by
the Order to Show Oause

Therefore it is ordered rrhat this proceeding be referred to the

Commission s Office ofHearing Examiners for hearing before an Ex

aminer at a date and place to behereafter determined and announced

by the Chief Examiner on the following issues
1 Whether the contraot between Martrans and the North Atlantic

Mediterranean Freight Conference Conference is subject to section
1 b and if so whether it meets the requirements of section 14b and
should hepermittedpursuant to that section

2 Assuming the contract is a dual rate contract whether the Con
ference may have more than one dual rate contract system in effect at
thesame time in thesame trade

3 If the COntract is not subject tosection 14b whether it should be

approved disapproved ormodified pursuant to section 15
4 Whether implementation of the contract would not give rise to a

situation as contemplated by section 19 1 b of the Merchant Ma
rine Act 1920 in which a foreign government through its laws rules
or regulations creates conditions unfavorable to shipping in the for

eign trade of the United States and such that approval of the con

tract would be incompatible with the responsibilities of the Commis
sion under this statute
It i8 further ordered That any person who desires to actively par

439
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ticipate in this proceeding may file a petition to intervene with the Sec
retary Federal Maritime Commission Washington D C 20573 by
close of husiness May 20 1966

It is jUlfther ordered That this order and notice of hearing shall be

puhlished in the Federal Register and a copy of such order and notice
ofhearing shall be served upon respondents

By the Commission
SEAL Signed THOMAS LISI

Secretary
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No 1171

OUTBOUND RATES AFFECTING THE EXPORTATION OF HIGH PRES8URE

BOILERS UTILITY TypE PARTS AND RELATED STRUCTURAL COM

PONENTS

Decided May 5 1966

An investigation of alleged disparities in rates of respondents on utility type
boilers and components from United States and foreign ports to the same

destinations and of alleged disparities on thesame commodities in inbound

and outbound rates between the United States and Japan did not show any

violation of section 17 of the Shipping Act 1916 as amended nor were the

rates shown to be so unreasonably high as to be detrimental to commerce of

the United States under section 18 b 5 of said Act nor were respondents
respective approved conference agreements shown by reason of maintenance

of said rates to require disapproval or modification under section 15 of said
Act

Hel mn Goldman Seymour H Kligler and Thomas A Liese for

Respondent Far East Confere ce

Elmel O Maddy and John M Linsenmeyer for Respondent India

Pakistan Ceylon Burma Outward Freight Conference
John Mahoney David Orlin Edmund Smith and William Lamb

for R ponlent River Plate and Brazil Conferences

Maywood Boggs for Intervener International Brotherhood of

Boilermakers Iron Shipbuilders Blacksmiths Forgers and Helpers
AFLCIO

Robert J Blrzckwell and Roger A McShea IIIas Hearing Counsel

REPORT

By THE COMMISSION John Harllee Ohairmanj Ashton C Barrett
James V Day and George H Hearn Oommissioners

This proceeding is an investigation of outbound 9Qnference rates

applicable to utility type boilers parts and structural components
The Commission instituted the proceeding because it appeared that the
rates from the United States to certaiD foreign destinations were

higher than rates from France the Netherlands Vest Germany and

9 F M C
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the United Kingdom to the same foreign destinations and that the
rates outbound from the United States to Japan were considerably
higher than thecomparable inbound rates

The order recites that conference rates on boilers and boiler com

ponents may be unjustly prejudicial to exporters of the United States
as compared with th ir oreign competitors in violation of section 17
of the Shipping Act 1916 46 U S C 816 or so unreasonably high as

to be detrimental to the commerce of the United States in violation of
ction 18 b 5 of the Act 46 U S C 817 b 5 The order

flrther recited that maintenance of these rates pursuant to conference

agreements may be contrary to the provisions of section 15 of the
Act 46 U S C 814

The respondents are three conferences and their member lines
Far East Conference operating from United States Atlantic and

Gulf ports to destinations in the Orient the River Plate and Brazil

Conferences operating from United States Atlantic and Gulf ports
to Brazil and Argentina and India Pakistan Ceylon and Burma
Outbound Freight Conference operating from United States Atlantic
and Gulfports to India and Pakistan

FACTS

The facts are substantially as found hy Examiner Walter T

Southworth
Utility type boilers are huge high pressure steam boilers of the

type used by electric utilities to drive turbo generators These boilers

are often as large as a twenty story building
Utility boilers are frequently sold as part of a larger project such

as a complete generating plant in such cases the prime contractor sells
the entire plant and the boiler manufacturer is a subcontractor
Boilers are generally sold fa s a United States port hence freight
is for the account of the purchaser However the amount of freight
will be a factor in the prospective purchaser s evaluation of a bid

along with fa s selling price performance and delivery time which

may be as long as four years from the date of sale Each boiler is

individually designed to meet engineering specifications for the job
it is required to do It is not necessary to be low bidder to be suc

cessful if the customer can be shown that he will save more than the

extr cost over the life of the eq ipme t and of course cost to the

purchaser means the cost installed on his property including fa s

price ocean freight and erection costs

No manufacturer seller or purchaser shipper or consignee of

utility boilers testified General testimony concerning the product
9 F M C
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and industry was provided by a trade association executive Mr M O
Funlc Mr Funk is manager of the American Boiler Manufacturers

Association ABMA whose members produce industrial and com

mercial boilers relatively small units usually shipped completely
assembled as well as the much larger utility type boilers the parts
of which are shop fabricated for field assembly and shipped over

a period of from one to two years ABMA has 40 members who

manufacture boilers and fuel burners but only four manufacture

the utility type hoilers with which this proceeding is concerned

Although some statistics were given as to world wide export sales

by ABMA members of all kinds of boilers in the aggregate no

figures were furnished as to the total amount of actual or potential
shipments of utility boilers to any of the destinations in issue either
by United States manufacturers or by their competitors World
wide ABMA exports ofutility boilers were approximately 52 800 000

in 1962 and about 24 000 000 in 1963 In October 1964 ABMA

exports were running at about the 1962 rate

The record contains some evidence of foreign competition Its

identity its participation and its importance are not set forth

Nevertheless on the basis of the record the Commission finds from a

preponderance of the evidence that United States exporters actually
are confronted with competition from foreign exporters The record

contains several general references to competition of utility boiler

manufacturers in Japan West Germany United Kingdom Switzer
land and Sweden The record however is scant as to the foreign
areas where a conflict arises between a U S manufacturer and its

foreign competitor Apparently the U S boiler manufacturer faces

competition in the Philippines from West Germany and Japan as

well as Japanese competition in Japan itself There also appears to

be undisclosed European competition in India Apparently there
is competition in the boiler market in Brazil and Argentina from
West Germany and Switzerland but the record discloses no actual

shipments from EUrQpe In summary the record contains some

indication of worldwide competition but little in the way of specifics
Under a rough rule of thumb of 2 50 per pound per hour of

steam generating capacity used for utility boilers manufactured in
the United States a utility boiler of 700 000 lbsjhr capacity con

sidered by Mr Funk the typical export size would have afa s value
of 1 500 000 to 2 000 000 By the same rule a boiler of 4 300 000

Ibsjhr capacity sold to Japan in 1964 would have a fas value of
around 10 70 OOO while mention was made of a 15 000 000 job
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for India on which the United States manufacturers bid 1 Thus

the sale of one or two large utility boilers can affect aggregate sales

figures very substantially But while the meager figures as to export
sales of utility boilers reveal no trend or any reliable expectation of

aggregate annual sales the amount involved in even a single export
sale is enough to be important to the foreign commerce of the United
States

The United States manufacturers maintain an advantage over

foreign makers at least in the largest types of boilers because they
have had more experience in building large units than anyone else

in the world Thus although Japan builds utility boilers and was

described as the chief competition in the Philippines utility hoilers

ofUnited States manufacture are exported to Japan notwithstanding
the inherent competitive disadvantage of ocean transport costs

While th domestic manufacturer may be confronted with foreign
competition the record does not show that a domestic manufacturer

ever lost a sale to a foreign competitor because of higher rates appli
cable in the United States foreign trades Neither was there any
concrete evidence whatever of detriment to the trade in utility
boilers or to the commerce of the United States in general by reason

of the level absolute or comparative of ocean freight rates Mr
Funk testified that he knew of no instance where business was lost
because of the freight rate or of any case where the freight rate was

a contributing eleinent to the loss of a job or of any specific com

plaint about freight rates although he qualified this testimony by
saying that there was never anyone reason for losing a job The

testimony stands for the general proposition that ocean freight is

one of many factors including labor and material costs taxes and cost
and av ilability of financing that affect an exporter s wbility to do

business As Mr Funk put it If a competitor has an advantage in
the matter of ocean freight whether du to proximity to the market
or otherwise the cost disadvantage has to be counterbalanced by
other advantages that we do not like to lose

While no loss of sales has been shown the record in this proceeding
shows that ocean freight rates are a fairly important element to the

exporter in determining what bid he may Iilak on aparticular utility
boiler It would appear that the record is adequate to show some

indirect harm to theexPo r even if it is melely a limitation of the

profit that could be maae from a sale This finding depends upon the
record summarized by Mr Funk as follows

i

1They lost to a European ompetitor for reasons not related to freight rates
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80 that transportlltion is an integral direct cost in any vahlation And we

feel that ournmrgins Of advantage are being reduced either artificially or by

general develop ent of some oftthoSe competing countries that we have to

be extremely concerned with any cost differential that is going to make our

position that much less desirable And ocean freight rates is one of our

direct factors that we haveto be concerned with

Hearing Counsel undertook to show whether rates from the United
States to foreign destinations were higher and if so to what extent

than rates and freight charges from the Continent and United King
dom to the same destinations or in the case of Japan from Japan to

the United States
Such comparisons are not as easy as might be expected In the

first place there is not in any ofthe trades under consideration asingle
rate applicable to utility type boilers or to parts or related components
thereof Utility boilers are never shipped as a complete unit either

set up or knocked dowp Instead shop fabricated components parts
and materials coming under various commodity classifications arE

shipped in partial lots to be assembled for the first time at the site
of the generating plant of which they are to become a part 2 the

shipping process may take well overa year

Recognizing that the freight charges for any particular utility
boiler depend upon the mix of different commodities shipped Mr
Funk established ashipping list for a typical export boiler The dif
ferent commodity rates existing in each pertinent trade were applied
against this shipping list in order to CO pare the total freights To

develop the shipping list Mr Funk requested the four ABMA mem

bers who manufacture utility boilers to estimate tonnage and cubage
for ten components of a 700 000 lb hr boiler designed to operate at

1 400 pounds per square inch pressure at 9500 Fahrenheit Only
three of the four manufacturers reponded And the figures sub
mitted varied widely in the various categories to the extent that no

reasonably comparable boilers were involved S

In digesting these data Mr Funk averaged some categories dis

2 Some of the commodity descriptions not necessarily tarlft descrlption covering
various parts materials and components of ut1l1ty boilers as shipped are the following

Boller parts which Include generally everything that cannot be rated under
another description BUch as the following

Boller tubes bent straight packed and unpacked
Steel tubes
Fabricated structural steel

Ducts
Firebricks

High temperature bonding mortar also called plastic refractory setting material
Insulatingmaterial
3Apparently some of the figures did not relate to a complete boller but contemplated that

some of the material was supplied locally
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carded others and in other situations he averaged combined categories
A theoretical shipping list on a typical boiler resulted as follows

Description Pounds Cubic feet

Boiler parts 720 000 30 300
Fabricated structural steeL 304 000 11 200
Fabricated sheet steeL 168 000 10 300
Bent steel boiler

tubes
320 000 18 000

Bent steel pipe 21 000 1 600
Firebrick 34 000 700

Total 1 567 000 72 100

To these data were applied freight rates obtained as hereafter de

scribed in the various trades to arrive at comparable figures for total

ocean freight
The rates used to make the various comparisons in the record were

obtained in the following ways
1 In 1963 a member of ABMA requested a freight forwarder in

Bremen Germany to supply ocean freight rates on boiler parts
bent boiler tubes straight boiler tubes bent steel tubes straight steel

tubes fabricated structural steel fabricated sheet steel firebrick and

high temperature bonding mortar from named ports in Germany
Holland Belgium France Great Britain and Scotland to eleven

named ports including Calcutta Manila Buenos Aires and Rio de

Janeiro
2 General Services Administration wrote to various shipping

agencies in Europe for conference rates and tariff commodity de

scription plus allowances and rebates if any which were effective

March 1 1964 covering a list of thirteen high pressure boiler com

ponents as well as charges for loading extra length and heavy lift

and other charges if any applicable at the loading port
3 Use of tariffs on file with the Commission

Foreign tariffs like tariffs in United States commerce are generally
on a weight or measurement basis that is the carrier may charge
on the basis of a weight ton ora measurement ton whichever yields
the greater revenue

4 In our commerce the weight ton is 2 000 or 2 240

lbs and the measurement ton 40 cu ft whereas in the foreign to

foreign trades from the Continent the weight ton is the metric ton
of 2 204 6 lbs and the measurement unit the cubic meter equal to

Based upon the overall measurement available it appears that utility boiler com

ponents other than firebrick generally go on a measurement basis
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about 35 cu ft The relation between United States and foreign rates

varies substantially therefore according to whether comparison is on

a weight or measurement basis Continental rates must be increased
by over 13 to make them comparable to United States rates on a

measurement basis but by only 16 to make them comparable on a

weight long ton basis

Some foreign rates depend on the ratio ofweight to measurement of
a particular parcel for example in the case of boiler parts from
Bremen to Rio the rate is 29 39 or 47 per ton depending on

whether the parcel in terms of measurement tons is over five times
three to five times or less than three times its actual weight in tons
Rates on boiler tubes vary substantially in some tariffs according to
whether they are packed or unpacked and according to length and
diameter For different tariffs the classifications do not break at
the same point eg one tariff may show an increased rate for extra

length at 25 ft while another increases at 30 ft Some rates vary
according to the value per ton of the goods Itwas also shown that
differences in heavy lift charges may substantially affect comparative
over all freight costs

Of particular concern were rnte comparisons on boiler parts those
undefined parts materials and components of utility boilers which
are not shipped under other generally lower rated commodity classi
fications such as boiler tubes steel pipe fabricated sheet steel
fabricated structural steel insulating material and firebrick The

particular tariff descriptions under which boiler parts are rated vary
with the different trades few if any of them seem to have been
established with utility type boilers as actually shipped in mind

Rates to India and Pakistan

The India Pakistan Conference tariff reflects an agreement with the
Government of India pursuant to which all material equipment and

supplies for government projects are carried at a discount of 30

subject to a minimum of 32 50 WjM Pakistan is given the same

terms as the Indian Government The disco1int applies to goods
consigned to state or local governments or to any other local or auton
omous bodies or enterprises under the control of the Indian Govern
ment A long listof autonomous bodies and enterprises in the tariff
includes several which are identifiable as electrification projects An
other list of projects subject to the terms of the Indian Government
contract includes numerous power projects in Pakistan as well as

India Some of these may be private enterprises which are frequently
gjven project rates as favorable as the government contract provides
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but in general those projects likely to include utility boileFs appear to

be public projects However the government and project rates

mentioned above exclude Iron and Steel Articles a group of com

modities which includes some utility boiler material such as boiler

tubes and structural steel N everthel ss the Conference tariff pro
vides that individual Conference carriers may at their discretion

discount the Conference tariff rates up to 30

Hearing Counsel offered three tabulations to compare freight
charges on the typical boiler from the Continent and United IGngdom
to Calcutta with freight from New York to Calcutta The rather

vital matter of the government project and Iron and Steel dis

counts was ignored on the ground that this proceeding is concerned

only with regular rates not project and contr t rates and discounts

On this basis Hearing Counsel contend that the corrected exhibits

disclose a disparity of 24 3 in 1964 and 5B in 1963 5

Since utility boilers in fact move to India and Pakistan under the

30 government contract discount the Examiner took the discount

into consideration Rate comparisons on this basis show no disparity
unfavorable to United States shippers in the movement of utility
boilers to India and Pakistan compared with a comparable shipment
from the Continent or the United Kingdom Hearing Counsel con

tend that the rates on boiler parts are between 43 and 53 higher
than the rates from the United Kingdom and Continent After the

30 discount the comparison for boiler parts becomes

To Calcutta from Rate per Excess Percent Excess
40 cu ft US Rate US Rate

U nited S tates 42 00

Hamburg u u u u 34 21 7 79 18 5

United Kingdom u 34 20 7 80 18 5

The average distance from the Continental ports of Antwerp
Amsterdam Hamburg and Le Havre to Calcutta is 8 010 nautical

miles and from United Kingdom ports to Calcutta 7 910 nautical

miles against an average distance of 10 207 nautical miles from U S
Conference ports It is more than 27 farther to Calcutta from the

United States than from the Continent and United Kingdom Ex

pressed as a percentage of the United States Calcutta distance the

15 The dUferenee between the rates shown for the two rears seems to result prinelpally
from the fact that the 1964 calculations were prepared without the beIlefit of any compara

tive rates on the important item of boiler tubes while the 1963 tabulation had rates for

boiler tubes bllt nonefor the equally importantitem of boiler parts
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mileage difference is upwards of21 compared with a rate difference

of 18 5

Rates to Brazil and Argentina
The tariff of River Plate Conference contains under the caption

Project Rates special provisions on Power Plant Machinery and

Equipment for the construction andlor enlargement ofPower Plants

in Brazil and Argentina At the time of Hearing Counsels 1963

comparison these tariffs provided that where rates on such machinery
and equipment moving to Rio de Janeiro Santos and Buenos Aires

were between 70 and 44 per ton the carriers would assess a rate of

44 per ton These rates were applicable to all utility boilers moving
from the United States to Brazil and Argentina No conference

carrier has transported a utility boiler to Brazil or Argentina at other

thanproj ect rates since 1958

The Brazil Rates

Even without regard to project rates freight charges to Rio de

Janeiro on the typical boiler would be 2 1 less than freight from

the Continent to Rio as of 1963 and 2 6 less in August 1964

The rate for boiler parts is 46 increased from 44 on October 1

1964 from the United States and 47 92 from the Continent T1ese
rates give effect to the projeCt rates described above as well as to a

disputed 10 rebate in the Continent tariff

The record contains no evidence of rates from the United Kingdom
to Brazil As to the Continent the record discloses that on utility
boilers the project rates from the United States to Brazil are lower

than the rates from Bremen Hamburg Rotterdam Antwerp and

Le Havre to Brazil

Rates to Argentina
With respect to Argentine rates Hearing Counsel contend that

there is a 14 9 Qisparity in favor of the Continent without giving
effect toproject rates Hovever utilizing the applicable project
rates under which the utility boilers actually move itwould cost about

6 more ship the typical boiler from the Continent to Buenos Aire

tl from N ew York but only abo t 3 2 less from the Continent if
the Contiqental rates are given the benefit of a 10 deferred rebate

available to contract shippers in addition to lower contract rates pro
vided ocean freight is payable at port of shipment However data

were not availa le to compare heavy lift charges which are higher in
the foreign to foreign trade

Hearing Counsel contend that respondents rates on boiler parts are

25 4 higher than comparable rates from the Continent to Buenos
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Aires As of the date of comparison in 1963 the applicable Con
tinental rate to Buenos Aires for boiler parts after giving effect to

the 10 deferred rebate was the equivalent of 37 22 per cubic foot

against the nominal U S rate of 52 00 for Boilers Power Industrial

and Integral Parts the difference being 14 78 or 28 4 of the

respondents rate However theproject rate of44 00 is the applicable
rate Using the project rate the rate from the Continent was 6 78

15 4 less than respondents applicable project rates on boiler

parts 6

Furthermore the Continental rates to Buenos Aires are depressed
for reasons having nothing to do with competition between U S ex

porters and their foreign competitors Althaugh it is about 1 000
miles farther from Continental ports to Buenos Aires than to Rio de
Janeira the Continental rate on boiler parts is 4792 to Rio against

37 22 to Buenos Aires 10 70 22 less than the rate to Rio a

spread considerably greater than the 6 78 154 spread between

United States and Continental rates to Buenos Aires

Apparently the rates from the Continent to the River Plate which

includes Buenos Aires are traditionally lower than to Brazil because
of the larg volume of traffic and the fact that return cargo is more

plentiful than in the Brazil trade Thus competition for outbound
cargoes to the River Plate depressed rates while ships going ta Brazil
have to continueon to the River Plate far return cargaes

Rates to the PhilippiJnes
The rates as applied to the shipment of a typical boiler according

to Hearing Counsel reflect a disparity of somewhat lesS than 29
The record however is inadequate to permit a closer analysis More

specifically Hearing Counsel assert that a comparison of the rates On

boiler parts reveals a disparity in favar of foreign to foreign ship
ments of 41

The rate On boiler parts which is specifically provided in the Conti
nental tariff is equivalent to 37 32 per cu ft after a 91h immediate
cash discount ta contract shippers The Far EastCanference contract
rate as Of the same date in 1964 was 63 25 per 40 cu ft as Boilers
N O S as Machinery and Parts N O S The difference Of 25 93 is
about 41 of the Far East Conference rate The Continental rate
however does not include loading which makes up a substantial part
ofa carrier s tackle to tackle rates

eThere are substantial heavy lift charges in connection with boiler parts which are

higher from the Continent than f rom the United States On the other hand U S loading
costs are higber
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The distance from IIamburg to Manila is shown to be 9 986 nautical

miles and from New York to Manila 11 388 nautical miles 1 402

miles and 14 farther

Rates to Japan
In the case of Japan comparison is made not vith rates from the

Continent or United Kingdom to Japan but with inbound rates from

Japan to the United States

Ilearing Counsel presented two tabulations to show inbound versus

outbound freight one on a typical boiler and the other on a much

larger boiler concerning which the Far East Conference had

received a request for a project rate The tabulation based upon the

typical boiler showed a disparity of 12 1 percent On brief Hearing
Counsel adjusted the comparison on the actual boiler to show a dis

parity in favor of the inbound rates ranging from 16 percent to 19

percent The figures are based upon assumptions regarding the

propel tariff interpretation as to a 25 percent discount on bent boiler

tubes shipped in a loose or unpacked condition and the rate applicable
to high temperature bonding mortar and structural steel Hearing
Counsel also argue that the Far East Conference has maintained a rate

on boiler parts 314 percent higher than rates inbound from Japan
to the United States

Inboth the inbound and outbolmd conference tariffs boiler parts are

rated under Machinery and Parts N O S The inbound rate is

42 00 per ton the outbound rate 6125 W M 7 The difference is

19 25 which is 314 of the outbound rate

On the other hand the inbound rate for bent boiler tubes is 4025

per measurement ton while the outbound rate is 38 00 less 25 or

28 50 if the tubes are shipped loose as they apparently are a dif
ference of 1175 per ton in favor of the outbound rates amounting to

about 41 of the outbound rate Rates for straight boiler tubes

insulating material and bonding mortar are considerably higher
inbound than outbound while certain steel productscasing ducts
and sheets are higher inbound

DISCUSSION

In his Initial Decision the Examiner found that tariff rates of the
Far East Conference theRiver Plate and Brazil Conferences and the
India Pakistan Ceylon and Burma Outward Freight Conference
applicable to high pressure utility boilers parts and related structural

components were not unjustly prejudicial to exporters of the United

7 Rate was increased to OO 5W1M on May 1 1964
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States as compared with their foreign competitors in violation of

section 17 or so unreasonably high as to be detrimental to the commerce

of the United States in violation of section 18 b 5 In addition

the examiner found that none of the conference agreements because

of the level of freight charges applicable to the transportation or

utility boilers operated in a manner unjustly discriminatory or unfair

between exporters from the United States and their foreign competi
tors detrimental to the commerce of theUnited States contrary to the

public interest or otherwise in violation of the Shipping Act so as to

require disapproval cancellation or modification of the agreements
as provided in section 15

Upon exception Hearing Counsel agree thatnone of therespondents
violated sections 17 or 18 b 5 because no specific detriment attrib

utable to ocean freight has been established and no specific harm to

an exporter from the United States and specific advantage to a foreign
competitor has been shown Nevertheless Hearing Counsel urge that

with respect to all destinations in issue except Brazil respondents
have maintained rates on boiler parts so far above rates in comparable
trades as to render their basic conference agreements contrary to the

public interest Hearing Counsel recommend that the Commission

require respondents to establish rates on boiler parts on a parity with

rates from the United Kingdom or the Continent to such destinations
or that in the alternative the Commission withdraw approval of

cpnference agreements underwhich the rates are established

According to the Examiner respondents approved agreements can

not be disapproved merely to the extent that they relate to boiler parts
He conclud ed that tpe agreements subject to section 15 are the basic

agreements to establish uniform rates The particular tariffs and
r tes implementing the authority to establish uniform rates granted by
approval of the basic agreements do not require approval under sec

tion 15 and tl1erefore cannot be disapproved thereunder Disap
proval if it is required under section 15 must extend to the basic con

ference agreement s

Hearing Counsel however argue that section 15 permits the Coni
mission either to disapprove the conference agreements to the extent

of the authority to set rates on boiler parts or to lower the rates to

foreign to foreign levels Hearing Counsel argue that respondents
basic conference agreements are contrary to the public interest be use

the conferences set the rates on boiler parts at such obvious glaring
8 For this proposition the Examiner cites EmfJ re 8tatfJ H w1l Trtin8fJ A88tl v Ameri

can E1fJort lAne8 5 F MB 565 586 195 9 Edmond Weil v Italian lAne ItaUa

1 U S S B B 895 89S 1935 Pacific Ooa8t River Plate Brazil Rat68 2 U S M C 28 310

1989
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and gross levels above the levels on such items moving in the trades

from English and Continental ports to the same destinations which

levels have not been justified by respondents
In support of this proposition Hearing Counsel rely upon the

legislative history of the Act in particular Advantages of Shipping
Conferences and Agreements in the American Foreign Trade in the

Alexander Report which specifically considered as one advantage
to passage of the Shipping Act the maintenance of rates from the

United States to foreign markets on a parity with those from other

countries thus enabling American merchants to compete successfully
with foreign merchants 9 For conferences not to maintain those

very standards which impelled Congress to legalize them in the first

place would necessarily say Hearing Counsel be contrary to the

public interest

The Commission has recently discussed the role of section 15 in the

regulation of rates set pursuant to conference authority In Iron and

steel Rates Export Import 9 FMC 180 the Commission stateq that it
wasempowered to disapprove or modify an agreement if the rates set

by the conference are so unreasonably high or low as to be detrimental

to the commerce of the United States to This is true of the contrary
to the public interest criterion as well

Indeed in Edmond Weil the Commission described its authority as

follows

An unreasonably high rate is clearly detrimental to the commerce of the

United States and upon a showing that a conference rate in foreign commerce is

unreasonably high the Department will require its reduction to a proper level

If necessary approval of the conference agreement will be withdrawn

1 V S S B B at 398

In Imposition of SUlrcharge by the Far East Oonference at Sears
port Maine 9 IMC 129 the Commission relterated the Weil concept
by holding that the Commission may act under section 15 not

merely against the terms of section 15 agreements but against rates

fixed in concert as well Thus section 15 does not limit the Commis
sion to the formal terms ofan organic conference to the exclusion ofthe
viable implementationsjoint ratesof approved agreements Con
sequently if circumstances warrant the Commission can act against

9Report on Steam8Mp Agreement8 and Affllia ions in the AmeriCan Foreign an4 Do

mestic Trade Committee on the Merchant Marine and Fisheries H R Doc No 805 63d
Congress 2d Sess Vol IV at 301 1914

10 The Commission relied upon Edmond Weil v Italian Line Italia 1 U S S B B 39ei
398 1935Pacific Goad River Plate Br04il Rates 2 U S M C 28 30 19 Gargo to

Adriatic Black Sea and Levant Ports 2 U S M C 342 347 194 and Empire Btate
Highway Transp A88n v Federal Maritime Bd 291 F 2d 336 D C Cir 1961
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rates on boiler parts under section 15 11 Such action could be based

upon a finding that a section 15 agreement operated in a manner con

trary to the public interestor upon oneof the other prohibitions of sec

tion 15 Imposition of Surcharge byFarEast Oonference at Searsport
Maine supra Thus we hold that rating practices under an approved
conference agreement are not immune under the public interest stand

ard if it can he shown that the agreement actually operates in amanner

contrary to the public interest However neither the public interest
standard nor the legislative history requires absolute parity between

United States toforeign rates and foreign to foreign rates In addi
tion to rate comparisons we require a tangible showing that an agree
ment operates in a mannercontrary to the public interest

The Examiner found that the record did not disclose any unlawful
rate disparities The Examiner found that boilers exported from the

United States actually move under project or discount rates to the

destinations in issue except those in the Orient He therefore con

sidered the rates under which the boilers actually move Hearing
Counsel except to the use of project rates they assert that the rates
under investigation here are the regular tariff rates not project rates

and that by employing these rates for the purpose of comparison the
Examiner erred Furthermore Hearing Counsel contend that there

is no evidence of foreign to foreign project rates and that the only
meaningful comparison contained in this record is between the regular
tariff rates

We agree with the Examiner we are here interested in the real
not hypothetical impact of rates upon exporters in the United States
The actual rates are project rates Accordingly we overrule Hearing
Counsel s exception as to the use of project rates

Using the project rates the record shows no disparity unfavorable
to United States exporters of utility boilers to India or Pakistan or

to Brazil or Argentina where project rates are regularly employed
With respect to boiler parts using the applicable project or discount
rates the disparities are significantly diminished from the obvious
glaring and gross levels attacked by Hearing Counsel The rates
are still higher to Inma from the United States than from the Con
tinent by 18 5 and the rates are still higher by 15 4 than the
Continental rates tq Argentina However as set forth above it is
27 farther to Calcutta from the United States than from the United

U Respondents contend that the Commission may scrutinize ratemaking activities only
under sections 17 and lS b 5 These proviSions permit limited rate regulation of ocean

carriers both independent lines and conferences Section 15 however has ad11ferent role
its impact is against collective action Including ratemaklng
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Kingdom or the Continent Regarding Argentina we have found
that rates from Europe are depressed for reasons other than competi
tion between United States and foreign exporters and in neither the
Indian nor the Argentine trade is there any showing that these dis

parities have any tangible impact on the shipping public Therefore
the rates on boiler pam are not contrary to the public interest

The Far East Conference does not apply project rates Neverthe
less no disparity on the ordinary tariff rates to the Philippines has
been shown because the Continent to Philippine data are insufficient
to make a probative comparison In the Japanese trade we compare
inbound outbound rates Giving effect to Hearing Counsels assump
tions a slight disparity is shown in favor of the inbound shipment on

a utility boiler However the record does not disclose that an actual
boiler ever moved inbound to the United States under the slightly
more favorable rate Nor is there a showing that the outbound rate

has been harmful to exporters of utility boilers or otherwise harmful
to the public

On boiler parts which are rated as machinery and Parts N O S
the rate outbound is higher than the inbound rate by 314 How
ever this rate is not limited to boiler parts and rates on otherutility
boiler components are less outbound than inbound

While we have held that conferences in fixing rates are answer

able for the level of such rates under section 15 the paramount issue
in a situation where the rate from the United States to a particular
foreign destination is significantly higher than the rate from a foreign
port to the same destination arises under section 17 This is the 80

called triangular disparity which may be unjustly prejudical to an

exporter from the United States as compared with a foreign
competitor

Section 17 provides
That no common carrier by water in foreign commerce shall demand charge
collect any rate fare or charge which is unjustly discriminatory between

shippers orports or unjustly prejudicial to exporters of the United States
as compared with their foreign competitors

We here consider the portion of section 17 concerning the prohibi
tion of rates which are unjustly prejudicial to exporters of the
United States as compared with their foreign competitors The
elements necessary to show a violation of this provision have not
been fully delineated by the Commission or its predecessors 12 How

12 In Imposition oJ Surcharge to Manila Republic ot Philippines 8 FMC 395
February 3 1965 the Commission held that a carrier by assessing a surcharge at a

United States port while not assessing a surcharge at a neighboring Canadian port un

justly prejudiced an exporter from this country as compared with a foreign competitor

Continued on next page
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ever in order to sustain a finding that a rate runs afoul of this

language the Commission must make the following general findings
1 That the U S exporter and the foreign exporter are competitors
2 That the U S exporter is charged a higher ocean freight rate

than his foreign competitor under comparable conditions
8 That the rate charged to the U S exporter is harmful to him

4 That the carrier has demanded charged or collected a rate

which is unjust
As we foundrubove United States exporters have competitors in

Japan the United Kingdom West Germany Switzerland and

Sweden The record discloses that in some instances rates on utility
boilers exported from this country are higher than rates in the foreign
to foreign trades And it appears that the United States to foreign
trades and foreign to foreign trades under study here are comparable

in material respects IS This is so because most of the rate comparisons
have weighed the various similarities and dissimilarities in the per

tment trades Project rates deferred rebates heavy lifts etc have

where known been considered and appropriate adjustments made

Indeed we recognize that certain costs in our foreign commerce are

higher than in other trades While it may be excusable for rates in

U S foreign commerce to exceed rates in foreign to foreign trades

there is no reason why a comparison of these rates cannot be mean

ingful Ifcarriers in two separate tr des have noticeably different

levels of rates on the same item and no obvious differences in trans

portation circumstances appear we will proceed on the assumption
that thetwo trades enjoy similar conditions

Next we consider the question of whether the rate disparity is

harmful to the exporter in this country 14 Proof of this detriment

might run from a showing of loss of a market or of a particular sale

to some intangihle limitation of the ability to participate profitably
in a market Here the record shows that ocean freight is one of

myriad factors contributing to a manufacturer s ability to compete

Other cases involving thisissue but where no violation was found are R A Ascher Co v

International Freighting Corp 1 U S S B 213 1931 Pacific Forest Industries v Blue

star Lin e Ltd et al 2 U S M C 54 1939 and Pacifio Coast European Rates and

Practices 2 US M C l8 1939
13 Section 17 requires that such differentials as have been shown to exist between United

States rates and foreign to foreign rates be shown to exist in trades which are fairly

comparable in material respects cf Investigation of Certain Ra Practices Great

Lakes to Europe 7 F M C 118 119 1962 California Packing Corp v States S S Co
1 U S S B 546 548 1936 Edmond Weil v Italian Line Italian 1 US S B 395

396 1935 Atlantic Refining Co v Ellerman BucknaZl S S Co 1 U S S B 242 250

1932 United States v Illinois Cent RR 263 U S 515 524 1924
16 Under section 17 there must be evidence of prejudice to the American exporter and

advantage to a competitive interest West Indies Fruit Co et al V Flota Mercante 7
F M C 66 69 1962 Imposition of Surcharge on Cargo to Manila supra

9 F M C
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in a foreign market Thus the level of freight can be considered to

be harmful even if it merely constitutes a limitation on the net profit
that could be realized from a sale

Assuming that the rate offered to the American exporter is signifi
cantly higher than rates offered to a foreign competitor and theAmer

ican exporter is shown to be harmed in some way the rate still must

be found to be unjust Ifthe rate is significantly higher than a rate

on a similar product in another trade under comparable transporta
tion circumstances and some harm is shown to the American

exporter
we believe the rate may be presumed to be unjust subject to refutation
of one of these elements or to proof by the carrier that the rate is

justified on the basis of cost orother transportation circumstances As

a practical matter and in fairness to all parties we believe section 17

should be interpreted in this manner
15

Hearing Coum el did not contend nor did the Examiner find that

the rates under investigation ran afoul of sect ion 18 b 5 That

section provides
The Commission shall disapprove any rate or charge filed by a common carrier

by water in the foreign commerce of the United States or conference of carriers

which after hearing it finds to be so unreasonably high or low as to be detri

mental to the commerce of the United States

There is no evidence of record of the reasonableness of the rates as

mea ured ly the excess of revenue over costs of moving the cargo
Thus the only probative measure of the reasonablen ss of the rates

must be based upon a consideration of rate disparities either tri

angular or reciprocal As we said in Irpn and Steel Rates Export
1nport 8Uprrz the ex stence of a disparity in and of itself has

no conclusive legal significance The Commission dId st te however

that

When a rate disparity in reciprocal trades on similar commodities appears

and when movement of goods under the higher rates has been impaired the

carrier quoting the rates must demonstrate that thedisparate rates are reason

able 9 FMC 180

15 For instance in Iron and Steel the Commission espoused asimilar test undel section
is b 5

When a rate disparity in reciprOCal trades on similar commodities appears and when
movement of goods under the higper rates has been impaired the carrier quoting the
rates must demonstrate that the disparate ates are reasonable All facts pertaining to the
reasonableness of the rates are uniquely in the possession of the carriers UD1 RS o

interpreted section lS b 5 beco lles a nulllty and we will notimpute to the Coilgtess
the enactment of a meaningless statute rhe mere existence of a disparity does not

necessarily mean thatthe higher r te is detrimental to thecommerce of the United Sta tes

The Commission would still have the burde of proving that the rate has l1ad a detri
mental effect on commerce eg that tonnage is handicapped in moving pecause the

rate is too high The cinder would be required to justIfy the level of the rate b

Showing that the attendant transportation circums tances require that the rlte be set at

the level 9 FMC 180
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This statement is appropriate in terms of the rates of the Far East

Conference as compared with the inbound rates from Japan to the

United States Hearing Counsels exhibits disclose a slight disparity
in the case of the typical boiler and disparity on boiler parts of 25

to 40 Since the record shows that no boiler or boiler parts have

moved inbound under these rates and since the record shows no impair
ment of the movement of the goods under the higher rate no showing
has been made which would require justification of the rate by the

Far East Conference Therefore no sufficient showing was made

which would require justification of the rates by the Far East

Conference
Section 18 b 5 has never been interpreted in the context of tri

angular disparities Nevertheless following the guidance of Iron and

Steel Rates Ewport Import we believe triangular disparities should

be measured in asimilar fashion Consequently where arate disparity
is shown between a rate from th United States and a rate from a

foreign port to the same destination on similar commodities and the

movement ofgoods under thehigher rate has been impaired the carrier

quoting the rate from theUnited States should demonstrate the reason

ableness of the rate by showing that the transportation conditions in

the two trades are not thesame in material respects or that the attend

ant transportation circumstances require that the rate be set at that

level Of course the record does not show that even where the rates

from the United States are higher than the foreign to foreign counter

parts the movement of utility boilers has been impaired under the

higher rates Thus we find that the rates under investigation are

not so unreasonably high as to he detrimental to the commerce of the

United States
ULTIMATE CoNCLUSIONS

Upon the rd in this proceeding it is concluded that 1 The

freight rates seVforth in the respective tariffs of the FttrEast Confer
ence and its member lines the River Plate and Brazil Conference and

its member lines and the India Pakistan Ceylon and Burma Outward
Conference and its member lines applicable to High Pressure BoilerS

Utility Type Parts and Related Structural Components from

United States Atlantic and Gulf ports to ports in Japan and the

Philippines Brazil and Argentina and India and Pakistan respec

tively have not been showJl to be in violation of section 17 of the

Shipping Act 1916 lJ S arp ended or so unreasonably high as to be

detrimental to the commerce of the United States within themeaning
ofsection 18 b 5 of said Act and

n F M C
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2 None of the Conference agreements of the aforesaid Conferences
heretofore approved by the Commission has been shown by reason Of

the maintenance Of said freight rates to be unjustly discriminatory
or unfair between exporters from the United States and their foreign
rompetitors or to Operate to the detriment of the commerce of the

United States or to be contrary to the public interest or in violation

fsaid Act so as to require disapproval cancellation ormodification

as provided in section 15 ofsaid Act
This proceeding is discontinued

Vice OhairJ7Un John S Patterson cOIWurri ng separately
Iconcur that no violation Of law has been proven On this record

Signed THOMAS LISI

Secretary
9 F M C
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No 881

LoMEN CoMMERCIAL COMPANY A DIVISION OF ALASKA STEAMSHIP
COMPANy INCREASED RATES IN THE NORTHWEST BERING SEA AREA

OF ALASKA

Proposed rates for lighterage and coastal barge service in the Northwest

Bering Sea area of Alaska found just and reasonable and otherwise lawful

and not in violation of the Ooinmission s order in Docket No 969 Proceed

ing discontinued

Stanley B Long and DOMld E Leland for respondents
Warren O Oo7AJer and George Benesoh for intervener State of

Alaska

ThOllUL8 Ohristensen Hearing Counsel

INITIAL DECISION OF Gus O BASHAM CHIEF EXAMINER 1

Respondent Lomen Commercial Company Lomen a division of

respondent Alaska Steamship Company Alaska Steam filed Tariffs
FMGF Nos 17 and 18 to hecome effective January 10 1966 The

rates therein some reflecting increases were not to be used until

June 1 1966 when the navigation season opens in the BeringSea area

Noprotests were filedagainst theproposed schedules However the

Commission by order dated January 6 1966 served January 12 1966

as amended suspended the increases and ordered a hearing to deter

mine whether they are unjust unreasonable or otherwise unlawful
and whether they are in violation of the Commission s order in Docket
No 969 Alaskan Seasonal Rate IMIeases 196 8 F MC 1 1964 2

Amotion todismiss was filed by respondents but a hearing was called

in order to develop the factual matters pleaded which cannot be re

solved on a motion to dismiss In view of the result reached on the
merits further consideration of the motion is unnecessary

1This decision beeame the decision of the Commission on May 5 1966 and the proceeding
was discontinued

II This decision found that Alaska Steam s rates tackle to tackle were unjust and un

reasonable to the extent they yielded a return in excess ot 10 percent Lomen s rates were

not involved therein

F Y a
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The State of Alaska intervened Briefs werewaived by all parties
in the interest of expediting the decision herein

Lomen provides lighterage service on cargo transportedby vessels of
Alaska Steam from Seattle to Nome and Teller Alaska 8 Due to

shallow water high tides and some times stormy weather the ships
anchor 1 to 3 miles from port and discharge their cargo at end of

ship s tackle to Loman s harges which are then towed by tugs to the

beach 4 Adverse weather conditions may delay discharging a week

The cargo is discharged from bargedirect to the beach or to warehouse

platform by cranes or manual labor at Nome and Teller 15 and some of
it is delivered to consignees located there Oil cargo is pumped from

tanks on lbarges through a pipeline to storage tanks Lomen s rwtes

include stevedoring coSts iand terminal handling and storage charges
The foregoing shipoo shore lighterage service is covered by Tariff

No 18

The remainder of the cargo is assembled and reloaded in barges for

shipment in Lomen s coastal service which extends North to Kotzebue
and South toUnalakleet Inbetween calls are made 8Jt other outports
including Shishmaref and Wales under hazardousand expensive land

ing conditions due to shallow water and tide action 6 This coastal

service is coveredbyTariff No 17

Lomen and Alaska Steam meet competition from air freight lines

serving Nome direct from Fairbanks and Anchorage Alaska This

service which almost doubles each year carries4all of the dry goods
shippedto Nome and substantial amounts of liquor beer fresh meats

and vegetables and small machinery This competition plus the fact

that no major construction projects are in view at this time leads
Lomen s manager to predict a decrease in traffic during 1966

Lomen is also in the retail mercantile business and sells Standard
Oil Company products on a commission basis It carries a consider

able inventory of lumber machinery and supplies primarily to main

tain its own facilities
Lomen s staJted purpose in filing Tariff No 17 was to afford shippers

the benefit of more favorable conditions which had resulted in certain

decreases in costs and to make some increases where operating ex

8Alaska Steam calls at Teller once and at Nome three times a year during the icefree
months oil JuneOctober

Lomen s fieet consists of six steel and one wooden barge and three tugs This equip
ment is pulled out of water foroverhaul after each season

II An additional barge is sent to Teller containing a crane and forklift truck
oAt Wales for instance it is necessary to detach barge from tug and work it in to

beach with skin boats
It was testifted t at no one else was wllllng and orfinancially able to engage in this

type ot business due to the heavy inventories required In 196 Its gross profit from non
carrier operations was 44 001

9 FMO
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perience and conditions tended to increase costs as at Shishmaref and

Wales On cargo transported hetween Nome and theTeller area rep

resenting over 50 percent of the traffic the reduction amounted to

3 percent On return trips to Nome the rates were reduced by 25

percent Applying the Tariff No 17 rates to the 1965 volume of

traffic there would be a reduction in revenue of 4144 or 0 07 percent
Lomen explained that Tariff No 18 was designed 1 to update and

consolidate the existing tariff which included several supplements
2 to harmonizeoommodity classifications withthose ofAlaska Steam

so that computerized hiJling could be made by IBM machines and
3 to make minor rate adjustments to equalize cost increases since

rates were last adjusted in 1960 Longshore labor wages which

represent 44 percent of operating costs have risen approximately
60 percent since the last rate adjustment The items in Tariff No 18

producing 77 7 percent of the revenue remain unchanged They
represent nearly all of the subsistence commodities moving in sub

stantial volume such as groceries and cargo N O S Tariff No 18

rates if applied to traffic moving during 1965 would result in an in

crease in revenue of 2 703 or 15 percent The comhined results

under both tariffs would be an increase of 1 1 perrent Lomen em

phasizes that there was no intent to secure a general revenue increase
The lighterage rategin Tariff No 18 compare favorably with those

of barge lines operating to the North and South of Lomen s area

i e B R Tug Barge Inc which serves points North of Shish
maref and Alaska Rivers Navigation Company which operates out

of St Michaels and Unalakleet and South to Yukon River points
Conditions affecting the operations of the three companies are com

parable such as weather laJbor equipment used cargo carried and the

general economy

Lomen submitted revenue and expense figures for 1964 and 1965
which showed that their lighterage operations werebeing conducted at

a loss Although there was a net profit from combilned carrier amd
non camer operations in 1965 of 56 933 before taxes there was a net
loss of 14 159 on the lighterage operations here involved s The new

rates would reduce this loss byonly 2 700
The Field Auditor of the Commission in Seattle testified that the

revenue and expense figures submitted by Lomen were accurate ac

cording to his audit of the underlying records From them he con

structed a rate base for the property and equipment devoted to lighter
age operations following General Order 11

8 The loss would be 14 627 if expenses were allocated on the General Order 11 basis

9 F M C
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Book cost of property and equipmentn n n n n 83 831

VVorking capital 23 403

Rate base n 107 234

The revenue neeessary to yield a return of 10 percent on this rate

base would be 10 723 The net loss for 1965 on the General Order

11 basis e ceeds this theoretJical return by 3 900

Lomen takes issue wi1th the depreciation theory of General Order 11

and the method of figuring working capital i e allowing one twelfth

of operating expenses Itpoints out the unusually large amoullt of

accounts receivable 276 034 9 carried 011 its books in
1965
the fact that

it does not operate the full 12 months and the fact that for 1046 the

Commission s predecessor approved a figure of 63 514 39 as working
capital Rates Between Places In Ala 3ka 1948 3 U S M C 33 39

Inasmuch as there was no other evidence adduced on the rate base

and it is Clear that Lomen is earning no return ona minimum rate

base it is not necessary to make any findings on the subject
Finally a word concerning Lomen s position that the effect of the

suspension herein if continued during the period stated in the order

June September would actually increase its revenue and accord

ingly increase the rates payable by the shippers and consignees
he Commission s order suspended the increases in Tariffs 17 and

18 from June 1 1966 until October 1 1966 unless thisproceeding is

concluded prior to June 1 However it did not suspend Tariffs 17 and

18 which cancelled tthe respective tariffs previously in effect There

fore the only legally applicable tariffs are and will be Tariffs 17

and 18 10

Lomen points out that several of the commodities whose rates were

suspended in Tariff 18 would have to take higher Freight N O S
rates This 1S so because during the suspension period the lower sus

pended commodity rates in Tariff 18 cannot be applied Lomen

figures that this would result in an increase in revenue to it of ap

proximately 3 100
It is confidently expected that this situation will not arise because of

the ample time remaining for final decision between now and June 1

1966

9 Respondents attribute this large figure to the so called grub stake economy stilI

lingerinng in the area under which debts are settled only once a ear There isno aIJoca

tlon made to lighterage operations in this amount

10 This interpretation of the effect of the suspension was given to Lomen s rraffl M l

ager by the Commission s Burea of DOlIlestic Regulation

9 F MC
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ULTIMATE FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

Upon consideration of the foregoing facts itis found andconcluded
thwt the rates under suspension herein will be just and reasonable and

otherwise lawful and that the establishment of said rates will not

violate the terms of theCommission s order in Docket No 969

Ordered that this proceeding is hereby discontinued

Signed Gus O BASHAM

Presiding EWOIminer
APRIL 12 1966

9 F M C
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DOCKET No 1187

REDUCED RATES ON MACHINERY AND TRACTORS FROM UNITED STATES
ATLANTIC PORTS TO PORTS IN PUERTO RICO

DOCKET No 1187 SUB 1
FURTHER REDUCTION IN RATES ON MACHINERY ANDTRACTORS

FROM UNITED STATES PORTS TO PORTS IN PUERTO RICO

Decided May 9 1966

Fifty cent rates of North Atlantic carriers not found to be unjust or unreason

able
Rates of North Atlantic carriersfixed at tlftrcents

Forty three cent and thirty seven cent rates of SACAL and thirty seven cent rates
of TMT found to be unjust and unreasonable as violative of section 16 First
of theShipping Act 1916

Rates of SACAL and TMT fixed at fortyeight cents except on road scrapers
Twenty eight cent rates of SACAL and TMT on road scrapers not found to be

unjust or unreasonable

Horner S Oarpenter and Edward T Oornell for respondent TMT
Trailer Ferry Inc C Gordon Anderson Trustee

John Mason for respondent South Atlantic Caribbean Line Inc
John Mason and Harvey Flitter for respondent Seatrain Lines Inc
Robert Kharasch and Amy Soupfor respondent American Union

Transport Inc

O H Wheeler for respondent Sea Land Service Inc

Sidney Goldstein F A Mulhern Arthur L Winn Jr Samuel H
Joerman J Raymond Olark and James M Henderson for intervener
Port of New York Authority

Donald J Brunner and Robert J Blackwell as Hearing Counsel

REPORT

By THE COMMISSION John Harllee Ohairman Ashton C Barrett
James V Day Oommissioners

Docket No 1187 is an investigation into the lawfulness under the

Shipping Act 1916 the Act and the lltercoastal Shipping Act
9 F M C 465
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1933 the 1933 Act of reduced rates on heavy machinery moving
from United States North Atlantic and South Atlantic ports to ports
in Puerto Rico Also under investigation is the question of whether

any rate differentials between carriers in the trade should be estab

lished
There are two classes of respondents involved 1 those operating

from North Atlantic ports to Puerto Rico which includes Sea Land
Service Inc Puerto Rican Division Sea Land American Union
Transport Inc AUT Seatrain Lines Inc Seatrain and Motor

ships of Puerto Rico Motorships and 2 those operating from

South Atlantic ports to Puerto Rico which includes TMT Trailer

Ferry Inc C Gordon Anderson Trustee TMT and South Atlantic

Caribbean Lil1es Inc SACAL The Port of New York Au

thority New York intervened

Subsequent to the institution of Docket No 1187 SACAL filed a

further rate reduction which was allowed to go into effect and placed
under investigation in Docket No 1187 Sub 1

Hearings in both proceedings were held before Examiner Herlert
K Greer who issued separate Initial Decisions to which exceptions and

replies were filed Oral argument was heard in 1187 None was re

quested or held in 1187 Sub 1
Because as shall be developed below the lawfulness of SACAL s

further reductjon is inextricably related to the rates of the other car

riers in the U S Puerto Rico heavy machinery trade Dockets 1187
and 1187 Sub 1 are here consolidated for decision

The Rate Background
The rates on heavy machinery from Atlantic ports to Puerto Rico

had with some exceptions remained stable for a period of years
On April 9 1964 Sea Land filed a reduced rate This action triggered
a series of rate reductions by the other respondents The first round
of reductions wasas follows

Carri r Existing Reduction Reduced Terminal Etfectivll date Total after
rate ftled I1te charges reduction

Cents Cenu Ctntt Cents
SeaLand

n nn 55 Apr 9 1964 48 2 May 27 1964 50
Seatrain u u 55 Apr 21 1964 48 2 June 17 1964 50
AUT n nnnn 55 Apr 27 1964 48 2 May 28 1964 50
Motorships n n n 55 June 16 1964 48 2 July 16 1964 50
TMT nnn n 50 Apr 29 1964 43 0 May 29 1964 43
SACAL m mm 50 May 11 1964 43 0 June 10 1964 43

The South Atlantic carriers did not require heavy lift charges be
cause of their roll onjroll off service and to counter this advantage
North Atlantic carriers modified their heavy lift charges to exempt

9 F M C
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most of the commodities here in question effective AprilMay 1964

Sea Land in a further attempt to eliminate the rate diffetential of

approximately 7 cents in favor of South Atlantic carriers filed a

second reduction to 41 cents plus 2 cents terminal charges and in

surance effective July 21 1964 Other North Atlantic carriers did
not meet this reduction TMT however filed a further reduction to

37 cents per cubic foot to maintain the differential SACAL also

filed a reduction to 37 cents per cubic foot later withdrew the reduc

tion subsequently republishing it at which time it was placed under

investigation in Docket 1187 Sub 1

To prevent a possible rate war the Commission suspended the TMT

37 cents rate until December 5 1964 and the Sea Land rate of 41

cents until November20 1964 which suspense dates both Sea Land

and TMT agreed to extend 24 days At the close of the hearing in

1187 Sub 1 and at the present time the North Atlantic carriers

charge 48 cents per cubic foot plus 2 cents terminal charges arrimo

not including insurance and the South Atlantic carriers charge 37

cents per cubic foot including terminal charges and insurance

The respondents have filed and defend the lawfulness of rates on

heavy machinery except roan scraers at the following levels

TMT 37 cents per cubic foot includ ing arrimo and insurance

SACAL 43 cents per cU1bic foot including arrimo and insurance

37 cents in 1187 Sub 1

Sea Land 41 cents per cubic foot pZus arrimo 2 cents and insur

ance

AUT 48 cents per cubic foot pZus arrimo 2 centsand insur

ance

Seatrain 48 cents per cubic foot plus arrimo 2 cents and insur

ance

Motorships 48 cents per cubic foot plus arrimo 2 cents and insur

ance

Motorships didnot appear to defend the rate

TMTand SACAL have filed and defend specific commodity rates

on road scrapers of 28 cents per cubic foot

The Oompetitive Situation

The Atlantic Puerto Rican trade is overtonnaged
All respondents have equipment oapable of handling and trans

porting heavy machinery although some limitations on size and

weight of cargo restricts North Atlantic carriers in handling the

largest and heaviest items

The Puerto Rican trade in heavy machinery has increased dl ring
past years

9 F M C
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For the year 1963 carriage ofheavy machinery by t pondents was

as follGws

Tons Total revenue

TMT
From

Jacksonville
n u n n n nn nu 12 639 9

SAJA Miami n 1 253 0 258 712 95

From
Jacksonvilleu

n u u u n n u nnn 216 7
From Miami n n n nuun u U n un n nn 5 378 1 100 32

From North Atlantic ports
AUT n nnnuu nnnnuun u UU nnnn n nn 681 0 15 526 80

d
13 5 6 28

Motorships not shown n n n n n nn n n n n n n n n n n

Most of the heavy machinery carried by r pondents other than TMT

was used equipment originating near the port

During 1963 TMT carried heavy machinery and received revenue

therefor from points of Qrigin where rail rates were

a Favorabl to New York 23 167 27 9 percent
b Equal New York or Jacksonville 150 628 98 60 percent

equalization territory
0 Favorable Jacksonville 61 956 091 27 percent

1 Includes cargo originating in the Miami area

The port of origin of the remainder of the heavy machinery was not

determined

AUT operates a weekly break bulk service with two C1 B vessels

on a fortnightly turnaround Beginning August 24 1964 AUT has

sailed from New York to Puerto Rico calling at Baltimore and

Philadelphia northbound During 1964 AUT experienced an in

crease in carriage of heavy machinery which it attributed to modifi

cation of heavylift charges and reduction in rates from 55 to 48 cents

a cubic foot

Seatrain operates vessels designed to carry railroad cars trailers

and other containers lifted to and from the vessels by specifically
installed shore based cranes having a lifting capacity of 125 tons

The Puerto Rican installation although c9mpleted in June 1964

cannot he fully utilized because of inadequate electric power and the

nonavailability of such equipment has an effect on Seatrain s loading
and unloading costs at San Juan Seatrain s vessels have a service

speed of 16 5 knots an9 make the passage from Edgewater New

Jersey to San Juan Puerto Rico in 4 days A weekly sailing in

each direction is maintained Noncontainerized traffic including that

similar to heavy machinery is usually carried in broken stowage
9 F M C
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space resulting from irregular lengths of rail cars trailers and other

containers

Sea Land has a separate Carcarrier Division specializing in the

handling and transporting of vehicles and large equipment on a vessel

adapted to that type of cargo at substantial cost It operates one

vessel SS Detroit sailing between Port of New York and San Juan

Puerto Rico on a 9 9 10 day sailing frequency The Detroit has

operated with substantial free space and on 80 percent of the 1963

voyages free space averaging approximately 35 percent of total space

southbound
T 1T operates a toll on roll off tug and barge rcrvice the tugs

towing con velted LSTs The tugs are not owned by TMT but used

under a contract with the Florida Towing Corporation at a cost of

17 500 per round voyage tow for tugs with a rated horsepower of

1 600 and 16 500 for tugs of lesser horsepower During 1963 TMT

operated four barges with a sailing every 5 days from Jacksonville

to San Juan thence to Miami and returning to Jacksonville Dur

ing 1964 an additional tug was added to determine the possible
economic operation of a direct service from Jacksonville to Puerto

Rico and from Miami to Puerto Rico with one weekly sailing from

each Florida port T 1T s equipment is not new but is capable of

performing the job to which it is assigned In the tug and barge
operation occasional breakdowns occur and rough weather causes a

re uced speed Shippers have complained whell shipments were

delayed Avelage speed is approximately 7 knots

SACAL operates the MS Floridian in a weekly common carrier

service between Miami Florida and San Juan Puerto Rico departing
from Miami each Friday arriving at and departing from San Juan

the following Monday and arriving at Miami on the return voyage

each Thursday
The MS Floridian is a roll on roll off vessehaving one cargo hold

with access through the stern She is twin diesel powered 360 feet

long with a 52 foot beam and gross tonnage of 4 684 tons Speed is

16 5 knots Cargo carried on deck is lifted on and off by a shore

crane The ramp used to load and unload the hold is provided at

each port at the expense of respondent
SACAL obtains its vessel under a charter agreement with Con

tainerships pursuant to which Containerships shares in profits realized

by respondent s operation of the vessel if any profit is realized

SACAL s vessel capacity is as follows

9 F M C
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SAGAL vessel capacity
Revised by TMT
to reflect actual

In measurement tons consist of
trailer cargo

In trailers 32 at 1 900 cubic feet
1 reefers at 1 500 cubic feeL 487 5

19 dry at 1 900 cubic feeL 902 5
In small boxes 32 at 66 cubic feet 47 5
Underdeck racks 7 racks 1 rack 22 5
Breakbulkspace 261 8
Automobile declcload no broken stowage 1 325 0

Total 3 046 8

The tug and barge service of TMT is directly eompetitive with
SACAL s service between Miami and San Juan SACAL s rate is
used from Jacksonville as well as Miami however a substituted serv

ice is used from Jacksonville to Miami SACAL does not now compete
with the North Atlantic carriers for the carriage of heavy machin

ery Virtually all of its heavy machinery originates in Southern
Florida

SACAL is a member of a corporate complex controlled by the China
International Foundation a charitable organization Vithin the cor

porate complex is the United Tankers Group composed of United
Tanker Corporation parent of five subsidiary corporations and the
United Tanker Limited parent of six subsidiary corporations One
of the subsidiary corporations United Maritime Corporation serves

all associated organizations as the overhead corporation handling
major payrolls except ships payrolls the rent for the New York office
basic light heat power and telephone expense and group insurance
and pensions Among the employees of the United Maritime Corpora
tion are p rsons devoting full time to SACAL s affairs The salaries

of these individuals are billed direct to SACAL which also bears its

own professional and auditing fees direct communications expense
both at the New York office and as incurred by its agents thesalary of

its San Juan freight solicitor and his office expenses and miscellaneous

other items directly attributable to SACAL s operation In addition

to direct expense SACAL shares other expenses with affiliated com

panies based on a formula of longstanding and which considers gross
assets annual revenues and time devoted to the affairs of the particu
lar company by the executives or other employees These factors are

weighed respectively 15 25 and 60 percent The method of alloca
tion is used by all affiliates and for all corporate purposes including
income tax Ithas been used in a proceeding beforethe Renegotiation
Board and an independent auditor has not questioned it

9 F lfC
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In the heavy machinery traffic direct from Miami to San Juan

SACAL outcarried TMT by almost four to one However TMT is

the predominant carrier due to inland freight differences favoring
Jacksonville

Shippers seleot the carrier for transportation of heavy machinery
primarily but not exclusively on the basis of total cost of transpor
tation from point oforigin to destination

Puerto Rican distributors for International Harvester Company
producers of heavy machinery would change from TMT to a North

Atlantic carrier if transportation costs were equal because self

propelled vessels are faster andmore dependable
West India Machinery and Supply Company distributors of heavy

machinery in Puerto Rico would select North Atlantic carriers if

transportation costs were equal preferring the separate vessels over

a tug andbarge operation
Caterpillar Americanus a shipper ofheavy machinery provided ap

proximately 38 percent of TMT s revenue for carriage of heavy ma

chinery during 1963 In addition to lower transportation costs this

shipper finds it advantageous to use the TMT roll on roll off service
because of savings in cost of preparation for shipment and reassembl

ing the parts at destination This shipper would remain with TMT

if total transportation costs were equal in appreciation to TMT for

initiating the roll on roll off service in the trade but would use another
carrier if it offered a positive improvement in overall transportation
or if customers preferred another service

The rate of 28 cents per cubic foot for road scrapers a reduction for

that commodity not applied to other heavy machinery was first estab

lished by TMT because at a rate of50 cents per cubic foot a dispropor
tionate cost fell on road scrapers The cubic measurement of the item

was extremely high as compared with other heavy machinery while

the cost of handling was the same SACAL reduced its rate on road

scrapers from 50 cents per cubic foot to 28 cents per cubic foot to re

main competitive with TMT after an important shipper of that item

had threatened to take its business to TMT unless the reduction was

made This reduction was effective March 28 1964 On North At

lantic carriers road scrapers are shipped in compact packages which

greatly reduce their cube

Oosts of the Oarriers

Seatrain presented no cost data and there is 110 evidence relating
to the rate filed by Motorships

Sea Land Carcarrier Division shows a net profit of 75 428 for

1963 No heavy machinery was carried during this period
9 F M C
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AUT operated at a loss during1963 Totalexpenses were 5 917 642

and 287 718 revenue tons were carried Fully distributed cost for a

revenue ton was 20 55 Out of pocket cost for heavy machinery was

7 07 per ron or approximately 18 centsper cubic foot

TMT s total expenses for 1963 amount to 3 952 809 and it handled

266 416 revenue tons ofcargo realizing a profit of 403 126 51 Aver

age fully distributed cost as found by the Examiner for carrying a

Ine urement ton is 14 15 or 351h cents per cubic foot 2 Fully dis

tributed cost as found by the Examiner for handling heavy machinery
is 1156 per measurement ton 29 cents per cubic foot 3 This is lower

than the average cost as heavy machinery consists of large wheeled

units and lends itself to faster and less expensive handling than other

cargo in a roll onlroll off operation
For the calendar year 1963 SACAL suffered a loss of 192 216

SACAL s loss is not attributable to carriage of heavy machinery
During the calendar year 1963 SACAL received a gross revenue from

the carriage of this commodity of 103 628 32 approximately 4 percent
of its total operating revenue General and Administrative G A

expense totaled 261 278 interest 23 644 and doubtful notes 1 934

During the fiscal period July 1 1963 to June 30 1964 SACAL real

ized a profit of 137 152 with G A expense reported at 183 035

depreciation 25 447 and interest 20 101 During the calendar year
1964 profit was 99 426 exclusive of supplemental charter hire of

30 000 paid under agreement with Containerships due for the first

time as respondent showed a calendar year profit G A expense
for the calendar year 1964 increased to 239 316

SACAL s fully distributed cost for handling all cargo in 1963 was

approximately 40 cents per cubic foot but for the period July 1 1963

to June 30 1964 it was reduced to approximately 36 cents per cubic

rom

At the rate of 37 cents per cubic foot heavy machinery will produce
a revenue of 14 80 per measurement ton 40 cubic feet to 1 measure

ment ton SACAL computes its July 1 1963 to June 30 1964 fully
distributed cost for transporting 1 ton of heavy Inachinery in the fol

lowing manner

2 SACAL contends this should be at least 14 51 or36 centsper cubic foot
8 SACAL contends this should be 30 cents per cubic foot
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Whar
Han
Stev

m
Vesse

Oth
Doc
G

Dep
Age
Mar

Miami San Juan General Total

Cagen n u n
U n n 0 10 0 20 0 30

dUng n n n n n 00 00 U 1 35 1 35
edoring 17 06 13

ncy n u n 00 n nn nn 59 37 96

I clerical overtiIne n 00 00 n nn 02 n

6 96
02

1 expense 6 96

er port expense 00 nn 00 n
00 uo n

14 14

k
interest

11 11
1 32 1 32

reciation 03 03

ncy fee and brokerage nn 0000 00 u 16 16

ine insurance cargo n un n n uun 11 11

Total 2 13 63 8 83 11 59

In determining costs allocable to heavy machinery SACAL allocated
5 7 percent on a revenue pro rate basis to inbound traffic 34 5 percent to

outbound automobile traffic maximum available automobile spaceI

related to total available space and the remaining 59 8 percent to

general cargo including heavy machinery
During the period used by SACAL for a cost basis and after exclu

sion of the automobile traffic its vessel operated outbound at nearly
fullcapacity carrying about 155 000 measurement tons on 51 voyages

SACAL s 37 cents per cubic foot rate here at issue includes

a Wharfage at Miami assessed by the port of 30 cents per 2 000

pounds SACAL s experience during 1963 showed a ratio of 4 676 7

nleasurement tons to 1 605 3 net tons or 2 9 to 1 the wharfage charge on

1 measurement ton being computed at 10cents

b Wharfage at San Juan assesed by the Port Authority pursuant
to its tariff or 1 cent per cubic foot or2 cents per hundred pounds sub

ject to a reduction of 50 percent on cargo rolled from the ship to open
areas and delivered to the consignee a reduction usually applying to

heavy machinery
c Handling charge at Miami of 135 per measurement ton per 2 000

pounds as freighted
SACAL has an agency cost at Miami of 4 percent of the outward

revenue and at San Juan 21h percent of that revenue Additional fees

of 100 per voyage at San Juan and 150 at Miami are paid for enter

ing and clearing Inoperating the Floridian SACAL incurs mooring
cr docking expense at Miami of 3 cents per gross vessel ton per day
and at San Juan of 1 cent per gross vessel ton per day or 327 60 per

voyage
Fully distributed costs for handling heavy machinery are less than

the average cost of handling all types ofcargo as heavy machinery is

loaded and unloaded by SACAL by the roll onjroll off method andthe

commodity consists of large wheeled units which lend themselves

to faster and less expensive handling thanother carRO
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THE EXAMINER S DECISION

In Docket No 1187 the Examiner treated separately those rates

which had been suspended and those rates which were allowed to re

main in effect pending hearing He noted that under the provisions of
section 3 of the 1933 Act a carrier has the burden of proving that a

suspended rate is just and reasonable

Examining the suspended rates of 37 cents including arrimo and

insurance of TMT and 43 cent of Sea Land including animo he

found the former to be just and reasonable and the latter unlawful as

its proponent had failed to prove that it was just and reasonable

The Examiner found TMT will realize a substantial profit on heavy
machinery at its reduced rate and that although the rate is consider

ably below those rates of its competition it is not so low as to drive any
carrier from the trade and is supported by TMT s lower costs ofopera
tion and to some extent by its inferior service

On the other hand the Examiner ruled that Sea Land had failed to

support its proposed 43 cents rate with adequate and appropriate cost

data and further failed in establishing any justification for its main

taining a rate 7 cents below that of the other North Atlanticcarriers

The Examiner found that the remaining respondents AUT Sea
train and Motorships which had 50 cents rates and SACAL which

had a 43 cent rate had not been shown to be unable to operate profit
ably at those rates He refused to order these rates altered for the

purpose of improving or equalizing competitive positions in the
absence of a showing that they were unjust or unreasonable

The Examiner found the separate 28 cent per cubic foot rate on

scrapers published by TMT and SACAL had not been shown to be

unjust or unreasonable and was supported by the faot that the cubic

measurement of road scrapers is extremely high as compared with
other heavy machinery and thus as the cost of handling is substan
tially the same charging the same rate as for other heavy machinery
would burden road scrapers with a disproportionate cost To sum

marize the Examiner in Docket No 1187 made the following
conclusions

1 The suspended Sea Land rate of 43 cents is not shown to be

just and reasonable and must be cancelled

2 The suspended TMT 37 cent rate is just and reasonable

3 The SACAL 43 cent rate is just and reasonable

4 The AUT Sea Land Seatrain and Motorships 50 cent rates are

just and reasonable

5 The TMT and SACAL 28 cent road scraper Fates are just and

reasonable
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In Docket No 1187 Sub 1 the Examiner found SACAL s 37 cent

rate to be lawfulbecause hefound itto be

1 Compensatory in exceeding fully distributed costs for both all

cargo and heavy machinery
2 Not unreasonably wasteful of revenue because SACAL s

management reasonably felt it was necessary to meet TMT s

competition and

3 Not competitively destructive because the rate had not been
shown to be likely to drive TMT from the heavy machinery trade

much less the Puerto Rican trade and was reasonably related to

SACAL s costs

DISOUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The 4J cent Rate of Sea Land

Sea Land maintains that the Examiner erred in not finding its

43 cent rate just and reasonable alleging that such a failure is incon

sistent with the facts that Sea Land had not carried heavy machinery
and had 35 percent free space on 80 percent of its southbound voyages
It further maintains that costs of loading and unloading heavy
machinery are similar to those for automobiles which are substantially
under 43 cents

We agree with the Examiner s conclusion that Sea Land has not

maintained its statutory burden of proving the justness and reason

ableness of its suspended 43 cent rate and find the rate unlawful

There has been no showing of how and to what degree heavy ma

chinery could be loaded on Sea Land s vessels As it has not carried
such machinery in the past this much would of necessity be essential
to support a proposed machinery rate 7 cents lower than that of

the other North Atlantic carriers Sea Land s attempt to support
the 43 cent rate on the ground that the costs of loading and unloading
heavy machin ry are similar to those for automobiles which are

substantially below 43 cents must likewise fail as the record contains

no comparison of tpe transportation characteristics of road building
machinery with those ofunboxed automohiles

The 50 cent Rates of AUT Sea Land Seatrain and Motors hips
No party attacked the finding of the Examiner that the 50 cent

rates of the North Atlantic carriers are just and reasonable The

cost evidence of record shows that while AUT s overall operations in

1963 were not profitable it will make a profit at the 50 cent rate over

its out of pocket costs for carrying heavy machinery which carriage
i5 increasing since the rate reduction and the modification of heavy
lift charges Seatrain and Sea Land as new carriers of this commod
ity should he allowed a reasonable opportunity to dev lop their
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services particularly at similar rates even though Seatrain s present
overall operation may not be profitable Freight Rates and Practices
in the Florida Puerto Rico Trade 7 F M C 686 1964 There is no

evidence of record relating to Motorships 50 cent rate Moreover the

rates are not competitively destructive vis a vis the South Atlantic

carriers being considerably higher than the latters rates Accord

ingly we find that the 50 cent rates of AUT Sea Land Seatrain and

Motorships have not been shown to be unjust or unreasonable and are

lawful

In the light of the evidence of record however that several of the
carriers may not be operating at fully profitable levels at 50 cent rates

we will fix the minimum rates for the carriage ofheavy m achinery for

AUT Sealand Seatrain and Motorships at the 50 cent level Inter

coastal Rate St1UCture 2 U S MC 285 301 303 1940

The 37 cent Rate of TMT

All parties to the proceeding other than TMT allege that the Exam
iner erred in finding the 37 cent rate ofTMT just and reasonable We

agreethat theExaminer so erred

The Examiner properly found that at the 37 cent rate TMT could

operate profitably bothwith respect to its carriage ofheavy machinery
and its overall operation TMT s operations are profitable with re

spect to both overall and machinery carriage even if the figures for its

average fully distributed costs and fully distributed costs for heavy
machinery suggested by its competitor SACAL are used The Exam

er also properly found that the 37 cent rate would not drive any of
the respondents out of the business particularly in light of the fact
that the North Atlantic carriers had carried only about 5 5 percent of
he heavy machinery traffic

Having made these findings the Examiner concluded that the 37
cent rate was lawful

The Examiner properly recognized that the lawfulness ofa rate does
not depend upon cost factors alone He understood that a carrier
cannot utilizea compensatory rate to drive other carriers from a trade
However removal from a trade is not the only evil of cost justified
rates which is outlawed by ourstatutes We must also strike down all
rates which are unduly or unreasonably prejudicial or disadvantageous
to any person locality or description of traffic in any respect whatso
ever the Act sec 16 First

As the Examiner correctly found the right of a port or carrier

serving that port to cargo from naturally tributary areas is funda
mental and must be recognized This right is codified in sec

tion 8 of the Merchant Marine Act 1920 which as a statement ofCon
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gressional policy although not one specifically appearing in the

statutes we administer should be and has been followed by this

Commission wherever possible As we stated in Oity of Portland v

Pacific Westbound Oonference 4 F MB 664 679 1955

That section requires all other factors being substantially equal that a given
geographical area and its ports should receive thebenefits of or be subject to the

burdens naturally incident to its proximity or lack of proximity to another geo

graphical area

It is true that in this case all other factors are not substantially
equal as the South Atlantic ports are closer to Puerto Rico than the

North Atlantic ports and it is black letter transportation law that a

carrier should be able to utilize its natural advantage of a closer

location to port of discharge to charge lower rates than more distantly
situated carriers

The degree by which such rates may be lower than those from more

distant localities is not open to speculation however As was stated

by the Supreme Court in United States v Illinois Oent R R 263 U S
515 524 1924 the mere fact that a rate is inherently reasonable

and that the rate from competing points is not shown to be unreason

ably low does not establish that thediscrimination is just Both rates

may lie within the zone of reasonableness and yet result in undue prej
udice The difference must be justified by the cost of the respective
services by their values or by other transportation conditions

Hearing Counsel have shown on the basis of 1963 carryings that at

48 cents TMT would earn revenue comparable to the revenue it would

E am at 43 cents even though it lost the traffic naturally tributary to

New York Such wastefulnes of revenue should be discontinued

It is a clear indicationthat there is no cost justification for the diver

sionary rate in order to maintain a certain revenue level

Further in the absence ofshipper testimony arguing in favor of the

need for a lower rate we are unable to conclude that the heavy machin

ery carriage is of so little value to such shippers that a higher rate

might not be justified
As will be pointed out below the actual volume of a commodity in

a trade or the relative amount of that volume transported by any par
ticular carrier is irrelevant if area differentials not supported by
transportation conditions have been shown to exist as is the case here
In the absence of differentials supported by such conditions a carrier

cannot be allowed to utilize its natural advantage to the extent that

even 9 percent of the cargo which would naturally move through a

certain port because of lower inland freight rates to that port is di

verted to another port to which the inland freight rates are higher
9 F M C
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To do this would be to deprive the port to which inland rates are lower
of its natural advantage
Itwould appear to be the proper solution here to fix the rates of the

North Atlantic carriers including arrimo at 50 cents which rate has
not been shown to be unlawful and the rate of TMTat 48 cents in

cluding arrimo which rate will allow it to utilize its natural distance

advantage by retaining all of the cargo from the territory naturally
tributaTY to it as well as in the absence of unforeseen circumstances all
of the Caterpillar Amelicanus traffic from the equalization territory
while at the same time preventing it from diverting cargo from North
Atlantic ports where such diversion is not justified by transportation
conditions

TMT presents various arguments in its reply to exceptions as justifi
cations for the 37 cent rate It maintains in addition to the cost

justification rejected above hat the 37 cent rate does not discriminate

against anyone as TMT only serves Florida ports and charges the

same rate for all heavy machinery regardless of origin It also argues
that it labors under a service disability vis a vis the other carriers
which entitles it to adifferential

The Interstate Commerce Commission has b en upheld by the courts
in its fixing ofminimum rates under a provision similar to section 4 of

Section 4 of the W33 Act provides in pertinent part
Whenever the Commission finds that any rate fare charge classification tariff

regulation or practice demanded charged collected orobserved by any carrier subject
to the provisions of this Act is unjust or unreasonable it may determine prescribe
and order enforced a just and reasonable maximum or minimum or maximum and

minimum rate fare or charge ora just and reasonable classification tariff regula
tion orpractice

Section 15 1 of Part I of the Interstate Commerce Act reads
Whenever after full hearing upon a complaint made as provided in section 13 of

this part or after full hearing under an order for investigation and hearing made by
the Commission on its own initiative either in extension of any pending complaint
or without any complaint whatever the Commission shall be of opinion that any

individual or joint rate fare or charge whatsoever demanded charged or collected

by any common carrier or carriers subject to this part for the transportation of
persons or property as defined in the first section of this part orthat any individual
or joint classification regulation orpractice whatsoever of such carrier or carriers
subject to the provisions of this part is or will be unjust or unreasonable or unjustly
discriminatory or unduly preferential or prejudicial or otherwise in violation of any
of the provisions of this part the Commission is hereby authorized and empowered
to determine and prescribe what will be the just and reasonable individual or joint
rate fare or charge or rates fares or charges to be thereafter observed in such
case or the maximum or minimum or maximum and minimum to be charged and

what individual or joint classification regulation orpractice is orwill be just fair
and reasonable to be thereafter followed and to make an order that the carrier or

carriers shall cease and desist from such violation to the extent to which the Com
mission finds that the same does orwill exist and shall not thereafter publish demand
or collect any rate 1are or charge for such transportation other than the rate fare

or charge so prescribed or in excess of the maximum or less than the minimum so

prescribed as the case may be and shall adopt the classification and shall conform
to and observethe regulation orpractice so prescribed
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the 1933 Act upon a finding of a violation of a provision similar to

section 16 First ofthe ShippingAct 1916 5

In a case similar to the instant one New York v United States 331

lJS 284 1947 the Supreme Court approved the action of the In

terstate Commerce Commission in establishing certain rates for sev

eral carriers upon a finding of a violation of 3 1 of Part Iof the

Interstate Commerce Act even though as here there had been no

showing that the existing rates of some carriers werenoncompensatory
or that any carrier would be driven out of business The Court stated

at page 346

T he power granted the Commission under 15 1 includes the power to pre

scribe rates which will substitute lawful for discriminatory rate structures

If the Commission were powerless to increase rates to a reasonable minimum in

order to eliminate an unlawful discrimination unless existing rates were shown

to be noncompensatory or unless ruinous competition would result it would be

powerless to prescribe the remedy for unlawful practices 6

Some cases of our predecessors suggest that u ndue prejudice un

der section 16 is not shown when the carriers serving the alleged pre
ferred point do not serve or participate in routes from the alleged
prejudic d point for the movement of the traffic involved 7 This

suggestion is contrary to the New York case and we will not follow it

As was observed in the New York case supra at pages 342343

If the hands of the Commission are tied and it is powerless to protect regions
and territories from discrimination unless all rates involved in the rate relation

ship are controlled by the same carriers then 3 1 fell far short of its

goal We do notbelieve Congress left the Oommission so impotent

N or under the rationale of the Ne10 York case need the facts that

only a small amount of carriage in the trade is of heavy machinery
and the North Atlantic carriers carry little of this traffic prevent us

from setting differentials In the New York case less than 6 percent
of the total traffic of all carriers traveled qnder the contested rates

and the evidence of the inhibiting effect of the relatively higher rates

upon particular shippers was deemed unimportant As the Supreme
Court said We assume that a case of unlawful discrimination against

6Section 3 1 of the InterstateCommerce Act reads
It shall be unlawful for any common carrier subject to the provisions of this part

to make give or cause any undue orunreasonable preference or advantage to any par

ticular person company firm corporation assocIatlOll locality port port district

gateway transit point region district territory or any particular description of
traffic in any respect whatsoever or to subject any particular person company firm

corporation association locality port port district gateway transit point region
district territory or any particular description of traffic to any undue or unreason

able prejudice of dlsad vantage in any respect whatsoever Provided however That

this paragraph shall not be construed to apply to discrimination prejudice or dis

advantage to the traffic orany other carrier of whatever description
o To the same effect see Ayrshire Oorp V United States 335 U S 573 594 1949
T California Packing Corp v States Steamship Compatty 1 U S s BB 546 547 1936

see al o American Peanut Oorp V M M Transpt 00 et aZ 1 U S s B 78 1925
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shippers by reason of their geographical location would be an unlaw

ful discrimination against the regions where the shipments originate
But an unlawful discrimination against regions or territories is not

dependent on such a showing New York v United States supra

at 308

The existence of a service disability alone would not he sufficient
to justify a differential of T 1T s rates below those of the other car

riers 8 Moreover the record does not show that such an alleged dis

ability exists

Although some shippers complained when TMT s shipments were

delayed during rough weather because of its tug and barge form of

operation there is no real showing that transit time is important to

shippers and receivers of the subject commodities In fact one of

the main shippers of the commodity here in question Caterpillar
Americanus which provided approximately 38 percent ofTMT s rev

enue for carriage of heavy machinery stated it preferred TMT s

service to that of the North Atlantic carriers even at equal rates

TMT s rate is therefore not just and reasonable under section 4 of
the 1933 Act as it is unreasonably prejudicial to the North Atlantic

ports under section 16 First of the Shipping Act 1916 It diverts

cargo from naturally tributary areas without sufficient transportation
justifications The minimum rate of TMT for the carriage of heavy
machinery except road scrapers is fixed at 48 cents including
arrlmo

There is another consideration which supports the requirement that

TMT raise its rate from 37 to 48 cents even though the 37 cent rate

appears to be fully compensatory The Commission has recently
adopted in Docket Nos 1145 1167 RedUJtion in Freight Rates oA
Aut01nObiles North Atlantic Ooast Ports to Puerto Rico RedAwed
Rates on Automobiles Atlantic Ooast Ports to Puerto Rico the rate

making principle long recognized by the courts that some commodities

be required because of the public interest to bear more than their full

share of allocated costs 9 The needs of the Puerto Rican economy and

its dependence upon the Continental United States have been detailed

in Docket Nos 1145 1167 As the Commonwealth there testified it

was aware that additional cost burdens might be placed upon certain

cargo by the requirement that rates for high valued commodities

should be such as not only to cover the cost of the movement

but sufficient also to support some share of the costs of the movement

of basic commodities It further stated that it believed such

ratemaking practices are necessary for the overall growth and health

of the economy of Puerto Rico Docket 1145 1167 Although
8See Report on Remand Docket No 1161 Reduced Rates on Automobiles Atlantic

Ooast Ports to Puerto Rico served Nov 16 1965
9B O R 00 v United States 345U S 146 1953 Government of Guam v Federal

Maritime Oommission 329 F 2d 251 254 DC Cir 1964
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the Commonwealth did not actively participate in this proceeding i

has often brought to the Commission s attention the necessity of the

carriage of low value commodities at low rates for the general welfare
of the economy of Puerto Rico and that a rate adjustment requiring
the carriage at such low rates has legal support has been amply
demonstrated

The raising of TMT s rate for heavy machinery will have the bene
ficial effect of requiring such machinery to subsidize the carriage of

goods essential to the Commonwealth s needs

The ocean freight at the 37 cent rate is less than 1 percent of the list

price plus marine insurance of heavy machinery The ocean freight
need not and should not be so low Machinery has historically paid
higher rates which yield revenue needed by carriers to support cargoes
which are not fully compensatory Shippers in the past have not pro
tested such higher rates nor as noted above have they done so in this

proceeding There has been no indication that traffic carried by TMT

will in any way be reduced by requiring its rateto be raised to 48 cents

other than to allowNorth Atlantic cargo to travel through naturally
tributary ports

Thus we must also declare TMT s 37 cent rate unlawful as unjust
and unreasonable within the meaning of section 4 of the Intercoastal

Act because it involves a service ofgreat value to the shipper for which

the shipper could and would pay higher rates The 37 cent rate

attractsto TMT virtually all of this high value historically high rated

cargo which otherwiso could help support low rated freight which

moves via other carriers in the Puerto Rico trade As noted on page
15 supra TMT will lose no revenues at a higher rate In fact TMT

will in no way be injured by such higher rate other than by the loss of

some traffic naturally tributary to Ndrth Atlanticports to which under

the evidence on this record relating to costs value of service and other

transportation considerations it is not lawfully entitled

The BAOAL 43 and 37 cent Rates

We find that both the 43 and 37 cent rates of SACAL for the car

riage of heavy machinery are compensatory TMT although not

excepting to SACAL s 43 cent rate excepts to the Examiner s finding
that SACAL s 37 cent rate is compensatory It alleges that the Ex

aminer erred in treating SACAL s cost as based upon a reasonable

use figure of 80 percent in applying the cost of TMT s stevedoring
expenses to SACAL s operation and in accepting SACAL s allocfttion

of general and administrative expenses TMT argues that the com

putations were actually improperly based upon maximum capacity
of SACAL s vessel that a SACAL s stevedoring is performed under

9 F M O
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a special contract with its agents TMT s stevedoring cost experience
cannot be applied to SACAL s operation and that since SACAL s

allocation of general and administrative expenses results ina much

smaller percentage of total vessel operating expense than that made by
itself AUT and Sea Land it requires justification

We find these allegations to be without merit The 37 cent rate is

compensatory even if the highest stevedoring cost of record is used

3 22 per measurement ton excluding automobiles SACAL s allo

cation ofadministrative expense is proper because of its peculiar type
of operations and is in line with that of other carriers The Exam

iner s costing of SACAL s traffic at fullvessel utilization wasproper
as SACAL enjoys virtually maximum utilization on its southbound

leg
However we find both the 43 and 37 cent rates of SACAL to be

unjust and unreasonable under section 4 of the 1933 Act There

is no justification ofsuch rates in terms of cost or value of service
In fact as there is no showing of the likelihood of the generation of

additional cargo at such reduced rates the reduction would result only
in a lossof revenue to SACAL

Therefore we find the 43 and 37 cent rates of SACAL for the

carriage of heavy machinery to be violative of section 16 First and

fix the minimum rate for SACAL for the carriage ofheavy machinery
except road scrapers at 48 cents including arrimo

SACAL unlike TMT does carry substantial amounts of general
cargo The necessity of requiring the raising of the South Atlantic

heavy machinery rates to facilitate the carriage of commodities essen

tial to the welfare of the CommonYealth of Puerto Rico also applies
to SACAL s 43 and 37 cent rates however because as we observed

with respect to TMT the carriage of heavy machinery is a service of

great value to the shipper for which the shipper could and would pay

higher rates The public interest requires that this be done

For this additional reason the SACAL 37 and 43 ceIit rates must

be declared unjust and unreasonable within the meaning ofsection 4

of the 1933 Act and the rate of SACAL for the carriage of heavy
machinery except road scrapers set at 48 cents including arrimo

The 8 cent TMT and SAOAL Rates for Road Scrapers
As noted above TMT and SACAL publish a special 28 cent rate

on road scrapers because the cubic measurement of the item is ex

tremely high as compared with other heavy machinery while the cost

of handling is the same thus at a rate of 50 cents per cubic foot a

disproportionate cost falls on road scrapers Such rate is further

justified because on the North Atlantic carriers road scrapers are
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crated in a compact package which greatly reduces their total cube

so much so in fact that if the28 cent rate is multiplied by theuncrated

cube and the 50 cent rate by the crated cube the results are approxi
mately equal We find that the 28 cent rates on road scrapers of

SACAL and TMT have not been shown to be unjust or unreasonable

An appropriateorder will be entered

Vice Ohairman JOHN S PATTERSON dissenting
The proceeding in Docket No 1187 was initiated by an order dated

May 26 1964 supplemented by orders served July 1 1964 July 22

1964 August 3 1964 and August 10 1964 ordering an investigation
to be instituted concerning the lawfulness of reduced rates on the

following items of heavy machinery filed by six common carriers y
water in interstate commerce between Atlantic Coast ports of the

United States and Puerto Rico

Machinery or Machines Viz

Earth moving
Land clearing
Road making grading and parts N O S viz

Angledozers
Brush cutters

Brush rakes
Bulldozers

Carry cranes

Cranes excavating
Force feed loaders
Mobile loaders
Power shovels

Road graders
Road rippers

Tractor other than truck

Power units

Road scrapers added by Second Supplemental Order served July 22 1964
The above items are referred to herein generally as heavy machinery

Road rollers

Road scrapers

Root cutters

Rooters

Side dozers

Stump splitters

Tampling rollers

Trail builders

Traxcavators

Treedozers

The ordering clause was preceded by an identification of the tariff

pages filed with the Commission or each carrier the proposed rates

and a statement of the purpose of the investigation The purpose
was a to determine whether they the rates are unjust un

reasonable or otherwise unlawful under the Shipping Act 1916

Act or the Intercoastal Shipping Act 1933 Intercoastal Act and

b to include the issue of whether there should be a differential

between themachinery rates of therespondent carriers The carrierszidentified

in the headingas well as Containerships Inc were named respondents

but Containerships Inc was later dismissed as a 9
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respondent The order serv d August 3 1964 suspended Sea Land s

rates and the order served August 10 1964 suspended TMT s rates

Th13 proceeding in Docket No 1187 Sub 1 was initiated by an

order dated December 29 1964 ordering an investigation to be
instituted concerning the lawfulness of further reduced rates on

machinery and tractors by AUT between New York and Puerto Rico

of 41 cents per cubic foot or 125 per 100 pounds An amendment

served January 13 1965 expanded the proceeding to include a hearing
concerning the lawfulness of further reduced rates by SACL between

Miami and Puerto Rico of 37 cents per cubic foot or 120 per 100

pounds The AUT rate was canceled and AUT was dismissed asa

respondent in Docket No 1187 Sub 1 The ordering clause was

likewise preceded by a statement of purpose to determine whether

the rates are unjust unreasonable or otherwise unlawful Section
18 a of the Act and section 3 of the Intercoastal Act authorize the

Commission to adjudicate the justness reasonableness and lawfulness

of the rates contained in the tariff pages filed

The Examiner s decisions in both Dockets No 1187 and No 1187
Sub 1 disregarded and did not interpret the otherwise unlawful

language of the initiating orders to cover issues under section 16 of

the Act and neither does my report Section 16 providesth3Jt
whoever violates any provision is guilty of a misdemeanor punishable
by a fine of not more than 5 000 It is considered that for such a

serious penalty a more specific notice than the otherwise unlawful

language in the Notice of Investigation is required to conform to

section 5 a of the Administrative Procedure Act that persons
entitled to notice of an agency hearing shall be timely informed

of the matters of law asserted Respondents did not have

enough notice of the matters of law in section 16 The Examiner

was COITect in his decision to disregard The Examiner also treats

as relevant and interprets section 8 of the Merchant Marine Act 1920
in the decision in Docket No 1187 Interpretation of section 8 is

considered to be a function of the Secretary of Commerce under

Reorganization Plan No 7 of 1961 Neither section 16 of the Act

nor section 8 of the Merchant Marine Act 1920 will be considered

herein

The facts showing the various methods of transportation by
respondents are set out in Appendix B to my report in Docket

Nos 1145 and 1167 appearing in 8 F MC 404 at page 432 except
for Containerships which no longer operates and was dismissed as

a pondent herein In other respects the facts of operation stated

in the majority s report are accepted as accurate The facts as to the
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fiscal data supplied are stated in Appendix A of this report and in

the majority s report This history of rate changes is also recounted

in the majority s report and in tabular form as follows

Rates in terms of per cubic foot

Carrier Previous Reduction Reduced Terminal EtJective Total after
rate filed rate charges 1 date reduction

Cents Cents Cents Cents
SeaLand uu 55 Apr 9 1964 48 2 May 27 1964 50

Do
u u 50 July 21 1964 41 2 Dec 18 1964 43

Seatrain u u 55 Apr 21 1964 48 2 June 17 1964 50
AUT uuuuu 55 Apr 27 1964 48 2 May 28 1964 50

Motorships u 55 June 16 1964 48 2 July 16 1964 50
TMT u uu u u 50 Apr 29 1964 43 0 May 29 1964 43
TMT

u un u uu 43 37 0 Dec 29 1964 337
SACL mm m m 50 May 11 1964 43 0 June 10 1964 343
SACL n mmmu 43 Nov 9 1964 37 0 Dec 30 1964 23 37

1 Arrimo and insurance
2 28 cents for road scrapers
a Docket No 1187 Sub 1

All the facts show that besides thevarious rate changes substantially
the only things that have happened are

1 TMT introduced a tug and barge service which no one

else provides with heavy machinery vehicles rolled on and off

and SACL loads and unloads the same way but uses a self pro

pelled ship All the other respondents lift cargo on and off self

propelled ships
2 SACL and TMT reduced rates on only one class of com

modities heavy machinery
Itern 1 has existed for some time see Dockets Nos 1145 and 1167

and the economies and conveniences of the new type of service made

reductions in item 2 possible
In essence we have an effort to prove that item 2 violates section

18 a of the Act andsection 3 of theIntercoastal Act

Based on the record before me in this proceeding my conclusions

and the reasons for my dissent are as follows

1 The Examiner was correct in deciding all of the rates except
those of Sea Land were just reasonable and lawful and the excep
tions to his decision shouldbe overruled

2 The Comfnission is not authorized to determine prescribe and

order enforced minimum rates for AUT Motorships Sea Land and

Seatrain until it first finds that the existing rates are unjust or un

reasonable and this finding has not been made except as to Sea Land

The finding as to Sea Land is supported because of Sea Land s failure

to conform to the requirements of section 3 of the Intercoastal Act

3 The rates ofSACL and TMT are notunjust and unreasonable for
the reasons as stated by the majority that
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a the higher minimum rates have the beneficial effect of re

quiring specified items of property subsidize the carriage of

goods essential to the needs of Puerto Rico

b the carriage of heavy machinery is a service of great value

to the shipper for which shipper could and would pay higher
rates and public interest requires that this be done

As regards my conclusions the reasons in support of them and my

dissent are advanced as follows

1 The exceptions should be overruled For purposes of this report
the exceptions have been summarized to cover four broad categories
of issues to show their effect on conclusions as to justness and reason

ableness of rates The itemized exceptions of the parties are restated

in Appendix B of thisreport
SUl1lmarized the exceptions are

a The correctness of the conclusions that the differentials between

the low and the high rates approved is a relevant issue and each in

dividual rate is just and reasonablp Refers to exceptions in Appen
dix B A 1 C 2 3 5 D 1 3 9 21 23 E 1 F 6 7

b The correctuess of the findings as to respondents costs the com

parability of cost items and of the conclusion resulting therefrom
Refers to exceptions in Appendix B A 2 B 1 2 D 48 F 4 5

c The right of carriers to be protected from diversion of cargo or

revenue caused by another carrier s rates Refers to exceptions in

Appendix B B 7 C 1 4 6 D 10 14 1820 E 2

d The proven differences in service provided by the respondents
and the right to reflect the differences in rates Refers to exceptions
in Appendix B B 3 5 D 15 17 E 3 F 2 3

Itwas not possible to classify Hearing Counsels exception dealing
with TMT motives for its qecision to reduce its rate F 1 but to the

extent mental study was given to costs and the effect on the retention
of traffic the exception is irrelevant to rate reasonableness External

or objective tests must be applied rather than motives or speculations
ab01lt officers judgment so the exception will not be discussed

Underlying the issues of differentials and cargo diversion items

a and c are questions as to whather there are such things as fair

shares of cargo to which carriers in various localities are entitled to

as a matter of right whether a rate differential is lawful which

alters any such fair shares and prevents competition on fair terms

whether shippers are deprived of inland rate economies by an ocean

rate differentIal and whether ports or localities have rights to receive

cargo naturally tributary or inherently belonging to them

Instead of answering these issues there seems to be disclosed a

feeling there is something wrong about 1 reducing rates as reflected
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in the statements that the Commission acted to prevent a possible rate

war and that requests for rate reductions hy shippers were aCvom

panied by threats and 2 leaving further ratema jng decisions
to the respondents as reflected in the statement of a need to fix
minimum rates because several of the carriers may not be operating
at fully profitable levels I do not believe these considerations are

either policy tests of justness and reasonableness nor sources of

authority for ordering enforced rates The injection of these feel

ings of wrong also seems to imply there is something wrong with
the private economic system and that competition is not to be trusted
The implication is that the respondents need a champion who will

support giving new carriers a reasonahle opportunity to de

velop their services Ifthere is to be any stability and opportunity
for developments agov rnment agency must supply it the reasoning
seemingly asserts No doubt our private decisionmaking system dOes
not work perfectly but without the free rate fluctuation that exists
it would not work at all It is control prone interference that
leads to worse distortions Where as here respondents are shown to

be compensated and most have some profit a Commission order en

forcing higher rates distorts by diminishing incentives to introduce
competing teChnical innovations and by denying the public economies
in total transportation costs Ido not espouse the doctrine that there

ought to bemoreprotection ofcarriers through regulation ofminimum

rates in the context of the highly competitive situation shown by this
record and in th context of innovations in the methodR used to

transport theproperty involved in this record
Whatever the feelings or doctrines we have four specific issues

and conclusions to support rulings and established tests to apply
a The rate differentials

The stated purpose of this investigation is to determine whether

there should be a differential between the heavy machinery rates of

respondent carriers The Examiner held differences have no inde

pendent significance as tests of justness and reason bleness and the

issue involves only differences in rates for which justness and reasou

ableness is each independently determined Differences are simply a

byproduct ofotherwiselawful rates from different ports or hy carriers

with different services The argument against this position apart
from natural or inherent rights and cost and service justifications
seems to hethat if thelowerrate is successful in attracting ordiverting
heavy machinery away from others the test is proven and the differ

ence must be unreasonahle There is no doubt on the facts of this

record that cargo is diverted to SACAL and TMT which otherwise
would go to the respondents operating out of New York if the dif
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ferential were what the New York carriers want it to be SACAL

may equally divert road scrapers from TMT with a 28 cent per cubic

foot rate Obviously a lower rate for adequate service is going to

attract cargo If proof of diversion or loss by one group of carriers
or by a locality to another group and locality is all that is needed to

prove unjust or unreasonable rates this proceeding would end right
here The facts of diversion were proven There is no supplemen
tary proof that the rate caused diversion will cause the elimination
of competitive conditions or monopoly of all commodity transporta
tion The question is solely whether we must prevent the diversion
of heavy machinery through rate orders

Conversion of such facts and diversion into law violation is pre

mised on a right to the preservation of the status quo in business
relations which may not be disturbed hy a lower rate causing too

great a disparity with higher competing rates There is no known

right to repose in business relations nor has any authority been cited

establishing the right EstaJblished business relations are entitled
absent deceptive conduct to no protection from diversion by the man

with service at a lower rate and this is what SACL and TMT are

providing There is no unfair conduct alleged other than that

sought to be inferred from rate reduction If the reductions are be

low remunerative levels to drive competing carriers out of business

or otherwise injure them section 19 of the Act provides a remedy
Facts showing cargo diversion or loss of revenue or what might
have happened in 1963 under an equal rate structure rather than one

with differentials do not automatically show invasion of rights creating
unjust or unreasonahle rates The fallacy of the position is belief
that economic adjustment must not be accompanied by loss to anyone

Neither has authority been cited to support the argument on this

record that the Commission must prescribe ocean rate relationships
which preserve the integrity of origin territories naturally tributary
to named places as argued and assuming we know what integrity
and naturally tributary concepts involve Likewise no authority
has been cited to support the argument that on comparable facts

of this record rate differentials should be ordered enforced which pro

duce a measure of competitive equality from origin territories

Proportional Oowmodity Rates on Oigarettes and Tobacco 6 FMB

48 1960 involved a tariff fixing the same tariff rates by one carrier
from all ports in the United States to Puerto Rico but subject to

deductions from the rate depending on the origin of the commodities

shipped The deductions applied only to cigarettes and tobacco

products and not to other commodities having the same shipping
characteristics The deductions had nothing to do with ocean trans
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portation costs The board correctly held that because the proposed
rates would establish varying charges for identical services p 55

they were discriminatory Here we have fixed rates and no deduc

tions depending on commodity origins and no varying charges and

a specialized property having different handling characteristics by
being on wheels or rolling tracks Oity of Portlaind v Pacific West

b Oonference 4 FMB 664 1955 involved a conference tariff

fixing the tariff rates on all commodities from all Pacific Coast ports
to foreign destinations hut instead of a deduction the difference be

tween lower inland transportation costs to one port and higher costs

to the chosen port was refunded to the shipper or absorbed by the

carrier The investigation was hased on section 15 of the Act and

section 8 of the Merchant Marine Act 1920 No such choices

computations refunds and statutory provisions are involved here

Oity of Mobile v BaltimuYre Insular Line Inc 2 USMC 474

1941 is not authority hecause the ocean rates established by several

defendant carriers serving many portswerenot a fixed amount but were

adjusted so that the lowest combination via any United States port
served by the several carriers will apply via any other port from
which they maintain service Deductions on specified commodities

were published independently The case involved equalization issues

SACLand TMT by comparison make no distinction in rates by refer

ence to inland points of origin or destination have fixed rates subject
to no adjustment and there is no equalization Any shipper pre

senting property classified in the tariff is entitled to the stated rate

with no adjustment
New York v United States 331 U S 284 1947 is not authority

because it dealt with a class might rate structure of one region
against another involving many of the country s largest railroads

The decision originated with an ICC investigation begun in 1939

inquiring into the lawfulness of most of thethen existing ratemaking
standards for interstate railroad class freight rates in the United
States The court held that once anunjust or unreasonableorunjustly
discriminatory classifiC3ition was found favoring Official Territory
over other territories the ICemight then determine and prescribe what

classification would be just and fair The economic development of

entire regions wasshown to be at stake in the proceeding Inthis vast

interterritorial rate case it was not possible for the ICC to deal with

theevidence with theprecision possible here

The essential premise of an unreasonable or unjust rate is at issue

and not proven in our proceeding and the facts are not comparable
be ause we are concerned only with one rate by two competing carriers
from one or two ports and a single classification of property having
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the same special mobility characteristics Other cases could be

similarly distinguisheq
No authoritative interpretation of justness and reasonableness of

rates has imposed the qualification that rates inducing changed choices

by shippers or carriers and changed ports to be used because of ad

vantages to shippers are converted from just to unjust or reasonable

to unreasonable Refunds adjustments and other practices may be

unlawful acts hut the problem at this point is solely the reasonable

ness of a rate by virtue of its amount alone The Examiner was

correct in deciding that the issue of rate differentials is incidental and

other issues such as cost of service and other effects ofthe rate provide
the tests as to justness and reasonableness Once lawfulness is found

rate by rate there is no need for further inquiry
The precedents equally stand for the proposition though not stated

that a carrier may not control traffic from a port it does not serve

Such control enforced through rate differentials is what the North

Atlantic carriers seek to accomplish The precedents seen in this light
cancel out their arguments

b The cost findings
The correctness of the findings as to carriers costs and the validity

of comparisons has been challenged If the diversionary effect of

rates is rejected as a test the rates may still be unreasonable if they
do not supply enough revenue to meet costs of operation However

the issue of cost justification fails because the rate of each respondent
either was found compensatory even after ll adjustments or wasnot

found conclusively noncompensatory as a result ofthe majority s state

ment that several carriers may not be operating at fully profitable
levels and there was no evidence as to Motorships

The cost data of SAOL and TMT were not directly compar3Jble be

cause of the differences between self propelled and tug and barge
operations Nevertheless TMT s audited oalendar year 1963 opera

tions assembled in the same format as a SAOL report permitted some

comparison of overall operational data The staff advised and Ido

not question that the 37 cent per cubic foot rate was compensatory
of out of pocket or direct costs of operation based largely on the fact

that the heavy equipment oan be expeditiously loaded and unloaded

Sea Land s data could not be related to the reports required by our

General Order No 11 but the company had not carried any heavy
equipment described in the record and submitted no data as to what

its costs would be Its data accordingly would not affect the outcome

of this case as far as other respondents are concerned AUT showed

a loss for the year 1963 and at existing rates could not cover fully dis

tributed costs under its methods of operation The Examiner de
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cided no further inquiry into differentials is needed if a rate is

cost justified Several exceptions point out serious d ficiencies and

inaccuracies in the Examiner s choice of figures and calculations The

fiscal data was generally so meager so tacking in comparability and
at this point about 3 years behind the present situation as to be of little
use Except for AUT and SACL no data was furnished permitting
allocation of revenue and expense to the services under review Use
of nonrecord information through resort to policy and generalized
economic considerations for a reasoned decision is an alternative which
Ihave taken in this report

The underlying issues in regard to the cost figures are the same as

with respect to rate differentials namely that because ofcertain rights
to the preservation ofan existing status in husiness relations operating
eosts are not controlling in this proceeding Cost considerations are

subordinate to superior statutory requirements The issue as to these

rights is the next one

c The right to protection from oargo or revenue diversion
The right to be protected from diversion of cargo or revenue caused

by a carrier s rates does not exist as a test as noted under topic a and
the deficient test is not supplied by this record s cost figures and notAd
in topic b The right to protection is next sought by creating geo
graphic areas called naturally tributary an expression derived
from section 8 of the MerchantMarine Act 1920 referring to the
natural direction of the flow of commerce and to freight which

would naturally pass through ports to the ports served by the ag
grieved carriers and by referring to carriers as being geographically
entitled to certain cargoes and hycreating a class of cargo inherently
and geographically belonging to a port
If diversion by rates and cost supported operations fail as tests

then rights to have cargo come to certain ports are tests according to
the argument N wturally trihutary applies to the land side of a

voyage not to the ocean lIt is thought to be wrong to let cargo go
somewhere else without sufficient transportation justifications The

rights are based on the claims of lower inland transportation rates to
a port Emphasis on inland factors requires disregard of a shorter
water journey fronl Florida to Puerto Rico and lower rates which

ought to have an equal claim in our reasonings As far as Puerto
Rico is concerned naJturally tributary areas are the seas between
Jacksonville and Miami and Puerto Rico ports It all depends on

where you start measuring natural flows The two claims cancel out
each other Other tests must be used Cargo undoubtedly goes else
where if any economic advantage of lower inland transportation costs
are lost as the result of enforced use Of higher ocean transpoItation
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rates from another port to the shipper s ultim8l1edestination Traffic

is always being diverted somewhere else as shippers constantly seek

more advantagoous rates This isa normal process ndt to be con

verted into an unlawful one The difficulty with the claims is that

they require disregard of rights of shippers to consider their entire

transportation costs in making choices of how to ship and of rights of

ports to be the origin of lowercost ocean transportation Apparently
ports may only be the destination of lower cost inland transporrtation
and have no other rights if the claiIns are valid but the effect on

shippers from other localities and other carriers must be considered

too The record showed thart shippers are concerned with their total

transportation costs and with the particular type of service offered

Localities are concerned with developing as large a use of their ports
as possible

We ought not to penalize Jacksonville or Miami to avoid penalizing
New York if the former have something hetter to offer Carriers are

concerned with receiving the full benefit of innovating efforts and

economies they are ahle to offer shippers We ought not to penalize
SACL and TMT to avoid penalizing AUT Motorships Sea Land or

Seatrain Everyone can claim some kind of inherent advantage
offsetting inland transporttation costs Iwould reject any principle
which has the effect of giving superior rights to the use of carriers aJt

ports where the inland transportation costs are less than to any other

port regardless of ocean freight costs Total costs and oonveniences

to shippers are also transportation justifications
A further difficulty with the tributary territory rights arguments

is that acknowledgmenit ofmerit compels an impossible solution We

should consider ourselves totally ill equipped to draw the necessary

lines on a map to fix the places where any law of nature implied by
naturally tributary characteristics dictates shipments should not be

diverted from one port or carrier rather than another because of in

land rates and should consider shippers are much better equipped to

make the choices Apart Trom any supposed naJtural law we are

equally ill equipped to study oonstantlyshifting inland transportaJtion
rates from various inland points to poItS

Neither carriers nor localities have any preordained right by virtue

of such a principle to have cargo come to them and nowhere else hased

on inland costs or any other less tangible factor Shipper choices and

port and carrier benefits depend on savings to shippers not on rights
to business protected against diversion when someone has something
better to offer
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d The differences in the respondents services
The differences in service provided iby the carriers show that two of

them from the shippers points of view have something hetter to offer
for transporting heavy machinery and of these one has a slower tug
and barge service which is no disadvantage to the principal shipper
The most significant single fact in this record is the difference in the

type of ships used by TMT and to some extent SAOL in comparison
with the other respondents Both roll the vehicles on and off except
when SACL uses the top deck a mobile shore crane is used Both are

innovators using new methods The roll on roll off method and the

tug and barge combination used by TMT offer heavy machinery
shippers a variety ofeconomies and conveniences shown in the record

The road scrapers transported were permitted by the shipper to be
rolled on and off in aunit lnly When lifted on and off road scrapers
were disassembled and crated at a greatly increased handling cost

Ignoring these economies and conveniences causes disregard of appli
cable principles which Will only lead to misallocation of traffic among
carriers suited to handle particular property and to higher than neces

sary costs of transportation as evidenced by the ordered increases above

compensatory levels Promotion ofdifferefit transportation methods
asa worthwhile objootive ofgovernment regulatory agency orders may
be an arguable proposition hut eoonomy and cheapness of service is
not arguaible Nevertheless economy and cheap service has been
treated as though it were arguable otherwise a redress in the form of

higher fixed rates is not needed to prevent the innovator from divert

ing too much heavy machinery to himself What is accomplished hy
intrusion is the impositiln of penalties for not using self propelled
break bulk carriers for heavy machinery on wheels or tracks Geog
raphy and enforced rate differentials replace technical improvement
as an influence on shipper choices There is nothing just or reasonable
in a rate that substitutes geography for technical characteristics and
economies in the service

Reference is made in argument to the protection ofTMT s monop
oly on roadmaking machinery accorded by the Examiner and to
the consideration that tug and barge service in the merchant marine is
not exclusive Of course TMT is not entitled to protection nor is its
service exclusive Neither are other carriers entitled to protection
The achievement of any presently exclusive role is temporary Its

permanent role was far from proven on this record and was only
assumed from an ahility to charge low rates on one class of property
Even if the exclusive role continues one need not recoil from thepros
pect that tug and barge service might well achieve an exclusive place
IF MC
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if it pays for itself under competitive conditions by providing service
to shippers and if no one else wants to provide the service Regula
tion is not required to preserve in the name of lawful rates ltnyone s

vested rights to cqntinue as he has traditionally after his economic

justificaJtion disappears as a re lt of technical innoyation in the art

of transportation
SACL to some extent and TMT justify lower rates made possible

by technical innovation and SAlCL refers to TMT as having in
ferior service claimed to be TMT s thy choice There is no need to

argue superiority versus inferiority or whose choice is involved

TMT s choice ofany self imposed inferiority is not significant The

significant fact is what exists and assuming no malpractices regard
less ofhow it gat there The significant choice is the shipper s choice

to use the service in spite of its quality Ina free economy and in an

unfranohised trade it is the shipper s choice that dictates use of what
he finds and it is the carrier s choice that dooides on hOlW good or bad

his service is to be and the price he will assign to it For such rea

sons it is believed to be poor policy to intrude Commission judgments
which have the effect of assuring carriers business they can t get
without competitive rates

2 There is no authority to order minimum rates for AUT

Motorships or Seatraif The proposed rates of AUT Motorships
and Seatrain have not been shown to be unjust or unreasonable and
are lawful according to the majorityJs report Section 4 f the
Intercoastal Act provides that whenever the Commission finds that

any rate charged is unjust or unreasonable it may
determine prescribe and order enforced a just and reasonable
minimum rate The word whenever means that authority
may be exercised to order enforced a minimum rate when and after
the preliminary finding of an unjust or unreasonable rate charged
is made and not before then The finding has not been made but

expressly contradicted Therefore the order enforcing a minimum
rate for AUT Motorships and Seatrain is not authorized Sea Land
did not furnish any relevant information on which a decision might
be based SeapLand s rate was suspended and under section 2 of the
Intercoastal Act a carrier whose rate is suspended has the burden
of proof to show that the rate is just and reasonable
Sea Land had an obligation to furnish information to meet theburden
of proof and its failure to furnish is equivalent to a failure to prove
justness and reasonableness Unjustness and unreasonableness are

established solely by the act of suspen ion followed by a failure to
meet the burden ofproof required by law
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Accordingly AUT Motorships and Seatrain have the right to

change the established minimum rate of 50 cents per cubic foot in

cluding arrimo in spite of the Commission s order
3 The rates of BAOL and TAfT are not unjust and unreason

able Having found the rates of SACL and TMT unjust and
unreasonable the statutory formula for ordering enforced a minimum
rate has been observed in the majority s report My proposed rulings
on the exceptions herein establish to the contrary that the rates are

just and reasonable for the reasons given and that the formula

prerequisites do not exist

To meet the requirements of the formula for the SACL and T 1T
rates without using cost or rate of return tests no balance sheets nor

allocated income and expense accounts were furnished to permit
findings on this subject of justness and reasonableness other actions
and results have been used The rates are thought to have unlawful

consequences
The majority avoids the need to conform with the usual rate

reasonableness tests by finding the SACL and TMT rates result in a

violation of section 16 of the Act because the rates are unreasonably
prejudicial to North Atlantic ports The prejudice is said to be

proven by the fact of diversion of what belongs to others Shipper
decisions to use otherwise just and reasonable rates in effect cause

SACL and TMT unreasonably to prejudice a port not served Prej
udice may be caused by a diversion of traffic but the prejudice does
not become unreasonable if the rates are otherwise reasonable and the
fact of diversion alone a normal economic consequence of lower rates
does not qualify the prejudice as unreasonable or undue either

Two added reasons regarding subsidization for Puerto Ricans by
high heavy machinery rates of more essential goods and the value
of the service to shippers are adduced Heavy machinery is now

added to automobiles as having economic responsibilities beyond the
cost of carriage See Dockets Nos 1145 and 1167 The argument
applicable to automobiles is equally applicable and was answered in

general in my dissent in Dockets Nos 1145 and 1167 A further

negativing consideration here is that TMT for 1963 carried 13 692 1

payable tons exhibit 20 AUT carried 681 measurement tons

exhibit11 and SACL carried 4 603 measurement tons of heavy
machinery exhibit 28 AUT carried 5 units in the first 3 months
of 1965 Sea Land and Seatrain carried little if any heavy machinery
in 1963 TMT carries little general cargo to benefit from higher
rates and the other respondents carry small amounts ofl1eavy equip
ment to provide any great benefit to general cargo The economic
responsibility argument has little practical effect in view of this record
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The value of the service may well be worth a lot more and in the

public interest to pay but under the Administrative Procedure Act

evidence and reasons connecting the evidence of value with the con

clusion of public interest in payment must be but has not been

supplied The argument is not conclusive

To sum up
If there is any single point of difference causing me to vote one

way and the majority the other way it is the one simple difference
of operations between the New York and the Florida respondents
As far as the majority is concerned the dijference has no effect and all

ships are to be treated alike ocean transportation rates are to be the

same no matter what differences in operations are disclosed by the

facts Ignoring such facts has significant consequences both on the

decision and on future conditions in the transportation industry at

variance with expressed national policy
The consequence to the decision is that rates ordered enforced by

Government agency are substituted for rates chosen by private car

riers It is hoped Ihave shown Government agency rates are wrong

as a practical matter and therefore unjust and unreasonable contrary
to a policy of heavier reliance on competition in transportation and

contrary to authority with regard to three respondents Economic

and operational difficulties develop when regulatory agencies play
guessing games by trying to steer these respondents through the

workings of shipper choices and carrier services by making decisions
for them when no threat to the workings ofcompetition is shown and
the carrier chosen rates are compensatory As bad off as these re

spondents may be thought to be in not operating at fully profitable
levels they could hardly do worse than the misallocation of traffic that

will occur by the ordering ofminimum rates Profitability levels will

simply shift among the carriers At least before the Government
order r spondents had themselves to blame for anything that might
happen With the meager financial data in this record it takes more

courage than Ihave to assume responsibility for such a serious busineSS

decision when the real parties in interest shippers and carriers have

already done the job on the basis of mutual self interest

The consequences to the future of sea transportation are distor

tions preventing realization of the policy that users of transport
facilities should be provided with incentives to use whatever form of

transportation provides them with the service they desire at the lowest

total cost If we are to provide incentives t pattern rate structures

more closely on the cost of providing services and to encourage reli

anceon competition two keystones to regulatingtransportation under

present national policieswe should avoid ratefixing orders When
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carriers are prevented by Commission orders from reducing rates
on special categories ofproperty made possible by special ship design
andmethod of handling property there can be no effective competition
between the different types ofcarriers Without such competition and
rates that reflect the differences in costs greater use of a desired type
of transportation service at lowest cost more efficiency and greater
competition will remain elusive goals This is commonsense and no

legislation dealing with modes of transportation is needed for
validation

If there is overtonnaging and if this is bad the best thing the
Commission can do is create conditions which will correct the situa
tion not perpetuate it hy ordering service t higher rates than rates
at which all can get along with by a little redistribution of cargo
shares Someone is going to have to be hurt to the point of seeing
his self interest lies in either getting rid of tonnage or in using more

efficient comp titive types of tonnage Fixing rates only postpones
the inevitable decision We may not make service decisions and order
the tonnage out of existence or replaced but we can do the next best

thing which is to create a condition leading to the same decision as

soon as possible by a carrier having the most to gain by more efficient

operations Shipper choice based on necessity rather than our cour

age will be the best adjudicator of economic issues where competition
operates

The underlying fallacy is that adjustments must not be accom

panied by loss of fully profitable levels by anyone and we have some

kind of protective function to prevent this result based on authority
to prevent unfair rates or unfair preference and prejudice The

fallacy prevents adjustment which in my opinion is a far greater
corruption of fairness than any sacrifice of profitable levels caused

by a need to adj ust

In these summary remarks a qualification is made as to situations
where competition exists Regulation is a proper objective of Com
mission orders when private action endangers the unrestrained flow
of commerce under competitive conditions At this point there is a

detriment to commerce The danger however is not diminished
when we establish rates ourselves The danger remains the same with
the added element of government intrusion without control over cost
or service The action becomes abusive as well as useless when we

exceed our authority as far as Congressional directions are concerned
Statutes confine our authority to orders after the danger point has
been reached Arguments that this is too late must be addressed to

Congress
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It is concluded that the rates filed for heavy machinery by all the

respondents except Sea Land should be found to be just reasonable

and lawful and the proceeding should be dismissed

Commissioner GEORGE H HEARN dissenting
While Iconcur in the majority s view that the 28 cents rate on road

scrapers proposed by both SACAL and TMT is not unjust or un

reasonable and is therefore lawful Icannot agree with the majority
respecting their conclusions as to the rates on heavy machinery By
the fixing of minimum or floor rates the majority in my view

have evinced here as they have in Reduced Rates on Autos North

Atlantic Ooast to Puerto Rico 8 FMC 404 1965 hereafter Docket

Nos 1145 and 1167 an unwarranted concern that carriers in this

trade may not be earning profits as great as they might
I interpret this record as did the examiner with the exception

that Iwould permit Sea Land to move machinery in the trade at its

43 cents rate per cubic foot which Ishall refer to later

The majority opinion notes that the trade is overtonnaged Isubmit

that rates should not be pegged at minimum levels to protect uneco

nomic carriers To do so does no real service to the public shipper
consignee or economical carrier and flies in the teeth of one of the

main goals ofFederal regulatory agencies i e speeding the response

to new technical opportunities 1 Minimum rates in overtonnaged
trades have the effect ofgranting windfalls to the economic operators

and subsidies to the inefficient operators paid unnecessarily by the

shipping public As the examiner noted there is a difference between

a rate war and healthy competition and the Commission should not

inhibit the competitive practice of reducing rates where such rates are

just and reasonable

Ibelieve that in the instant case the majority have given mere lip
service to their avowed support of Operation Bootstrap in failing to

distinguish between automobiles and machinery 2 While it may be

argued that automobiles are not of vital importance to the economic

growth of the Commonwealth it hardly can be said that machinery

1 The Economic Report of the President to the Congress January 1966 at p 126
II In Nos 114 and 1167 the majority cognizant of Puerto Rico s Operation Bootstrap

stated that Puerto Rico must have ocean rates maintained at the lowest reasonable levels

and seemed to justify higher than compensatory rates on some commodities to support

nonfully compensatory rates on beaDS potatoes and onions I assume that the

majority s reason in the instant case for fixing rates at 50 cents for the North Atlantic

carriers and 48 cents for the South Atlantic carriers refiects its earlier philosophy of aid

ing Operation Bootstrap On the very date that the majority opinion in this case was

served the majority permitted American Union Transport a respondent here to increase

its southbound rate on beans by an astounding 31 percent Moreover the bean movement

for 1964 represented AUT s fourth heaviest moving commodity and its sixth most important

revenue producer
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and tractors fall into the category of luxuries Machinery and trac

tors indeed are capital items and low rates on such items particularly
where they are shown to be compensatory accord with the philosophy
which the majority enunciated in Nos 1145 and 1167 and reiterate
here that the rates on some items should be sufficiently high as to sup
port some share of the costs of the movement of goods on the ground
that such ratemaking practices are necessary for the overall growth
and health of the economy of Puerto Rico The requirement that a

consignee of capital goods be required to import them at several cents

per cubic foot more than the carrier is willing to carry them for es

pecially when the lower rates are fully compensatory in my opinion is
inimical to the goals of Operation Bootstrap Further the absence
of shippers testifying in favor of the lower rates in my opinion is in
consequential It should be presumed that shippers favor lower rates
and superior service In any event the obligation to determine the
lawfulness of rates rests upon the Commission the statutory guardian
of the public interest and not on the diligence of interested shippers

With regard to the machinery rates of the two South Atlantic car

riers SACAL and TMT the majority found that the 37 cent rate was

ompensatory It is queer indeed to order a compensatory rate of
37 cents raised to 48 cents because they offer a service of great value
to the shipper for which the shipper could and would pay higher
rates I cannot associate myself with a rate philosophy which
measures reasonableness by what the traffic will bear Ido not be
lieve as Istated in my dissent in Dockets 1145 and 1167 that TMT
is entitled to any rate differential because of its less attractive service
On this record particularly with respect to the commodities under
consideration it does not appear that TMT s service is an inferior one

Transit time does not appear to be a controlling factor and Caterpillar
Americanus the source of almost 40 percent of TMT s tractor and

heavy machinery business finds TMT s roll on roll off service

peculiarly suited for its shipments
In any event where TMT s rate is compensatory it should be en

titled to offer that rate As some justification of its order that these
rates be raised the majority states that as there is no showing of the
likelihood of the generation of additional cargo at such reduced rates
the reduction would result only in the loss of evenue In my
view the standard of generating additional cargo for determining the

legality of a compensatory rate is one which militates against the

public interest It is certainly one which gives scant protection to

shipper consignor or consumer and is hardly attuned to our continu

ing efforts to stifle inflationary pressures
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Regarding the machinery rates of the North Atlantic carriers Sea
Land AUT Seatrain and Motorships only Sea Land has proposed a

43 cent rate while the others defended a 50 cent rate While Iagree
that the record does not show the 50 cent rate to be unjust or unreason

able and therefore lawful Iwould not fix the rate at that figure but

would permit them to meet if they chose Sea Land s competition
at the 43 cent rate

The record Isubmit permits the Commission to find Sea Land s

43 cent rate on machinery and tractors as just and reasonable The

record of course reflects that Sea Land has not carried any machinery
during the period of record But the record does establish that Sea
Land maintain a Carcarrier Division which operates the SS Detroit
This vessel has been especially converted to handle vehicles and ma

chinery and it can accommodate a 25 ton machine as readily as it can

a 2 ton automobile The record further reflects that the Carcarrier
Division has operated at a profit and that on 80 percent of its south
bound voyages the Detroit has averaged 35 percent free space The
nature of Sea Land s operation and the evidence of record Ibelieve

support the conclusion that its costs of loading carrying and unload

ing machinery would not vary materially from the costs attendant

upon its automobile and truck business The majority in Docketi
No 1145 and 1167 authorized Sea Land to carry automobiles at a 39
cent rate The similarity of commodities autos and machinery the

peculiarities of Sea Land operation the fact that Sea Land s Car
carrier Divison is profitable and the amount of free space the Detroit
has experienced all lead me to conclude that Sea Land has shown that
its all inclusive 43 cent rate is just and reasonable and therefore lawful
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APPENDIX A

FISCAL DATA SUPPLIED

Commissioner PATTERSON S dissent

Sea Land furnished a profit and loss statement for the year ended

December 28 1963 for Sea Land Service Inc exhibit 7 and for its Oarcarrier
Division exhibit 8 AUT furnished a Schedule 3002 Vessel Operating
Statement for the period 1963 for New York Puerto Rico and New York Puerto

Rico Bermuda Services 1963 covering 45 voyages indicating only direct profit
from vessel operations exhibit 9 supplemented by allocated administrative
and general expenses reserve for depreciation interest inactive vessel expense
and costs of cargo figures

TMT and subsidiaries furnished a Schedule 3002 Vessel Operating Statement
for the period January 1 1963 through December 31 1963 covering 76 voyages

exhibilt 18 supplemented by a statement of costs per measurement ton on

earthmoving and allied equipment exhibit 21

SAOL furnished a Schedule 3002 Vessel Operating Statement for the pe od

nding December 31 1963 exhibit 41 p 2 covering 71 voyages supplemented
by individual summaries of expenses for individuai ships for specified voyages

exhibit 42

Seatrain furnished no comparable fiscal data None of the respondents
furnished balanee sheets nor allocated figures to the property covered by the

tarUr rates at issue

APPENDIX B

ExCEPTIONS OF THE PABTIEB

Commis8icner PATTERSON S dissent

The exceptions were as follows
A TMT excepts

1 To the finding that the SAOL 28cent percubiC foot rate for transport
ing road scrapers has not been shown to be unjust or unreasonable or

unlawful

2 To the finding that the cost to SAOL of transporting machinery is 40

cents per cubic foot
E SAOL excepts

1 To the finding as to TMT s costs of handling heavy machinery and the

average fully distribut costs includes Exceptions 1 2 and 4

2 To thefindings as to SAOL s costs Exception3

The statements paraphrase the Parties own exceptions and t9 the extent of any variance
thought to affect anyone s rights reference should be to the parties own words

501
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3 To the failure to find that 46 4 percent of TMT s voyages were with
low horsepower tugs causing irregularity of service and adequately powered
tugs will diminish the irregularity includes Exceptions 5 and 6

4 To the failure to find TMT improved its Miami San Juan competitive
position by direct service Exception 7

5 To the finding rough weather delays are the cause of any significant
inferiority inTMT service Exception 8

6 To the failureto find TMT s inferior service is caused by matters within

its Cntrol and is not a competitive disadvantage Exception 9

7 To the failure to give effect to the Merchant Marine Act 1920 trans

portation policy inconcluding that naturally tributary rights aresubservient
to costs

C Port of New York Authority excepts
1 To the Examiner s application of standards for intermodal ratemaking

ullder the Interstate Commerce Act and to their erroneous application
2 To the conclusion that the issue of rate differentials is subservient to

other cost issues and has been avoided ana absurd results reached

3 To the findings and conclusions regarding the need for a rate differ
ential to offset TM s inferior service because it is contrary to the evidence

and is notshoWn to be necessary
4 To the refusal to consider the diversion of traffic from origins naturally

tributary to NeW York in determining whether a differential is justified
5 To the finding TMT S rate of 37 cents per cubic foot is just and reason

able and notunlawfuI

6 To the conclusion that no unjust undue or unreasonable prejudice has

been shown against New York
D AUT presents 23 exceptions to failures to make findings with regard to

rates on roadmakfng machinery and tractors

1 A 13cent percubic foot differential between AUT and TMT is unjust
and unreasonable

2 A 7 cent per cubic foot differential between AUT and TMT is just and
reasonable

3 A 50cent per cubic foot rate letween the Atlantic Coast and Puerto
Rico would be justand reasonable

4 AUT s costs for handling general cargo were SQmething other than
21 34 per ton

5 Costs of general cargo handling are not cQmparable with costs for
handling road machinery

6 AUT s fully d stributed costs for handling road machinery were i6 84
per tonor 42 centsper cupic foot

7 Fully distributed costs depend on the number of tons carried and num
ber of tons attracted by a differentially lower rate

8 AUT may establish a rate above outof pocket t but below fully
distributed cost

9 TMT s rate may be condemned o diverting rgo even if it is
compenSatory

10 More than 23 000 and approximately 73 000 in revenue is diverted
from thePort of New York by virtue Of TMT s rates

11 The reve ue diversion harms New York
12 TMT s rate is unlawful in that it diverts cargo from New York
13 Any device which divert s naturally tributary cargo is unlawfuI
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14 Compensatory rates maybe changed by the Commission if they divert
cargo which is naturally tributary

15 TMT has no service disability
16 The reason that the largest shipper of roadmaking maChinery Cater

pillar would continue to hip via TMT with equal rates is not in apprecia
tion forTMT g pioneeringservice

17 The reason the largest shipper of road machinery would ship via
TMT is that the roll onjroll off service and transit time is not a disability

18 If rates in 1963 had been eQual among all respondents three fou hs

of cargo would have been carried by TMT and SACL and half of such cargo
by TMT alone

19 Equal rates would assure to each coast cargo inherently belonging to
such coast and a fair proportion of the eBtire rtraffic

20 Under equal rates carriers woulc1 have equal opportunity to compete
21 A rate differential unfairly discriminates against northern shippers

and prefers southern competitors
22 Differential rates willca use instability intrade

23 Differential has caused TMrand SACL to carry 954 percent of cargoes

although without differential 25 percent would go via North Atlantic

carriers
E Sea Land states that theExaminer erred

1 In finding Sea Land failed to meet its burden of proof and in conclud

ing the 41 cent per cubic foot rate should be canceled

2 In concluding the naturally tributary rights issue is subservient to

competitive cost factors
3 In concluding TMT s service is inferior and entitled to a differential

under its competitors
F Hearing Counsel states that theExaminer erred

1 In failing to find TMT reduced its rate without considering whether
it might retain traffic without the reduction and was motivated by a desire
to retaina differential

2 I finqing transit time is a major factor in shippers routing decisions
3 In findings related to the acquisition of an additional tugboat and

barge
4 In using average fully distributed cost figures and in comparing unlike

factors
5 In conduding TMT was the low cost operator because of certain heavy

lift charges by other carriers

6 In not concluding that no shipper would be burdened by establishing a

minimum rate at 48 centsper cubicfoot
7 In concluding TMT s Tate is not unnecessarily wasteful of revenue
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Docket No 1187

REDUCED RATES ON MACHINERY AND TRACTORS FROM UNITED
STATES ATLANTIC PORTS TO PORTS IN PUERTO RICO

Docket No 1187 Sub 1

FURTHER REDUCTION IN RATES ON MACHINERY AND TRACTORS
FROM UNITED STATES PORTS TO PORTS IN PUERTO RICO

ORDER

These proceedings having been instituted by the Commission to
determine the lawfulness under the Shipping Act 1916 and the Inter
coastal Shipping Act 1933 of proposed reduced rates and related

charges on heavy machinery of respondent carriers in the trades from
United States Atlanticports to ports in Puerto Rico and the Commis
sion having this date made and entered its RepOrt stating its findings
and conclusions which Report is made a part hereof by reference

Therefore itis ordered that

1 A minimum rate of 50 cents inclusive of arrimo is established
for the North Atlanticcarrier respondents In lieuof the above those
carriers may publish a 48 cent rate exclusive of arrimo

2 The minimum rates for TMT and SACAL operating from
Florida ports shall be 48 cents not subject to additional charges for
arrimo for heavy machinery except road scrapers

3 TMT and SACAL promptly file with the Commission revised
schedules of rates and charges in accord with our findings and conclu
sions herein said schedules of rates and charges to be effective within
15 days from the date of service of this order

By theCommission

SEAL THOMAS LIsr

Secretary
504
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No 1153

TRuCK AND LIGHTER LOADING AND UNLOADING PRACTICES AT NEW

YORK lIARooR

Deoided May 1 1966

Respondents tariff provisions imposing direct transfer loading and unloading
charges on truckers and lightermen found to be contrary to section 17 of

the Shipping Act 1916
Failure of respondents to establish and adhere to reasonable lighter and truck

detention rules found to be in violation of section 16 First and an unreason

able practice under section 17 of the Shipping Act 1916

Failure of respondents to include in their tariff No 2 rates assessed against

lighters loaded and unloaded to piers found to be an unreasonable prac

tice under section 17 of the Shipping Act 1916

Certain rules and regulations contained in respondents tariffs No 2 and No 6

found to be in violation of section 16 First and contrary to section 17 of

the Shipping Act 1916

Mark P Sohlefer Jolvn Ownningham Riohmrd J Gage and Robert

J Nolan for respondents
Herbert Bwrstein SJJJTlJltel B Zinder and Arthwr Liberstein for

intervener Empire State Highway Transportation Association Inc

Artlvwr Liberstein and Oharles Larvdesman for intervener Wm

Spencer Son Corporation
Ohtristopher E Heokman for interveners Harbor Carriers of the

Port of New York James Hughes Inc Henry Gillen Sons Lighter
age Inc McAllister Lighterage Line Inc and Petterson Lighter
age Towing Corporation

Thl11l8M Knebel for intervener Middle Atlantic Conference
James M Henderson Douglas W Binns and Jacob P Billig for

interveners Port of N ew York Authority and Export Packers Asso

ciation of New York Inc

D J Speert for intervener Brooklyn Chamber of Commerce
Leo A Larkin and Samuel Mandell for intervener The City of

New York
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ThomasR Matias DJVid N Nissenberg Robert J Blaekwl3ll Don

ald J Brunner and Roger A McShea Ill as Hearing Counsel

REPORT

By THE CoMMISSION John Harllee Ohairman John S Patterson

Vice Ohaif111XJlfl Asht9n C Barrett James V Day George H

Hearn Oommissioners

This is an investigation instituted on our own motion into certain

practices of the New York Terminal Conference respondent in

regard to the loading and unloading services its members provide
for trucks and lighters at the various terminals in the port of New

York

All interested parties have been heard and the proceeding is now

before us upon exceptions to the Initial Decision of Examiner A L

Jordan
The parties are identified in the appearances

FACTS

The New York Terminal Conference is an association of 22 steam

ship companies and terminal operators all named individual re

spondents in this proceeding who are engaged in or concerned with

the loading and unloading of waterborne freight onto or from trucks

and lighters at marine terminals in the port of Greater New York

and vicinity
The Conference operates under approved FMC Agreement No

8005 which in Article 1 provides
That they respondents shall establish publish and maintain tariffs con

taining just and reasonable rates charges classifications rules regulations
and practices with respect to the services of loading and unloading of water

borne freight onto and from trucks lighters and barges and the service of

storage of waterborne import freight on the pier including the fixing of free

time period as aforesaid

Respondents have filed tariffs with the Commission relating to

lighter and truck loading and unloading This proceeding is con

cerned with whether the terms and conditions of these tariffs meet

the requirements of the agreement itself and whether they are valid

under the Shipping Act 1916

Lighters There is a substantial amount of lighter traffic at the

port of New York Lighters are worked in two basic waysto the

pier and over th side When worked to the pier cargo is loaded to

or unloaded from 1 the lighter with the pier as the place of immediate

1Hereafter load loading or loaded includes unload unloading and unloaded

unless the context requires otherwise
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origin or destination ofcargo Over the side or direct transfer refers
to the practice ofmooring the lighter alongside the vessel with cargo
p ing directly between the two and never coming in contact with
the pier

Respondents Lighterage Tariff No 2 contains the rates rules and

regulations applicable to loading lighters and barges alongside vessels
moored at piers operated by respondents This tariff covers only
the above mentioned over the side type of service and does not cover

service to the pier Respondents have no tariff for loading to the

pier and they rarely provide loading services at the pier Usually
when a lighter is to be worked at the pier the service is performed
by Wm Spencer Son Spencer Spencer is not a terminal opera
tor but is a stevedoring company specializing in handling lighter
freight in New York Harbor The vast bulk of the lighter pier work
in New York Harbor is done through Spencer Spencer does not
work undera tariff all rates being negotiated

The lighterman may not on arrival at the pier demand to be worked
in a certain manner The terminal operator decides for his own con

venience and necessities whether aparticular shipment will be handled
from the pier or overtheside

The lighters access to the piers is controlled by the steamship com

panies which issue permits giving a range of two dates within which
the lighters may arrive at the piers This permit does not say whether
the cargo will be handled over the side or to the pier because the
order in which parcels of cargo are placed aboard the ship depends
upon the time of arrival of the cargo at the terminal and the place
of the particular parcels port of discharge on the ship s itinerary It
has to be dealt with from time to time based on the ability of the
vessel to receive the cargo into her holds Under the permit issued
by the ship the terminal operator has complete control of the specific
arrival time of the lighter and the actual time of loading

Sometimes the terminal operator for his own convenience work
a lighter over the side at night This practice requires th t lighter
men pay overtime wages to the lighter captain and th lighterman s

foreman who checks the cargo count with the terminals chec er

When a lighter is delayed for an indeterminaQle period and th

lighterman has to hire a lighter for another job in the place of a

delayed one reasonable rates are shown to be 80 per day each for

scows and covered barges and 90 per day for stick lighters
The size of the average lighter s cargo deck is 8 90 feet long by

3035 feet wide When working cargo over the side if the terminal

9 F M C
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operator places the lighter alongside the ship s hatch so that the

ship s hook lands in the center of the lighter s length the drafts of

cargo need be moved on the lighter s deck not more than 45 feet and

as the loading progresses that distance is shortened Likewise in an

unloading process thedistance cargo is moved grows from a few inches
to not more than 45 feet If to speed its operations the terminal
operator decides to work cargo from two lighters into the same hatch

the ship s hook may fall at one end of each lighter In that event

the greatest distance to be traveled on the lighter s deck is 90 feet with

shortening of the distance in the same proportion as described in the

first mentioned example
When the terminal operator elects to receive the lighter s cargo on

the pier delivery is seldom accomplished at the point where it may
be lifted directly from the pier into the ship s hold In such cases

therefore after discharge to the pier the cargo must be moved from

the point of rest on the pier to a point of rest on the ship s hold into

which it is to be lifted

Respondent s Lighterage Tariff No 2 which provides the rates

applicable to direct or over the side transfer also contains the follow

ing provisions
a The service of loading lighters shall include stowage of cargo aboard

l1ghters in a safe reasonably efficient manner consistent with the custom and

practice intheport of New York

b The service of unloading lighters shall include whatever movement is

necessary aboard the lighter to make cargo accessible to the ocean vessels load

ing gear and thea1Ilxing of cargo to said loading gear

c The terminal operator shall supply all labor and equipment necessary

to properly load orunload thelighter
d Nothing contained herein shall be construed as affecting whatever rights

lighter operators have with regard to collection of lighterage detention charges

from steamshipcompanies
e There shall be no charge for the loading or unloading of single pieces

of cargo weighing 6 tons to 35 tons inclusive providing said cargo is received

from ordestined to a railroad

Trucks In 1962 the Port of New York handled 13 901 942 long
tons of general cargo approximately 85 percent of which was moved

to and from the piers by motor carriers The remainder w moved

by lighters and railroad cars Consignors and consignees of the

cargo dispatch trucks to the piers in order to deliver or receive their

shipments
Import freight is discharged from a vessel by stevedores who

generally are the respondents and thereafter it is sorted and stacked
at a point of rest on the pier and then moved to avehicle and placed
thereon by the respondents In the case of export freight the same
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Ioperation is performed prior to loading aboard a ship except that
the motor carrier has the option to unload the vehicle

Generally speaking upon arriving at a pier the driver first re

ceives a gate pass and thereafter his papers are checked If found

in good order his vehicle will be placed on the pier in order to re

ceive ordeliver the cargo
The record shows that there is congestion and excessive delay in

truck loading at the piers that normal delays run from 1 to several
hours and that the trucks begin arriving at the piers ore than one

hour before they open in order to offset the delay they will experience
One trucker offered the following example He arrived at a pi
at about 7 a m for a load of hams 1 480 cases was touted at about

8 a m started work at about 9 30 a m at about 4 30 p m when still

not loaded was told that all weregoing home and about 5 30 p m the

terminal decided to finish loadingwhich it did and the truck got
off the pier at about 9 p m

Delay is perhaps the greatest single problem involving truck traffic

Witness after witness testified to the inconvenience and expense to

motor carriers resulting from the chronic delay of vehicles at the

piers These delays are a serious problem to the motor carriers be

cause the inefficient use of equipment and labor tend to increase op

erating costs thus affecting their ability to compete with other modes
of transportation They are a problem to shippers and receivers
because the increased costs are necessarily passed on to them in the

form ofhigher rates

The Conference has on file Truck Loading and Unloading Tariff

No 6 F MC T No 7 Tariff No 6 naming rates rules and regu

lations for loading and unloading trucks at piers operated by the

Conference members On July 19 1963 the Conference issued a

First Revised Page 3 to Tariff No 6 Item 3 2 A effective August 19

1963 which amended the definition of truck unloading to provide
that such service shall mean the service of removing cargo from

the body of the truck to the dock vessel or other terminal facility
designated by the Terminal Operator By this amendment

the tariff provision for truck unloading was modified to delete refer

ence to the place of rest and to expressly include the vessel as the

place of immediate destination The purpose of the amendment is

to permit respondents to assess truck unloading charges on direct

movement ofcargo between truck and vessel Truckers have protested
the practice on the ground that such movement is not properly truck

unloading since place of rest cannot be construed as the vessel

itself Other provisions or Tariff No 6 at issue here are
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1 Item 16 The Terminal Operator assumes no responsibility for delay to

motor vehicles and no claims for such delay Will be honored

2 Item 3 1 B The loading and stowing of cargo in the truck shall be with

the assistance of and under the supervision of the driver of the truck

3 Item 10 A truck in line to receive or discharge cargo by 3 pm and which

has been checked in with the Receiving Clerk or Delivery Clerk as the case

may be and is in all respects ready to be loaded or unloaded is entitled to be

serviced until completion of the straight time tariff rates This rule shall

not apply to trucks unloaded without the services Of the terminal operator
3 o clock rule

4 Item 11 When trucks are unloaded without the services of the Terminal

Operator s employees unloading shall proceed at a rate of 5 tons 10 000

pounds per hour When this rate is not maintained a penalty charge of 1

for each quarter hour or fraction thereof shall be assessed for the excessive

time lO OOO pound role
DISCUSSION

The primary issues to be resolved here are 1 whether the im

position of a charge as contained in Lighterage Tariff No 2 and

Truck Tariff No 6 for direct or overthe side transfer service is

sanctioned by the conference agreement and 2 whether the im

position of suc acharge is an unjust or unreasonwble practice under

section 17of the ShippingAct Act 2

The Examiner found that the assessment of such charges was not

authorized by the conference agreement and further that since the

direct tran fer service is entirely astevedoring function which is paid
for by the vessel the impos1tion of another charge on the lighter or

truck would result in the payment of a double charge for the same

service rendering the practice unjust and unreasonable under section

17of the Act

Respondents except to each of the Examiner s findings regarding
the direct transfer charges contained in Lighterage Tariff No 2 The

exceptions are

1 The natural meaning of the words employed in Agreement 8005 8 is that it

covers the loading and unloading of cargo onto and from lighters wherever

located The Examiner states nothing to support his finding to the contrary

1I See 17 provides
Every such carrier and every other person subject to this act shall establlsh

observe and enforce just and reasonable regulations and practices relating to or con

nected with the receiving handling storing or dellvering of property Whenever

the board finds that any such regulation orpractice is unjust or unreasonable it may

determine prescribe and order enforced a just and reasonable regulation orpractice
8 Article 1 of Agreement 8005 provides

That they respondents shall establish publish and maintain tariffs containing

just and reasonable rates charges classifications rules regulations and practices
with respect to the services of loading and unloading of waterborne freight onto and

from trucks lighters and barges and the service of storage of waterborne import
freight on the pier inCluding the fixing of free time perlod as aforesaid
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2 Since it can be shown that the direct transfer charge does not result in a

double charge there is no unjust or unreasonable pra tice and the Examiner s

finding to the contrary should be rejeCted

Respondents first exception is well taken The Agreementprovision
authorizes conference raJtemaking with respect to the services of

loading and unloading waterborne freight onto and from lighters
and barges This provision is silent concerning thelocation of
such lighters and barges While the Examiner found that the Agree
ment referred only to services on the pier the wOrds on the pier
do appear in Article 1 of the Agreement but by their context clearly
refer Only to the provision dealing with storage and not to the pro
vision covering loading orunloading lighters We must disagree witJh
the Examiner s conclusion here since thenatural meaning ofthe words

employed is that the agreement oovers the loading and unloading of

cargo onto and from lighters wherever located We therefOre find
that Article 1 Of Agreement 8005 does authorize a charge for direct
transfer service from lighter to veel

There remains the question of whether the impositiOn Of such a

charge although not prohibited by theconference agreement is never

theless an unjust and unreasonable practice under section 17 of the
Act The Examiner so found andwe agree

Respondents contend that the direct transfer charge is necessitated

by the added expense entailed in such services Some of the added

expenses in direct loading of lighters as against working cargo to or

from the pier stated hy respOndents are lower productivity l

working space necessity to break cargo out of stow on the lighter
resulting in slow operations less utility of mechanical equipment re

rigging Of gear for working over the side some 80 not compensated
in the stevedoring raJte idle gang time while uncovering the hatch on

hatch lighters and shifting lighters
Respondents also attack the Examiner s finding thwt the direct

transfer charge results in double compensation wr the same service
In finding tlmt it did the Examiner reasoned that the loading and un

loading services upon which the charge is imposed were stevedoring
functions perfOrmed by the terminal operators which were paid fur

by theocean carrier

The Examiner would define stevedoring in thecase of import cargo
as one process ofbreaking cargo out ofstow in the ship s hold lifting
the cargo from the vessel and depositing it On the pier s stringpiece
and then carting it by hilos to the place of rest designated by the steve

with respect to the servIce of storage of waterborne Import freIght on

the pier

9 F M C
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dore In the case Of export cargo the process is reversed beginning aJt

place Of rest andending in vesselshald

By custam Of the Part the ship assumes the respansibility for the

perfOrmance Of this stevedoring functiOn The actual wOrk may be

accomplished by the earrier itself but in New York it is usually done

for them by terminal operaroors respondents wha lease the piers
Vllen respandents da perform stevedaring functians they are paid far

by the ship On this hasis the Examiner concluded that any charge
ta the lighterman for the same service would be unjust and un

reasanable since it results ina dauble charge
We think the Examiner s canclusian here was carrect In direot

transfer the lighter deck replaces the pier as the place Of rest The

service invalved is the movement Of carga between lighter deck and

vessel orbetween place Of rest and vessel Dhis is clearly a stevedaring
service which is perfarmed by the respandents but paid far by the ship

Stevedaring is dane far the account Of the st amship campany and

the stevedore is paid far this service by the ship Traditianally the

ship has the respansibility Of maving export cargo between the place
Of rest an the dock to the ship s tackle and vice versa when impart
carga is transferred Inthe absence Of a special handlIng charge the

freight rate will include the stevedoring charge
5 Since respandents

casts Or e penses Of direct transfer are paid far by the ship any charge
far the direct transfer service under Lighterage T riff Na 2 results

in collecting twice fur the perfurm ance Of a single servic he im

positian afa dauble charge
Respandents attempt to justify the laading and unlaading charges

an the basis Of additional expensesaHegedly incurred by them for

such direct transfer services The record does not support the con

tention that such additiOnal expenses da in fact exist Respondents
supparting exhibit included a cast analysis which invalved a strike

period and accordingly is unsatisfactary The exhibitalso shows

thwt certain Of the costs are pure estimates withaut any proper faunda

tian far them Lightermen interveners alsa shawed that several Of

the alleged extra expenses are in fact compensated far and included

in the charge made to the steamship campany

Respandents rely an J G Boswell 00 v American Hawaiian SS

00 2 U S MC 95 1939 as suppart for their argumentthat a sepa rate

charge for movement between place Of rest and ship s haak is proper
The Boswell case stands far the Principle thwt a separate charge far

such movement can be assessed by vessel against carga when it

is nat shown that the published tackle to tackle rates included any

6See Sun Maid Raisin Growers A88 nv United States 33 F Supp 959 961 N D Cal

1940 afJd 312 U S 6M 194Q
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compensation for that service 2 U S M C at 101 The issue

before us is not whether the vessel can assess such a separate charge
but is whether the termihal can separately charge the lighter for a

service which is included in the stevedoring service provided by ter

minal to vessel The two situations are totally distinguishable and

accordingly Boswell is inapplicable here

Respondents do not except to the Examiner s findings regarding
truck unloading charges contained in Truck Tariff No 6 Such direct
transfer charge resulted from an amendment of the tariff s truck un

loading definition to include vessel as place of immediate destination

in the unloading process The Examiner applied the same arguments
concerning division of responsihilities between vessel and cargo and

concluded that direct transfer unloading was a stevedoring function

paid for by the vessel and a double charge would result if the trucker

were also charged for this same service Acoordingly the Ex aminer

ruled that the use of the term vessel should be deleted from the

tariff thereby elimirrating the charge to the trucker for direct trans

fer Respondents have not excepted to this finding and have in fact

made the suggested deletion in a new tariff filed with the Commission
Truck Loading and Unloading TariffNo 7

Detention Respondents exceptions also raise the issues of whether

the respondents failure to include detention rules in their truck and

lighter tariffs is unjust and unreasonable and whether respondents
presently give an unreasonable preference to lighter traffic over motor

vehicle traffic in regard to detention payments in violaJtion of section

16 Firstofthe Act
As before stated the record indicates many instances regarding both

lighter and truck detention In the case of lighters delay can usually
be attributed to the terminal operators in that they determine in what

manner and with what priority a certain lighter will be loaded or

unloaded

Vessels are worked by a plan in which stowage itinerary vessel trim

or balance and other such matters are a factor Thus vessel loading
and discharging are in such order and in such amounts as suits the

convenience of the vessel and the stevedore working the vessels For

the lighterman whose lighter is being worked over the side the selec
tion process is important as his equipment and his employees must

stand by for the time it talres to complete the work usually to his cost

detriment

Respondents argue that lighter detention is often caused by the

steamship company and it is proper to look to them for detention pay

ments The record shows that the lightermen do have detention agree
9 F M C
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ments with some steamship companies but that collection has been

unsatisfactory
Hearing Counsel is of the opinion that it is the terminal who assesses

charges against the lighterman and it is the terminal with whom and

through whom the lighterman works during the entire transfer proc
ess that for stevedoring purposes the terminal stands in the place of

the ocean carrier by assuming the carrier s traditional obligation of

loading and unloading that even if detention is caused by the carrier

it is only natural to look to the terminal for redress that the lighter
man cannot be expected to seek out

fault
this being a matter between

the carrier and its contractor the terminal that the terminal is the

proper party to assume responsibility for detention and that the prob
lem could easily be handled through the adoption ofa suitable deten

tion rule in the lighterage tariff

Inasmuch as the lighterman experiences detention of his craft for

reasons residing entirely within the stevedoring process it is only
proper that he be compensated for any extraordinary costs which re

sult from unusual delay We agree with the Examiner s conclusion

that it is unjust and unreasonable for respondents to fail to adopt a

just and reasonable lighter detention rule or regulation in their

lighterage tariff and failure to do so for the future will be as it has

been in the past contrary to section 17 of the Act The assumption
by the terminal operator of the carrier s traditional obligation of load

ing and unloading of necessity carries with it the responsibility for

ensuring that just and reasonable rules govern the performance of the

obligation
Truck detention is a more complex problem It is virtually impos

sible to determine responsibility for truck delay because of the many
and varied factors which mayor do contribute toward a particular
instance of delay J

The truckers attribute delay primarily to the terminal operators
because of insufficient labor and or equipment and inadequate con

trol of labor

Hearing Counsel feel that the terminal operators can be held

responsible to some extent for condition ofpiers and congestion result

ing therefrom Hearing Counsel also recognize other factors causing
delay eg the insistence of shippers to wait until the day of sailing
to deliver export cargo the tendency ofshippers to wait until the last

day of free time to pick up import cargo presentation by shippers of

improper documentations at piers and failure of truckers to be with

their trucks when they are called for service
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Respondents assert still other reasons for delay not all piers are

built to handle peak loads inevitable factors such as strikes slow

downs or refusals to work overtime and bad weather conditions

The Examiner concluded that irrespective of the causes ofdelay the

truckmen have a right to expect handling as expeditiously as possible
and they have a right to get better handling than they have had in

many specific cases

The Examiner then adopted Hearing Counsels suggestion that

respondents be required to include a reasonable detention rule in their

Tariff No 6 with the reservation that because of the many reasons for

delay and because delays occur for which the respondents are not at

fault though most of the delays are within the control of respondents
a reasonable detention rule for trucks must acknowledge causation and

exonerate the terminal for delays which it cannot control The Ex

aminer concluded that respondents failure to adopt such a detention

rule would be an unreasonable practice under section 17 of the Act

We agree with the Examiner It is neither just nor reasonable for

respondents to disclaim liability for all delays and their attempt to

do so was invalid under section 17 Whatever rpay be the difficulties
in drafting a detention rule which takes into account those causes of

delay which are beyond respondents control the truckers have a right
to the 1111e and section 17 demandsit

While we look with favor on the attempts of the parties to iron out

tfueir differences amicably we cannot agree with respondents that their

attempts to work out an appointment system with the truckers

dbviate the need for the rule Even if respondents are correct in their

assertion that an appointment system win solve practically all of

the problems of delay the need for the rule remains The issue here

is what the trucker may reasonably expect as redress when delays
occur not what may be done to remove the causes of delay The lat

ter is another problem entirely and while we are vitally interested in

any attempts to eliminate or reduce delay the validity of these at

tempts is not at issue here Moreover the establishment of the system
alone does not deal with the problem of what the rights of the

respective parties are if the system proves unworkable or when it

breaks down

Accordingly we adopt as our own the Examiner s finding that

respondents should delete Item 16 which relieves them of all liability
for detention from Tariff No 6 and insert a reasonable detention rule

therein which will compensate the truckers for unusual truck delays
caused by or under the control of the terminals Respondents dis

claimer of all liability for delay and its failure to establish and apply
9 F M C
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such truck detention rule constitute unjust and unreasonable practices
under section 17 of the Act

We also agree with the Examiner s finding that respondents pres

ently give a unreasonable preference to lighter traffic over motor

vehicle traffic in regard to detention payments in violation of section

16 First of the Act 6

A comparison of the detention provisions ofTariff No 6 and Tariff

No 2 reveals the preference given lighter traffic in this respect Item

16 ofTariff No 6 provides
Item 16 Delay to Motor Vehicles

The Terminal Operator assumes no responsibility for delay to motor vehicles

and no claims forsuch delay willbe honored

Tariff No 2 contains a provision reading
Nothing contained herein shall be construed as affecting whatever rights

lighter oPerators have with regard collection of lighterage detention charges
from steamship companies

On exception to the Examiner s finding respondents point out that

the provision in Tariff No 2 does not refer to detention payments by
terminal operators but refers only to payments by steamship com

panies Respondents feel that this removes the basis for any finding
of preference since it is true that respondents do not pay detention

to lighters and accordingly they cannot be accused of preferring
lighters over trucks

Respondents fail to recognize that thepreference and prejudice need

not arise from the actual payment to one as opposed to the other but

such preference and prejudice arise from the mere presence of the

varying provisions in the two tariffs The Tariff No 6 provision flatly
states respondents will have no responsibility for detention payments
for trucks The Tariff No 2 provision negatively states that respond
ents will not interfer with any claims for detention lightermen may
hold against the steamship company It is conceivable that truckers

would also have detention claims against the steamship company

especially in the case of direct transfer when the terminal operator is

acting as agent for the steamship company By failing to recognize
the right for truckers to collect detention and by expressly recognizing
such rights for lightermen respondents tariffs give unreasonable pre

6 Sec 16 provides
That lot shall be unlawful for any common carrier by water or other person sub

ject to this Act either alone or in conjunction with any other person directly or

indirectly
First To make or give any undue or unreasonable preference or advantage to

any particular person locality or description of traffic in any respect whatsoever or

to subject any particular person locality or description of traffic to any undue or

unreasonsble prejud1ce or disadvantage In any respect whatsoever
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ference to lighter traffic over truck traffic in violation of section 16
First oftheAct

Lighter to Pier Operations The Examiner finds respondents
failure to include in their Tariff No 2 rates assessed against lighters
loaded and unloaded to piers as distinguished from alongside vessels

to be a violation of sections 15 and 17 of the Act and of Article 4 of

Agreement No 8005 as amended

Respondents admit that they do not include such rates in their tariff

but except to the Examiner s finding hy asserting that they do not

perform such services and therefore oannot be expected to have a tariff

covering such servi

As noted above if a lighter is to be loaded at the pier the service is

usually provided by Spencer who performs such service on nego
tiated rates Spencer also excepts to the Examiner s decision which

imposes upon respondents the duty to file such a tariff Spencer is

afraid that respondents will set their loading and unloading rates at

such a low level so as to force Spencer out of business
Our review of the record indicates that respondents have in the past

and still do on some occasions perform such services The president
of International Terminal Operating Company a respond nt testj
fled that we do not handle lighters to the dock as a general rule ln

fact hardly any instance of thatoccurs
7 His statements leave the in

ference that there are occasions on which such rvices are performed
Respondents perform such services on negotiated rates since they have

no tariff covering them

We conclude that to the extent such services are performed respond
ents are required to have a published tariff to inforin the potential
recipients of such services of the exact charges to be expected Nego
tiated rates are unsatisfactory and the Examiner so found relying on

our decision in Docket 800 where we dealt with a taIjff provision for

negotiated rates

The proviSions of respondents tariff should be reasonably Clear and precise in

order that its application willbe understood by the terminals the truckers and

the general public and so that charges will be uniform as between shippers
similarly situated We consider a tariff provision such as this one under which

it is impossible to know what a charge will be or how itwill be determined to

be an unjust and unreasonable practice in violation of section 17 of the Act

We will insist that this provision be modified by the inclusion of reasonab e

standards by which the individual tenilinals will determine this extra handling

charge uniformly 8

Concerning Spencer s exception we cannot anticipate that the

terminal operators will attempt to drive Spencer from the market by
7 Hearing Transcript p 300 emphasis supplied
8Empire 8tate H WlI Transf Ass nv Am ican jJaJport lAnes 5 F M B 565 1959 at

p 590
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establishing extremely low rates Spencer s position has no effect on

the mandates of the Shipping Act which requires respondents to make

clear in their tariff what the uniform charge for the service will be

Accordingly we find the failure of respondents to establish and

publish in their tariffs the rates at which they will perform lighter
to pier service constitutes an unjust and unreasonable practice under

section 17
RAILROAD REAVY LIFT FREIGHT RULES

Respondents Tariff No 2 contains a provision to the effect that

there will be no charge for the loading and unloading of heavy lift

freight received from or destined toa railroad 9 The Examiner found

that selective treatment is given heavy lift cargo originating with or

destined to railroad lighters and results in discrimination against
private lighter traffic in violation of sections 16 First and 17 of the

Act

Respondents except to this finding and claim that it should be

rejected since no evidence was adduced on the point and because the

private lightermen evince indifference

Neither contentiQn of respondents is valid The evidence shows

that respondents have performed free heavy lift services for railroads

This was admitted by respondents witness The evidence further

shows that respondents perform no similar free services for private
lightermen The lightermen do not evince indifference as is evidenced
from their briefs and from their statements at oral argument More
over the degree of concern of the lightermen is not determinative of

the validity of the practice The Examiner s finding should beupheld

THREE O CLOCK RULE

Item 10 ofTariffNo 6 provides
A truck in line to receive or discharge cargo by 3 p m and which has been

checked in with the Receiving Clerk or Delivery Clerk as thecase may be and

fs in all TeSpects ready to Ibe loaded or 1IDloaded is enUtled to be serviced unti

completion at the straight time tariff rates This rule shall not apply to trucks
unloaded without the services of the terminal operator

The Examiner found that this rule was an unreasonable practice
under section 17 of the Act His finding was based on the fact that

the last sentence of the rule would exclude truckers from the guar
antees of the rule if they elected to perform their Qwn unloading

Respondents do not except to this finding but propose todelete the

rule upon the institution of an appointment system
II See par e p 4 forfull text of this provision
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The Examiner correctly found the rule to be unreasonable The

present rule does not guarantee a trucker who performs his own un

loading that he will be serviced furnished a checker and hilo to

completion Thus the rule can be used as a means to compel the

trucker to use the unloading services of the terminal for which a

charge would be assessed The tariff purports to all low the trucker to

perform unloading himself This cannot practically be accomplished
under the present 3 o clock rule The rule constitutes an unjust and
unreasonable practice under section 17 of the Aot and should be
amended to extend application thereof to cases where the trucker un

loads his own truck

TEN THOUSANDPOUND RULE

Item 11 of Tariff No 6 provides
When trucks are unloaded without the services of the Terminal Operators

mployees unloading shall proceed at a rate of five tons 10 000 pounds per
hour When this rate is not maintained a penalty charge of 100 for each

luarter hour or fraction thereof shall be aSsessed for theexcessive time

The Examiner would require the deletion of this rule because in

many cases it is not being applied by respondents and because it is

meant to be applied only when trucks are unloaded without theservices
of theterminal operator

We would further condemn the rule because it is incapable ofuni
form application to all types of commodities Respondents admitted
that 10 000 pounds per hour is much too much to ask on some com

modities Different loading characteristics of varying types of cargo
make uniform application impossible For this reason and for those
of the Examiner stated above the rule is unreasonable under section
17 of the Act and should be deleted from the tariff

Noparty has taken exception to the Examiner s finding on this sub

ject Respondents propose to establish a new rule in this respect upon
the institution of an appointment system It would be premature to

comment on any such proposal in this report

SHIPPERS REQUESTS AND COMPLAINTS

Respondents except to tfue Examiner s finding that they have failed
to adopt and maintain reasonable procedures for promptly and fairly
hearing and considering shippers requests and complaints as required
by section 15 At the time of the Examiner s decision respondents
had not adopted such procedures We will take official notice how

ever that subsequent to the Examiner s decision respondents have
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instituted such procedures and filed a description thereof with the

Commission These procedures are set forth at pages 12 and 13 of

respondents truck loading and unloading tariff No 7 FMCT No 8

and are as follows

Item 20 Disposition of Requests and Complaints

A Shippers requests and complaints as said phrase is defined by theFederal

Maritime Commission may be made by any shipper by filing a statement thereof
with the New York Terminal Conference 17 Battery Place New York New York

10004 The said statement shall be submitted promptly to Tariff Committee and

to eachmember of the Conference

B Said statements shall be considered by the Tariff Committee at its next

m eting Action need not be restricted to the exact scope of such statement of

request or complaint but may include other points or recommendations varying
from but directly or indirectly related thereto

C Prompt written notice shall be given to theproponent or complainant of the

docketing of his statement and of the date of themeeting of theTariff Committee
at which it will be considered Ifsuch proponent or complainant desires to be

heard at said meeting he shall make request upon the Conference in advance

of the meeting
D The decision of the Tariff Committee shall be announced promptly in

writing to the proponent or complainan and m mbeJs of the COIlference The

decision of the Tariff Committee shall be final subject to appeal to the entire Con

ference membership within sixty 60 days after notification of the decision

E If an appeal is taken to the Conference the Conference shall hear the

appeal promptly and shall adv i8e promptly in writing the proponent or com

plainant of thedecision

Accordingly we find that respondents have conformed with the re

quirements ofsection 15in this respect

TRUCKER S EXCEPTIONS

Intervener Empire State Higpway Transportation Association Inc

Empire has excepted to the Initia Decision in the following
respects

1 The Examin rhaving found violations of the Act failed to rec

ommend that the Commission withdraw approval of the Agree
ment or that the Commission grant other effective relief

2 The Examiner improperly concluded that this was not a r3lte
case

3 The Examinel failed to oonclude that the cost of truck loading
and unloading should be home by the steamship companies

4 The Examiner erroneously concluded that certain rilles alld
regulaJtions of Tariff No 6 d practices thereunder did not vio

late theAct as contended by Empire
The violation of the Act to whi hEmpire refers in its first exception

is resnondents failure to adopt and maintain reasonable procedures
9 F M C
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for promptly and fairly hearing and considering shippers requests
and complaints Since respondents have cmplied with the require
ments Empire s plea for disapproval of the conference agreement is

rejected

Empire s exception to the Examiner s failure to consider the level of

rates in this case is rejected Empire contends this is a rate case be

cause of the references to r3ltes and charges which are contained in

paragraphs 5 and 7 of the Order initiating this proceeding
These paragraphs read as follows

5 Whether any of the rates charges rules or regulations contained in the

tariffs filed with the Commission by the parties to Agreement No 8005 result

inany undue or unreasonable preference or advantage or any undue or unreason

able prejudice or disadvantage in violation of section 16 First of theAct

7 Whether any of the rates rules Tegulations or practices of the respondents

are unjuStly discriminatory or unfair as between carriers shippers exporters

importers or ports or between exporters from theUnited States and their foreign

competitors or operate to thedetriment of the commerce of the United States or

are contrary to the public illiterest or in any manner violate the Shipping Act

1916

Paragr3Jph 5 raises no issue of reasonableness of rates This para

graph is limited to section 16 Firstquestions ofunlawful preference or

prejudice
Paragraph 7 poses thequestion whether respondents rates operate

to the detriment of the commerce of the United States hut this is not

thenormal and usual reasOnableness criterion used when considering
levelsof rates

Hearing Counsel 8ICcurately point out that in Docket 65 39 Empire
by its own complaint has initiated proceedings on this very issue

against these same respondents
A determination of the rate question is properly before us in Docket

65 39 and is not apartof this proceeding
Empire s lthird exception is also rejected Empire would have the

steamship companies pay thecharges for truck loading and unloading
Currently such charges are paid by the truckers Empire reasons that

if the steamship companies were required to hear these charges they
would develop a direct interest in the loading and unloading services

and accordingiy they would proceed to remedy the deplorable condi

tions at the Port Of New York which impair efficient and economical
truck loading and unloading services Empire also contends that

truck loading and unloading is but an incidental factof thecontinuous

operation for the transfer of cargo from the ship to the shore and

that this terminalfunction of transferring cargo from place of rest
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to the truck shOuld not be separated from the stevedoring process

paid for by the vessel

Middle AtlanticConference another trucker intervenor also excepts
to the Examiner s finding on this point Middle Atlantic is of the

opinion that the decision on this issue should have been deferred until

the litigation to obtain enforcement of subpoenas against respondents
is se tled MiddleAtlantic feels that untilsuch contracts are produced
it is impossihle to decide which services are being performed by re

spondents for the account of the steamship companies and which are

being rendered on beha1f oftheshipper 10

Weagree with the Examiner that the record does not adequaJtely
support or justify a requirement tJhaJt the cost of truck loading and un

loading be borneby the steamship companies
To hold thatthe steamship company must absorb this charge would

revolutionize the way of doing husiness in the Port of New York
We see no reason to overturn such a long established custom in the
absence Of a show ng that the present custom operates in some way
that violates the Act or is detrimental to commerce or is contrary to

our public interest NO such showing has been made Nevertheless
the proposal does augur possible lower total costs possible increased

efficiency by reason Of the fact that carriers might more carefully
oversee the operation and make available to American exporters a

predeterminable assessment of their expont costs through an inspeotiOn
of steamship tariffs We will therefore have our staff informally in
vestigate theramifications of this proposal

Moreover such a result would disregard the division of respon
sibilities between vessel and oargoalready discussed in connootion with
the direct transfer charge supra The opinion of the Court of

Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit in American P1esident
Lines Ltd v Federoal Maritime Board 317 F 2d 887 1962 further

supports this conclusion and indicates that the common law duty ofa

common carrier does not extend beyond placing the goods at a place

of rest on the pier accessible to the consignee The court stated at

page 888

The work of unl08ding and putting the cargo on the dock is done on behalf of
the carrier by longshoremen who are laborers skilled in this sort of thing or by

10 At the hearing Empire subpoenaed the respondents to produce certain terminal and
stevedoring contracts The subpoena has not yet been compIled with but is now befre the
courts for enforcement on request of the Commission The Examiner found that the only
Issue to which the subpoenaed contracts relate is the question of wether the terminal
operators have any agreements with the ocean carriers whereby part of the revenue col
lected from llghter operators is to be refunded to the carriers The Examiner reserved
disposition of this issue for a later decision SUbsequent to respondents compliance with
the subpoenas We simllarly reserve disposition of the refund of revenue issue but find
no necessity to reserve decision on the question of who should bear the cost of truck
loading and unloading
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stevedoring companies under oontract with the carriers these Stevedores em

ploying longshoremen There is notnow and doesnot appear ever to have been

absent a special contract Rny Obligation on thepart of the carriers tO put such

cargo actually into the hands of consignees as by putting it into trucks and

hauling it to theconsignees places Of business

Finally the steamship companies who would be adversely affected

by such a result arenot parties to this proceeding and have not had an

opportunity to beheard

Empire s final exception rtJakes the Examiner to task for failing to

make findings on the subjects of safety minimum charges overtime

charges palletizing Of cargo weighing of cargo and credit arrange
ments Tariff No 6 contains provisions relating to each of these

points
Empire has offered no additional enlightenment on these points

and a review of the record confirms the Examiner s finding that the

evidence is inadequate for making any findings or conclusions on these

matters

Empire sought also to persuade the Comlnission to require the

institution of an independent Port Coordinator s Office in the Port of

New York Empire envisions a Port Coordinator which would super
vise the movement of freight in the Portof New York and which
would act as a forum for all parties to seek redress of their complaints
and hopefully remedy many of the present problems

Assuming th3t the Commission has theauthority to direct the estwb
lishment of such an office we still are unable to determine from this

record whether suchan office would be either helpful or necessary
Accordingly we cannot order the establishment of a Port Coordina
tor s Office

An appropdate orderwill beentered
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No 1153

TRUCK AND LIGHTER LoADING AND UNLOADING

PRACTICES AT NEW YORK HARBOR

ORDER

This pr ding having been initiated by the Federal Maritime

Commission and the Commission having fully considered the matter

and having this date made and entered of record a Report containing
its findings and conclusions thereon which Report is hereby referred

to and made a part hereof

It is ordered That respondents be and they are hereby notified and

required to cease and desist from engaging in the violations of section

16 First and section 17 of the Shipping Act 1916 46 U S C 815 816
herein found to have been committed by respondents and

It is further ordered That respondents be and they are hereby re

quired within 45 days after the date of service of this order to modify
the provisions of their Lighterage Tariff No 2 and their Truck Tariff
No 6 in a manner consistent with our report herein and

It is further ordered That the proceedings in Docket 1153 are

hereby discontinued except for that portion thereof upon which the
Examiner reserved decision pending resolution of a related subpoena
enforcement proceeding currently before the courts

By the Commission
SEAL Signed THOMAS LISI

Secretary
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No 1217

INVESTIGATION OF FREE TIME PRACTICES

PORT OF SAN DIEGO

Decided May 13J 1966

Ten days foroutbound and seven days for inbound cargo exclusive of Saturdays
Sundays and holidays in the foreign and offshore trades found to be a

reasonable amount of free time necessary for the a mbly or the removal

of a shipper s goodS and for theship to load or discharge at San Diego

Aaron W Ree8e attorney for Port of San Diego respondent
Arthur W Norstrom and Walter O Foster attorneys for City ofLos

Angeles J Rieha rd Town end and lValter H MelJman attorneys for

Rtockton Port District John E Nolan and J Kerwin Rooney attor

neys for Port of Oakland Clarence illorse and John Iiamlyn Jr at

torneys for Sacramento Yolo Port District Leslie E Still Jr

attorney for the City of Long Beach Miriam E Wollf attorney for

San Francisco Port Authority Edward D Ransom attorney for

Encinal Terminals

Robert J Blackwell and Donald J Brwnner Hearing Counsel

REPORT

By THE COMMISSION John Harllee Ohairmanj Ashton C Barrett

James V Day and George H Hearn Oommissioner s

tVe instituted this investigation to determine whether the practice
of respondent Port San Diego in allowing 30 calendar days free

time is contrary to the provisions of section 16 First or section 17 of

the Shipping Act 1916 46 U S C815 816

Encinal Terminals Sacramento Yolo Port District Stockton Port

District San Francisco Port Authority City of Los Angeles City of

L9ng Beach and the City of Oakland intervened and Hearing
Counsel also participated in the proceeding

Examiner aenjamin A Theeman has issued an Initial Decision to

which exceptions were taken
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The findings of fact set forth below are those made by theExaminer

except for the addition of certain findings as to San Diego s storage
practices which the Examiner concluded were unnecessary to his

disposition of the case

A BACKGROUND OF THE PROCEEDINGS

1 In February 1957 San Diego published Item 495 of Tariff No
1 B which provided a 10 days free time exclusive of Saturdays
Sundays and legal holidays on inbound and outbound foreign and
offshore cargo and b authority to the Port Director to lengthen free
time if in his judgment it is for the best interest of the Port At
all imes since San Diego under this provision has allowed 30 days
free time to all its customers

2 In September 1960 the Commission requested all west coast ports
to suspend any excessive free time practices Because Item 495 could
be interpreted to permit the extension of free time for a period ofyears
San Diego amended its tariff by publication of Item 495 A effective
October 24 1960 This item continued the 10 days free time but
uthorized the Port Director to lengthen free time for a period not to

exceed 30 calendar days Under this item San Diego continued to

give 30 days free time to all its customers

3 InJune 1964 San Diego submitted for Commission approval two

section 15 agreements between it and certain stevedoring companies
which operate and perform terminal servicesat theSan Diego facilities
On July 27 1964 Long Beach protested the agreements Because it

appeared that the protest was more against San Diego s tariff than

against the agreements San Diego agreed to reissue the tariff without
the discretionary language of Item 495 A

4 On November 1 1964 San Diego published Item 455 Tariff 1 D
and Item 110 Cotton Tariff No 3 C effective December 1 1964 call

ing for a free time aiIowance of30 Qalendar days for loading and un

loading o all mer handise e cept bulk cargo and lumber and forest

products unloaded in the coastwise trade and cotton These tariff

items are the subject of this proceeding and read as follows

Tariff No 1 D Item 455

Thirty 30 calendar days free time shall be allowed except as follows
a Lumber and forest products R described inSub item 14 of Item 440 moving

inthe coastwise tradefive 5 days free time exclusive of Saturdays Sundays
Holidays and days upon which unloading operlilt ons are being conducted shall

be allowed Transshipped merchandise shall be allowed one 1 free time

period only
Ootton Tariff No 30 Item 110
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Exclusive of days on which loading or unloading operations are being con

ducted thirty 30 calendar days free time shall be allowed Transshipped
cotton shall be allowed one 1 freetime period only

5 Since 1944 thetariff of each intervener and some other California
terminals provided for a free time allowance in the foreign and off

shore tradeof 10 days on outbound cargo and 7 days on inbound cargo

both exclusive of Saturdayst Sundays and holidays These free time

period were set by Commission in Practices etc of San Francisco

BOlJ Area Terminals 2 USMC 588 1941 and 709 1944 Therein
the Commission established the 10 and 7 day periods as reasonable
free time practices for the San Francisco Bay Terminals and ordered

the enforcement of a regulation providing for no greater free time

allowances on such cargoes Los Angeles and Long Beach though not

respondents in Practices etc of San Francisco Bay Area Terminals

supra adopted andused the 10 and 7 day periods 2

6 San Francisco Oakland Sacramento and Encinal Terminals

protested the 30 day free time period contained in the San Diego tariff

and this proceeding followed In addition to the protestants Los

Angeles Long Beach and Stockton were permitted to intervene As

provided in the order of investigation San Diego appeared herein as

respondent Hearing Counsel wasalso aparty

B THE FACILITIES AT SAN DIEGO

1 The subject free time provisions apply to cargo moving through
the following marine terminals at San Diego The Broadway Pier the

B Street Pier andthe TenthAvenue MarineTerminal

2 The Broadway and B Street Piers built about 35 and 40 years

ago respectively are finger type structures consisting of a wharf and

transit shed adj acent to each other The interior area of the Broad

way shed is about 94 000 square feet and the interior area of the B

Street Pier with two transIt sheds is about 310 000 square feet The

Broadway Pier has vertical pillars throughout its interior spaced on

13 foot centers For the past 7 or 8 years it has been considered ob

solete Its use has been restricted mainly to the handling of news

print in the coastwise trade The B Street Pier has some internal

pillars It is more modern than Broadway and is still used as a gen

eral cargo terminal ln addition to thereceipt of newsprint B Street
is used in the European inbound service for the receipt and storage of

1 Saturdays were excluded when they became a non work day
2 Generally the taritrs of the ports hsted provided 5 dafs free t ime nbound and outbound

in the coastwise trade 5 days inbound 10 days outbound in the ihtercoastal tr de and or

those ports whose tariff listed free time for inland waterways 5 days inbound and outbound
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cargo Practically no outbound cargo passes over these piers To

gether the piers have berthing accommodations for six yesse l

3 Despite their limited use Broadway and B Street as late as

February 1965 were literally taxed to their capacity even though the
Tenth Avenue Terminal handles the major portion of San Diego s

terminal business

4 The Tenth Avenue Terminal and its cargo hancUing equipment
are as efficient and modern as any in theUnited States 3 and reportedly
have ahigh rating among shippers and carriers As planned and con

structed Tenth Avenue contains few interior stanchions or vertical

supports which allow fo extreme maneuverability of cargo handling
equipment and permits trucks to back directly into each of the transit
sheds and Warehouses Band C for direct loading and unloading at
floor height The terminal consists of five separate structures and a

backup area ofabout96 acres Transit Sheds 1 and 2 each with a stor

age capacity of 200 000 square feet are located adjacent to the wharf
area Warehouses Band C further inshore from the transit sheds
and separated by a passageway of about 350 to 400 feet each have a

storage capacity of 300 000 square feet Warehouse A is further in
land from Warehouse B and has a storage capacity of about 44 000

square feet Varehouse A was complet ed in February 1955 Transit
Sheds 1 and 2 in July 1958 Warehouse B in January 1962 and Vare
house C in May 1964 The wharf is of the quay type and can berth
seven modern freighters simultaneously

5 Those portions of Warehouse Band C nearer to the wharves
are used as transit sheds Ther is little significant difference
however in the operations occurring either in the transit sheds or in
the warehouses During free time cargo is stored in both places
the different designations being largely for identification purposes
An appreciable amount of cargo moves directly from vessels into the
transit sheds and warehouses eliminating handling and costs that
occur if the cargo were first placed at rest in a conventional transit
shed during the free time period Certain carriers at no extra expense
to the cargo lay the cargo at rest in the warehouses even though the
distance covered may be as long as 700 feet

6 Tenth Avenue has extremely wide aprons 65 feet in width 4

Their width permits the maneuvering and positioning of trucks
railroad cars and equipment for direct loading or unloading of cargo

8 The Manager of the Division of Marine Operations of San Diego testified that Tenth

Avenue equipment was as good or better than that used In most ports
The apron is the shoreward area between the berthing line and the transit sheds and

warehouses
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between vessel and land carrier The elimination of the step of

placing cargo at rest in the terminal saves time and expense
7 Cargo of all kinds including Q C P cargo

5 is handled at Tenth
Avenue

C OTHER NOTEWORTHY FEATURES OF THE PORT OF SAN DIEGO

1 San Diego is one of the 10 great harbors of the world There

is sufficient depth of water so that tidal conditions do not adversely
affect ingress and egress of vessels

2 San Diego is close to airport rail truck and military terminals
and is serviced by a modernweather free system of freeways providing
fast and economical movement of goods

3 San Diego has rail and truck service to all areas of the United
States

4 The trucking industry is considered an integral part of the port
In 1952 there were 36 firms The number increased to 78 in 1962

and to 93 by April 1965 These firms possess modern equipment and

employ skilled personnel to handle the diverse cargoes moving through
San Diego In many instances the trucking personnel and not

longshoremen load and unload the trucks at no additional cost to

the cargo
5 San Diego s labor climate is reflected in one of the longest

uninterrupted work records in the west coast port history
6 San Diego is noted for its lack of pilferage and has an excellent

record with regard to the small number of resultant claims

7 There are approximately 21 ocean freight forwarders and

customhouse brokers in San Diego Five have officeS in the

Tenth Avenue Terminal and in the main are nationally known

organizations
8 San Diego is a nonoperating port Located on the TenthAvenue

premises are three first rate terminal service and stevedoring com

panies and another company acting as shipper s agents All these

companies render first class services to shippers and importers
9 Wharfage at San Diego is 10 cents per ton lower than at other

California ports A 5 cent truck arbitrary is paid at other

California ports but not at San Diego
fj O C P cargo is that cargo arriving at a west coast port destined for a point generally

inNorth Dakota South Dakota Nebraska Colorado or New Mex co and east thereof and

outbound foreign cargo originating from that area The rates and privileges applicable to

outbound cargo moving under O C P ocean and inland rates are identical at every port on

the West Coast A substantial amount of plywood china earthenware toys and novelties

originating In the Far East enters U S west coast ports including San Diego under

O C P rates
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10 Tenth Avenue contains no physical limitations to prevent the

performance of any marine terminal function as well as or better

than it could be performed at any other terminal in California

D CARGO MOVEMENT AT SAN DIEGO

1 Although San Diego moved some 700 000 tons of foreign imports
and exports through its facilities in 1963 it handled significantly less

tonnage than Long Beach Los Angeles San Francisco Oakland

or Stockton However in the period 195463 San Diego s rate of

increase in cargo handled exceeded that of other major ports in

California 6

2 Cotton is the largest category of general cargo moving outbound
from San Diego The movement of American cotton through San

Diego increased from 18 655 bales in 1956 to 261 525 bales in 1964
In the first 7 months of fiscal 196465 some 163 000 bal moved

through San Diego as compared to 196 000 for Los Angeles and

Long Beach combined and 81 000 for San Francisco American
cotton moving into and through San Diego s facilities for the current
fiscal year up to mid April 1965 amounted to a high 271 545 bales

Prospects as to this commodity for San Diego continue bright for

theremainder of 1965

3 Plywood is the major inbound general cargo moving through
San Diego In the 10 year period from 1955 San Diego has shown

a considerable gain in attracting that cargo The movement increased
from about 53 tons in 1955 to 38 815 tons in the calendar year 1963
and 65 726 tons in fiscal year 196364 Plywood is also a major item
of inbound cargo for the ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach

During the calendar year of 1963 these ports attracted 70 485 and
35 659 tons respectively

4 Other cargo moving through San Diego during the fiscal year
1963 64 included a some 90 300 tons of inbound general cargo
such as miscellaneous cargo including newsprint 47 487 tons china
earthenware etc 13 662 tons toys and novelties 11 766 tons iron
and steel 11 084 tons pipe iron and steel 6 308 tons and b some

17 500 tons of outbound general cargo ie miscellaneous 10 150 tons

and miscellaneous government 7 7 417 tons

5 By late 1964 Tenth Avenue was operating above capacity and

there had been intermittent periods of congestion due to large move

ments of pipe and lumber and the annual movement of cotton As

6 These tonnage comparisons include bulk cargo on which free time is not applicable
7 Any type of materials shipped by the U S Government via commercial carrier under a

shipping contract
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already stated Broadway and B Street Piers were also loaded to ca

pacity Because of these factors and the anticipated expansion and

development of San Diego s port activity the construction of a new

pier at 24th Street was proposed In November 1964 a bond issue of

3 930 000 was voted by the electorate to cover costs In February
1965 to ease conditions rut the existing piers San Diego proposed to

construct four temporary transit sheds of approximately 25 000 square

feet each for storage purposes These were to be of a roof type struc

ture to accommodate cargo susceptible to exposure and needing a roof

cover By April 1965 some easing of the demand occurred and the

proposed temporary storage shed construction was reduced to two

sheds each of 24 000 square feet The contemplated storage sheds

will be used for cargo from new accounts and increased cargo from

old accounts The construction of the two sheds is to be held in reserve

depeldent upon future need

6 The record does not support a conclusion that a the rate of

increase from year to year of cargo handled by San Diego b the

capacity use of San Diego s terminal facilities or c the temporary

periods of congestion are attributable to San Diego s practice ofgiving
30 calendar days free time

E FREQUENCY OF SAILINGS AT SAN DIEGO

1 It is conceded that the greater proportion of the trade moving
through San Diego inbound and outbound is with the Far East

2 During fiscal year 1963 64 some 367 ships engaged in foreign
commerce called at San Diego Of these 292about 1 a day served

the Far East trade On the basis of calls in the Far East trade made

during the first 6 months of fiscal year 196465 calls for the full fiscal

year averaged two per week outbound and three per week inbound
Inother trades calls for the full fiscal year werecalculated as Hawaii
1 a month North Europe 10 outbound and 22 inbound India 8 out

bound British Columbia 26 inbound and Mexico 20 outboun4
3 It is conceded that the yearly number of vessel calls made at Long

Beach Los Angeles San Francisco or Oakland in all trades are sig
nificantly greater than the number of calls made at San Diego

4 The record contains substantial evidence that there is adequate
vessel service to and from the Far East at San Diego N or does

San Diego contend to the contrary S

8 One cotton shipper called as a witness testified that San Diego had ample and sufficient

service to meet his requirements The traffic manager of San Diego testified that the port

has a reasonable amount of Far East service The Mana erof Marketing Operations stated

that San Diego does not lack frequency of service to and from Japan
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5 San Diego contends that it is at a disadvantage by reason of the

lesser number of vessel calls at San Diego in trades other than the Far

East However the record contains no substantial evidence to the

effect that the vessel calls at San Diego in trades other than the Far

East have been inadequate or that cargo in the other trades did not
move through San Diego because a shipper or importer found the

service inadequate

F SAN DIEGO S DIsTRmUTION CONCEPT

1 Early in 1962 a campaign was started to develop San Diego as a

modern marine terminaL In 1963 as a result ofa report from a man

agement consultant firm a Marketing Division wasestablished within

the Port District The purpose of the Division was to market pro
fessionally the product that San Diego had to offer namely serv

ice either to shippers or to carriers The success of the port depended
upon the success of the Marketing Division in carrying out this stra

tegic and tactical plan of marketing based on a concept known as

the total cost of distribution or total distribution of cargo from
the supplier to the consumer

2 The plan involved the active solicitation ofprospective customers

personally and by correspondence throughout the United States and
abroad Many letters were sent out describing the port and pointing
up the advantages the customer may derive from using its modern
facilities and services including 30 days free time Typical ex

cerpts contained in these letters follow
The Port of San Diego s Marketing Department is unique among ports and it

is believed San Diego is the only port with Marketing Department
Marketing operations has found that many shippers have not conducted peri

odic evaluations of theirtotal cost of distribution

However for your information the Port of San Diego offers 30 days free time

on our docks to all exporters and importers In the case of importers this 30
days free time may be used to distribute their merchandise throughout the United

States and in fact at this time we have several of the larger importers using our

Port as the distribution center for merchandise destined for Dallas Denver

Houston Chicago and New York

In the case of export cargoes the 30 days free time may be used to accumulate

merchandise on our docks thereby relieving the internal storage facilities at the

shipper s plant
At the completion of the 30 days free time a nominal storage charge of 6 cents

per square foot per month is assessed Additionally our wharfage charges are

10cents lower than other West Coast Ports
Our facilities are the newest and most modern on the West Coast covering over

1 million square feet of Class A storage facilities
Services are available at the Port for consolidatiotl segregation marking in

entory and complete physical distribution of the merchandise
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Our main selling point of course is our reduced wharfage and the fact that

we allow 30 days free time on our docks which could be used for accumulation of

your cargo

The Port of San Diego is noted for its good labor climatenot having a work

stoppage or slow down inthe history of the port Additionally there is no con

gestion and as you willnote in one of the pictures inourbrochurethewide aprons

and many dock delivery doors available This speeds up the delivery of your

cargo Pilferage is practically nil

When the cargo is ordered out then the trucks can be brought directly into the

terminal where they are loaded by the truck driver and helpers who aremembers

of the teamsters union No longshore help is used therefore no additional

charges are assessed

3 San Diego continues to propose to shippers throughout theUnited
States that they use the port s facilities for warehousing and storage

purposes thus saving costs and relieving their warehousing problems
at interior points The combination of 30 calendar days free time

plus low cost storage enables the shipper to create a reservoir of cargo
for distribution to his customers or to himself as needed As a result

San Diego in addition to providing conventional terminal services to

the carrier and the shipper has become a distribution center for in

bound and outbound cargo from and to points in the United States as

far east as New York

4 There is no doubt and San Diego acknowledges that the 30 calen

dar day free time item has been an inducement to shippers to use the

port and since its inception has been an integral part of San Diego s

marketing warehousing and distribution program

G USE OF THE SAN DIEGO FACILITIES BY SHIPPERS AND IMPORTERS

1 San Diego in support of its position offered the testimony of one

importer and two exporters They testified without dispute as

follows

a Plywood
1 Evans Products Inc imports plywood from the Far East and brought ap

proximately 170 000 000 feet into the United States in the past twelve months

About 80 percent of this amormt came in through San Diego because of a strikeat

New Orleans Evans anticipates that the San Diego amount will be reduced to

40 percent in the immediate future

2 Evans maintains four regular warehouses for plywood about 100 miles

from San Diego and a lso has plants in Indiana The warehouses have a capacity
of one month s supply of plywood As a result Evans maintains a three months

supply of plywood at San Diego Plywood destined fO r Evans plants in Indiana

arrive in San Diego at O C P rates Evans uses San Diego for warehousing

purposes and has stored O C P plywood foras long as 11 months

3 The costs of trucking plywOod from the Los Angeles area to Evans Cali

fornia war houses is less than from San Diego even though the Los Angeles rate
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includes a truckarbitrary Wharfage and storage at San Diego arecheaper than

at Los Angeles
4 The type of terminal operation at San Diego facilitates distribution of

plywood At San Diego it is possible to unload a ship in themorning and have

the material i the production line by noon Evans has called the terminal
operators at 5 00 o clock in the afternoon to arrange for cars to be loaded the

following day and to roll the following night This was done at times when the

plywood supply in Indiana was short The shipment was loaded on cars for

transportation within a few hours after arrival instead Of being stored Th se

arenot isolated instances but happen all the time
5 Though Evans favors the continuation of 30 calendar days freetime this

item is not the only factor that induces the company to use San Diego Other
factors inaddition to those mentioned in SUbparagraphs 2 3 and 4 above

are excellent service care of the cargo while in San Diego s custody close and

friendly relationships built up between Evans and the departments of San Diego
the terminal operators the trucking companies and assistance from San DiegOo
in developing new concepts to reduce total distribution costs

6 The 30 day free time item was of value on some shipments and of nOo

value whatsoever on other shipments
7 Taking all the above factors into consideration Evans prefers to con

tinue to use San Diego This would be so even if free time were restricted in
San Diego to what it is at the other California ports ie seven days exclusive
of Saturdays Sundays and holidays and even though Evans costs might be in
creased somewhat as a result

b Ootton
1 Mitsui and Company Limited exports all its American cotton through

San Diego For the 19641965 cotton season Mitsui shipped 7 000 bales About

50 percent moved outof the port within the freetime period The other 50 per
cent remained instorage forperiodS up to 4months

2 Mitsui uses San Diego rather tha another port for the same reasons as

Evans with reg rd to quality economy and efficiency of services persannel etc
and in addition because its practices and operating procedures are favorable tOo
thecotton industry The 30day free time period relieves Mitsui of the payment
of storage for 30 days at the gin yard or compressing plant 8 and San Diego has

sufficient carrier service to meet Mitsui s requirements
3 American cotton exportation faces competition from cotton grown in

Mexico San Salvador Nicaragua and Brazil The main threat lies inthe final

cost of delivering the cotton to its ultimate destination abroad The margin of

profit in American cotton is extremely small Any increase incosts would cause

Mitsui to set its saleS price higher thus affecting the cotton s saleability and

reducing export potential
4 Mitsui would continue to use San Diego if free time at the port were

reduced to 10 days exclusive of Saturday Sundays and holidays

c Green processed hide8

1 Crockett Company started its exporting business in San Diego about

1960 It obtains hides in San Diego County and warehouses them in National
City adjacent to San DiegQ It takes about 45 minutes to truck the hides from
war Quse tothe docks t present it exports aboqt 200 tons of hides per mo1lth

8In this respect Mitsui would testify tn favor of a 45 day free time period
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to Japan Crockett selected San Diego because of the availability of storing
these hides at the dock with a reasonable free time period and the lower cost

of moving the hides from National City to the docks Crockett tries to schedule

its shipments to arrive on the dock about two weeks before ship arrival time

The port has assisted Crockett in developing its business in Japan
2 Crockett s business has never been at a point where it had to store hides

at the port It is Crockett s practice to deliver hides to the docks two weeks

before ship arrival time This movement releases space at the warehouse for

the storage of other hides and also relieves the company of some costs

3 Even with the twoweek delivery there have been occasions where the

hides were delivered from the dock to the ship inas littleas one week or as much

as three weeks Only on one occasion were hides on the dock longer than 30

days This latter instance was caused by a cancelled sailing and the late reo

placement of another vessel Admittedly this instance was an exceptional caser

4 Crockett customarily sells its hides F O B either dock or warehouse

Accordingly storage and wharfage charges if any are for the account of the

purchaser This payment arrangement would continue if San Diego s 30 day
free time period were reduced Other than the one instance mentioned above

there is no evidence that any purchaser was required to pay any storage charges
5 Up to 70 percent of Crocketts shipments could have been shipped within

a 10day period exclusive of Saturdays Sundays and holidays The remainder

could have been stored in the company warehouse However instances have

arisen where hides were accumulated over a greater than 10 day period because

the quantity received was too small or the variety of hides too great to make a

shippable quantity
6 Crockett considers that the maintenance of San Diego s present costs and

practices is vitally necessary to its business

H FREE TIME AT SAN DIEGO BETWEEN SHIPPER AND TERMINAL 10

1 In addition to the use of free time shown in the testimony of

Evans Mitsui and Crockett the record shows that in actual operation
at San Diego a there have been infrequent instances where inbound

cargo at Tenth Avenue such as plywood pipe steel steel products and

other forms ofgeneral cargo moved directly from ship s tackle to the

dock or rail for movement beyond the port b about 13 percent ofthe

cotton exported was loaded across dock direct to ship c an un

specified number of users of the port ship inbound within 7 days free

time d some cargo particularly plunder cargo
ll

was moved off

the dock as soon as possible for inland transportation because of im

porter requirements e an appreciable amount of p ywood earthen

ware china and products of that nature moved from the pier within

lOThe record does not disclose the extent to which the customers of San Diego use free
time either on inbound oroutbound car oor an analysis or detatled breakdown of that use

or an analysis of the relationship of the 30calendar day free time item to the costs of

operating the terminal
U This title derivation not shown i8 applied to general cargo originating in the Far

East usually packed in cardboard cartons of uniform dimensions and easily handled at the

terminal Contents are fabricated items of cloth dresses children s clothing ceramics
pottery toys Christmas decorations and other similar items
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the 30 calendar day period f some of the major importers kept
general c rgo on the pier the full30 calendar day period 12

g a per
centage qf the cotton and other export items remained in the terminal
for the full30 calendar days and h there wasno problem in moving
lumber within the 5 day free time period provided in the tariff

2 In addition to the foregoing San Diego concedes that under

normal circumstances cargo could move to and from the dock or pier
within a period of 10 days exclusive of Saturdays Sundays and

holidays

I FREE TIME AT SAN DIEGO BETWEEN VESSEL AND SHIPPER

1 The San Diego Manager of Marine Operations testified as to the

relationship between the vessel and the shipper concerning cargo in
free time as it existsat San Diego

2 Under the provisions of the bill of lading the liability for the

cargo that has been discharged from the vessel at San Diego remains
with the carrierwhile the cargo is in free time status

3 When free time ends if thecargo remains in the terminal a sign
eff occurs whether the cargo goes into demurrage wharf storage or

space rental The effect of the signoff is that the carrier is relieved
of its common carrier liability

J SAN DIEGO S 1VAREHOUSING PROGRAM

1 San Diego s tariff contains the applicable rates and provision for
wharf demurrage wharf storage and space rental effective after the

expiration of 30 calendar days free time
2 The charge for wharf demurrage is highest with wharf storage

and space rental following in descending order

3 Ifcargo remains on the facilities longer than 30 days ts owner

can pay wharf demurrage Item465 or elect wharf storage Item470
or space rental Item 480 Because storage and space rental rates are

considerably lower wharf demurrage is seldom applied Wharf stor

age is available in the transit sheds and warehouses but space rental is
available only in the warehouses Thus if cargo at rest in a transit
shed for 30 days is elected for space rental the owner must pay a trans

fer charge to move the cargo from the transit shed to a warehouse The
transfercharge is not published in San Diego s tariffs because as a on

operating port it believes that such responsibility rests with the two

12 Itis concluded that the six largest importers of general merchandise into San Diego
use the full SO calendar day period for some of their merchandise because they elect to uile

the space rental provision of San Diego s tariff This election frequently is made before
the ship arrives and is intended to apply to merchandise remaining after free time expires
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terminal operators who undertake through agreements with the port
to perform all terminal and accessorial services for shippers and

carriers San Diego would assume no responsibility for the transfer

service even if it were performed free No transfer charge would

apply however if a consignee elected space rental and the cargo was

moved directly from the vessel to one of the three warehouses The

ix largest importers of general merchandise into San Diego utilize the

space rental provisions and their elections as well as those of the many
others who use that provision are made before the cargo commences

free time and even before it reaches the facility Moreover the elec
tions generally apply to all subsequent movements of the subject
commodities moving into the port The terminal operator and the

port decide whether cargo elected for space rental is placed at rest in
the transit shed or is moved directly to a warehouse This places the
terminal operator and the port in a position to decide which cargoes
elected for space rental will be required to pay transfer charges and

which will not Recently there has been an increase in thepractice of

moving cargo destined for space rental directly from vessel to ware

house It is a relatively simple thing to do inasmuch as most users of
space rental have elected in a vance and management knows where the

cargo is destined

4 Storage rates on comparable commodities are higher under wharf

storage than space rental Indeed most consignees would use space
rental if it werenot for the transfer charge But as demonstrated the

transfer charges can be circumvented by direct movement of cargo to a

warehouse Space rental is particularly suitable to plunder cargo
The six largest importers of general merchandise at San Diego move

that type of cargo through the port under thespa e rental item

5 The rate for space rental is 6 cents per square foot per month

Although theoretically any shipper or consignee is free to utilize the

space rental provisions only two companies pay such rental to the port
on a sustained basisNew York Merchandising a large importer of

general merchandise and Leslie D Friend a so called shipper s agent
Approximately 100 000 square feet of designated space in Warehouses
Band C is assigned to each of these companies Although San Diego
receives componsation for this space on a square foot basis theshipper s

agent to whom it is leased is required by the port to pile cargo high so

that cubic utilization is maximized The port s Manager of Marine

Operations did not believe that the so called shipper s agent published
his charges and did not know whether such charges were the same for

each customer The record does show that users of tho facility were

llSually charged on a formula worked out on the basis of piling high
under the 6 cents per square foot rule Fot instance tinder that
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formula plunder cargo was charged a storage rate of 2 cents per
carton per month Moreover the shipper s agent has adopted a sliding
scale for accessorial services the larger the movement the lower the

unit charge
6 If cotton destined for export arrives at the facilities in San

Diego and is not to immediately loaded aboard a vessel it enters free

time status under Item 110 of San Diego Cotton Tariff No 3 c If

cotton utilized the full 30 calendar days free time and still had not

been loaded aboard a vessel it would automatically enter storage
Almost all the cotton moving through San Diego is committed to a

vessel when the shipment arrives It can be presumed that when t

ton arrives at the port the shipper knows the date it will be lifted

aboard a vessel Cotton which arrives at
tge facility more than 30

days prior to the time that it is scheduled for loading is als0rentitled
to free time and storage The only cotton exporter called as awitness

by San Diego Mitsui testified that approximately half of his cotton

shipped in 1964 moved out of the port before 30 days free time had

run That shipper also uses San Diego as a warehousing facility inas

much as its storage rate is considerably lower than storage rates at gin
sites and compress facilitiesin the interior

7 As shown by the excerpts of the letters contaiped in Section F

and as admitted by San Diego its free time storage and warehousing
practices are integral parts of the package deal to market San Diego s

services

8 It is generally conceded that San Diego s storage practices are

highly efficient andits rates advantageously low

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The issues to be resolved are whether San Diego s practice ofoffering
30 days free time 1 results in undue or unreasonable preference or

advantage or in any undue or unreasonable prejudice or disadvantage
in any respect whatsoever within themeaning ofsection 16 First of the

Act or 2 constitutes an unjust or unreasonable regulation or prac

tice related to or connected with the receiving handling storing or

delivering ofproperty within the meaning ofsection 17 of the Act

1 The nature of free time

Ships bringing transoceanic freight into port are required by their transporta
tion obligation absent a special contract to unload thecargo onto a dock segre

gate it by bill of lading and count put it at a place of rest on thepier so that it is

accessible to theconsignee and afford the consignee a reasonable opportunity to

come and get it American President Lines Ltd v FederaZ Maritime Board

317 F 2d 887 888 D C Cir 1962
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This allowance by the carrier to the consignee of a reasonable op

portunity to come and get his cargo is what is known in the industry
as free time Free time is not a gratuity but it is required as a

necessary partof the carrier s transportation obligation which includes

a duty on the carrier to tender for delivery all cargo carried by it

absent a special contract to the contrary 13 The reasonableness of the

opportunity granted the consignee to pick up his cargo and thus the

reasonableness of the free time period is fixed broadly speaking by
deterlnining the period necessary for the shipper to assemble or the

consignee to remove his cargo prior to loading the goods on the ship or

after discharge of the goods Trom the ship Oalifornia v United

States 320 U S 577 1944 Thus the establishment of the minimum

amount of free time which under the law must be granted by carriers
is arelatively simple proposition

the period must be realistically de

signed to allow the consignee sufficient time to pick up hiscargo taking
into account physical limitations of the facilities other delays etc

i e the so called transportation necessities of the particular port or

terminal But the question here is whether it follows that because it

it unreasonable and a breach of duty to allow less than is required by
transportation necessities that it is unreasonable and a breach ofduty
to grant free time in excess ofsuch periods
Itis thecarrier s obligation not only to afford the necessary free time

but also to provide terminal facilities adequate to render such free time

meaningful and realistic Interooastal Rate8 To mnd Frmn Be keZey
Eto l U S S B B 365 1935 This obligation may be fulfilled either

by the carrier itself or through an agent Interooastal Investigation
19 5 1 U S S B B 400 1935

The tariffs of the ocean carriers in the foreign and off shore trades

calling at San Diego make no provision for free time nor do the car

riersprovide wharfs or piers at San Diego for the receipt and delivery
of cargo

14 The port of San Diego provides these facilities and the

free time in question is provided for in its tariff Under these circum

stances the port becomes in effect the agent of the carrier for the per
formance of these obligations of the carrier and as agent it seems clear

that the port is subject to the same limitations as the carrier In

13 The carrier s transportation obligation is sometimes erroneously said to include the

duty to deliver or make delivery of the cargo See eg Jiree Time CJInd Demurrage

Oharges New York 3 U S M C 89 101 1948 This is incorrect Anobligation to make

delivery implies the duty to actually place the goods in the hands of the consignee eg

transport the goods to the consignee s placeof busineB8 etc There is no such duty imposed

upon an ocean carrier It tenders for deliverY and this obligation is satisfied when it

puts the cargo on the dock reasonably accessible properly segregated and marked and
leaves it there for a reawnable period to allow the consignee to pick it up with notice of

course American President Lines Ltd case supra
14 Afact of which we takeofficial notice
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Penna Motor Tl1tqk Ass n v Phila Piers Ino 4 F M B 192 1953

theFederal Maritime Board said at 197

Whether provided by the terminal operator or the ocean carrier itself reason

able free time must be afforded to outbound and inbound cargo moving over the

pier In undertaking the ocean carrier s obligation to provide such facilities

and inholding them out for public use we hold that respondents have assumed
theoceancarrier s responsibility of furn1shing reasonable and nondiscriminatory
pier services incident to the handling of truck cargoes on their piers which in

clude anallowance of reasonable free time

Thus it is clear that San Diego is obligated to provide the reason

able minimum free time but the question here is whether it is also obli

gated not to exceed that which is normally the established maximum

for common carriers i e does the fact that a port or terminal provides
the free time rather than the carrier effect any change in theprinciples
governing the allowance of free ti e Before dealing with this prob
lem however it is necessary to establish what period taking into ac

count the transportation necessities at San Diego constitutes a reason

able opportunity for the shipper to assemble and the consignee to pick
up hiscargo

Reasonable free time at San Diego
Our review of the record here finds us in agreement with the

Examiner that a reasonable free time allowance at San Diego would

be 10 days on outbound cargo apd 7 days on inbound cargo The

record shows that San Diego operates and maintains a modern and

efficient terminal equal to and in some respects better than the other

California terminals and which as planned and operated has resulted
in savings in time and expense in cargo handling The favorable

weather at San Diego has proved another facilitating factor

Responsible San Diego offiyials have themselves testified that in

the foreign and offshore trades there is no hindrance to the handling
of outbound cargo in 10 working days and that inbound cargo has

been removed from the pier with no dlfficul y within 7 working days
and further that there have been frequent instances where cargo has

1een transferred from ship to truck within 1 day California ports
north of San Diego some of which have less modern facilities have

for sometime now been handling similar cargo under regulations
restricting free time to 10 days outbound and 7 days inbound

Practices Eto San Francisoo Bay Area Terminals 8ltpra Respond
ent s officials admitted that 30 days free time was not an operational
necessity Despite this however San Diego argues that free time

needs should be appraised on the baE is of modern techniques and

efficiencieS artd not those of 20 years ago If by this San Diego means
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the techniques and efficiencies represented by physical characteristics
of facilities then logic Wo ld require the conclusion that less free

time is requir d not more But even if by it they mean modern

marketing techniques and the distribution concept of respondent s

Marketing Division the argume t affords no basis for extending free

time beyond that which is required by transportation necessities

This is so because thedistribution concept is based upon the commercial

convenience of certain shippers both actual and prospective whose

business practices enable them to use San Diego s facilities as a

distribution center for their products Commercial convenience

cannot justify a practice which is otherwise unreasonable Storage
of Import Property 1 U S MC 676 1937 American Paper and

Pulp Asso v B O R R 00 41 IC C 506 512 1916 Free Time

anuiDemurrage Oharges New York supraInvestigation of Storage
Practices 6 F MB 301 19 1 By its own admission respondent s

free time practices are primarily used as a device to induce shippers
to use San Diego in preference to other ports Accordingly we

conclude that transportation necessities at San Diego require a free

time period in the foreign and offshore domestic tr des of 10 days
outbouild and 7 days inbound Saturdays Sundays and holidarys
excluded

What has been said disposes of the sole exception taken to the

Initial Decision that ofHearing Counsel whoo would allow 15 calendar
days free ti e If by 15 calendar days Hearing Counsel means

to include Saturdays Sundays and holidays intervenors propedy
point out that such a period is inequitable In ocean transportati on

a shipper or consignee is unable to deliver or Jeceive his cargo on

Saturdays Sundays and holidays because the terminal is closed

Thus a 15 calendar day period which includes Saturdays Sund ys
and holi ays will yield different numbers ofworking days for different

shippers because the number of working days wili vary from 8 to 11

dependent upon the number of Saturdays Sundays and holidays in

the particular period Ifon the other hand Hearing Counsel would

exclude Saturdays Sundays and holidays a 15 day free time period

would result in 5 days free storage outbound and 8 days fr stor ge
inbound since the record demonstrates that transportation n cessities
at San Diego require only 10 days outbound and 7 days inbound

This is but a lesser degree of that which Hearing Counsel themselves

complain of in attacking the present day free time allowance

3 The invalidity of San Diego s tariffs
On the basis of the foregoing we think it clear San Diego s tariff

items providing for 30 days free time as distinguished from the
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practice itself do not accurately reflect the precise service being offered

to the shipper San Diego s 30 day free tim allowance ih fact

provides two distinct services 1 the free time which San Diego is

obligated to give as agent for the carrier which we have found to be

10 working days outbound and 7 working days inbound and 2 a

varying period of free storage in such an amount necessary to make

up the 30 days Thus these free time regulations as set forth in

Item 455 of Tariff No I D and Item 110 of Cotton Tariff No 3 0
are inaccurate and obscure and certainly fail of that degree of

precision necessary to enable other terminal operators the shipping
public carriers and us the Commission to determine whether

each service is bearing its fair share of the costs T erminril Rate

noreases Puget Sound Ports 3 U S MC 21 23 1948 Thus the

tariff items are unreasonable regulations within the meaning of

section 17

Moreover the regulations confuse and obscure the rights duties and

liabilities as between shippers carriers and the port or terminal in

cases where loss or injury to the cargo occurs Under the practice at

San Diego as testified to by its Manager of Marine Operations the

liability for cargo that has been discharged from the ship remains
wiJth thecarrier while the cargo is in free time status When free time

ends if the cargo remains in the terminal a sign off occurs whether

he cargo goes into demurrage wharf storage or space rental In the

View of San Diego the effect of the sign off is that the carrier is

relieved of its common carrier liability But by law the commolJ

carrier s liability ends with a valid tender for delivery and a valid
tender is complete when the carrier puts the cargo on the dock

reasonably accessible properly segregated and marked gives notice

to the consignee and leaves it there for a reasonable period to allow

the consignee to pick it up AmerWan President Lines Ltd 8upra
Wehave found th3lt the reasonable allowance of free time at San Diego
is 10 days outbound but San Diego provides 30 days Despite
assumption by the terminal of the carrier s obligation to furnish pier
services including an allowance of reasonable free time the carrier

remains liable for proper care and custody of the cargo until the tender

for delivery is complete and for loss or damage thereto caused by the

carrier s negligence during this period Oaterpillar Overseas SA

v SS Ewpeditor 318F 2d 720 2nd Cir 1963 eert den sub nom

AmerWan Ewport Lnes ne v OaterPillar Overseas SA 375 U S
942 1963 After the carrier has discharged its obligation to tender

for delivery its liability ceases for riskof loss not due to negligence on

its part
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The record demonstrates that the importer has good reason to believe

that his common carrier relationship may continueuntil the end of the

30 day free time period provided in San Diego s tariff It is well

established that in regard to ocean transportation the rights and liabil

ities of the parties before a valid tender for delivery are different than

they are after tender both as to degree and burden ofproof 15 Thus

as the Examiner correctly pointed out the existence of San Diego s

30 day free time item can only tend to confuse the facts pertaining to

proper tender for delivery 16 San Diego s tariff regulations are

unreasonable within themeaning of section 17 beGause they obscure the

rights and obligations of the carriers the shippers and the terminal

and could tend to foster litigation From the toregoing it is clear that

nothing more is necessary to require San Diego to amend Item 455 of

Tariff No 1 D and Itm 110 of fariff No 3 C and such an order will

be issued

4 The Free Time practwe as distinguished from the tariff
regulations

As we read the Initial Decision it is restricted to a determination as

to the validity of only the two tariff provisions themselves and it

contains no determinations as to the validity of the practice involved

Thus nothing would preclude any amendment of the tariff items

involved from providing for the grant of the free time period pre

scribed herein and for a further grant of such free storage as is

necessary for San Diego to continue its present practice of affording
consignees a total of 30 days during which they may leave their cargo
with the port without the imposition ofany charge

Hearing Counsel and intervenors clearly seek more than this Their

arguments go beyond the validity of the tariff regulations and attack

1he validity of the actual 30 day allowance itself whatever it may

ultimately be called be it free time or storage Thus they argue

that any allowance of time beyond that which is required by the

transportation necessities at San Diego whether in the guise of free

15 See Calcot Ltd v Isbrandtsen Company 318 F 2d 669 673 1st Clr 1963 Caterpillar

Overseas S A v S S ElCpecUtor supra at 723 American President Lines Ltd supra at

888 Miami Struct Iron Corp v Cie Nationale Etc 224 F 2d 566 5th Clr 1955 North
American Smelting Co v MoUer S S Co 2Q4 F 2d 384 3rd Clr 1900 Cleveland St

Louis Ry v Dettlebach 239 U S 588 1916 Southern Ry v Prescott 240 US 632

1916
18 Calcot Ltd supra at 673 where the Court citing the North American Smelting case

supra stated The Issue was somewhat confused we think by references to the so called
five daYB free time rule which prevallB on thlB pier See also American President Lines

Ltd case supra at 889 This case cites Free Time and Demurrage Charges New York

supra which held that certain burdens borne by the con8ignees do not justify the tran8fer
of tho8e 1U4 s to the carners In the form of extended free trme 3 tJ Ni C 89 at lQ
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time or free storage is prohibited by sections 16 and 17 of the Act

San Diego of course argues to the contrary
San Diego contends that its free time practice cannot violate section

6 First because first it is offered to all shippers thus none can be

prejudiced or preferred and secondly there must be a competitive
relationship between the shipper or cargo allegedly preferred and the

shipper or cargo allegedly prejudiced before a violation of section 16

First can be established As to the first of San Diego s propositions
the Examiner properly points out that it was laid to rest in Practices

Eto of Sln Franoisoo Bay Area Terminals supra where in the

United States Maritime Commission said at 605

Oakland contends that there can be no discrimination since therates areopen

to all shippers alike In a sense it is true However the commercial practices of

those shippers who supply the major portion of tonnage handled by respondents

obviously do notpermit of their placing their goods instorage

The Commission then concluded that as to those shippers and con

signees whose commercial practices did not permit of their placing
cargo in storage the practice granting storage at noncompensatory
rates wasunduly and unreasonably prejudicial within the meaning of

section 16 First This was so because users of storage at noncompen

satory rates werenot providing their proper share ofessential terminal

revenue and thus a disproportionate share of this burden was being
shifted to users ofother terminal services whose charges are or should

be based on rates considered to be reasonable or compensa

tory 2 U S M C at 603

As for the necessity of establishing a competitive relationship be

tween the cargoes or shippers preferred or prejudiced an analysis of

the cases reveals thatit is not needed

In the early case Storage of Imp01 tProperty supra the United
States Maritime Commission said at 682

The furnishing of valuable free storage facilities to certain shippers and con

signees beyond a reasoIlable period results in substantial inequality of service as

between different shippers of import traffic

An analysis of the findings in that case reveals not one instance of a

specific finding of any competitive relationship between the different

shippers At the conclusion of its report in Storage of Import Prop
erty supra the Commission referred to the fear of certain paTties to

the proceeding that the respondents would afford storage at merely
nominal rates thereby in effect continuing the evil complained of In

Storage charges Under Agreements 6 05 and 6215 2 U S M C 48

1939 the Commissi n found that this had in fact happened 011

shipments of coffee from South America The Commission said at 52
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All receivers of cargo must use the piers and any preferred treatment by
eharges or otherwise of certain classes of cargo results indiscrimination against
other cargo

gain no finding of any competitive relationship was considered

necessary and in fact coffee wasnot found to be competitive with any
of the ther cargoes involved Both of these cases were cited with

approval in PrMtices Etc San Fraowisco Bay Area Terminals supra
which involved Inter alia the practice of granting storage at non

compensatory rates This case was the subject suit for review in

Oalifornia v United States 8upra where the Supreme Court upheld
the decision of the Commission saying at 581

The Commission found that there was a marked lack of uniformity in the free

time periods allowed by the various terminals and that to the extent th t

appellants free time allowances were greater than those recommended by the

Railroad Commission they were unreasonable and led to discrimination against
those persons who did not and could not use extended free time It con

cluded that unless those who took advantage of wharf storage supplied revenue

sufficient to meet the cost of the service the burden would be shifted to those who

paid appellants for other services such as docking of vessels loading and un

loading and transportation privileges over and through the terminals

Yet again there was no finding of any competitive relationship be
tween the shippers or cargoes preferred or prejudiced Finally as

late as 1960 the Federal Maritime Board had the following to say in

Storage Practices at Longview Wash 6 F MB 178 1960 at 183

The respondent points out that its operations differ from those in the San

Francisco Bay Area Terminals case supra because there was competition be

tween terminals in that case whereas there is only one terminal in the present

proceeding The respondent contends that a mere preference or discrimination

between shippers carriers terminal operators ports or localities is notof itself

unlawful and that it is only when such preference or discrimination is unjust
or unreasonable and results in injury or damage to a particular person or class

of persons or advantage to another particular person or class of persons that the

same is prohibited by the Act Respondent cites cases holding that ordinarily
there must be a competitive relation between the shippers or between the types
of traffic and that there must be a showipg of injurious effect upon the traffic to

justify findings of undue preference or prejudice For example see Phila Ocean

Traffic Bureau v Export SS Gorp 1 D S S B 538 541 The citations largely
relate to section 16 of the Act and to matters of preference and prejudice rather

than to whether the practices are undue or unreasonable under section 17 of

the Act

While the Board seemed to be heading for a conclusion that the prac
tice in question ran afoul of se tion 17 notwithstanding the absence

or presence of a violation of section 16 it nevertheless found the prac
tices at Longview to be the same or similar to those in Practices Eta

San Francisco Bay Area Terminals supra and after quoting at length
from that decision concluded at 184
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The failure of respondent to abide by the provisions of its tariif th manner

ip which respondent s free time or free storage and storage rules are applied
and the opportunity thereby aiforded respondent to provide unequal treatment of

shippers and preferred treatment of certain classes of cargo clearZy arepractice
unduty prejudioiaZ and preferentiaZ in Violation of seotion 16 of the Aot and

areunjust and unreasonable practices related to the receiving handling storing
and delivering of pro rty inviolation of section 17 Italic supplied

Here again although the implication is clear the statement falls some

what short of an expliCit conclusion that no comp titive relationship
is neededu Moreover none of the cases reviewed deal with the ques
tion of why such a relationship should or should not be shown The

needed rationale was enunciated recently by the Second Circuit Court
of Appeals in New York FOleignFlgt F B Ass nv FedelalMari

time Oom n 337 F 2d 289 1964 at 299

The forwarders argue that a Section 16 First violation is shown only when

1 two s ippers aregiven unequal treatment 2 the shippers are competitors
and 3 the preference to one or disadvantage to the other is the proximate
cause of an injury these prerequisites they urge arenot supported by the Com

mission s record We hold however that the substantial evidence that for

warders in random fashion charge shippers disguised markUps of widely varying
amounts for no apparent reason suffices to establish discrimination in violation

of Section 16 First In urging that all three prerequisfotes must be met the

forwarders rely upon cases involving alleged discrimination in transportation
or wharfage charges See e g Agreement 8765 GulfMediterranean Trade 7

F M C 495 1963 Wharfage Charges and Practices at Boston Mass 2 U S M C

245 1940 We find those cases not apposite Transportation or wharfage
charges are dependent upon the particular commodity invoived the cost for

shipping or storing bananas for example bears no relation to the fees levied for

heavy industrial equipment To find an unlawful discrimination in transporta
tion charges thus quite properly requires a showing of competitive relationship
between two shippers who are charged diiferent prices 13ut forwarders render

substantially the same service to all shippers in procuring insurance or arranging
for cartage the commodity being shipped has little or nothing to do with the

reasonableness of thefee exacted for the forwarder s service The very practice
of charging shippers disguised markups of widely varying amounts on substan

tially identical services without justification seems to us to be prima facie

discriminatory in a regulated indUStry

17 As would always seem the case explicitness is not lacking in those relatively rare cases

which despite all that had gone before conclude that a competitive relationship is needed

For example in Lopez Trucking Inc et aZ v Wiggm TermmaZs Inc 5 F M B 3 1956

decided by the Board four years before its decision in the 8torage Practices at LOngview

Wash case the question presented was whether a proposed regulation applicable only to

lumber could prejudice orprefer other commodities ie general cargo The Board said at

15 The proposed regulation will not unduly prefer commodities other than lumber in

violation of section 16 of the Act Neither injury to such cargoes nor an existing and

effective competitive relationship between lumber and other commodities has been shown

as is required before such aviolation may be established PhiZa Ocean Tratffc Bureau v

Export 88 Gorp 1 U S S B B 588 1936 But compare the language of the Longview
case quoted above which was decided some four years after Lopez
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Thus whatever the justification for requiring a competitive relation

ship when determining the existence of preference or prejudice in

ocean freight tates such a requirement cannot be justified when deter

mining whether preference or prejudice results from free time or free

storage practices for free time like the forwarder s procurement of

marine insurance bears no relationship to the character of the cargo
it is extended to cargo on equal terms without regard to size shape or

any other characteristic inherent in the particular cargo involved

The same holds true for storage made available at a flat charge per

square foot regardless of what commodity is to be stored In such

cases unequal treatment has no place in a regulated industry The

equality required in situations of this kind is absolute and is not con

ditioned on such things as competition proximate cause and the like

To the extent that the other cases may read as requiring the establish

ment of a competitive relationship in the situation here involved they
are overruled For reasons which will become obvious later we shall

postpone stating our conclusions as to theactual existence here of pref
erence or prejudice within the meaning ofsection 16 until we have dis

cussed section 17 andthe q estion of reasonableness

Section 17 requires that the practices of terminals be just and rea

sonable Reasonable may mean or imply just proper ordinary
or usual not immoderate or excessive equitable or fit and ap

propriate to the end in view Black 8 Law Dictionary Fourth Edi

tion It is by application to the particular situation or subject matter

that words such as reasonable take on concrete and specific meaning
As used in Section 17 and as applied to terminal practices we think

that just and reasonable practice most appropriately means a prac
tice otherwise lawful but not excessive and which is fit and appropri
ate to the end in view

The justness or reasonableness of a practice is not necessarily
dependent upon the existence of actual preference prejudice or dis

crimination Itmay cause none of these but still be unreasonable To

conclude otherwise is to make the second portion of section 17 merely
redundant of other sections of the Shipping Act a result not readily
ascribed to Congress

In a very real sense of the term terminals are public utilities
While not always specifically franchised they nevertheless are engaged
in the business of regularly supplying the public with a service which

is of public consequence and need and which carries with it the duty
to serve the public and treat all persons alike This is the essence of
the public utility cOncept The dependence today of an carriers

and the shipping public and thus of the commerce of the United
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States itself upon the terminal operator is too well established to war

rant extended exposition The commercial well being of these inter

ests is directly related to the economy efficiency and soundness of
terminal operations The shipper s concern with stability in trans

portation costs is not restricted to the freight rates of the carrier but

extends equally to all items in the total cost of transportation to him

It seems clear to us that the predictability which is sought in stable

ocean freight rates is just as desirable and valuable in terminal and

other charges for services incidental to the actual common carriage it

self This predictability of terminalcharges in turn is or should be to

the extent reasonable and possible dependent upon efficiency economy
and soundness ofoperation Itshould not in our view be conditioned
on promotional inducements which dissipate essential revenues For

this bases competition between terminals not upon the public ter
minals efficiency and economy of operation but upon the ability and

willingness of the parent municipality to absorb or make up through
taxation or other levies the dissipated revenue While carriers and

shippers must necessarily run those ordinary commercial risks inh r

ent in just doing business they should not be forced to run the addi

tional risks attendant to any concept of competition by promotional in

ducements which provide valuable service free or at noncompensatory
charges While this principle is in a sense grounded upon a concept of

competition between terminals it does not require in this instance a

showing of existing and effective competition between intervenors

and San Diego Itis enough where as here the parties consider them

selves competitive and at least one of them based its operations on this

consideration San Diego emphatically denies that the record shows

any existing and effective competition and points to the fact that not

one specific instance of diversion of cargo to San Diego was shown to

have resulted from its fre time practice But in virtually the same

breath San Diego urges that its free time practice is an integral part
of its total distribution concept which is designed to attract ca rgo to

the port thereby enhancing its ability to competewith otherports In

tervenors also view the selves as competitive and have clearly indi

cated that were they not bound by the order of our predecessor in

Practices Etc of San Francisco Bay Area Terminals supra they
would compete by promotional inducement And were San Diego
allowed to so compete we can think ofnothing in reason or law which
would deny the same advantage to intervenors The consequences of

such competition are easily foreseenever increasing promotional
inducements and ever decreasing revenues vVe think competition in

a regulated industry should be on sounder ground Thus in principle
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practices which result in the provision of services at rates or charges
less than that which it cost the terminal to provide the service are un

reasonable practices within the meaning of section 17 The concern

with the compensatoriness of terminal rates and charges aside from

any prejudice or preference noncompensatory charges may work is
a thread running throughout terminal case law Infact no other con

cept fully explains the precedents ls

To return to the validity of the practice inquestion as we read the
Examiner s decision his findings and conclusins were restricted to the
tariff items 445 of Tariff No 1 D and 110 of Tariff No 3 C and he
made no determination concerning the practice of granting 30 days
free time itself His failure to do so appears to be grounded on one

or both ofthe following findings 1 That the granting of excessive
free time is not unreasonable unless accompanied by another action

whereby some shipper orcarrier was improperly benefitted and there

wasno showing of that here 2 that there was insufficient evidence
ofdetailed costs in the record to make a determination as to the reason

ableness of the distribution of the burdenof costs among shippers using
the San Diego terminal What we have already said disposes of the
former and as for the latter it is unnecessary to disturb the Exam
iner s conclusions as to the sufficiency and value of the evidence in the

record From the foregoing we think it clear that San Diego s prac
tice of granting 30 days free time effects one of two results It
either violatessection 16 First because it shifts the burden of defraying
the cost of providing tle serviCe to nonusers of the service or if the
cost of providing the service is not shifted t9 nonusers it is an un

reasonable practice within the meaning ofsection 17 because the service

is granted at charges less than that which it cost the terminal to pro
vide the service thus jeopardizing the efficiency economy and sound

ness of t e terminal operations and endangering stability and pre

dictability of terminal rates and charges without any transportation
justification Since our order in this proceeding directs San Diego
to amend its tariff items governing free time it is of no real con

sequence that the record in this proceeding does not clearly establish
which of the two proscribed results actually is effected As in the

Storage of Import Property case supra any amendment filed by San
Diego which is inconsistent with this opinion would violate the spirit
of the order and could result in further proceedings Consequently

18 See for example Terminal Rate StrtlctureOaliJornia Ports 3 U S M C 57 1948
Terminal Rate StrtlcturePacific Northwest Ports 5 F M B 53 1956 Terminal Lease

Agreements at Long Beach and Oakland 8 F M C 521 1965 and Philippine Merchants

S S 00 Inc v Oargill Inc Docket No 996 served Dec 2 1965
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no findings as to thevalidity ofSan Diego s free time practices as dis

tinguished from the tariff items governing them willbe made

An appropriateorder willbeentered

Vice Chai1 J1UJlnJOHN S PATrERSON concurring
Iwould adopt the initial decision of the Examiner and overrule the

only exception to the Examiner s conclusion allowing respondents 10

days free time for outbound cargo and 7 days free time for inbound

cargo instead of allowing respondent to draft its own rule providing
a free time period of approximately 15 days as proposed by Hearing
Counsel

No 1217

INVESTIGATION OF FREETIME PRACTICES PORT OF SAN DIEGO

ORDER

The Federal MaritimeCommission instituted this proceeding to de

termine whether the practice of respondent Port of San Diego in al

lowing 30 calendar days free time is contrary to section 16 First or

section 17 of the Shipping Act 1916 46 D S C 815 816 The Com
mission has this date entered its Report stating its findings and con

clusions which Report is made apart of this Order by reference

Therefore it is ordered That respondent Port of San Diego within

45 days of the date of this Order cease and desist from applying Item

455 Tariff 1 D andItem 110 CottnTariffNo 3 C and

Itis further ordered That respondent Port of San Diego within 45

days of the date of this Order publish and file with the Commission
tariff items governing free time which provide free time of 10 days for
outbound cargo and 7 days for inbound cargo exclusive of Saturdays
Sundays andholidays

By the Commission

SEALl Signed FRAN IS C HURNEY

Specials8istant to the Secretary
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NO 1209

SACRAMENTO YOLO PORT DISTRICT

v

FRED F NOONAN Co INC

De d Jwne 6 1966

Bulk rice loaded from barges on offshore side of vessel moored at petitioner s

wharf not subject to wharfage charges where petitioner s deftniton of

wharfage restricted application thereof to cargo passed on over under or

through thewharf

Olarence Morse and Jooo Hamlyn Jr for Sacramento Yolo Port

District petitioner
Fr L Tetreault for Fred F Noonan Company Inc

respondent
REPORT

By THE COMMISSION John Harllee Olhairmanj John S Patterson

Vice Ohairmanj Ashton C Barrett James V Day George H
Hearn o11vm issiJners

Sacramento Yolo Port District Port a public corporation which

operates the deepwater terminal ofthe Port ofSacr mento California
petitioned for a declaratory order pursuant to then Rule 5 i of the

Commission s Rules of P actice and Procedure to tenninate its con

troversy with Fred F Noonan Co Inc Noonan or respondent a

ship s agent concerning wharfage charges Although respondent
concedes liability for all charges legally payable by the vessels and

cargo here involved it has refused to pay wharfage on several parcels
ofbulk rice which did not cross petitioJler s wharf but were loaded to

vessels moored at the wharf frQm barges on theoftshore side of the

vessels Petitioner alleges that at all material times its tariff by
wording and or practice llade wharf e applicable to carg9 so
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loaded and seeks an order declaring that wharfage charges lawfully
accrued against and are due from respondent

Hearings were held before and briefs submitted to Examiner Walter
T Southworth who issued an Initial Decision to which exceptions
and replies to exceptions were filed We have heard oral argument

1

The new deepwater Port of Sacramento located on a dredged turn

ing basin and channel completed in 1963 which connects with the

Sacramento River some 25 miles to the south was opened for business

July 1 1963 In contemplation of the opening a tariff was prepared
and filed with the Commission effective by its terms June 1 1963

The tariff was based upon and followed the general pattern of the

published tariffs of California ports which are members of the Cali
fornia Association of Port Authorities which association Sacramento
expected to and subsequently did join

In selecting a definition of wharfage for its own tariff Sacra
mento adopted the precise language which appeared at that time in

the tariffs of the Parr Richmopd Encinal and Howard Terminals

The following is the critical paragraph of Sacramento s tariffs

a Wharfage is the charge asses ed against cargo or merchandise vessels

stores fuel and supplies for passage on over under or through any

wharf pier or seawaU stiucture inward or outward loaded or dis

charged while vessel is moored in any slip basin channel or canal

In or about September 1963 a little more than 2 months after the

new Port of Sacramento opened for business respondent s president
Fred Noonan was arranging for a shipment of bulk rice not one of

the shipments with whichthe ipetition is concerned to Okinawa He

contemplated loading this shipment at the Port of Stockton from a

barge on the offshore side of the vessel so as to save elevator charges
The barges to be used had been specially constructed to handle bulk
rice with conveyor systems and towers self powered to unload them

selves they were regularly used tomove rice from the mill in Sacra
mento via the Sacramento and San Joaquin rivers toO Stockton where

the rice was discharged into elevators and eventually loaded aboard

ships Theplannefl discharge directly into a ship had not been done

before andthere wassome discussion about it in the tradebecause of its

novelty There wasa questiori Noonan thoOught as to whether 8tock

1 Respondent had cross petitioned for return of service charges paid on the above

shipments alleging that such charges were unreasonable when appUed to such shipments
because excluded by the language of petitionen s tariff and exce58ive in amount The

Examiner rejected such contentions in his Initial Decision to which respondent filed no

xceptions AiJY claims as to the unlawfulness of service charges on these shipments have

therefore been abandoned and respondent so stated at the oral argument Furthermore at

aU material times respondent slt8r11f proviaed for the payment of sU ch charges and there
was no evidence of record showing such charges to be unreasonable in amount
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ton s wharfage charge would properly apply in this situation

Nothing was decided as far as StocktOn was concerned hecause it was

eventually decided to load the rice through theStockton elevator in the
usual way to make sure that a proper certified weight certilicate oould
beobtained

While the Stockton offshore loading idea was under consideration
however Noonan had it casual talk with Bergold sales manager of
the Port of Sacramento and possibly an earlier talk with someone

el e from the Port in which the question ofwharfage on rice so loaded
was briefly discussed The testimony concerning such conversations
is vague Noonan says he had one talk with some of the Port of
Sacramento people who volunteered their opinion that wharfage
on rice loaded from offshore was not properly collectible since the

cargo did not go across the wharf It was Noonan s opinion as a

result of his talks with them that the Sacramento people felt that
if offshore barge loading were possible they might be able to handle
rice at their port before their facility for loading bulk rice was com

pleted there being no provision for bulk loading rice at Sacramento
at the time Later he testified he again discussed the matter of

wharfage with Mr Bergold whose words were to the effect that Mr
Shore Port Director at Sacramento agreed with me that wharfag
was not collectible on this rice so loaded from offshore barges and
that wharfage shouldnot apply

Bergold remembered only casual retp arks in the course of general
lunchtime conversation among several people at the members table
in the back dining room of the Merchants Exchange Club where he
and Noonan met by chance Noqnan said he was going to handle some

Dce from barges direct to ship and we don tthink that your wharfage
charge is a legitimate charge Bergold says he replied Well it is in
the tariff so we have to charge However you may have some com

pany port inspector sic check into the possibility that this charge
isn ta just charge and it could be changed possibly Although Ber
gold s recollection did not include any statement about Shore s attitude

he was not asked either t6 admit or deny making such a statement
he did fix the date as probably prior to October 3 because during the
courSE of our conversation it has been believed that we have not come
to any conclusion about whether this wharfage charge should be as

essedor not

Mr Shore s testimony confirmed that he had in discussions with
his staff expressed the opinion that wharfage would not be assessable
on rice loaded from offshore though he himself had not talked to

Noonan until early in 1964 That 9pinion however had been con
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veyed to Noonan either by Bergold or some other representative of

the Port

Following Noonan s talkwith Bergold Shores traffic analyS Craig
placed an inquiry concerning the matter on the agenda of the Traffic

and Practices Committee oftheOalifornia Associakion ofPort Author

ities The association of which Sacramento became a member July
31 1963 operated pursuant to Agreement No 7345 originally ap

proved by the Commission in 1941 As amended with Commission

approval its objects include the establishment as far as practicable
of uniform terminal rates regulations and practices providing that

uniform shall not necessarily be construed to mean identical

The parties agree Article 2

to assess and collect all rates arid or charges for or in connection with

traffic handled by them within the scope of this agreement strictly in accord

ance with the rates charges classifications rules regulations and or practices
set forth in their respective applicable tariffs that they will not in any r pect

deviate from or violate any of the terms of said tariffs and that no rates or

charges assessed or collected pursuant to such tariffs shall be directly or in

directly iHegally or unlawfUilly refunded or rem1tted in whole or in part in any

manner or by any device

The Committee of Tariffs and Practices consisting of a representa
tiveof each member is directed Article 17 to investigate and study
costs practices and conditions in order to determine and recommend

to the membership just and reasonable rates charges classifications

rules regulations and practices however the recommendations of

any party or parties are to be purely advisory and not binding on

any member Article 3

The record does not show exactly how Sacramento s inquiry to the

Committee was framed The complete minutes of the Committee s

meeting of October 3 1963 with respect to the subject are as follows

Docket No 640 Wharf ageCargo handled Overside from or to Vessel Meet

ing No 37 October 3 1963

This docket was reopened for the purpose of discussion sic the in

quiry from our new member the Port of Sacramento The question in

volved is that of assessing wharfage on cargo loaded to or discharged from

a vessel moored alongside another vessel which is moored at a dock

It was explained that in the above circumstances full wh arfage charges

areproper for the reason that although the cargo does not IQ ove across the

dock the tpier faCHdty is used by thevessel moored 81t the dook as well as

the vessel which is moored alongside Federal Maritime Board Docket

No 857Evams Oooperage 00 Inc v Boord of Oomt1lli88icmer8 of the Port

of NewOrZea1t8 was cited as additional authority for the priority of asseSEi

ing wbarfage when tQe cargo does not mov sic the wh

Further discussion by theCommittee resulted in the deci1on UJlanimously

adopted on motion and second that the definition of wharfage where ever
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not so provided at present be amended to add the word or after the

word outward and preceding the words loaded or discharged

With the amendment indicated by underlining the definition of

wharfage in Sacramento s tariff would read

WharfageThe charge assessed against cargo or merchandise vessels

stores fuel and supplies for passage on over under or through any

wharf pier or seawall structure inward or outward Yf loaded or dis

charged while vessel is moored in any slip basin channel or canal

The Parr Richmond Encinal and Howard Terminals immediately
changed their tariffs effective November 15 1963 to add the amending
or This made their definitions correspond with the tariffs of the

Port ofOakland Port of Stockton Diablo Seaway Terminals and San

Francisco Port Authority
2 whichhad never used the definition without

the amendment as far as therecord shows The Port ofSacramento
made no change however notwithstanding the unanimous decision of

the Committee until April 9 1964 when its definition was completely
r vised effective May 10 1964 to read

a Wharfage is the charge assessed against cargo or merchandise vessels

stores fuel and supplies for passage on over under or through any

wharf pier or bank controlled by the Port of Sacramento or between
vessels or overside vessels to or from barge lighter or water when

berthed at a wharf pier or bank controlled by the Port of Sacramento

The other members of the association Port Hueneme Long Beach

Los Angeles and San Diego used and continued to use somewhat dif
ferent definitions which either spelled out the application to any

cargo loaded while the vessel is moored to a wharf or specifically re

ferred to cargo loaded from overside vessels somewhat as does Sacra
mento s revision ofMay 10 1964

A review of the COIIlIIiission s files indicates that the tariffs of

Howard and Encinal contained the form of wharfage without the

word or at least for some time prior to June 8 1961 when tariffs were

issued containing the definition without indication that the definition

was a change Parr Richmond s tariff contained the definition of

wharfage without the word or since some time prior to October 23

1959 when it filed atariff with such definition indicating no change
in the wharfage definition

There is evidence in this proceeding which shows that Encinal
Howard and Parr Richmond assessed wharfage on cargo loaded from

2 San FrancIsco s definItIon Is clarified by the followIng under Application of Wharfage

Rates
e The same Wharfage Rate wlll apply whether merchandIse is discharged on or

loaded from awharf or18 dIscharged or loaded oversIde a vessel dIrectly from or Into

another vessel or to or from the water in any BUp channel basln oreanal except as

otherwIse provIded In IndIvidual Items
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barges to vessels and from vessels to barges
8 However this exhibit

was based upon the tariff definitions and interpretations in use as of
November 15 1963

The sole vidence of reoord relating to practices of the terminals

prior to November 15 1963 is contained inthe testimony of Aaron H

Glickman Executive Secretary of the California Association of Port
Authorities Mr Glickman testified that the language of the various

tariffs defining wharfage is almost identical and that any difference
between tariffs is negligible The only terminal however of whose

practice prior to November 15 1963 there is record evidence is the
Port of San Francisco whose ttariff contained the word or as well

as the clarification noted in footnote 2 Cargo loaded from vessel to

barge and from barge to vessel was said there to be subject to full

wharfage charges for a period of 25 years
1wo vessels for which Noonan was not agent loaded rice at Sacra

mento from offshore barges prior to May 10 1964the Hastings on

December 1823 and the Fairp01t early in 1964 They were charged
and paid full wharfage apparently without objection however

Noonan did not know this or even that they loaded rice

Early in January 1964 Noon n negotiated a contract to transport
25 000 tons of rice from Sacramento to Japan Under the terms of
the contract loading was included in the cost of transportation and

any terminal loading charges against cargo were for the account of

Noonanor hisprincipal
At the time Noonan assumed that nowharfage would be charged on

rice loaded from offshore barges which he planned to use He also

hoped to be able to use for part of the contract a facility then under

construction by the Port to load rice delivered from the mill to the

wharf by truck in bottom dump trailers This facility was a truck

pit from which rice dumped from the trailers would be loaded di

rectly to the ship by a mechanical conveyor system Noonan planned
to load simultaneously via barges and the truck pit to provide the

most expeditious schedule There was never any question but that

wharfage would be payable on rice loaded via the truck pit and con

veyor system which crossed the wharf in addition there would be a

charge comparable to the elevator charge at Stockton for the use of
the system As it turned out the system was not operative so as to be

useable for any ofNoonan s rice untilApril
Loading of the first shipment of rice pursuant to the Japanese con

tract began January 7 1964 and was completed January 23 all from

the offshore barges The second shipment which brought the total

8The record does not indicate that bulk rice ha In fact ever be n 80 loaded by them
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shipped to over 25 000 tons was loaded January 21 29 1964 Under

date ofJanuary 29 1964 Noonan wasbilled for wharfage on the first

two shipments at thetariff rate applicable to bulk rice and other grain
of50 per short ton This wasthe first direct communication from the

port to Noonan thatthe Port of Sacramento intended to chargewharf

age on rice so loaded although Noonan had heard that the California

Association of Port Authorities felt strongly that wharfage should be

charged under such circumstances Soon after receipt of the invoices

Noonan complained to Shore Shore told him that he felt that wharf

age should be paid that the Port s position had changed and that the

California Association of Port Authorities of which the Port was a

member took the position that wharfage was collectible when cargo

was loaded from offshore barges Noonan refused to pay Notwith

standing hiafailure to pay the Port s invoices for wharfage on so much

of the rice as was loaded from offshore barges the Port continued to

handle hisvessels two in March and two in April As noted above the

Port s tariff wasamended April 9 1964 effective May 10 1964 to pro

vide expressly for the assessment of wharfage on cargo loaded over

side vessels to or from barge lighter or water when berthed at a

wharf controlled by the Port of Sacramento Noonan loaded

one vessel in Juna but refused to pay wharfage on such cargo despite
the tariff change Finally in October 1964 the Port commenced this

proceeding to resolve the entire controversy
The vessels ill question and the wharfage charges assessed are shown

in the following table Only the wharfage in the offshore column

none ofwhich has been paid is in dispute

Wharfage assessed Truck pit
Loadingdates at 5Of ton conveyor

Vessel 1964 charges

Conveyor
atfton

Offshore

IJr
Jan 7 23 fl 768 24
Jan 21 29 4762 23

ff tef4
Mar 1322 2 420 94
Mar Apr 4 5 10

i4 056 37 i446r23BaV1TUJ8ter n n Apr 34 00 2 300 85

World Felicia Apr 11 16 2 601 06 2918 03 3 279 13

Alnfield on n
June310 2 871 73 897 39 987 13

Totals n 00
n 27 8 15 7 87179 8 728 49

THE INITIAL DECISION

The Examiner found in his Initial Decision that prior to May 10

1964 petitioner s tariff was so worded as not to allow the collection of

wharfage on bulk rice loaded directly from barges on the offshore

side of respondent s ve88ls but that the re wording of the tariff
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effective on that date made wharfage charges applicable to bulk grain
so loaded

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Respondent concedes the right of a terminal operator to assess

wharfage against cargo loaded from a vessel rather than over awharf

Such right has moreover specifically been recognized by our pred
ecessor Evans Oooperage 00 v Board of Oommwsioners 6 F MB

415 1961 The sole issue for resolution in this proceeding is Did
the tariff of petitioner at all material times provide for the payment
ofwharfage on cargo loaded from ship to ship rather than from wharf
to ship

Petitioner allegu that the Examiner erred in finding that prior to

May IO 1964 it did not so provide First it argues that the literal

meaning of the tariff language shows it was to be applied to cargo
loaded rom barge to ship 8econdly it argueS that the tariff should
be read against the background of the language in and operations
under tariffs ofother terminals in the Bay area Ifso read it argues
it will be seen that the other terminals had tariffs similar to and op
erated in a mann r like that of petitioner Finally petitioner alleges
that its conduct in assessing wharfage against vessels other than those
involved h re for loading from barges and its communications to
Noonap prior to the first invoice on cargo here involved show that
Noonan should have known petitioler intended to assess the wharfage
charges

Weagree with the Examiner that prior to May 10 1964 the effective
date of the revision of Sacramento s tariff it did not provide for the

payment of wharfage on cargo loaded from ship to ship rather than
from wharf to ship Itis a basic principle in the law of tariff con

struction that tariffs must be clear and unambiguous to avoid possible
discrimination among users of tariff services When a tariff is clear
on its face no extrinsic evidence may be used to vary its plain mean

ing Tariffs are moreover drawn unilaterally and must therefore be

construed in the case of ambiguity against th one making and issuing
the tariff and it is the meaning of express language employed in the
tariff al1d not the unexpressed intent on which controls
Aleutian Homes IrM v Coastwiae Line 5 F M B 602 608 1959

A reading of the language of Sacramento s tariff prior to May 10
1964 indicates that the plain meaning ofthe words contained therein
is thatwharfage waspot contrary to Sacramento s contention tq apply
on cargo which did not move OiVer the wharf The tariff described

wharfage as the charge assessed against cargo for passage on

over under or through any wharf inward or outward loaded
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or discharge while vessel is moored in any slip basin channel or

canal Sacramento maintains that to readthisrprovislon as the Ex
aminer did and as we have done makes the words loaded or dis

charged surplusage to the words inward or outward We disagree
Grammatically speaking the words inward or outward modify
passage and loaded or discharged modify cargo Thus for

a wharfage charge to be applicable under the above definition cargo

must be loaded or discharged and must pass inward or outward on

over under or through a wharf

If on the other hand an or were inserted between the words out

ward and loaded loaded or discharged become an alternative to

passage Thus cargo could be assessed wharfage for passage on

over under or through a wharf or if it were loaded or discharged
while a vessel wasmooredin aslip basin channelor canal

Sacramento correctly contends that reference may be had in some

cases to matters outside the express language ofa tariff to aid in its

construction Such reference however is limited It is proper only
in three instances 1 where the language of the tariff is itself vague
or 2 where the tariff contains technical words which require inter

pretation because their meaning is not generally known Aleutian

HrYmeS Inc v Ooastwise Li1U3 supraj Thomas G Orowe v Southern

SS 00 1 U S S B 145 1929 or 3 there exists a custom or

usage ofa tradeor course of dealing of theparties which although not

specified in the tariff is such that it should be applied
The first instance in which matters outside the express language

of a tariff may be utilized is not relevant here As we have observed
the tariff is not ambiguous

N or is the second instance applicable here The difficulty in the

construction of the tariff here involved does not relate to the problem
of defining technical words No contention has been made for ex

ample that wharf means slip Itrelates solely to the question of

how the tariff as a whole is to be read Therefore the only plausible
argument that wharfage was applicable under Sacramento s earlier

definition is that custom usage orcourse of dealing of the parties made

it so applicable
The third instance therefore appears at first to be in point but

in fact it is not

The e ent to which custom usage or course of dealing of the

parties may be used in construing a tariff is limited As noted above

they may not be employed to varry the plain meaning of express

language in a tariff Their use is properly oonBned to a situation

where it is necessary to use the language employed in petitioner
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exceptions to establish a usage of trade or locality whichattaches

provisions not expressed in the language of the instrument 4

Neither this Commission nor its predecessOrs have ever employed
evidence of matters extrinsic to clear tariff language to supplement
such language Use ofextrinsic evidence has been limited to the inter

pretation of technical words in a tariff This does not imply that the

Commission cannot use such evidence to supplement tariff provisions
Such evidence must be truly supplementary however It must not
be designed to cover what the clear language of the tariff itself covers

Typical cases beforetheInterstate Commerce Commission indicate tpat

extrinsic evidence cannot be used to vary tariff items but is to be used

only as an addition to the terms stated in tariffs Moreover such

cases deal largely with extrinsic evidence affecting matters such as

manner of delivery of cargo
5 When however the applicability of

the rate is the subject of the attempt to supplement by extrinsic evi

dence the Interstate CO merce Commission has been reluctant to

allow any supplementation Charges are governed by the applicable
tariffs and not by the practice of the carriers Quaker Oats 00 v

Director General 80 IC C 75 1923 citing Ohesapeake Ohw Ooal

O 00 v Toledo O O Ry 00 245 F 917

The interstate commerce act sic provides that any matter which affects
charges must be published by the carriers and a usa e or custom can not be

considered in determining what such charges should be under the applicable
provisions of the tariff Allisoo a 00 v Nwtolk Southern R 00 183 I C C
309 310

8

To allow parties to shipping contracts to apply vary or supplement
a tariff rate or charge on thebasis of their course ofdealing would be

evenfurther to undermine the requirement of rate filing and encourage
the setting of different rates or charges for different shippers This

cannot be permitted
Even assuming however that evidence of custom usage or course

of dealing wereadmissible to supplement the tariff provision here in

volved neither custom usage nor course of dealing of the parties in

dicates that anything other than the literal words of the wharfage
definition are applicable in this case There appears on this record

Petitioner s Exceptions page 17 quoting Gt No Ry v Merchants Elev 00 259
UiS 285 I

5 See e g Jarka OorfJoration 01 Baltimore v Pennsylvania R 00 130 F 2d 804 807
O M McMahen c SotUJ v LOmsv 6c N R 00 16 F 2d 698 Gt No Ry v Merchants
Elev 00 sUfJfa

8 To the same effect see Standard Pahtt 00 v S P 00 37 IC C 405 406 In computing
Charges onder the provisions of this tariff defendants uniformly have allowed 7 9 pounds

per gallon a d argue that this is the only feasible basis for estimating charges This may

be true but the law does not contemplate that the termS of a tariff should be supplemented
by the albitrary practice of carriers cite The tar11l must be complete
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no custom or usage of the other terminals of the San Francisco Bay
Area with respect to the collection of wharfage on cargo loaded from

barge toship
We have reviewed our files in light of Sacramento s exception that

the tariffs of Howard and Encinal Terminals as well as Parr Rich

mond also contained definitions of wharfage without the word or

This does not help petitioner however There is no evidence of rec

ord as to how the three terminals other than Sacramento whose tariffs

did not contain the or operated at the time they had such provisions
in force In fact the only evidence as to how any terminal operated
with respect to the collection of wharfage prior to November 15

1963 relates to the Port of San Francisco whose tariff contained the

word or and the clarification noted in footnote 2

Nor does evidence of course of dealing help Sacramento The

record does indicate that Sacramento assessed wharfage against vessels

other than those involved here for loading from barges and that a

communication to Noonan prior to the first invoice on cargo indicated

that wharfage would be collectible on Noonan s cargo However the

record affirmatively indicates as noted above that Noonan did not

know thatthe other vessels paid wharfage As far as commllnications
to Noonan wereconcerned the only one prior to the first invoice which

indicated that wharfage would be charged came from an undisclosed

source and related only to the fact that the Association felt that wharf

age was collectible All other communications to Noonan and all

communications from officials of Sacramento were such as reasonably
to lead him to believe that wharfage would not be assessed Noonan

was so informed by some of the Port ofSacramento people and was

of the opinion that Mr Shore Port Director agreed Moreover

Shore did in fact agree When Shore at last directly communicated
with Noonan after receipt of the first invoice he informed Noonan

that theport s position had changed
On and after May 10 1964 however the definition of wharfage in

Sacramento s tariff was such that it applied to cargo loaded from

barge to vessel This charge was proper under the Freas formula 7

which defined wharfage as the charge for passing cargo over the

wharf or from vessel to vessel at wharf Terminal Rate Structure

Oalifornia Ports 3 U S M C 57 60 1948 and has been upheld in

EvJffU3 Oooperage 00 v Bard of Oommiss1 ners supra which is

indistinguishaible from the situation under Sacramento s revised tariff

7 I e the method of segregating terminal coats and carrying charges and of apportioning
such costs and chargee to the various wharfinger services
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Therefore Upon the petition for declaratory order it is concluded Ian f i charges did not lawfully accrue against respondent and
are not due from respondent to petitioner with respect to bulk rice
loaded prior to May 10 1964 at the Portof Sacramento directly from

barges on theoffshore sidl3 of respondent s vessels
2 Wharfage charges lawfully accrued against respondent and are

due from respondent to petitioner at the rate of 50 per short ton pro
vided in petitioner s tariff on account of bulk rice loaded to respond
ents vessels directly from barges on and after May 10 1964

Signed THOMAS LISI

Secretary
9 F M C
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No 1210

CONTINENTAL NUT COMPANY

v

PACIFIC COAST RIVER PLATE BRAZIL CONFERENCE ET AL

Decided J1me 15 1966

Agreement whereby respondent conference members added a charge of 4per ton
on theCean freight r8Jtes applicable to Brazil nuts and paid such amount to
the Brazil Nut Association a trade association controlled by the shipper
importers for its use in advertising and promoting the sale of Brazil nuts
in the V S held to constitute the implementation of an agreement which
was required to be filed for approval pursuant to section 15 of the Shipping
Act 1916 as amended

The issuance of declaratory orders und rsection 5 d of the Administrative
Proce ure Act and Rwe o h of the Rules of Practice and Prccedure of the
Federal Mariltime Commission is within the sound discretion of the

Commission and wheJsuch an order is issued its scope will be limited to
the determination of those questions necessary to terminate a controversy
or remove uncertainty

TQe discontiquance by r espondents of the plan f d herein to co stitute
unfiled agr ement obvi4tes the necessitrof issuing an order to cease

and desist
Olarence MoTse for Con ental Nut Comp y
Robert L HarmQ11 and E M yrYn Bull Jr for Pacific Co t iver

Plate Brazil Conferenc et at

REPORT
By THE C01IMISSION JOHN lIARLLEE OhairmanASHTON C

BARRETT GEORGE H HEARN OOmJmi8sioners

This matter comes before us on petitioner s request for a declaratory
order pursuant to seotion 5 dof the Administrative Procedure Act
5 U S C 1004 d andRule 5 i 1 ofthe Commission sRules ofPractice
and Procedure 46 CFR 502 6

1Subsequeptly renumbered Rule 5 h
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The Oont1ove1sy In1JoVvea

Petitioner filed suit in the U S District Court for the Northern
District of California in 1964 Civil Action No 42426 alleging that
certain activities of respondents hereinafter described constituted
a violation of the antitrust laws of theUnited States 15 U S C 1 2 3
8 and 15 and pr ying for damages in the trebled amount of 98 457
Defendants respondents here moved to dismiss on the ground
that the subject matter of the suit was within the exclusive primary
jurisdiction of the Federal Maritime CommisSion in that the Shipping
Act 1916 had superseded the antitrust laws with respeot to the facts
as alleged in the complaint

The Court denied defendants motion to dismis but stayed further

proceedings in the case pending a final decision of the Federal Mari
time Commission concerning the lawfulness under the Shipping
Act 1916 as amended of the acts alleged in the complaint

Accordingly on October 26 1964 pErtitioner Continental Nut Com
pany filed its Petition for Declaratory Order with the Commission

The Facts

Petitioner Continental Nut Company Continental is an importer
of Brazil nuts Respondents collectively constitute the Pacific Coast
River Plate Brazil Conference and are referred to herein as the Con
feren e The Brazil Nut Association 13NA was a loosely orga
nized promotional organization which was engaged solely in the
institutional advertising ofBrazil nuts and which derived its financial
support almost entirely from a 4 per ton contribution made by the
Conference merpbers to BNA on all shipments of Brazil nuts carried
on Conference vessels This 4 in turn was reflected in a corre

sponding increase in the ocean freight rate on Brazil nuts

This plan had its inception in 1934 and came into being at the in
stance of the New York importers cjf Brazil nuts Vhich entered into
such an agreement with the North Brazil U S Atlantic anq Gulf
Freight Conference Some ten months later respondent Conference
also became a contributor to the fund

This arrangement lasted more or less continuously until 1963 when
it was discontinued largely upon petitioner s expression ofdissatisfac
tion to the Conference chairman Mr R F Burley Upon discon
tinuance the Conference promptly lowered its rates on Brazil uts by
4 per ton

Continental was not incorporated until 1944 and did not begin to

import Brazil nuts directly until 1954 It paid the same rates as any
9 F M C
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other importer of Brazil nuts similarly situated and the Conference
carriers made the same 4 per ton contribution to the BNAadvertising
fund on Continentals imports as they did on any dther shipper s im

ports of this commodity
Continental also shared in the ben fitsof the BNA advertising most

of which was national in character Itutilized promotional material

offered by BNA free of charge or at cost Such local advertising as

was done has apparently been apportioned to east coast and west coast

newspapers in approximately the same ratio as the contributions from

the east and west coast conferences

Continental alleges that it was forced to pay an assessment of 4
per ton on its imports ofBrazil nuts which although under the guise
of and appearing to be a part of ocean freight was in reality an

illegal exaction for purposes ofsupporting the BNAadvertising fund

over which Continental had no control

Continental requested the Conference to repay the 32 819 which it

claimed had been illegally collected on behalf of the BNA fund The

Conference refused and the treble damage action followed
After the Court suspended the antitrust suit Continental filed its

Petition for a Declaratory Order in which it alleged that respondents
conduct was in violation of sections 14 First Third and Fourth 16
First and Second 17 and 18 b 3 of the Shipping Act 1916 as

amended Continental seeks an order 1 declaring the inclusion and
collection of the assessment to be unlawful under the Act 2 de

claring the acts alleged in the petition to be unlawful under the Act

terminating the controversies and 4 for such oth r relief as may
seem proper

In its reply to the Petition to which was appended a copy of the

pleadings in the antitrust suit the Conference admits that it made pay
ments into an advertising fund pursuant to an agreement with the
Brazil Nut Association but otherwise denies the material allegations
of the Petition The Conference urges that the sole issue for decision
here is whether the Brazil nut rates were charges pursuant to an ap
proved or approvalle section 15 agreementand whether the alleged
advertising fund agreement was a proper implementation of such sec

tion 15 agreement Unless the section 15 questions were made or con

sidered part of the Petition the Conference argues the Petition would
have to be dismissed as riot necessary to terminate a controversy or to
remove uncertainty However thereply did not seek dismiSsal ofthe
Petition but prayed 1 that the Commission consider and determine
the issues raised in the pleadings with particular reference to their

propriety under section 15 2 that the Commission find that all re

spondents have been under section 15 and are therefore exempt from
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the antitrust laws 3 that the Commission hold that ithas exclusive

jurisdiction over the subject matter of the antitrust complaint filed in

the U S District Court and 4 that the Commission issue such addi

tional order as it deems proper
Nevertheless the Conference subsequently moved to dismiss the Peti

tion on account of Continentals failure and refusal to amend its peti
tion so as to present the section 15 issue to us vVe denied this motion

in an order dated April 23 1965 concluding that the section 15 question
was properly in issue in the proceeding

Thereafter hearings were held The parties filed their requested
findings of fact and conclusions of law and Examiner Walter T South
worth issued his Initial Decisionon December 30 1965 The Examiner

made ertensive finding of fact and concluded that none of thesections

of the Act had been violated by respondents as alleged by petitioner
Moreover the Examiner concluded that the collection and payment to

BNAof 4 per ton on all shipments of Brazil nuts constituted author

ized conduct under respondents approved section l agreement No

6400
Limitations On Scope of Declarat01Y Relief

We reje c t the Examlner s conclusions concerning the dieged viola

tions of sections 14 16 17 and 18 of the Jhipping Act but in so doing
express no opinion as to whether the respondents conduot constituted
violations of those sections Our reason for deleting these findin is

simply that they areunnecessary to the resolution of he controversy
presented in Continentals petition for declaratory relief

Petitioiler s sole purpose in bringing this proceeding before the Com

mission is to satisfy the District Court s requirement that there be a

final detennination by us concerning the lawfulness under the Ship
ping Act 1916 of respondents conduct before the antitrust suit is

permi tted to go forward

CI arly there exists here a real controversy or uncertainty within

the meaning of section 5 d of the Administrative Procedure Act 5

U S C 1004 d and former Rule 5 i of theOommission s Rules of

Practice and Procedure Moreover this is the kind of case which pre

sents legal issues which are required by the Shipping Act 1916 as

amended to be determined on the record after opportunity for an

agency hearing Finally this case does not come within any of the six

exceptions set forth in the introductory language of section 5 of the

Administrative Procedure Act It foilows therefore that this is an

appropri te matter for the issuance of a declaratory ord r

The question then becomes how far we should go in deciding the vari

ous allegations and counterallegations set forth in the exceptjons to the

Initial Decision
F M C
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It is quite obvious from the pleadings before the Court in the anti
trust case that the Court suspended proceedings in order to allow the

parties to seek a determination by this Commission as to whether ornot
the agreement in question came within respondents approved section
15 agreement No 6400 Ifwe decide that the BNA scheme is within
the ambit of respondents approved agreement then it follows that the
Commission has exclusive jurisdiction of the subject matter of the law
suit and respondents are exempted from the reach of the antitrust
laws If on the other hand we decide that the agreelnent in question
does not come within respondents approved agreement then it follows
that respondents have violated the Shipping Act 1916 as amended by
implementing an unfiled and unapproved agreement The implenien
tation of an unfiled and unapproved ratemaking agreement is subject
to the antitrust laws Oarnation Oompany v Pacific Westbound Oon

ference etal 383 U S 213 1966
Continentals suirt in the District Court depends solely on whether

respondents conduct is a violation of the antitrust laws of the United
States which by statutory definition are confined to the Sherman Act
and the Clayton Act Act of Oct 15 1914 C 323 S 1 38 Stat 730 15
U S C 12 Thus even if respondents conduct were found to have

violated one or the other of the various sections of the Shipping Act
1916 such a finding would be ofno possible use to the District Court in
the instant controversy

Since there is no controversy or uncertainty in a meaningful legal
sense with respect to the alleged violations ofthe Shipping Act by re

spondents other than section 15 we decline to pass on these allega
tions tVe also refrain from ruling on the question of whether the

agreement in question might have received our approval if it had been

properly filed under section 15
The implementation ofan unapproved ratemaking agreement is not

cured by the fact that such agreement might have received our ap
proval if it had been filed in accordance with section 15 and our rules
thereunder There is noway in which we can legally approve the

agreement retroactively even if we were so inclined Mediterranean
Pools Investigation Docket 1212 served January 19 1966 Ve turn
therefore to respondents approved agreement and the BNA plan in
the light of that agreement

The Brazil NutAdvertising Agreement
The plan whereby the Conference agreed to contribute 4 per ton to

the BNA advertising fund is described in various documents from the
record in this case
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In the minutes of meeting No 36 of the Pacific Coast River Plate

BrazU Conference on February 26 1935 the following resolution was

recorded

It being understood and agreed by consignees that shipments will be confined to

Conference Lines inreturn forwhich steamship lines willcontribute to theBrazil

Nut advertising fund

20 per 100 lbs on nuts in the shell and 2I per case of 66 neton shelled

nuts

Subsequently consignees of Brazil nuts were required to agree to

make the same contribution to the Brazil nut advertising fund as the

Conference carriers did whenever they received shipments of Brazil

nuts via a nonconference carrier

This agreement dated May 25 1942 provided in pertinent part that

In view of the continued support of theBrazil Nut Advertising Fund during the

calendar year of 1942 by member lines of the Pacific Coast River Plate Confer

ence the undersigned consignee of Brazil Nuts reciprocates this support and

agrees that if he should receive an import shipment of Brazil Nuts via any ship

other than those operated by the Conference Lines he will make thesame con

tribution to the Brazil Nut Advertising Fund that would have been made if the

shipment had been carried by oneof the Conference lines

This agreement was renewed annually by the consignees and the

Conference through 1948 Thereafter it wasconsidered to be in ejiect
until terminated by oneofthe parties

Mr R F Burley Conference Chairman in a memorandum to Con

ference members dated March 29 1956 Exhibit No 18 described the

arrangement with BNA as follows

This Conference as well as the North Brazil United States Canada Freight
Conference have an agreement with the Brazil Nut Advertising Fund Trustees

that we willcontribute from our gross earnings the sum of 204 per case on shelled

and 20 per 100 lbs on unshelled nuts At the time this agreement was reached

the freight rates were increased a like amount The usual practice is for the

Conference member handling the nuts to issue a check after arrival in favor of

the Brazil Nut Advertising Fund and send it to thi office for transmittal to Mr

T R Schoonmaker their Executive Secretary in New York The industry car

ries on a very energetic advertising campaign annually on a relatively small

budget and it has undoubtedly increaSed the importation of Nuts into theUnited

States
Our agreement proVides that if it is intended to cancel same notification must

be given in writing to the Trustees between October 1st and December 31st It

is generally agreed that if cancellation took place we are obligated to reduce

our rates the amount of the contribution This agreement has the bleSSing of

theRegulation Office of theFederal Maritime Board
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The Approved Agreement 2

Respondents operate under approved Agreement No 6400 the pre
amble ofwhichprovides

WITNESSETH

That in consideration of the benefits advantages or privileges to be severally
and collectively derived from this Agreement the parties hereto common carriers

by water maintaining regular services subject to the Shipping Act 1916 as

amended hereby associate themselves ina Conference to be known as the PAOIFIO

COAST RIvER PLATE BRAZIL CoNFERENCE to promote commerce between ports on

the Pacific Coast of the United States and Canada and ports in Argentina
Uruguay and Brazil and to that end they hereby severally agree among them

selves as follows

The scope of the authority grMlted under the agreement appears in

Article 1 a which provides
ATICLE 1 a This Agreement covers the establishment and maintenance of

agreed rates rules and charges including divisions of rates and absorptions of

transshipment eXpense on cargo handled on a transshipment basis to be agreed
to by theparties as hereinafter provided for or in connection with the transpor
tation of all cargo in vessels owned and or operated by the parties hereto in the

trade covered by this Agreement the parties hereto being bound to the mainte

nanceas between themselves of uniform freight rates and practices inconnection

with theapplication thereof and divisions of rates and absorptions of transship
ment expense agreed upon from time to time as shown in theConference tari1f

Articles3 and 4of theAgreement further provide
ATICLE 3 FREIGHT CHARGES All freight and other charges for or in

connection with such transportation shall be charged and collected by the parties
hereto on actual gross weight ormeasurement of thecargo or value orper pack
age according to tariff and strictly in accordance with rates ch rges classifi
cations rules and or regulations adopted by the parties and recorded in the

tariffor tariffs of theConference
ATICLE 4 FrLINGS All rates charges rules and or regulations and addi

tions thereto and changes therein adopted pursuant to the provisions of this

agreement as well as a copy of minutes of all meetings and of all circulars and

other Conference papers recording action of the parties under this agreement
shall be furnished promptly to the Governmental agency charged with the ad

ministration of section 15 of the United States Shipping Act 1916 as amended

Respondents Plan Did Not Oome Withirn TheirApprovedAgreement
The basic issue before us is whetheror not theplan whereby respond

ends paid 4 per ton to BNA amounted to the implementation of an

unfiled and unapproved section 15 agreement
II Other Articles of the agreement not set out herein govern such things as Open Rates

Article 1 b Agents Article 2 Discrimination Art IS Absorptions Art 6 Filing of
Rules and Regulations Art 7 Membership Art 8 AdmiFsion Fee Art 9 Withdrawal
Art 110 Meetings Art 1li Notice of Meetings Art 12 Quorum Art 1 Decisions Art
14 Voting Privileges Art 15 Officers and Duties Art 16 Expenses Art 17 Maintenance
of Service Art 18 Breach of Agreement Art 19 Meetings with other conferences Art
20 Execution inSeveralParts Art 23 and Brokerage Art 24
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In 1927 a predecessor the U S Shipping Board set down certain

ide lines with respect to the meaning of thewords every agreement
etc found in section 15 vVhile it concluded that it would not take a

too literal interpretation of the wgrd every to include routine op
rations relating to current rate changes and other day to day

transactions between carriers under conference agreements the

Board nevertheless warned that

In the nature of transportation by water it is manifest that conference agree

ments within the purview of section 15 are those wherely the carriers propose

to be governed in the r conference activities as to matters specified in the first

paragraph of that section Agreements arrived at by conference carriers

providing for fixing or regulating transporation rates or fares and the other

matters specified are within the meaning of section 15 Section 15 Inquiry
1 D S S B 121 124125 1927

In a footnote the report lists among the other matters specified the

following Giving or receiving special rates accommodations or

other special privileges or advantages or in any mannerproviding
for an exclusive preferential or cooperative working arrangement
Section 15 Inquiry supra at 125 As a broad statement ofpolicy this

is as valid today as it was in 1927

As a general principle a conference is limited to activities which

are clearly pennitted under its approved agreement Thus if a Con

ference agreement permits the setting of ocean freight rates in the

trade it serves these rates may be adjusted frOln time to time as the

normal economic forces which govern the establishment of such rates

may require These are routine day to day interstitial workings
under an approved agreement No further approval by the Commis
sion is required to implement such changes 3

However where there is a departure from the routine establishment

or adjustment of rates approval must be sought and received before

such a departure is legal Thus where a Conference inaugurates a

system of dual rates granting lower rates to shippers in exchange for

an exclusive patronage agreement specific advance approval must be

had from the Commission Isbrandtsen 00 v United States et al 211

F 2d 51 D C Cir 1954 cert den sl b norn Japan Atlantic Gulf
Oonference etal v United States et al 347 U S 990 1954 Inthat

case the court said

Clearly a scheme of dual rates like that involved here is an agreement in

this section 15 sense It can hardly le classified as an interstitial sort of

adjustment since it introduces an entirely new scheme of rate comlination and

discrimination not embodied in thelasic agreement 211 F 2d 51 at 56

II Subject of course to tari1f fiUng requirem ts under the amendments to the Shipping
Act
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Similarly in TraTtYPacific Frgt Oonf of Japan v Federal Mari
ti Oom n 314 F 2d 928 9th Cir 1963 theCourt found that the in

auguration of a neutral body plan without prior approval was illegal
saying
In attempting to carry out an arrangement for a Neutral Body which was never

approved by the Board the conference was plainly in violation of 15 314 F 2d

928 at 935

InMitsui Steamship 00 v Anglo Oanadian Shipping 00 5 F MB
74 1956 the Federal Maritime Board held that a new conference

interpretation is an agreement or a modification ofan approved agree
ment between carriers which requires specific approval under section
15 of the Act 5 FM B 91 92 Similarly plans involving port
equalization are considered nonroutine AmericanExport Isbrand
tlJen L v Federal Maritime Oom n 334 F 2d 185 9th Cir 1964 and
in Pacific OOa8t European Oonf Payment of Brokerage 4 F M B
696 1955Y the Board found that petitioners attempt to implement an

amendment to their tariff rule discriminating among brokers consti
tuted a violation of section 15 sayirig

the authority granted inarticle 1 of the basic conference agreement does

not extend without additional approval to the creation of new relationships
which invade the areas of concerted action specified in section 15 in a manner

other than asa pure regulation of intraconference competition 4 F M B 703

We think it clear that these precedents dictate only one conclusion
that the BNA scheme does not come within the ambit of respond
ents Agreement No 6400 and was not a routine day to day arrange
ment which is exempt from the filing requirement of section 15 As
we stated in our Report in Docket 873 Joint Agreement Between Mem

ber Lines of the Far Ea8t Oonference and the Member Lines of the

Pacific Westbound Oonference 8 F MC 553 558 1965 in language
equally applicable here
W e are of the opinion that the applicable test here is whether or not the Agre

ment as filed with the Commission and as approved sets out in adequate detail
the procedures and arrangements under which the concerted activity permitted
by the agreement is to take place Any interested party should be able bya
reading of the agreement to ascertain how the agreement is to work without

resort to inquires of the parties or an investigation by the Commission
No one reading Agreement No 8200 could reasonably have been informed as to

the procedlires under which the respondent conferences were carrying out the

agreement nor as to thenature of thesupplementary agreements which respond
ents claim are within the contemplation of Agreement No 8200 Thus we hold

that the supplementary agreements relating to ratemaking initiative overland

rates rate differentials and the concurrence procedures encompassing all in

stances of the operation of the concurrence machinery except for the placement of
items on the agenda of the initial meeting are without sanction in the basic

Agreement No 8200 were therefore required by section 15 of the Shipping Act
9 FMO
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1916 to be flIed with the Commission forapproval and not having been so flIed
were and arebeing carried outinviolation of the said section 15

In our opinion the plan in question here clearly goes beyond the

scope of permissible conduct under respondents approved Agreement
No 6400 While this Conference agreement contain the usual lan

guage of such instruments permitting the establishment of uniform

rates ew it is silent as to any scheme whereby the Conference mem

bers will act as collection agents for the benefit of a trade association
which is engaged solely in advertising Brazil nuts and which was con

trolled by the importers of this commodity
Respondents basic Agreement No 6400 contains no provision which

would allow them to implement a plan of this kind The preamble
of the Agreement speaks of promdting the commerce between the

ports of the Pacific Coast of the United States and Canada and ports
in Argentina Uruguay and Brazil but the only means author

iZ3d in the agreement to accomplish such promotions is through the

fixing of rates for the transportation ofcargo The BNA pl n how

ever goes far beyond the establishment of rates in connection with

the transportation of cargo It grants a special kind of service to a

particular class ofshippers Itis potentially anticompetitive in effeot

since it gave the dominant interests among the importers of Brazil
nuts a device whereby all importers of this commodity were forced to

contribute to a trade promotion organization regardless of each im

porter s individual wishes

A scheme such as that entered into with the BNA is as much a de

parture from ordinary day to day rate fixing as a system of dual

rates a pooling arrangement direct rebates port equalization agree
nlents between conferences or an expansion of the geographic scope
of an approved agreement anyone ofwhich might promote the com

merce of the U S but all of which require prior filing with and ap

proval by the Commission
We reject respondents contention that the furnishing of informa

tion relating to the BNA scheme to the Commission on an informal

basis constituted tacit approval of any unfiled agreement and agree

with the Examiner that Kempner v Federril Maritime Oommusion
313 F 2d 586 D C Cir 1963 is completely dispositive of this issue

The fact that the events complained of occurred prior to that decision
is immaterial for Kempner did not establish a new principle of law

it merely decided what the law is and had been

Respondents have continually been on notice as to the proper means

to effectuate filing of section 15 agreements See Regulations for
Filing Oopies of Agreements Under Section 15 Shipping Act 1916

46 CFR Part 522 formerly Part 222 Sections 222 11 to 222 16
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These regulations set out in detail th t a letter of transmittal is re

quired the nature of agreements to be filed that approval of the Com
nllssion is necessary and that such approval may not be assumed until
formal action is taken by the Commission

Oonclusion

In summary we conclude

1 That the issues in this case should be limited to a determi

nation of the question of whether ornot the activities complain d

ofconstituted the implementation of an unfiled agreement which

was required to be filed under section 15 of the Shipping Adt 1916

as amended

2 That the scheme whereby respondents collected and paid
over to the Brazil Nut Association an extra charge of 4 per ton

on all shipments of Brazil nuts into the United States constituted

the implementation of an agreement or the modification of an

agreement which withinthe meaning ofsection 15 ofthe Shipping
Act 1916 as amended was required to have been filed for approvai
with the Federal Mariti me Commission

3 That respondents did not file such an agreement for ap

proval with the Commission or its predecessor agencies
4 That respondents did nevertheless between theyears 1934

and 1963 carry out such an agreement
5 That under Section 5 d of the Administrative Procedure

Act the consideration of an application for declaratory relief and

the granting of relief thereunder is within the sound discretion

of the agency involved and is limited to the determination of ques
tions necessary to terminate a controversy or remove uncertainty

6 That no order to cease and desist is required in view of

respondents discontinuance of the practices complained of

An appropriate order will be entered

Oommissioner JAMES V DAY concurring and dissenting
Iconcur with the views of the majority as they rel te to their con

clusions numbered 1 4 5 and 6 of their opinion Idissent

otherwise

In this particular case the concerted action among respondents to

fix the rates on Brazil nuts constituted agreements between common

carriers subject to section 15 of the Act and were made pursuant to

Agreement No 6400 approved by the Commission and therefore ex

cepted from the provisions of the antitrust laws

Other than the rate fixing incidental to the BNA program the
BNA arrangement having a legitimate purpose to promote commerce

did not involve a concerted activity among the respondents with any
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cognizable anticompetitive purpose or effect such as to require sub

mission to the Commission for section 15 approval
Vice Ohairman JOHN S PAITERSON concurring and dissenting

A Based on the record before me in this proceeding
1 I concur with the majority in deciding that the agreement be

tween the Brazil Nut Association BNA and respondents was not a

part of the performance of FMC approved Agreement No 6400

exhibits 50 51 but was in part an agreement among common carriers

by water in foreign commerce regulating transportation rates giving
special privileges and providing for a cooperative working arrange
ment which was not filed contrary to the requirements of section 15

ofthe Shipping Act 1916 as amended Act

2 Idissent from the majority s decision declining to issue a declara

tory order declaring the tmlawfulness under sections 14 16 17 and

18 b of the Act of the actions alleged in the petition and terminating
the controversy with respondent with respect to such unlawfulness

as prayed for in the petition
3 Iwould decide that sections 15 16 and 18 b ofthe Act have been

violated and that sections 14 and 17 have not been violated for the

reasons stated herein

B Insupport ofmy dissent it is first necessary to review what this

proceeding is about and what it is not about The purpose of this

proceeding is to respond to a petition presented to us asking us to

adjudicate the consequences ofcertain acts to decide whether or not the

acts violate sections 14 16 17 and 18 b of the Act and then toissue
an order declaring our conclusions as to the alleged violation and to

terminate a controversy
It is not the purpose of this proceeding to change the issues without

notice and refuse to decide what petitioner asked andthereafter decide

something else concerning unlawfulness under section 15 of the Act

Petitioner cites Rule 5 h of ourRules of Practice and Procedure 46

CFR S 502 68 and asks for a declaratory order which will terminate

the controversies citing therein the statutory authority involved

We ought not to substitute new controversies and new statutory au

thority for the ones petitioner presents unless we change the scope of

the proceeding by notice to all parties and by new instructions to the

Examiner

This proceeding should not be about our reasons for not doing what

we were petitioned to do by expressing no opinion in response toan

accepted petition which specifies the points of law on which an opinion
is requested Our own belief that the petitioner s purpose is to

satisfy the District Court s requirement that there be a final deter

mination by us concerning the lawfulness under the Shipping Act
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1916 of respondents conduct is not enough We might have

rejected the petition when it was filed and restated the issues ourselves

if other action was thought preferable but this action wasnever taken
We accepted the petition aSsigned an examiner to take evidence and
then after prehearing but before hearing ordered denied a motion to

dismiss and therein vouchsafed an opinion that respondents reply
places section 15 in this proceeding as an issue without objection by

the parties even though the petitioner expressly refused to amend his

petition to ask for a declaration that section 15 alone had been violated
Other than this statement neither petitioner nor respondents have

been notified of any change in what they had to prove or disprove as

defined in the petition The fact that section 15 issues are present does

not automatically shift what the petitioner asked for to an order on a

subject he did not ask about The action is justified in the majority
report by referring to the pleadings before the Court as showing it is
obvious the Court wanted to allow the parties to seek a determina

tion whether or not the agreement in question the agreement
between Brazil nut importers and respondents came within respond
ents approved section 15 agreement No 6400 instead of what

titioner asked about unlawfulness
The Court s purpose is disclosed in its order granting stay in

Civil No 42 426 dated October 9 1964 pending a final decision of
the Federal Maritime Commission concerning the lawfulness
under the Shipping Act 1916 as amended of the aots alleged in the

Complaint The Court s order placed in our record shows
that petitioner has correctly interpreted the order and it is not at

all obvious to me that the Court s purpose was to confine violation

issues to section 15 rather than general lawfulness under the Act

The Court s purpose if anything was to let the petitioner decide for

himself what viol8ltions he might prove to us Petitioner has all
the facts and has the most to lose or gain The Court s purpose seems

quite reasonable to me

The acts complained about are that the Brazil Nut Association and
the Brazil Nut Advertising Fund Trustees either or both being
herein referred to as the BNA since there is no difference between the

two see Tr 170 and the respondents several common carriers by
water associated as a conference entered into an agreement
exhibits 3 4 5 6 7 9 12 13 16 and 20 for collecting money which

would be paid to the BNA and deposited in a fund to be used to

finance an advertising campaign These actions were also claimed to

prove unlawfulness under other sections of the Act

The facts concerning the BNA and its operations supplementing
the majority s statements were proven substantially as follows The
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BNAhad no charter or bylaws and no dues nor membership meetings
and nothing in writing Tr 205 The BNA was organized in

May 1934 by several Brazil nut importers in New York Tr 207

and the members of aNew York steamship conference Six trustees

were designated Tr 209210 The BNA was thereafter managed
by an Executive Secretary and a stenographer Tr 206 out of an

office in New York Tr 172 and the Executive Secretary s functions

were to carry out the instructions and policies of the trustees of the

Brazil Nut Advertising Fund Tr 172 Awritten contract between

the trustees and the conference provided for cash payments by
the carrier members Tr 178 224 to the trustees An agreement
to pay under the same conditions was made later in 1935

Tr 179 204 205 with the respondent conference Tr 175 176
The agreement was that the conference carriers would payor

contribute to the fund at first 2 per case of 66 lbs net on shelled

nuts and 20t per 100 lbs outturn weight of nuts in the shell and later

20t per 100 lbs or 4 per ton on every ton of Brazil nuts transported
from South America Whoever paid the freight shipperor consignee
paid the 4 as part of the freight charges Tr 227

The Executive Secretary managed the disbursement of money to

pay for advertising and his own salary and other office expenses
Tr 173

There were meetings of members whenever there was something
to meet about at the call of the Executive Secretary Tr 211

Notices ofmeetings were only sent to East Coast importers Tr 211

Continental was a West Coast importer The trustees were self

appointed and the trustees themselves elected successors Tr 207

The BNA maintained a mailing list of importers Continental was

not one of the importer organizers and was not a member who met

with others but was put on the mailing list later aIter the Executive

Secretary heard of their names from one source or another Tr

208 Petitioner corresponded with the BNA about expenditures for

advertising and received some of its publicity information

Tr 232237 Petitioner was billed for some of the publicity
material Tr 239 Petitioner did not participate in BNA deliber

ations was not called to meetings and made no paYments to the BNA

other than for purchases of publicity material the same as others did
and took no steps to become a member although the Executive

Secretary considered all importers as members Tr 229 230

Petitioner was told no importer contributed to the fund Tr 237
Petitioner as an importer of Brazil nuts had to pay the freight

charges including the 4 even though he wasnot a BNA member Tr

44 67 68 and questioned theuse ofthemoney for otherthan transpor
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tation purposes Tr 44 45 The agreement was between a private
association not defined in the first section of the Act and a conference

association of carrier Neither is a common carrier by water orother

person subject to this Act referred to in the first sentence of sec

tion 15 The plaintiff petitioner was dealing with both an agreement
and 3J conference association apparently outside the terms of section

15 Therefore petitioner had every reason to believe section 15 was

not an issue as far as he wasconcerned

The Commission might be concerned with other facts disclosed by
petitioner s evidence bearing on lawfulness under section 15 but we

ought not to shift any responsibility for presenting such facts over to

the petitioner The Commission should ume its own responsibili
ties rather than decide issues under section 15 to the exclusion of issues
of lwwfulness under section 14 16 17 and 18 b The District Court

may be interested in lawfulness underany section ofthe Act
The first paragraph of section 15 provides that certain types of

agreements shall be filed immediately with the Commission

Agreements not filed are not subject to approval and any agreement
not approved shall be unlawful A finding of violations

of sections 14 16 17 and 18 b of the Act asserted in the petitioner s

prayer for a declaratory order caused by the unfiled agreement under
review has a direct bearing on whether the agreement also causes un

lawfulness as claimed before the District Court Unlawinl agree
ments are not subject to the exception in the fifth paragraph ofsection

15 relative to the so called antitrust laws citedtherein

Finally Ihave no objection to deciding any issues under section 15
in line with our order considering that both petitioners and respon
dents argued the aJPplicability ofsection 15 and the subject was argued
further in the exceptions Iobject only to excluding all other vio

lations of the Act by ignoring the exceptions and by acting as though
the petition might be rewritten by us to cover only violations of section

15

As if telling the petitioner what is best for it is not enough the

District Court is also told a finding ofviolation ofany sections of the

Act besides section 15 would be of no possibl use to the Court I

disassociate myself rom this opinion and believe the Court is fully
capable of deciding for itself on the basis of what the petitioner
presents to the Court what is meaningful and ofpossible use and what
is not Possibly the District Court may agree lat l that other vio

lations are not relevant to the issues before it but that is th irdecisiOll
and not ours to volunteer We must respond to the petition and to the

exceptions now before us
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Next Imove to what this proceeding is really about by deciding
whether ornot the aotions are lawful under the Act which is whatthe
District Court Judge wants us to advise him about by passing on the

exceptions to the Examiner s decision
C The exceptions my findings of fact and rulings on exceptions as

a result of the findings are as follows

1 The exceptions are summarized to bethat theExaminer erred

a In failing to conclude that by agreeing to act as a colleotion

agent for the BNA respondents had a tie in device which stifled

outside competition as effectively as a dual rate system in violation
of section 14 Third oftheAct

b In concluding respondents agreement with the BNA did not

have to be filed and approval obtained from theCommission under
section 15

c In failing to conclude that there was a prejudice and disad

vantage between importers of Brazil nuts by collecting the 4 in
crement in freight rates from BNA members by voluntary agree
ment but involuntarily without knowledge consent oragreement
from the petitioner in violation ofsection 16 First

d In concluding the advertising assessment and program was

not an unjust and unfair device and means in violation of section

16 Second
e In concluding that the tariff rate and assessment of the 4

charge to petitioner s shipments and not to other commodities gen
erally wasnot an unjustly discriminatory rate as between shippers
in vio ation of section 17
f In concluding that the paYlnents made by respondents to the

BNA did not constitute a charge of less than the published tariff
rates or a rebate refund or remission of any part of the tariff
rate or an extension of a special privilege not in accordance with
the published tariff to members of the BNA in violation of section

18 b 3

2 The facts as stated by the majority and supplemented by my re

view of record information lead to the following findings of fact

a The BNA is an unincorporated membership trade association
of importers ofBrazil nuts from South America Petitioner Con
tinental Nut Company is not a member but is an importer of
Brazil nuts

b The BNA entered into an agreement with the North Brazill
U S Atlantic and Gulf Freight Conference members or its pred
ecessors and with the Pacific Coast River Plate Brazil Confer
ence members obligating the conferences to collect out of freight
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charges for transporting Brazil nuts to the United States from

South America 4 per ton and to pay such amount to the BNAfor

its use After 1949 such amount wassimilarly collected and paid
continuously wltil June 3 1963 exhibit 21 The payments were

a refund and remission ofpartof the published tariff rates

c The 4 per ton paid to the BNA wasput into a fund and used

by the BNA to pay the expenses of advertising the sale consump
tion and use ofBrazilnuts in theUnited States

d Respondents and the BNA informed petitioner and govern
ment officials 1 that the 4 per ton payments were contributed

by the conference member common carriers by water Tr 68 199
2 that the payments were not added to the freight rates Tr

180 181 and 3 that the contributions had no direct influence

on freight rates Tr 68 69 70 180 Petitioner was informed

that no impol ter made a contribution to the fund Tr 238 The

conference s freight rates for transporting Brazil nuts including
but without any separate statement or rule the 4 per ton ap
peared in the tariff publications issued by the conference The

obligations to pay 4 a ton accorded to Brazil nut importers and
their BNA for advertising was a privilege The privilege ac

corded the Brazil nut importers wasneither extended to any other

importers of other commodities or to nonmembers nor appeared
in any tariff on file at the Commission and in effect from time to

time during the period the obligations to pay continued
e Upon learning in 1963 that the c nference wasacting as a col

lection agent for the BNA petitioner protested against the inclu
sion of the 4 per ton assessment in the tariff freight rate Tr
123 The protest was followed by discontinuance of the collec
tion and payment teITllination of the agr ement and a 4 per ton

reduction in the freight rates in the tariffs covering the Brazil nut

classificationof commodities Tr 136 exhibits 46 47

f During the period of the performance or the agreement
respondent made no like assessment on other commodities trans

ported and made no like payments to any other associati9n or

importers nor did any other association orpersons finance adver

tising out of payments from the respondents Petitioner at all

times paid when billed the established tariff rate for its importa
tions of Brazil nuts

3 The findings of fact lead to the following conclusions as to the

applicability or the law and to proposed rulings on the exceptions
a The evidence does not prove a violation of section 14 first

paragraph item Third There is no evidence respondents were

engaged in retaliating against any shipper because the shipper has
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patronized any other carrier or has filed a complaint or for any
other reason Retaliation by the proscribed means and for the as

signed reasons has not been shown as required by section 14 The

first exception 1a above concerning violation of section 14

should be overruled

b Iagree with the majority s reasoning in concluding that the

agreement between respondents and the BNA wasnot an author

ized part of the performance of FMC approved Agreement No

6400 Iwould further conclude 1 that the obligations ofthe in

dividual respondents as common carriers by water among each

other and with BNA were to include the 4 per ton charge in
the freight rates thereby creating an agreement among common

carriers by water regulating transportation rates 2 that the ob

ligation to pay part of the freight charges to the BNA gives spe
cial privileges and 3 that the details ofmeasuring and making
payments provides fora cooperative working arrangement all of

which provethe existence ofan agreement which should have been

filed immediately and approval obtained pursuant to section 15

Without filing the agreement was not approved by the Commis
sion and the agreement was carried out by performance before ap

proval The second exception 1b above concerningviolation of
section 15 shouldbe sustained

c The evidence that the respondents collected and paid out of
added freight charges to a particular class of importers Brazil

nut importers and to particular members of the class BNA mem

bers and not to others such as petitioner amounts for BNA mem

ber importers advertising expenses and required petitioner to pay
for services proves that common carriers by water in conj unction

with BNA as an other person indirectly through BNAs officers

gave an unreasonable preference to the importer members ofBNA

as particular persons and to Brazil nuts as adescription of traffic

and subjected the petitioner as another particular person to an

unreasonable disadvantage in violation of the second paragraph of
section 16 subparagraph First Petitioner may not be required
to take benefits of the advertising campaign as a defense against
unequal treatment between shippers The third exception 1c

above concerning violation of section 16 First should be SU

tained
d The evidence that respondents did not use the entire freight

charges for transportation expenses and paid part of such charges
to some importers to defray their advertising expenses as costs of
the importers business using the BNA s officers as a conduit of

funds proves thatthe importers indirectly wereallowed to obtain
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transportation of Brazil nJIts as property at less than the regular
rates enforced on the lineof the carriers in violwtion of the second

paragraph of section 16 subparagraph Second The evidence

that the amounts deducted from freight charges were not used for

transportation expenses and were paid to the BNA for the adver

tising expenses of its importer members and wereguilefully ordis

ingenuously represented to be contributions instead ofagreed obli
gations to pay and were collected in the guise of freight charges
proves the transportation was obtained by an unfair device or

means The evidence no importer contributed according to BNA
also proves unfair lack of candor The evidence concerning the
BNA organization shows it was largely a sham device or means

for buYing publicity with freight charges The use of guile and
sham is unfair The fourth exception 1d above concerning
violation ofsection 16 Second should be sustained

e The evidence that respondents tariff rate for transporting
Brazil nuts included therein a 4 assessment for BNA s advertising
expenses when the rate on no other commodity included a compa
rable assessment does not prove the demand of a rate which is
unjustly discriminatory between shippers or ports or perjudicial
to exporters because the same rate was charged all shippers or

importers of the same commodity without discrimination All
Brazil nut importers paid the same rate There is no discrimina
tion among rates charged Brazil nut importers and rates charged
other shippers or importers of other commodities because the two

classes of shippers are not related in terms of the transporting
characteristics of their shipments nor of business relationships
The two types of rates do not pay for sufficiently like services to be

compared for discriminatory effects Section 17 applies to dis

criminatory rates rather than to specified deceitful practices and

requires prof of the effect of the rates The fifth exception Ie

above concerning violation of section 17 should be overruled
f The evidence that respondents paid the BNA out of freight

charges previously paid by members at the rate of 4 per ton of

Brazil nuts transported for the purpose of and used for paying a

businses expense of BNA members for advertising the sale of their

product proves respondents refunded and remitted part of the

tariff rate to some Brazil nut importers contrary to the provision
of section 18 b 3 prohibiting a common carrier by water in

foreign commerce from receiving less compensation for the

transportation of property than th rates specified in its tariffs on

file with the Commission and duly published and in effect at the
time The same actions involve a refund in themannerprovided
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by the agreement with BNA of part of the charges specified in

tariffs and extend each member as any person a privilege not in

accordance with the tariffs The sixth exception lot above

concerning violation of section 18 b 3 should be sustained

D My conclusions are as follows

1 Respondents have violated the provisions of section 15 of the Act

that makes any agreement not approved unlawful and makes it unlaw

ful before approval to carry out in whole or in part directly or

indirectly any agreement Agreements unlawful under section 15 are

not excep d from the provisions of the Act approved July 2 1890

entitled An Act to protect trade and commerce against unlawful

restraints and monopolies and amendments and Acts supplementary
thereto and the provisions of sections 73 to 77 both inclusive of the

Act approved August 27 1894 entitled An Act to reduce taxation to

provide revenue for the Government and for other purposes and

amendments and Acts supplementary thereto

2 Respondents are guilty of misdemeanors in violating the provi
sions of the second paragraph subparagraphs First and Second of

ection 16 of the Act making it unlawful for any common carrier by
water in conjunction with another person indirectly a to give an

unreasonable preference to particular persons and description of

traffic or to subject any particular person to an unreasonable disad

vantage and b to allow any person to obtain transportation for

property at less than the regular rates then established on the line of

such carrier by an unfair means

3 Resppndents have violated the provisions of section 18 b 3 of

the Act that prohibits a common carrier by water in foreign commerce

or conference of such carriers a from receiving a less compensation
for the transportation 9f property than the rates which are specified
in its tariffs on file with the Commission and duly published and in

effect at the time b from refunding or remitting in any manner any

portion of the rat so specified and c from extending any person a

privilege except in accordance withsuch tariffs

4 Respondents have not been proven to have violated sections 14 or

17 of the Act

5 Petitioners should be issued an order declaring the foregoing
conclusions and terminating the controversy with reSpondents in re

Rponse to the prayer contained in their Petition for a Declaratory
Order filed pursuant to Rule 5 h of the Rules of Practice and Pro

cedure 46 CFR S 502 68
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No 1210

CONTINENTAL NUT COMPANY
v

PACIFIC COAST RIVER PLATE BRAZIL CONFERENCE ET AL

ORDER

A full hearing having been had in this proceeding on petitioner s

application for a declaratory order and the Commission on this day
having made and entered of record a Report stating its findings con

elusions and decisions thereon which Report is hereby referr d to and
made a part hereof

Therefore it is ordered and declared That the conduct or respond
nts whereby they added a charge of 4 per ton on the ocean freight

rates applicable to Brazil Nuts and paid such amount to the Brazil Nut
Association a trade association controlled by the shipper importers
for its use in advertising and promoting the sal of Brazil nuts in the

U S constituted the implementation of an unapproved agreement
which was required to be filed for approval pursuant to section 15 of
the Shipping Act 1916 By the Commission

Signed Thomas Lisi

Secretary
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INDEX DIGEST 591 supports this conclusion The legislative history of the amendment tosection 15with respect toreasonable and equal terms adconditions for admission toconference membership demonstrates that Congress intended toratify and codify the Commission sopen door policy The amendment also had asapurpose the outlawing of conditions for membership which involved rate practices inareas bey ond the scopeo fthe conference inwhich membership issought tobeattained or retained Any further inroads onthe open door membership policy beyond the requirement that the applicant beoperating or show intent tooperate inthe trade and other routine conditions are contrary tothe essential and well defined administrative policy governing conference membership and are unreasonable unjustly discriminatory asbetween carriers contrary tothepublic interest and detrimental tothe commerce of the United States Previous decision 8FMC 170 isreversed Id421 425 Agreements not subject toSection 15Although the literal language of sedion 15i8broad enough toencompass any cooperative working arrangement entered into bypersons subject tothe Shipping Act the legislative history isclear that tbe statute was intended toapply only tothose agreements involving practices which affect that competition which inthe absence of the agreement would exist betw nthe parties when dealing with the Shipping or travelling public or their representatives Volks wagenwerk Aktiengesellschaft vMarine Terminals Corp 7782Agreements of persons subject tothe Shipping Act topool secretarial workers or share office space may literally becooperative working arrangements but they are not the type of agreements which affect competiton bythe parties invying toserve outsiders and hence are nat subject tosection 15On the ather hand agreements relating tothe method of fixing or determining the levels of rates fares charges or commissions paid toor byShippers passengers for warders brokers agents etc have the type of competitive relationship tobring them within the scope of section 15Id82Anagreement between members of anassociation composed of carriers ter minal operators and stevedores astothe manner of assessing itsown membership for the collection of mechanization and modernization fund did not fall within thconfines of section 15of the Shipping Act asstanding alone ithad noimpact onoutsiders Before asection 15agreement could besaid toexist ithad tobeshown that there was anadditional agreement bythe membership topass onall or aportion of itsassessment tothe carriers and shippers served bythe terminal operators and there vas noevidence of such anagreement Id83Where aport furnished wharfage and collected for vharfage and demurrage according toitstariff which contained uniform rates for all users and aterminal operator licensee of apier imposed uniform service charges for allusers of itsfacility over which the port exercised nocontrol there was noagreement between the parties with respect tothe charges let alone asection 15agreement Philippine Merchants Steamship Co vCargill Inc 155 162 Anagreement under which aport licensed apier toaterminal operator was nat subject tosection 15because the operator had first call berth privilege No special privilege was involved All users of the port sfacilities were free toenter into such licenses and toeqter into them subject tothe same tariff rates and regulations Id162 Anagreement under which aport allowed aterminal operator which was the licensee of apier acredit against wharfage asameans of amortizing the cost of pier improvements paid for bythe operator wa Snot subject tosection 15The wharfage credit did not prefer the operator over ather users of the



592 INDEX DIGEST port sfacility itwas merely acanvenient way af reimbursing the operator Id163 Antitrust policy Sectian 15of the Shipping Act represents aclear departure fram our national policy the promotion af campetition and the fastering of market rivalry asameans af insuring econamic freedom Such policy isembodied inthantittrust laws The exemption far sectian 15agreements was granted byCongress with clear recagnition of the public interest inpromotion Offree and open competi tion Congress legalized agreements otherwise invialation of the antiltrust laws only because itthought even stronger monopolies would result were such agree men tscompletely prohibited However the agreements were tobesubjected todisapproval or cancellation ifthey were found tobedetrimental toUnited States commerce or contrary tothe public interest The public interest within the meaning of section 15includes the national policy embodied inthe antitrust laws Mediterranean Pools Investigatilon 264 288 289 Exclusive agency agreement Conference agreement proMbiting conference members and their agents or their subsidiaries and or associated and ar affiliated and or related companies from representing nonconference calTiers inthe trade without conference per mission was approved The agreement was not shown tohave caused agents tobeunavailable tononconference lines or tohave prevented the entrance of independents into the trade IndepeIjtdent competition tothe canference existed find competent agents were available torepresent nonconference carriers whamight desire toenter the trade Accordingly the agreement would not bedetri mental tocommerce contrary tothe public interest or inviolation of any of the standards of section 15af the Shipping Act Agreement No 1419Etc Trans Pacific Freight Conference Hong Kang 175 178 179 Modifications of agreements Commission authority Inpassing onfuture agreements itisnot necessary for the Commissian tofind that the agreements really will operate tothe detriment of our com merce or really becontrary tothe publiC interest befare modifications may beordered The most that can bedone ismdraw upOn past experience and expertise and make areasoned judgment or predictian astothe probable future impact of the agreement Mediterranean Paols Investigation 264 293 294 Agreemen tswhich contain ambiguous language and incansistencies must bemodified toreflect the intent of the parties Agreements must becomplete and the language used saclear astoeliminate the necessity for interpreting the intent of the parties Id294 Where conferences contended that pooling agreements did not completely elim inateservice competition because each line was free toovercarry and pay the penalty inorder toincrease itspercentage when the Paal shares were renegoti ated the conferences were required toeliminate from the agreements inconsistent provisions requiring the lines toregulate their carryingsas near aspossible totheir shares Ifthe parties tothe agreements naw would state that they intend the lines toregulate carryings soasnot toexceed their allotted shares thus eliminating the vestige of competition the Cammissian would have toreconsider itsdecisian toapprove the agreements Id295 Proposed modifications of agreements althaugh not included inanorder af investigation and not inevidence could beincluded inrespondents briefs and could beconsidered bythe Examiner and bythe Commission The modifications



INDEX DIGEST 593 raised nonew issues and could not prejudice the objecting member of the conferences since they sought toremedy defects alleged bythe objecting member tobepresent inthe agreements under investigation Moreover the Commission has authority tomodify agreements filed for approval and could order the agreements tobemodified asacondition precedent toapproval Agreement No 150 21Trans Pacific Freight Conf of Japan Etc 355 360 Pooling agreements The question of approval of agreements under section 15requires 1con sideration of the public interest inthe preServation of the competitive philosophy embodied inthe antitrust laws insofar asconsistent with the regulatory purpose of the Shipping Act and 2consideration of the circumstances and condiotions existing inthe paJ lticular trade involved which the anticompetitiveagreement seeks toremedy or prevent The weighing of the two factors determines whether the agreement istobeapproved Since the kind of information necessary tomake ajudgment isinthe hands of those seeking approval itisincumbent onthem tocome forward with itand inthis sense itcan besaid that pooling agree ments are prima facie contrary tothe public interest Presumptively all anti competitive agreements run counter tothe public interest infree and open competition and those seeking exemption of anticompetitive combinations must demonstrate that the combination seeks toeliminate or remedy conditions which preclude or hinder the achievement of the regulatory purposes of the Shipping Act Mediterranean Pool Investigation 264 290 Inview of flourishing malpractices rate instability and wasteful and destruc tive competition inthe Mediterranean trades approval of pooling agreements will beconsonant with the public interest inthat while the agreements run counter tothat interest inthe preservation and fostering of competition they are infurtherance of the regulatory purposes of the Shipping Act inthat the competition tobeeliminated isdestructive and wasteful and initself tends towork hardship onshippers through di scriminatory rebates and the creation of rate instability Id291 292 Pooling agreements must bemodified toprovide for the filing of the pro visional accounting statements drawn upbythe secretary aswell asthe final staJtements inorder toinsure the filing of statements inaid of the Commission sresponsibility of continuing surveillance of operSitions under the agreements Id296 Provisions of pooling agreements requiring onthe one hand that resolutions effecting changes inmembership shall befiled for approval under section 15of the Shipping Act and onthe other hand that such resolutions sbaU befiled only for the information and records of the Oommission must bemodified toeliminate the inconsistency Id296 Pooling agreements need not bemodified toprovide for automatic termination of the pool concurrently with the termination of the conference within the scope of which the particular pool operates Pool members should beallowed toapply for rate fixing authority under their pooUng agreements ifand when the con ference governing the trade dissolves Id297 Approval of pooling agreements without requiring amodification toexclude from their coverage all pool cargo inwhich open rates lapply isnot tobecon strued asany form of implied authority tofixrates under the pooling agree ments when they have been declared open Id297 Provision of pool which condiltions membership inthe pool upon membership inboth the inbound and outbound conferences inthe trade need not bemodified tocondition membership only upon membership inthe conference governing



594 INDEX DIGEST the particular trade ibe itoutJbound or inbound There were noone way operators inthe trade Should such anoperator enter the trade and desire topool the Commission would reexamine the maItter Id298 Pooling agreements must beamended tomake itclear that resolutions extend ing the duration of the agreements must beapproved bythe Commission before they become effective Extensions require approval under section 15of the Shipping AtId298 Provision of apooling agreemenrt that amember who wants toresign before the end of the pool period must give three months notice and musrt not par ticipate inthe traffic before the end of the pool period the purpose of which provision istoprevent resignations or quick profit reaped from atrade built upbythe pool members isreasonable Should the conferences seek anextension of the pool beyond the December 311966 expiration date the Commission would havetoreconsider the impact of the provision Id299 Provisions of pooling agreements permitting interstitial changes without prior approval of the Commission but requiring that copies of resolutions relat ing tothe changes befiled were approved The filing requirement coupled with the Commission sresponsibility for continued scrutiny of operations under the agreements should afford adequate protection against excesses or abuses Id303 304 Rates Conference agreements under which export import rates onsteel were set could not bedisapproved cancelled or modified inthe absence of evidence toshow that the agreements thmselves had benthe direct instrumentality of or used for the violation of either section 17or section 18b5of the Shipping Act Iron and Steel Rates Export Import 180 192 heOommission may disapprove or modify aconference agreement under section 15ifthe rates set oythe conference are sounreasonably high or lowastobedetrimental tothe CODlJIllerce of the United ltates Id193 Anagreement between aconference and anagency of the United Aralb Republic under which the agency agreed toship onconference lines all cargo moving from certain United States ports toUAR Mediterranean ports with the cargo tobetransported at rates below the contract rates established inthe conference tariff was not aninterstitial or routine activity under the basic approved conference agreement The agreement clearly established anew anti competitive rate system not embodied inthe original agreement introducing anew scheme of regulation and control of conpetition Respondent itself characterized the rontrac tas aparticular and very special relationship and admitted that the circumstances giving rise tothe contract are not comparable toordinary rate negotiations between carriers and shippers Itcould not seriously becontended that the contract wasanalogous toanagreement provid ing fora conventional rate change or some such routine arrangement Contract Between the North Atlantic Mediterranean Freight Oonference and the United Arab 00for Maritime Transport Martrans 431 4335The Oommission isempowered todsapprove 01modify anagreement ifthe rates set byaconference are sounreasona bly high or lowastobedetrimental tothe commerce of the United States or contrary tothe public interest Ifcircumstances warrant the Commission can act against commodity rates under section 15However neither the public interest standard nor the legislative history of the Shipping Act requires aibsolute parity between United Stabes toforeign rates 8ndforeign toforeign rates Inaddition torate comparisons there must beashowing that anagreement operates inamanner contrary tothe



INDEX DIGEST 595 pUblic interest Outbound Rates Affecting the Exportation of High Pressure Boilers Utility TypeParts and Related Structural Components 441 453 454 Scheme Yf respondents whereby they added acharge of 4per ton onfreight raJtes applicable toBrazil nuts imported from SoOuth America and paid such amount toanassociation of importers for itsuse inpromoting and advertising the sale of Brazil nuts constitute the implemellltati onof anunapproved agree ment which was required tobefiled for approval The scheme did not come within the amibit of respondents approved rate making agreement and was not aroutine day today arrangement exempt from the filing requirement sof sec tion 15Itgranted aspecial kind of service toaparticular class of shippers and was potentially anticompetitive ineffect since itgave dominant interests among importers of Brazil nuts adevice whereby all importers of the commodity were for edtocontrilbute toatrade promotion organization Continental Nut Co vPacific Coast River PI teHrazil Conference 563 571 572 Retroactive approval The fact that malpractices were eliminated after Mnferences entered into and carried out without Commission approval pooling agreements and that this could not befound detrimental tocommerce or contrary tothe pulblic interest under section 15of the Shipping Act did not mean the pooling agreements were not subject todisapproval Section 15prohibits all conduct prior toapproval of anagreement Section 15clearly prohibits approval of anagree ment or any modification of extension thereof which bears aneffective date earlier than the date of Comission approval Mediterranean Pools Investigation 264 302 303 While section 15of the Shipping Act prohibits approval of anagreement or any modification or extension thereof which bears aneffective date earlier than the date of Commission approval where conferences relied onaconsistent administrative interpretation tothe contrary inentering into pooling agree ments itwould not beequitable tohold them liable for activity done inreliance thereon and the agreements will beapproved Inthe future such agreements will not beapproved Id304 Right of independent action Conference carriers from Atlantic and Gulf ports toAustralia and New Zea land cannot bepermitted toexercise aveto power over the rates of those conference carriers which serve the trade from Great Lakes ports toOAustralia and New Zealand even though the power would extend only torates lower than those from the Atlantic and Gulf ports Oarriers best able toestablish fair and equitable rates for atrade are those which are actually serving the trade Vesting of rate making decisions incarriers which donot serve the area inwhose rates they have avoice isfar more dangerous toUnited States commerce than the existence of rate competition between two competing areas The inclusion of two naturally competitive trades within the ambit of asingle conference for adminioStrative purposes cannot carry with itthe power of carriers serving one of the trades toveto the rates of the carriers serving the other Ifitdid the independent action requirement of section 15of the 1916 Shipping Act would beanullity Agreement Nos 6200 76200 8and 6200 BUSAtlantic Gulf Australia New Zealand Conference 167Self policing The requirement of section 15that the Commission disapprove any agreement onafinding of inadequate policing of the obligations under itcannot beperma nenJtly satisfied bythe substitution of further competitive restrictions inthe



596 INDEX DIGEST form of pooling revenue for anadequate system of self policing of conference obligations Mediterranean Pools Investigation 264 292 While the defensive safeguards and techniques historically identified with constitutional due process of laware not applicable toconference self policing systems such systems must befundamentally fair The kind of notice hearing and opportunity toanswer charges which should beafforded isthat found inpublic agencies labor unions clubs and other associations The association type enterprise traditionally follows less rigid standards which aslong asthey comport tothe necessarily indefinite standard of fundamental fairness can bealmost anything towhich the members agree tobebound The self policing sys temof these conferences asultimately proposed bythem meets thi standard of fundamental fairness Agreement No 150 21Trans Pacific Freight Conference of Japan Etc 355 361 362 Provision inaconference agreement that UjpOn receipt of acomplaint against amember the Neutral Body would have authority tocall upon the member and without prior notice inspect records correspondence documents and other mate rials deemed bythe Neutral Body initssole discretion toberelevant tothe com plaint isfundamentally fair inview of provision made for notice tothe accused after investigation of the nature of any alleged violation and of the evidence concerning itand for hearing before final decision Arequirement for notice prior toinvestiga tJion would facilitate concealment of incriminating records and thus effectively frustrate the investigation Id362 363 Neutral Body provisions of aconference agreemerut which provide for non disclosure tothe accused of the name of the complainant and for non disclosure of actual evidence which would tend toreveal the identity of the complainant or otherwise jeopardize the confidentiality of the Neutral Body ssources of informa tion were approved Confrontation and cross examination of the accuser are not required Inthose instances where evidence relied onfor decision should not beshown initsoriginal form because of undesired disclosures itwould bewithrin the basic precepts of fair play for the Neutral Body togoasfar aspossi ble toinform the accused of the substance of the evidence material tanadequate understanding of the charges and findings The substance of the evidence relied oninreaching afinding that abreach has been committed must bediscl Sed tothe accused insufficient detail togive himanopportunity toshow that itisuntrue otherwise the elements of fundamental fairness are missing Id363 365 Provisions of conference proposals giving the Neutral Body authority toinvesti gate written complaints and in40ing sotoinspect and copy correspondence records documents signed written statements or oral information and or other materials at the offices of the member lines and for hearing with the standard being that the information developed ispersuasive tothe Neutral Body itself that abreach has occurred were fundamentally fair Id365 366 Aself policing system need not provide for specific criteria for assessing fines Aprovision that notwithstanding the difficulty inassessing such damages precisely indetermining the amount of liquidated damages tobeassessed the Neutral Body shall consider such mitigalting circumstances asitmay deem rele vant issufficient Itcannot beanticipated that the Neutral Body will not exercise fundamental fairness Id366 Inview of the fact that Neutral Body functions under conference self policing systems are fact finding rather than judicial that the conclusive facts are usu ally obtained from the records of the accused that accounting firms are uniquely qualified toperform this work that the conference isthe client that fees are



INDEX DIGEST 597 paid onthe basis of time devoted toacase and that unduly broad exclusions will disqualify most ifnot all of the otherwise eligi ble accounting firms thereby destroying the self policing systems aNeutral Body should not bedisqualified because of adisclosed business relationship Leindependent contractor for professional or business services wi thaconference member line other than tlle accused Any financial interest inany member line isdisqualifying Id367 368 Itisnot required bylawor necessary for aNeutral Body agreement tocon tain aright toappeal Appeal would cause delay sand the Neutral Body isbetter qualified todecide than apanel of arbitrators Disclosure of the identity of the complaining line would result from resort toarbitration Some candidates for the Neutral Body position would not serve iftheir decisions were subject toappeal Id368 Provision for the Neutral Body togive notice of acquittal or conviction of aconference member Hne accuseQ of breach of the agreement or malpractice isproper Id368 369 Shippers requests and complaints Terminal operators fixing rates etc under asection 15agreement were required toadopt and maintain reasonable procedures for promptly and fairly considering shippers requests and complaints Procedures adopted were found tocomply with the requirements of section 15Truck and Lighter Loading and Unloading Practices at New York Harbor 505 519 520 Single conference inseparate trades Administrative economies which can beeffected bypermitting separate trade areas tobebrought under asingle conference administration thereby permitting use of one office and one staff justify approval of amodification of conference agreement toestablish asingle conference inthe trades from USGreat Lakes and St Lawrence ports and from Atlantic and Gulf ports toAustraUa and New Zealand Agreement Nos 6200 76200 8and 6200 BUSAtlantic Gulf Australia New Zealand Conference 156Voting rules Where only three carriers were eligible for membership inthe Great Lakes section of aconference avoting rule requiring amajority for the setting of rtes could not beapproved Ineffect aunanimous vote would berequired Arule would substantially reduce the danger that one carrier might exercise aveto power over the rates Agreement Nos 6200 7628and 6200 BUSAtlantic Gulf Australia New Zealand Conference 18Section 15does not requiTe that modifications of conference agreements beadopted byunanimous vote Itisnot unreasonable for aconference toprovide for modification byastated majority provided such aproviSion isnot applied soastocontravene the standards of section 15Acarrier inaccepting conference membership binds itself tothe terms of the basic agreement and solong asitchooses toremain amember itmust confOTm toall modifications which are regularly made and duly approved bythe Commission Ifinthe present case the conferences had the unanimity rule there would benoNeutral Body system before the Commission for approval Thus the conferences attempts tosatisfy tl1eir statutory obligations toadequately police their obligations under their agreements would befrustrated Such aresult would becontrary topublic interest and detrimental tocommerce within the meaning of section 15of the Shipping Act Agreement No 150 21Trans Pacific Freight Conference of Japan Etc 355 369 370



598 INDEX DIGEST Aform of subscription executed bythe conference chairman insubmitting proposed modifications of anagreement tothe COmmission which form states that the modifications have been authorized at aconference meeting and that alist of members isattached isnot inviolation of the Shipping Act The listing isnot arepresentation of unanimity and isnot misleading since the Commission and individual member lines of the conference are ondirect notice that provisions of the basic agreement require the affirmative vote of only two thirds majority Id370 371 BURDEN OF PROOF See Practice and Procedure COMMON CARRIERS Common carrier status The term common carrier insection 1of the Shipping Act means acommon carrier at common lawThe characteristic most frequently mentioned inCom lllission decisions isthat acommon carrier byacourse of conduct holds himself out toaccept goods from whomever offered tothe extent of his ability tocarry Included inthe concept of holding out are such factors asolicitation advertis ing tariff filing and contractual limitations Activities Tariff Filing Practices and Carrier Status of Containerships Inc 5662Inorder for acarrier tohave common carrier status itisnot necessary that the carrier hold himself out totransport all commodities for all shippers Inaddition tothe holding out criterion multiple other factors may create 01obviate common carrier status Insome instances the common carrier may adyertise sailings solicit freight and issue bills of lading But common carrier status isnot lost bythe carrier sfailure topubliSh sailing schedules or advertise Id63Animportant factor inthe determination of common carrier sta tus isthe reg ularity of service between ports Section 1of the Shipping Act defines common carrier asacommon carrier engaged intransportation onregular routes from port toport While the fixed termini test isamost important one itisnot absolutely controlling The quoted language was also inserted toexempt from regulation tramps Id63Common carrier status can beacquired without regulaT calls at ports or regular sailings and even without sailing schedules Common carrier status may survive even ifthe carrier chooses not tosolicit cargo Id63The number of shippers either per voyage or otherwise isnot determinative of common carrier status The Commission has indicated that two shippers per voyage creates apresumption of common carriage Other cases hold that acarrier isnot common though considerably more than two shippers are served Id6364The carriage of cargo pursuant tospecial contracts isnot determinative of common carrier status Every movement of cargo issubject tosome contract of transportation Nor does acommon carrier lose that status ifheuses shipping contracts other than bills of lading or even ifheattempts todisclaim liability for the cargo byexpress exemption inthe bills of lading or other contracts of affreightment Id64Under some circumstances acommon carrier may execute contracts with particular shippers for the carriage of large volumes of cargo without losing common carrier status The contracts are actually forward booking agreements Id64While the Commission has expressed general guidelines for the determination of common carrierstaltus the question inthe final analysis requires adhoc



INDEX DIGEST 599 resolution Acarrier sstatus isdetermined bythe nature of itsservice offered tothe public and not onitsown declarations The regulatory significance of acarrier soperation may bedetermined byconsidering avariety of factors the variety and type of cargo carried number of shippers typeof solicitation utilized regulaTity of service and port coverage responsibility of the carrier towards the cargo issuance of bills of lading or other standardi7 dcontracts of carriage and method of establishing and charging rates All of the factors present ineach case must beconsidered and their combined effect determined Iu6465Acarrier of wheeled vehicles from Port Newark toSan Juan or Ponce Puerto Rico was acommon carrier ininterstate commerce since itoperated between fixed termini onaregular schedule the initial and most important prerequisite of Commission jurisdiction Limitation tosolicitation of carriage of one type of commodity did not oust the Commission from jurisdiction The carrier soli cited major shippers of wheeled vehicles The carrier held itself out asacarrier of atype of cargo for all who wished toship Refusal toship for afewsmall shippers was inconsequential Id65Where acarrier operated between fixed termini onaregulaT schedule and solicited shippers of wheeled vehicles itsself assumed status asacontract carriel was legally meaningless Substitution of contracts of affreightment for bills of lading was nomore thau atransparent aUempt toavoid regulation ItIsthe status of the carrier common or otherwise that dictates the ingredients of ship ping documents itisnot the documentation that determines carrier status Id6566Forward booking contracts donot convert the regulated carrier tothe unregu lated Contracts with shippers for carriage of wheeled vehicles which were merely contracts of intent and which allowed both parties great flexibility inadherence tothe contract terms did not make the carrier any less acommon carrier Itwas free tosolicit other customers touse the cargo space supposedly contracted tospecific shippers The carrier was acommon carrier bywater amenable tothe 1916 and 1933 Acts and remained such after itceased topqblish tariffs and changed tocontract with shippers Id66Jurisdiction of Commission After enactment of the Transportation Act of 1940 transferring tothe Inter state Commerce Commission regulatory control over rates and practices of both contract and common carriers bywater insome but not all of the domestic trades the jurisdiction inthe Mari time Commission was limited tocommon carriers Contract carrier asalegal entity has nosignificance before the Commission Activities Practices and Carrier Status of Containerships Inc 566667Inthe light of the remedial purposes of the Shipping and Intercoastal Acts the Acts must beflexibly and liberally interpreted Inthe Puerto Rican trade unregulated operations of carriers may beparticularly harmful Thus the Commission may examine itsjurisdiction interms of itsstatutory responsibility toregulate rates inthe Puerto Rican trade Ifacarrier of wheeled vehicles toPuerto Rico soliciting only the very fewmajor shippers was found not tobeacommon carrier the Commission sefforts tostabilize the Puerto Rican trade would bestultified The carrier would befree tomonopolize the vehicle trade at whatever price itdesired toset Loss of automobiles bythe regulated carriers would have achaotic impact onthe overall Puerto Rican rate structure Toconstrue the Acts not toinclude the carrier within the definition of common carrier would frustrate the purpose of Congress Id6970



600 INDEX DIGEST CONTRACT CARRIERS See Common Carriers DETRIMENT TOCOMMERCE See Agreements under Section 15Dual Rates Rates Surcharges Terminal Operators DEVICES TODEFEAT APPLICABLE RATES See Tenninal Operators DISCRIMINATION See Agreements under SctiOll 15Free Time Port Equal ization Practices Surcharges Terminal Operators DUAL RATES Extension of conference dual rate contract system covering trade from Atlantic and Gulf ports toAustralia and New Zealand totrade from Great Lakes ports toAustralia and New Zealand was not approvable under sections 14b and 15of the 1916 Shipping Act Ifashipper elected tosign adual rate contract from the Atlantic and Gullf hewould becompelled tobeadual rate shippers from the Lakes whether or not conference rates and service inthe Lakes were satisfactory The bargaining power of Great Lakes shippers would beeffectively lessened since they would beforced toaccept conference rates from the Great Lakes or conference rates from the Atlantic and Gulf although satisfactory service could otherwise beobtained inthe Lakes The extension would also hinder the development of the Great Lakes asatrading area and would contribute tothe diveJ sion of cargo from the Lakes Ashipper might berequired touse unsatisfactory conference service from the Lakes or move cargo overland tothe Atlantic or Gulf even though satisfactory non conference service might beavailable inthe Lakes and this would bediscriminatory toLakes ports On the record the extension of the dual rate contract would bedetrimental tocommerce discriminatory against Great Lakes ports and con trary tothe public int rest Agreement Nos 6200 76200 8and 6200 BUSAtlantic Gulf Australia New Zealand Conference 189Where bythe term of the par ties dual rate contract all shipments bycom plainant Firestone International and itsaffiliates were tobemade onconfer ence vessels shipments were made onnonconference vessels and were consigned toFirestone of the Philippines allegedly asubsidiary of International and toSherwin Williams and International prepared the documentation required onall shipments inquestion appeared asshipper onall bills of lading and along with adepartment of Firestone of Ohio selected the carrier the conference had just and reasonable cause tosuspect that complainant had breached itscontract and any attempt bythe conference toenforce itscontract bythe means made available therein was justified The conference would have been delinquent initsduty had itnot attempted topolice itsdual rate contract because of the obligation itowed toitsshippers tosee toitthat enforcement of rates beconsistent and uniform Firestone International Corp vFar East Conference 119 126 Where aconference contended that ashipper had the legal right toselect the carrier under adual rate contract and that inselecting nonconference carriers the shipper violated the contract and indefense the shipper asserted that the consignee had the legal right toselect the carrier since the shipments involved were sold FASseaboard and the consignee had directed noncollference ship ments the conference was justified ininvestigating possible violations of itsdual rate contract asserting abreach demanding liquidated damages and attempt ing toproceed toarbitration Good faith prosecution of what was believed tobeavalid claim could not beheld toconstitute harassment and coercion Id126 127



INDEX DIGEST 601 Where the provisions of aconference dual rate contract with respect tothe legal right toselect the carrier and liquidated damages had been amended byoperation of lawPublic Law 87346 tomeet the requirements of section 14b and the contract was lawful at the time of alleged breaches byacontract shipper the dispute between the parties was aproper matter for arbitration under the arbitration clause of the contract Id127 Arbitration provisions have along history inboth Commission approved conference agreements and dual rate contracts and they met with Commission approval Although cases arise where recourse tothe Commission can behad notwithstanding arbitration provisions this isthe exception rather than the rule The Commission will not nullify arbitration clauses without serious cause Id128 Proposed dual rate contract for conference serving thetrade from Mediter ranean ports of Israel toUSNorth Atlantic ports was approved The contract was conceived asameans of relieving asituation wherein adiminution of serv ice and aconsequent loss of revenue was brought about bysubstantial diversion of tonnage toindirect routings Israel USKorth Atlantic Ports WBFreight Conference Dual Rate Contract 353 354 Clause indual rate contract binding the merchant toship all of itsocean ship ments moving inthe trade from or via Marseilles must bemodified toeliminate the words or via The words donot accomplish the intended distinction between cargo transshipped at Marseilles onseparate bills of lading asdistinguished from through bills Ifthe conference desires toaccomplish the purpose of including cargo transshipped onseparate bills itmay file amodification of the contract accompanied byastatement of circumstances inthe trade varranting the modifi cation Marseilles North Atlantic USAFreight Conference Dual Rate Con tract 400 401 Indrafting the standard charter exclusion clause for dual rate contracts the Commission did not intend toexclude from the operation of the contract such of the merchant scargo ashemerely OlC1t8 asdistinct from what hegrows man ufactures or produces No restriction was placed directly or indirectly onthe type of nonbulk cargo which the merchant might carry solong asitwas of aproprietary nature Absent anagreement or statutory expression tothe con trary ownership of or other appropriate legal interest incargo isthe basic test of what isproprietary P8cific Westbound Conference Amendment toDual Rate Contract 403 409 Vhere aconference seeks adeparture from auniform clause of adual rate contract itmust show facts and circumstances peculiar toitstrade aswould warrant such departure Departures will beallowed tosuit the reasonable com mercial needs of aparticular trade upon ashowing bysttbstantial evidence that such achange isneeded or warranted Id409 Amendment of Charter exclusion clause of dual rate contract tolimit the irivilege toproprietary cargo defined ascargo raised grown manufactured Or produced bythe merchant was not shown tobejustified Past instances of char ters bycotton traders had represented at the most slightly over two percent of the total revenue tons carried bythe conference of all commodities in1964 16percent of the total cotton tonnage in1964 Fears that other commodities might move onchartered vessels inthe same manner were unfounded onthe basis of the record Rate instability had not developed inthe trade asaresult of the charters The proposed restrictive clause would place merchant shippers wh Odonot make or grow the product they sell at anobvious disadvantage vis avis those who doaresult not justified bythe record Consequently the proposed



602 INDEX DIGEST limitation was unjustly discriminatory and unfair asbetween shippers inviola tion of section 14b of the Shipping Act Id409 411 The record would not Support amendment of the charter exclusion clause of adual rate contract toprovide that the charter exC lusion right should not beavailable for shipments of raw baled cotton Id411 EQUALIZATION See Port Equalization EVIDENCE See Practice and Procedure FREAS FORMULA See Wharfage FREE TIME Free time isnot agratuity but irequired asanecessary part of the carrier sobligation which includes aduty totender for delivery all cargo carried byitabsent aspecial contract tothe contrary The can ier does not have the duty todeliver or make delivery Free Time Practices Port of San Diego 525 539 The reasonableness of the free time period isfixed broadly speaking bydetermining the period necessary for the shipper toassemble or the consignee toremove his cargo prior toloading the goods onthe ship or after d1ischarge of the goods from the ship The establishment of the minimmn amount of free time which must begranted bycarriers isrelatively simple the peiod must berealistically designed toallow the consignee sufficient time topick uphis cargo taking into consideration the socalled transportation necessities of the particular port or terminal Id539 The carrier must afford not only the necessary free time but also provide terminal facilities adequate torender such free time meaningful and reali ticThis obligation may befulfilled ether bythe carrier itself or through anagent Id539 Inview of the record showing that San Diego operates amodern and efficient terminal favorable weather conditions nohindrance tohandling of outbound cargo within 10working days and inbound cargo within 7working days other California ports were handling similar cargo under regulatiqns restricting free time to10days outbound and 7days inbound and that 30days free time was being used at San Diego toinduce shippers touse 1hat port inpreference toother ports areasonable free time period at San Diego was 10days outbound and 7days inbound Saturday Sundays and holidays excluded Transportation neces sities not commercial convenience of shippers governs A15calendar day period would beinequitable ifitincluded Saturdays Sundays and holidays ifitdid not itwould result infree storage time which was not required Id540 541 Atariff item providing for 30days free time at San Diego was anunrea sonable practice inviolation of section 17The item did not accurately reflect the free time situation since itprovided infact for anobligatory free time plus avarying period of free storage and was not precise enough toenable other terminal operators shippers carriers and the Commission todetermine whether each serv ice was bearing itsfair share of the costs Itobscured the rights duties and liabilities among the carriers shippers and the port with respect toloss or injury tocargo occurring after the end of the reasonable free time and itcou ldtend tofoster litigation Id542 543 A3Oday free time practice may beprejudicial or preferential within the meaning of section 16First even though itisoffered toall shippers ifitshifts the burden of defraying the cost of providing the service tononusers of the service Id544



INDEX DIGEST 603 Itisnot necessary toshow acompetitive relationship between the cargoes or shippers preferred or prejudiced inorder toestablish that a30day free time practice violates section 16First Whatever the justification for requiring acom petitive relationship when determining the existence of preference or prejudice inocean freight rates such arequirement cannot bejustified when determining whether preference or prejudice results from free time or free storage prac tices Free time bears norelationship tothe character of the cargo The equality required isabsolute Prior cases tothe extent contrary are overruled Id544 547 As used insec1 rion 17and asapplied toterminal practices just and reasonable practice most appropriately means apractice otherwise lawful but not excessive and which isfit and appropriate tothe end inview The justness or reasonable ness of apractice isnot necessarily dependent onthe existence of actual prefer ence prejudice or dJiscrimination Itmay cause none of these but still beunrea sonable Toconclude otherwise ittomake the second portion of section 17merely redundant of other sections ofrthe Shlipping Act Id547 The predictability which issought instable ocean freight rates isjust asdesirable and valuable interminal and other charges incidental toactual common carriage itself Predictability of terminal charges isor should betothe extent reasonable and possible dependent upon efficiency economy and soundness of operation Itshould not beconditioned onpromotional inducements whicI dissipate essential revenues asinthe case of San Diego s30day free time practice This would base competition between terminals onthe ability and willingness of the parent municipau tytoabsorb or make upthrough taxation or other levies the dissipated revenues The principle does not require ashowing of existing and effective competition between the terminal providing the pro motional inducements and protesting terminals Itisenough that the parties consider themselves competitive IfSan Diego were allowed tocompete bypro motional inducement others could dbsoand the result would beever increasing inducements and ever decreasing revenues Thus inprinciple practices which result inproviding services at rftJtes less than cost are unreasonable practices finiola tion of section 17Id548 549 San Diego spractice of granting 30days free time either violated section 16First because itshifted Ithe burden of defraying the cost of providing the service tononusers or ifthe cost of providing service was not shifted tononusers itwas anunreasonable practice wirth the meaning of section 17because the service was gMnted at charges less than that which itcost the terminal topro vide the service thus jeopardizing the efficiency economy and soundness of terminal rates and charges without any transportation justJification Since San Diego was being ordered toamend itstariff iitems governing free time and since any amendment filed which was inconSlistent with the OommisSion sdecision would violate the spirit of the order and could result infurther proceedings nofindings astothe validity of the free time pflactice would bemade Id549 550 FREIGHT FORWARDERS Anapplicant for afreight forwarder license whose sole owner was employed full time byashipper inUnited States foreign commerce did not qualify asanindependent freight forwarder where the shipper soffice and equipment was utilized for the applicant sforwarding activities the employee perfoo med forwarding ser 7Jices for his employer the employee was SUbject tocomplete control byhis employer the employee received forwarding business from clients of his employer the employee was completely dependent onhis employer for his main livelihood the employee operated his freight forwarding business ona



604 INDEX DIGEST part time basis and the applicant was able tooperate only through the con tinued generosity of his employer The freight forwarder lawdoes not exempt from the ban onlicensing shipper controlled forwarders who donot forward shipments for their shipper employers or where the control ispresent but not asyet exercised York Shipping Corp Freight Forwarding Dicense ApplicatJion 727475The definition of freight forwarder insection 1of the Shipping Act does not mean that ashipper must actively exercise control over the operations of afreight forwarder todisqualify the latter from being licensed The present inten tion of anapplicant tocease forwarding for his employer shipper does not qualify the applicant for alicense Id75Public Law 87254 freight forwarder lawisaimed at preventing payment of compensation inthe form of brokerage insituations where itmay amount torebating The Congressional aimwas that noforwarder belicensed who issubject tocontrol of ashipper inforeign commerce There isnoproviso inthe lawexempting from the ban onlicensing shipper controlled forwarders who donot forward shipments for their shipper employers or where the control ispresent but not asyet exercised Id7576INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION See Common Carriers JURISDICTION See also Agreements under Section 15Cmmon Carriers The Commission did not lack jurisdiction byreason of sovereign immunity over anagreement between aconference and anagency of aforeign government under which the agency agreed tosMp onconference lines al lcargo moving from certain United States ports tocertain ports of the foreign country The Commis sionhad only asserted jurisdiction over anagreement between common car riers bywater inforeign commerce clearly made subject tothe Shipping Act bysection 1thereof Disapproval or approval of the agreement was not dependent onsubjecting the foreign government or itsagent toCommission jurisdiction Contract Between the North Atlantic Mediterranean Freight Conference and the United Arab Co for Maritime Transport Martrans 431 437 438 LOADING AND UNLOADING See Practices POOLING AGREEMENTS See Agreements under Section 15PORT EQUALIZATION Port equalization isnot unlawful inprinciple Equalization may beunlawful however ifitdraws from ports traffic which originates inareas naturally trib utary tothose ports and ifthe port losing the diverted traffic can offer ade quate service toshippers diverting tothe favored port Equalization may also beunlawful ifitispracticed between ports located indifferent or separate harbors or geographic areas Stockton Port District vPacific Vestbound Conference 1220Port equalization rules and practices of conferences had nothing todowith the receiving handling storing or delivery of property Id20Stockton and San Francisco donot represent separate and distinct geographi eal areas They are both bay area ports Stockton could not rely solely onitsphysical separation from San Francisco Bay 84mi tobring itself wthin the protection of section 8of the 1920 Act inopposing port equalization asbetween itself and San Francisco Other factors of economies of transportation and the natural flow of commerce were relevant For almost lOyears before Stockton was made accessible tooceangoing vessels San Francisco was the principal port through which freight from the San Joaquin Valley passed San



INDEX DIGEST 605 Francisco did not cease tobesuch aport merely upon creation of anadditional port at Stockton Id2122Port equalization asbetween Stockton and San Francisco was not unlawful inviolation of sections 16or 17of the 1916 Act onthe ground that traffic was drawn from Stockton which was naturally tributary toitThe discrimination and prejudice prohibited bysections 16and 17isthat which isunjust and unreasonable There was ample economic and cost justification for the discrimina tion such asitwas The territory which isnaturally tributary toStockton isalso naturally tributary toSan Francisco Aconstructive mileage theory actual mileage weighted bysuch factors asnumber of traffic lights and bridges terrain condition of highways and other factors affecting truck traffic for determining naturally tributary territory must berejected inview of governmental studies designating Stockton territory aswholly within San Francisco territory Ter ritory naturally tributary toStockton should properly beconsidered naturally trihutary toSan Francisco and other San Francisco Bay area ports Id2224Port equalization rule under which actual amounts tobeabsorbed could not bedetermined without recourse tooverland tariffs was not inviolation of the requirement of section 18b1of the 1916 Act that atariff must state rules or regulations which affect rates Shippers would have togotooverland tariffs whether or not anequalization rule existed Arequirement that each and every possible absorption bepublished would render atariff impossibly voluminous Id2425Port equalization rule was not unlawful onthe theory that the determination of equalization payments was asapractical matter impossible and therefore the rule permitted undue preference and prejudice between shippers inviolation of section 16First constituted improper tariff publication inviolation of sec tion 18b1and was contrary tothe publiC interest detrimental tocom merce and unjustly niscriminatory between shippers and exporters inviolation of section 15of the 1916 Act The rule had been operated fairly and with the exception of one improper practice which had been discontinued there was noevidence of any differences or possible preferences inthe treatment of shippers similarly situated Id2527Port equalization asbetween San Francisco and Stockton did not result indiscrimination between shippers or undue or unreasonable preference or advantage toany particular person inviolation of sections 15and 16First because varying equalization payments resulted indifferent charges for the same ocean transportation inthat carriers ultimately collected varying amounts for transporting the same commodity between the same ports depending onthe inland transportation charges Discrimination against ashipper isnecessarily measured bywhat the shipper pays not bywhat the carrier ultimately collects Shippers who receive equalization allowances pay the same amount for through transportation whether they ship via Stockton Or gan Francisco No shipper com plained of discrimination and there was noevidence of any differentiation among shippers similarly situated Any prima facie niscrimination based onocean carriage alone asbetween for example ashipper located at San Francisco who lot OVfdnofD1l111i7 tion allowance and one located at Fresno who received equalization against Stockton when heshipped via San Francisco was justified Toeliminate equalization would bebeneficial toStockton but the pUblic interest was much larger than the needs or desires inthe Stockton area The equaliza tion retlecten anoverall economic good tangible benefit tothe public at large and animportant transportation justification Id2728Port equalization asbetween San Francisco and Stock ton was not contrary tothe public interest and detrimental tocommerce inviola1tion of sootion 15of the



606 INDEX DIGEST 1916 Act because Of alleged dissipatiQn Of revenues The evidence demonstrated that itwas not always more economical toload equalized cargo aboard avessel at StocktQn which was there tOload other cargo Cargo wa sfrequently trans shipped bytruck toSan Francisco at the carrier sexpense because itwas cheaper than tomOve avessel from abulk cargo bethItoanother berth at Stockton Transhipment cost the carri er agreat deal more than equalization For the car rier that actually equalizes there isnodissipation Of revenue through equalizing asagainst sending aship toStockton Ifthere was sufficient cargo available toacarrier tomake itmare economical tocall aJt Stockton the carrier would normally dQsorather than equalize Equalization was financially beneficial tothe equaliz ing carrier Even with equalization StockJton sgrowth since 1957 had put itahead of Han Francisco Oakland and Alameda combined inexport tonnage ld2829Port equalizaltion rules asapplied with the elimination Of the phrase pur porting torestrict Operation tocargo which would normally move from agiven point between San Francisco Stockton and Bay Area ports did not violate section 205 of the 1936 Act which makes itunlawful fora CQmmon carrier toprevent another from serving any port designed for the accommodation of ocean going vessels located onanimprovement authorized byCongress such asStockton at the same rrutes which itcharges at the neRrest port already regu larly served byitThe rules permitted equalization infavor of Stockton tothe same extents asagainst itThe carriers served Sltockton art the same rates which they charged at the nearest port regularly served bythem since rates were the same for all Bay Area terminal ports Ifequalization were considered tochange the base rates from any such porlt the lawwas complied with because the same equaliza tion was offered toshippers who wished toload at StocktQn ld2930Practice of carriers tQallow anequalization payment oot 15cents per carton oncitrus fruit shipped from San Francisco ifitOriginated insouthern Califor nia based onthe difference between the price quoted byexporters for fruit delivered fasSan Francisco asagainst fasLos Angeles was not inaccord wi ththe carrie rsequaJiza tiOl1rules under which equalization was theabsorp UOl1bythe carrier Of the shipper sexcess cost of delivery tothe loading port Thus the carriers had failed tocomply with section 18b1and 3of the 1916 Act inthat they had not filed arule Or regulation which affected aport or the aggregate of their filed rates and had charged adifferen tcompensation for transpol 1tation from their rate sandcharges onfile The absorption of anarbi trary based onadifferential indelivered price of acommodity isunjustly discriminatory between ports within the meaning of section 15since the amount absorbed had notran pol taition basis or justification HQwever such praCitices had not diverted cargo from and did nYt affect the port Of Stockton ld3032PQrlt equalization rules tothe extent that they provided for equalization of inland transportation from shipper spoint Of origin toany terminal port located inthe San Francisco Bay Area including Stockton oncargo loaded at Los Angeles or Long Beach were violative Of sootion 15Of the 1916 Act asunjustly di scriminatory between ports Ifthe UJbsorptiQn Of inland rate differentials destroys the rights Of ports totraffic originating inthe areas tributary tothem the absorption isunduly prejudicia ltosuch ports where service from the port equalized against isadequate Shipmen1ts were equalized against Stockton where the cargo actually moved from Los Angeles and Long Beach and service wa sadequate at Stockton and other Bay Area por tsEqualizatJion of cargo via south ern Oalifornia ports destroys the right of Bay Area POrts toItraffic originating inthe area natuMlly tributary tothem The test of equalization would not be



INDEX DIGEST 607 qualified rotIake intO consideration which of the Bay Area ports had adequate service Id3234Asubstituted service rule which provide sthat acarrier may ship or absorb the cost of shipping byrail or truck from Jacksonville where the carrier has aterminal but never caBs avessel toMiami where avessel loads cargo for Puerto Rico isport equalizatiO nintJhe general sense and therefO reitisappropriate tomeasure the rule under section 16First Ofthe Shipping Act Sea Land Service Inc vSouth Atlantic Oaribbean Line Inc 338 344 Port equalization viol ates section 16Ofthe Shipping Act where it1diver tstraffic from aport towhich the area of Origin istributary toaport towhich the area isnot naltuoolly tributary and 2isnot justified inthe shipper sinterest bylack of adequate service out of the port from which traffic issodiverted Id344 Equalization proportional rates and transshipment are forms of port equalization Inequalization the carrier pays the shipper or the inland carrier directly the amount bywhich the cost tothe shipper of overland Itransport tiOntothe port of loading exceeds the cost of oyerland transpofltatiO nfrom the same point of origin tothe nearest port propor tional ra1tes are accO mplished thrQugh deduction of specified differentials from ocean tariffs where shipments origina1te rut certain points defined inthe tariff Intransshipment cargo moyes usually byland carrier inthe water carrier sname and at itsexpense from adock or terminal at the port where itisoriginal lydelivered bythe shipper tothe water carrier tothe dock 01terminal at another port where itisloaded aboard ayes sel of the water carrier CondemnMion of tmju stified equalization cannot bethwarted bytransshipment Diversion of cargo from aport through which itwould normal lymove would beunjustly discriminatory and unfair between ports ifaccomplished bytransshipment tothe same exten tasifaccomplished byequalizati onId345 346 Carrier ssubstituted service rule under whioh itabsorbed the cost of shipping cargo byrail or truck from Jacksonvirlle toMiami where itsvessel loaded cargo for Puerto Rico eiither bymea nsof equalization 01transshipment resulted indiverting from the port Qf Jacksonville traffic tributary thereto and nQt tribu tary tothe port of Miami Such diversion was not justified byinadequacy of direct call service at Jacksonville or byemergency or exigent conditions affecting the carrier soperations asacommon carrier bywUlter and unduly preferred Mia iand was unjustly prejudicial toJacksonville inviolation of sectiQn 16First Puget Sou nd7FMC 550 held only that asubstituted service rate CQuld befiled under section 2of the Intercoastal Act and did not decide the legality of the practice inoperation under section 16Id346 348 Oarrier ssubstituted service under which itabsorbed the cost of Shipping cargO byrail or truck frQm Jacksonville toMiami were itsvessel loaded cargo for Puerto Rico resulted inumvarranted diversion of traffic from Jacksonville itwas immaterial tosuch afind ing whether Jacksonville wa sapoint onthe carrier sroute Id348 The fact that the impact onthe port of Jacksonville Ofdiversion of cargo toport Of Miami was limited because the carrier maintained aterminal at JacksonviUe and paid wharfage and handling oncargo moving under sub stituted service did not mean that there was nOviolation of section 16First The port and the carriers serving the port had lost traffic There was anabsQlute loss tothe carriers providing service at Jacksonville Aport and itstransporta tion services are indissolubly linked together and apractice harmful toone injures the Qther Id348 349



608 INDEX DIGEST The fact that aparticular shipper must or wishes touse acertain port does not justify anacross the board absorption practice Cargo should move inthe direction determined bythe myriad costs and requirements facing shippers not byartificial tariff concessions Id349 Ifequalization destroys the right of aport totraffic naturally tributary tothe port the equalization isunduly prejudicial tothe port where service from the port isadequate Cargo tributary toaport need not move there nor must service beadequate toaccept aUcargo Acarrier cannot uti lize asubstituted service rule tosiphon off cargo some of which would otherwise move through the naturally tributary port Id349 Acarrier complaining that respondent earrier ssubstituted service rule had unlawfully diverted cargo from Jacksonville toMiami was not required toprove that the cargo would have moved through Jacksonville but Irthe substituted service Insofar asPhila Oceatn Traiffic B1l reau 1USSBB 538 istothe contrary itisoverruled Id350 PORTS See lfree Time Port Equalization Surcharges Terminal Operators PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE Complaints Inconsidering acomplaint against port equalization rules alleged todis criminate against Stockton infavor of San Francisco Bay Area ports the Com mission could also investigate and make adecision onthe question of whether the rules resulted inunjust discrimination against Bay Area ports infavor of Los Angeles and Long Beach After acomplaint isfiled the Oommission has the duty toinvestigate and take proper action onitsown motion and isnot restricted bythe issues raised inthe complaint provided the respondent has full appor tunity todefend Stockton Port District vPacific Westbound Conference 1233Cross examination Vhere aconference had had anopportunity inanearlier proceeding tocontest the facts with respect toalleged violations of the Shipping Act the Com mission could use the findings inthat proceeding asabasis for anorder against the conference inalater show cause proceeding without affording the con ference anapportunity for cross examination The Administrative Procedure Act does not require afull evidentiary hearing with full opportunity for cross examination The right of cross examination should begranted where necessary for full disclosure of the facts Hearing may bebytrial or argument Surcharge bythe Far East Conference at searsport Maine 129 139 140 Declaratory orders Where afederal district court stayed anaction bypetitioner alleging that certain activities of respondents constituted aviolation of the antitrust laws inorder topermit the parties toseek adetermination bythe Commission astowhether respondents conduct was lawful under the Shipping Act 1916 the controversy was anappropriate matter for issuance Of adeclaratory order Continental Nut Co vPacific Coast River Plate Brazil Conference 563 566 Initial decisions Aletter requesting that the Commission accept abrief before the Examiner inlieu of exceptions does not comport with the requirements of Rule 13hof the Commission sRules of Practice and Procedure which requires that exceptions shall indicate with particularity alleged errors and was rejected asanexcep tion tothe Initial Decision However the position of the party asexpressed in



INDEX DIGEST itsbrief was considered bythe Commission inthe determination of the proceed ing Alcoa Steamship Co Inc General Increase inRates inthe Atlantic Gulf Puerto Rico Trade 220 221 Section 8bof the Administrative Procedure Act does not require that aseparate finding bemade oneach exception toanExaminer sdecision where the agency sdecision uiunistalmbly informs respondent of itsrulings onall excep tions By the same tol enanExaminer need not make aseparate finding oneach proposed finding submitted byaparty AnExaminer did not err inrejecting Hearing Counsel sproposed findings with the statement that tothe extent that they are not substantially included herein all proposed findings and conclusions are rejected asirrelevant not supported bysubstantial evidence or not required for full consideration and coinplete disposition of the case Mediterranean Pools Investigation 264 267 Show cause orders The notice requirements of the Administrative Procedure Act are met ifthe notice amounts toageneral summary of the matters inissue here anorder tqshow cause why aconference agreement should not beamended contained asummary of the development of the problem inanearlier proceeding towhich the conference was aparty the conference had adequate notice of the matters involved sothat itcould prepare itsOWIl position All that isrequired inapleading instituting anagency action isastatement of the things claimed toconstitute the offense charged sothat reSI ondent may put onhis def nse Sur charge bythe Far East Conference at Searsport Maine 129 140 141 Vhere the Commission inanearlier decision made afinding of unjust dis crimination and had ordered aconference memuer toremove asurcharge at aport toeliminate the discrimination and inalater show cause proceeding against the conference the Commission had evidence that the conference had prohibited the member from complying with the order inthe earlier proceeding the Commission had fulfilled itsuurden toestablish the facts There was involved not somuch aquestion of burden of proof asaquestion of whether the facts already before the Commission had any legal effect The Commission decision rested onthe record not onthe basis of whether one side or the other had met itsburden of proof Id141 The Commission may proceed uymeans of tlshow cause order and the burden of proof insuch aproceeding isonthe proponent of the order The Rule 11shortened procedure which requires consent of the parties applies only toacomplaint proceeding Admission toConference Membership Pacific Coast European Conference 241 251 252 Failure torespond toanorder toshow cause todetermine whether approval of anagreement should becontinued or the agreement cancelled would warrant summary disapproval of the agreement However inview of the duty of the Commission tothe entire regulated industry toafford guidelines for future con duct wherever possible the Commission would set forth itsreasons for cancel lation Agreement 8765 0rder toShow Cause 333 335 The Commission sshow cause procedure isvalid beyond dispute Section 22empowers the Commission within the limits of due process toconduct whatever type of proceeding isbest suited tothe disch arge of itsresponsibilities under the Shipping Act Rule 5fof the Commission sRules of Practice and Pro cedure clearly outline the requirements of the show eauseprocedure let 335 609 II



610 INDEX DIGEST PRACTICES See also Free Time Port Equalization Surcharges Terminal Opera tors The action of respondent stevedores inincluding intheir stevedaring rate for automobiles anamount equal toacharge assessed anameasurement tonnage basis against them byanassociation of hich they were members toraise amechanizatian fund rather than mraking the assessment onaweight or unit basis which wauld have resulted inamuch lower assessment was not anunreasonable practice inviola tian of section 17of the Shipping Act While there was little likelihaad af mechanical improvement inthe method of unlaading autamobiles and autO shippers wauld prabably receive anly general benefits such asfreedom from strikes or slowdawn there was nOstatutory requirement that all users of afacility beassessed equally As long assubstantial benefits were provided far one against wham acharge islevied the Cammissian wauld nat declare the charge unl awful The assessment invalved was levied because itwas necessary inthe business judgnlent af respondents todosoTbe reasona ble ness of respandents activities was attested tobythe additianal facts that respondents sought tochange the method of fund assessment onautomobiles offered topass ononly apart af the asssment and levied apart of their dues assessment against camplainant far several years OIl the Same measurement basis without protest Volkswagenwerk Aktiengesellschaft vMarine Termina13 Corp 7784Aterminal conference agreement providing for the establishment of rates for loading and unloading of cargo into and from lighters and the service of storage of import freight onthe pier authorizes acharge for direct transfer service from lighter tovessel Nevertheless the imposition of suCh acharge isanunjust and unreasonable practice under section 17The service involved isthe movement of cargo between lighter deck and vessel or between place of rest and vessel which isastevedoring Service performed bythe terminal but paid for bythe ship Any charge far the direct transfer service under the terminal tar iff results incollecting twice for the performance of asingle service The recard did nat support the contention that additional expenses were involved Truck and Lighter Loading and Unloading Practices at New York Harbor 505 511 512 Aseparate charge for direct transfer service fram lighter tovessel waiS not justified onthe basis of the Boswell case 2USMC 95That case stood for the principle that aseparate charge far movement between place of rest and ship shoak cauld beassessed byvessel against cargo when itisnot shown that the published tackle totackle rates included any compensation for that Service The issue inthe present case was not whether the vessel could assess aseparate charge but whether the terminal could separately charge the lighter for asen ice included inthe stevedoring service provided byterminal tovessel ld512 513 Since lighter detention was for rea sans residing entirely within the stevedoring pracess performed bythe terminal itisproper that the lighterman becompen sated for any extraordinary costs which results from unusual delay Itisunjust and unreasonable for terminals tofail toadopt ajust and reasonable lighter detentian rule or regulation intheir lighterage tariff and failure todosofor the future will beasithas been inthe past contrary tosection 17The assumptian bythe terminal operataI of the carrier straditional abligation of laading and unloading of necessity carries with itthe responSibility for ensuring that just and reasonable rules govern the performance of the obligation ld514



INDEX DIGEST Terminals must include intheir tariffs areasonable detention rule which will compensate truckers for unusual truck delays caused byor under the control of the terminals Disclaimer of all liability for delay and failure of the terminals toestablish and apply such truck detention rule constitute unjust and unreasonable practices under section 17Attempts of the terminals towork out anappoint ment system with the truckers did not obviate the need for the rule The issue was what the trucker might reasonably expect asredress for delays not what might bedone toremove the causes of delay 1d515 The fact that one terminal tariff provides that lighter operators may collect detention charges from steamship companies while another tariff provides that noclaim for delay tomotor vehicles will behonored results inunreasonable pre ference tolighter traffic and unreasonable prejudice tomotor vehicle traffic inviolation of section 16First The preference and prejudice did not arise from the actual payment toone asopposed tothe other but arose from the mere presence of the varying provisions inthe tariffs The tariff item motor vehicle detention failed torecognize the right for truckers tocollect detention 1d516 Failure of terminals toestablish and publish intheir tariffs the rates assessed against lighters loaded and unloaded topiers asdistinguished from alongside vessels constitutes anunjust and unreasonable practice under section 17Ter minals oocasionally performed such services at negotiated rates but this isunsatisfactory The tariff must show what the uniform charge for the service will beItcould not beanticipated that the terminals would attempt todrive asteve dore from the market byestablishing extremely lowrates The stevedore sposi tion had noeffect onthe mandates of the Shipping Act 1d517 518 There terminals made nocharge for loading and unloading heavy lift freight received from or destined toarailroad while providing nosimilar free services for private lightermen the result was discrimination against private lighter traffic inviolation of sections 16First and 171d518 Terminal operators three oclock rule which excluded trucks unloaded without the services of the operators was unjust and unreasonable under section 17The rule could beused asameans tocompel the trucker touse the unloading services of the terminal for which acharge would beassessed 1d518 519 Atariff rule which provides for truck unloading at arate of 10000 pounds per hour with apenalty for excess time when the truck isunloaded without the services of the terminal operator semployees isunreasonable under section 17because itisnot applied inmany cases because itsmeant tobeapplied only when trucks are unloaded without the services of the terminal operator and because itisincapable of uniform application toall types of commodities 1d519 Itwas not error for the Examiner tofail toconsider the level of rates inaninvestigation into truck and lighter practices The order of investigation insofar asitreferred torates inpossible violation of section 16First raised noissue of reasonableness of rates insofar asitreferred torates operating tothe detri ment of the United States this was not the normal and usual reasonableness criterion used when considering levels of rates 1d521 Vhile the record failed tosupport or justify arequirement that the cost of truck loading and unloading beborne bythe steamship companies asproposed bytruckers the proposal augured possible lower total costs possible increased efficiency and other benefits and would beinformally investigated 1d522 611 III



612 INDEX DIGEST PREFERENCE AND PREJUDICE See also Free Time Port Equalization Rate Making Terminal Operators The action of respondents inincluding intheir stevedoring rate for complain ant sautomobiles ameasurement tonnage assessment for amechanization fund was not inviolation of section 16of the Shipping Act since complainant sauto mobiles had not been subjected toprejudice or disadvantage ascompared toother automobiles and there was noother cargo classification incompetition with automobiles Volkswagenwerk Aktiengesellschaft vMarine Terminals Corp 778384PUBLIC INTEREST See Agreements under Section 15Dual Rates Port Equalization Surcharges Terminal Operators RATE MAKING Differentials The Commission has noauthority under the Intercoastal Shipping Act toset rate differentials based solely ondifferences inthe quality of service rendered bycarriers The Act does not explicitly authorize such rate differentials and the legislative history evidences anintent towithhold that power Thus the Commis sion has noauthority toset arate differential between two carriers operating from Miami toSan Juan Puerto Rico because of the slower transit time of one of the carriers Previous order setting arate diffeerntial isvacated Reduced Rates onAutomobiles Atlantic Coast Ports toPuerto Rico 147 148 149 While acarrier should beable toutilize itsnatural advantage of acloser location toport of discharge tocharge lower rates than more distantly situated carriers the degree bywhich such rates may belower isnot open tospeculation The mere fact that arate isinherently reasonable and that the rate from competing ports isnot shown tobeunreasonably lowdoes not establish that the discrimination isjust Both rates may lieinthe zone of reasonableness and yet result inundue prejudice The difference must bejustified bythe cost of the respective services bytheir values or byother transportation conditions Re duced Rates onMachinery and Tractors from United States Atlantic Ports toPorts inPuerto Rico 465 477 Where acarrier of heavy machinery from South Atlantic ports toPuerto Rico would earn revenue at a48cent rate comparable tothe revenue itwould earn at a43cent rate even though itlost traffic naturally tributary toNew York such wastefulness of revenue should bediscontinued Itwas aclear indication that there was nocost justification for the diversionary rate inorder tomain tain acertain revenue level Id477 The actual volume of acommodity inatrade or the relative amount of that volume transported byany particular carrier isirrelevant ifarea differentials not supported bytransportation conditions have been shown toexist Inthe absence of differentials supported bysuch conditions acarrier cannot beallowed toutilize itsnatural advantage of acloser location toport of discharge tothe extent that even 9percent of the cargo which would naturally move through acertain port because of lower inland freight rates tothat port isdiverted toanother port towhich the inland freight rates are higher Id477 Where the question was whether acarrier srate onheavy machinery from South Atlantic ports toPuerto Rico prejudiced North Atlantic ports from which ahigher rate prevailed the Commission would not follow the cases of itspred ecessors which suggested that Und lleprejudice under section 16isnot shown when the carriers serving the alleged preferred point donot serve or participate



INDEX DIGEST 613 inroutes from the alleged prejudiced point for the movement of the traffic involved Id479 The Commission was not prevented from setting differentials onrates onheavy machinery from North Atlantic and South Atlantic ports toPuerto Rico bythe facts that onlyasmall amount of carriage inthe trade was of heavy machinery and the North Atlantic carriers carried little of this traffic Id479 Existence of aservice disability alone would not besufficient tojustify adifferential of acarrier srates onheavy machinery from South Atlantic ports toPuerto Rico below those of carriers carrying heavy mahinery from North Atlantic ports toPuerto Rico The record moreover did not show that such disability existed There was noreal showing that transit time was important toshippers and receivers and one main shipper stated itpreferred the South Atlantic carrier sservice tothat of North Atlantic carriers even at equal rates Id480 Justness and reasonableness Proposed rates for lighterage and coastal barge service inthe Northwest Bering Sea area of Alaska would bejust and reasonable and otherwise lawful The result of the rates would betoreduce respondent snet loss onitslighterage operations Lomen Commercial COIncreased Rates onthe Northwest Bering Sea Area of Alaska 460 Carrier did not meet itsburden of proving that itsuspended reduced rate onheavy machinery 43cents per cubic foot from North Atlantic ports toPuerto Rico was just and reasonable where itfailed toshow how and towhat degree heavy machinery could beloaded onitsvessels which asithad not carried such machinery inthe past was essential tosupport arate 7cents lower than that of the other North Atlantic carriers Attempt tosupport the rate onthe grounds that the costs of loadipg and unloading heavy machinery were similar tothose for automobiles which were substantially below 43cents had tofail asthe record contained nocomparison of the transportation characteristics of road bui lding machinery wilth those of unboxedautomobiles Reduced Rates onMa chinery and Tractors from United States Atlantic Ports toPorts inPuerto Rico 465 475 Carrier srates onheavy machinery 50cents per cubic foot from North Atlantic ports toPuerto Rico were just and reasonable inview of the fact that while the carrier soverall operations had not been profitable itwould make aprofit at the rate over itsout of pocket costs for carrying heavy machinery New carriers of heavy machinery should beallowed areasonable opportunity todevelop their services at similar rates Since the record showed that several of the North Atlantic carriers might not beoperating at fully profitable levels at 50cent rates minimum rates at the 50cent level were fixed for all the North Atlantic cariers Id475 476 Atugand barge carrier sreduced rate onheavy machinery 37cents per cubic foot from South Atlantic ports toPuerto Rico was unjust and unreasonable under section 4of the Intercoastal Act where although the rate was compen satory and would not drive other carriers out of the business the rate resulted indiversion of cargo from North Altlantic ports towhich ports itwas naturally tributary inviolation of section 16First The right of aport tocargo from naturally tributary area iscodlified insection 8of the Merchant Marine Act of 1920 which asastatement of Congressional policy should beand has been fol lowed bythe Commission wherever possible At 48cents the carrier would earn revenue comparable tothe revenue itwould earn at 43cents even though itlost the traffic naturally tributary toNew York The solution was tofixthe rates of the



614 INDEX DIGEST North Atlantic carriers at 50cents and the rate of the South Atlantic carrier at 48cents which rate would allow ittoretain cargo from the territory naturally tributary toitwhile preventing diversion of cargo from North Atlantic ports where such diversion was not justified bytransportation conditions The 37cent rate was also unlawful because itinvolved aservice of great value tothe shipper for which the shipper could and would pay higher raltes Id476 478 480 The requirement that acarrier raise itsrate from 37to48cenJts onheavy machinery from South Atlantic ports toPuerto Rico even though the 37cent rate was fully com pen sartory was supported bythe princi3 lethat some com modities should berequired inthe public interest tobear more than their full share of allocated costs Raising the rate for heavy machinery would have the beneficial effect of requiring such machinery tosubsidize the carriage of goods essential tothe needs of Puerto Rico Id480 481 Acarrier srate of 37cents onheavy machinery from South Atlantic ports toPuerto Rico must bedeclared unlawful asunjust and unreasonable within the meaning of section 4of the Intercoastal Act because itinvolved aservice of great value tothe shipper for which the shipper could and would pay higher rates The 37cent rate attracted tothe carrier virtually all of the high value cargo which otherwise could help tosupport lowrated freight which moved via other carriers inthe trade Id481 The 43and 37cent rates onheavy machinery of acarrier from Soulth AtlantIic ports toPuerto Rico although compensatory were unjust and unreasonable under section 4of the Intercoastal Act There was nojustification for the rates interms of cost or value of service The rates were violative of section 16First prejudiCial toNorth Atlantic ports and aminimum rate of 48cents was fixed exc tonroad scrapers inclUJdiing arrimo The lower rates were also unjust and unreasonable because the carriage of heavy machinery was aservice of great value tothe shipper for which the shipper could and would pay more Id482 Rates of carriers onroad scrapers 28cents per cubic foot from South Atlantic ports toPuerto Rico were not shown tobeunjust or unreasonable where the cubic measurement of the item was extremely high ascompared with other heavy machinery while the cpst of handling was the same and consequently at the higher 504 heavy machinery rate adisproportionate cost would fall onroad scrapers The 28cent rate was further justi fied because onthe North Atlantic carriers road scrapers were crated inacompact packa gesothat ifthe 28cent rate was multiplied bythe uncrated cube and the 50cent rate bythe crated cube the results were approximately equal Id482 483 Rate of return The operating ratio theory of return would not beused for acarrier sreg ulated service toPuerto Rico Inaddition toproducing arate of return of 62per tent onthe rate base the formula failed totake into consideration the fact the real test of adequacy of investment isthe return oncapital commitment inlight of all risks The formula concerns itself solely with revenues and expenses gives noclue tothe supply price of capital and encourages constant rate increases The operating ratio theory should not beapplied where asinthe instant case the lowrate base isdue tothe carrier schoice of continuing touse itsvessels without replacement Alcoa Steamship Co InCGeneral Increase inRates inthe Atlantic Gulf Puerto Rico Trade 220 237 238 The measure of acarrier sreasonable rate of return isthat amount which isrequired tomeet all allowa ble expenses of providing service including the cost



INDEX DIGEST 615 of acqUlrlllg or retaining the capital needed toprovide service The level of earnings needed topay interest onthe carrier snotes and topay dividends ade quate togive stockholders areturn comparable with other investments having acomparable risk should beall owed Arate of return of 15percent inthe trade taPuerta Rica isunreasanably high Arate of return nat inexcess of 10percent isreasanable Id238 239 Vessel expense and depreciation The tan mile methad of allacating vessel expense and vessel depreciati onrather than the vessel day methad ispraper inthe case of acarrier operating acornman carrier service taPuerta Rica and backhauling itscan tract carga asthe fairer of the methads The tan mile methad alsa applies tooverhead admin istrative and general expense Alcaa Steamship Co InCGeneral Increase inRates inthe Atlantic Gulf Puert oRico Trade 220 231 233 Casts of operating vessels between paints are mainly jaint costs or casts which shauld beborne proparti onately bythe users of the services inboth direc tians Althaugh the jaint cast cancept may beless accurate when applied taanaperatian like that of acarrier operating aregulated service taPuerta Rica and backhauling can tract carga where the two services differ astacarg otypes part time and vessel utilizatian ifthe carrier did not operate itscornman carrier service toPuerta Rica itsvessels wauld nat beavailable there tahaul itscan tract carg oback tathe mainland The burdens of expenses such asstrikes and idle days should inthe absence of ashowing that they shauld otherwise beborne beallaca ted anthe basis of tannages times miles carried The same istrue astadry dock and repair days Id232 Where acarrier operated aregulated comm oncarrier service toPuerto Rica and backhauled contract carga ballast and positi oning leg days were tobeallacated anthe tan mile basis Inthe light of the passibility of arbitrary and inconsistent all ocation and the strong argument that such expenses should always beallocated tathe uewhich has caused the diversian of the vessel from adirect return far the pUl pose of carrying contract carg othe vessel day method can not beaccepted Id232 Depreciation isanaccounting means of reflecting the wearing out of fixed assets empl oyed and should bespread over the units produced or inthe case of wRIter transportati onthe ton miles praduced The reasQna bleness of allocating these casts onaton mi lebasis isanifest These casts are truly jaint ships depreciate all the time not only during the days when ships are used inaparticular segment of atrade Id233 Where acarrier operated aregulated camman carrier service toPueDt oRic oand backhauled contract carga use of the vessel day methad of allacating vessel operating expenses rather than the ton mile method was nat justified because same of the carrier sexpenses such asseamen swages varied directly wi thtime the ton mile method failed todistinguish between part lays and sea days the tan mile methad overstated tl1eexpense of the contract leg which required less port time and the tan mile method destrayed the venture theory of accounting As toexpenses like seamen swages the mile portian of the ton mile formula recognized the fact that there were time related expenses and gave weight tathem As toport time vis uvis sea days anaccurate allocatian of port time tocarga carried was practically impossible due tothe presence inport of acon siderable amount of inactive time The various vessel expenses inport were such assbouldbe borne inrelabion tacarga carried IraI fram destr oying the venture theory of accounting the tan mile method gave itfull effect The vessel day method destroyed this theory Id233 234



616 INDEX DIGEST The ton mile method ofaUocating vessel operating expenses asbetween the regulated and unregulated portions of atrade has never been rejected bythe Commission or itspredecessors and has been used more often than any other allocation method Inthe only case inwhich the vessel day method was used nolRrty tothe proceeding objected rd235 Use of the ton mile formula for allocating acarrier stotal vessel exnse other voyage expense overhead and depreciation toitsdomestic service was proper indetermining the reasonableness of arate onrefined bag sugar inthe Atlantic Gulf Puerto Rico trade Under the formula the rate was noncompensatory and arough calculation showed itwould still benoncompensatory ifcorrections of the formula were used assuggested byintervenors sugar producers and refiners inPuerto Rico All voyages of the carrier were inseparably inthe domestic and foreign services and the costs were not directly assignable Afinding astowhether intervenol swould bedamaged bythe challenged ratewas not necessary since the rate was noncompensatory and there was noevidence show ing that the rate was unreasonably high or otherwise unlawful Increased Sugar Rate Atlantic Gulf Puerto Rico Trade 326 330 331 Vessel valuation For purposes of determining the rate base acarrier svessels should bevalued inaccordanc ewith tbeprudent investment standard rather than at market value Valuations based onmarket value are subject tothe opinion onwhich such va1ue ishased which may betotally unrela ted tothe utilization of the property ifolved the basis onwhich assets must bevalued The evil of the use of market vlue isshown when itisrealized that logically these non utilization rela ted fctors would lead toanincrease or decrease inrates asthe market values rise or fall thus placing the general public at the mercy of these unpredicta ble fluctuations Alcoa Steamship Co InCGeneral Increase inRates inthe Atlantic Gulf Puerto Rico Trade 220 235 236 Working capital For the purpose of arate base the amount allocated toworking capital should beequal toone round voyage expense for each ship inthe service rather than equal toabuffer fund of one mont hsaverage expense plus the difference between average monthly expense and average collections oncurrent bills Though the carrier stariff allowed 15days credit and there was apossibility of lag between expenses and revenues working capital aHowed was ample Alcoa Steamsbip 00Inc General Increase inRates inthe Atlantic Gulf Puerto Rico Trade 220 236 237 RATE OF RETURN See Rate Making RATES See Agreements under Section 15Common Carriers Dual Rates Port Equalization Practices Preference and Prejudice Rate Making Reparation Surcharges Under section 18h5of the Shipping Act when aratedisparity inrecip rocal trades onsimilar commodities appears and when movement of goods under the higher rates has been impaired the carrier quoting the rates must demonstrate that the disparate rates are reasonable Iron and Steel Rates Export Import 180 181 191 Inbound and outbound rates oniron and steel products inthe trades involved are not contrary tosections 1517and 18b5of the Shipping Aot Id187 193



INDEX DIGEST 617 The existance of arate disparity inreciprocal trades onsimilar commodities has noconclusive legal significance inand of itself Only with reference toother facts can itbedetermined whether either rate isharmful The language of section 18b5of the Shipping Act unreasonably high must begiven some meaning Itdoes not refer tothe level of profit earned byacarrier si nce the Commission has not been charged with fixing areasonable rate of return for carriers inour foreign commerce Under section 18b5asinany rate proceeding rate com llarisons including omiparison of rates inreeiprocal trades are proper and inarate disparity situation necessary Congress intended the Commission inmaking judgments under section 18b5tocompare among others anoutbound rate with the redproeal inbound rate When that comparison ismade the Com mission may find that the outbound rate ishigh inrelation tothe inbound rate 1d191 Unless section 18b5of the Shipping Act isinterl reted tomean that when 11rate disparity inreciprocal trades onsimilar commodities appears and when movement of goods under the higher rates has been impaired the carrier quoting the rates must demonstrate that the disparate rates are reasonable section 18Cb 5becomes anullity and the Commission will not impute tothe Congress the enactment of ameaningless statute 1d191 The mere existence of arate disparity inreciprocal trades onsimilar commodi ties does not necessarily mean that the higher rate isdetrimental tothe com merce of the United States The Commission would still hav ethe burden of proving that the rate has had adetrimental effect oncommerce The carrier would Ibe required tojuStify the len lof the rate byshowing that the attendant transportation circumstances require that the rate beset at the level Subjects of justification may include mauy factors such ascompetition volume of the move ment stowage and ste edoring costs Id191 192 Inconsidering whether disparities of rates oncommodities exported from the United States and inthe same commodiJties inforeign toforeign trade were unlawful itwas proper tocompare project rates from the United States witb foreign toforeign tariff rates since the only rates under which the commodities involved moved from the United States were llroject rates The Commission isinterested inthe real not hYllOtheotical impact of rtes onexporters inthe United States Outbound Rates Affecting the ExpoTtation of High Pressure Boilers Ubili tyType Parts and Related Structural Components 441 454 Projeot rates onboiler parts from United States toforeign destinations were not contrary tothe public interest where rates onboiler pal tsfrom foreign ports tothe same foreign destinations were lower but the distances involved were not lthe Same or foreign toforeign rates were depressed for reasons other than competrtion between United States and foreign exporters or there was noshowing that the disparities had any tangible impact onthe shipping public As toutility boilers inthe Japanese trade where inbound Qutbound rates were tobecompared there was aslight disparity infavor of the inbound shipment but there was noevidence that aboiler ever moved inbound or that the out bound rate had been harmful toexporters or otherwise harmful tothe public 1d454 455 While conference infixing rate are answerable for the level of such rates under section 15the paramount issue inasituation where the rate from the United States toapal lticul ar foreign destination issignificantly higher than the rate from aforeign port tothe same destination arise under section 17Inorder tosustain afinding that arate isunjustly prejudicial toexporters of the United States ascompared with their foreign competitors the Commission



618 INDEX DIGEST must find generally that the USexporter and the foreign exporter are competi tors that the USexporter ischarged ahigher ocean freight rate than his foreign competi1tor under comparable conditions that the rate charged tothe USexporter isharmful tohimand that the carrier has demanded charged or collected arate which isunjust Id455 456 While itmaybe excusable for rates inUSforeign commerce toexceed rates inforeign toforei gntrades there isnoreason why acomparison of the rates cannot beme aningful Ifcarriers intwo separate trades have noticeably different levels of rates onthe same item and noobvious differences inrtrans portati oncircumstances appear the Commission wi llassume that the trades enjoy similar conditions As towhether the rate disparity isharmful tothe USexporter proof of detriment mighlt run from ashowing of loss of amarket or of aparticular sale tosome intangi ble limitation of the ability toparticipa1te profita bly inamarket Assuming that arate offered toanAmerican exporter isSignificantly higher than the rate offered toaforeign competitor and the American exporter isshown tobeharmed insome way the rate still must befound tobeunjust inorder tofind aviolation of section 17Ifthe rate issig nificantly higher than arate onasimi1ar product inanother trade under com para ble transportation circumstances and some harm isshown tothe American exporter the rate may bepresumed tobeunjust subject torefutation of one of these elemenbs or toproof bythe carrier that the rate isjustified onthe basis of cost or other transportation circumstances Id45457 Where inbound rates oncertain products were lower than outbound rat but the Products did not move inboundand there WtJSnoimpairment of the movement of the products under the higher rate noshowing was made which would require the carriers tojustify the higher rates Triangular disparities should bemea sured inasimilar fashion Where arate disparity isshown between arate from the United States and arate from aforeign port tothe same desti nation onsimilar commodities and the movement of goods under the higher rate has been impaired the carrier quoting the rate from the United States should demonstrate the reasonableness of the rate byShowing that transporta tion conditions inthe trades are not the same inmaterial respects or that attendant transportation circumstances require that the rate beset at that level Where higher rates from the United States were notS hown tohave impaired the movement of the products involved the rates were not sounreason ably high astobedetrimental tothe commerce of the United States Id457 458 REPARATION The Commission has noaUJthority togrant special docket relief permitting devrations from foreign trade rates onfile Waiver sof collections of undercharges cannot begranted and authorizations torefund overcharges are unnecessary The lawforbids the former and directs the latter Tilton Textile Corp vThai Lines Ltd 145 146 The finding that the application of arate other than the one legally onfile was the result of amisunderstanding Or amisconception of the can ier does not provide sufficient bases upon which togrant relief inaspecial docket application East Asiatic 00Inc Collection of Undercharges 169 172 Since section 18aof the Shipping Act provides that the Commission may prescribe ajust and reasonable maximum rate when itfinds arate tobeunreasonable and secUon 4of the Intercoastal Act authorizes the Commission toprescribe ajust and rea sona ble maximum or minimum rate when itfinds arate



INDEX DIGEST 619 tobeunjust or unrea sona ble the special docket technique requies that all con siderations of intention error misunderstandings and like bediscounted asirrelevant The question isnot one of inequity or injustice but rather one of fact namely the reasonableness or unrea sonableness of the rates inquestion Thus where acarrier violated section 2of the 1933 Act bye barging atower rate than that CQntained inills tariff onfile wioth the Commission the only basis for granting permission towaive collection of undereharges would betofind tbat the legally applica lyle rate was unreasonable and that the rate actually charged was areasonalbleone Inthe absence of any evidence onwbich tobase such findings the carrier was denied permissi ontowaive collection Of under charges Id172 173 Wbere acamer charged ahigher rate for asbipment inforeign commerce than the rate On file initstariff properly applica ble at the time the carrier vio lated section 18b3of the Shipping Act and full reparation represented the difference between the rate that should have been paid and the rate actually paid Ocean Freight Consultants Inc vBank Line Ltd 211 215 The assignee of aclaim for reparatiQn was not barred frQm collectiQn because the freight charges were nQt paid byitnor ultimately bythe assignor sbipper but rather bythe cQnsignee Of the gQQds Id215 The fact tbat assignment of areparation claim may have viQlated state lawdid not bar tbe assignee sclaim befQre the CQmmission The CQmmission isentrusted with the duty tQproteot the public interest inconnection with ocean transportation and there was noshQwing tbat the reparation proceeding was detrimental tothe publiC interest nor that consequences contrary tQthe public interest were anticipated Id216 The Commission has noauthority 00grant special docket relief permitting deviations from foreign trade rates On file Vhere theappli cable tariff for acom modity moving inforeign commerce con1tained nocommodity rate for the cQm modity involved the lawful rate was the NOSrate and asubsequently restQred commodity rate could not beapplied The lawcannot beavoided bypresuming togive retrQactive effect toasubsequent tariff change Har asCQInc vBoise Griffin Steamship Co Inc 413 414 Applic ation torefund Overcharges On shipments infQreign COlUmerce based On inadvertent failure of carrier tQtile atariff change was denied The CQm mission has noauthority tQpermit deviations frQm fQreign trade rates onfile Vaterman Steamsbip Corp vChrysler International SA428 429 SELF POLICING See Agreements under SectiQn 1GSHIPPERS REQUESTS AND COMPLAINTS See Agreements under Sec tiQn 15STEVEDORING See also Practices Terminal Operators Whether or not One who provides only stevedQring sen ices furnishes ter minal facilities within the meaning of section 1of the 1916 Act asteyedore which operated equipment rented from aterminal Operator lJy means of which copra was removed from vessel hold was furnishing terminal facilities One who Operates animportant link inthe chain of transference Of goods furnishes aterminal facility whether or not heowns that link Philippine Merchants Steamship Co vCargill Inc 155 163 Vhere anagreement between aterminal operator and astevedore which rented equipment from the operatQr bymeans of Wllich cargQ was removed from vessel hQld provided for payment tothe Operator bythe stevedQre of aportion of the net profits realized bythe latter through the furnishing of itsservices



620 INDEX DIGEST there was acooperative working arrangement for the apportionment of earnings within the meaning of section 15Id164 SURCHARGES Under the authority of sections 15and 22of the Shipping Act aconference which was the direct cause of discriminaUon against aMaine port bec ause of asurcharge onnewsprint at the port and nosurcharge ata Canadian port and which refused toamend itstariff was directed toopen the rate onnewsprint at the Maine port Conference carriers were directed toset rates onnewspr int independently at the port Surcharge bythe Far East Conference at Searsport Maine 129 132 138 Where aconference serving atrade from United States ports tothe Orient refused toeliminate asurcharge onnewsprint toManila from aMaine port which was competitive with aCanadian POl tsoastopermit conference members toestabl ish rate parity between the ports the conference agreement had operated inamanner unjustly discriminatory between ports and between United States exporters of newsprint and their foreign competitors The fact that the con ference member which had imposed the surcharge and which sen edthe Oanadian port nolonger served the Maine port did not obviate the previously found section 17violation The Maine port remained at adisadvantage because the conference refused toalleviate the discriminatioll Id133 135Refusal of aconference toeliminate asurcharge onnewsprint toManila from aMaine port which was competitive with aOanadiian POl tresulting inrefusal of aconference member toserve the Maine port would besufficient tojustify aholding that the conference had acted tothe detriment of commerce This coup led with harm toaUnited States exporter of newsprint was the essence of det riment tocomerce Thus the conference agreement had operated inamanner which was detrimental toUnited States commerce Id135 Aconference agreement under which the conference refused toeliminate asurcharge onnewsprint toManila from aMaine port whi chwas competitive with aCanadian port was operating inamanner which was contrary tothe public interest Under the publiC interest criterion of section 15conferences must not only cooperate fully toeliminate discrimination but must take the lead tosuch end While carriers wish togroup together inrate making conferen ces for private commercial reasons inexchange for this privilege the Commission insists that the arrangements contribute insome manner toward the public interest The pervasive regulatory scheme of the Shipping Act cannot beavoided bycarriers hiding behind section 15agreements Id135 136 Vhere pursuant toanorder toshow cause why aconference agreement should not beamended toremove aMaine port from the trading range of the conference the Commission found that the agreement had operated inanunlaw ful manner because of imposition of asurcharge onnewsprint at the port the Commission had the power under sections 15and 22toremove the port and totake the lesser action of opening the newsprint rate at the port The Commission lllay act under section 15not merely against the terms of section 15agreements but against rates fixed inconcert aswell Prior Commission decisions stand for the propOSition that the Commission may either can cel or modify the agreement or act against the offending rate Id136 137 The Commission was not precluded from ordering aconference toeliminate a1aine port from the conference range or toact against the offending rate at the port onthe ground that nofinding was or could bemade that the conference itself violated section 17where aconference member had violated the section by



INDEX DIGEST 621 imposing asurcharge onacommodity from the port while not imposing asur charge from acompetitive Canadian port The Commission was not powerless tonct against asituation which had aharmful impact onUnited States commerce aUnited States port and aUnited States exporter simply because the conference trading range did not include Canada Section 17does not explicitly contain arequirement that afinding thereunder bemade only against acarrier which pre fers one port or exporter and prejudices another port or exporter byserving both Discrimination xisted and would continue Since the conference did not have control over Canadian rates the Commission would suspend conference control over the rate at the Maine port byordering the rate opened Id138 139 TARIFFS See Port Equalization Reparation Wharfage TERMINAL OPERATORS See also Agreements under Section 15Free Time Practices Stevedoring Wharfage Agreement between aterminal operator and astevedore which rented equip ment from the operator bymeans of which cargo was removed from vessel hold which agreement provided for payment tothe operator bythe stevedore of aportion of net profits realized bythe latter through the furnishing of itsservices was not shown toviolate sections 16or 17of the Shipping Act Itwas not shown that the pier involved was closed toother stevedores the terminal operator controlled the stevedore scharges for itsservices or that the rates were unreasonable Philippine Merchants Steamship Co vCargill Inc 155 164 1mposition byaterminal operator of aservice charge against acarrier of cargo consigned toitself was not aviolation of section 16There was noshowing that competitive Shippers were disadvantaged Nor was there any showing that the charge was used bythe terminal operator asconsignee toobtain or asterminal operator toallow itself toobtain transportation bywater at less than the rates which would otherwise beapplicable Any charges levied byashipper or con signee against acarrier of itscargo could betermed offsetting charges but solong asthe charges were reasonably related tothe cost of service they were proper inamount and could not violate section 16Moreover the essential ele ment of anunfair device or means was missing Tosupport aviolation Of section 16first paragraph or section 16Second itmust beshown that one did something or attempted todosomething which helmew or should have known was unlawful The fact that terminal consignee competitors assessed asimilar service charge suggested that the operator involved had every reason tobelieve itwas proper Id165 166 Where the obligation topay the cost of weighing copra rested onthe buyer consignee itwas anunreasona ble practice inviolation of section 17for aterminal operator toimpose the weighing portion of aservice charge against the vessel Although deteI lmination of the correct weight was necessary for the assessment of the proper freight rate and thus the carrier could besaid tobenefit from the weighing service such benefit was not the kind that would justify imposition of the charge against the carrier The ruling allowing aterminal toassess acharge which was ultim ately tobeborne bythe cargo against the ship inthe first instance was not applicaJble since the terminal operator was aparty tothe contracts of sale and affreightment There isnOrule that aterminal Operator ma ynot impose aservice charge when itisalso the consignee of the cargo Id166 Terminal lease granting preferential use of piers and adjacent areas at yearly minimum maximum rentals inlieu of otherwise applicable tariff charges was not shown tobeunlawfully diSCriminatory or prejudica lagainst any carrier



622 INDEX DIGEST shipper port or terminal The lessor was willing toassign other properties inthe Siame manner No cargo would bediverted from any port or terminal and nocarrier other than the lessee would shift irts operations toadifferent port or terminal Agreement No T1768 Ter minal Lease Agreement 202 205 Anagreement for the use of terminal facilities at arental which deviates from the terminal stariff provisions isnot unlawful or unreasonable per seHowever itmust bescrutinized for any illegal discrimination or prejudice that might result Id205 Method used todetermine the reasonableness and fairness of compensation tobepaid toaterminal under anagreement for lease of piers and adjacent areas was proper The methOd was designed toassign all costs and expenses of the specHic terminal property involved including alJocations of aUgeneral terminal expenses tothe specific areas covered bythe agreement ld205 Mere speculation astothe possiibility of dire consequences was nOlt areason todisapprove aterminal lea seagreement providing for compensation inlieu of terminal cha rges ascontrary tothe public interest and detrimental tothe commerce of the United IStates ld205 206 Contention that aterminal lease agreement infact gave anexclusive rather than the preferentia luse provided for byitsterms was without merit The record shOWed tll at the lessee ssailing schedule and short inport time of itsvessels would allow for asecondary berthing and the lessor sofficials stated that every endeavor would bemade touse the secondary berthing rights ld206 Approval of minil1lum maximum rental agreement for use of certain terminal facilities was not contrary toprior Commission decision 8Fi 1C653 where itwas held that the Department of Agriculture was requirecl topay wharfage for itscargo over respondents wh arves because such cal goused the wharves The level of the wharfage charge was not inissue The Commission explicitly noted that grain terminals are special facilities costs of such operations should beseparately determined and alike course should befollowed ill connection with the handling of any other commodity that moves inlarge quantities under circumstances that are unique This was the situation art the facility covered bythe agreement onthe present case containerized cargo moved inlarge quanti ties over special facilities under unique circumstances The lessee paid all char ges including wharfage uptothe minimum and there isnorequirement inthe absence of ashowing of illegality that all Uisers must pay Wharfage computed onthe same basis Id206 While injury inthe sense of monetary loss need not beshown for aviola tion of sections 16or 17of the Shipping Act where compensation for the use of terminal facilities inaminimum maximum rather than straight tariff form isHot initself unlawful there must besome showing of anunreasonable disad vantage among the users of the facilities onthese different bases before amini mum maximum compensation can bedeclared contrary tosection 17and section 16itsellf requires ashowing of such lmreasona lYle disadvantage ld207 The Commission had nogrounds todispute the judgment of aterminal operator that compensation for the use of certain terminal facilities under aminimum maximum rental agreement was proper The cost and expenses of the specific facilities involved including allocations of all general terminal expenses tothe areas covered bythe agreement were considered Under the minimum compensation the terminal would more than recover itsinvestment and would receive arate of return of about 46percent onthe value of land and improve ments The maximum figure would yield a7percent return onthe value of the



INDEX DIGEST 623 land and onthe depreciated reconstruction cost of the terminal facility and a6percent capital recovery onthe cranes during the 20year period of the lease Both minimum and maximum compensations were fair and reasona ble ld207 Where aterminal lease provided for aminimum maximum yearly rental for the use of certain faciilties and further provided for removal of apart of the facilities from tbe scope of tbe lease upon approval of another lease covering use of such part onaflat annual rental basis which lease had been approved modification of the minimum maximum lease toremove reference tothe other lease and cancellation of the latter lease were required The parties did not intend tbat the two leases operate namanner whereby the leased area could beused asawhole until the minimum had been reached with subsequent use restricted tothe area for which the flat rental was applicable Thus modifica tion and cancellation were necessary tomeet the requirement of section 15of the Sbipping Act that true copies of agreements befiled ld207 208 TRANSPORTATION ACT OF 1940 See Common Carriers UNDERCHARGES See Reparation UNFAIR DEVICE ORMEANS See Terminal Operators VESSEL VALUES See Rate Making WHARFAGE See also Terminal Operators Where aterminal tariff described wharfage astbe cbarge assessed against cargo for passage onover under or through any wbarf inward or outward loaded or discharged wbile vessel ismoored inany slip basin cbannel or canal bulk rice loaded from barges onthe offsbore side of avessel moored at the wharf was not subject towharfage charges The cargo would Ibe sub ject tosucb charges ifthe word or were inserted between the words outward and loaded Reference tomatters outside tbe express language of atariff toaid initsconstruction isproper only where the language of the tariff isambigu ous or the tariff contains technical words requiring interpretation or there exists acustom or usage of aItrade or course of dealing of the parties which although not specified inthe tariff issuch that itshould beapplied The first two instances were not applicable As tothe third extrinsic evidence could beused tosupplement but not tovary the plain meaning of express language intariff provisions However parties toashipping contract cannot bepermitted tovary or supplement atariff ra1te or charge onthe basis of course of dealing Inany event nocustom or usage or course of dealing was shown toindicate the appli cability of anything other than the literal words of the wharfage definition Sacramento Yolo Port District vFred FNoonan Co Inc 551 558 561 Adefinition of wharfage tomake itapplicable tocargo loaded from barge tovessel aswell astocargo passing onover under or througb any wharf was proper under tbe Freas formula wbich defined wharfage asthe charge for passing cargo over the wbarf or from vessel tovessel at wharf ld561 WORKING CAPITAL See Rate Making o
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